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Abstract
This thesis constitutes a study of the early history and architecture of the Irish Benedictine
th
th
monasteries founded in Germany between the late 11 and early 13 centuries. These so-called
Schottenklöster comprised eight abbeys and two priories and were affiliated to the monastic
motherhouse, St. James in Regensburg. The thesis examines the circumstances surrounding the
foundation of each house, broaching issues such as the motivation of the founders, the role of the
Regensburg motherhouse in the process and the relationship between the monastery and the
host town. The historical sources are also used to help create a chronological framework for the
erection of the various monastic churches and cloisters. In each case an attempt is made to
reconstruct the original Romanesque church built on the site using the available archaeological,
historical and pictorial evidence, and to place it within the regional architectural context. The
thesis further considers whether there was a distinct architectural tradition associated with the
Irish monasteries in Germany.
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Chapter 1
The Schottenklöster of Medieval Germany: an introduction

This thesis is primarily a study of the early architecture of the ten Irish Benedictine monasteries
th

th

founded in Germany between the late 11 and early 13 centuries. More accurately, perhaps, it is
a collection of ten studies of individual monasteries, their common denominator being the Irish
Benedictine communities. As architecture constitutes an artefact or material expression of a
particular time and place, the product of an individual set of circumstances and a specific group of
people, it was essential to attempt to reconstruct the historical context in which the Irish
monasteries were built. To this end, this thesis deals at length with the early history of each
monastery, detailing the background and chronology of the foundation process and the fortunes
of the nascent institutions. This serves not only to create a chronological framework for the
construction campaigns at the individual monasteries, but also, it is hoped, constitutes a worthy
historical study in its own right.
An examination of the churches of the Irish Benedictines in Germany is a study in Romanesque
architecture. Although the history of these monasteries or “Schottenklöster” spans four and a half
centuries, extending to as late as the 1500s, the early churches erected by the Irish monks
remained in use throughout their existence. Almost without exception, major structural changes
were only undertaken in the event of collapse, usually caused by a fire disaster. This
conservatism on the monks’ part, which appears to have been largely the product of straitened
financial times after the prosperity of the early period, greatly assists the study of the monasteries’
early architecture; both the medieval churches which remain standing today and those which
were lost between 1500 and 1700 were composed largely of Romanesque fabric, which, in most
cases, allows the earliest church at a site to be close to fully or partially reconstructed. This in turn
has benefits in terms of conducting a comparative analysis of the architecture of the various
monasteries. It is no coincidence that the prosperous early period that produced this architecture
is also marked by a greater concentration and variety of written sources, which provide a rich
historical background for the erection of the buildings concerned.
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Surviving remains and archaeological investigations
There were ten monasteries in total, which were situated in nine different towns, and comprised
eight abbeys and two priories. They were located at Regensburg (two), Würzburg, Nuremberg,
Constance, Erfurt, Vienna, Eichstätt, Memmingen and Kelheim.

Sections of the medieval

churches, which are generally referred to as ‘Schottenkirchen’, or cloisters of the Irish
monasteries remain in situ at seven out of ten sites, the abbeys at Constance and Memmingen,
and the priory of Weih Sankt Peter in Regensburg being the exceptions. The extent of
th

preservation varies from the almost complete 12 -century church at Regensburg to a single
interior architectural feature at Eichstätt. In each of the seven cases the medieval fabric is
incorporated into a functioning modern church; there are no ruins. While the maintenance of
these buildings over the centuries has contributed to the preservation of the medieval remains ―
at least since the passing of the Baroque period, which saw a spate of structural and decorative
alterations ― their continued use brings with it some disadvantages for the architectural historian
and archaeologist: for one, the potentially valuable sight of the bare stone of internal walls is
largely restricted to isolated hidden pockets; furthermore, archaeological investigation of the
monasteries has generally been limited to small-scale excavation, occasioned by minor
improvement works such as the installation of a new heating system.
The opportunity for more extensive archaeological investigation was presented in inopportune
circumstances in the aftermath of the Second World War, during which extensive damage was
suffered by a number of the churches. The Würzburg Schottenkirche was the worst affected: the
hitherto intact Romanesque nave and part of the presbytery were lost and a new nave
subsequently built in their place in a modern style. The ruined Würzburg monastery was the
subject of some valuable, though limited, excavation and observation after the war. The church
that has been the most thoroughly investigated archaeologically is the Erfurt Schottenkirche,
which was excavated internally and externally in the late 1960s in advance of a restoration
campaign made necessary both by war damage and general neglect. Unfortunately, no
excavations have been carried out at any of the three “lost” Irish monasteries, a situation that will
hopefully be rectified in the future.
Location of this research within the field
This research is very much located within the field of both German architectural and historical
studies. The subject under examination, in terms of both the physical remains and historical
sources, is obviously based in Germany, and, to a large extent, so too is the body of scholarship
surrounding the monasteries. This is true, in particular, of their architecture, which has always
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remained almost completely outside the sphere of Irish architectural studies. The Irish church of
St. James at Regensburg has received a little attention, amounting to a 1970 newspaper essay
by Liam de Paor and a 1975 article by Peter Harbison, while the perennial question of whether
the eastern towers of Cormac’s Chapel at Cashel were influenced by those at Regensburg has
1

been broached on numerous occasions. In detailing the architectural history of the ten Irish
monasteries in Germany, this research is designed to introduce the subject to Irish architectural
studies and to an English-speaking audience, and to stimulate interest in the Schottenklöster. The
thesis will also serve to bring attention to the significant work of German scholars in this area over
the last century or more, which has to a large extent set the agenda for the discussion of the
architecture below. This scholarship can be divided into two main categories: essays that
concentrate on a single monastery, and studies concerning the architecture of the entire group of
Schottenklöster. While the vast majority of contributions fall into the first category, only one,
Wolfgang Zahn’s 1967 University of Freiburg dissertation, belongs to the second.

2

Zahn

presented a thorough examination of the architecture of the ten monasteries, incorporating both
lengthy description and comparative analysis, and used historical sources to reasonably good
effect in reconstructing the chronology of the construction campaigns and in attempting to
reconstruct the appearance of those churches which survive only in part or not at all.
Nonetheless, Zahn’s conclusions now require substantial revision, due only in small part to
misinterpretation on his part, but, much more importantly, to the range of new archaeological,
pictorial and historical evidence that has come to light in the intervening four decades. As will be
seen below, this new material not only challenges Zahn’s reconstruction of the individual
churches, but also in turn requires a reappraisal of his comparative analysis.
Much of the new evidence has already been published, and in some cases put to use by scholars
in their considerations of particular Schottenkirchen. The most up-to-date assessments of the
architecture of the Irish monasteries today tend to be contained within these different fields of
localised scholarship. The Regensburg Schottenkirche has always been the most closely studied
of the Irish churches, both because of the role of the monastery as the motherhouse of the
th

Schottenklöster, and, more importantly, the great state of preservation and singularity of the 12 century church. The publication of two doctoral dissertations relating to the sculpture and to the
northern doorway of the church, by Mona Stocker and Elgin von Gaisberg respectively, within the
last decade has added a renewed intensity to this tradition, and has shown the potential of

1

de Paor, Irish Architecture in Bavaria; Harbison, Twelfth and Thirteenth Century Stonemasons. Regarding the eastern
towers at Cashel, see, inter alia, McNeill, The Affinities of Irish Romanesque Architecture; pp. 146-147; Henry, Irish Art,
pp. 169-171; O’Keeffe, Romanesque Ireland, pp. 130-131, 152-157; Stalley, Design and function, p. 166.
2
Zahn, Schottenklöster. Helmut Flachenecker included a chapter on the monastic churches in his 1995 book on the
history of the Schottenklöster, which provided a concise overview of the research to date (Flachenecker, Schottenklöster,
pp. 143-151).
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3

targeted monographs to increase our store of knowledge in relation to an individual structure.

While an awareness of the architecture of all the Schottenklöster informs the ten chapters of this
thesis dealing with individual monasteries, each is designed as a stand-alone essay, which
engages with the body of scholarship related to the particular house and seeks to advance the
current state of research.
The division between scholarship devoted to a single house and to the monasteries as a whole is
more evenly balanced in regard to the history of the Schottenklöster. Helmut Flachenecker’s
magisterial 1995 book is the standard work on the first two centuries of the Irish monasteries.

4

Assiduous in his search for, and application of, primary sources, Flachenecker provided a
comprehensive study of the development of the Schottenkloster movement and the
circumstances surrounding the establishment of each of the houses. Flachenecker’s book is the
last in a long line of works dealing with this group of monasteries, though most concentrated on
the Regensburg Schottenklöster at the expense of the eight other daughter-houses. The two
most important contributions of the modern era prior to Flachenecker were an article written by
Wilhelm Wattenbach in 1856 and a series of articles by Ludwig Hammermayer from the late
5

1950s onwards. Perhaps the major significance of Wattenbach’s work lay in his emphatic
dismissal of the notion that the Schottenklöster were founded by Scottish rather than Irish
6

monks. This must have been an inconvenient truth for the Scottish Benedictines who still
occupied the Regensburg monastery at the time, and whose forefathers had successfully exerted
their spurious claims to a number of the Irish monasteries in the 16

th

century. The Scottish

Benedictines can, however, be thanked for their early work in chronicling the history of the
th

medieval monasteries. In particular, the Germania Sancta and Indiculus of the 17 -century
th

Würzburg monk, James Brown, and the Monasteria of the 18 -century Regensburg monk,
7

Marianus Brockie, provide a range of historical details which are otherwise unrecorded. As in the
case of the monasteries’ architecture, much of the scholarly discussion concerning the history of
the Irish monasteries has been generated by publications dealing with a single house rather than
the complete group. In terms of both architecture and history, the individual Irish monasteries
remain the focus of lively, if sporadic, scholarly interest at a local level.

3

Stocker, Die Schottenkirche; Gaisberg, Das Schottenportal.
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster. Flachenecker has also published a range of articles dealing both with individual houses
and particular aspects of the monasteries as a group.
5
Wattenbach, Die Kongregation der Schottenklöster. The articles by Hammermayer most relevant to this thesis are
Hammermayer, Die irischen Benediktiner- “Schottenklöster”; Hammermayer, Neue Beiträge; Hammermayer, Die
Schottenkongregation.
6
Wattenbach/Reeves, The Irish Monasteries, pp. 310-313.
7
Germania Sancta, de Monasteriis Scotorum in Germania (Universitätsbibliothek, Würzburg, M.ch.q. 54 (= National
Library of Ireland Microfilm P2974). Indiculus Monasteriorum Scotorum Ordinis S. Benedicti extra Scotiam
(Universitätsbibliothek, Würzburg, M.ch.q. 49/1). See Dilworth, “Germania Christiana”, regarding the historical writing of
Brown and his compatriot at Würzburg, Boniface Strachan. Brockie’s Monasteria Scotica extra Brittanniam is housed in
the Scottish Catholic Archives in Edinburgh (See Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 43-45).
4

12

In 1980, Pádraig Breatnach lamented the lack of interest shown by Irish historians towards the
8

Schottenklöster, which he regarded as “an integral part of Irish ecclesiastical history”. Three
years previously Breatnach had himself made a valuable contribution to the study of the Irish
monasteries by publishing a critical edition of the Libellus de fundacione Consecrati Petri, a midth

13 -century work written at the Regensburg Schottenkloster, which, being a colourful account of
the emergence of the Schottenkloster movement, constitutes one of the principal sources for the
9

history of the Irish monasteries in Germany. One of the main reasons for the peripheral place of
the Schottenklöster within Irish medieval studies was the fact that contemporary Irish sources are
almost completely silent on the monasteries, which did not encourage further inquiry. This, of
course, could itself be taken as evidence of the irrelevance of the monasteries to the medieval
Irish literati, yet it is clear from German sources that there was a considerable degree of contact
between the Irish monks and their homeland over the centuries, which was concerned not only
with the recruitment of novices, but also with fundraising and cultural exchange, in many cases
involving Irish elites, especially the leading dynastic families and bishops of Munster. Notable
contributions made by Irish scholars prior to Breatnach were limited to a number of articles written
by William Reeves and John Hogan in the mid and late 19

th

century respectively, two 1920s

dissertations submitted by Patrick Barry and Daniel Binchy to German universities and a series of
articles written by Barry, Binchy and Aubrey Gwynn, the latter dealing primarily with the Würzburg
Schottenkloster.

10

Since 1980, two further important sources for the history of the Schottenklöster have been
published by Irish-based scholars, namely the communal necrology of the Irish monasteries,
edited by Dagmar Ó Riain-Raedel, and a translation into English by Jean-Michel Picard and
th

Yvonne de Pontfarcy of the mid-12 -century Visio Tnugdali, a vision of heaven and hell written at
11

the Regensburg house.

Ó Riain-Raedel has also written a wide range of articles concerned

primarily with the literary output of the Irish monasteries and the links between the monasteries
and Ireland.

12

These have helped to build on the momentum created by Breatnach’s contribution

and to bring the Irish monasteries in from the periphery of Irish historical studies. It is hoped that
this thesis will accelerate this development. The discussion of the early history of the monasteries
8

Breatnach, The origins of the Irish monastic tradition, p. 59. Breatnach’s call fell on deaf ears in the case of Daniel
Binchy, who in 1981 said this of the history of the Schottenklöster: “.....whatever interest it may have for German
medievalists, [it] is a mere footnote — or perhaps rather a post-script — to the remarkable story of the early Irish missions
to Europe.” (Binchy, Review of Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, p. 164).
9
Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende.
10
Reeves, Marianus Scotus; Hogan, Irish Monasteries of Ratisbon; idem, Irish Monasteries in Germany; Binchy, Die
irischen Benediktinerklöster; idem, The Irish Benedictine Congregation; Barry, Die Zustände im Wiener Schottenklöster;
idem, Irish Benedictines in Nuremberg; Gwynn, The Continuity of the Irish Tradition at Würzburg; idem, Ireland and
Würzburg; idem, Some notes. Reeves also published an annotated translation of Wattenbach’s 1856 article
(Wattenbach/Reeves, The Irish Monasteries).
11
Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog; Picard/de Pontfarcy, The Vision of Tnugdal.
12
Inter alia, Ó Riain-Raedel, Irish kings and bishops; eadem, Irish Benedictine Monasteries; eadem, Cashel and
Germany.

13

relates the current state of research in regard to each house, and seeks to expand upon the
diligent work of earlier authors. In as far as was practicable, primary sources have been directly
consulted and re-evaluated. This research has made it possible to shed further light on the
earliest period in each monastery’s existence, and in a number of instances it has been
necessary to deconstruct and ultimately replace the accepted chronological framework.
Marianus and the founding of the Irish monastery of Weih Sankt Peter
“Yet what I otherwise find all the more worthy of admiration, is that, so far from their home, with
only the help of God and without an advocate among prince or priest, the saintly men and simple
pilgrims from the ends of Ireland providently and prudently built a church in honour of the godly
James in a suburb of Regensburg.”

13

This sentence, which stands to the end of the Vita Mariani, brims with the author’s pride at the
great monastic achievement of his compatriots. The Vita, written at the Regensburg
Schottenkloster circa 1180, recounts in detail the journey of the Irish peregrini from the ends of
Ireland to the centre of Europe.

14

It was composed at a highpoint in the history of the Regensburg

Schottenkloster, close to the end of the great period of expansion in the movement, which saw at
least seven daughter-houses founded from Regensburg in less than fifty years, and at a point
shortly after the completion of a new church and cloister more befitting of a powerful
motherhouse. The term Schottenkloster (monastery of the Scots) is the German form of the Latin
monasterium scotorum, by which name the Irish Benedictine monasteries were known. This
terminology is problematic, owing to the fact that Hibernia gradually replaced Scotia (maior) as
the common Latin form for Ireland after the Norman invasion, with the term Scotia becoming
applied to Scotland (previously Scotia minor).

15

Despite this change, the Irish monks continued to

apply the term monasterium scotorum to their monasteries throughout their existence,
presumably for simple reasons of continuity, though they would also have been reluctant to lose
the connection in the minds of the people with the illustrious saintly Scoti of the early medieval
period. In some instances expressions such as monasteria Scotorum vel Hybernorum or
Scotorum alias Ibernicorum appear in documentary sources as a means of clarifying that the
Scotia in question was actually Ireland.

16

The continued use of the anachronistic term

13

“Verum inter cetera magis dignum admiratione iudico, quod sic procul a patria, solius Dei iuuamine, sine alicuius terreni
Principis, sive alicuius Antistitis adiutorio, viri sancti & simplices peregrini, de finibus Hiberniæ, de suburbio Ratisbonensi,
ad honorem Deo Iacob prouide & prudenter ecclesiam constituerunt.....” (Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum,
Februarius ii, p. 372).
14
See below, Chapter 3, for discussion of the date of the Vita.
15
This issue and its consequences for the Schottenklöster are discussed at length in Binchy, Die irischen
Benediktinerklöster, pp. 1-17; Hammermayer, Die irischen Benediktiner- “Schottenklöster”, pp. 319-325.
16
See Binchy, Die irischen Benediktinerklöster, pp. 5-7; Hammermayer, Die irischen Benediktiner- “Schottenklöster”, p.
320.

14

monasterium scotorum throughout the later medieval period had dramatic repercussions in the
th

16 century when Scottish Benedictines pounced on the ambiguity in language to successfully
claim the surviving Irish monasteries for themselves.

17

There is no evidence to suggest that there

were any monks from Scotland among the communities of the Schottenklöster in the later
medieval period.
The hero of the Vita Mariani is the Irish pilgrim Marianus, who is characterised as the founding
18

father of the Irish monasteries in Germany.

The Vita portrays the early emergence of the

Schottenkloster movement as more a matter of accident and divine intervention than of design.
After an opening section listing some of the celebrated Irish saints that had over the centuries
made their mark on the continent, the story of Marianus begins with his arrival in the Franconian
town of Bamberg in the company of two compatriots, Joannes and Candidus.

19

Here they went to

the local bishop, who arranged for them to be taken in by the abbot of the monastery of St.
Michael, where they were indoctrinated in the Rule of St. Benedict, spending much of their time
living as incluses in a cell at the foot of an adjacent hill. After approximately one year, mindful of
their original intention to go on pilgrimage to Rome as was the custom of their people (“gentis
suae more”), the three Irishmen sought and received permission to leave Bamberg. Their journey
took them onwards to Regensburg, where they were received by the abbess of the Obermünster
canonry.

20

Marianus, a gifted scribe, is said to have been commissioned by the canonesses of

Obermünster and of Niedermünster, another female institution within the town, to copy various
religious texts, and he also produced small books and psalters for poor clerics and widows. It
appears that Marianus first lived as an incluse at Obermünster, before moving to
Niedermünster.

21

Prior to the arrival of Marianus and his companions in Regensburg, another

pious Irishman had long been resident in the town, namely Murcheratus, who lived as an incluse
at Obermünster.

22

Marianus confided in Murcheratus his desire to depart Regensburg in order to

escape the great numbers of townspeople and their praise and to continue his pilgrimage.
Murcheratus advised that Marianus should fast and seek guidance from the Holy Spirit, which he
duly did, and was instructed to leave Regensburg with Joannes and Candidus very early the next
day, and to spend the rest of his days at the spot where he saw the first light of the rising sun.
17

Regarding the circumstances of the Scottish takeover, see Hammermayer, Die irischen Benediktiner- “Schottenklöster”,
pp. 301-307.
18
The Vita was published by the Bollandists in 1658 (Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, pp. 361372). A critical edition of the Vita, based on earlier manuscript copies than the one used by the Bollandists, was produced
by Petra Hauck as a MA thesis, but remains unpublished (Hauck (ed.), Vita Mariani). A partial, and at times loose,
German translation of the Vita was published by Johannes Bühler (Bühler, Klosterleben im Mittelalter). Because of its
more widespread availability, the Acta Sanctorum version will be used throughout this thesis.
19
Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, pp. 366-367.
20
Ibid., p. 367.
21
The Vita tells of a miracle that occurred while Marianus was writing in his cell at Niedermünster, whereby three fingers
on his left hand lit up to allow him to continue uninterrupted his transcription of a sacred text after the fall of darkness
(ibid., p. 367). In this passage Marianus is referred to as “occlusus” i.e. shut up in his cell.
22
Ibid., p. 368.

15

The three Irishmen left the town, but stopped at the church of St. Peter outside the walls, where
they prayed for the success of their journey from St. Peter’s in Regensburg to St. Peter’s in
Rome.

23

As they left the church they were met by the light of the risen sun, which determined

both their new abode and final resting place, and marked the birth of the Schottenkloster
movement. The use of the church of St. Peter or Weih Sankt Peter was granted to the Irish
monks by the abbess of Obermünster, in whose possession it resided.

24

Much of the detail of this section of the Vita can be authenticated by independent sources. The
existence of Murcheratus is all but confirmed by the strength of his tradition at Obermünster. To
the north of the sanctuary of the Obermünster church, which was largely destroyed in World War
25

II, stands a chapel dedicated to the incluse, thought to date to circa 1200.

This

th

Mercherdachskapelle is believed to mark the site of his inclusorium, and contains a 14 -century
tomb-slab bearing his image, a pilgrim with long flowing beard. A Murchertachus inclusus
rd

monachus is recorded on August 3 in the communal necrology of the Schottenklöster and in that
of Obermünster.

26

th

A number of 11 -century manuscripts testify to the scribal activities of

Marianus in Regensburg and provide important information concerning the chronology of his
peregrinatio and the establishment of the Irish monastery at Weih Sankt Peter. Four known
codices, two surviving and two lost, dating to 1074, 1079 and 1080 (two), as well as a number of
fragments and glosses written on earlier Regensburg manuscripts are attributable to Marianus.

27

th

The earliest codex, details of which are recorded in 16 -century accounts, was a psalter
commissioned by the abbess of Niedermünster. This manuscript contained an important gloss at
the beginning of the text, in which Marianus states that the work was written in 1074, the seventh
year of his peregrinatio. Marianus produced two copies of the letters of St. Paul in 1079 and
1080, the earlier one of which is extant and held in the Austrian National Library. The 1079
manuscript contains a colophon with an interlinear gloss in the same hand, in which Marianus

23

In the manuscript used for the Acta Sanctorum Marianus’s two companions at this stage are named as Joannes and
Clemens, but earlier versions of the Vita give Candidus rather than Clemens (see Hauck (ed.), Vita Mariani, p. 103). A
Clemens appears later in the Vita in all versions, and is said have been the third socius of Marianus to have come from
Ireland, which confirms that he is to be distinguished from Candidus (Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum,
Februarius ii, p. 368). Clemens is said to have left Regensburg some time after the founding of Weih Sankt Peter to go on
pilgrimage to Jerusalem, where he died. One of Marianus’s original companions, Joannes, later travelled to Göttweig in
Austria, where he became an incluse (ibid.). The presence of Joannus as an incluse at the Augustinian monastery in
Göttweig after 1083 is confirmed by independent sources (See Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 70-72).
24
The fact that the use and not the ownership was granted to the Irish monks would lead to complications in subsequent
centuries, with Obermünster retaining some rights in relation to the monastery throughout its existence. These included a
prominent role in the election of the prior of Weih Sankt Peter (Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 98).
25
Walderdorff, St. Mercherdach und St. Marian, pp. 199-204; Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), pp. 249, 252-254, 273
(fig. 214), 276; Borgmeyer et al, Denkmäler in Bayern III.37, pp. 430-431.
26
Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 70; MGH Nec. Ger. 3, p. 342.
27
See Hoffman, Irische Schreiber, pp. 100-114; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 126-136; Dilworth, Marianus Scotus,
pp. 136-145; Reeves, Marianus Scotus. According to the author of the Vita, such was the prolificacy of Marianus, that his
writings formed the greater part of the materials used at the various Irish monasteries founded later in Bavaria and
Franconia (Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 367).
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provides his Irish name, Muiredach Macc Robartaig.

28

The second of the two 1080 codices, a

collection of texts relating to monasticism, is held at the Benedictine monastery in Fort Augustus
in Scotland. It may have been Marianus’s final work, as he left it unfinished, before it was
completed by an Irish monk named Johannes in 1083. Johannes provides valuable details
concerning the Irish foundation at the end of the work. He states that the codex was completed in
1083, the seventh year of his own peregrinatio and in the eight year of the presence of Irish
monks at this place: i.e. Weih Sankt Peter.

29

A coherent timeline emerges from these sources. Marianus began his peregrinatio in 1067 and
his first stop in Germany was Bamberg, where, according to the Vita, he spent a year. How long
30

he had already been on his travels prior to his arrival in Bamberg is unclear.

By 1074 at the

latest, possibly as early as 1068, he was resident in Regensburg, finding accommodation first at
Obermünster, later at Niedermünster, and engaging in scribal activity, probably in part to pay his
board. In 1075/1076 Weih Sankt Peter was granted to Marianus and an uncertain number of Irish
31

companions.

Marianus’s scribal work continued thereafter, perhaps right up to the time of his

demise, if indeed his death was the reason for leaving the 1080 codex unfinished.

32

Despite the

relative concordance between the Vita and the evidence from the codices, the recent discovery of
th

a further 11 -century source has cast some doubt on the reconstructed sequence of events. In
th

2005 Elmar Hochholzer published a fragment of an 11 -century martyrology, which had been
th

found in the binding of a 16 -century rent-book in an Eichstätt bookshop.
this single folio, which relates to dates between April 14

th

33

The names listed on

th

and 25 , include saints both from
th

Ireland and associated with Regensburg. The martyrology also includes, under April 18 , the

28

The Meic Robartaig (anglicised McGroarty, Rafferty etc.) are associated with the Donegal area, the family being the
hereditary keepers of the Cathach of St. Colum Cille (Reeves, Marianus Scotus, pp. 300-301). That Marianus came from
the northern part of Ireland is confirmed later in the Vita (see below).
29
“Tertia Calendas Aprilis hodie in quinta feria anno Domini MLXXXIII meae autem peregrinationis pene septimo et hujus
loci habitationis ab Scotis octavo, regnante quarto Henrico, miseri Johannis anima requiescat in Dei pace. Amen.”
(Walderdorff, St. Mercherdach und St. Marian, p. 221). Johannes’s remarks with regard to the length of his peregrinatio
exclude the possibility that he is the same person as the Joannes recorded as one of Marianus’s original companions in
Bamberg and Regensburg. Another manuscript attributable to the hand of the 1083 Johannes is held at Princeton
University Library and dates to 1082 (Hoffmann, Irische Schreiber, p. 108).
30
th
According to the 13 -century Libellus de fundacione Consecrati Petri, Marianus and his companions only spent a few
days in Bamberg, but had previously resided at the Benedictine monastery of Pursetum/Burtscheid outside Aachen
(Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, pp. 201-202). As Flachenecker pointed out, this was probably a
fabrication rooted in one of the main narrative turns of the Libellus, namely the alleged foundation of the church of Weih
Sankt Peter by Charlemagne, who is also said to have founded the monastery at Burtscheid for Irish monks (ibid., p. 191;
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 60, n. 8).
31
The sources differ as to the number of Marianus’s companions. The Vita mentions Candidus and Joannes initially and
later a Clemens. The Libellus de fundacione Consecrati Petri refers to six companions, providing a list of names that does
not correspond closely with those in the Vita: Machantinus, Murchertachus, Clemens, Gervasius, Ysaac, Donatus
(Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, p. 201). The necrology of St. James records seven socii of Marianus:
Joannes, Candidus, Clemens, Donatus, Mordacus, Isacus, Magnaldus (See Walderdorff, St. Mercherdach und St. Marian,
pp. 211-215; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 69-76).
32
As Hoffmann points out, the abandonment of a codex and subsequent completion by another scribe is not uncommon
in medieval scriptoria, and is not necessarily attributable to the death of the instigator (Hoffmann, Irische Schreiber, p.
100).
33
Hochholzer, Ein Martyrologfragment.
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following entry: “In Ratispon[a] dedicatio eccl[es]ie s[ancti] Petri extra murum”. The inclusion of
relatively obscure Irish saints and of the dedication feast of Weih Sankt Peter suggests that the
martyrology was written at or for the Irish community at that church, though Hochholzer suggests
that the scribe responsible was, in fact, German.

34

Pádraig Ó Riain has shown the Irish entries to

have been drawn from a copy of the Martyrology of Óengus, which must have been brought by
one of the first Irish monks to Regensburg, and was also the source of a separate Regensburg
th

35

martyrology, a 17 -century copy of which survives from St. James.

What makes the fragment

potentially incompatible with the Vita narrative is the dating ascribed to it on palaeographical
grounds by Hochholzer, who proposed that it was written in the second third or, at the latest, the
th

36

third quarter of the of the 11 century.

As argued by Hochholzer, this raises the possibility that

there was an Irish community at Weih Sankt Peter prior to the arrival of Marianus in Regensburg,
and thus puts in jeopardy the “official” history of the birth of the monastery contained in the Vita.
On the other hand, the clear statement of Johannes in the 1080/83 Fort Augustus codex
regarding the length of the Irish presence at Weih Sankt Peter is difficult to dismiss, and cautions
against dispensing with the Vita account or the 1075/1076 establishment date entirely.

37

Nonetheless, the Eichstätt fragment, although it is the only potential piece of evidence in support
of the existence of an Irish community at Weih Sankt Peter pre-1075, does leave room for doubt
in this regard, unless it actually dates to the very end of the parameters suggested by Hochholzer
or even later, in which case the veracity of Johannes’s remarks in the Fort Augustus codex would
not be threatened.
According to the Vita, the numbers at Weih Sankt Peter soon began to swell as word of the new
monastery spread, many Irish pilgrims being attracted to Regensburg from other parts of Europe
and beyond, others arriving directly from the northern part of Ireland, from where Marianus
38

himself hailed.

Recognition for the growing Irish monastery arrived in 1089, when Henry IV

issued an imperial privilege to the Scottigenae, who are said to have exiled themselves from their
39

homeland for the torment of the body and the salvation of the soul.

The emperor put the Irish

34

Ibid., p. 46.
Ó Riain, Feastdays of the Saints, pp. 228-244.
36
Hochholzer, Ein Martyrologfragment, pp. 34-35.
37
While, as Hochholzer points out, Johannes does not specifically mention Weih Sankt Peter, it was almost certainly the
locus in question (ibid., pp. 36-37). In addition to the paucity of evidence for a separate Irish community in Regensburg at
this early stage, there seems little reason to doubt that Marianus was resident at Weih Sankt Peter when he began the
codex in 1080, which allows the assumption that Joannes was in the same locus when he completed it in 1083.
38
Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 368.
39
“.....pro cruciando corpore, salvandaque anima patria sua exularant.....” (MGH DD H. IV. 2, No. 403; Ried, Codex
Chronologico-Diplomaticus 1, No. 178; Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. No. 5). The charter refers to the arrival of the
Irish monks during the tenure of the Regensburg bishop, Otto (1061-1089), and the granting of Weih Sankt Peter by
Abbess Willa of Obermünster. While Otto was still in his episcopal chair in 1089, Willa had been replaced by Hazecha as
abbess. When exactly Willa died is unclear, but a date in the mid to late 1070s looks likely. She is recorded as abbess
from 1052 onwards, and appears in a dated charter for the final time in 1073 (Ried, Codex Chronologico-Diplomaticus 1,
No. 174). A further charter, which Ried dates to circa 1074, refers to Willa as venerabilis abbtissa (ibid., No. 176). There is
then a gap in the record concerning the abbacy of Obermünster until Hazecha is mentioned in the 1089 charter. She must
35
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monks under his direct protection (“mundiburdium defensionis”), while recognising the rights of
title of the abbess of Obermünster in relation to the buildings at Weih Sankt Peter. This can be
seen both as the measure which brought the foundation process to a close and also as a new
beginning, insofar as this monastery peopled by foreign monks was now under the protection of
the highest secular power and free to develop without outside interference. According to both the
th

Vita and the mid-13 -century Libellus de fundacione Consecrati Petri (hereinafter Libellus), the
Irish monastery of Weih Sankt Peter in its early years did not constitute a standard claustral
40

community and was instead eremitical in character.

The more effusive Libellus account

describes a series of incluses’ cells built around the church, a single cell per monk and each with
41

one window allowing a view of the altar and another opening to the outside world.

Whether the

Libellus description can be trusted in this instance is questionable, being bound up with the
legend concerning the miraculous consecration of the church by St. Peter, and having been
42

written almost two centuries after the events.

The Vita was not the source for the Libellus

account, as it provides little detail concerning the nature of the original monastery. It does
describe Weih Sankt Peter as a “church and site of a small cell” (ecclesia et locus cellulae) in the
43

context of the Obermünster abbess’s original grant.

Whether the term cellula in this case

alludes to the eremitical character of the monastery or simply denotes a monastic cell or
community is not entirely clear. If the former, it cannot necessarily be assumed that the cell
structure or structures referred to were erected by the Irish monks after 1075, as both the early
dating of the Eichstätt fragment and the fact that Obermünster had a pre-existing tradition of
accommodating anchorites, as the example of Murcheratus shows, leave open the possibility that
Weih Sankt Peter was already the focus of eremitical activity prior to this point. Later in the Vita,
Weih Sankt Peter is again described as a locus cellulae, this time in the context of the foundation
of St. James, which, if a reference to an inclusorium, would suggest that the Irish community had
44

indeed assumed or retained an eremitical character in the intervening period.

The references to

Marianus and his companions living as anchorites in both Bamberg and Regensburg, and also

have taken over from Willa at some point after 1073 or 1075/1076, the probable date at which Weih Sankt Peter was
granted to the Irish monks.
40
The Libellus was probably written at some point between 1250 and 1261 (Breatnach, Die Regensburger
Schottenlegende, pp. 3-13).
41
Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, pp. 207, 216-222. The cells are described as being “fabricaretur ad
latus ecclesie.....singulis singula loca” (ibid., p. 207) and the author refers to the Scoti, “qui hic circa ecclesiam sunt
constituti” (ibid., p. 218).
42
Most of the detail concerning the arrangement and openings of the cells is given in the context of the description of the
consecration of the church by St. Peter in the company of twelve (sic) apostles. This event is witnessed by the inclusi
through their fenestrae, and in the course of the inquisition led by the Regensburg bishop that followed the reported
miracle each incluse (Marianus and his six companions) is in turn asked to confirm what they had witnessed through the
window. In the context of this fantastical story, the detail provided concerning the inclusoria has to be treated with
th
scepticism. Nonetheless, the portrayal of the earliest monks as anchorites may well reflect the 13 -century perception of
the founding fathers within the Regensburg Schottenkloster, possibly based on a strong tradition. That the depicted
arrangement of the cells was drawn from knowledge of the layout of an actual eremitical monastery, whether at Weih
Sankt Peter or elsewhere, rather than a flight of imagination, seems somewhat unlikely.
43
Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 368.
44
Ibid., p. 369.
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Joannes later in Göttweig, all point to the prevalence of the practice among the earliest members
of the Irish community at Weih Sankt Peter. It may be, however, that the increase in numbers
which followed the founding of the monastery soon led to a move towards a more regular
monastic life, perhaps with inclusion continuing on a limited scale within the monastery.
That a conventual monastic liturgy was practised at Weih Sankt Peter is suggested by a
marginalium on the Eichstätt martyrology fragment. Next to the notice concerning the dedication
of Weih Sankt Peter is written in a contemporary hand “12 l[ectione]s”, which relates to the
number of readings on that particular day, twelve rather than the usual eight. This accords with
Benedictine practice concerning the observance on days of special celebration, and indicates that
Weih Sankt Peter already accommodated a well-organised monastic community at the time of
writing, probably already living according to the Benedictine rule.

45

While the 1089 charter makes

no reference to the monastic rule being observed by the Irish monks at Weih Sankt Peter, that
they were to a greater or lesser extent governed by the Benedictine rule can also be deduced
from the fact that the monastery of St. James which grew out of the earlier Irish monastery was
Benedictine and from the information contained in the Vita concerning indoctrination of Marianus
and his companions in the Benedictine rule at Bamberg. The 1089 charter also omits to specify
the status of the monastery. The rights of Obermünster in relation to the monastery must have
precluded it from functioning as an abbey in its own right, but this does not exclude the possibility
that the head of the Irish monks was actually referred to as abbot, whether within or outside the
community.

46

The Vita records that Marianus and seven successors carried the title of Abbot of

Weih Sankt Peter between the foundation of the monastery and that of its St. James offshoot,
which is likely to have been established circa 1100.

47

Such a large succession of abbots in so

short a time appears somewhat unlikely, and a number of authors have pointed out the possible
48

symbolic quality of the figure seven.

After the establishment of St. James, Weih Sankt Peter

was effectively subsumed into the new monastery, becoming a dependent priory directly subject
to the abbot of St. James, with one convent divided between two locations and the few
possessions of the earlier monastery being transferred to the new foundation, as described in the
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See Hochholzer, Ein Martyrologfragment, p. 46.
Two Irish monks are described as abb(as) de s(ancto) Petro in a necrology of the Benedictine monastery of St.
th
th
Emmeram in Regensburg, which was compiled between the mid-11 and mid-12 centuries (MGH Libri mem. N. S. 3, p.
188). One of these, Benedictus abbas, may be the individual that refers to himself as “Benedictus Christi peregrinorum
servus” in a 1087 letter sent by Irish monks in Regensburg, presumably resident at Weih Sankt Peter, to King Wratislaw II
of Bohemia (See Hochholzer, Ein Martyrologfragment, pp. 39-43). While, as Hochholzer argues, the descriptive servus
employed by Benedictus can be seen as a mark of humility on his part, its use, and the absence of any reference to an
abbot or prior, may also hint at a degree of fluidity with regard to nomenclature within Weih Sankt Peter owing to the
somewhat anomalous character of the monastery in terms of legal status.
47
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Vita.

Whether this accurately reflects the relationship of the two monasteries in the immediate

aftermath of the founding of St. James or whether Weih Sankt Peter initially retained a degree of
independence is unclear.

50

According to the Libellus, twelve senior monks remained at Weih

Sankt Peter under an otherwise unrecorded Abbot Dionysius after the establishment of St.
James, while seventy transferred to the new monastery.

51

The establishment and early history of the monastery of SS. James and Gertrude
The origins of the abbey of SS. James and Gertrude, which would go on to serve as motherhouse
to all the German Schottenklöster, appear to lie in the success of the Irish monastery at Weih
Sankt Peter. According to the Vita, the earlier monastery attracted such a large number of Irish
monks that it could no longer accommodate them within its narrow confines.

52

A desire to gain

independence from the abbess of Obermünster must also have been a driving factor in founding
a new monastery at a separate site. With the permission of Pope Calixtus II (1119-1124) and
Emperor Henry V (1106-1125) a plot of land was acquired outside the town’s western gate in
order to erect a new larger monastery.
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The site is said to have been bought for thirty

Regensburg talents from Count Friedrich von Frontenhausen through an intermediary named
Otto, the praefectus or burgrave of Regensburg. An imperial privilege granted to the monastery
by Henry V in 1112 lists the names of Burgrave Otto and 16 Regensburg citizens, who
contributed towards the purchase of the plot of land.
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Most of the figures referred to in both the

Vita and charter are difficult to identify, including the owner of the land Friedrich von
Frontenhausen.
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In terms of the dating of the purchase of the site and the subsequent erection of

the monastery, the mention of the burgrave, Otto von Riedenburg, in both sources provides the
56

best indicator, Otto having taken over this position after the death of his father in 1101.

This

would tie in reasonably well with the recorded consecration in 1111 of the new monastic church,
which according to the Vita was erected in great haste.
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The eastern section of the surviving

church of St. James can be attributed to this 1111 structure, which appears to have been the first
monastic church erected at the site. The 1112 charter could then be viewed as confirmation of a
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“.....pauca bona quæ S. Petro extra muros errant collata, ad ecclesiam B. Iacobi sic sunt translata, ut unus atque idem
effet Abbas, unusque conventus utriusque loci, in unitate pacis & obedientiæ.....” (Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta
Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 372).
50
See Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 95-98.
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Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, pp. 251-252.
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Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 369.
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The reference to Calixtus and Henry in the context of the original purchase of the site is an anachronism rooted in their
later granting of papal and imperial privileges to the nascent monastery.
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Ried, Codex Chronologico-Diplomaticus 1, No. 184; Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. No. 9.
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See Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 83-95.
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Ibid., p. 86.
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Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 371. The consecration date is recorded in the Regensburg
necrology, as will be discussed in Chapter 3.
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completed foundation process. The protection of the papacy was added to that of the Reich
during the tenure of Calixtus II (1119-1124), when St. James received the first of many papal
privileges.

58

The harmony of this evidence, all pointing to a foundation process beginning circa 1100, is
broken by a considerably earlier reference to a church of St. James. It is contained in one of two
recorded letters sent by the Irish monks in Regensburg to King Wratislaw II of Bohemia (10611092). In the first of these letters the peregrini Christi undertake to pray for the success of a
military expedition being undertaken by the King, while in the second they promise to intercede
on behalf of his deceased son (Boleslaw) as well as for the health of Wratislaw and his
kingdom.

59

The earlier letter dates to circa 1087 and does not state the location of the peregrini
60

within Regensburg.

The second letter was written in 1090 or 1091 and in it the monks describe
61

themselves as the “fraternitas sub levi iugo Christi infra ecclesiam sancti Iacobi militans”.

That

the Irish monks had already founded the new monastery and erected its church so soon after the
initial move to Weih Sankt Peter seems improbable, and does not sit well with the charter, Vita
and necrology evidence. This incongruence led Flachenecker to suggest that the ecclesia sancti
Iacobi is likely to have represented an altar within the church of Weih Sankt Peter rather than a
new monastic church.
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That the patron saint of pilgrimage, to whom four of the later

Schottenklöster would be dedicated, was already being venerated at Weih Sankt Peter is a
distinct possibility, but the term infra ecclesiam sancti Iacobi is difficult to explain away as
referring to an altar. It could be that it related to a chapel built at the Weih Sankt Peter monastery,
but the possibility that the site of St. James to the west of the town was already occupied by Irish
monks as early as the 1080s cannot be dismissed, although the 1089 charter granted to Weih
Sankt Peter gives no indication of the existence of such an outpost. Therefore, despite most
evidence pointing to the new abbey having been founded shortly after 1100 and to the church
consecrated in 1111 having been the first, the 1090/1091 letter leaves room for doubt in this
regard.
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Although this charter does not survive, it is referred to both in the Vita and in subsequent privileges received by the
monastery (ibid., p. 372; Brackmann, Germania Pontificia 1.2, pp. 292-293).
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MGH Die Briefe der deutschen Kaiserzeit 5, pp. 392-395. The content and background of the letters are discussed in
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 107-110.
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If Hochholzer is correct in identifying the servus Benedictus of the 1087 letter as the abbas de sancto Petro of the same
name in the St. Emmeram necrology, the peregrini in question were resident at Weih Sankt Peter.
61
“The brotherhood fighting under the light yoke of Christ within the church of St. James” (Ó Riain-Raedel, Irish
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Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 83.
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Most commentators have dated the foundation of St. James to circa 1090 on the basis of this letter (e.g.
Wattenbach/Reeves, The Irish Monasteries, p. 243; Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. No. 6; Breatnach, The origins of
the Irish monastic tradition, pp. 69-70).
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As is generally the case, the account of the St. James’s foundation contained in the Libellus is far
more elaborate than that of the Vita, although it does not provide any further reliable dating
64

evidence.

The Libellus version is of particular interest for a number of reasons. While the Vita

and charter credit Regensburg citizens with the purchase of the site and funding the construction
of the monastery, the Libellus repeatedly insists that all funds emanated from patrons in Ireland,
which, as argued by Breatnach, was probably designed to assert the independence of the
65

Regensburg Schottenkloster.

Because of the need for a new larger monastery, the Irish monks

of Weih Sankt Peter sent two of their number, Isaac and Gervasius, accompanied by two laymen,
a carpenter Conrad and Enul, to Ireland on a fundraising mission. There they went “ad regem
nomine Conchubar O Brien, cognomine Slapveir Salach”, who, along with other Irish principes,
provided the emissaries with a considerable fortune to bring back to Regensburg. In order to
ensure the safe passage of this money, the king asked a group of comites potentes de terra
Hybernie, who were set to travel on pilgrimage to Rome and Jerusalem, to accompany the Irish
monks to Regensburg. The group crossed the sea to Wales, travelled through England and
across to Flanders, onwards to Laon in Brabant, and from there to Aachen. At Aachen they were
received by King Lothar, who accompanied them to Regensburg, where they arrived after
66

travelling through Cologne, Mainz, Frankfurt and Würzburg.

The two kings mentioned,

Conchubhar “Slapar Salach” Ua Briain and Lothar von Supplingburg, allow the date of this trip to
be placed in the mid 1130s, the reign of Lothar spanning from 1135 to 1137, while Conchubhar
was a leading member of the Uí Bhriain dynasty (King of Thomond) from 1127 and king of
Munster between 1138 and 1142.
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Whatever the veracity of the account of this journey, it clearly

cannot have occurred prior to the founding of St. James. There is evidence that Conchubhar Ua
Briain was indeed a benefactor of the Irish monastery, and it seems likely that a genuine later
fundraising mission was brought forward in time to suit the agenda of the Libellus author.

68

Having chosen and purchased the site of the new monastery outside the western gate, the Porta
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Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, pp. 237-254.
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For discussion regarding this and the other journeys to Ireland recorded in the Libellus and elsewhere, see Breatnach,
Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, pp. 58-65; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 277-282; Ó Riain-Raedel, Cashel and
Germany, pp. 204-212.
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An entry for March 20 in the Schottenklöster necrology reads “Conchubur Rex Mummensium frater noster” (Ó RiainRaedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 62). Conchubhar is also one of the Irish kings encountered in heaven in the Visio Tnugdali,
th
written at Regensburg in the mid-12 century, which can be taken as another indication that he had acted favourably
towards the Schottenkloster monks during his lifetime (Picard/de Pontfarcy, The Vision of Tnugdal, p. 143; Ó RiainRaedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 21).
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Ruselin, an elaborate foundation ceremony was conducted there by Bishop Hartwig, with a tent
furnished as a church providing the setting.

69

The depicted procession of eighty Irish monks from

Weih Sankt Peter to the consecration site provides a graphic illustration of the role of the earlier
Irish monastery as the progenitor of St. James and all the Schottenklöster that would follow.

70

According to the Vita, another significant change occurred in tandem with the shift in the focal
point of the Irish monks from Weih Sankt Peter to St. James. The author states that Marianus and
the six abbots that succeeded him at Weih Sankt Peter were all drawn from the northern part of
Ireland, but that the seventh and final prelate, Dominus, who became the first abbot of St. James,
71

came from the south.

This was an important development, as the Irish monasteries would be

dominated by monks from the southern province of Munster for the remainder of their history. The
preponderance of monks from the south in later years was reinforced by the fact that the priories
established in Ireland in order to recruit novices for the monasteries in Germany were located in
that region. The dominance of monks from southern Ireland within the Schottenklöster is reflected
in the Munster bias apparent in the output of the scriptoria of the monasteries and this also
engendered the strong ties between Regensburg and the leading Munster dynasties, the
72

fundraising mission to Conchubhar Ua Briain providing one illustration thereof.

The first or second abbot to succeed Dominus at St. James, Christianus Mac Carthaigh, was also
73

from the south of Ireland.

The great expansion of the Schottenkloster movement, the founding

of daughter-houses, the erection of churches and cloisters at the new establishments and at St.
James all occurred during the abbacies of Christian and his successor Gregory, and for this
reason these two abbots are worthy of close consideration. The combined tenures of Christian
and Gregory probably spanned more than a half-century, something which appears to have
provided the stability necessary for consolidation and expansion as well as for a cultural and
artistic Blütezeit. This period marked the highpoint in the creative literary output of the
Regensburg Schottenkloster. The Visio Tnugdali (c. 1149), the Vita Mariani (c. 1180) and a series
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records a Dermitius as second abbot on April 15 (Regensburg, Bischöfliches Zentralarchiv, Schottenkloster collection:
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of other hagiographical works were written at this time and the communal necrology of the
Schottenklöster was begun.

74

Both Christian and Gregory appear to have had works by the

renowned writer Honorius Augustodunensis dedicated to them, Honorius having perhaps been
resident at one of the two Regensburg Schottenklöster for a considerable period.
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Christian

seems to have been related to the leading members of the Meic Carthaigh dynasty that
challenged the Uí Bhriain for the kingship of Munster during the 12

th

century. He is securely

recorded as abbot in an 1148 papal privilege, and is said in the Vita to have previously travelled
to Rome so as to have papal protection for the Schottenkloster reaffirmed and to be consecrated
by Pope Innocent II (1130-1143).
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After the trip to Rome, Christian is stated to have travelled to

Ireland, where he collected 200 marks, with which he purchased extensive land holdings for the
Schottenkloster upon his return. This was the first of two journeys made by Christian to Ireland,
77

for the abbot is later said by the Vita to have died there.

This occurred at some point between

1148 and 1156, in which year his successor Gregory appears as abbot in a papal privilege.
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The

Libellus knows of only one trip by Christian to Ireland. He is said to have been accompanied by
his chaplain, three servants from the monastic familia and his cook, all on horseback.

79

They

carried with them letters from King Lothar and from the bishop, burgrave and town of
Regensburg, and were received in Ireland by a Donatus Rex Hybernie. Donatus, other principes
and the relatives of Christian all donated a large sum to the abbot. Poised to return to Ireland, the
death of the archbishop of Cashel resulted in Christian being elected in his place, but he died
before he could be consecrated, and was buried in front of the altar of St. Patrick in Cashel
cathedral. The King Donatus in question has been identified as Donnchadh Mac Carthaigh,
brother of the better-known king Cormac, who was briefly king of Munster in 1127 and a
prominent figure in the province until his imprisonment by the Uí Bhriain in 1142, in which state he
died one or two years later.
74
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On the basis that he did visit Donnchadh Mac Carthaigh, Christian’s
th

On the dating, background and content of the Visio, see Picard/de Pontfarcy, The Vision of Tnugdal. On the 12 century hagiographical and other literary output of the Regensburg monastery see Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog, pp. 2746, eadem, Cashel and Germany, pp. 179-207; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 20-32; 136-138.
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visit must have occurred prior to 1142 and after 1130, if his recorded consecration by Innocent II
is correct, or after 1133, if the year given for the death of his predecessor Dermitius in the
Regensburg necrology is accurate. There are considerable difficulties with the detail of the
Libellus on this count. The most obvious is the fact that Christian was still abbot in 1148, so
cannot have died on this journey. It seems likely that the two Vita journeys undertaken by the
abbot have been condensed into one in the Libellus. While Christian died in Ireland, there is no
evidence to support the Libellus assertion that he had been elected archbishop of Cashel, for
which position no vacancy is recorded circa 1150. This can probably be seen as another attempt
by the Libellus author to bolster the reputation of his monastery.
Christian was in turn succeeded by Gregory, who was responsible for constructing a new church
and cloister at Regensburg and whose tenure would continue until after 1185, in which year he is
recorded as abbot in a papal privilege.
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Gregory is known to have made at least one trip to

Ireland, though, surprisingly, the Vita Mariani, written towards the end of Gregory’s abbacy,
makes no mention of a journey. The Libellus is again the richest source in this regard.
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It states

that Gregory set off for Ireland shortly after his election as abbot in order to gather the funds left
there by his predecessor. Armed with letters from King Conrad and again from the bishop,
burgrave and town of Regensburg, Gregory travelled to Ireland, where he was received by
Murchertachus rex O Brien de Dunnaschiath. Christian’s money had been in the keep of the
archbishop of Cashel, and, having received the funds, Gregory returned to Regensburg via
Wales, England and Flanders. The Irish king in question was Muirchertach Ua Briain of Dún na
Sciath, son of Toirdhealbhach and nephew of Conchubhar “Slapar Salach” Ua Briain. In conflict
with his father between 1151 and 1165, he held the kingship of Thomond in 1151 and between
1165 and his death in 1168. The other dating evidence provided by the Libellus is the reference
to letters from King Conrad III, who died in 1152. Gregory’s tenure began at some point after
1148, so, if the Libellus is accurate regarding Conrad III, the new abbot Gregory must have made
the journey before 1152. Yet doubt is cast on the information concerning Conrad by the fact that
Gregory’s journey to Ireland is said to have followed a trip to Rome, where the abbot was
83

received by Pope Adrian IV, whose tenure only began in 1154.

There is another source that

makes a later date more likely for the journey to Ireland. A version of the Vita Flannani written in
the Regensburg scriptorium records the presence of Gregory, accompanied by three chaplains
and by servants, at a convention of lay and clerical dignitaries in Lismore, where he witnessed a
84

miracle involving a crucifix.

This event can be dated to the mid-1160s, which would tie in well
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with Muirchertach Ua Briain’s second spell as king of Thomond.

85

This seems in all likelihood to

be the journey described in the Libellus, though the possibility that Gregory made more than one
86

return to Ireland during his long abbacy is a distinct possibility.

The expansion of the Schottenkloster movement
While the exact date of foundation of the other Irish monasteries in Germany is rarely reliably
recorded, all but one Schottenkloster can be safely attributed to the period during which Christian
and Gregory held the Regensburg abbacy. The exception is the small priory at Kelheim, south of
Regensburg, which was founded about 1232, and could be characterised as something of an
afterthought in the context of the movement’s expansion. The middle of the century saw the
greatest period of growth, the houses at Würzburg, Nuremberg, Constance, Erfurt, Vienna and
Eichstätt all being established between circa 1138 and 1160. The reach of the Schottenklöster
even extended as far as Kiev for a period, where an Irish monastery dedicated to St. Mary was in
existence until it was sacked by the invading Tartars in 1242.
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The links between the Irish monks

at Regensburg and Kiev are illustrated at an early stage by a journey undertaken to the town by
one of their number, Mauricius, who is said in the Vita to have been richly endowed with valuable
pelts by the Russian king and princes, with which he returned to Regensburg in the company of
merchants.
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These gifts were then used to help finance the construction of the original claustral

buildings at St. James. Whether Mauricius’s journey to Kiev was connected with the founding of
the monastery there is not known. The date of establishment is unclear, as is the issue of whether
it was founded from Regensburg or Vienna.
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In either case the raison-d’être of this Russian

outpost would appear to have been to cater for the spiritual needs of German merchants, both
Regensburg and Vienna having well-documented trade contacts with Kiev.
As a rule, only Irishmen were allowed to enter the Irish monasteries in Germany. In exceptional
circumstances, usually on foot of an extraordinary donation, Germans could be accepted as
members of the community, though this appears to have occurred only in a handful of cases.
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Gregory would have made a journey to collect the money early in his tenure, particularly given the construction campaign
he was about to initiate.
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See Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 271-277; Fuhrmann, Irish Medieval Monasteries, p. 100.
88
Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 369. The second of the two letters sent by the Irish monks
in Regensburg to King Wratislaw II of Bohemia contains a further indication of early contact between the Irish monks and
the kingdoms of eastern Europe. In it the king is requested to provide safe passage to a messenger from the Irish
community on his way into Poland (MGH Die Briefe der deutschen Kaiserzeit 5, p. 395). Whether the nuntius in question
was set to continue eastwards through Poland to Kiev is unclear.
89
See Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 276-277.
90
One early German patron of the Irish monastery at Würzburg named Adalhard was granted this honour (see Chapter
4). Another example appears to have been one Bethselinus/Bethselmus, a townsman (urbanus) who is said in the Vita to
have been the principal financier of the construction of the claustrum et claustri edificia at Weih Sankt Peter after the
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The insistence on national exclusivity demanded that a sufficient supply of Irish novices be
available to replenish the monasteries. To meet this end, priories were established in Ireland. As
stated above, these appear to have been located in Munster. One was definitely situated at
91

Rosscarbery in west Cork, another probably at Cashel in Tipperary.

That there was more than

one is clear from two 1248 charters issued by Pope Innocent IV in favour of the Regensburg
abbot, which relate to the latter’s rights with regard to his subject monasteria seu prioratus ordinis
92

sancti Benedicti in Ibernia.

While the beginnings of these priories are poorly documented, it

seems likely that they were founded in the mid-12

th

century, when the need for new novices

would have been the most acute. Another significant source of recruits for the Schottenklöster
would appear to have been Irishmen already based on the continent.
th

93

The size of the
th

communities at the various houses tends not to be documented in the 12 and 13 century. In
later centuries the numbers recorded are usually very small, but this reflected the general decline
in the fortunes of the Irish monasteries and cannot be applied to the earlier, more prosperous
94

period.

Often, the original contingent of monks sent from Regensburg to a newly founded

daughter houses is stated in the Vita Mariani or in later sources. The number given is generally
twelve, the apostolic number which has already been encountered in relation to the monks that
remained at Weih Sankt Peter, and which is a topos used across continental monasticism and
therefore of doubtful historical value.

95

The expansion of the Schottenkloster movement was dependent on the patronage of the various
individuals, most of them members of the ecclesiastical or secular elites, who founded the
different daughter-houses. They would have provided or purchased the site and funded the
construction of each monastery, while also endowing the Schottenkloster with some or all of the
land holdings and other possessions necessary to sustain them. What is unusual about the abbey
of St. James in Regensburg, marking it out from all the later Schottenklöster, is the fact that it had
no single founder or patron. The 1112 charter states that the purchase of the site for the

church was granted to Marianus and his companions (Hauck (ed.), Vita Mariani, p. 105; Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta
st
Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 368). The Bezilinus monachus nostrae congregationis commemorated on July 21 in the
Schottenklöster necrology is almost certainly the same individual (Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 69; Hauck (ed.), Vita
Mariani, p. 105; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 98-99).
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See Ó Riain, New light on the history of St Mary’s Priory; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 282-287; Ó Riain-Raedel,
Das Nekrolog, pp. 21-27; eadem, Irish Benedictine Monasteries, pp. 58-63.
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Sheehy (ed.), Pontificia Hibernica II, pp. 146-148; Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. Nos. 49-50.
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See, for example, the comments in the Vita regarding the pilgrims from across Europe being drawn to Weih Sankt
Peter. The example of Marianus, who was prior of St. James during Gregory’s abbacy and who is said in the Libellus to
have previously been a teacher in the school at Paris (magister de studio Parisiensi), can be cited (Breatnach, Die
Regensburger Schottenlegende, pp. 257-258). Gregory himself is said to have been an Augustinian before entering the
Schottenkloster, though where is not stated (ibid., p. 255).
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See Hammermayer, Die irischen Benediktiner- “Schottenklöster”, pp. 307-310.
95
See Hellerström, Zur Zwölfzahl der Mönche. Interestingly, there are a few exceptions among the Schottenklöster. The
Vita states that the advance party sent to Vienna comprised an abbot and twenty-four monks, which, while again of
doubtful accuracy, can probably be taken as an indication that the strength and potential of this well-endowed daughterhouse was recognised from the beginning. The same logic could be applied to the smaller houses at Eichstätt and
Kelheim, to which only six monks were sent, according to a late source.
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monastery was funded by 17 different individuals, and, according to the Vita, the wages of the
lapicidae who constructed the monastery were paid for by the richest citizens of Regensburg.

96

It

appears that the Schottenkloster ranks as the first monastery within Regensburg, if not within
Germany, to have effectively constituted a “bürgerliche Gründung”, a foundation financed by a
leading segment of the town’s citizenry.

97

The establishment of the later Schottenklöster relied on

the more traditional model of a single founder. Of the eight daughter-house patrons, one was a
king, three were dukes, two were bishops, one was dean of a cathedral and another a
Reichsministeriale. The status of the founder did not necessarily determine the financial stability
of the foundation, his generosity being the more important variable.
Unsurprisingly, the Vita Mariani and Libellus in each case suggest that the impetus for the
foundation of the daughter-houses came from their patrons, who became aware of the great
reputation of Regensburg house and were moved to themselves establish an Irish monastery.
This may well have been the sequence in many cases, but it seems unlikely that the expansion of
the movement was entirely a matter of chance rather than design and that the Regensburg
abbots did not in some cases seek out potential patrons. There is, however, only one source of
evidence, albeit of questionable reliability, that points in this direction. It relates to the Würzburg
th

monastery and is a forged early 13 -century charter, purporting to date to 1140, which records
that Bishop Embricho, the patron of the Würzburg monastery, founded the monastery on foot of
entreaties from an Irish monk Christianus, whom he had met in Mainz. This “monk” Christianus
appears to be Abbot Christian of Regensburg, during whose tenure the monastery was
established. While Embricho may initially have required some degree of coaxing, he emerges as
one of the most important figures in the early growth of the Schottenklöster. In addition to the
monastery he founded at Würzburg circa 1138, the earliest of the Schottenkloster daughterhouses, he appears also to have had a role in facilitating the establishment of perhaps two other
98

Irish monasteries, those at Nuremberg and, though the evidence is weaker, at Constance.

The

bishop is commemorated as Embricus episcopus Hyberniae in the Schottenkloster necrology,
and it is tempting to see his transformation into an Irishman upon death as a tribute to the leading
role he played as a patron of the movement during his lifetime.

99

In the case of both Nuremberg

and Constance he seems to have worked in tandem with another significant Schottenkloster
patron, the first Staufer (Hohenstaufen) king of Germany, Conrad III, whom Embricho served as
an advisor. Conrad founded the Irish monastery at Nuremberg circa 1140, and there is evidence
to suggest that he had previously attended the consecration of a chapel at the Würzburg
96

Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 369.
See Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 89-92.
98
The foundation of the Erfurt Schottenkloster has traditionally been dated to 1136, but, as will be discussed in Chapter 7,
this is based on unreliable evidence, and in this author’s opinion the event probably took place after 1150.
99
th
Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 76 (November 9 ). It cannot be ruled out that Embricho’s designation as an Irish
th
bishop was the result of a mistaken transcription on the part of the 17 -century copyist of the necrology.
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Schottenkloster and that he may have been involved in the establishment of the Irish monastery
at Constance in 1142.

100

The royal imprimatur bestowed by Conrad upon the Schottenklöster

through his engagement with them must have increased the attractiveness of the Irish monks for
other potential patrons.
The reasons why the founders chose Irish monks vary between the different monasteries, as
some may be specific to the patron or the place.

101

The Würzburg monastery, for example, was in

part founded in memory of St. Kilian, the Irish patron-saint of the town. The Kelheim monastery
was established by Duke Otto II of Bavaria in order to commemorate the death of his father, who
had been assassinated on the very spot where the priory was to be built. In some cases the Irish
monks performed scribal duties for the relevant founder. More general reasons for the choice of
Irish monks must have included their reputation for piety, which would have been an important
consideration in terms of the founder’s own salvation. Henry II of Austria refers to the simplicitas
or innocence of the monks as his reason for choosing the Irish monks, while, according to the
Vita, Conrad III founded the Nuremberg Schottenkloster so that the Irish monks could pray for the
Reich and its rulers. It may also have been a perceived political simplicitas that made the monks
attractive to their patrons, to the extent that the Irish monks do not appear to have been closely
associated with any form of monastic reform and seem to have maintained favourable relations
with both papacy and Reich. As foreigners, the Irish monks were potentially vulnerable and were
therefore more reliant on the protection of their founders. Indeed the vulnerability of the Irish
monks may in part explain their consistent choice of towns to locate their monasteries, rather than
seek isolation in the manner of reform-minded orders, such as the Hirsau Benedictines,
Cistercians and Premonstratensians. This predilection for urban locations, uncharacteristic of
th

12 -century monasticism, would have added to the attractiveness of the Irish monks to founders
seeking to expand a town under their control. In four cases, the Schottenkloster was the first
monastery to be founded in the relevant town, providing the local feudal lords, in each case the
patron of the monastery, with a vital element of the infrastructure of a medieval town. The selfimage of the scoti peregrini which the Irish monks fostered in their literary output not only
associated them with exalted Irish figures of the early medieval period, but also more generally
with the practice of pilgrimage, the popularity of which reached a high point during the 12

th

century. The dedication of four of the abbeys to St. James, the patron saints of pilgrimage, can
also be seen in that light. At two monasteries the Irish monks built replicas of Christ’s tomb, which
can be viewed in the context of the upsurge in interest in the Holy Land, of which both the
100

th

He is also credited in a 16 -century source with having commended the Irish monks to his half-brother and ally, Henry
II of Austria, the founder of the Vienna Schottenkloster (Rasch, Stifftung und Prelaten, Di.). Conrad’s involvement with the
Regensburg motherhouse appears to have been limited, though the Vita records that he did personally pass a donation
from a fellow crusader on to the monks in 1147, and, according to the, possibly unreliable, Libellus account discussed
above, Abbot Gregory is said to have carried letters from Conrad with him to Ireland (Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta
Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 369).
101
See the relevant chapters for further discussion and references.
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Crusades and pilgrimage to Jerusalem were manifestations. The promotion of pilgrimage appears
to have had a practical side at many of the monasteries, with the existence of hostels recorded.
This aspect of monastic life is quite poorly recorded, and whether the monasteries in question
primarily catered for Irish or other pilgrims is unclear.
The authority of the Regensburg abbot over all the Schottenklöster was confirmed in a papal
privilege issued by Pope Lucius III in 1185.

102

This charter obliged all monasteries subject to St.

James to attend an annual general chapter at Regensburg. It is unclear whether the charter
simply recognised the de facto situation or was secured by Regensburg in an effort to bind the
other Schottenklöster to it and stave of any attempts on the part of the nascent monasteries to
develop independently. As Flachenecker argued, the Vita Mariani, which includes a large section
dealing with the founding of the Irish houses outside of Regensburg, in which the role of St.
James is highlighted, can be viewed in the context of the almost contemporaneous papal charter
as an attempt to legitimise the role of the Regensburg Schottenkloster as motherhouse to the
other monasteries.

103

The holding of chapters at Regensburg attended by some but not all of the
th

104

Irish abbots are first recorded in the early decades of the 13 century.

The role of St. James

was strengthened by a charter issued during the Lateran Council in 1215, which declared the
Regensburg abbot to be visitator of all the Irish Benedictine monasteries in Germany.

105

At the

same council the Pope had decreed that all Benedictine monasteries should be united into
congregations organised on the basis of ecclesiastical provinces, involving the holding of general
chapters and the centralisation of the visitation process. The charter issued to the Schottenklöster
excluded them from this arrangement and confirmed their status as a group of monasteries
affiliated to the Regensburg motherhouse. While the leading role of St. James within the union of
monasteries was legally secure, this would not prevent frequent challenges to its authority on the
part of the stronger daughter-houses over the following centuries.
th

Only three of the Schottenklöster survived as active monasteries into the 16 century, those at
Regensburg, Erfurt and Constance, with all three being lost to the Scottish Benedictines by 1518.
A number of the daughter-houses had long since been downgraded to deaneries, which were
manned by secular clerics, who paid the Regensburg abbot an annual fee. Perhaps the three
most powerful daughter-houses, those at Vienna, Nuremberg and Würzburg, had been lost to
th

German Benedictines during the course of the 15 century, who were charged with reforming the
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Ried, Codex Chronologico-Diplomaticus 1, No. 285; Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. No. 20; Brackmann,
Germania Pontificia 1.2, p. 293.
103
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 289-290.
104
See ibid., p. 291.
105
Regarding this charter, the impact of the 1215 Lateran council and the nature of the union of Schottenklöster in
general, see Hammermayer, Die irischen Benediktiner- “Schottenklöster”, pp. 270-285; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster,
pp. 289-309.
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ostensibly wayward Irish institutions. It appears to have been a story of steady decline for most of
th

th

the Irish monasteries during the course of the 14 and 15 centuries.

106

Dwindling numbers and

financial constraints seem to have been the most pressing difficulties encountered. At a time
when monastic orders in general were suffering from reduced numbers, the added obstacle
posed by the rule of national exclusivity would have exacerbated the problem for the
Schottenklöster. Nonetheless there were some bright stars amid the general gloom, for example
th

Philip, the mid-14 -century reforming abbot of Würzburg and imperial chaplain, and the various
Erfurt and Vienna abbots who occupied prominent positions within the universities founded in
both towns in this period. The sheer longevity of the Schottenkloster movement was itself a major
feat and sustaining the strength of the early period would always have been a difficult prospect. In
the Vita and Libellus, the Irish monks styled themselves as the successors of Kilian and Gall and
the other early Irish missionaries. Though they could never hope to repeat the glories of these
illustrious pioneers, they did create and sustain a movement of considerable consequence in
unlikely circumstances, leaving behind a rich literary and architectural legacy.
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Hammermayer, Die irischen Benediktiner- “Schottenklöster”, pp. 286-307, provides the best account of the fortunes of
the Irish monasteries in the last centuries of their existence.
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Chapter 2
Weih Sankt Peter

As the progenitor of the entire Schottenkloster movement, the monastery of Weih Sankt Peter is
the first to be considered in this thesis. Unfortunately, it no longer survives, having been razed in
1552. Its exact site cannot be pinpointed, although it is known to have stood near the southeastern corner of the walled area of Regensburg, not far from the town’s southern gate, the
Peterstor, and close to the northern edge of the protestant cemetery which was laid out in the
th

1

wake of the mid-16 -century demolition. As at Constance and Memmingen, as will be seen later,
the location of the monastery close to the town walls was ultimately the primary reason for its
demolition, due to its potential as a staging post for would-be assailants at the time of the
Schmalkaldic war.

2

The architecture of Weih Sankt Peter
The exact vintage of the church of Weih Sankt Peter, the use of which was granted to the first
Irish monks in 1075 or 1076, is unclear. According to the Schottenlegende recounted in the
Libellus de fundacione ecclesie Consecrati Petri, it was founded by Charlemagne and
consecrated by Saint Peter himself. The etymology of the name ‘Weih Sankt Peter’ and the issue
of its reputed Carolingian construction-date have been the subject of debate since early modern
3

times and neither has been resolved. All that can be said with confidence regarding the age of
the church is that it pre-dated its granting by the abbess of Obermünster to Marianus and his
companions circa 1075. The architectural history of Weih Sankt Peter after the arrival of the Irish
monks is not quite as impenetrable as its prehistory, but is obscure nonetheless. The demolition
of the church came early enough to ensure that no reliable depictions of it survive, and historical
4

records do little to fill the gap. As discussed in Chapter 1, the Libellus and to a lesser extent the
1

See Busch, Regensburger Kirchenbaukunst, pp. 39-40; Bauer, Regensburg, p. 489. The monastery would have stood in
th
the vicinity of the modern-day Ernst-Reuter Platz. The early 19 -century Church of St. Peter standing near the train station
marks the site of the catholic cemetery which lay immediately to the south of the protestant one, of which there is today no
trace.
2
Wattenbach/Reeves, The Irish Monasteries, pp. 311-312; Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, (SMGB 18), p. 77; Bauer,
Regensburg, p. 317.
3
The different theories are summarised in Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 124-126.
4
In his commentary on Hartmann Schedel’s 1493 chronicle, Füssel identifies a church visible to the south-east of
Regensburg on the view of the town contained therein as Weih Sankt Peter (Schedel, Liber chronicarum, f. 89v-90r; p.
647). It is a three-aisled basilica with a single tower towards its eastern end. This church is, however, positioned some
distance away from the actual location of Weih Sankt Peter and has the appearance of a schematic element of the
background landscape. That said, the Irish church is mentioned in the accompanying text and it would not have been
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Vita Mariani suggest that the earliest Irish community resident at Weih Sankt Peter was eremitical
in character. The more effusive Libellus account describes a series of cells arranged around the
church, each with one window allowing a view of the altar and another opening to the outside
world. Whether the Libellus description can be trusted in this instance is questionable, having
been written almost two centuries after the events.
The description of Weih Sankt Peter as a locus cellulae in the Vita has been discussed above in
the context of the supposed eremitical character of the early monastery. The Vita also relates,
however, that a claustrum et claustri edificia were erected at the site following the original grant
5

with the financial aid of some Regensburg citizens, most notably one Bethselmus. Whether the
term claustrum should be translated literally as cloister in this context is questionable; there are
no later references to a cloister at Weih Sankt Peter, though the historical record concerning the
monastery’s architecture is quite scant. The Vita does mention that, after the founding of St.
James, the Irish monks at Weih Sankt Peter went to the motherhouse each day for their meals,
which might suggest that a full range of claustral facilities were not in existence at Weih Sankt
6

Peter at this point, or at least not in use. On the whole, it seems likely that monastic life at Weih
Sankt Peter consisted of a fluctuating mixture of both eremitical and more orthodox conventual
activity throughout this early period, perhaps with the latter beginning to predominate as the
th

7

reported sharp increase in numbers towards the end of the 11 century materialised. There is no
indication in the Vita that the church of Weih Sankt Peter was rebuilt or remodelled in the period
between the original grant and the time of writing.
Paricius stated that the Weih Sankt Peter priory was reduced to ashes circa 1257 and that its
8

reconstruction was completed in 1276. As with most historical references to fire disasters, it is
difficult to ascertain how badly affected the buildings actually were. That the rebuilding should
have taken until 1276 suggests that serious damage was sustained, though the intensity and
urgency of the building campaign cannot be known. The few references to the architecture and
layout of the monastery date to the period after the fire, and it cannot therefore be assumed that

possible to portray it in its correct position where it would have been obscured by buildings within the walled town. If Weih
Sankt Peter was indeed intended, the tendency of the chronicle’s townscapes to depict only the most significant buildings
with any degree of accuracy cautions against much faith being placed in the detail of the church’s representation. It does
seem from historical sources, however, that the church did have a single tower and may well have been three-aisled.
5
Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 368. The author may have drawn this information from the
1089 charter granted by Henry IV to the Irish monks, which also records the construction of the necessary claustral
buildings with the aid of prominent citizens soon after the grant: ‘.....mox officinas claustri adiutorio bonorum edificant.’
(MGH DD H. IV., n. 403). See Chapter 1 regarding the patron Bethselmus/Bethselinus.
6
Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 372.
7
There are references as late as 1329/30 and 1375 to the presence of an incluse at Weih Sankt Peter (Busch,
Regensburger Kirchenbaukunst, p. 41).
8
Paricius, Allerneueste und bewährte Nachricht, pp. 292-293.
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th

they relate to the church and monastic buildings inherited or constructed in the late 11 century,
though this is certainly a strong possibility in the case of the church.

9

The main altar of the church was, unsurprisingly, dedicated to St. Peter.
11

Libellus, the cell of Marianus stood to the right of the main altar.

10

According to the
th

It can be inferred from a 16 -

century inventory which refers to three altar-crucifixes, three vestments and six altar lights that
there were three altars in total within the church.

12

There is also reference to a sacristy in 1439.

13

According to Christophorus Hoffman’s 1531 Historia, the walls of the church were decorated with
panels depicting the legendary battle at the site of Weih Sankt Peter between Charlemagne and
14

the heathen.

Paricius, in his account of the 1552 demolition, recorded that the monastery was
th

set on fire and then flattened on May 25 , before the tower was shot down using cannon the
following day.

15

Neither the accuracy of this report nor the age of the tower can be determined. If

the tower did exist, it cannot be assumed to have been attached to the body of the church,
considering that there was a tradition of erecting free-standing towers in Regensburg, not least at
th

16

Obermünster, where a tall early 12 -century tower still stands.

On the whole, then, the sources do not permit a reconstruction of the architecture of the Weih
Sankt Peter church. This lack of information is compounded by the ambiguity surrounding the
original date and function of the structure, which does not allow the scant details available to be
tested against any specific sub-group of churches. The question of whether Weih Sankt Peter
exerted any influence on the architecture of later Irish monastic churches cannot be answered,
though it appears, in any case, to have been built on a significantly smaller scale. There are no
clear indications concerning the location of the tomb of Marianus within the church or wider
complex. There is no record of a distinct burial chapel nor of a prominent position for the tomb
inside the church, though one might be expected since the Vita relates that his sepulchrum was
9

These references have been collated by Karl Busch (Busch, Regensburger Kirchenbaukunst, pp. 39-43). See also
Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 200-202; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 66-67.
10
Busch, Regensburger Kirchenbaukunst, pp. 41 (n. 93), 42 (n. 96); Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 66, n. 41. An altar
dedicated to St. Peter was erected in the Jakobskirche in 1579 in memory of the demolished monastery, and may have
incorporated part of the main altar of Weih Sankt Peter, which is said to have been salvaged in advance of the church’s
demolition (Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, (SMGB 18), pp. 77, 79).
11
“.....ad fenestram sancti Mariani, que respiciebat ad faciem altaris ad partem dextram.” (Breatnach, Die Regensburger
Schottenlegende, p. 220). The cell of Murcheratus at Obermünster also appears to have directly flanked the sanctuary,
though on the opposite side.
12
Busch, Regensburger Kirchenbaukunst, p. 42, n. 96. This does not necessarily mean that the church was, like St.
James, three-aisled with one central and two side-apses and altars, though this is a possibility.
13
Ibid., p. 41, n. 95.
14
‘Sunt in eo loco Ecclesiæ parietes variis horrisoni prælii delibuti picturis, quibus Scoti garriunt Carolum Magnum
Imperatorem grande in eodem loco contra infideles commisisse prælium.....’ (Hoffman, Episcoporum Ratisponensium nec
non Abbatum Monasterii D. Emmerami Historia, in Oefele, Rerum Boicarum Scriptores, vol. 1, p. 552).
15
Paricius, Allerneueste und bewährte Nachricht, pp. 292-293.
16
Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), pp. 256-256; Borgmeyer et al, Denkmäler in Bayern III.37, p. 430. Hubel suggests
that the ground-floor, which is built using much larger masonry, may be the remnants of a tower erected in tandem with
the early 11th-century church, though Mader was convinced that the whole tower is the result of a single building
campaign.
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17

much-visited and was the scene of many miracles.

There is one very late reference in an

th

unpublished mid-17 -century diocesan history to the tumulus of Marianus and his companions at
18

the site.

In terms of ancillary buildings, a 1504 inventory records the presence of ‘a prior’s

house’ at the monastery, which was subdivided into rooms designated for the resident prior, one
19

each for a chaplain, a cook and a scribe, as well as a kitchen and a cellar.

Perhaps, in the wake

th

of the 13 -century fire, this multi-functional structure replaced more extensive monastic buildings,
which may no longer have been necessary due to the amalgamation of the St. James and Weih
Sankt Peter communities.

20

A copy of the Holy Sepulchre?
th

One feature of the monastic complex which did survive into the 15 century and probably right up
to demolition is a chapel dedicated to the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem. Until now the existence of
this chapel has been doubted by some, as the supporting case rested predominantly on an
unsubstantiated reference in an 1862 article.

21

According to the author, Joseph Schuegraf, it was

a round chapel, containing a stone tomb, which was supposed to have matched the Jerusalem
prototype in length and breath and was demolished along with the remainder of the monastery.

22

This would not have been the only Schottenkloster to house such a structure, as we will see later
in this thesis: the monastery at Eichstätt, which was dedicated to the Holy Cross and Holy
Sepulchre, contained within its church a copy of the Jerusalem edicule and tomb of Christ, the
church itself being modelled on the Anastasis Rotunda, which housed the edicule in Jerusalem.
The principal piece of circumstantial evidence which could hitherto be cited in support of the
accuracy of Schuegraf’s information was a 1581 letter recording the allocation in 1205 of the
services at the altar of the Holy Sepulchre in Niedermünster to the monks of Weih Sankt Peter.

23

Along with the fact that the church-consecration festival at the Irish monastery coincided with the
Easter period, this has been taken to reveal a strong connection between the Irish monks and the
24

cult of the Holy Sepulchre.

It was also argued by Busch that the first abbot at Eichstätt,
25

Gerardus, had previously served as prior of Weih Sankt Peter.

17

Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 367.
‘...divus Marianus Scotus cum sociis tumulum invenit.....’ (see Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 124, n. 59).
19
Busch, Regensburger Kirchenbaukunst, pp. 41-42; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 66-67.
20
See Hammermayer, Die irischen Benediktiner- “Schottenklöster”, pp. 308-309.
21
e.g. Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 202; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 122-123.
22
‘Besonders bedauert man den Ruin einer Kapelle (Rotunda), worin ein steinernes Grab gemauert war, welches ein
Muster des heiligen Grabes zu Jerusalem nach seiner Länge und Breite gewesen seyn soll’ (Schuegraf, Original-Beiträge
zur Geschichte Regensburg, p. 188).
23
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 123.
24
Busch, Regensburger Kirchenbaukunst, p. 43.
25
Ibid. Paricius states that this was the case, although in the source upon which he often relied, Brockie’s Monasteria, it is
not specified whether Gerardus served as prior at St. James or Weih Sankt Peter (Paricius, Allerneueste und bewährte
Nachricht, p. 286; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 208, n. 332). That said, the prior of St. James at the time of
18

36

There is a medieval source which appears to confirm Schuegraf’s assertions, though it did not
th

originate in Regensburg. The information is contained in a mid-15 -century account book of the
monastery of St. Aegidius in Nuremberg, which was an Irish foundation, but passed into the
hands of German Benedictines in 1418. This Salbuch includes a history of the Irish monastery at
Nuremberg and also of the church at nearby Altenfurt, which had been among the possessions of
th

the Nuremberg Schottenkloster since the 13 century at the latest.

26

At Altenfurt there survives

today a small Romanesque round chapel with a single eastern apse, which is a secondary,
th

perhaps 13 -century, addition. The Salbuch history of the Altenfurt church presents a fantastical
narrative linking the foundation of the chapel to Charlemagne, and stating that the size and shape
of the structure imitated that of a tent which the emperor had erected while out hunting in the
27

nearby woods and in which he both resided and heard mass.

The author goes on to relate that

two further structures based on the model of Charlemagne’s tent were built at this time, one at
28

Nabburg in the parish of Perschen and the other at Weih Sankt Peter in Regensburg.

The

structure at Nabburg, which lies about 50km north of Regensburg, is preserved and is indeed
very similar to the Altenfurt chapel, again consisting of a small rotunda with an eastern apse,
though both are somewhat taller. It was an ossuary chapel and is divided into a subterranean
crypt-like space and an upper chapel dedicated to St. Michael. Both the Nabburg and Altenfurt
chapels have conical roofs, which might help account for the notion contained in the Salbuch
legend that they were modelled on a tent.
th

It therefore seems certain that there stood at Weih Sankt Peter in the mid-15 -century a round
chapel, which was in all likelihood the chapel of the Holy Sepulchre mentioned by Schuegraf.
Based on the Salbuch, this chapel would also have consisted of a rotunda with a single apse. In
that case it would not have come as close to replicating the Jerusalem tomb edicule as the
Eichstätt example. At Eichstätt, as we will see in more detail below, the edicule took the authentic
form of a rectangular ante-chamber preceding a rounded or oval tomb-chamber. It seems
probable that the form of the Weih Sankt Peter chapel related not so much to the edicule itself, as
to the Anastasis Rotunda which housed the edicule. Most ostensible copies of the Anastasis
across medieval Europe tended not to faithfully replicate the model, but instead adopt one or
more prominent characteristics of its architecture, generally the round form. As the Salbuch
Eichstätt’s foundation (c. 1150) was, according to the Vita Mariani, Gregory, the later abbot, which adds strength to
Paricius’s assertions.
26
‘Das altt sal puch deß closters santt Egidii in Nurembergk’ ― Stadtarchiv Nürnberg, A 21-2: No. 107. This codex was
written at some point between 1451 and 1466 (Pfeiffer, Die Anfänge der Egidienkirche, p. 262).
27
Stadtarchiv Nürnberg, A 21-2: No. 107, f. 70r. This story is repeated in Johannes Müllner’s 1623 annals (Müllner, Die
Annalen der Reichsstadt Nürnberg I, p. 25). See also Sanden, Die romanische Rundkapelle in Altenfurt, pp. 21-22.
28
Stadtarchiv Nürnberg, A 21-2: No. 107, f. 70r ― ‘Auch daß gleich[e]n ist in paÿrn beij nabpurgk in der gross[e]n altten
pfarr zu persen genant ein solche capelln. Und auch bej regenspruck zu sant peter weÿh in aller weÿsel und maß alß
dÿese cappeln und ist auch zu deß selb[e]n grossen Kaÿsers Karls zeit gepawet worden und gestÿfft nach seinem gezelt
und wonu[n]g.’
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makes no reference to the dedication or contents of the Regensburg chapel, it appears that
Schuegraf had access to a different source. The recorded stone tomb may have been of similar
form to that at Eichstätt, which was rectangular in form and had a side-slab containing three
portholes, which at Jerusalem were designed to allow pilgrims touch the bare rock of Christ’s
tomb beyond.

29

In terms of historical evidence, both the intensive promotion of the cult of the Holy Sepulchre at
th

Eichstätt in the mid-12 century and the 1205 Niedermünster reference suggest that the Weih
Sankt Peter chapel dates back to the first half of the 12

th

century if not earlier. The strong

identification of the Irish monks with the cult would imply that the chapel was built after their
arrival in Regensburg, but the possibility that they inherited the structure cannot be dismissed.
Both the Vita and the 1089 charter characterise a substantial section of the early Irish inhabitants
of Weih Sankt Peter as pilgrims who were already on their travels before being drawn to
Regensburg.

30

It is eminently believable that most of the earliest monks at Weih Sankt Peter were

pilgrims rather than direct recruits from Ireland, and their strong promotion of a cult associated
with the ultimate pilgrimage destination would not be in the least surprising. The creation of a
monument to the distant shrine at the monastery must have been welcomed by those monks who
had made the journey and might have helped to ease the disappointment of the unfulfilled
ambitions of those monks whose decision to remain at Regensburg would have come at the
31

expense of a planned trip to Jerusalem.

The chapels at Altenfurt and Nabburg seem to have

th

been erected in the mid- to late 12 century, respectively, which might provide some indication of
the date of Weih Sankt Peter, if the similarities intimated by the author of the Salbuch had a
32

sound basis.

Indeed, taking into account that the chapel at Altenfurt may have been built after

1140 by the Irish monks of Nuremberg, it is possible that it was modelled on the Weih Sankt
Peter chapel, though it does not appear to have been directly associated with the Holy
Sepulchre.

33

Chapels and churches built as copies of the Anastasis are known across Europe

29

In the case of the edicule and tomb at Eichstätt the accuracy of the detail suggests that the builders were relying on
accurate first-hand accounts or plans of the prototypes in Jerusalem. If, as seems likely, the chapel at Weih Sankt Peter
predated the foundation of the Eichstätt monastery, it is possible that the same high-quality information was not available.
30
‘Sed dum claustrum idem fuerat initiatum, sic fama volans ejusdem loci per ora hinc inde peregrinorum, limina
diversissima requirentium.....’ (Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 368); ‘quidam Scottigenae pro
cruciando corpore salvandaque anima patria sua exulerant, ac diu orationum loca visitantes Ratisponam tandem
venerant.....’ (MGH DD H. IV., n. 403).
31
At least one early Irish resident at Weih Sankt Peter, Clemens, one of Marianus’s original companions, made a
pilgrimage to the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem, where, according to the Vita Mariani, he remained until his death
(Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 368).
32
For Nabburg see Strobel/Weis, Romanik in Altbayern, pp. 163-166.
33
The Altenfurt chapel was dedicated to SS Catherine and John the Baptist. Sanden, although she did not believe that
the chapel was built by the Irish monks, actually argued that it was founded as a ‘Heilig-Grab-Kapelle’ by Conrad III
around the time of the second crusade (Sanden, Die romanische Rundkapelle in Altenfurt, pp. 3-11). As stated, there is
no evidence of a connection with the cult of the Holy Sepulchre, and Sanden’s use of the term ‘Heilig-Grab-Kapelle’
appears to be unduly loose, as she also applies it to a string of ossuary and other chapels in south-eastern Germany and
neighbouring regions, including Nabburg. While the circular form of these chapels is quite likely a direct or indirect
reference to Jerusalem and the attendant theme of resurrection, they were not specifically dedicated to the Holy
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from Carolingian times onwards, but there was certainly a surge in their numbers in tandem with
th

th

the increased popularity of pilgrimage and with the crusades in the 11 and 12 centuries. The
Irish peregrini appear to have made a significant contribution to this phenomenon.

Sepulchre, they appear not to have contained a copy of Christ’s tomb and they may not have had a special role in Easter
celebrations. They do not therefore belong in the same category as monuments such as those at Weih Sankt Peter and
Eichstätt. If the chapel at Altenfurt was built by Irish monks and did serve as an eremitical outpost, it is possible that it
imitated a form already existing at Weih Sankt Peter, which may at the time still have housed a community of anchorites.
Because this appears to have been the only church at Altenfurt, it may have performed functions different to those of the
Regensburg chapel.
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Chapter 3
The Abbey of SS. James and Gertrude, Regensburg

The architectural history of the famous Regensburg Schottenkirche is a tale of two churches. The
th

wonderfully preserved church visible today dates almost entirely to the 12 century, but is the
product of two distinct construction campaigns. The first of these took place in the aftermath of
the monastery’s foundation, the second was carried in the second half of the century in tandem
with the great period of expansion in the Schottenkloster movement, as the Regensburg
th

monastery was quickly emerging as a powerful monastic motherhouse. The early and late 12 century churches will be referred to as Regensburg I and Regensburg II, respectively, in this
thesis. Before describing and discussing the extant church at Regensburg, the historical evidence
concerning the erection of the two Romanesque churches will be considered.
Regensburg I
According to the necrology of the Regensburg Schottenkloster, a church in honour of SS. James
1

and Gertrude was consecrated at his own expense by Bishop Hartwig I of Regensburg in 1111.

A second consecration notice, this time referring to the ‘monasterium’ rather than the ‘templum’,
th

2

is recorded for the year 1120 in Andreas von Regensburg’s 15 -century chronicle. Despite its
reference to the monastery, some authors have taken the 1120 entry to relate to a final
consecration of the church and by extension the 1111 notice has been treated as a preliminary
3

consecration of an unfinished church. Insofar as the two dates can be relied upon as accurate,

1

‘Hartwicus Episcopus Ratisbonensis, qui plura beneficia nobis præstitit et anno millesimo centesimo, undecimo
præsens nostrum Templum in honorem S. Jacobi apostoli et S. Gertrudis virginis, suis sumptibus consecravit’
th
{Regensburg, Bischöfliches Zentralarchiv, Schottenkloster collection: Tentamen primum Necrologii Monastici..... (at 30
th
November)}. It is possible that the consecration took place on November 30 , as the date is not the correct anniversary of
nd
Hartwig, who died at the beginning of March 1126 {Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 60 (2 March)}. The fact that 1125
th
is written in the margin next to the entry suggests that November 30 of that year was indeed mistakenly believed to be
the date of Hartwig’s demise. Janner states that Hartwig was said to have consecrated the first part of the church on the
occasion of Henry V’s diet at Regensburg in 1110, but gives no source (Janner, Geschichte der Bischöfe von
Regensburg, vol. 1, p. 603).
2
‘Anno Domini 1120. consecratum est monasterium S. Jacobi Ratispone a venerabili Hartwico’ (Leidinger, Andreas von
Regensburg, p. 55).
3
e.g. Busch, Regensburger Kirchenbaukunst, p. 20, n. 43; Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), pp. 301-302; Oswald,
Würzburger Kirchenbauten, p. 175; Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 38-39; contra, Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 260, n. 300.
Paricius actually records an additional consecration, in this case of the High Altar of St. James and the Altar of the Holy
Cross in 1122, but does not cite a source (Paricius, Allerneueste und bewährte Nachricht, p. 282). If reliable, the
reference may indicate that work did continue in the church beyond 1111 and indeed 1120. It seems unlikely, however,
that the eastern end of the church ― at or near which these altars would have been located ― would only have been
completed at this late stage, given the likelihood of an east-west progression in construction. Instead the reference might
relate to the erection of new or the replacement of existing altars.
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there does not appear to be any cogent reason why they should not be taken literally, and
deemed to refer to the completion of the church and of the monastery as a whole, respectively.
The 1111 date fits in neatly with the granting of an imperial privilege to the Schottenkloster on
May 26

th

1112, in which Henry V takes the ‘ecclesia’ of the Irish monks, located outside
4

Regensburg’s western Roselint gate, into his protection. According to both the Vita Mariani and
the Libellus, the new monastery of SS. James and Gertrude was erected during the tenure of
Abbot Dominus, whom both works and the Regensburg necrology refer to as the primus abbas.

5

The Vita states that the richest citizens of Regensburg supplied generous provisions to the monks
6

and wages for the ‘lapicidae’ during the construction of the monastery. Furthermore, the valuable
pelts received by the intrepid monk Mauricius in Kiev are said to have helped finance the erection
of claustral buildings, in particular their roofs.
The Libellus narrative of the construction of the first church is more elaborate. After the initial
erection of a chapel dedicated to St. Gertrude and a spacious provisional residence for the monks
adjacent to it, Dominus and his monks chose two expert magistri operis to organise the tasks and
7

wages of the team of lapicidae and carpentarii below them. The monks themselves helped out
with the manual labour, in accordance with the Benedictine rule, and were supported physically
8

and financially by townspeople. Never before nor since, it states, was so large a monastery with
such fine towers, walls, columns and vaults so quickly completed. This haste was excessive,

4

‘.....in nostrum mundiburdium suscepimus Ecclesiam Ratispone, que jacet ante portam occidentalem, que Roselint,
porta dicitur.....’ (Ried, Codex Chronologico-Diplomaticus 1, No. 184; Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. No. 9). This
town gate, referred to as the Porta Ruselin in the Libellus and more commonly known as the Ruozanburgtor, was the
th
western gate on Regensburg’s early 10 -century walls and stood in the Arnulfsplatz to the north-east of the
th
Schottenkloster into the 19 century. How long the Regensburg Schottenkloster remained outside the walls is not clear. It
was thought that it was only enclosed after the circuit was widened circa 1300, but a stretch of apparent defensive wall
excavated in the area to the north the Schottenkloster in 1994 has led to suggestions that it may already have been
th
incorporated into the walled area in the mid-12 century (see Codreanu-Windauer, Neue Ergebnisse; Borgmeyer et al,
Denkmäler in Bayern III.37, pp. XLVI-LIX). This seems unlikely, as the monastery is still referred to as being in suburbio or
ante portam occidentalem in charters of a later date (e.g. in the 1177 papal and 1212 imperial privileges: Ried, Codex
Chronologico-Diplomaticus 1, Nos. 269 & 322).
5
Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 369; Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, pp.
252-254. The entry for Dominus in the Tentamen on the 12 June ascribes 1121 as the year of his death (Regensburg,
Bischöfliches Zentralarchiv: Tentamen primum Necrologii Monastici.....: ‘Dominus Primus abbas noster. Discipulus B.
Mariani.....1121’). This is questionable, as both Vita and Libellus state that he was succeeded by Christianus, who,
according to the Vita (p. 369), was consecrated as abbot by Innocent II, whose papacy only began in 1130. The
th
Tentamen, on the other hand, describes one Dermitius, who is said to have died on April 15 1133, as ‘secundus
monasterii nostri abbas’.
6
Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 369.
7
Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, p. 252. Neither the Vita nor any other source mentions the chapel of St.
Gertrude, which, according to the Libellus, was built after and, presumably, in place of the original ceremonial tent on the
site. It is certainly conceivable that a chapel was built pending the construction of a proper monastic church, as was the
case at the Würzburg Schottenkloster. The chapel may subsequently have been incorporated into the cloister, only to be
demolished at a later stage, or made way for the first monastic church. The Chapel of St. Gertrude makes only this one
appearance in the Libellus.
8
‘Abbas quidem et monachi cottidie funibus accincti bini et bini in opere manuum cottidie laborabant secundum, quod
habetur in regula beati Benedicti. Hoc videns populus civitatis eo proniores erant et devociores in portandis lapidibus et
lignis et in dandis elemosinis, et sciendum est, quod nec antea nec post tam magnum claustrum tam nobili structura in
turribus, parietibus, columpnis, testudinibus tam cito erectum et paratum ad plenum, sicut illud claustrum.....’ (Breatnach,
Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, p. 252). The author makes clear, however, that pecunia regis Hybernie aliorumque
principum terre eiusdem represented the main source of finance for the enterprise.
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9

according to the Vita, and resulted in a disjointed and unstable structure. The author attributes
Abbot Gregory’s decision to embark upon the construction of a new monastery as early as the
mid-12

th

century to the substandard condition of its predecessor.

10

That Regensburg I should

have been ‘diruptum atque confractum’ less than 50 years after its erection is difficult to believe,
especially considering that parts of the structure have lasted a further 850 years. The author may
have been inventing or exaggerating the shortcomings of the church and monastery to justify the
extravagance of replacing it so early. It seems more plausible that the success of the monastery
in the intervening years, in particular the founding of daughter-houses and an increasingly strong
financial footing, had rendered the first monastery inappropriately modest in scale and pretension.
The earlier monastery was therefore more likely inadequate rather than in any way ruinous.

11

Regensburg II
As stated, above, it was Abbot Gregory, who, according to the Vita Mariani, initiated the
th

construction of a new church and cloister in the mid-12 century, owing to the unstable condition
of the original monastery. Gregory was the incumbent abbot at the time of the Vita’s writing,
which speaks for the accuracy of its version of events. He is credited with having rebuilt the whole
monastery from top to bottom using ashlar and polished stone, with giving it a lead roof, paving of
polished stone and not least a cloister of sculpted capitals and bases, and with adorning the
church inside with an aqueduct.

12

Crucially, the Vita account describes all these events in the

past tense, strongly suggesting that Gregory’s construction campaign, including both church and
cloister, was already completed at the time of writing.
Gregory is first recorded as abbot in a papal privilege granted to the monastery by Adrian IV in
13

1156.

A previous privilege received in 1148 provides the latest charter evidence for the abbacy

of his predecessor, Christian.

14

There are a couple of sources that suggest Gregory’s tenure may

have begun closer to 1150. Firstly, the Vita states than the founding of the Schottenkloster at
9

‘.....inceptum opus..... præ nimia festinatione incompositum et fragile.....’(Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum,
Februarius ii, p. 369).
10
Ibid., p. 371.
11
th
According to Gemeiner’s early 19 -century chronicle, the Schottenkirche was damaged in the Regensburg fire of 1152
mentioned by Otto von Freising in his Gesta Friderici (SS rer. Germ. N.S. 46, p. 107; Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 4142). This cannot be substantiated and, unless the damage was very minor, appears unlikely, given that the author of the
Vita does not mention it in his musings on the condition of the old monastery. Indeed, according to Andreas von
Regensburg, it was Weih Sankt Peter and not St. James that suffered damage in that fire (Leidinger (ed.), Andreas von
Regensburg, p. 57).
12
‘.....ac Christo opitulante ex integro à fundamento usque ad summum quadris & politis lapidibus construens, idem
monasterium plumbo contexit, pavimento quadris etiam lapidibus superficietenùs lævigatis ornato, nec minus claustro
capitellis sculptis ac basibus, insuper aquæductu intus eamdem ecclesiam decoravit.....’ (Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta
Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 371).
13
Ried, Codex Chronologico-Diplomaticus 1, No. 244; Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. No. 16; Brackmann,
Germania Pontificia 1.2, p. 292.
14
Ried, Codex Chronologico-Diplomaticus 1, No. 234; Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. No. 14; Brackmann,
Germania Pontificia 1.2, p. 292.
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Vienna, which appears to have occurred in 1155, happened during his abbacy. Secondly, there is
the Libellus account of Gregory’s fundraising trip to Ireland, on which he is said to have brought
with him letters from King Conrad III, which would imply that the journey occurred before
Conrad’s death in 1152. As discussed in Chapter 1, there is reason to doubt the accuracy of this
detail. Indeed, there are two pieces of evidence suggesting that Christian’s abbacy continued to
as late as 1154. According to post-1689 accounts of the beginnings of the pilgrimage church at
Griesstetten, 30km west of Regensburg, Christian founded a chapel there for a group of Irish
monks in that year.

15

The historical veracity of this information is questionable, in particular the

dating of the events, which may have been invented to fit an existing narrative.

16

In addition, the

Libellus records that Gregory, upon his election as abbot, travelled to Rome to seek papal
confirmation of the monastery’s independence, where he was received by Pope Adrian IV, whose
tenure only began in 1154.

17

The 1156 papal privilege could be seen as evidence supporting the

reported journey to Rome, but whether the alacrity of Gregory’s departure following his election is
an accurate portrayal is another question.
Gregory remained as abbot at least until 1185, when he is named in another papal privilege.

18

This charter, granted by Lucius III, also provides the terminus ante quem for the writing of the Vita
Mariani. The Vita lists all earlier papal privileges received by the monastery, but not the 1185
charter.

19

The latest privilege to be mentioned, issued by Alexander III in 1177, provides a

terminus post quem for the Vita.

20

The text also contains no reference to the establishment of the

Schottenkloster daughter-house at Memmingen, which appears to have occurred between 1178
and 1181. This can be taken as slight evidence for the completion of the Vita between 1177 and
th

1181, although the mid-12 -century founding of the daughter-houses at Constance and Erfurt is
also ignored by the author. Stocker recently brought attention to another reference in the Vita
text, which she believed pointed to a pre-1181 date.

21

In the passage relating to Vienna the

author refers to the death of Sanctinus, but makes no mention of his successor Finan, whose
15

The ecclesiastical tradition at Griesstetten is associated with three Irish ‘suffering saints’ ― Vimius, Zimius and
Marinus, the latter ostensibly a former prior at St. James ― around whom an eremetical monastic community and
pilgrimage cult is said to have grown (Flachenecker, Zwischen historischer Wahrheit und Legende, pp. 187-198; Endres,
Das St . Jakobsportal, p. 22; Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 31). Both Endres and Stocker, relying on Janner, incorrectly
give the year 1153 for the event and as the terminus post quem for the end of Christian’s tenure (Janner, Geschichte der
Bischöfe von Regensburg, vol. 1, p. 605, n. 1).
16
See Flachenecker, Zwischen historischer Wahrheit und Legende, pp. 187-198. It may be significant that the earliest
known source for the legend of the three saints ― Brown’s Germania Sancta, written circa 1650 ― contains no reference
to Christian and mentions no dates {Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg, M.ch.q. 54, f. 34v (= National Library of Ireland, MF
p. 2974)}.
17
Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, pp. 257-258.
18
Ried, Codex Chronologico-Diplomaticus 1, No. 285; Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. No. 20; Brackmann,
Germania Pontificia 1.2, p. 293.
19
‘.....ut ratum & inconvulsum sit in ævum hoc negotium privilegiis quinque Apostolicorum, Calixti videlicet, Innocentij,
Eugenij, Adriani & Alexandri confirmatum est.’ (Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 372).
20
Ried, Codex Chronologico-Diplomaticus 1, No. 269; Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. No. 18; Brackmann,
Germania Pontificia 1.2, p. 292.
21
Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 39-40.
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consecration as abbot is recorded for 1181 in an Austrian annal.

22

There are a number of

difficulties with this as a valid dating criterion. First, the necrology of the Viennese Schottenkloster
states that Sanctinus died in 1169, which, assuming it to be accurate, suggests that a successor,
whether Finan or another, must have been in place long before the writing of the Vita. Second,
while the Vita lists successive abbots, including the probable then incumbent, for the Würzburg
Schottenkloster, it only mentions the first two in the case of the Nuremberg daughter-house and
none at all in the passage relating to Eichstätt, although the monastery there was founded in the
late 1140s or 1150s.

23

The wider date range of 1177 to 1185 must therefore be retained. On the

basis of the estimated dates of the Vita’s completion and Gregory’s abbacy, the construction of
the new monastery – Regensburg II – must be located in the period between circa 1155 and
1185.
A description of the Schottenkirche
The Regensburg Schottenkirche as it stands today is a three-aisled basilica, the nave of which
runs between a two-storey Westbau and a presbytery flanked by two square towers (figs. 3-4).

24

The surviving fabric dates almost exclusively to the Romanesque period, though it is, as outlined
th

above, the combined product of two distinct 12 -century building campaigns. The visual effect of
the church interior is dominated by the gleaming limestone ashlar of the tall nave-walls (figs. 5-7).
This clean and rather stark appearance is the result of heavy-handed restoration carried out in
th

the 19 century, most notably in the 1870s, which saw the walls stripped of residual plasterwork
and the interior cleansed of most Baroque intrusions.

25

The church’s masonry both inside and out consists mainly of these high-quality limestone ashlar
blocks, generally of medium or large size, and almost all dressed using a hammer with an
indented blade.

26

Inferior, smaller, roughly-hewn blocks, squared and laid in regular courses, are

used mainly on sections of walls hidden from public view or relatively inaccessible, for example
on the outer faces of the nave-walls beneath the line of the aisle-roofs and large sections of the
internal walls of the Westbau. The internal faces of the aisle-walls are for the most part composed

22

MGH SS 9, p. 617.
MGH Nec. Ger. 5, p. 304. See also Hauck’s discussion regarding the dating of the Vita {Hauck (ed.), Vita Mariani, pp.
61-62}. The death of Nuremberg’s second abbot, Declan, whose tenure may have begun in or before 1146, is recorded,
but no successor abbots are named (Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 371).
24
The term Westbau will be used throughout this thesis as a generic term to describe multi-storey structures standing at
the western end of a nave. The term Westbau (plural Westbauten) is widely used in German architectural studies and has
no satisfactory equivalent in the English language.
25
th
A detailed account of the 19 -century restoration campaigns is contained in Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 46-55.
26
The limestone is believed to have been sourced from quarries in the Kapfelberg area near Kelheim, a short distance
down the Danube from Regensburg. For detailed discussion of the Schottenkirche masonry see Friedrich, Die
Steinbearbeitung, p. 51; Gerl, Zur Beurteilung mittelalterlicher Steinmetzzeichen, pp. 19-21; Gaisberg, Das
Schottenportal, pp. 98-99.
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of masonry of the same type, which is concealed beneath render.
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The walls of the presbytery

th

are rendered throughout, and are painted according to a 19 -century neo-Romanesque scheme.
The Schottenkirche walls display more than 1100 masons’ marks of over 40 types, in each case
cut centrally on the visible face of the ashlar blocks.
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The coffered timber ceiling of the nave and the blind vaults of the side-aisles, both products of the
th

th

mid-17 century, survived the 19 -century restoration.
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The ceiling caps a disproportionately tall

nave. It measures approximately 15.6m in height and only 6.4m in width (figs. 5-7).
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The nine-

bay nave is divided into two discrete sections distinguishable primarily by the use of different
types of support for the round-arched arcade. The five western pairs of arcade-supports take the
form of slender columns. The three eastern arcade-supports, on the other hand, are square piers.
The four eastern arches of the nave-arcade are slightly wider and consequently taller than the
five to the west (fig. 8).
The round piers resemble columns in their proportions, but are built of ashlar blocks and do not
taper towards the top. From plinth to impost they measure 6m in height, the shafts having a
circumference of 76cm (fig. 20). The piers rest on attic bases with a quartet of spurs in the form of
a range of animal and grotesque heads emanating from the bottom torus to fill the four corners of
the underlying plate (fig. 15-18). Below each plate is a chamfered plinth. An astragal or necking,
in some instances decorated, marks the transition between the shaft of the piers and the capital
above. The capitals have a squat cushion-like form and are carved with a range of vegetal,
zoomorphic and anthropomorphic forms (fig. 11-14). The ornament is arranged so as to
emphasise the points where the four sides of the capital interface by way of a projecting head or
other motif. These elements stretch out to fill the corners of the wider plate above the capital, thus
facilitating a smooth transition between the round and the square in like manner to the cornerspurs of the base. The plates between capital and impost are in almost all instances undecorated.
The imposts above are again of compressed cushion form, their shape better defined than that of
the capitals, and are embellished with a variety of vegetal or abstract patterns. This ornament
runs uninterrupted across the four faces of the imposts. A second plate caps the decorated
imposts. This impost plate is considerably wider that the springers of the nave-arches it supports.
The three pairs of piers which support the eastern section of the nave-arcade are without
decorated capitals or imposts. Their attic bases correspond with those of the columns, while their
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Gerl, Zur Beurteilung mittelalterlicher Steinmetzzeichen, p. 19.
These have been catalogued by Josef Gerl and the types divided into different groups according to their prevalence
within different sections of the church (Gerl, Zur Beurteilung mittelalterlicher Steinmetzzeichen).
29
Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), pp. 304, 306; Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 43-44.
30
Measurements based on Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), figs. 235-236; Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 217.
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imposts either have a profile, from bottom to top, of roll – hollow chamfer – roll – hollow chamfer –
roll – plate, or a more simple roll - hollow chamfer – roll – plate.
The arcade supports nave-walls composed entirely of neatly coursed ashlar and devoid of
articulation. Each clerestorey consists of eleven windows, five regularly-spaced round-headed
openings on either side of a central round or quatrefoil window. These openings are not aligned
with the arcade below (fig. 8). The splays of the four eastern clerestorey windows extend lower
than those of the remainder. The quatrefoil window is found on the south-wall and has a surround
moulded with a series of rolls and grooves, while long-snouted grotesque heads accentuate the
four merging points of the rings of the opening (figs. 22-23). The round window on the opposite
wall has a less elaborately profiled surround and is divided into quadrants by four arms, which
radiate from a small circular opening at its centre. The number and positioning of the roundheaded side-aisle windows correspond neatly with neither the nave-arcade nor the clerestorey.
Windows are absent from those stretches of wall occupied by the monumental public north portal,
which opens into the third most westerly aisle-bay, and from the two western bays of the southaisle, which would have been abutted by the west range of the cloister. The distance between the
aisle-windows is irregular, with few opening centrally into the relevant bays. Two doorways
connect the southern aisle with the cloister, one situated roughly opposite the northern doorway,
the other opening into the eastern bay of the side-aisle. In both cases the aisle-wall is pierced by
a window above the portal, each off-centre, a simple round-headed window above the western
doorway, a round-headed twin-light window directly above the eastern. The side-walls of the
church are wider in the section supported by the columns compared to that borne by the piers
(fig. 3). This change is signalled internally by neat right-angled offsets at slightly different points
on the two side-walls of the bay standing between the last pier and the first column. Within the
nave’s western section the northern side-wall widens slightly internally on either side of the main
portal, helping to compensate for the external paring out of the wall by the receding orders of the
doorway. The internal opening of the portal comprises an archway divided into a square-headed
opening divided from a hollow arch-ring by a moulded lintel. The lintel moulding, which continues
across the entire widening in the wall, has a profile consisting from bottom to top of roll – hollow
chamfer – roll – astragal – plate. This wider section of wall, which, unlike most of the aisle-wall, is
faced with ashlar, also accommodates the mouth of a hole of about 3m length to the east of the
31

doorway, which once held the bolt of the door when not in use.

This hole runs behind an ashlar

block upon which is carved the image of a tonsured monk in habit holding a long bolt in both
hands and with a rope carrying a large key attached to his left forearm (fig. 9). The figure, which
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See Gaisberg, Das Schottenportal, supplement, fig. 1.2.
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clearly represents a doorkeeper, lies horizontally, in accordance with the form of the ashlar block.
Above the head of the monk is carved the word or name RYDAN.
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The second and third most easterly bays of the nave are distinguished from the remainder by the
presence of stone screens within the two archways on either side, which block the nave from the
adjacent aisle-bays (fig. 21). The screens are composed of a lower section embellished with
Romanesque ornament on their outer face and a plain upper section added in the Baroque
period. The two original ashlar screens on the southern side of the choir are decorated with a row
of five casement mouldings, while on the northern side one screen features a combination of the
upper casements with a lower blind arcade and the other is covered throughout by a sunken
Greek-cross pattern (fig. 19). These screens clearly mark this section of the nave out as the
monks’ choir. The choir is further differentiated by its floor-level being raised in relation to the
33

neighbouring side-aisles and the nave to the west (fig. 8).

The base profiles of the most westerly

pair of piers were removed partially on their aisle-orientated-faces and completely on their
western faces at some point, presumably in order to accommodate screens and/or steps between
the choir and nave and between the corresponding sections of the side-aisles.
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The final bay of

the nave, which stands between the choir and the presbytery, shares the floor-level of the former,
but is not screened off from the aisles, to which three steps on either side descend. The floor of
the oblong presbytery is raised above that of the choir and of its own two lateral aisles.
Each of the three aisles of the presbytery terminates in a semi-circular apse. The central apse is
lit by three tall round-headed windows, while the lateral apses are pierced by a single smaller
window (fig. 24, 27). The tower-supporting side-aisles are shorter than the rectangular central
aisle or sanctuary, as they each consist only of a single square bay with sides slightly greater
than half the length of the central space. Single round-headed archways at the western end of
both the north and south walls of the central aisle connect it with the side-aisles. The northern
archway is today blocked-up, while a low balustrade stands within the southern opening (fig. 25).
The arches rest at their western ends on the supporting piers of the chancel arch between nave
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Ó Riain-Raedel has suggested that the inscription may refer to St. Rúadán of Lorrha, who was portrayed as Tnugdal’s
confessor in the Visio Tnugdali (Ó Riain-Raedel, Cashel and Germany, p. 187 & pl. 4). Dietheuer, on the other hand,
interpreted the image as an idealised portrait of the master builder of the Schottenkirche, an Irish monk named Rydan
(Dietheuer. Die Bildersprache, pp. 283-291).
33
Three steps lead from the nave to the monk’s choir. The side-aisles flanking choir are lower than it, but are raised one
step above the nave-aisles.
34
The damage to the aisle-orientated faces appears almost certainly to have been caused by the insertion of screens
dividing the aisles, as are visible in the relevant position on de Beuzelin’s 1835 plan of the church (Stocker, Die
Schottenkirche, pl. 7). Altars stood on the western side of each screen, which in each case is pierced by a narrow
doorway. The removal of the western faces of the pier bases may have resulted from the insertion of a flight of steps
between the nave and choir. The 1835 plan shows the then steps to have extended across part of the western face of the
piers, whereas today the steps are confined to the space between the supports. The original screen between the monks’
choir and nave may have survived until 1644 (ibid., pp. 43-44). Possible fragments of this screen were discovered in
secondary positions within the church in 1968, but do not allow a reconstruction of its original appearance (ibid., pp. 155156; pls. 321-326). The Romanesque timber crucifixion-group figures today standing on a beam at impost-level within the
chancel arch would almost certainly have originally stood above this choir screen.
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and presbytery and on the eastern side on imposts built into the presbytery wall. Both eastern
imposts bear the same profile from top to bottom of plate – roll – hollow chamfer – roll – hollow
chamfer – roll. The western imposts have two different profiles, on the north-wall it is plate – roll –
double hollow chamfer – roll, and on the south-wall it is plate – roll – hollow chamfer – roll – two
fillets (figs. 25-27). The impost height of these two arches is considerably lower than that of the
nave-arcade. While their western imposts continue around the chancel arch supports, the navearch immediately to the west of the chancel arch does not rest on these imposts. It instead rests
on a second narrower impost perched about 50cm above the idle lower impost, with a short
pilaster strip running between the two (figs. 25-27). On both north and south piers the upper
impost has a profile similar to that found on the lower. This awkward duplication of imposts is one
of the clearest indicators that the chancel arch marks the interface between two sections of the
church built at different times.
This is further illustrated by a similar duplication of the imposts of the chancel arch itself. The
lower imposts in this case rest on pilasters, which break the lower nave/presbytery arcadeimposts as they run up the inner-faces of the piers. The chancel arch does not rest directly on
these imposts, however, but instead springs from a second set of imposts, with again a short
extension to the pilaster between the two (figs. 25, 29). Above the lower imposts the archsupports step inwards on their western sides. The lower imposts on the northern and southern
walls have profiles from top to bottom of plate – roll – double hollow chamfer – roll, and plate –
roll – hollow chamfer – roll – hollow chamfer – roll, respectively. On the eastern side of each
impost short offset projections fill the angle between it and the presbytery wall. These projections
would once have supported the presbytery vault, but today stand idle. The lower imposts were
made obsolete by the higher second pair, which bear a profile of a wide cyma reversa below
plate. A string-course with the same profile emerges from the eastern edges of the impost and
continues along the presbytery walls and around the main apse. The chancel arch consists of two
orders, at least on its western face, corresponding to the step found on the same side of the short
pilaster extensions below the impost (fig. 19). This outer order of the arch has a profile of plate
above roll, above groove. The inner order consists of a plate with a raised central band flanked by
two bowtell mouldings on its soffit. Immediately inside the chancel arch, the ribs of the ornate
vault spring from the point where the impost and string-course intersect (fig. 29). The eastern
ends of the ribs rest where the string-course returns before continuing into the main apse. The
ribs are of bowtell section and are adorned with raised bar-and-lozenge mouldings (figs. 19, 3031). The irregularly spaced lozenges contain different rosette variations or on occasion a
meander motif, while in places the hollow raised bars are filled with a line of beading, which also
serves to frame the adjacent lozenges. Close to the centre of the vault a single rosette-filled
round pendant breaks the bar-and-lozenge sequence on each rib. A further larger round rosette
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pendant adorns the keystone of the vault. The vault has no wall ribs and its apex reaches slightly
higher than that of the chancel arch and the apse. The vault’s colourful decorative scheme is a
th

product of the 19 -century restoration, as is that of the remainder of the presbytery and adjacent
apse. Indeed the vault appears to have been completely dismantled and re-erected in 1845 due
35

to the danger of collapse.

The diameter of the main apse is somewhat shorter than the width of

the central aisle of the presbytery, and, as in the case of the side-apses, no distinct arch divides
the two spaces. The presbytery string-course simply returns slightly inwards and continues
around the apse, marking the base of the semi-dome (fig. 30).
The single bays of the two presbytery side-aisles are covered by groin rather than ribbed vaults
(fig. 27). Transverse arches mark the transition between the presbytery and nave aisles. These
rest on the lower imposts of the chancel arch/nave-arcade support and on rectangular responds
on the outer walls, which have imposts of the corresponding or broadly similar profile. The sidewalls of the aisle-bays are somewhat wider than the aisle-walls to the west of the responds,
making the projection of the latter appear more pronounced when viewed from the west. The two
stilted side-apses are slightly narrower than the preceding bays. On each side an impost floats on
the outer apse-wall immediately after the step inwards and is matched on the inner wall by an
extension to the impost carrying the eastern end of the arch between aisle and presbytery. These
imposts, which have the same profile, do not continue as a string-course around the unarticulated
semi-domed apse. The feet of the groin-vaults of the aisle-bays are carried by the imposts of the
presbytery-arcade on the inside and by short offset extensions to the imposts on the outer walls.
A pointed Gothic window containing an oculus above a twin lights, all cusped, in the north-wall of
the northern side-aisle is today blocked-up and only visible externally.
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The southern and northern presbytery side-aisles are raised one and two steps above the aisles
flanking the monks’ choir respectively. On the north-side the steps are positioned under the
dividing transverse arch, while to the south the single step arrives about 50cm beyond the arch.
While none of the presbytery supports has base mouldings on those sides facing the centre-aisle,
some bases survive to a greater or lesser extent on the side-aisle orientated faces and on the
aisle responds, though most have been to some degree damaged or obscured by the insertion of
steps or walls. In the case of the arcade supports neither base on the side of the northern aisle
has been preserved, while sections of the base mouldings do survive in the southern aisle. The
visible upper part of the western of the latter two bases has a profile of plate above hollow
chamfer. Whether the lower part of the base lies hidden under the current floor-level is not clear.
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Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 47.
A passageway was cut between the southern side-aisle and the adjacent sacristy to the south in 1721 (Stocker, Die
Schottenkirche, p. 59). Its opening is not visible today beneath the plaster of the aisle’s southern wall, having been
blocked off at some point prior to 1864/65, as can be taken from its absence from a drawing dating to that year. The
drawing is reproduced in Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pl. 11b.
36
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The eastern base is significantly taller than that to the west. It again has an upper profile of plate
above hollow chamfer, but these are followed below by two wide plates. Whether this lower
section was always visible or of this form is questionable. By far the best preserved of the aisle
bases is that of the western respond of the southern aisle. It has a profile from top to bottom of
plate – hollow roll – plate – roll – narrow plate. The corresponding base in the northern aisle also
survives, but is partially obscured by the pair of steps leading into the aisle. Its current form, a
narrow projecting plate above a wider unmoulded section, is probably the result of later alteration.
At the opposite end of the church the three aisles of the nave lead into the two-storey Westbau
(fig. 32). On each level the Westbau is divided into three vaulted bays on the axis of the three
aisles of the nave. Each bay is almost the equivalent of two nave bays in length. Three large
inward-splayed Baroque oculi cut into the thick west-wall as well as a pointed Gothic three-light
window with slender cusped openings in the north-wall illuminate the ground floor. Three
archways reaching a uniform height significantly lower than the impost-level of the nave-arcade
open from the nave into the three aisles of the Westbau ground-floor. The central arch rests on
two wide and extremely squat columns (fig. 34). These also carry the inner feet of the lateral
arches in conjunction with pilaster responds on the outer walls (fig. 33). The columns have attic
bases akin to those of the nave-arcade, with unadorned ridged corner spurs above a plate and a
low chamfered plinth. The capitals are of the same cushion-like form as those in the nave though
without a necking below, and are carved with vegetal motifs again arranged to emphasise the
corners. A plate separates the capitals from wide imposts, which possess a profile of roll – groove
– roll – astragal – plate. The imposts of the responds bear the same profile. Each respond is
attached to a wider pilaster, which on its eastern side continues upwards beyond the impost-level
of the responds to carry the outer end of the arches opening into the side-bays of the Westbau
gallery. The three vault units are divided by transverse arches running between the wide impost
of the squat columns and pilasters on the western wall, which are today concealed by upright
grave-slabs (fig. 35). Wall-ribs carried by straight-edged angle-shafts mark the edge of the vaults
on the side and back-walls.
The transition between nave-arcade and Westbau is achieved by means of engaged halfcolumns, which stand on the eastern side of the imposts of each of the squat columns and run up
the eastern wall of the Westbau to carry the final arch of the nave-arcade on either side (figs. 32,
36). The cushion-like form of the half-columns’ foliate capitals and their impost profile correspond
to those of the squat columns below, but with a necking between column and capital. The halfcolumns also share the same form of attic base and the corner spurs, though one of the latter is
of a more embellished furrowed form. The spacious gallery of the Westbau is reached by way of
a stairwell built into the west-wall. The stairwell’s round-headed doorway is positioned at the
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centre of the west-wall and is preceded by a set of three steps, arranged as concentric semicircles. This leads to a groin-vaulted space inside the doorway, lit by the central oculus. From
here straight barrel-vaulted staircases rise both to the north and south, although the archway into
the northern stairwell is today blocked-off. A number of tiny oculi, heavily splayed internally, allow
some direct light into the stairwells. The stairheads on either side are groin-vaulted and lead into
the gallery by way of round-headed archways at either end of the west-wall.
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Each of the three

bays of the gallery is covered by a rib-vault and opens through a round arch into the adjacent
nave-aisle to the east (figs. 37-38). The Westbau and nave share the same height, but the apex
of the gallery’s central arch falls well short of the nave’s clerestorey windows, leaving a tall stretch
of bare masonry between the arch and the ceiling. Behind this wall and above the vaults of the
gallery is hidden a large unlit empty space of 3m height, which appears not to have served any
38

practical purpose and was not accessible from within the church.

Though the three gallery arches are actually of uniform height, only the central arch is fully open
to the east, as the height of the lateral arches greatly exceeds that of the adjacent nave-aisles,
resulting in the greater part of the openings being blocked off by walls enclosing the roof-space
above the aisles (fig. 40-41). The apex of the arch supporting these narrower secondary walls
does not even reach the impost-level of the original arch in each case, resulting in very low
openings between gallery and aisles. This is one of the most glaring of all incongruities
concerning the Schottenkirche Westbau. The central arch is supported by half-columns standing
on a tall plinth and attached to the western end of the nave-arcade walls (figs. 37, 39). The piers
resemble those positioned on the ground-floor below, sharing their base and capital form, though
with furrowed corner spurs and a thin necking present. Their imposts are of a different type,
however, bearing the cushion-like form of the nave imposts below a plate, but without any
sculptural adornment. While the columns blend into the nave-walls after reaching half of their
circumference, the imposts extend to their full width on both the northern and southern sides. This
allows them to carry the central arch between gallery and nave and the inner end of the two
lateral arches. In the case of the latter the eastern ends of the imposts are obscured by the
inserted west-walls of the roof-space above the nave-aisles. Inside the roof-space the eastern
tips of these imposts can be observed projecting just beyond the secondary walls (fig. 45). The
responds on the outer walls, which carry the other end of the lateral arches, are also of half-round
shape and possess the same base, capital and impost form (fig. 40). There is a slight variation in
the form of the surviving corner spurs of the two responds, however, with beading filling the
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The original form of the northern archway is obscured on its eastern side by a surround inserted to hold a rectangular
metal door.
38
See Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), fig. 237; Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pl. 43. This space can be reached from
the attic above via a ladder. There is also a doorway (not original) in the room’s eastern wall, which today opens into the
open air above the southern aisle-roof. Access to this doorway is possible via a hatch in the adjacent section of the aisleroof.
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furrows of the spurs. The insertion of the secondary walling led to almost the entire eastern half of
these responds being concealed or, in the case of their bases, truncated. The eastern extremities
of the capitals and imposts are visible within the roof-space of the northern aisle, but are hidden
by floorboards above the southern aisle (fig. 44). It is clear that the aisle-walls to the east only
reach the height of the cushion element of the imposts. Another feature of the gallery-arch
supports is that attached to each of them on the axis of the arches is a narrow half-column, the
base, capital and impost of which are at the same height as those of the arch-supports. While the
base and capital forms correspond to those of the arch-supports, the impost profile consists either
of two rolls and a groove or a series of hollow chamfers and grooves below a plate.
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The imposts

widen significantly towards the top and have volutes below the corners of the plate. All six of
these half-columns today stand idle. The three gallery openings possess a solid stone parapet,
which reaches the height of the plinths of the four arch-supports and has as a timber facing on
top and on the inside.
The three ribbed vaults of the gallery are again divided by transverse arches, which are carried by
the imposts of the columns and by responds on the west-wall (figs. 37-38, 41-42). The responds
are of half-round form and are attached to wider pilasters (fig. 42). They share the base, capital
and imposts forms of the other arch-supports, but with one grotesque head as a corner spur on
the northern of the two and a one human head on the southern. The northern respond also
features a human mask carved in low relief within a niche halfway up the shaft (fig. 43). The face
has bulbous rimmed eyes and a long, slender and slightly crooked nose and appears to be
wearing some type of head-dress. As well as the transverse arches the responds carry the
bowtell ribs of the vault in conjunction with the arch-supports to the east and with foliate corbels in
the north- and south-west corners. The ribs are not moulded and there is no defined keystone at
their intersection. Wall-ribs mark the edge of the vaults on the gallery’s side and back walls.
These rest on either side of the pilasters behind the transverse-arch, on the corner corbels and
on extensions to the imposts and capitals of the arch-supports at the north- and south-eastern
corners of the gallery. While the wall-ribs are of rectangular section in the central and northern
bays, they are rounded in the southern bay. This change to round forms can also be seen in the
form of the wall-rib supports on the southern wall. While the north-western corner corbel is topped
by a square plate, the south-western corbel and plate above it are rounded. Both are carved with
foliate motifs, but in the case of the former the impost above is of the unadorned cushion type
found elsewhere in the gallery, while the impost of the latter features another variety of foliate
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The bases of the columns have simple ridged corner spurs with the exception of the column attached to the southern
arch-support, which has spurs (one damaged) in the shape of grotesque heads similar to those found on the nave arcadesupports.
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carving.
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This divergence can also be seen between the impost and capital extensions carrying

the other ends of the ribs, with angled and rounded forms prevailing at the north-eastern and
south-eastern corners respectively.
In addition to the two staircase doorways on the west-wall, there is a further portal on each of the
side-walls. An unadorned segmental-arched opening at the eastern end of the southern wall
leads via a flight of five steps down onto the first-floor level of the adjacent claustral buildings. The
round-headed doorway on the opposite wall today leads nowhere, but is believed to have once
allowed access to an adjacent free-standing tower via a footbridge (fig. 38).
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This narrow

opening today serves as a window. The fact that it stands flush with the floor-level testifies to its
former role as a doorway, as does a pair of boltholes on either side of the reveal just inside the
external face of the wall. Externally, two joist holes in the masonry course immediately below the
doorway on either side also speak for the previous existence of a footbridge at this point (fig. 57).
On the same wall, above and to the east of the doorway opens a round-headed window with a
heavy inward splay. The large round-headed window at the western end of the south-wall is not
an original feature of the Westbau, as is clear externally from its brick surround and the disturbed
masonry adjacent to it. The west-wall, against which the large organ stands, is pierced centrally
by a single tall window extending close to the line of the vault. The internal splay of the window is
heavily profiled with a series of rolls and chamfers inside a hollow chamfered surround. A large
proportion of the internal masonry of the Westbau consists of coursed roughly-hewn blocks rather
42

than the standard polished ashlar found elsewhere (figs. 38, 40).

The high-quality ashlar is used

for all arches and doorway and window jambs as well as for substantial sections of the side- and
end-walls, particularly above impost-level within the gallery. The secondary walls inside the span
of the lateral arches into the nave-aisles are plastered over on both faces, with the exception of
same small patches on their eastern faces where the walls can be seen to be composed of brick.
As is the case inside the church, the smooth surfaces created by the limestone ashlar dominate
the visual effect of the Schottenkirche exterior. With the exception of the extravagantly cluttered
40

Although the south-western corbel, the plate between corbel and impost and the wall-ribs are rounded, the plate above
the impost is straight-edged, with a leaf projecting from the impost below to fill its corner.
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Walderdorff, Regensburg, p. 409, n. 1. There appears to be no historical or pictorial evidence for the existence of such
a tower, nor were any remains uncovered in the course of the excavations carried out in the area outside the northern
portal in 1908 (Wagner, Mitteilung über die Ausgrabung, p. 153). The more limited area excavated in 1997 in advance of
the erection of the new porch in front of the portal would not have encompassed the likely position of the tower (Höllerer,
Die archäologischen Grabungen).
42
This inferior Regensburg II masonry is difficult to distinguish from that of Regensburg I, something which has long
encouraged the belief that material from the demolished earlier church was reused in the later structure (e.g. Wagner,
Mitteilung über die Ausgrabung, p. 152; Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 72; Gerl, Zur Beurteilung mittelalterlicher
Steinmetzzeichen pp.19-20). Stocker disagreed with this theory, citing the occasional appearance of masons’ marks on
the masonry as well as greater evidence for dressing as proof that it was worked from scratch for the new church
(Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 76-77). This is true, though there is a good deal of variance in the level of dressing, and
it is also possible that Regensburg I blocks were reworked before being used in the later church. Indeed logic would
dictate that the convenient reuse of older material is more likely than the time-consuming preparation of new masonry of
similar quality. A firm determination on the matter is not possible.
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north portal and ornate central apse, the exterior walls lack a level of articulation sufficient to
distract from the underlying mass of masonry. This is true of the aisle and clerestorey walls,
where the regularly coursed blocks are broken only by simple round-headed windows and, in the
case of the clerestorey, by the central round and quatrefoil windows (figs. 4, 47). There is also a
small pointed window at a low height to the east of the north portal façade.
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That this opening

was a later insertion is clear from the surrounding masonry, and the window is today blocked-up.
Both the central windows have a stepped surround filled with a roll moulding. One of the roundheaded aisle-windows stands out from the others. It is found on the short stretch of the northern
aisle-wall to the west of the north portal. The window is wider than the others and its surround is
divided into three orders of unequal depth, each of which has a rope moulding on the arris. Both
the nave and aisle walls are topped by eaves mouldings, with a hollow chamfer between two rolls
below plate on the aisle-wall and a Lombardic frieze above the clerestorey (figs. 20, 58, 61).
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On

the section of the aisle-wall to the west of the portal the eaves moulding takes the more simple
form of plate above roll. The arches of the Lombardic frieze of the nave walls are wide and quite
regularly spaced. They have rounded edges, a single line incised around their faces, recessed
spandrels with a central ridge and they rest on thin plate corbels. A moulding with a similar profile
to that found on the aisles runs directly above the frieze. Both the nave and aisle walls were
raised above their original height at a later date. These extensions are plastered over externally,
but can be seen to be brick-built from within the roof-space. The aisle-walls widen at their base
with a moulding of chamfer above roll facilitating the transition to a plinth, the height of which
reaches about 1.4m immediately to the east of the northern portal, but decreases in tandem with
a rise in ground-level to the east. In what is a further instance of divergence from the remainder of
the aisle-wall, the plinth of the short section to the west of the north portal, though it has the same
moulding profile, is significantly lower at 80cm or less.
The north portal
The northern aspect of the church is dominated by the famous Schottenportal, a singular
sculptural ensemble which stands out all the more due to the restrained articulation of the
adjacent aisle-walls (fig. 47). The visual effect of this contrast is today diminished by the glass
structure recently erected in front of the portal with the aim of preserving its sculpture (fig. 4). The
portal façade, at 15.15m in width, encompasses the exterior of three bays of the aisle, leaving the
45

wall of a single bay between it and the Westbau (fig. 46).

Starkly projecting piers on either side

of the façade mark it out strongly from the adjacent aisle-walls. Above the imposts of these outer
43

The insertion of this opening was probably associated with the erection of a new altar inside the wall. The gap between
the first and second aisle-windows to the east of the northern portal is larger than that between the remaining windows in
the sequence, which may account for the need to provide additional illumination at this point.
44
See Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), fig. 240. On the southern side of the church only the clerestorey and not the
aisle-wall has an eaves moulding owing to the abutting northern wing of the cloister.
45
All measurements relating to the north-portal are taken from Gaisberg, Das Schottenportal (at p. 24).
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piers stand the springers of south-north arches and the beginnings of two south-north walls, the
remnants of a planned porch that appears never to have been built. The portal wall rests on a tall
plinth, consisting of three layers: a short pedestal rounded at the angle, a taller offset section
again with a rounded corner at the top and a continuous attic base moulding above a plate. The
bases of the portal jambs and all the other supports on the portal façade are contained within the
latter moulding.
The portal wall is divided vertically into three zones, consisting of the central portal and two
flanking sculptural fields (figs. 46, 48, 50-51). A string-course at the impost-level of the portal and
a further one above also divide the wall into three horizontal zones. The walls on either side of the
doorway actually slope gradually inwards from the projecting outer piers to the centre. The
doorway is reached by way of five steps.
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At its centre stands a tympanum featuring Christ in

majesty flanked by two saints, often identified as the church’s patron, St. James the elder, and his
brother John (fig. 49). The figure to Christ’s left holds a book and is beardless, which may point to
this being the St. John the Evangelist.
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Christ himself holds a book to his chest with his left hand

and points two fingers with his right. The other bearded saint has no obvious diagnostic attributes.
The head and nimbus of each figure is cushioned by a pair of roll mouldings. Outside the rolls a
further concentric moulding bearing a continuous interlace motif marks the upper border of the
tympanum. This moulding represents a continuation of that found on the square-edged innerjambs of the doorway, with which it is aligned. The three figures emerge in relief from a recessed
space contained between the interlace moulding and a lintel-like block below, which is actually
shaped from the same stone as the remainder of the tympanum. Each of the three saints is
depicted from the waist up and emerges from the pseudo-lintel, which is decorated with foliate
motifs. The doorway surround steps three times inwards, with straight-sided jambs moulded at
the arris alternating with columnar angle shafts (figs. 48, 53-54). The arris moulding consists of
two rolls, and runs between small upper and lower figurative carvings, depicting individuals in
48

different crouching and kneeling poses and with a variety of attributes.

In some instances the

roll mouldings continue onto the figurative carvings and are transformed into props for the
characters. A number of the portal figures have their hands placed on their abdominal area,
resembling sheila-na-gig-type images. While it could be argued in relation to the smaller figures
on the jambs and outer piers that this pose might be the innocent product of the space constraints
faced by the sculptor, its repetition on one of the eight caryatides suggests that this was not the
case. The angle shafts are all three-quarter columns except for the outer pair, which are freestanding. Each column is topped by a short foliate bell-shaped capital with no necking between.
46

th

This flight of steps and the lower half of the portal’s plinth had become obscured by the 19 century due to a rise in the
exterior ground-level. This was rectified in 1854 (Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 49).
47
The fact that the figure is beardless leaves open the possibility that the saint in question is Gertrude, joint patron of the
monastery. The book in the saint’s hand makes the identification as John more probable.
48
The upper figures on the two outer jambs only have the top half of their bodies depicted.
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On the capitals of the central columns on either side human faces emerge from the foliage. The
upper torus of the attic bases of the jambs on the right is embellished with rope moulding, while
the upper and lower tori of the bases the left feature wickerwork and interlace patterns
respectively. The bases of the columns also feature a number of anthropomorphic and
zoomorphic corner spurs. The underlying plinth projects outwards in front of the outer jambs on
either side in order to carry sculptures of the front half of a crouched lion.
The impost moulding running between the jambs and archivolts on either side of the doorway
differs in form: on the right it has a profile from bottom to top of roll – groove – roll – fillet – narrow
plate; on the left it consists of a flattened cushion decorated with a continuous interlace motif
below a narrow plate. Like the base, the impost moulding runs right across the flanking walls of
the portal. Directly below the impost on both sides runs a saw-tooth moulding which is broken
only by the capitals of the columns. Atop the imposts of the doorway jambs to the doorway’s left
and right respectively sit the sculptures of five lions and lionesses. The archivolts of the portal
follow the form of their corresponding supports below the imposts: that is, straight-sided rings with
two parallel arris rolls above the jambs, wide rolls mouldings above the angle shafts. The
springers of the outer order are each decorated with a small standing human half-figure. An
additional roll serves as a hood moulding. It actually corresponds with the inner flanking columns
of the lower sculptural fields on either side of the portal.
These slightly recessed sculptural fields are bordered above and below by the impost and base
mouldings and to the sides by the portal and projecting piers. A short Lombardic frieze runs
directly below the impost with decorated archivolts and foliate motifs in low relief contained within
their arch-rings. The arches are supported by decorated corbels ― in the form of human heads
on the left arcade, foliate on the right ― and by the two flanking columns, which are carved with
palmette or interlace motifs. The fields contain a range of anthropomorphic, zoomorphic and
vegetal motifs of varying plasticity. Most of the forms are carved out of a single ashlar block with
the exception of the central human figures on either side, around whom much of the sculpture is
clustered. These central figures are seated ― that on the left with a child on her lap ― and are
supported by foliate corbels. The figure on the right is bearded and wears a head-dress, and is
flanked on three sides by grotesque animals, one of which has a human or merman figure
clenched between its teeth, another with a ball-like object. Immediately above the base moulding
of the field is a group of three-quarter length, tonsured monks, who hold books to their chests and
are accompanied by a partially-preserved creature with an anthropomorphic upper-half and two
tails, which are clasped in either hand. The central figures to the left of the doorway, most
probably Mary and child, have a couple of merman-like figures with entwined tails on either side
and a dragon-like creature below, which has a human caught by its tail and some type of animal
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in its mouth. Below this again another figure holding a tail in either hand sits immediately above a
crouching lion which occupies a projection in the portal’s plinth and interrupts the base moulding.
Another lion, this time with a human figure trapped beneath it, stands in the corresponding
position on the sculptural field to the right of the portal, directly below the three monks.
Between these sculptural fields and the projecting side piers stands a further nook shaft,
decorated with foliate carving and topped with a foliate bell-capital, with a human head emerging
from the capital to the right of the portal. The side piers are, like the doorway jambs, flattened on
the arris on both sides, with twin rolls running between half- or crouching figures at either end. An
additional feature is a number of plain balls or human heads between the two rolls and a variety
of patternwork, including fish-scale and wickerwork ornament on the arris. The middle sculptural
field on either side of the doorway stands between the impost-level moulding and the stringcourse above and consists of a very different type of arrangement. Below the hollow-chamfered
string-course runs another saw-tooth moulding and below again a blind arcade, the arch-rings of
which are filled by grotesque or human heads or, in one case, a ball (figs. 52, 55). The four
arches of the arcade are supported by a series of four caryatides or atlantes and a single
colonnette on either side, each complete with attic base and foliate capital. The human figures
are three-quarter length or on their knees and are engaged in various forms of gesticulation or
action. They are not completely free-standing, being instead attached to blocks at the back. On
the outer edge of the blind arcades on either side a cluster of colonnettes stands above the outer
nook shaft of the lower field, and occupies the angle of the projecting masonry of the aborted
south-north porch walls above the side-piers.
A second pair of blind arcades stands in the upper zone of the portal above the chamfered stringcourse. In this instance T-shaped supports carry the arch-rings, which are undecorated to the left
of the portal save for a hollow on the arris, but to the right take the form of rope-mouldings. Attic
bases- and cushion impost-mouldings run across the arcades, stepping outwards in line with the
T-shaped supports. Two further column clusters stand on the outside of the arcades. A stringcourse of inverse attic profile below plate runs above the two blind arcades. Above the centre of
the doorway archivolts this string-course meets an acanthus frieze pitched at a marginally greater
height. Just before the intersection with the frieze, below the string-course on either side stands a
single corbel-supported human figure, one of which is enthroned, the other three-quarter length
and ending abruptly with a rounded base in a manner similar to the atlantes below, with which its
head and body dress and general demeanour also closely compare. Between these two figures,
directly beneath the acanthus frieze and above the apex of the portal’s hood moulding stretches a
frieze depicting six apostles on either side of Christ. Only the upper half of each apostle is carved,
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two to a block, and all carrying some form of attribute.

The central Christ, a three-quarter length

figure apparently in sedentary pose, holds a book in his left hand, as on the tympanum. The
acanthus frieze projects forward above the head of Christ. The portal wall terminates with a single
course of masonry above both the central acanthus frieze and the lateral inverse attic stringcourses. Both the apostle and acanthus friezes and the course above them are recessed slightly
from the surrounding walls on either side.
The Westbau exterior
The Schottenkirche Westbau rises to the same height as the nave, the latter’s pitched roof
continuing unchecked through to the church’s west-gable (figs. 36-38). Transverse off-shoots of
equal height extend to the north and south to meet the gables above the side-walls of the
Westbau. Each of the three gables is pierced high up by a single small cross-shaped opening.
Wide pilasters mark the four corners of the Westbau. The east-facing sections of the pilasters at
the south- and north-eastern corners continue on within the roof-space to meet the crest of the
side-walls. The pilaster at the north-western corner is decorated with two figural reliefs less than
half way up its height. That on the western face consists of two addorsed and intertwined dragonlike winged creatures. On the northern face within the same course is a block carved with a lion
who grasps one man in his forelegs while being attacked with a spear from behind by another
(fig. 10). Though facing away from the assailant the head of the lion is turned towards him. Two
additional pilasters on the western wall of the Westbau on the axis of the nave-walls divide the
façade into three vertical sections. With the exception of the three Baroque oculi, the large central
gallery window and the tiny stairs oculi, the recessed sections between the pilasters are largely
bare, which gives the Westbau an imposing, block-like character when viewed from the west.
There are a few scattered sculptural reliefs: one, close to the pilaster dragons, of a human head
with a thin moustache and long stringy chin-beard; a couple of metres above this there appears to
be a similar head, though this example has been badly eroded or damaged; finally there is a
small incised interlace motif on a block close to the top of the southern section of the façade. The
three oculi are clearly secondary insertions, with brickwork having been used to patch up the
truncated surrounding masonry. There appears to have been at least a central window originally,
which would have allowed light into the entrance area of the stairwell. This is suggested by a
semi-circular incised line on the ashlar block immediately above the central oculus, from which a
straight line runs inwards from the circumference to create the impression of voussoirs. The lower
part of the block is today no longer extant, but may once have had the round head of a small
window carved out of it.
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A small central window is visible at ground-level on a 1640 view of the
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St. Peter, who stands to Christ’s right, holds a key of almost identical form to that of Rydan inside the doorway.
It is also notable that the large ashlar block in question breaks the otherwise flawless coursing of the lower section of
the western wall. Without the presence of a window directly below, this anomalous interruption would defy easy
explanation.
50
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church by Gabriel Bucelinus (fig. 2). The masonry of the side-walls is broken only by the windows
and doorways into the different floors of the Westbau. The eastern end of the south-wall is
obscured by the adjacent claustral buildings (fig. 56). Unlike the remainder of the Westbau
exterior, which again is built of high-quality, neatly-coursed ashlar, the lower two-thirds of the
visible section of the south-wall are faced with much smaller and rougher yellow limestone blocks
laid in regular courses. This use of inferior masonry may suggest that the lower section of the wall
was originally obscured in its entirety by an adjacent building. The absence of any plinth moulding
inside the pilaster at the south-western corner of the Westbau would also point to this conclusion.
The remainder of the Westbau has a plinth with the same upper moulding as the nave of roll
below chamfer. It converges neatly with the plinth of the section of the aisle wall to the west of the
north portal. At the top of the Westbau walls a series of Lombardic friezes run between the
various pilasters. The regularly spaced arches rest on tapered foliate corbels and have stepped
soffits creating the impression of a second inner order (fig. 20). A saw-tooth moulding runs
immediately above the arch-rings and continues across the pilasters, with a further continuous
moulding directly above bearing a profile of hollow chamfer below roll below plate. Unlike their
plinths, the eaves mouldings of the nave and Westbau walls do not neatly intersect, owing to the
divergence in the form of the Lombardic friezes and the upper mouldings as well as the presence
of the saw-tooth on the Westbau (fig. 50). The latter intermediary element ensures that the
respective Lombardic friezes are not at a uniform height when the nave and Westbau walls meet.
The two eastern walls of the Westbau are marked by a further instance of architectural
disharmony: voussoirs of the two lateral arches of the Westbau gallery are or were visible
51

externally above the line of the side-aisle roofs (fig. 50).

Indeed the apex of each arch reaches

the same height as the sills of the clerestorey window. These anomalies are telling with regard to
the progression of the Romanesque building campaign, as will be discussed in detail below.
The eastern towers and presbytery
The eastern end of the Schottenkirche is dominated by the two towers positioned above the
single bays of the presbytery side-aisles (figs. 4, 59-61). These towers and the side-apses
attached to their eastern faces are distinguishable from the remainder of the church by the fact
that their walls are rendered. Beneath the render the walls are built of coursed roughly-squared
limestone blocks, generally slender in form, rather than the smooth ashlar found elsewhere. This
masonry can be seen internally and was also visible externally prior to 1978/79 (fig. 59).
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On the

northern aisle-wall the external change in masonry can be seen to occur slightly to the west of the
tower. The later eaves moulding continues right as far as the tower, but the straight joint veers in
a crooked line westwards on its descent to the base of the wall. The northern tower has a low cut51

In the case of the southern arch, the section of aisle-roof immediately adjacent to it is raised above that of the
remainder, with the result that the apex of the arch now stands below rather than above the roof-line.
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Gerl, Zur Beurteilung mittelalterlicher Steinmetzzeichen, p. 18.
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stone plinth with a chamfer on the blocks of the upper course. The northern tower from first-floor
level upwards was actually pulled down due to the danger of collapse in 1867 before being reerected with the use of some new materials and in a slightly altered form.
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The southern tower is

divided externally into a tall lower and two shorter upper storeys by slender unmoulded stringcourses (not visible today), with the walls stepping slightly inwards at each of these points. An
additional offset on the northern tower at a height just above the eaves moulding of the adjacent
aisle-wall gives the impression of four storeys, but this appears to be the product of the 1867
54

reconstruction.

Transverse off-shoots from the presbytery roof, which shares the same height

as that of the nave, facilitate access between the two towers at attic-level.
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The lower storey of

each tower reaches a height approximately 1m below that of the adjacent Romanesque navewall, and would have been composed of two floors internally, including the presbytery aisle-bays,
while the two upper storeys appear to have been divided into three internal floors.
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The belfries

of the two towers are lit by a large column-supported twin-light window on each wall. Each
column has a cushion capital above a necking of varying thickness, with incised lines marking out
each lunette-shaped face.
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Above, a transverse-orientated trapezoidal impost with rolls at the

edges of its underside supports the rubble arch-rings in conjunction with chamfered imposts on
the reveal. The columns rest on circular bases with a profile consisting of a chamfer above plate
or a roll above a straight or hollow chamfer above plate. The storey below the belfry also has or
had a twin-light window on each wall.
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These are considerably smaller than those of the belfry

and their columns lack capitals and, with one exception, bases.
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A thick necking separates the
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According to Walderdorff, only the original materials were used in the reconstruction, but contemporary invoices held in
the Regensburg diocesan archive suggest this was not the case (Walderdorff, Regensburg, p. 401, n. 2; Stocker, Die
Schottenkirche, p. 50). On pre-1978 drawings and photographs the exterior of the northern tower is to an extent
distinguishable from that of the southern in the prominent use of stressed quoins throughout and of courses of larger
blocks in the upper storey (e.g. (fig. 59); Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), fig. 234 & pl. 248). Perhaps these are the
‘especially big rubble-stones’ for which an invoice survives.
54
This may mark the line above which the tower was rebuilt. The offset is not depicted on a detailed Justus Popp/
Theodor Bülau 1839 drawing of the towers (Reproduced in Strobel, Romanische Architektur, fig. 22 & Stocker, Die
Schottenkirche, fig. 10). On the other hand, a view of the church from the north-west dating to 1816 has a moulded stringcourse at this level on the northern tower and nothing at all at the level of the ‘middle’ offset! (fig. 47).
55
th
These off-shoots are depicted in the 17 -century view of the church from the east and on the view accompanying
Paricius’s 1753 history, although not on Bucelinus’s 1640 depiction (fig. 2; Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, fig.6 ).
56
Technical drawings of the towers dating to 1864/1865 show both to be divided into five storeys internally (reproduced in
Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pl. 11a/b). Both towers have or had windows at four different levels above the aisle-bays,
which would support this reconstruction. The two lower floors appear to have reached the height of the first offset, as
steps were required to reach the roof-space of the taller nave/presbytery from the second floor. The northern tower is
today divided into four floors only, with the second floor matching the level of the nave attic. A new timber frame was
erected inside the southern tower circa 1866, with resultant changes to the floor levels (Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp.
50-51). Ledges created by internal reductions in the width of the tower walls are visible at different points and would have
carried the original floors. Both the first and second floors are today somewhat below their original height. A flight of seven
steps is required to reach the nave attic from the second floor of the southern tower.
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Detailed description and illustrations of the tower columns are provided in Strobel, Romanische Architektur, pp. 63-66.
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Four windows survive at this level in the southern tower, though the northern of the windows opens into the roof-work
above the presbytery. The 1864/65 drawing shows that the northern tower also had four windows prior to 1867, but the
defunct southern opening was omitted when the tower was rebuilt.
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The northern window of the southern tower has a round, chamfer above plate, base.
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columns from their imposts, which are also of trapezoidal form with rolls on their underside.
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Owing to the greater thickness of the tower walls at this height, the rubble arches of the lower
openings do not share the thickness of the walls, but instead occupy the outer section of a deeper
embrasure supported on the inside by a segmental arch. A small number of slit windows with
internal splays provide some light to the tower’s lower floors.
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Doorways in the western walls of

both towers at first-floor level allow access to the roof-space above the aisles. Also at first-floor
level a further doorway in the southern wall of the south-tower leads to a set of steps descending
to the north-eastern corner of the cloister’s first floor.
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Both towers have roofs of pyramidal

th

shape, which, though 19 -century in date, replicate the form of the roofs seen on the earliest
views of the church. The walls of the two side-apses, whose masonry corresponds to that of the
towers, begin slightly inside the line of the outer edge of the tower side-walls. Their walls lack any
articulation, have no plinths, and are each pierced centrally by a large round-headed window,
which may have replaced a smaller Romanesque opening in the Baroque period.
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Each apse is

topped by a semi-conical roof.
At their inner end the side-apse walls run into the later side-walls of the extended presbytery,
which project eastwards for a short distance from the inner section of the towers’ eastern faces.
The main apse nestles between two pilasters running up the outer edges of the presbytery’s eastwall on either side. Both the apse and the external presbytery walls are built with same large
ashlar blocks that predominate to the west of the towers (fig. 60). These pilasters continue along
the edges of the presbytery’s triangular gable and meet at the apex. Between the wall and gable
runs a string-course, which is broken at the centre by the semi-conical roof of the apse. Above
the apex of the apse-roof there is an oculus, which is framed by a raised band and has a large roll
moulding on its reveal. The gable string-course continues across the pilasters and onto the short
sections of the presbytery side-walls which project beyond the towers. It consists of a Lombardic
frieze below a moulding with a profile of hollow chamfer – roll – plate. The Lombardic frieze below
mirrors that of the nave walls, but with the addition of foliate corbels. The eaves moulding of the
apse below projects boldly from the wall. It has a profile of plate – hollow chamfer – roll, and rests
on a series of regularly spaced corbels. The majority of these corbels have three parallel
horizontal rolls on their underside, but the two at the centre of the apse are each carved with a
60

The column and impost of one of these twin-light windows, the opening on the northern wall of the northern tower, are
th
19 -century replacements, for which an invoice survives (Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 50)
61
Only one such opening survives on the northern tower at first-floor level on the eastern wall. The 1864/1865 drawing of
the tower shows a further slit window on the northern face of the tower at the same level, while another such window on
the eastern wall at second-floor level is marked with a dotted line, perhaps suggesting that a blocked-up window existed
at this time. Both windows must have been discarded when the tower was re-erected in 1867.
62
This is a flat-headed doorway within a segmental arch and is not original. The 1864/1865 drawing of the tower has a
round-headed opening higher and more centrally positioned on the southern wall. This may have been the original
opening, though how it relates to the different floor-levels of the cloister is not clear.
63
Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), p. 314. The 1839 and 1864/1865 drawings of the towers show there to have also
been a doorway directly below the window of the northern apse. This appears to have shared a continuous surround with
the window and may therefore also have been inserted in the Baroque period.
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single human or grotesque head (fig. 62). A short stretch of masonry separates the eaves
moulding from a blind arcade, which divides the remainder of the apse wall into five vertical
sections. The arches are of roll profile and are supported by slender engaged columns, which run
down to the plinth moulding. Each column is topped above a necking by a cushion capital
decorated with foliate design or, in one case, an incised band around the lunette. The imposts
above are of inverse attic profile below plate, with the exception, once again, of the two central
examples, which feature a range of foliate and geometric patterns, including meander. The
columns have a base moulding of roll above hollow roll above a high plate. The base of the
columns are projecting elements of the continuous plinth moulding with the same profile, which
runs across the apse wall and continues onto the adjacent eastern wall of the presbytery. Three
round-headed windows occupy the upper halves of the two outer and the central blind arches.
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Each of the two intervening arches holds a small oculus in its upper reaches. These are today
blocked-up and are somewhat unusual in that they are not positioned centrally, but rather pushed
65

towards the outer edge of the blind arches.

The main apse projects significantly beyond the

lateral apses lending the tri-apsidal arrangement a staggered effect.
Reconstructing Regensburg I
In the description of the surviving Schottenkirche attention has already been drawn, inter alia, to
the fact that it is the product of the combined fabric of two successive churches. Unusually for a
hagiographical work, the Vita Mariani is actually quite instructive concerning the construction
sequence: having alluded to the failings of the earlier church (Regensburg I), the author states
that during the tenure of Abbot Gregory the whole church was completely demolished and rebuilt,
with the exception of the towers.
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That a substantial portion of the current church’s eastern end,

most notably the two towers, belongs to a structure earlier than the remainder is indeed clear
from the fabric. The towers and adjoining side-apses are built with small, roughly-hewn, coursed
masonry that is immediately distinguishable from the large ashlar blocks found almost throughout
the remainder of the church. A short stretch of the northern aisle-wall adjacent to the northern
tower also belongs to the earlier church for most of its height. Internally, the dividing line between
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The central window was blocked-up and the two side-windows were slightly taller prior to the 1870s restoration
(Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 53; pl. 10).
65
The southern of the two oculi is somewhat idiosyncratic, insofar as most of its upper half is tilted slightly off the axis of
the surrounding wall; the edges of the stones overhanging the window for this section, beginning immediately above the
impost of the adjacent column, are rounded, and, in conjunction with an incised line running slightly above the edge
around the relevant section, resemble a hood moulding. Gerl describes the two oculi as Baroque, without divulging his
reasons for this assessment (Gerl, Zur Beurteilung mittelalterlicher Steinmetzzeichen, p. 17). There seems nothing on the
th
fabric of the apse to suggest that the oculi are secondary insertions. Furthermore, if the attribution to the 17 century of an
undated view of the church’s eastern end held at the Historisches Museum in Regensburg is correct, the fact that it
appears to show the oculi within two of the blind arches of the apse might be an indication that the openings are indeed
original {Mai (ed.), Scoti Peregrini, pp. 35, 292}.
66
‘Qui [Gregory].....vetus monasterium.....præter turres confregit, ac Christo opitulante ex integro à fundamento usque ad
summum quadris & politis lapidibus construens.....’ (Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 371.)
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the fabric of the earlier and later churches is, in places, more difficult to identify. The duplication of
imposts at two points on the chancel-arch supports provides the most obvious indication that the
church was shaped by two periods of construction. This anomaly is the consequence of the need
to attach a new nave to an existing presbytery. The lower of the two imposts in each case marks
the impost-levels of the Regensburg I nave-arcade and chancel arch, respectively. As the
Regensburg II nave-arcade was taller than its forerunner, it was necessary to add a second
impost to the chancel arch at a higher level. The decision to insert a new, higher chancel arch
was a consequence of the increased height of the new nave. It would have been possible to
retain the old arch and simply extend the wall above, but it was clearly deemed desirable to raise
its height as well as that of the presbytery and main apse, in turn ensuring that the nave and
presbytery could share a continuous roof.
Indeed, as suggested by the Vita Mariani, the builders of Regensburg II were interested in
retaining no more than the towers of the existing church. The groin-vaulted single bays of the
presbytery side-aisles were retained as a constituent part of the two towers. The impost-level of
the three arches dividing these bays from the side-apses, presbytery and nave side-aisles is that
of the lower nave-arcade impost on the chancel arch support. The short offset extensions to the
imposts of the responds in each bay confirm that these were groin-vaulted ab initio, although it is
possible that the imposts of the two western responds were altered during the construction of
Regensburg II. The side-walls of the central aisle or sanctuary of the presbytery are largely
homologous with the inner walls of the two towers. Because these walls are rendered and
painted, it is not possible to assess the extent to which they were refaced during the construction
of Regensburg II. It is most likely that the Regensburg I presbytery walls survive largely unaltered
to impost-level of the original arch and that alterations above this point, which included the
addition of a string-course at the new impost-level, were kept to a minimum. The idle short
extensions surviving on the eastern side of the Regensburg I chancel arch imposts would have
been employed to support a groin vault in like manner to the identically fashioned supports in the
side-aisles (fig. 29).
The knowledge that these imposts are definitely original helps in determining the authenticity of
67

the other presbytery imposts, which has been questioned by some authors.

The profile of the

southern chancel arch impost is found on all four eastern imposts in the presbytery aisle-bays,
which strongly suggests that these are also original. The case with regard to the four western
imposts is less clear-cut. The question of the authenticity of the two western respond imposts will
be discussed below. In the instance of the arcade-level imposts on both chancel arch supports,
the profile of the upper Regensburg II impost comes close to matching that of the ostensibly
67

Karlinger, Die Romanische Steinplastik, p. 134; Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 76.
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Regensburg I example below (figs. 25-26). It is possible that the Regensburg I imposts were
replaced during the construction of the new church, although the Regensburg II craftsmen may
68

simply have replicated the earlier profiles.

This latter possibility is supported by the fact that the

lower impost on the northern pier shares the profile of the Regensburg I chancel arch impost
above, and that there is a degree of variance between the upper and lower imposts in both
69

cases.

Karlinger argued that the Regensburg I piers were refaced when the new church was
70

erected, which would increase the likelihood that their imposts were also replaced at this time.

Yet the ashlar of the ostensible Regensburg I piers is dressed in a different fashion to the
Regensburg II masonry, and displays none of the masons’ marks found throughout the later
71

church, which suggests that it is indeed original.

The great unknown with regard to the original presbytery of the church is the size of the vaulted
central aisle. It can be assumed that Regensburg I, like its successor, had three apses in
accordance with the standard Bavarian basilical model. Usually in the case of a tri-apsidal
eastern end the three aisles of the presbytery end along the same line, with the three apses
projecting from a continuous eastern wall (in some cases incorporating the eastern faces of
flanking towers). This simple arrangement is unlikely in the case of Regensburg I. Because the
presbytery is flanked by a single bay only, for the central aisle to end in line with the side-aisles it
could itself only extend the equivalent of one aisle-bay. Instead the centre-aisle must have
continued further eastwards, with its eastern wall projecting beyond the outer edge of the flanking
towers, as in the case of the Regensburg II presbytery. Whether the area of the Regensburg
presbytery stretched quite as far as its oblong successor is unclear. The sections of the current
presbytery side-walls which extend beyond the towers, its eastern wall and the central apse all
appear to belong to the later construction period in their entirety, judging by their uniform external
appearance. It is possible that the Regensburg I centre-aisle was shorter and was covered by a
square vault, like the two side-bays. The walls of the central apse of the earlier church probably
stepped slightly inwards in the same fashion as those of its replacement and of the side-aisles.
Neither the Regensburg II central apse nor the earlier side-apses are divided from the preceding
aisle by a true transverse arch. The eastern presbytery wall and the eastern walls of the towers
68

Indeed the two impost profiles used in the Regensburg II monks’ choir both compare closely with Regensburg I forms in
the presbytery.
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Karlinger, who held that both arcade-level imposts belonged to Regensburg II, believed that the upper imposts were
deliberately given a greater degree of projection to suit their higher positioning on the piers (Karlinger, Die Romanische
Steinplastik, p. 134). While this may be true, Karlinger ignored the difference in the proportions of the different elements of
the profiles, which is more difficult to account for. Karlinger placed the use of different impost profiles on the northern and
southern piers in the context of the similar juxtaposition of forms on the north portal, but the lower chancel arch support
imposts show that this was already a feature of Regensburg I.
70
Karlinger, Die Romanische Steinplastik, p. 134. Any such refacing does not appear to have added to the width of the
piers, which corresponds to that of the arches springing from their eastern faces and with the side-walls of the sanctuary.
71
The masonry bears the marks of a flat blade applied in vertical or horizontal strokes rather than the diagonal strokes of
the ubiquitous indented blade (See Friedrich, Die Steinbearbeitung, p. 51; Gerl, Zur Beurteilung mittelalterlicher
Steinmetzzeichen, p. 20)
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instead rest directly on top of the outer edge of the relevant apse vaults. To this end the lateral
apses are stilted in plan, beginning straight-sided before curving in to form a semi-circle. The
central apse of Regensburg I is likely to have been built according to this method also, with the
eastern presbytery wall standing above the inner edge of the vault of the stilted apse. Because
the side-walls of the presbytery and the inner-walls of the towers are the same, the projection of
the presbytery eastwards would have resulted in a short section of the towers’ eastern section
being obscured, as they are by the Regensburg II walls. The large round-headed windows on the
walls of the side-apses are not original features, instead dating probably to the Baroque period.
They would have replaced smaller round-headed openings in the same position. The larger
central apse may have been lit by three windows.
The current floor-level of the presbytery’s central aisle is considerably higher than that of the sideaisles (figs. 27-28). It is not clear whether this was the original arrangement or whether the level
was raised during the construction of Regensburg II. There is some evidence that the latter was
the case. The base of the western support of the arch linking the southern aisle and the sanctuary
can be seen to have continued on across the support’s eastern face, although the low wall today
standing to the height of the sanctuary floor within this archway obscures all but the turn of the
base (fig. 28). This suggests that the floor-level within the archway was once the same as that of
the side-aisle, making it quite likely that the floor of the central aisle was also at this level or
72

perhaps a single step above.

Given the absence of evidence for steps, it appears that direct

access between the centre- and side-aisles was no longer possible in the Regensburg II
presbytery.
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Perhaps this development stemmed from the creation of the raised monks’ choir

immediately to the west of the centre-aisle, with the accompanying addition of a flight of steps
between aisle and choir under the final arch of the nave on either side. The duplication of steps
may have been deemed unnecessary within this new architectural and liturgical context. The
current floor-levels of the two side-bays, which are raised one and two steps above the bays
immediately to the west, may also be higher than was originally the case. The base of the
western respond in the northern aisle-bay is partially obscured by the two steps at the entrance to
the bay. The floor-level in the southern bay is also above that of the bases of the western
supports, although the single step does not arrive until shortly after the archway. The only
surviving base of the eastern supports of the aisle-bays, that of the north-eastern support within
72

It is noteworthy that there appears to have been no difference in the original floor-levels of the three presbytery aisles
or of the nave at the Würzburg Schottenkirche.
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Stocker, who treated the current presbytery floor-levels as those of Regensburg I, argued for the original existence of
steps (Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 74). As evidence she cited the bases of the archway from the south- into the
centre-aisle. As stated above, the western of these bases continued across the eastern face of the support, while the
eastern base is cut-off in line with the western face of its support. While the latter could be compatible with the existence
of steps (it could also have been a consequence of the insertion of the current or a previous wall into the archway) it is
difficult to see how Stocker could at the same time believe that the condition of the other base also supported her case.
Presumably, she envisaged a flight of steps occupying only the eastern half of the archway, a scenario which, in this
author’s opinion, appears unlikely.
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the southern bay, is much taller than the bases to the west and is without profile towards the
bottom, which raises the possibility that there was an increase in floor-level towards the eastern
end of the bay.
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Though the Regensburg I nave does not survive, it is possible to make a number of deductions
regarding its size and layout. Because the Regensburg I presbytery was basilical in the
proportions of its three aisles, it is virtually certain that its nave was also basilical in form.
Apparent evidence that the nave was slightly narrower than that of Regensburg II is offered by
the imposts of the Regensburg I chancel arch. Because the nave-walls of Regensburg II are
narrower than the chancel arch piers, the builders were able to win a small amount of extra width
for the new nave by having the wall meet the pier on the outside of its western face rather than
centrally.
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This does not in itself prove that the Regensburg II nave was wider than its forerunner,

as this is not an uncommon feature of churches constructed in a single campaign, including the
Würzburg Schottenkirche. More telling is the fact that the Regensburg I chancel arch imposts
break off abruptly in line with the eastern faces of the arch-support rather than continuing across
the support to meet the nave-wall. This is likely to have been a result of the distance between the
outer edge of the impost and the nave-wall increasing with the construction of Regensburg II. As
in this scenario the eastern faces of the old imposts would no longer have reached the wall, they
were simple removed. It appears therefore that the inner edge of the Regensburg I nave-walls
extended inside that of the later walls, whether on account of the greater width of the walls or
76

simply that they met the chancel arch piers centrally.

It cannot be determined whether the

thickness of the Regensburg I presbytery walls was replicated in the original nave and sideaisles. It is quite possible that this was not the case, as the tower-and vault-supporting roles of
the presbytery walls may have led to an increase in the width of the walls in this area, as in the
case of numerous other churches including the contemporary church at nearby Prüfening and the
Würzburg Schottenkirche.
The lower height of the Regensburg I chancel arch and arcade imposts confirms that the original
nave and presbytery were not as tall as their successors. The height of the side-aisles would also
have increased in line with the adjacent arcade. Externally, the lower of the two string-courses on
the two towers, which runs at a height less than a metre below the eaves moulding of the
Regensburg II nave-walls, may mark the height of the original nave (fig. 61). It cannot be
determined whether the Regensburg I nave was supported by columns or square piers, though
74

The absence of such plinth-like platforms from the other surviving Regensburg I bases within the presbytery could
again be suggestive of a shared floor-level across the three aisles, as plinths can allow the provision of a continuous base
moulding around a support standing at an interface between floors of different heights.
75
This requires the off-centre positioning of the upper of the two imposts at arcade-level on the pier.
76
Of course, there is always the possibility that one or both imposts were damaged during the construction of the new
wall and were tidied up rather than replaced.
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the general preference shown for the latter within contemporary Bavarian architecture makes it
the more likely option. Unlike the presbytery, the nave and side-aisles were most likely unvaulted,
in common with most monastic churches of this vintage and with the later church. The imposts on
the responds supporting the arches between the presbytery and nave side-aisles only have
extensions on their eastern sides, which, assuming that such features were not subsequently
removed, would point to there having been no groin-vault in the aisle to the west. There must be
some doubt as to the authenticity of the respond imposts, however.
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Crucial in this regard is

whether the Regensburg II aisle walls to the west of the responds are the same width as the
Regensburg I walls. They are certainly narrower than the Regensburg I presbytery side-walls,
resulting in the projection of the responds being substantially more pronounced on their western
sides (figs. 3, 27). As stated above, the greater structural demands placed on the Regensburg I
presbytery walls compared to aisle walls may have ensured that the aisle-walls were indeed of a
lesser width, which could have been respected in the later church.
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If not, the fact that the

respond imposts stretch the full width of the supports’ western faces would suggest that they
th

79

were later 12 -century replacements, and the same would apply to their bases.

The impost

profiles offer little help in clarifying this issue. The impost of the northern respond shares the
profile of the northern Regensburg I chancel arch impost, but the upper arcade-level impost on
th

the northern chancel arch pier already provides an example of a later 12 -century replication of
this form. The profile of the southern respond impost has the same arrangement of mouldings as
the lower arcade-level impost on the southern chancel arch pier, but is distinguished by a much
wider central hollow chamfer. Indeed, though these two imposts and the upper arcade-level
impost have broadly the same profiles, there is a sufficient degree of variance between them to
make it impossible to firmly group any two of the three together and attribute them to one or other
period of construction.
During the course of the installation of a new heating system in 1969, evidence as to the length of
the original Schottenkirche came to light. Two short stretches of what Richard Strobel
characterised as the wide foundations of the western wall of Regensburg I were revealed in line
with the second most westerly pair of free-standing columns of the nave (fig. 3).
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This

identification is given further support by the composition of the substructure of the northern portal.
This appears to be comprised of foundations belonging to the northern aisle-wall of Regensburg I
for the portal’s eastern and central sections, before, at a point in line with the outer edge of the
77

See also, Karlinger, Die Romanische Steinplastik, p. 134; Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 76.
Though it is clear externally that a short section of the outer face of the Regensburg I northern aisle-wall survives
adjacent to the northern tower, it is not possible to determine whether the internal face of this section is intact or was
altered during the construction of Regensburg II.
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If this was the case, it would show a different approach to that taken in relation to the Regensburg I chancel arch
imposts, which, rather than being replaced, simply had their eastern faces removed.
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Strobel/Weis, Romanik in Altbayern, p. 99; Strobel, St. Jakob, p. 19. Photographs of the excavated foundations
published in Gaisberg, Das Schottenportal, pls. 68 & 69.
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western wall excavated in 1969, these give way to later, Regensburg II material, presumably
because the foundations of the northern wall of the earlier church did not continue beyond this
point. So, while Regensburg I was the same width as its successor, it appears to have been
considerably shorter at approximately 40m in internal length, compared to the 54.1m of
81

Regensburg II.

There has been much speculation as to whether Regensburg I, like the later church and the
Würzburg Schottenkirche, also possessed a galleried Westbau. The requirement for a
Regensburg I progenitor for the Westbau would appear to weaken as the differences in form and
inspiration for the two later Westbauten become more clear. It is a feature of almost all the
Schottenkirchen that followed to have a liturgical and architectural focus at their western end,
generally incorporating a gallery. Whether the earliest Regensburg church set this trend cannot
be conclusively answered. It is possible that there was a Westbau on the eastern side of the
excavated wall, although this would have further curtailed the length of the nave. It is at least
clear that Regensburg I did not have a Westbau projecting beyond the aisle-walls in the manner
of the Würzburg example. Excavations carried out in front of the northern portal in 1908 and 1997
produced no evidence of such a structure.
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The factors that accounted for the positioning of the

main Regensburg II doorway on the northern rather than western wall probably also applied in
relation to the earlier church. The northern wall seems to have been chosen on the grounds that it
was better orientated in relation to the town-gate and the access routes to the monastery and
therefore more convenient and visible. It also appears as though the terrain a short distance to
the west and north-west of the church sloped steeply away, which would have limited the amount
of even ground available in front of and on the approach to any western doorway. It may be
significant that the line of the excavated foundations of the Regensburg I wall runs just to the west
of both later church’s north portal and the western of its two cloister doorways. It is possible that
both of these doorways were erected in the same position as their forerunners, despite the
extension of the church westwards.
The picture that emerges from the surviving fabric of Regensburg I is one of a relatively simple
structure, with heavy walls largely unbroken by openings and decorative features. The lack of
articulation is illustrated externally by the twin towers and side-apses, the latter without even
plinths or eaves mouldings, and can also be seen internally, for example, in the fact that the
imposts of the side-apse openings do not continue as a string-course around the apse. The
absence of transverse arches between the apses and their preceding bays is another example of
a simplicity and lack of definition of separate architectural units. A combination of the large square
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Measurements taken from Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), fig. 236.
Wagner, Mitteilung über die Ausgrabung; Höllerer, Die archäologischen Grabungen.
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towers and a tri-apsidal termination staggered in terms of projection, width and height would have
lent the church an imposing eastern end. The fact that this grand façade was orientated towards
the town-gate and the main approaches to the monastery is unlikely to be a coincidence. Whether
the church, like Regensburg II, had a further architectural focal point at its western end cannot be
determined.
The building history of Regensburg II
The tremendous state of preservation of the second Romanesque church at Regensburg ensures
that it, unlike all the other Schottenkirchen in Germany, can live outside the throes of hypothetical
reconstruction. What needs to be reconstructed in the case of Regensburg II is not its
appearance or layout, but the complicated process by which the final form of the church was
arrived at. This is a question that has exercised architectural historians for almost a century, but
only in the last decade or so have appropriate answers begun to emerge.
Until recently the consensus was that Regensburg II was built from east to west, beginning at the
chancel arch of Regensburg I.
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It was believed that, as the final step, the original eastern end

was part demolished, the walls of the presbytery were raised and extended and a new ribbed
vault and central apse added. While an east-west progression is the norm for the construction of
the first monastic church on a site, the opposite is often the case when a replacement church is
being erected. The reason underlying both sequences is the same: the need to minimise the time
during which the monastery must do without the essential presbytery and choir. In the case of the
Schottenkirche, the retention of much of the original eastern end complicates the equation
somewhat, and has left room for the theory of an east-west progression to take hold.
A more forensic approach to the fabric of Regensburg II has recently shown conclusively that
construction began at the western end. This research has also demonstrated that the form of the
church standing today at Regensburg is the product of at least one critical change in plan during
th

the 12 -century construction process.
The conspicuous anomalies present in the area of the Schottenkirche Westbau have been noted
in the description above. The most glaring of these incongruities is the fact that the apex of the
lateral gallery arches is higher than both the walls of the nave side-aisles and the sills of the
clerestorey, and that the eastern sections of the capitals and imposts of their supports lie hidden
within the aisle roof-space. These arches are incompatible with the nave and side-aisles to the
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e.g. Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), pp. 318-319; Strobel, Romanische Architektur, p. 134; Zahn, Schottenklöster,
pp. 72-73.
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east. Even in the unlikely event of an open roof structure there is no way that the lateral arches
could ever have been fully open into side-aisles of that height. The proportions of the aisles as
built ensured that the upper section of the area contained within the arches would have to be
blocked up. The 3m-tall empty compartment, which stretches above the gallery for the full width
of the Westbau, is another obvious irregularity. Despite the wealth of literature concerning the
Schottenkirche, these anomalies remained virtually ignored until Mona Stocker published her
research on the church in 2001.
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Although the primary focus of her work was the sculptural detail

of the church and cloister, Stocker engaged in a broader examination of the fabric of the
Schottenkirche in attempting to reconstruct the chronological sequence by which the church was
built and its ornament carved. Crucial to her findings was her theorisation concerning the
Westbau anomalies. Noting the incompatibility of the gallery arches and nave, she concluded that
construction began with the Westbau, before a change of plan led to the erection of the nave in
85

its current form.

On the basis that the lateral arches of the gallery had originally been intended

to open eastwards to their full height, she argued that the construction of the Westbau began as
the first element of a planned hall church, but that the change of plan led to the addition of a nave
of basilical rather than hall form. Instead of three aisles of an equal height commensurate with
that of the Westbau gallery, lower side-aisles and a taller centre-aisle were erected. Because of
this gradation and the need for clerestorey windows, the height of the nave was raised well above
that of the Westbau gallery. This in turn necessitated the addition of the empty compartment
86

above the gallery in order to reconcile the nave and Westbau heights.

The steep character of

the Schottenkirche nave, which has frequently merited comment in the literature, would actually
be the consequence of a dramatic change of plan.
Stocker’s hall-church model appears to best explain the combination of anomalies associated
87

with the Westbau.

Alternative theories presupposing a planned basilica could be posited to

explain the blocked-up lateral arches ― for example, that a gallery stretching a further bay
eastwards had been intended, or galleries continuing along for the length of the nave above the
side-aisles ― but in neither case would a subsequent change of plan account for the empty room
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Stocker, Die Schottenkirche.
Achim Hubel, writing in 1997, had also argued that construction began with the Westbau, though his conclusions were
based mainly on the structural relationship between the north portal and the aisle-wall on either side (Borgmeyer et al,
Denkmäler in Bayern III.37, p. 316). This relationship, as will be outlined below, has been clarified by the more recent
research of Elgin von Gaisberg (Gaisberg, Das Schottenportal), which confirmed the west-east progression.
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That the empty chamber was a consequence of marrying a hall-church type gallery with a basilica was first mooted by
Bachmann in his 1977 work on Romanesque in Bohemia, but he did not expand upon this conclusion (Bachmann,
Romanik in Böhmen, p. 109).
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In the only major work concerning the Schottenkirche published since Stocker’s book, Gaisberg stated her belief that
the evidence paints a much more complex picture of the church’s architectural history than that argued by Stocker
(Gaisberg, Das Schottenportal, pp. 21-22). Describing Stocker’s hall-church theory as ‘unproven’ and ‘improbable’, she
promised a future monograph of her own on the topic. Unfortunately, she does not elaborate on the findings which have
prompted her scepticism.
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above the gallery.

The hall-church theory is strengthened by reference to the contemporary

Romanesque architecture of Regensburg, which encompasses two pre-1150 churches of hall
type, most notably the Benedictine church at Prüll, both boasting western galleries open into all
three aisles.
In order for the change of plan to have had the repercussions discussed, the construction of the
Westbau must have been well advanced when it arrived, with a reversal of the measures already
undertaken no longer practical. If the change to a basilical model had occurred at any stage prior
to the erection of the gallery vault, it would have been quite easy to remedy the situation by
increasing the height of the gallery and/or removing or reducing the height of the lateral gallery
arches with a minimum of demolition or alteration. It can be concluded therefore that the gallery
vault had been completed, and the height of the gallery and its eastern arches thereby
determined. It follows that the side-walls of the gallery, including all the window and doorway
89

openings, were also in place at this point.

The subsequent change of plan resulted not only in

the addition of the empty room above and the partial blocking-up of the lateral arches, but also in
alterations to the supports on the eastern face of the Westbau, which will be discussed below.
The walls currently closing-off the upper section of the lateral arches, insofar as their fabric is
th

visible, are built of brick and are not original. They were probably inserted in the mid-17 century
90

at the same time as the blind aisle-vaults, the line of which they respect.

The aisles were

previously covered by a flat timber ceiling at a level just below the impost height of the gallery
arches. The exact line of the ceiling can be read from the upper limit of a coat of yellow paint
surviving on the aisle-walls above the reaches of the blind vaults. Approximately 5cm above the
line of the paint on the external face of the nave-walls runs the ashlar course containing the
original joist-holes, which remain in use today.
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The form of the eastern ground-floor responds in the Westbau would also speak against both theories, as they are not
designed to carry further vaults in the adjacent aisle-bays. This would also make it unlikely that side-galleries were
conceived as part of a planned hall-church. This presumes that the responds were not altered after the change of plan,
however, which is actually a distinct possibility (see below). Nonetheless, a gallery of two-bay depth as apparently found
in the basilical churches at the Nuremberg, Vienna and Memmingen Schottenklöster is not conceivable. There is also
nothing to suggest that western towers were planned at Regensburg, which seem to have been the raison-d’être of this
gallery type at the other Schottenkirchen. The gallery at Regensburg was already quite commodious without the need for
a second bay.
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Whereas the uniformity of the bottom eleven courses across the northern and western walls of the Westbau exterior
points to the walls having been completed to this height in a continuous sequence, the inconsistency of the coursing
above this point suggests a staggered erection of different sections of the structure (see Gerl, Zur Beurteilung
mittelalterlicher Steinmetzzeichen, fig. 2; Gaisberg, Das Schottenportal, supplement, fig. 2.5). This may stem largely from
the introduction of windows and sculptural elements at this height, which would have broken up the construction
sequence. Continuous coursing only reappears on the Westbau after the change of plan, when the external walls of the
empty compartment above the gallery were added. That the gallery-level was not erected course by course is also
apparent internally, where the emergence of round forms on the supports and wall-ribs of the southern bay of the gallery
point to a staggered construction sequence (Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 78).
90
The bases of the outer arch-supports, today untidily cropped, may have survived intact until this time.
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In addition to the Westbau to gallery height, sections of the aisle-walls can also be attributed to
the original hall-church model. The coursing of the plinth and lower courses of the Westbau northwall continues unchecked onto the stretch of aisle-wall between it and the north portal. The first
fifteen courses above plinth run across the north-wall of the Westbau and onto the aisle-wall. Of
these, the lower eleven also run unchecked across the west-wall of the Westbau.
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The six lowest

of the Westbau courses continue right across the adjacent northern aisle-wall, while the others
end with a diagonal straight joint that can be seen to run from the bottom left towards the top right
of the wall. Immediately to the east of the straight-joint stands the aisle window with the ropemoulding on its surround. While the lowest course of the aisle-wall runs into the taller plinth of the
north-portal, the other five unbroken courses continue onto the corner shaft between the walls
and side-pier of the portal, which is technically part of the portal. Two of these courses contain
anchoring stones linking the fabric of the aisle-wall and shaft. The block between these two is an
anchoring stone between the angle shaft and portal side-pier. The construction of the northern
portal therefore began as part of the original hall-church plan in conjunction with the adjacent
aisle-wall and Westbau. Gaisberg’s recent research on the northern portal suggests that its entire
foundation and its western side-pier to the height of two to three courses above base were
completed in a first phase associated with the erection of the Westbau.
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In the course of

excavations carried out in advance of the construction of the protective porch, the foundations of
the portal and the aisle-wall to the west were found to be similarly constituted and laid in
93

sequence within a single episode, those of the portal after those of the aisle-wall.

The

foundations of the aisle-wall to the east of the portal, on the other hand, differed in composition
from those of the portal and continued on behind them. Gaisberg attributed these foundations to
the aisle-wall of Regensburg I, and offered a quite plausible construction sequence, whereby the
earlier church was left standing while the erection of Regensburg II began to the west, a first
phase of which encompassed the putting in place of the foundations of the northern portal
immediately outside the western section of the original structure’s northern wall as well as further
94

west.

The foundations of the Regensburg I aisle-wall would then have been reused after its

demolition.
While the conception and commencement of the portal can be securely located within the
earliest, hall-church, phase of Regensburg II, to what point the portal had progressed prior to the
change to a basilical plan is unclear. Though the height of the portal matches that of the basilical
aisle-wall, it does not necessarily follow that it is incompatible with a planned hall church. It may
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The insertion of the three-light Gothic window on the north-wall and the three Baroque oculi on the west-wall disrupted
a number of these courses (See Gerl, Zur Beurteilung mittelalterlicher Steinmetzzeichen, fig. 2; Gaisberg, Das
Schottenportal, supplement, fig. 2.5).
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Gaisberg, Das Schottenportal, pp. 72-73.
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Ibid., pp. 62-66.
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never have been intended that the portal facade should stretch to the top of the taller hall-church
aisle-wall. Indeed, this is quite unlikely, especially considering the implications which that would
have for the height of the planned preceding porch.
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It is even possible that the final height of the

aisle-walls, though the product of a change of plan, was actually determined by the height of the
portal as originally conceived prior to the volte face. That the portal had been completed to or
close to the current height prior to the change of plan looks unlikely. Because anchoring stones
link the eastern side of the portal with the adjacent aisle-wall at intervals for most of their height,
this issue is bound up with that of the extent to which the aisle-wall was completed prior to the
change of plan. It might be expected that the aisle-windows would be larger and at a higher level
on the aisle-wall of a hall church, which suggests that the current openings and surrounding
masonry can be taken to postdate the change of plan.
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Accordingly, of Gaisberg’s six phases of

the portal’s construction, only the final two, which encompass the section of the portal façade
above impost-level excluding the doorway archivolts, could be confidently attributed to the period
97

after the change on this basis alone.

There is, however, an aspect of the structural make-up of the portal that may be tied in with the
change in plan. In question are two successive courses within the portal-wall, the fifth and sixth
above base, conspicuous for their anomalous paucity of ornament across the lower sculptural
zones and side-piers either side of the doorway (figs. 50-51). Particularly striking are the two
inner engaged columns, which frame the lateral sculptural zones on either side. While the
remainder of the column shafts is decorated with foliate ornament, in each case the sections
crossed by the two relevant courses are bare. These two courses continue unchecked across the
moulded jambs of the doorway. Furthermore, the doorway columns, though decorated
throughout, have extensions of equivalent height to the two courses at the top of their otherwise
monolithic shafts. These two courses have been interpreted by some authors as supplementary
courses added during the course of the construction as a consequence of a change of plan.
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Though the unambiguous evidence for the planned porch does not arrive until impost-level, it can be assumed that the
strongly projecting side-piers, which appear already in the portal’s earliest construction phase, were always intended to
carry the side-arches of a porch. No traces of a porch were uncovered during the 1908 and 1997 excavations conducted
in front of the portal (Wagner, Mitteilung über die Ausgrabung; Höllerer, Die archäologischen Grabungen). The question of
the planned porch is treated at length in Gaisberg, Das Schottenportal, pp. 85-97.
96
The window on the stretch of the aisle-wall west of the portal differs from the remainder in its greater size and the
richness of its profile, which recalls the central window at gallery-level on the western wall of the Westbau but with the
addition of rope mouldings. While it was inserted at a height consistent with the other aisle-windows after the change of
plan, the possibility that its singular surround was a relic of the hall-church plan, perhaps somewhat shortened to meet the
new circumstances, cannot be ruled out. On the other hand, the closest, though not exact, parallel for its rope mouldings
is found on one of the choir screens at the eastern end of the church.
97
Gaisberg, Das Schottenportal, pp. 82-85. The straight joint clearly discernible on the western section of the aisle-wall is
not necessarily a consequence of the change of plan, being an obvious point at which to halt construction prior to the
demolition of Regensburg I.
98
Karl Busch was the first to propose this theory, which Mona Stocker more recently appears to endorse (Busch,
Regensburger Kirchenbaukunst, pp. 28-29; fig. 6. Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 84-86). Achim Hubel declared the two
courses to signal the only identifiable evidence of a change of plan within the portal fabric, but does not seem to have
believed them to indicate a change in the planned height, instead stating that they marked a change to the more
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This would assume that all or most of the portal’s sculpture was prepared in advance, and for
some reason, perhaps the departure of the responsible craftsmen or time constraints, only some
but not all of the additional elements could be carved prior or subsequent to their insertion.
Indeed the joins between the carving of the extensions to the portal columns and the ‘original’
sections are not always seamless and the execution of the pattern can be seen to deviate
noticeably in some cases. It is possible that these were carved by different craftsmen, perhaps
while the blocks were already in position. It should be noted, however, that similar disparities can
be observed between individual blocks in those engaged columns of the lower zone which are
99

composed of multiple sections.

This suggests these discrepancies could be accounted for by a

more general practice of sharing the workload between different individuals rather than
specifically a change of plan. Stocker attempted to tie the two courses in with the change from the
hall-church to basilical model, though she appears to interpret them as a consequence of a
decision to reduce the height of the portal in accordance with that of the aisle-walls, when the
existence of these ‘extra’ courses implies the opposite.
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As stated above, it is unlikely that it was

ever envisaged that the portal should reach the full height of the hall-church aisle-wall. It is
therefore quite possible that the change to a basilical plan would have resulted in an increase
rather than a decrease in the height of the portal in order that an anomalous gap between the top
of the sculptural facade and the eaves be avoided.
In her recent publication, Gaisberg dismissed the notion of the two anomalous courses signalling
a change of plan. She suggested that their unfinished nature was attributable to an acceleration
in the building process caused by a desire to complete a particular stage in the construction of the
portal and aisle-wall marked by a continuous course running right across the aisle-wall and portal
immediately below impost-level.
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In order that the erection of the portal keep up with that of the

aisle-wall, the time-consuming process of carving the ornament was neglected and the portal
courses were laid in an unfinished state. Gaisberg’s rejection of the concept of a change of plan
in favour of her alternative theory is not wholly convincing. In particular, the sections added to
otherwise monolithic doorway columns are far more consistent with a change of plan. In order to
reconcile these solitary additional sections with her theory, the fact that they clearly correspond in
size to the two unfinished courses would have to be regarded as a coincidence, which seems
unlikely. On the other hand, there are some difficulties with the notion of the two courses resulting
from a decision to increase the portal’s height. Firstly, though the tympanum-supporting inner
restrained level of ornamentation apparent above impost-level on the portal (Borgmeyer et al, Denkmäler in Bayern III.37,
pp. 318-320).
99
This includes the two columns between the lower sculptural fields and the side-piers, the shafts of which are each
divided into three sections, the upper one matching the length of the two unfinished courses. In each case a marked
change in the execution of the foliate patterns ― in terms of the detail, size and compaction of the elements ― arrives
already with the middle section. See also Gaisberg, Das Schottenportal, pp. 80-81.
100
Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 84-86.
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Gaisberg, Das Schottenportal, pp. 75-81 & supplement, fig. 2.5.
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posts of the doorway are composed of a number of sections on either side, none of these
matches the length of the unfinished courses and cannot therefore be fitted neatly into the
change-of-plan scenario. There is also the fact that the hypothetical removal of the two unfinished
courses from the portal as it stands today would result in the central and adjacent figures in both
sculptural zones encroaching slightly upon the corbels of the Lombardic friezes and the foliate
motifs contained within their arch-rings.
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If a change of plan was responsible for the unfinished

courses, it must also have resulted in an alternative distribution and possibly some alteration of
the sculptural reliefs.
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It may be noteworthy that the coursing of the lower zones does not

correspond completely with that of the western side-pier, that section of the portal first erected, at
least in part, which raises the possibility that changes were made to the planned size and
succession of courses. Indeed the course containing the central seated figure and reliefs is not
matched by any course on the western side-pier. Perhaps the two unfinished courses are only the
most conspicuous consequence of a change of plan.
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If the finished portal does indeed deviate from that originally planned, it is quite plausible that the
decision to abandon the hall-church plan was responsible. In that case at most only Gaisberg’s
first and second portal construction phases can be dated to before the change. The second
reconstructed phase saw the completion of the portal plinth from east to west in tandem with the
105

erection of the adjacent eastern aisle-wall to the same height.

One characteristic of the aisle-
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See Gaisberg, Das Schottenportal, pp. 78-80; fig. 83. Busch reconstructed the planned portal in this fashion despite
the outlined difficulties (Busch, Regensburger Kirchenbaukunst, pp. 28-29; fig. 6).
103
Greiselmayer saw the projection of the heads of a number of the plastic figures depicted in the portal’s lower zone
project in full relief above the edge of the ashlar blocks to which they were attached as evidence that the original blocks
had been reduced in size. One sculpture, the creature to the left of the central figure to the west of the portal, appears to
have had its wings clipped as a result of a reduction in the height of the block it occupies (Greiselmayer, Anmerkungen
zum Nordportal, pp. 155-156). The incompatibility of the sculptures on either side directly above the base moulding with
the plinth-lions below, which required the truncation of the former, also encourages the belief that the coursing and
arrangement of sculpture within the lower zone were not executed according to the original plan. Stocker has argued that
the change of plan saw the departure of the sculptors responsible for the portal’s sculpture and that it was put in place by
their replacements. If this were the case, the potential need to alter the design is obvious, particularly given the change in
the height of the façade that may have followed the abandonment of the hall-church plan.
104
In addition to the anomalies mentioned in, there are numerous other incongruities apparent in the fabric of the portal
façade, many of them detailed by Greiselmayer, which may in part be attributable to a change in plan (Greiselmayer,
Anmerkungen zum Nordportal, pp. 154-167). The most obvious example is the enthroned figure to the left of the
doorway’s archivolts, which is clearly a caryatide that has ended up in a position for which it was not originally intended.
The many anomalies in the make-up of the Schottenportal have long encouraged theories to the effect that the façade
was partly comprised of a Romanesque sculptural ensemble transferred to this position from either the earlier
Schottenkirche, from Weih Sankt Peter, from St. Nicholas or from a rood screen within Regensburg II, which was put in
th
place either at the time of construction of Regensburg II or as late as the 17 century (e.g. Busch, Regensburger
Kirchenbaukunst, pp. 26-27; Greiselmayer, Anmerkungen zum Nordportal, pp. 154-167; see also the review of literature
concerning the portal in Gaisberg, Das Schottenportal, pp. 15-22). That the Schottenportal is an original arrangement
created in conjunction with the remainder of Regensburg II has been firmly established by the work of recent scholars,
most notably that of Gaisberg.
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Gaisberg, Das Schottenportal, p. 73. Note that the discrepancy between the height of the plinth of the wall to the west
and east of the northern portal does not appear to be a consequence of a change of plan. The plinth of the portal
anticipates the plinth moulding of the aisle-wall to the east by ending in a short transverse roll on its return at a height
corresponding to the roll of the aisle-wall moulding. Therefore the aisle-plinths on both sides of the portal are associated
with the two earliest phases of the portal and, most probably, with the hall-church plan. The reason for the variance in
plinth-height is uncertain, though Wagner attributed it to the decline in ground-level towards the western end of the church
(Wagner, Mitteilung über die Ausgrabung, pp. 150-152).
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wall east of the portal might allow the conclusion that its construction had indeed already begun
prior to the adoption of a basilical plan. In question is the internal offset in the wall about 5m to the
east of the portal. This can be tied in with the similar offset slightly further east on the southern
aisle-wall. As noted in the description of the Schottenkirche, these are just two of a number of
significant differences between the western and eastern sections of the nave and aisles, not least
the change from round to square arcade-supports. Both the offsets occur within the bay between
the most easterly column and the most westerly pier. At the same point the nave actually begins
to widen very slightly, with the eastern section of the nave-wall running at a barely noticeable
diagonal between the most easterly column and the chancel arch. In addition, the four eastern
arches of the nave-arcade are marginally wider and consequently taller than the five to the west.
Finally, the internal splays of the four eastern clerestorey windows extend lower than those of the
remainder.
The change from round to square piers may simply be attributable to the desire to visually
differentiate the monks’ choir from the remainder of the church. The square form would also have
better suited the insertion of the intermediary screen walls of the choir.
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The extended splays of

the four eastern windows may be attributable to the need to provide greater illumination to the
monks’ choir, which would have been denied much of the light of the aisle-windows by the
presence of the screens.
The remaining discrepancies are more difficult to explain. They must be the consequence of a
change in plan, whether that from hall church to basilica or a second redesign. Because hallchurches of the period were almost invariably vaulted throughout, they required greater support
from their load-bearing walls than would unvaulted basilicas. The greater thickness of the aislewalls adjacent to the column-supported section of nave may therefore point to them having been
laid out as part of the hall-church plan, while the erection of the narrower eastern walls would
107

have only commenced after the change in plan had occurred.

The offsets are at a slightly

different point on either wall, which might suggest that they were an unforeseen rather than a
planned measure.
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There is no obvious break in the external masonry of the northern aisle-wall

at the point of the internal offset to signal such an interruption, but the construction of the wall
may, in line with Gaisberg’s second portal phase, not yet have advanced beyond plinth-level by
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As pointed out by Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), pp. 319-320.
See Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 78-79. The use of thin columns rather than more sturdy piers for the hall-church
nave would have increased further the load-bearing responsibilities of the aisle-walls.
108
It may be that the change in nave-supports from the relatively thin columns to the wider piers alone accounts for the
reduction in the width of the aisle-wall, as suggested by Mader (Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), p. 320). As will be
discussed below, however, the change in the type of supports may itself be tied in with the abandonment of a vaulted hallchurch model in favour of an unvaulted basilica, in which case the load-bearing requirements of the aisle-wall would have
been diminished on two counts. Again, the fact that the two offsets are neither exactly opposite each other nor level with a
nave-support may point to an abrupt break in their erection rather than a planned measure.
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this stage. Significant in this regard is the positioning of the northern aisle-windows. There is an
anomalously wide gap between the first two windows to the east of the northern portal. It appears
that the presence of the offset prevented the eastern of the two windows from being placed in its
intended position, and it was instead moved about 75cm to the east to avoid the offset, almost
immediately to the east of which it stands.
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This again indicates that the offset was an

unforeseen measure and suggests that the upper section of the aisle-wall was only erected after
the decision had been made to reduce the width of the wall.
The increased width of the final four arcade openings may be the product of an adjustment
necessitated by a belated decision to retain the bulk of the Regensburg I presbytery. Had the
width of the western arches been repeated along the entire length of the nave, the arcade wall
would have fallen well short of the Regensburg I chancel arch and towers. Because it is the four
and not three final bays that are wider, the change does not appear to be attributable to the
creation of the monks’ choir. Perhaps this new need to increase the width of the eastern bays
actually inspired the change from the slim columns to the sturdier piers, the superior load-bearing
110

capabilities of which would have allowed for a greater arch-span, as Mader pointed out.

It seems unlikely that the retention of the basilical Regensburg I presbytery was envisaged as
part of the original hall-church plan.
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The side-walls and supports of the Westbau are aligned

with those of Regensburg I, but this may stem from a desire to reuse the existing foundations and
footprint of the earlier church in as far as practicable. If the layout of the five western nave
supports is attributable to the hall-church plan, it is almost certain that the construction of a
completely new eastern end was originally planned. It is possible that the columns had indeed
been partially erected during the hall-church phase. Given the use of round supports in the lower
and upper floors of the Westbau, there is a strong possibility that it was also intended to use
round piers in the nave. The bases of the nave piers correspond in form to those of the Westbau
supports, although their distinctive anthropomorphic and zoomorphic corner spurs are only found
at gallery-level of the Westbau. It is therefore quite plausible that these bases and a section of the
shafts were in place prior to the decision to abandon the hall-church model.
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It is also possible
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This difficulty did not arise on the southern aisle-wall, where the position of the offset did not interfere with the regular
sequence of windows.
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Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), p. 320.
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Besides the potential disharmony between the tall hall-church side-aisles and the low presbytery side- aisles of the
earlier church, there is also the fact that the impost-level of the hall-church nave (i.e. that of the gallery supports) was set
at a height lower than that of the Regensburg I chancel arch, which would have resulted in a presbytery taller than the
nave, unless corrective measures were undertaken (See Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), fig. 237).
112
A comparison of the masons’ marks used on the columns with those found elsewhere in the church does not allow
them as a whole to be firmly linked to either of the two dominant groups identified by Gerl. None of the columns of the
southern arcade has visible marks, while those of the northern arcade for the most part bear marks not found elsewhere
(Nos. 19-22, 26-31), or feature one of the two marks used extensively throughout the church (Nos. 41 & 42). Only two
piers display marks exclusive to a particular group. In question are the first and third most westerly piers on the northern
arcade, which, respectively, display either one or both of two marks which otherwise appear only on the Westbau gallery
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that the capitals and imposts, whose sculptural detail is associated with that of the Westbau and
northern portal, may have been carved prior to the change of plan and put in place afterwards.
Stocker has argued that the notable difference between the sculptural style of the Westbau, the
columns, northern portal and western cloister doorway and that of the remainder of the church is
attributable to the departure of the original team of sculptors at the time of the abandonment of
the hall-church plan. This change in personnel is clearly discernible in the church’s sculpture, but
whether it coincided exactly with the change of plan or perhaps with the completion of the major
undertaking that was the northern portal cannot be conclusively determined.
The slightly altered orientation of the arcade-walls between the most easterly pair of columns and
the chancel-arch supports is curious. Perhaps it was deemed desirable to win for the nave some
of the extra width gained in the aisles through the reduction in the thickness of the side-walls.
This small gain was achieved at a cost not only of slightly crooked stretches of wall, but also of an
off-central intersection of the nave-walls with the chancel arch supports. That the change of plan
apparent between the third and fourth most easterly arcade-supports was a consequence of the
shift from a hall-church to a basilical model is only conceivable if a significant section of the nave
and aisles to the west had already been erected in conjunction with the Westbau. The possibility
that the northern aisle-wall had been erected at least to plinth height at this stage has already
been discussed. The evidence concerning the extent to which the southern aisle-wall had
progressed is even more difficult to evaluate owing to the fact that it backs onto the two-storey
northern wing of the cloister with the masonry of its outer face rendered as a result. Beyond the
potentially significant internal offset slightly to the east of that on the northern wall, the only other
possible indicator of distinct phases in construction comes in the difference between the
ornamentation of the two cloister doorways at either end of the wall. The south-western portal,
which is only visible externally below impost-level, is composed of two orders (fig. 63). A single
column standing on a high plinth fills the angle between the two straight-edged jambs on each
side. The attic bases of the columns, each with a single unadorned bulbous corner-spur, are
integrated into the base-moulding of the two jambs (fig. 65). The columns are topped by foliate
capitals of an ill-defined cushion form, which, unusually, form a part of rather than stand under the
impost moulding above the jambs, which is otherwise composed from bottom to top of roll, hollow

(Nos. 23 & 32). These two piers are also linked by the common use of a mark not found elsewhere (No. 20). On the other
hand, the third most westerly pier also features a mark which Gerl attributes to his group I, which is associated with the
eastern section of the nave (No. 11) (See Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 93, for previously unrecorded instances of this
mark). This mark also appears a number of times on the lower reaches of the Westbau, however, and an argument could
be made that it should have been included in Gerl’s miscellaneous group. Were this mark to be disregarded for diagnostic
purposes, then the evidence from the two piers could be taken to offer slight support for the notion of a close association
between the Westbau and columns within the construction sequence.
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chamfer, roll and plate (fig. 64). The simple foliate ornament of the capitals is in keeping with that
of both the Westbau and the north portal, without any exact parallels being identifiable.
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The sculpture of the much more ornate eastern cloister doorway, on the other hand, has little in
common with that found in the western part of the church (fig. 66). It is again composed of two
orders, a free-standing column between the two jambs, the outer of which has a half-column with
a simple cushion-capital cut from its angle. The free-standing columns have bell-shaped acanthus
capitals marked by leaves of a much better-defined, crisper character, in one case interspersed
with human heads (figs. 67-68). Above imposts carved with a range of geometric and foliate
patterns the supports carry a blank tympanum inside two chevron-decorated arch-rings (fig. 29).
The inner order features lateral concave chevrons on both faces, each filled with a floral motif,
and curbing between them a continuous rounded band of lozenges, each with an inverse pyramid
at its centre. The outer order is carved with a series of parallel, alternating concave and convex,
rows of lateral chevrons across both faces. A hood moulding consisting of a flat band outside a
hollow containing a series of limpet-shell bosses surrounds the archivolts. This doorway belongs
to the latest phase in the construction of Regensburg II, along with the bar-and-lozenge
114

presbytery ribbed-vault and the central apse.

Unlike the south-western portal its ornament is

also related to that of the surviving fragments of the cloister arcade. Indeed the restrained southwestern portal is very much out of keeping with the remainder of the ornate cloister. It seems
likely that the two cloister portals were carved towards the beginning and end of the Regensburg
II construction campaign, respectively. The south-western doorway is positioned almost directly
across from the northern portal, just inside the line of the Regensburg I west-wall. Presuming that
the earlier church remained standing while the construction of the replacement structure began to
the west, it is probable that the section of the southern aisle-wall between the Westbau and
Regensburg I would have been partially erected as part of the hall-church plan prior to the latter’s
demolition.
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The ornamentation of the south-western cloister portal and the offset in the aisle-

wall certainly allow for the possibility that a further section of the wall was completed to above the
height of the portal prior to the change in plan, though, as in the case of the northern aisle-wall,
no firm determination can be made.
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See also Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 157. The decorative ring of small square-sectioned holes below the neckings
of the portal capitals also finds parallels on the western gallery supports.
114
Compare, for example, the meander motif on the doorway imposts with that on an impost on one of the engaged
columns of the central apse’s exterior blind arcade and on two of the lozenges of the presbytery vault. The particular floral
motif within the chevron of the portal’s inner order, two simple petals emanating from a semi-circle with inverse full- and
half-pyramids in the spaces between the leaves, find an exact parallel in a four-petalled flower motif contained within a
number of the vault lozenges. See also, Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 158.
115
It is possible that this section of the aisle-wall was built over the foundations of the northern wall of the western
cloister-range, if the western ambulatory of the Regensburg II cloister follows the line of its predecessor.
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The interface between the fabric attributable to the planned hall-church and to the basilica is
difficult to identify at the point of intersection between the nave-walls and the eastern face of the
Westbau. The engaged columns which rise from the imposts of the two central piers of the
Westbau ground-floor reach only as far as the lower impost-level of the basilical arcade.
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It is

clear from the extent to which the eastern sides of the two Westbau imposts project that they
were always designed to carry such engaged columns. Presumably the engaged columns
originally rose all the way to the higher impost-level of the Westbau gallery, but this was amended
once the plan was changed. Indeed, presuming that the Westbau had indeed been completed to
the height of the gallery vault prior to the change of plan, the eastern faces of the central galleryarch supports must have undergone substantial alteration. Between the impost-levels of the two
central engaged columns and of the gallery-supports the masonry is attributable to the basilical
church. This amounts to the entire eastern sections of the gallery support-piers beyond the idle
transverse-orientated engaged columns and encompasses voussoirs of the western nave-arches
117

and contingent blocks.

This section of masonry can only have been inserted in tandem with the

erection of the western arches of the basilical arcade. The original form of the eastern sections of
the central gallery piers is difficult to determine. As stated above, the projection of the imposts of
the ground-floor piers suggests that they were designed to carry engaged columns that would rise
to support the western arches of the hall-church nave. This is also the solution employed at the
th

two surviving 12 -century hall churches in Regensburg, Prüll and St. Leonard. The size of the
imposts of the central gallery piers is not readily compatible with such a system, however. Were
the existing engaged columns to continue upwards, the imposts would not extend far enough
eastwards to accommodate them. Nonetheless, it is quite possible that the imposts were altered
in tandem with the masonry below, especially considering that the imposts do not extend far
enough east of the central arch to have comfortably carried the western arches of a hall-church
arcade.
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This latter fact also speaks against Stocker’s alternative reconstruction, wherein the

two central gallery-supports were originally fully rather than half round and there were no
engaged columns between the two Westbau levels.
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This theory also ignores the fact that the

116

The impost-level of the engaged columns is actually slightly above that of the other nave-arcade supports, probably
because of complications associated with the inherited elements of the hall-church model, which perhaps included the
positioning of the round-piers of the arcade.
117
A number of ashlar blocks extend eastwards from the idle columns to well beyond the imposts of the gallery arch, and
so cannot have been part of the original piers. The coursing is also continuous between the idle columns and the
voussoirs of the nave-arches.
118
Stocker, on the basis of the working and measurements of the imposts, concluded that they were not altered (Stocker,
Die Schottenkirche, p. 79, n. 396). This author does not share her certainty in that regard. In the case of the northern of
the two imposts, the short eastern component block has a significantly narrower plate than the remainder, which suggests
that it might have been inserted in place of a longer earlier block or been altered. The eastern block of the southern
impost is original, but may well have been curtailed.
119
Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 79, n. 396; fig. 61.
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imposts of the ground-floor columns are clearly designed to hold an engaged column, something
120

that Stocker herself acknowledges.

It also appears that the change of plan saw alterations to the eastern lateral responds of the
Westbau. At ground-floor level the outer responds consist of engaged columns projecting from
pilasters. On their western sides these pilasters end in imposts which carry the feet of groinvaults, while on their eastern sides the pilasters continue as angle shafts unchecked through
impost-level towards gallery-level before disappearing beneath the secondary walls which block
up the lateral arches (fig. 33). Significantly, these angle shafts do not reappear at gallery impostlevel and the intact capitals and imposts of the gallery responds are not shaped to accommodate
them (fig. 44).
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It is therefore difficult to fit them into the hall-church plan.

Perhaps the angle

shafts run into extensions to the plates beneath the respond bases, though this would be an
unusual arrangement. Alternatively these angle shafts may have been extended upwards after
the change of plan to help support the walls which had to be inserted to block off the upper
sections of the lateral arches. While the section of the shafts below ground-floor impost-level
shares the base moulding of the lower responds and appears original, the shafts may initially
have ended at impost-level, in which case the current impost moulding would once have
continued onto the side-wall rather than ending abruptly as today. This, of course, would imply
that the shafts supported further groin-vaults at ground-floor level, which would raise the
possibility of an extended western gallery or side-galleries being included in the hall-church plan.
The idle half-columns attached centrally to each gallery-arch support testify to an additional
knock-on effect of the change of plan (figs. 39-40). These columns were clearly intended to
support the outer arches of arcades running between the various supports. A 1922 drawing by
Friedrich Ostendorf offers a reasonably convincing reconstruction.
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Due to the construction of

the basilical aisles to a height short of the gallery impost-level, the arcades within the lateral
arches would need to have been removed had they been erected prior to the change of plan. It
appears unlikely that they were ever erected, considering that this measure seems never to have
been carried out in relation to the central opening, despite the fact that it could still have
accommodated the arcade. Indeed, the gallery balustrade as it stands today is not compatible
120

The current size of the impost would also conflict with the notion that the positioning of the columns is a relic of the
hall-church model (see above), as it would have resulted in the first nave-bay being somewhat wider than the four
following ones.
121
That is, the capital and impost continue unbroken until they meet the church’s side-wall. The impost does not project
eastwards at any point. While only the respond above the northern aisle is visible at impost-level, it is highly probable that
the southern respond is similarly formed.
122
Stocker’s reconstruction drawing of the Westbau ignores the existence of the pilasters (Stocker, Die Schottenkirche,
fig. 61).
123
Reproduced in Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, fig. 64. The size of the columns and their positioning slightly off-centre in
relation to the gallery arches speaks against them having been intended to support the inner orders of the arches. It
seems likely that it would also have been intended to fill the area within the gallery-arches above the planned arcades with
masonry, possibly with one central opening above the arcade, if not more.
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with such an arrangement, for although it reaches a height level with the plinths of the supports, it
would not be deep enough to hold the bases of the reconstructed arcade (fig. 39). This stone
th

balustrade is only of 19 -century vintage, however. According to an account of the 1872
restoration, it was erected in an appropriate, simple style in place of a strongly projecting timber
124

and stone construction, probably Baroque.

Presumably the four/five upper ashlar courses of

the central and lateral sections of the Westbau’s eastern wall and the moulding above were laid
at this time. Their narrowness and slightly different hue compared to the masonry below
125

distinguish these courses, at least in the case of the central and southern sections.

Whether

the current balustrade replicates the original form is uncertain, especially considering that it
replaced another secondary structure. Both of the earlier Regensburg hall churches also have
this type of solid screen. If the original Schottenkirche balustrade was also of this form, it would
need to have been deeper in order to support the reconstructed arcade.
The sequence by which the construction of the church progressed after the change of plan is not
entirely clear. As stated above, the alterations carried out to the eastern wall of the Westbau were
carried out in tandem with the erection of the western arches of the nave-arcade. Whether these
arches were the first or last of the arcade to be completed is unclear. Aside from the question
whether or not the columns were partially erected during the hall-church phase, there is evidence
which points to the columns having been put in place prior to the eastern piers. Whereas the
columns and the wall above them stand on the axis of the Westbau, there is a distinct change in
orientation between the last round and first square piers, resulting in a gradual widening of the
nave towards the east. Because the Westbau is the earliest element of Regensburg II, the
columns on the same axis must have precedence over the piers. This modification could either
represent a further change of plan within the basilical stage of construction or another
consequence of the abandonment of the hall-church plan, as has been discussed above. After all
the supports had been put in place it appears that the individual arches were erected in
126

sequence, either beginning or ending with the western one.

After the completion of the arcades

a number of continuous courses were laid from west to east across the nave-walls from the
127

intersection between nave and Westbau at a height just above the apices of the arches.

While

the lower courses were built against the earlier eastern wall of the Westbau, the nave- and
124

Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 54; Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), p. 304.
This distinction is not as clear in respect of the northern part. Furthermore, while untidy straight joints between the
secondary fabric and the masonry immediately abutting the engaged columns which support the western nave-arches can
be discerned within the central and southern sections of the balustrade, the same is not true of the northern part where
the four courses run unbroken through to the column. This raises the question as to whether this section survived the
Baroque period unaltered, although the account of the restoration implies that all sections were built anew.
126
The coursing of the spandrels between the various nave arches is not consistent, which points to their staggered
erection.
127
These consist of only three courses above a levelling course on the northern nave-wall but many more on the more
homogenous southern wall. Some of these courses are built against or overhanging the eastern edges of the imposts of
the central gallery arches.
125
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Westbau-walls can be seen internally and externally to become interlocked while still within the
spandrels of the gallery arches. The walls above this point clearly postdate the change of plan.
The eastern wall of the Westbau and the adjacent stretches of the nave-walls (to just short of the
western clerestorey windows) were completed to their full height before the remainder of the
nave-wall.
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Externally the coursing can be seen to be continuous across the intersection of nave

and Westbau (fig. 58). The only discrepancy between the two blocks is the abrupt change in the
form of the eaves mouldings at their intersection, the foliate corbels of the Lombardic frieze and
the saw-tooth above, in particular, distinguishing the larger Westbau moulding. Stocker suggests
that the Westbau moulding might have already been carved prior to the change of plan, and so
129

was utilised despite a different form being preferred on the nave and presbytery.

It should be

remembered, however, that the Westbau would not have possessed any external east-walls had
the hall church been completed, and it would have been easy, and perhaps less visually
obtrusive, to continue the nave moulding across the eastern walls as far as the corner pilasters
before switching to the other form. The decision to change moulding types at this point is
therefore difficult to explain. Perhaps the builders simply viewed an enhanced differentiation of
the two architectural blocks as desirable.
After the nave- and Westbau walls had been firmly interlinked, the remainder of the upper walls of
the Westbau appear to have been erected. This close sequence is suggested by a strong degree
of concordance between the masons’ marks visible on the upper reaches of the Westbau and on
the nave-walls immediately east of the intersection between nave and Westbau.
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The coursing

of the upper stretches of the Westbau (that is, the exterior of the empty chamber above the vault)
is consistent from the western end of the northern nave-wall across to the southern end of the
western wall, where breaks appear in the top courses. The completion of the northern nave-wall
seems to have begun with the section immediately abutting the eastern tower, before the large
intervening space was filled up in stages, while the southern one was erected course by course
131

across the wall.

As the final element of the new nave, the two clerestoreys were constructed in

vertical sections without continuous coursing. Each was built according to a uniform plan, with the
round/quatrefoil window exactly in the centre and equal distances between the round-headed
openings, which are not aligned with the nave arches below.

132

Because the four eastern arches
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The phase is well illustrated on those parts of the relevant section of the nave-walls which are visible from within the
aisle roof-space. The masonry consists of ashlar courses which run for a couple of metres from the intersection of the
nave-walls with the eastern face of the Westbau, before giving way to the smaller roughly-hewn blocks of which the
hidden outer faces of the nave-walls are composed for most of their length. This interface can also be read on the inner
faces of the nave-walls, where breaks in the coursing are evident at the western end of both walls at this height.
129
Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 87.
130
Gerl, Zur Beurteilung mittelalterlicher Steinmetzzeichen, pp. 18, 49 (table 4); Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 90-94.
131
See Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 88.
132
The notion put forward by some authors that the round/quatrefoil windows at the centre of either clerestorey were born
out of the need to disguise mistakes in measurements at the meeting point of two separate sections of nave-wall, built
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of the nave-arcade are wider than the six western, a clerestorey aligned with the arcade would
itself have been irregular, which was probably the main factor influencing the design. In detaching
the rhythm of the clerestorey from that of the arcade, the builders were also free to add two
further openings with resultant benefits in terms of the illumination of the nave.
The building campaign probably concluded with the construction of the new, taller and longer,
sanctuary and central apse following the partial or complete demolition of their Regensburg I
predecessors. This work is likely to have commenced in close sequence with that of the nave. A
comparison of the masons’ marks found on the central apse and in the nave led Josef Gerl to
conclude that both were erected in the same phase.

133

Furthermore, there are significant parallels

in the sculptural detail of the eastern end and the nave. Foliate and meander motifs found on the
eastern cloister portal reappear on the sanctuary vault, the latter detail also featuring on an apse
134

impost.

The long-snouted form of the zoomorphic heads of the quatrefoil window can be

compared with one of the corbel heads on the exterior of the central apse (figs. 23, 62). The
presbytery eaves moulding is identical to that of the nave with the exception of the foliate corbels
below the feet of the Lombardic frieze arches.

135

As will be discussed below, the sculpture of the

eastern section of the nave and of the presbytery and apse is also associated with that of the
cloister, which suggests that work on the latter most likely began immediately after the final and
most important eastern section of the monastic church had been completed.
In sum, the final form of Regensburg II was shaped by one or two significant changes in plan. It
appears that an original plan to build a hall church was abandoned early in the campaign in
favour of a more traditional basilical plan, with major consequences for the form of the Westbau.
The question as to whether the multiple changes in the building pattern which occur between the
most easterly column and the most westerly pier are attributable to the same about-face remains
unanswered. If not, a second change of plan, perhaps triggered by a belated decision to retain
the Regensburg I towers, must have been responsible.
There is nothing in the church’s fabric to suggest that the wavering apparent in the builders’
intentions led to protracted interruptions within the building process. The same high-quality
respectively from the east and the west, is unsustainable (Busch, Regensburger Kirchenbaukunst, pp. 20-22; Borgmeyer
et al, Denkmäler in Bayern III.37, p. 316).
133
Gerl, Zur Beurteilung mittelalterlicher Steinmetzzeichen, pp. 29, 49 (table 4).
134
The semi-circle and inverse pyramids mentioned in the footnote also appear together in the spandrels of the blind
arcade on one of the northern choir screens, though in this case without the petals.
135
Another distinctive characteristic shared by the later section of the nave and the presbytery is the frequent use of roll
mouldings: as angle-rolls on the arch-rings of the apse and choir screen blind arcades and of the twin-light opening above
the eastern cloister portal; as part of the profiles of the round and quatrefoil windows on the nave clerestorey and in the
gable-wall of the sanctuary; on the corbels of the apse; in association with the new chancel arch. The arch-rings on two
fragments of an arcade discovered in space above the western gallery also have these angle-rolls on both faces. Their
original location is unclear, though it is conceivable that they, like the fragments mentioned in n. 34, formed part of the
screen between nave and choir.
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masonry is used throughout the church, with a significant overlap in the visible masons’ marks.

136

There is a good deal of consistency between the sculpture and support forms of the hall-church
Westbau and the western section of the nave and the north portal, both of which straddle the
interface between fabric attributable to the hall and basilical models. It is possible to see a
divergence in architectural and sculptural forms between the Westbau, north-portal and roundpiers on the one hand and the remainder of the nave and presbytery on the other. The
consistency in masons’ marks suggests that a lengthy delay need not necessarily be inferred
from this divergence. The architectural differences are largely attributable to a change of plan,
whether the first or a second, and the sculptural to the introduction of a new group of craftsmen at
some point after the abandonment of the hall-church plan, as will be discussed below.
Chronology and stylistic affinities: Regensburg I
The 1111 consecration date for the first Schottenkirche, though it is contained in a late and often
unreliable source, ties in well with the historical narrative of the Schottenkloster, coming one year
before the monastery was granted an imperial privilege, which might be seen as confirmation of a
newly completed foundation process. The site of the monastery outside the town’s western gate
may not have been acquired until circa 1100, although an Irish fraternity associated with St.
James is recorded as early as 1089. The Libellus describes a construction process divided into a
number of stages, beginning with the erection of a ceremonial tent, followed by the construction
of a chapel dedicated to St. Gertrude and a provisional residence, before finally work began on
the first monastic church.

137

Though the accuracy of these details cannot be determined, the

notion of a piecemeal progression seems credible, given that the process was being managed
not by the motherhouse of a well-organised order, but by an inexperienced collective of foreign
monks, guests until then in the small church of Weih Sankt Peter by the grace of the abbess of
Obermünster. Once work on Regensburg I did commence, it was, according to both the Vita
Mariani and the Libellus, completed in great haste. If this information is reliable, it is quite
plausible that the construction campaign did not begin until after 1100.
The simplicity of the church, its lack of articulation and use of coursed roughly-squared masonry,
would be in keeping with a date of about 1100. Similar masonry was used at the Benedictine
church in Prüll, which was consecrated in 1110.

138

The simple form of the cushion-capitals and

136

On the basis of the distribution of the masons’ marks, Gerl concluded that the progression between the different
phases of construction was continuous (Gerl, Zur Beurteilung mittelalterlicher Steinmetzzeichen, p. 29). See also Stocker,
Die Schottenkirche, pp. 90-94.
137
Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, pp. 250-253.
138
Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), pp. 152-166; Stoltze, Die romanischen Hallenkirchen, pp. 3-6; Strobel/Weis,
Romanik in Altbayern, pp. 145-147; Morsbach, Zur frühen Baugeschichte, pp. 115-123; Borgmeyer et al, Denkmäler in
Bayern III.37, pp. 376-380. While doubt once surrounded the recorded consecration date of 1110, in 1998 a
dendrochronological value of 1104±3 was recovered from an oak-beam in the south-western tower at the level of the first
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th

imposts in the eastern tower openings is also consistent with a date early in the 12 century.

139
th

Another good indicator of the Schottenkirche’s vintage is its relationship to a further early 12 century Regensburg structure, namely the church of the Hirsau Benedictine monastery at
Prüfening, which stands three kilometres west of Regensburg.
This important monastery was founded in 1109, and the consecration of the church of St. George
is recorded for as early as 1119 on a contemporary clay tablet inscription hanging within the
structure.

140

The church is a basilica with a pier-supported nave, an eastern transept and a three-

aisled presbytery. Each of the presbytery side-aisles consists of two bays, which together are of
the same length as the oblong sanctuary. The presbytery is groin-vaulted throughout. The
western side-aisle bays open via archways into the sanctuary, while large raised biforia or twinlight openings pierce the wall between the eastern bays and the centre-aisle. The eastern aislebays are significantly larger than the western ones and carry tall square towers. The twin-towered
three-aisled presbyteries at the Irish monastery and at Prüfening are the earliest examples of this
form in Regensburg. It was once believed that the construction of the Prüfening church preceded
that of Regensburg I, but it is clear from both the historical records and a comparison of their
architecture that the reverse was the case.

141

The Prüfening east-end is more developed than the

Schottenkirche example in a number of ways and the church also shows an advance in the use of
mid-sized ashlar blocks rather than the roughly-squared masonry characteristic of Regensburg I.
The eastern towers at Prüfening, though they resemble the Schottenkirche in the presence of two
high rows of twin-light windows on each tower, boast a far greater degree of articulation; corner
pilasters, Lombardic friezes and saw-tooth mouldings adorn the upper-storeys, offering an early
example of what would become ubiquitous forms of tower ornamentation across southern
Germany in later decades. Internally, the introduction of a second bay on either side of the
sanctuary offers a more harmonious solution than of the Schottenkirche presbytery, with the three
aisles ending at the same point and allowing the eastern walls of the towers and sanctuary to
present a single unbroken external front from which the three apses projected. Unlike
Regensburg I, the apses at Prüfening are separated from their preceding bays by transverse
arches, emphasising the division of the individual architectural units. The clear advances made
on the concept of the three-aisled twin-towered presbytery at Prüfening vis-à-vis Regensburg I
tend to confirm the chronological sequence proposed by the historical records. Simultaneous with
the construction of the church at Prüfening, a presbytery of similar plan was erected at the Hirsau
floor above gallery, thus confirming the historical record (Feldmann, Und Andreas von Regensburg hatte doch Recht, pp.
44-48).
139
See Strobel, Romanische Architektur, pp. 63-66.
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Strobel/Weis, Romanik in Altbayern, pp. 137-141; Fink, Romanische Klosterkirchen, pp. 56-79; Fink, Romanik in
Regensburg, 1085-1092; Borgmeyer et al, Denkmäler in Bayern III.37, pp. 464-470.
141
For the older view see, for example, Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), p. 322. Set right by Oswald, Würzburger
Kirchenbauten, p. 180. See also, Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 78-79; Strobel, St. Jakob zu Regensburg, pp. 147-148; Fink,
Romanik in Regensburg, p. 1090.
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church in Aura, 40km north of Würzburg, and this form would subsequently be adopted at a
number of monastic churches in the Regensburg region and in Franconia, where its development
reached a conclusion of sorts at the Würzburg Schottenkirche.
While the twin-towered east-front appears to have represented a new departure in the
Romanesque architecture of Regensburg and surrounds, the three-aisled Schottenkirche without
an eastern transept and with a tri-apsidal termination conformed to the model of the ‘Bavarian’ or
‘Alpine’ basilica, the archetypal church plan in the region throughout the Romanesque period.

142

th

The mid-11 -century presbytery of the Benedictine church of St. Emmeram, which was divided
into three aisles linked by two arches on either side of the sanctuary, appears to have provided a
precursor within Regensburg for the type of three-aisled presbytery constructed later at the
143

Schottenkirche and Prüfening.

The side-apses at St. Emmeram also possessed the offset,

stilted form characteristic of those in the Schottenkirche. At St. Emmeram, groin-vaults appear
also to have been erected in the side-aisles, though the sanctuary remained unvaulted. The
vaulting of the entire presbytery of the Schottenkirche in combination, presumably, with an
unvaulted nave and side-aisles represented a significant advance on St. Emmeram, and was an
arrangement repeated at Prüfening, Aura and numerous later monastic churches, including the
Würzburg Schottenkirche. Up to this point vaulting within Regensburg churches was largely
restricted to crypts. A direct model for the Schottenkirche vaulting is difficult to identify, though
influence from the Kaiserdome at Speyer and Mainz, where the process of vaulting the entire
church had begun, is a possibility.

144

It can also be placed in the context of the contemporary hall

church at Prüll, which is groin-vaulted throughout.
The source of the ‘exotic’ eastern towers incorporated into the Schottenkirche design has been
the matter of much discussion. While Oswald suggested that they were the direct product of
French influence transmitted through pilgrimage channels, Zahn and Fink tied the Regensburg
towers in with the emergence of this architectural arrangement across southern Germany in the
th

th

late 11 and early 12 -centuries. Pairs of eastern towers flanking the presbytery are a feature of
th

a number of the 11 -century cathedrals built in Bavaria and Franconia as well as of the great
Kaiserdome on the Rhine.

145

Though the possibility that the eastern towers constituted a

reference to one of these highly influential monuments cannot be dismissed, they are
distinguishable from those of Regensburg I in terms of their location and the degree to which they
142

See Haas/Pfistermeister, Romanik in Bayern, pp. 30-31; Strobel/Weis, Romanik in Altbayern, pp. 18-19; Messerer,
Vorromanische und romanische Kunst, pp. 544-545.
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Borgmeyer et al, Denkmäler in Bayern III.37, p. 204; Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 75.
144
In relation to the cathedrals at Speyer, Mainz and Worms see Winterfeld, Kaiserdome, pp. 47-206; Kubach, Der Dom
zu Speyer.
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For instance, the cathedrals at Bamberg, Eichstätt, Augsburg, Speyer and Mainz. There were also towers planned for
th
the angle between transept and sanctuary at the late 11 -century Würzburg cathedral, but these appear to have been left
th
incomplete until the early 13 century (Kummer, Architektur und bildende Kunst, p. 614).
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were integrated into the church interior. They stood either in the angle between the transept and
the single-aisled presbytery or outside the eastern bay of the nave side-aisles. These towers for
the most part held stairwells beginning at ground-level, and were either completely closed-off
146

from the adjacent spaces within the church or were accessible only by way of small doorways.

The ground-floors of the towers did not in any sense represent a continuation of the nave sideaisles nor constitute the side-bays of the presbytery, as was the case at Regensburg I.
The integration of towers into the liturgical space became a feature of the Romanesque
th

147

architecture of Swabia from the late 11 century onwards.

The important Benedictine church at

Niederzell on the island of Reichenau in Lake Constance provides an early example of a church
where the ground-floors of the towers served as the eastern bays of the presbytery side-aisles.

148

Here the east-front of the church ended in a straight line, however, with the semi-circular central
and lateral apses ― the latter also contained within the ground-floor of the tower ― disguised
externally. The arrangement apparently planned at the Benedictine church of Alpirsbach in the
Black Forest comes closer to Regensburg I, in that the three apses projected beyond the towers,
only one of which was erected, that were to be placed above the eastern bays of the double-bay,
three-aisled presbytery.
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Whether the eastern arrangement at Regensburg I was directly

influenced by Swabian forerunners is unclear. The integration of tower pairs into the presbytery is
not unknown in Bavaria, the Benedictine church consecrated in 1072 at Michaelsbeuren near
Salzburg being one example, where, however, the side-apses were absent.
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It has been argued that the combination of twin eastern towers with three-aisled presbyteries may
th

have been born out of the 11 -century monastic reform in France, from which it spread into
southern Germany and northern Italy.

151

It was Oswald’s contention that a perceived direct link

between the Irish monks and the Cluniac movement in France resulted in the arrival of this tower
arrangement in Regensburg.

152

He deduced this connection from the Irish and Cluniac monks’

shared promotion of the cult of St. James and the practice of pilgrimage. There is, however, little
evidence beyond the choice of patrons that the Irish monks actively promoted the pilgrimage
146

th

The eastern towers flanking the sanctuary at the 11 -century Benedictine church of St. Burkhard in Würzburg also fall
into this category (Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, pp. 90-94; Kummer, Architektur und bildende Kunst, pp. 606-607).
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Hoffmann, Hirsau und die »Hirsauer Bauschule«, pp. 35-38;
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Wischermann, Romanik in Baden-Württemberg, pp. 299-300; Erdmann, Die Reichenau, pp. 19-26.
Dendrochronological dates point to the completion of the eastern end by 1104.
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Hoffmann, Hirsau und die »Hirsauer Bauschule«, pp. 58-60. Construction began here circa 1100. While the western
side-bays of the presbytery opened into the sanctuary, the eastern bays did not.
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Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 227-231.
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Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, pp. 230-233. See also Fink, Romanische Klosterkirchen, pp. 187-192. The
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towers of the 11 -century church of Sant Abbondio in Como are the best-known of the Lombard examples, and have on
occasion been brought into connection with the Schottenkirche towers (Fink, Romanische Klosterkirchen, pp. 189-190).
These occupy a different position, however, rising above the final bays of the inner lateral nave-aisles rather than flanking
the sanctuary. As on Reichenau the apses are contained within the thickness of the towers’ eastern walls and do not
project eastwards externally.
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Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, pp. 183-186.
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route to Santiago, and indeed, of the three main medieval pilgrimage destinations, it is with
Jerusalem and the cults of the Holy Cross and Holy Sepulchre that the strongest association can
be attested.

153

In their probable, but poorly documented, role as hostels to Irish pilgrims, the

Schottenklöster would have served primarily as a stopover on the routes to Rome and Jerusalem
rather than Santiago. It is nonetheless possible that Regensburg I was influenced directly by
contact with or experience of reform-associated monasteries in France, perhaps simply as a
result of travelling through northern France en route from Ireland to Germany. It is equally
plausible that the churches in Swabia or other parts of southern Germany or even northern Italy
provided the inspiration.
Externally the tower pair both emphasised the liturgical centre of the church and gave the church
an imposing town-orientated façade, the latter feature being one which most subsequent Irish
churches attempted to achieve through the use of either eastern or western towers, depending on
the topographical circumstances. Inside the church the towers have no discernible presence, their
ground-floors serving as part of the presbytery and fully open on three sides. In proportion with
the modest dimensions of the remainder of Regensburg I, the presbytery side-aisles consist only
of a single bay and apse. This would have resulted in the eastern wall of the sanctuary projecting
beyond those of the towers, lending the tri-apsidal east-front a staggered effect greater than that
seen later at Würzburg, where the addition of a second bay allowed the eastern walls of both
sanctuary and towers to end flush.
Little can be said about the remainder of Regensburg I. Up until the construction of the second
Schottenkirche, the square pier was generally the support of choice in Regensburg and Bavaria,
which makes it somewhat more likely that this form was also used at the earlier Irish church.
Piers also carried the nave-walls at the earliest Schottenkloster daughter-houses in Würzburg
and Nuremberg. The apparent origins of the Regensburg II Westbau in a hall-church model casts
further doubt on the assumption that both it and the Würzburg Westbau, a structure which
diverges from that at Regensburg in a number of ways, were both derived from a Regensburg I
progenitor. A western gallery was an almost indispensable element of later Irish churches, but
whether this custom began with the earliest church at Regensburg cannot be determined. In sum,
as a three-aisled transeptless basilica with tri-apsidal east-front, the Schottenkirche fitted neatly
into the local architectural landscape, but in the heightened architectural emphasis placed on the
presbytery, with its flanking towers and vaulting throughout, it appears to have been responsible
for introducing a new form of eastern end to Regensburg and the wider region, which would be
adopted and developed at other monastic churches in subsequent decades. The impetus for this
153

The only evidence of a direct link to Santiago is the recorded donation to the Würzburg monastery of an arm relic of
St. James by its founder, Bishop Embricho, who is said to have personally travelled to Compostella to acquire the
treasure.
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innovation or adaptation on the part of the Irish monks may have stemmed from the particular,
probably reform-minded, character of their nascent brand of Benedictine monasticism.
The sculpture of Regensburg II
Before discussing the affinities of the architecture of Regensburg II, a brief discussion of the
sculpture of both church and cloister is pertinent, insofar as its stylistic analysis could reveal the
origins of the craftsmen responsible and potentially inform a consideration of the affinities of the
church’s architecture. A vast range of sculpture from the later Romanesque monastery survives
both in and ex situ. While different sections of this body of work have received scholarly attention
over the decades, Mona Stocker’s recent monograph represented the first comprehensive study
of the complete collection, and includes a valuable catalogue of all surviving fragments of the
Romanesque cloister, which today are dispersed within the Schottenkirche as well as at a
number of churches and museums across Regensburg and beyond. Stocker divided the
combined sculpture of the church and cloister into five stylistic groups, which she further sub154

divided into two ‘older’ and three ‘younger’ groupings.

The work attributable to the two older

groups is found within the Westbau, the western section of the nave and on both the
Schottenportal and the western cloister doorway, while that of the younger groups is associated
with the eastern section of the church and the cloister. Because the particular sections of the
church containing the older and younger work broadly coincide with those attributable to the
aborted hall-church plan and to the subsequent basilical completion respectively, Stocker
concluded that the change of plan saw the departure and replacement of the original team of
155

sculptors.

The older work is characterised by a heavy emphasis on figural sculpture, the

northern portal providing the greatest concentration, but with the capitals and bases of the
columns as well as a variety of reliefs within and outside the church also testifying to this trait.
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The ornamental detail associated with the older groups is marked by a range of quite similar
foliate motifs, interlace and other pattern-work containing rounded basic forms, almost all
characterised by the repetition of a single constituent element in a horizontal or vertical sequence.
In terms of the richness of the abstract ornamentation of its architectural elements, the
Schottenkirche was not an isolated phenomenon, surviving fragments of the cloister at Prüfening
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Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 100-110; 150-154; 156-162.
She suggested that the capitals and imposts of the columns in the nave and the sculpture above the pointed of the
‘inserted course’ on the Schottenportal were carved prior to the sculptors’ departure but only put in place by their
successors afterwards (Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 109-110).
156
Stocker’s second group constitutes only a tiny quantity of the older sculpture, namely the lion-slaying relief on the
north-western pilaster of the Westbau and the lion sculptures directly above the Schottenportal plinth. The superior
execution and greater vitality of the lion-slaying relief relative to the remaining sculpture was already noted by Karlinger,
who attributed it to a single sculptor, whose hand could not be identified among the figural sculpture of the portal
(Karlinger, Die Romanische Steinplastik, pp. 24-25). Stocker, on the other hand, associated the four plinth lions with this
relief, noting the similar treatment of the mouth and mane as well as the appearance of a figure of like form and dress to
the lion-hunter in the mouth of one of the plinth lions (Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 101).
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and of the residence of the Salzburg archbishop in Regensburg showing them to have offered
notable contemporary parallels in this regard.

157

In terms of the stylistic detail of the early abstract

sculpture, Stocker recognised affinities with contemporary churches in the area of the Lower
Rhine and Meuse.

158

Like numerous scholars before her, however, she failed to identify a source

for the figural carving, which dominates the early sculptural work and which has no obvious
forerunners within the local and regional architectural landscape.
th

While a tradition of figural sculpture prospered in Regensburg in the mid-11 century, its most
notable product being the figures flanking the northern doorways at St. Emmeram, it had long
died out before the construction of Regensburg II. To explain the sudden appearance of such a
wealth of figural carving, in particular the Schottenportal ensemble, Stocker expanded on the
theories of earlier authors and speculated that the portal-façade may have been the product of
the reproduction in stone of a manuscript or metalwork model. The visual impact of the façade
stems largely from the quantity of the sculpture rather than its quality; there is a marked lack of
variety in the poses of the figures, little interaction or animation, an absence of distinguishable
facial expressions and a concealment of any true sense of physicality under the schematic
rendering of the garments. The generic use of a series of parallel grooving to represent the
clothing of many of the figures rather than authentic folds speaks of the limitations of the sculptors
and lends the figures an ornamental character in keeping with the surrounding pattern-work.

159

Similarities have been noted between the character of the portal sculpture and figures contained
on Irish or insular illuminated manuscripts and metalwork. The manuscripts cited, the Book of
th

Kells, the Durham Cassiodorus and a late 8 -century manuscript from St. Gall are very early, and
th

it could be argued that by the 12 century what few figures are depicted on manuscripts tend to
be immersed in the page’s Scandinavian-inspired ornamental detail and, accordingly, bear less
resemblance to the treatment of the Schottenportal figures.
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Better parallels are offered by

metalwork of the period, the figures on the Breac Maodhóg shrine having been compared with the
161

Schottenportal figures, in particular the row of caryatides, by a number of authors.

The figures
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See Strobel, Romanische Architektur, pp. 79-86; Paulus, Der Salzburger Hof ; Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 164165.
158
Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 166-168.
159
The juxtaposition of the garments of the three figures on the tympanum and the bands of the interlace marking its
borders offers a salient example of this ornamental quality. The inner caryatide of the eastern row provides a further
notable instance, the treatment of his cloak indistinguishable from that of the leaves of the capital above his head.
160
The Book of Kells (f. 202v) and the Durham Cassiodorus (f. 81v) are cited by Greiselmayer (Beobachtungen zum
plastischen Stil, p. 372; p. 382, n. 36) and the St. Gall manuscript (Stiftsbibliothek, Manuskript Nr. 51) by Stocker (Die
th
th
Schottenkirche, p. 169; fig. 343). Regarding Irish manuscript illumination in the 11 and 12 centuries, see Henry, Irish
Art, pp. 46-73.
161
Greiselmayer, Beobachtungen zum plastischen Stil, pp. 375-376; Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 169. Henry pointed
out the affinities between the treatment of the figures on the Breac Maodhóg and those seen on early Irish manuscripts:
‘Though they cannot be said to be exact replicas of old models, the very spirit of their stylization and the way the
garments’ folds are turned into ornaments recall the evangelists’ portraits in the early manuscripts’ (Henry, Irish Art, p.
th
118). The shrine, which is housed in the National Museum of Ireland, has traditionally been dated to the 12 century, but
th
Raghnall Ó Floinn has more recently argued for a mid-11 -century date (Ó Floinn, The foundation relics of Christ Church,
pp. 93-95).
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on the Breac Maodhóg share the schematic representation of the garments with parallel lines, the
lack of interaction between the different individuals, and the inscrutable frontal gaze.

162

While a

number of other contemporary Irish metalwork objects share the latter two characteristics, none
comes as close as the Breac Maodhóg to the Schottenportal figures, particularly in regard to the
treatment of clothing.
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These general formal affinities do allow the possibility that the sculptors of the portal were
following a model or models drawn from a different artistic medium, with the perceived influence
th

of ‘Irish 12 -century taste’ most likely stemming from the role of the Schottenkloster patrons in
164

choosing the scheme.

That Irish craftsmen were responsible for executing the figural sculpture,

as recently mooted by Stocker, appears unlikely.

165

Besides the single figures on high crosses,

there was little tradition of figural relief carving within the Irish Romanesque other than the
frequent appearance of heads on arches, corbels and capitals, and there is no surviving evidence
of a single ensemble of figural sculpture in anyway approaching that of the Schottenportal.
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Stocker’s notion that one or more inexperienced Irish sculptor attached to the monastery, either a
lay-monk or conversus, would have been entrusted with carving the figural sculpture of the portal
― and, though not stated, the related sculpture in the nave and Westbau ― working on the basis
of manuscript or metalwork templates seems somewhat fanciful.
In the event that the sculptors responsible were charged by their Irish patrons with creating an
ensemble inspired by a manuscript or metalwork source, it seems far more likely that it was
executed by the same craftsmen who were responsible for the Rhineland-influenced ornament,
whether from that area or local. The apparent absence of a strong tradition of figural sculpture
both in Regensburg and the Rhineland might explain the somewhat unaccomplished standard of
the majority of the carving.

167

In the absence of any precedents in Germany and beyond, the
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Greiselmayer also pointed out that a couple of the poses of the Schottenportal caryatids are repeated on the Breac,
namely that of a figure holding his head in his hand and of one holding the ends of his cloak in both hands (Greiselmayer,
Beobachtungen zum plastischen Stil, p. 375). In terms of shared themes, comparisons could also be made between the
winged creatures visible between three of the figures on the Breac and those that feature on the corners of two of the
capitals of the Schottenkirche nave, in particular the winged anthropomorphic figures, which appear in both contexts.
163
The shrine of St. Manchán provides another example of a group of figures with the said traits, though otherwise the
Lemanaghan and Breac figures have little in common. In terms of the detail of the figures on the Breac, which is not
th
particularly representative of contemporary metalwork as a whole, Henry cited the early 11 -century Soiscél Molaise as
the closest parallel (Henry, Irish Art, p. 118).
164
In his short article on the Schottenklöster, Liam de Paor invites Irish tourists to visit the Irish monasteries in Bavaria
and decide for themselves whether ‘the later parts of some of the German buildings [show] the influence, if not directly of
th
Irish art, at least of Irish 12 -century taste’ (de Paor, Irish Architecture in Bavaria).
165
Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 209-211.
166
While most of the figures on the high crosses share with the Schottenportal figures the frontal inscrutable gaze and
lack of animation also noted with regard to contemporary metalwork, they otherwise bear little resemblance to the
Regensburg sculpture.
167
In support of her theory of the involvement of craftsmen who were tied to the Irish monastery, Stocker cites the lack of
any identifiable buildings where the sculpture can be confidently attributed to the same hands as the Schottenkirche
figures, with the possible exception of the Nuremberg Kaiserkapelle (Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 210). This could also
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origins of the Schottenportal ensemble, much like its iconography, must remain within the realm
of speculation.
While the participation of Irish craftsmen in the work belonging to the two older groups of
sculpture appears unlikely, a stronger case can be made for Irish involvement in relation to the
younger groups. This later sculpture, particularly within the eastern section of the church, is
marked by a move towards geometric motifs and a significant reduction in the figural component.
Instead of the bulbous decorated imposts of the columns, the imposts of the eastern piers were
given profiled mouldings. The decoration of the choir screens consists of reduced architectural
forms and geometric designs, the foliate motifs so prevalent in the western section of the church
being absent. The figural carving within the church is limited to the heads on two apse corbels
and on the southern clerestorey quatrefoil window. The later stylistic groups also see the
introduction of chevron ornament, a development which has long dictated the direction which the
search for affinities of both the church’s sculpture and architecture has taken. Chevron is not
th

unknown in German churches dating to the second half of the 12 century, but only becomes
common in southern Germany after the completion of Worms cathedral c. 1181, where the
western end is heavily decorated with chevron ornament.

168

The chevron used at Worms and

related buildings tends to be marked by rounded edges and a lack of depth, which immediately
distinguishes it from the bolder Schottenkirche chevron. Most of the particular chevron types
employed at the Schottenkloster have no precedents in Germany, and certainly point to the
arrival of influence and, in all probability, craftsmen directly from abroad. The appearance of
scalloped capitals in the cloister, again a typical ‘Norman’ form for which no relevant antecedents
within Germany can be identified, provides further evidence for the involvement of foreign
169

sculptors.

In her recent study of the sculpture of the church and cloister, Stocker went far beyond the rather
vague allusions to Norman influence characteristic of earlier essays in her search for the stylistic
affinities of the oeuvre. In particular, she raised the possibility of Irish influence. Her focus on
Ireland was prompted by a consideration of the unusual form of the vault-ribs of the
Schottenkirche sanctuary. The bar-and-lozenge or hyphenated lozenge motif used on the soffits
th

of the ribs is rare in 12 -century German sculpture, and there are no known precedents for its use
on vault-ribs. Ribs of rounded section with soffit bar-and-lozenge do appear on the crossing vault
of the Premonstratensian church in Merzig south of Trier, but date to after 1182 and lack the

be accounted for by an interpretation of the Schottenportal as the product of a once-off commission executed by sculptors
whose expertise was not in the domain of figural sculpture.
168
th
th
Regarding 12 - and 13 -century examples of chevron ornament in southern Germany see Wochnik, Die Übernahme
normannischer Zickzackmotive.
169
See Strobel, Romanische Architektur, pp. 143-144. Strobel submits that the Regensburg capitals were direct copies of
Norman prototypes.
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carving within the individual bars and lozenges as well as the round pendants found on the
Regensburg ribs.

170

It is, of course, possible that the Regensburg and Merzig vaults were derived

from a common earlier example within Germany, but it seems much more likely that the
Regensburg ribs were the product of influence from outside. As Stocker pointed out, while vaultribs of this form are not known in Ireland, bar-and–lozenge mouldings appear with regularity on
the soffits of arches in a variety of contexts as well as on jambs within the Irish Romanesque.

171

The bar-and-lozenge motif may have arrived in Ireland from England, most likely the
Herefordshire area, where it makes an early appearance as an arris moulding on the eastern
crossing arch of Hereford cathedral.

172

While its origins were overseas, the popularity of the motif

in Ireland appears to have outstripped that in the source area, and it became a typical element of
the Irish Romanesque repertoire.
In the earliest Irish examples the moulding is found on the soffit of arches, as on the fourth order
of the northern portal of Cormac’s Chapel in Cashel, the inner orders of the western doorway at
Ardfert cathedral and the chancel arch at Kilmalkedar. In all three cases it is used in combination
with lateral-face chevron, with wedges projecting from the hyphens at Cashel and Kilmalkedar to
produce a cogwheel edge. Later examples of the moulding include those on the second order of
the southern doorway of Killaloe cathedral, on the soffit and face of the surround of one of the
eastern windows of Tuam cathedral, on the jambs of the eastern window of St. Saviour’s Priory at
Glendalough, and on the jambs of arches at the Augustinian priory in Annaghdown. The lozenges
at each of the sites almost always contain floral motifs, as is the case in Regensburg. In terms of
decoration, the moulding at Tuam comes closest to the Schottenkirche, the lozenges containing
four-petalled flowers and beading running around the lozenges and along the bars. The Tuam
example is also marked by the use of round pendants to break up the series of lozenges. The
window surround of St. Saviour’s also shares this feature as well as the beading with
Regensburg. Given the regularity of its appearance in Ireland, albeit in somewhat different
contexts, and the nationality of the monks at Regensburg, the case for the direct source of the
motif being Ireland appears reasonably strong. Even in the apparent absence of rib-vaults
bearing bar-and-lozenge in Ireland, the simple transfer of the motif from the soffit of an arch to
that of a vault-rib is easily imaginable.

173

The most obvious means by which it would have arrived
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Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 178-180.
Ibid., pp. 190-193.
172
Moss, Romanesque Chevron, p. 83.
173
While vault-ribs carved with bar-and-lozenge do not appear to exist in England either, ribbon lozenge mouldings are
found on ribs, as, for example, on the apse vault at Kilpeck in Herfordshire and on the sanctuary vaults at Stewkley in
Buckinghamshire, Tickencote in Rutland and Iffley and St. Peter’s-in-the-East in Oxfordshire (see Thurlby, The
Herefordshire School, pp. 38-42, 69-70; Hoey, The Articulation of Rib Vaults, pp. 147-148, 152-153, 168-169; Borg, The
Development of Chevron, p. 135; Fernie, The Architecture of Norman England, pp. 222-225). In each case the soffit
lozenges are a product of frontal chevron on the two faces of the ribs. While the possibility that England was the direct
source for the Regensburg ribs cannot be ruled out, it appears easier to accommodate the Regensburg ribs within the
171
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in Regensburg would be through the participation of Irish sculptors in the construction campaign.
The bar-and-lozenge is, perhaps, simply the most diagnostic of the ‘Norman’ elements within the
sculpture of the younger groups. Many of the others exotic elements would be somewhat generic
within the context of Irish or Norman sculpture, which would hinder any attempt to identify their
sources. While Stocker has done much to further the study of the monastery’s sculpture, the
question of the origins of the Irish or Norman elements within the later work demands much
additional targeted research, which would require a thorough trawl of the Romanesque sculpture
of Ireland, Britain and Normandy, something which is not feasible in the context of this thesis.
However, insofar as the possibility of Irish involvement raised by the bar-and-lozenge encourages
a belief that the source of the other elements untypical in a German context should also first be
sought in Ireland, comparanda for some of these features will now be offered.
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Relevant in this regard is an article written by Peter Harbison in 1975, where he proposed that a
sculptor who had worked on the Nuns’ Church at Clonmacnoise may have been responsible for
175

the chevron archivolts of the eastern cloister portal.

Parallels for the types of chevron used on

the portal can indeed be found on the doorway and chancel arches at the Nuns’ Church as well
as at numerous other Irish sites, though again the particular chevron types would also be
common across Norman areas.

176

Only in the context of the stated affinities of the sanctuary vault

moulding, which is linked stylistically to the doorway, can Irish parallels be given preference.

177

The hood moulding can be compared to that of the western doorway at the Nuns’ church, though
Templenahoe in Ardfert provides a closer match for the limpets than the plain bosses at
Clonmacnoise. As a caveat to his attribution of the doorway chevron to an Irish hand, Harbison
cited the absence of pellet decoration, an almost ubiquitous aspect of Irish Romanesque
sculpture, including at the Nuns’ church. Pellets or beads are, however, applied to the bar-andlozenge pattern of the related sanctuary ribs in a style comparable with Irish examples. Also, on a
surviving fragment of an arch-ring of the cloister-arcade, beads of pyramidal form appear in
connection with chevron in a manner which echoes the decoration characteristic of the Nuns’
Irish tradition of bar-and-lozenge mouldings, despite their appearance in different architectural contexts, than to view them
as a derivative of English chevron-decorated ribs.
174
In relation to Irish Romanesque architecture and sculpture in general, see Leask, Irish Churches, vol. 1; de Paor,
Cormac’s Chapel; Henry, Irish Art; O’Keeffe, Romanesque Ireland.
175
Harbison, Twelfth and Thirteenth Century Stonemasons, p. 334. Harbison actually retreated somewhat from this
position in a shorter German summary of the article published the following year, in which he suggested that English
influence appeared more likely, in particular on account of the limpet hood moulding and the absence of pellet decoration
in association with the chevron (Harbison, Baugeschichtliche Verbindungen).
176
Regarding the sculpture of the Nuns’ Church, see Ní Ghrádaigh, ‘But what exactly did she give?’.
177
Gaisberg made the valid observation that both orders of the cloister doorway are each composed of only three
separate blocks of unequal size, whereas standard practice in Ireland and Norman areas was for arches to consist of a
uniform series of voussoirs, each carved with a single unit of the decorative pattern (Gaisberg, Das Schottenportal, pp.
104-107). On the other hand, the latter practice was followed in relation to the chevron arches of the cloister arcade. While
there seems to be little doubt that there were craftsmen from Ireland or a Norman area employed at the Schottenkloster,
the composition of the archivolts of the cloister doorway arches is difficult to square with this apparent reality. It seems
that the hand of the sculptor should perhaps be differentiated from that of the mason in this instance, the latter
determining the nature of the material with which the former had to work.
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Church and other Irish sites.

178

The moulding in question consists of a row of chevrons of roll

profile with alternating shallow and regular points on the soffit and face, with a wide arris roll in
179

between, which splits to form sunken lozenges (fig. 70).

The beading runs parallel with the

hyphenated chevrons, which, as in the case of the cloister doorway and the numerous other
cloister fragments, are filled with foliate motifs. The sunken arris lozenge on the fragment
contains a single boss. Comparanda for the arris bar-and-lozenge, the bosses, the beading and
the foliage-filled chevron are found across Ireland, including at the Nuns’ Church. The device of
filling the chevron on the face and soffit of the inner order of the Regensburg doorway with
vegetal designs is repeated on numerous cloister fragments (figs. 73-75).
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The designs range

from elaborate floral motifs to simple parallel leaf patterns. Such filled chevrons are an almost
ubiquitous feature of Irish Romanesque sculpture.

181

Judging by the surviving fragments of the

vouissoirs, most of the arch-rings of the cloister-arcade were decorated with chevron of different
varieties. Among the chevron types found on the cloister fragments are lateral face and soffit
undercut chevrons arranged point-to-point, either with an arris roll running between them or under
their intersection (figs. 73-75). In some cases two wide rolls and a narrower central roll above run
along the angle between the chevrons. The chevrons are filled with foliate or floral designs and
tend to be of roll profile, sometimes with a hollow roll inside, in which case the triangular space
available for the vegetal motif is reduced. Two of these chevron arches were uncovered in situ in
th

the 19 century and drawn by Alois Kapeller (fig. 73). In overall appearance the arches bear most
resemblance to the inner order of the chancel arch of the Nuns’ Church and, in particular, the
western doorway of the smaller church at Rahan, although both lack the roll between the point-topoint chevron. Irish examples with arris rolls running between or under the intersection of the
chevron include the arch of the eastern window at St. Saviour’s in Glendalough, the fourth order
of the chancel arch at Tuam, the eastern window at Annaghdown, and on a arch fragment from
Wicklow/Old Kilcullen.

182

Another type of chevron represented by a single fragment combines a

frontal undercut soffit chevron with what appears to be hyphenated chevron with curved hyphens
on the face. The semi-circular curve of the hyphen enfolds the point of the soffit chevron (fig.
71).
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While the pellets on the Nuns’ Church arch are rounded, as they are at most Irish churches, beads of pyramidal form
are also found, the west window of Temple Finghín at Clonmacnoise providing a notable example.
179
Unusually, the points of the lozenges are not in line with the hyphens of the face and soffit chevron, instead running
parallel with the chevron for one side.
180
The particular floral motif shared by the doorway chevron and the lozenges of the sanctuary vault is not repeated on
the cloister fragments. One noteworthy Irish comparandum for the four-petalled flower is found on one of the pilasters
supporting the nave arcade at Cormac’s Chapel. Though the central semi-circle is replaced by a tiny hollow, the pyramidal
recess between the leaves is present.
181
See Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 194, regarding Irish parallels for particular motifs.
182
Note that the beading on the voussoir fragment from Wicklow/Old Kilcullen appears again to be of pyramidal rather
than rounded form (See Hickey, A Romanesque Arch, Pl. 16a).
183
The closest Irish comparandum for the unusual curved hyphens would appear to be that used on a window in
Tuamgraney, Co. Clare. According to Rachel Moss, curved hyphens appear only at Tuamgraney and at Monaincha and
St. Patrick’s Well in Co. Tipperary (Moss, Romanesque Chevron, p. 141). The curve of the Regensburg chevron is more
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Stocker also saw potential Irish influence in the carved heads found on the exterior of the
Regensburg II apse and on the quatrefoil clerestorey window.

184

The beast-heads of the

quatrefoil window, with their elongated snout and bulbous eyes are certainly reminiscent of the
label-stops found on many Irish Romanesque doorways windows in terms of both form and
function. The western portals of the Nuns’ Church and of the smaller church at Rahan provide
good comparanda in the Midlands for what is one of the trademark characteristics of Irish
Romanesque doorways, while Clonkeen, Co. Limerick and Kilmalkedar and Templenahoe
(Ardfert) represent Munster examples. One of the two heads carved on the apse corbel-table at
the Schottenkirche replicates the basic form of the window heads.

185

In the context of the mooted

involvement of Irish sculptors in the later phase of the construction process, it is worth
considering one of Charles McNeill’s asides, where he noted the ‘remarkable similarity of design’
between the sunken Greek-cross pattern on one of the Regensburg choir screens and the back
of the shrine of St. Patrick’s Bell, datable to between 1094 and 1105 (fig. 19).
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This pattern does

represent a borrowing, direct or otherwise, from metalwork, and variations of the motif appear
regularly both on Irish metalwork panels and, in small-scale contexts, on Irish architectural
sculpture of the Romanesque period.
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Nonetheless, as McNeill remarks, ‘one must not lay too

much stress on so obvious a motif’.
Indeed, in advance of a comprehensive study of the exotic elements in the later sculpture of the
Schottenkloster this caveat could also be applied to the identification of Irish parallels for the
various sculptural details, given the extremely wide distribution of features such as chevron and
scalloped capitals. Nonetheless, the possibility of the participation of Irish sculptors at
Regensburg is a real one. They would appear to have worked alongside craftsmen drawn from
less distant parts. Stocker identified close parallels between the capital ornament characteristic of
the younger groups, with the exception of the scalloped capitals, and churches in the lower Rhine
188

region.

th

In particular, the influence of the sculpture of the mid-12 -century Doppelkapelle at

pronounced than on the Irish examples and the fragment is undecorated save for quirks running parallel to the edges of
the soffit and face chevron. While this type of chevron is even rarer in England, the semi-circular curve of the hyphens on
both faces of the jambs of a doorway at Kirkham Abbey in Yorkshire comes closer to the Regensburg fragment (ibid., p.
86).
184
Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 195.
185
The other head is of a more generic form. In addition to voussoirs, where human or animal heads can appear
individually on keystones or along the full face of the arch, corbels carved with heads are found frequently in Ireland,
particularly in Munster, where they appear early at Cormac’s Chapel and Kilmalkedar and somewhat later, for example, at
various sites in Clare (See Harbison, Some Romanesque heads). Cormac’s Chapel appears to provide the only certain
Irish example of an eaves corbel table, though there would be a high chance of loss in relation to this feature, given the
ruined state of almost all Irish Romanesque churches.
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McNeill, The Affinities of Irish Romanesque Architecture, pp. 146-147. Dating from Henry, Irish Art, p. 95. The shrine is
held in the National Museum of Ireland.
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Some metalwork examples: the shrines of the book of Dimma (Trinity College Dublin), Cathach and Soiscél Molaise
(both National Museum of Ireland). Some sculptural examples: Killeshin, Co. Laois (soffit of the outer arch of doorway);
Kilmore, Co. Cavan (reveal of doorway).
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Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 180-190.
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Schwarzrheindorf close to Bonn and of the contemporary cloister of Bonn Münster can be
discerned. The Regensburg capitals, the vast majority of which originate from the lost cloisterarcade, tend to be decorated either with one or more varieties of foliate or floral motif, some form
of banding or interlace or a combination of both, with the figural content limited to the occasional
189

head emerging between the leaves or the interlacing.

The basic form of the capitals varies:

most have a block-like upper section and a short chamfered base; others are of cushion, bell or
basket form. Whether the sculptors responsible were actually drawn from the lower Rhine region
or whether the influence came to Regensburg through the use of pattern books cannot be
determined.
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As discussed above, the group of sculptors, apparently composed of craftsmen from disparate
regions, commenced work at the Schottenkirche at the time of the change of plan or shortly
afterwards. Subsequent chapters will show that the later sculptural work at Regensburg provides
the only substantial evidence of Irish workers participating in the construction of a Schottenkirche,
with the possible exception of Eichstätt, where the limited extant sculptural detail bears some
affinity to the Regensburg work and raises the possibility that the same sculptors were also
employed there. Being the motherhouse, the Regensburg Schottenkloster would have had the
most direct contact with Ireland, both through the flow of new recruits and through journeys home
by the Regensburg abbot or his delegate in order to raises funds and, probably, to establish or
visit dependent priories. A number of these trips from Regensburg to Ireland are recorded in the
Vita Mariani and Libellus. The latter mentions a journey undertaken by Abbot Gregory to collect
funds raised by his predecessor Christian, who had died while in Ireland. That Gregory did travel
to Ireland at least once is confirmed by a passage in a contemporary Life of St. Flannán written in
Regensburg, which places the abbot at Lismore in the mid-1160s in the company of three of his
chaplains and some servants. It is certainly possible that this Regensburg party returned to
Germany with a group of Irish sculptors.
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It is even conceivable that a shortage of funds

precipitated the break in the construction of the Schottenkirche marked by the change of plan and
prompted Gregory’s recorded journey to Ireland. Upon his return, work may have recommenced
189

Descriptions and photographs of all the surviving cloister fragments are contained in Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp.
120-143.
190
See ibid., pp. 186-190.
191
Given the strength of the Munster connections of the Schottenklöster, it might be expected that the sculptors would
also have been drawn from that area, though the Irish parallels offered for the Regensburg sculpture do not reveal any
particular Munster bias, which may reflect the fact that many of the Regensburg motifs discussed are commonplace
across Irish Romanesque. The issue of chronology with regard to Irish Romanesque churches is problematic, due to the
paucity of historical dates, and has been largely overlooked in relation to the comparanda discussed. While a number of
the Regensburg motifs appear in the early Romanesque churches of Munster, some forms, for example the arris bar-andlozenge moulding of the cloister fragment, including its beading, and the detail of the ornament contained within the
th
chevron, are consistent with a date in the second half of the 12 century. The date of Gregory’s visit to Ireland brings the
recorded 1167 completion of the Nuns’ Church at Clonmacnoise to mind (Annals of the Four Masters, sub anno). While
the affinities of the Nuns’ Church with Regensburg need not imply that one or more of the same sculptors were involved,
they might reflect the point Irish Romanesque sculpture had reached in terms of stylistic development by the time the
mooted emigration to Germany occurred.
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according to the new basilical plan, and a new group of sculptors, perhaps including individuals
brought by Gregory from Ireland, set to work.
Chronology and stylistic affinities: Regensburg II
The architecture of the Schottenkloster gives no cause to doubt the words of the author of the
Vita Mariani, which imply that both the church and cloister had been completed by the time of
writing, somewhere between 1177 and 1185. The previously held notion that the presbytery and
apse could have been added at a later date is not sustainable given the evidence of the masons’
marks as well as the affinities between their sculpture and the later elements of the nave,
including the eaves moulding, choir screens, quatrefoil window and the eastern cloister
doorway.
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Stocker concluded that all the sculptural detail of Regensburg II, both church and

cloister, could be accommodated within the Vita parameters.
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As the cloister is likely to have

been completed as the final element within the building campaign, the church itself can be
pushed back to the earlier section of the circa 1155 to 1185 date-range. That Gregory’s mid1160s trip to Ireland might provide a date for the change of plan and/or a change in personnel
has been speculated upon above.
The smooth ashlar blocks of the Schottenkirche, deserved of special mention by the author of the
Vita, marked a significant advance on the masonry used in earlier Regensburg churches such as
Prüfening and Niedermünster, the latter rebuilt after circa 1146.
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Masonry of this quality may

have been new to the town, but not to the wider region, having been used throughout the Hirsau
Benedictine church at Biburg, south of Regensburg, the construction of which began in the
1130s, and at the Premonstratensian church at Windberg to the east, where work commenced
circa 1140.
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Similar limestone ashlar was also used at the Eichstätt Schottenkirche, which

would have been erected at the same time as Regensburg II, perhaps with the aid of some of the
same masons. The Eichstätt Schottenkirche, as will be seen below, was built according to a
design unique in the context of both the local architectural tradition and the group of Irish
monasteries. The original hall-church plan for Regensburg II, though not quite as idiosyncratic as
the Eichstätt rotunda, nonetheless also represented a new departure within the Schottenkloster
movement, where the basilica was the preferred structural model for the principal monastic
churches. It appears that the hall-church form was not completely new to the Irish monks, there
being a strong likelihood that a two-aisled vaulted hall church stood directly beside the
192

For the older view, see, for example, Busch, Regensburger Kirchenbaukunst, pp. 38-39, Strobel, Romanische
Architektur, p. 134.
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Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 212-216.
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Strobel/Weis, Romanik in Altbayern, pp. 85-88, 137-141; Borgmeyer et al, Denkmäler in Bayern III.37, pp. 408-416,
646-470; Fink, Romanische Klosterkirchen, pp. 56-79.
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Fink, Romanische Klosterkirchen, pp. 132-155; 163-175; Strobel/Weis, Romanik in Altbayern, pp. 153-157, 199-203.
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196

Regensburg Schottenkirche in the form of the monastery’s parish-church of St. Nicholas.

While

this precedent may have been of considerable significance, the actual design of Regensburg II
was probably based on the earlier Regensburg hall churches of St. Leonard and, in particular,
Prüll, a structure more comparable in scale and function than either the Leonhardskirche or St.
Nicholas. The Benedictine church at Prüll, which lay just to the south of medieval Regensburg,
th

was consecrated in 1110, and stands at the head of a group of six surviving 12 -century Bavarian
hall churches.
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The Schottenkirche, which was, it seems, at one point destined to become a

seventh, was erected in the same period as hall churches at Cistercian Walderbach, 27km to the
north-east, and Benedictine Bergen, 75km to the south-west.
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Common to all the Bavarian hall churches were galleries stretching across the full width of the
church’s western end. Towerless Westbauten like that at the Schottenkirche, a single bay in
depth, were also built at Walderbach, Bergen and in the Leonhardskirche. At Prüll the gallery and
porch below were combined with a twin-towered west-front, with the gallery and entrance area
extending westwards to include the space between the towers. Nonetheless, the eastern section
of the Westbau, three groin-vaults above and below, is likely to have provided the model for the
Regensburg Schottenkirche. Whether the intention was to construct a transeptless hall church
with a tri-apsidal east-front, as at Walderbach, Bergen and, probably, Prüll, cannot be
determined.
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It seems unlikely that the retention of the Regensburg I basilical presbytery was

envisaged, particularly if the bay-division of the western nave is attributable to the hall-church
plan. It is probable, given the general penchant of the Irish monks for incorporating tower pairs
into the design of their churches, that the erection of a new pair of eastern towers was proposed.
That no western towers were planned is clear from the surviving Westbau, and positioning the
towers at the town-facing eastern end of the church would have been in accord with the practice
at other Schottenklöster. While the Westbau and nave at Prüll were supported by piers, the use of
columns in a hall-church context was not a novum within Regensburg architecture. The short
nave of the church of St. Leonard is supported by two pairs of tall, slender columns, which, unlike
those in the Schottenkirche, taper towards the top.
196

200

Neither the date of construction nor the

th

None of the other Schottenkirchen erected during the 12 century was of hall form, though a number of them boasted
Westbauten apparently adapted from a hall-church model, perhaps Prüll. First among the churches to boast such a
Westbau was that at Nuremberg, constructed after 1140, which appears to have provided the template for the later
churches at Vienna (after 1155) and Memmingen (after 1180).
197
See Stoltze, Die romanischen Hallenkirchen; Kubach, Romanische Hallenkirchen, pp. 135-137.
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Stoltze, Die romanischen Hallenkirchen, pp. 15-28; Strobel/Weis, Romanik in Altbayern, pp. 157-160, 249-252.
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A tri-apsidal termination was speculatively reconstructed by Stoltze for the church at Prüll, where the Romanesque
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eastern end was demolished in the 15 century (Stoltze, Die romanischen Hallenkirchen, p. 4).
200
These piers are build of roughly-dressed blocks, which are today, and most probably always were, rendered (the
masonry is visible in small patches where the render has been removed). While the pier was the dominant form of support
across the region, slender ashlar columns also appear in a system of alternating supports at the earlier Hirsau
Benedictine church in Kastl, 50km north-west of Regensburg, which was consecrated in 1129 (see Strobel/Weis, Romanik
in Altbayern, pp. 257-260). As Strobel has pointed out, the unusual compressed capital form of the piers at Kastl,
consisting of a plate above a chamfer with narrow corner foliate spurs, is replicated at St. Leonard, which makes it likely
that Kastl was the source for the St. Leonard piers (ibid., p. 260; Strobel, Romanische Architektur, pp. 88-93).
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original function or affiliation of St. Leonard is known, the earliest reference to it not arriving until
1276, at which point it was the church of a commandary of the Knights of St. John. A date in the
1130s, as argued by Strobel, seems more likely that the ‘circa 1150’ suggested by Stoltze, given
the affinities in pier- and capital-form between St. Leonard and the Benedictine church at Kastl,
which was consecrated in 1129.
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While the nave of the Leonhardkirche is supported by

columns, piers carry the western gallery. This change in support-form between gallery and nave,
this time from round to square pier, was also a feature of the church of St. Nicholas at the
Schottenkloster, and cannot be ruled out in the case of Regensburg II, though it does seem
probable that the columns of the nave were indeed a legacy of the hall-church plan. At Prüll,
Walderbach and Bergen the gallery could be reached from below via mural staircases, each
contained within the northern aisle-wall rather than the western wall, though in all three cases the
church had western doorways, which would have excluded the possibility of an arrangement
similar to Regensburg II.
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At Bergen the exterior of the Westbau is, like the Schottenkirche,

divided into three vertical sections by pilasters. Pilasters are an almost ubiquitous feature of the
German Romanesque, including on the towers at the earlier Würzburg and Nuremberg
Schottenkirchen, but one possible stimulus for the specific Regensburg II articulation is provided
by the cathedral at Worms, where narrower pilasters divide the flat east-front into three sections
and where the corners of the eastern transept are marked by wide pilasters, across which the
saw-tooth moulding running above the Lombardic frieze continues.
That the church at Prüll was the direct source for the original Regensburg II design is made more
likely by the influence it appears also to have exerted on the form of the Westbau at the
Nuremberg Schottenkirche, begun in the 1140s, as will be discussed in the relevant chapter
below. There is also historical evidence to confirm that there was close contact between the
Regensburg and Prüll monasteries in the mid-12

th

century in relation to a matter probably

connected with the construction of the new Schottenkirche. In an 1156 privilege granted to the
Schottenkloster, Pope Hadrian IV confirms, in particular, the monastery’s possession of an
aqueduct granted to Abbot Gregory by the abbot of Prüll.
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This securing of the monastery’s

water supply would have been a prerequisite for the new building campaign and indeed the
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Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), pp. 184-192; Stoltze, Die romanischen Hallenkirchen, pp. 6-8; Strobel,
Romanische Architektur, pp. 90-93; Borgmeyer et al, Denkmäler in Bayern III.37, pp. 514-516.
202
At the Leonhardskirche, which was also entered from the west, the gallery appears only to have been accessible from
the conventual building to the south. One possible Regensburg antecedent for the western mural stairs of the
Schottenkirche is offered by the Doppelkapelle of St. Georg am Wiedfang, which is believed to have been erected shortly
after the adjacent stone Danube bridge, the construction of which can be dated to 1135-1146 (Mader, Kunstdenkmäler
(vol. XXII/3), pp. 46-49; Borgmeyer et al, Denkmäler in Bayern III.37, p. 277). Here there was only a single staircase,
however, which turned 180 degrees between the ground- and first-floors.
203
‘.....aut aqueductum ab abbate de Prule vobis iuste concessum,.....’ (Ried, Codex Chronologico-Diplomaticus 1, No.
244; Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. No. 16; Brackmann, Germania Pontificia 1.2, p. 292). This must have
constituted a channel diverting water from the so-called Vitus or Prüller stream, which flowed down the hill from Prüll and
through the medieval town (See Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 257).
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aquæductus was worthy of mention by the author of the Vita Mariani in his description of the
completed complex.

204

The abandonment of the hall-church plan had a profound influence on the final form of
Regensburg II. It required the erection of taller nave-walls and lower aisle-walls than originally
envisaged and the addition of the empty chamber above the western gallery. The retention of the
earlier presbytery and the attendant inconsistence in bay-length and divergence between the
arcade and window axes are among the other probable consequences of the change of plan.
Whether the move from columns to piers within the nave can also be attributed to the initial
change of plan or was always intended as a means of distinguishing the monk’s choir and
accommodating the choir-stalls cannot be conclusively determined. This change from round to
square arcade-supports at the eastern end of the nave is found at numerous monastic churches,
though often only the most easterly support is so distinguished, as in the case of many
Benedictine churches attached to the Hirsau reform movement, where the final bay of the nave
held the chorus minor and the transept crossing the chorus maior.
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The original masonry

screens which enclose the Regensburg monks’ choir on either side are a rare survival, unique
within Bavaria. A screen bearing the arrangement of a row of casements above a blind arcade
found on one of the northern screens at Regensburg can be seen bordering the crossing at the
Benedictine church in Brauweiler near Cologne and dates to the second half of the 12
206

century.
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The parallels with Irish metalwork noted by Charles McNeill in relation to the screen

with the sunken Greek-cross pattern have been discussed above.
The location and extent of the northern portal were already determined as part of the hall-church
plan. The intended arrangement of the portal-façade, on the other hand, may well have been
altered to some extent in the light of the change to a basilical model with lower aisle-walls. As
discussed above, the positioning of the doorway on the northern wall can be attributed to the
governing topographical considerations, as was the determining factor at the other Irish
monasteries. As in the case of the origins of the craftsmen responsible for the portal’s sculpture
204

The possibility that this arrangement had been made at the time of the construction of the earlier monastery rather
than close to 1156 cannot be discounted, though the fact that it is not mentioned in the 1148 papal charter makes a date
between 1148 and 1156 likely.
205
See Hoffmann, Hirsau und die »Hirsauer Bauschule«, pp. 83-92. At the church of St. Peter and Paul in Hirsau itself
the nave was supported by columns except for a single cross-shaped pier on each side at its eastern end, which marked
out the chorus minor. Piers were used throughout in most Hirsau churches in the area surrounding Regensburg, so the
change in the form of supports did not arise. The nearest example to Regensburg of the replication of the St. Peter and
Paul arrangement may have been provided by St. Michael in Bamberg, while a corresponding change from alternating
th
supports to piers appeared at another early 12 -century Hirsau church in Franconia, namely Aura. At Cistercian
Heilsbronn, also in Franconia, columns give way to solid walls towards the eastern end of the nave (Fink, Romanische
Klosterkirchen, pp. 36-56, 79-101, 125-132).
206
Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 180. Stocker also pointed to the appearance of rows of casements in association with
th
blind arcades and dwarf galleries on apses in the lower Rhine region, the mid-12 -century church of St. Gereon in
Cologne providing the earliest example. A late Romanesque example of this combination of casements and arcading (in
this instance open) on choir screens can be seen at the church of St. Matthew in Trier.
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and the issue of the meaning, if any, of the overall iconographic scheme, the question of the
source for the architectonic make-up of the portal remains unresolved. No obvious precedents for
the arrangement of the façade exist within Germany. This has led to models being sought outside
of the country, most notably in south-western France and in Lombardy, and, in particular at Notre
Dame-la-Grande in Poitiers and San Michele in Pavia, the best-known monuments in these
207

regions.

The comparisons with these churches have been prompted by two distinct prominent

characteristics of the façade. While the articulation of the wall, its division into three horizontal
zones with upper blind arcades and three vertical zones, has been likened to the portal façade at
Poitiers and related structures, the dispersed character of the sculptural reliefs on the wall has led
to the possibility of influence from Pavia being raised, where the relief sculpture on the west-wall
of San Michele is arranged in vertical strips independent of any architectural elements. The fact
that the Schottenportal exhibits both traits ensures that it resembles both distant models to some
extent but does not come particularly close to either. The greater affinities appear to be with the
portal-façades of south-western France.
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While some of the Schottenkirche reliefs float in a

manner similar to the Lombard churches or are arranged according to what Hamann describes as
a ‘primitive symmetry’, the caryatides, jamb figures and lions are firmly implanted in the
architectonic make-up. This integration of the sculptural ornamentation into the structural makeup of the façade is a strong characteristic of the French façades.
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Together with the pronounced

articulation, this ensures that the Regensburg façade to a certain extent resembles the French
examples in a somewhat reduced form.
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Of course, the effects which the change of plan had on

the final appearance of the portal is an unknown variable. Also to be borne in mind is the initial
plan to erect a porch outside the doorway, which would have had a profound effect on the visual
impact of the doorway ― not least consequences in terms of the quality of light.
The northern portal is not the only aspect of the Schottenkirche in relation to which influence from
outside of Germany has been mooted. The appearance of typical ‘Norman’ motifs in the sculpture
of the Schottenkirche and cloister not only encouraged a tendency to look west for the origins of
these sculptural elements but also led to perceived ‘exotic’ elements in the church design being
attributed to the involvement of builders from the same Norman-influenced areas. There appears
207

E.g. Hamann, Deutsche und Französische Kunst, pp. 9-14, 133-137; Karlinger, Die Romanische Steinplastik, p. 21;
Panofsky, Die deutsche Plastik, pp. 101-102; Borgmeyer et al, Denkmäler in Bayern III.37, p. 317. See also a discussion
of some of the literature in Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 23-24, 165-166. Other south-western French portal-façades
cited include Civray, Angoulème, Bordeaux (St. Croix), Saint Jouin-de-Marne. Hamann also compared the portal to those
at St. Gilles-du-Gard and Arles in Provence.
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As Felix Mader sagely warned, the question of influence from Lombardy, Poitou or elsewhere will never be resolved,
as the matter comes down to a scholar’s individual application of his own subjective impressions {Mader, Kunstdenkmäler
(vol. XXII/2), p. 323}.
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‘Floating’ reliefs are not completely absent, the façade at St. Jouin-de-Marne, for example, featuring a number of
examples.
210
A notable feature lacking in the Schottenportal is the pair of lateral arches, which divide the lower zones of most of the
south-western French façades more emphatically into three parts. Of course, at the majority of the relevant French
churches the lateral arches are actually blind, which itself must constitute a reduced form of triumphal-arch type entrance
façades with three doorways, that of St. Gilles-du-Gard in Provence being a celebrated example.
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little to recommend this theory. The columns of the nave have often been cited as evidence of
Norman influence, this type of support being a very common Romanesque form across the
relevant regions. While the column is certainly rare within Bavaria, it does, as mentioned above,
appear at Kastl to the north-west of Regensburg and at the Leonhardskirche in the town.
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The

hall-church form has been shown to be grounded in Regensburg tradition, and the use of
columns in this context at St. Leonard is probably significant, though in terms of the quality of
their dressing the Schottenkirche examples are closer to those in Kastl, which, as discussed
above, almost certainly served as the model for the Leonhardskirche supports. The possible use
of a column in the adjacent church of St. Nicholas must also be noted.
There is nothing particularly suggestive of Norman influence in the form of bases, capitals and
imposts of the columns. The compressed cushion form of the capitals in the nave and Westbau
and, especially, of the imposts in the nave and gallery has echoes of the capital-like imposts
found in the Würzburg Schottenkirche and as simple imposts at Biburg, as well as in the northern
porch and nave at St. Emmeram, which were erected after 1166.
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This form of impost was most

common in the Alsace, where the inspiration for the Würzburg examples may lie, but perhaps
more relevant in the case of Regensburg is its use in the cathedral at Worms, a church, as
Hamann highlighted early in the last century, which shares a number of details with the
213

Schottenkirche.

Though Hamann’s late dating of both churches is no longer sustainable, many

of his observations in regard to their affinities remain valid. In addition to the impost form, the
cathedral also features figural corner spurs on a number of the attic bases of its piers, a rare motif
within the German Romanesque prior to the erection of Regensburg II. Hamann also drew
attention to the presence of single round and quatrefoil windows on opposite sides of the nave
clerestorey at Worms, a situation mirrored at Regensburg, though at Worms they appear above
round-headed clerestorey windows, which are arranged in pairs within each vaulted bay.
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Indeed both the exterior and interior of the eastern end of Worms cathedral exhibit a range of
figural sculpture, generally single reliefs, which to some extent foreshadow the great burst of
sculpture at the Schottenkirche.
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The arrangement of decorated capitals and imposts separated
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See also Strobel, Romanische Architektur, pp. 92-93.
Unadorned imposts such as those found Würzburg and Biburg are found in the Westbau gallery. The imposts of the
upper blind-arcade of the north-portal façade also closely resemble this form.
213
Hamann, Deutsche und Französische Kunst, pp. 18-19.
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Regarding the quatrefoil window of the Schottenkirche, a window of the same form with heavily profiled surround and
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figural stops existed at the residence of the Archbishop of Salzburg in Regensburg, which was demolished in the late 19
century (Paulus, Der Salzburger Hof). Instead of heads, the stops took the form of miniature anthropomorphic figures. The
window, the detail of which is recorded in a drawing, has been dated, along with surviving fragments from the same site,
th
to the third quarter of the 12 century, suggesting contemporaneity with the Schottenkirche.
215
Hamann also compared the tympanum of the doorway into the cathedral’s Nikolauskapelle with that of the
Schottenportal. In both cases half-figures emerge from the lintel below and their heads are cushioned by the rollmouldings bordering the tympanum. There is little resemblance in the actual figural sculpture, the plasticity and quality of
the Worms figures being far greater than of those at Regensburg. The Worms tympanum can be dated to circa 1160
(Winterfeld, Kaiserdome, pp. 204-205).
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by an unadorned plate found in the Schottenkirche appears at a number of earlier and
contemporary churches, particularly in Saxony, but in no instance is a combination of both
capitals and imposts of the compressed Regensburg form matched.
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As has been discussed

above, the strongest parallels for the type of non-figural ornament used on the capitals and
imposts, which along with the sculptural work of the related north portal and Westbau form part of
Stocker’s older group, lie in the lower Rhine and Meuse region. The difficulties in tracing the
origins of the figural sculpture, which is also tied in with that of the portal and Westbau, have also
been discussed. The use of heads or figures to emphasise the corners of a capital is a feature
th

found already in the 11 -century church at Quedlinburg, where the cushion capitals have corner
eagles grasping the necking below in a manner echoed many years later on one of the
Schottenkirche capitals. Corner heads also appear on the capital-like cushion imposts in the
northern porch at St. Emmeram, presumably a prompt replication of the Schottenkirche forms.
As regards the rib-vaulting within the church, the vaults erected at gallery-level within the
Westbau appear to have been the earliest examples within both Regensburg and Bavaria as a
217

whole.

They also seem to have been without precedent within the Schottenkloster movement,

with the possible exception of the contemporary church at Erfurt, where it is not clear whether ribor groin-vaults were erected in the earliest phase. The system of vault-supports employed at the
Erfurt and Vienna Schottenkirchen differs from that on both levels of the Regensburg II Westbau
in the use of cross-shaped piers as the basic form into which the shafts carrying the vaults and
transverse arches were integrated, rather than the more diverse combination of columns, corner
shafts, impost extensions, half-columns and corbels for the vaulting of the Regensburg Westbau.
th

Rib-vaults were already an early 12 -century feature of the Kaiserdome at Speyer and,
somewhat later, Worms, though in both cases the ribs were of rectangular rather than rounded
section. The rib-vault also appears to have arrived in Bamberg early in the century, first at the
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E.g. Hildesheim (St. Godehard & St. Michael), Königslutter (eastern end and cloister), Lippoldsberg, Bursfelde,
Quedlinburg, Gernrode (cloister). See also Strobel, Romanische Architektur, pp. 132-133, 156-160, regarding
comparanda for the Schottenkirche forms. Karlinger referred to a number of churches in England and Normandy in
respect of the clear division of the Regensburg capitals and imposts into two equivalent parts. In fact, most of the
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St. Peter in Northampton, does offer some comparanda (Karlinger, Die Romanische Steinplastik, p. 137, n. 60). At
Northampton the decorated imposts are plates with a base chamfer rather than cushions, and the plate separating the
capital and impost is generally absent. Nonetheless, in a few cases, there is a narrow plate separating a cushion capital
with corner volutes from an impost which almost resembles a cushion rather than a chamfered plate (see the photos
accompanying the description of the church at www.crsbi.ac.uk). Given that exact parallels for the Schottenkirche
arrangement are not to be found in Germany, the Northampton examples should be borne in mind, although the Würzburg
and Worms precedents for the compressed cushion form suggest that the roots of the Schottenkirche design do not lie
abroad.
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Ribs of almost identical section are found in the porch of the Hirsau Benedictine church at Plankstetten, 47km west of
Regensburg (Strobel/Weis, Romanik in Altbayern, pp. 253-256; Hoffmann, Hirsau und die »Hirsauer Bauschule«, pp. 103105). This monastery was founded in 1129 and a consecration is recorded in 1138. While the monastic church, including
its western towers, is identified as belonging to this earliest church, the porch containing the vault represents a later
th
addition. The porch has been dated to circa 1180 or the late 12 century on the basis, presumably, of the traditional late
dating of the Schottenkirche Westbau. The knowledge that Regensburg II was actually built from west to east means that
the estimated date of the Plankstetten porch can also be brought forward, as there appears nothing in its sculptural detail
th
inconsistent with a date closer to the mid-12 century. It is not possible to determine which of the two vaults is the earlier.
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Benedictine Jakobskirche, while the apparently sexpartite sanctuary vault erected at St. Michael
circa 1120 featured a central transverse rib with soffit roll, though whether the remainder of the
vault was marked by ribs of this form is not clear.
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Earlier rib-vaults of rounded section are

known from Alsace, an area which appears to have influenced the architecture of the Würzburg
219

Schottenkirche.

While numerous German antecedents for rib-vaulting and ribs of the

Regensburg profile exist, the possibility that this element was introduced to Regensburg through
influence from the western fringe of Europe cannot be completely dismissed. In the context of the
mooted involvement of the Irish craftsmen as regards the sculptural element of the construction
campaign at Regensburg it must also be noted that there was an Irish antecedent for rib-vaults of
similar form, namely the chancel vault at Cormac’s Chapel in Cashel, though there the underlying
band and the less bulbous soffit rolls produce ribs of a somewhat different profile.
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The potential

evidence for Irish involvement, however, resides primarily within the architectural sculpture of the
eastern section of the church and the cloister, which were erected after the change of plan. As
the Westbau rib-vault comprised part of the initial hall-church plan, it seems more likely that it was
the product of the development of the rib-vault within southern Germany as outlined above.
While the introduction of a new group of sculptors after the change of plan appears assured in
relation to the eastern section of the church and the cloister, whether the abandonment of the
hall-church design also saw the arrival of a new group of builders is more difficult to determine.
There is certainly a degree of continuity in the masons’ marks between the hall-church and
basilical sections, which suggests that any replacement of the original team was not a complete
one. As discussed above, the form of the Schottenkirche’s basilical nave and presbytery was to a
significant degree determined by the change of plan and the decision to retain the Regensburg I
towers, and offers little in terms of diagnostic features.
While the existing eastern end was retained, the sanctuary was extended upwards to match the
new nave and, it seems, outwards. It was also given particular emphasis through the erection of
an ornate ribbed vault, displaying the unusual soffit moulding discussed above. While the latter
signals the involvement of sculptors from Ireland or another Norman area, it is quite possible that
the foreign craftsmen worked in tandem with local builders. Externally, the remodelled eastern
end of the church recalls in much reduced form the great Kaiserdome of Speyer and Mainz in the
staggered effect of the central apse, sanctuary wall and eastern towers. The blind arcade shares
the alternating round-headed windows and the dividing engaged columns complete with capitals,
bases and continuous plinth moulding. The Speyer design proved hugely influential in
218

Fink, Romanische Klosterkirchen, pp. 85-96.
Rib-vaults of this form appear in the naves of the parish church at Rosheim and the Benedictine church of Saint-JeanSaverne (Kautzsch, Der romanische Kirchenbau im Elsass, pp. 182-191, 214-232; Will, Alsace Romane, pp. 35-36, 213228).
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Stocker also points out the Cashel antecedent (Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 83).
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Romanesque Germany, particularly in the Rhineland, where the dwarf gallery at the top of the
apse became a trademark of the local architecture. While the Schottenkirche apse lacks this
distinctive feature, in its restrained ornamentation and simple rendering of the blind arcade
without further horizontal sub-division, it presents quite a close version of the classic prototype.
Whether the influence from the Kaiserdome was direct or through intermediary churches cannot
be determined. Instead of a dwarf-gallery the Schottenkirche apse ends with a corbel table
consisting largely of corbels bearing roll mouldings but also two carved with heads, which
emphasise the centre of the apse.
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The earlier central apse at Biburg is decorated by a

Lombardic frieze with all but one of its corbels carved with a zoomorphic, anthropomorphic or
222

grotesque head.

Human and animal heads are also carved on the corbels and within the

arches of the Lombardic friezes on the eastern apses at Bergen. While corbel-supported
Lombardic friezes are common, the simple corbel table at the Schottenkirche is actually a rare
form in southern Germany. As Stocker pointed out, they are common, however, in the lower
Rhine region, including at Schwarzrheindorf, an area that was a principal source of influence for
the later sculpture in Regensburg.
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Compared to the largely monotone nave- and aisle-walls,

the exterior of the new eastern end of the Schottenkirche was marked by a greater degree of
articulation and an increased sense of depth in the walls arising from the creation of different
layers. Together with the towers inherited from Regensburg I, this gave architectural emphasis to
what was both the church’s sacral focal point and its main town-orientated façade.
In sum, while the sculpture of Regensburg II may point to influence from diverse regions, the
architecture appears to be rooted in a more local tradition. Regensburg parallels are particularly
strong for the planned hall church, while comparanda for most aspects of the completed basilical
church can be found within Bavaria or southern Germany. Through both design and
circumstance, the whole produced by these individual parts amounts to a church both firmly
grounded within the local architectural tradition and at the same time a singular monument. With
regard to its sculpture, the Schottenkloster is a veritable repository of ‘exotic’ elements, both in
terms of detail and context, some of which can be accounted for by the involvement of workers
from outside the region, others which continue to defy easy explanation. The enthusiasm of the
author of the Vita Mariani for the finished product is easy to understand. Whether it was their
intention or not, the Irish monks created a new church which in some ways reflected their own
‘exoticness’, not least in the form and decoration of the public northern portal.
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Strobel/Weis, Romanik in Altbayern, p. 101.
Fink, Romanische Klosterkirchen, pp. 132-155; Strobel/Weis, Romanik in Altbayern, pp. 153-157.
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Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 180. As discussed above, corbel tables are not unknown in Ireland, where
comparanda for the two head corbels on the Regensburg apse have been sought.
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The cloister
The Romanesque cloister lay to the south of the church. While this is the most common
arrangement among medieval monasteries, the cloisters at later Schottenklöster could be located
either to the north or south depending on the given topographical situation. In the case of
Regensburg, the decision to position the church’s public portal on its northern wall and, as a
consequence, the cloister to the south would most likely have been determined by the fact that
the nearby gate into the walled town stood to the north-east of the monastery, with the church’s
main entrance orientated towards this principal approach route from the town.
The contemporary cloister is a product of nine centuries of construction and reconstruction, most
th

th

notably in the 18 and 19 century, with the result that only isolated pockets of Romanesque and
224

later medieval fabric survive.

While a new cloister was built during Abbot Gregory’s tenure, the

th

original early 12 -century cloister was not completely replaced, as is clear from remains recently
uncovered. The 1120 consecration notice discussed above may relate to the completion of this
earlier, Regensburg I cloister, the construction of which, according to the Vita, was funded by the
proceeds of Mauricius’s journey to Kiev. In the course of recent renovation work the southern wall
225

of the Regensburg I southern ambulatory came to light.

The stretch of wall uncovered was built

of roughly squared blocks and featured a row of splayed round-headed windows of about 70cm
width, with a single niche between each opening on the wall’s inner face, which perhaps once
th

held lamps. The insertion of the surviving refectory doorway later in the 12 century resulted in
the truncation of two of the windows. This discovery reveals that the original cloister occupied the
same position as the current one at least in regard to its north-south extent. Indeed it is quite
plausible that the earliest and current cloisters occupy almost the exact same footprint, as the
outer walls of the western and eastern ambulatory walls are close to standing in line with the
Regensburg I western wall and the eastern end of its nave respectively. On the other hand, the
fact that the eastern portal between church and cloister does not face straight down the eastern
ambulatory but rather opens onto the north-eastern angle of the cloister’s inner wall raises the
possibility that the Regensburg II cloister stretched somewhat further eastwards than its
forerunner (fig. 66). In this scenario the decision to extend the cloister eastwards would have
been taken after the doorway was inserted, with the result that the doorway, which was orientated
on the Regensburg I eastern ambulatory, was left off-centre.
The earliest cloister was in all probability unvaulted, as indeed appears to have been the case in
th

relation to its later 12 -century successor. The earliest evidence for vaulting within the cloister
224

The architectural history of the cloister has been the subject of thorough research on the part of both Richard Strobel
and Mona Stocker (Strobel, Romanische Architektur, pp. 135-137, 149-152; Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 57-63).
225
Schnieringer, Bauforschung im Kreuzgang, pp. 67-69.
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consists of the single vault in the north-eastern bay, which can be securely dated to 1226 on the
basis of historical evidence.
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This rib-vault, which is supported by bundled-shafts with foliate

bell-capitals, is of irregular size due to the off-centre position of the eastern doorway. It cuts
slightly across the portal, its north-western support abutting the doorway’s western jambs and
obscuring the termination of its hood moulding. The only other medieval vaults are found in the
th

th

eastern wing. This wing may date largely to the late 14 or 15 century, and was heavily restored
th

in the 19 , at which time its late Gothic rib-vaults were taken down and re-erected.
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The in situ

fragments of the Regensburg II cloister are largely confined to the southern ambulatory. There
the multi-ordered refectory portal stands towards the eastern end of the southern wall, and
resembles the Schottenportal in the alternation between square jambs with moulded chamfers
and nook shafts and in the corresponding series of rolls and arris chamfers on its archivolts (fig.
72). Extending northwards from the centre of the southern ambulatory is the Romanesque
lavabo, which has recently been partly restored (figs. 76, 78). The lavabo, which projected into
the cloister-garth and was originally free from adjacent buildings on three sides, was once bound
by round-headed arcades on each of these three walls, with the fourth, southern wall open
through a wide arch into the ambulatory.
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One of the arcades, on the northern wall, has been

reconstructed as a column-supported four-arch arrangement with the use of in situ masonry,
spolia and modern additions. The outline of the western arcade is also discernible, but the
Romanesque wall was heavily truncated by the insertion of a large Gothic tracery window. The
exterior of the western wall can be seen stripped of plaster from within an adjacent room added in
th

the 20 century. Visible at the top of the wall above the truncated arcade is a Lombardic frieze
running between two corner pilasters (fig. 77). This uncovered wall confirms the accuracy of
th

Bucelinus’s 17 -century view of the cloister, where the western wall of the lavabo is depicted
complete with Lombardic frieze and a single window, though without the corner pilasters (fig. 2).
The original vault-supports survive in the four corners of the lavabo, though the vault itself is later.
The form of the supports, each with a column set tight in the angle between the two arms of the
piers, points to there having originally been a rib-vault. The bulbous bell-capitals and their
decoration can be compared to that of the refectory portal, as can the manner in which the bases,
imposts and capitals of their columns and jambs blend together to form continuous friezes.
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While these are stylistically the latest elements of the cloister, their erection still most likely fell
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Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 57-58.
Kapeller, Neu aufgefundene architektonische Fragmente, pp. 318-319; Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 58-61.
228
The current archway is somewhat narrower than the original. The pilasters at either side were clearly added to at
some point. The extensions were given a plinth compatible with the original pilasters and imposts matching those of the
vault supports. Rolls mark the corners of the extended sections and terminate in small cushion-like shields, a motif also
found on the outer jambs of the refectory doorway. This all suggests that the alterations to the pilasters were made not
long after the erection of the lavabo. Rolls are also visible on the corners of the original pilasters, but these appear to have
formed part of corner chamfers similar to those found on the jambs of the Schottenportal and the refectory doorway and
suggest that the original opening was composed of more than one order.
229
See Strobel, Romanische Architektur, pp. 137-138; Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 115-117, 150. An interesting
shared feature is the fact that not only the columns, but also the square doorway jambs and the square arms of the corner
piers of the lavabo are given decorated capitals.
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within the time-frame implicit in the Vita for the construction of the cloister.

230

The author may well

have had the lavabo in mind when he cited the aqueduct in his description of the new monastery.
Unfortunately, the sculpted capitals and bases of the cloister arcade also referred to in the Vita no
longer remain in place, though many survive in secondary positions both within the
Schottenkirche and elsewhere in Regensburg.
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These constitute a rich collection of varied and

ornate sculpture, including 69 capitals, which has already been touched upon above and has
232

been dealt with in the detail it deserves by a number of authors.

th

On Bucelinus’s 17 -century

depiction the northern and eastern sections of the cloister arcade can be seen to be extant. A
continuous series of round headed arches is visible on both wings, without any apparent break to
allow access from either ambulatory into the garth. The arcade was later blocked off or removed
until an in situ section at the northern end of the eastern arcade came to light during restoration
work in the 1840s. Before the remaining parts of the arcade were removed, Alois Kapeller
executed a valuable set of drawings of both the extant arrangement and of various loose
fragments which had also been discovered (figs. 73-75).
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Each arch was supported by a pair of

columns on either side, which could be of either round or octagonal form, sometimes used in
combination. These column pairs, the shafts of which were about 1.05m in height and sometimes
decorated, could be linked by a shared impost, in which case the juxtaposed inner faces of the
two capitals were always left uncarved.
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The arcade stood upon a continuous plinth with rolls on

its two upper edges, as survives today in the lavabo. The arches were only decorated on their
inner faces, ending flat on the garth-facing side. The voussoirs among the cloister fragments for
the most part bear one of the chevron types discussed above, with a single example of an arch
decorated with scallop ornament and one with a combination of rolls and hollows. While most of
the surviving cloister fragments are attributable to the standard arcade sequence, there are a
number of anomalous pieces.
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These include a wide column decorated with a shaft richly

decorated with a pattern of beaded interlace. It reportedly once stood at the south-eastern angle
of the cloister, an arrangement which can be paralleled in extant Romanesque cloisters in
Provence, as indeed can the use of free-standing column pairs as arch-supports, the occasional
230

See Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 212-216.
No remnants of the cloister arcade were uncovered during the recent restoration campaign (Schnieringer,
Bauforschung im Kreuzgang, p. 68).
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In particular, Strobel, Romanische Architektur, pp. 135-155; Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 110-154.
233
Kapeller, Neu aufgefundene architektonische Fragmente.
234
th
In some cases the shared imposts have survived, but in most instances the imposts were cut in the 19 century to
allow the capitals to be used separately. A comparison of impost decoration allows many of the original capital pairs to be
identified. Both in cases where two capitals shared an impost and the capitals had individual imposts, the capitals and
imposts were cut from a single stone (See Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 124-15). While the attic bases of the column
pairs recorded by Kapeller stood on separate plinths, there are likely to have been instances of shared plinths, as has
been reconstructed in the case of the middle support of the northern arcade of the lavabo on the basis of the support’s
discernible footprint (Schnieringer, Bauforschung im Kreuzgang, p. 66).
235
Regarding the complete collection of material, while the vast majority of pieces are likely to stem from the cloister
arcade, the possibility that some emanate from openings or other features on the inner-walls of the ambulatories must be
borne in mind.
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pairing of round and octagonal columns and sharing of imposts.

The original position of

another piece, an ornate upright slab with an octagonal shaft attached to its back, is more difficult
to pinpoint, though Strobel’s suggestion that it was one of a pair flanking an entrance into the
garth is an attractive one.
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While the surviving fragments do not allow a complete reconstruction

th

of the late 12 -century cloister, it is clear that it was once one of the great sculptural set-pieces of
Romanesque Regensburg, marked both by a tremendous variety in forms and detail and a high
quality of workmanship.
Bucelinus’s view of the monastery features a number of interesting details. Surprisingly, there is
no western range outside the western ambulatory and no building standing immediately to the
south of the church’s Westbau, despite the fact that there is an original Romanesque doorway on
the structure’s southern wall at gallery level. Assuming Bucelinus’s view to be accurate, it seems
th

likely that the original building that stood in this position had been demolished by the 17 century.
This calls to mind the various references to fires striking the monastery in the medieval period,
which may have resulted in changes to the layout of the claustral buildings. Fires are recorded for
the years 1279, 1433 and 1546.
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Josef Gerl identified clear evidence of fire damage on the

church’s exterior at the western end of the church’s southern clerestorey and on the adjacent
eastern wall of the Westbau.
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There is otherwise little to suggest that the church itself suffered

greatly in the recorded conflagrations, and it seems likely that the cloister was worst affected, with
the concentration of the discernible traces of fire-damage towards the western end of the church
suggesting that any buildings abutting the Westbau may well have been among the major
casualties. Indeed, during the recent restoration of the claustral buildings, two parallel stretches of
the foundations of Romanesque walls were excavated to the west of the western ambulatory and
th

probably represent the remains of the 12 -century western range of the cloister, attributable
240

either to the Regensburg I or II complexes.
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See Strobel, Romanische Architektur, p. 153 & Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 147, regarding the French
comparanda.
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As Stocker points out, Strobel’s inclusion of this entranceway in his reconstruction of the cloister’s eastern wing is
contradicted by the absence of any such opening on the Bucelinus depiction (Strobel, Romanische Architektur, fig. 41;
Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 144). Such an opening is also absent from the northern wing, which would leave the
western and southern wings as the two possibilities on the basis of the pictorial evidence alone.
238
In the wake of the fire the Regensburg abbot issued a joint appeal along with a number of the prelates of other Irish
monasteries seeking funds to rebuild the cloister, which is described in colourful terms as lying completely destroyed but
for its stonework: ‘quod in vigilia beati viti martyris nostrum claustrum pro dolor! totaliter est exustum et concrematum per
incendium, ita quod nihil penitus remanserit, nisi lapides’ (Zahn, Schottenklöster, Reg. No. 29; Renz, Beiträge zur
Geschichte, Reg. No. 60). In relation to the dating of the charter to 1279, see Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 307. See
Paricius, Allerneueste und bewährte Nachricht, pp. 307, 319, regarding the later fires.
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Gerl, Zur Beurteilung mittelalterlicher Steinmetzzeichen, pp. 16-17.
240
Codreanu-Windauer, Neueste archäologische Untersuchungen, p. 62; fig. 1. Should the uncovered western of the two
walls have continued as far as the Westbau, as seems likely, it would have allowed the Romanesque doorway at gallerylevel to open into the upper storey of the tract in question. Interestingly, a further Romanesque wall of at least 8.3m length
was excavated 2m to the east of the eastern wall of the western ambulatory. It did not extend for the full length of the
ambulatory, instead turning inwards a good distance short of the northern ambulatory. As the stratigraphical relationship
between the foundations of this wall and those of the western ambulatory could not be established, it is unclear whether
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At the opposite end of the southern clerestorey Bucelinus shows a curious structure standing
above the vaulted north-eastern bay of the cloister. There is otherwise no upper storey above the
northern ambulatory or above the northern section of the eastern ambulatory. The structure
above the cloister’s north-eastern bay may relate to the single Romanesque twin-light window
which stands above the eastern cloister portal on the church’s southern aisle-wall, and which
seems to imply the original existence of an upper-level at this point. At the same time, it is also
possible that a structure was only constructed in this position at the same time or after the 1226
241

erection of the vault below.

It could be that the structure visible in the Bucelinus depiction or a

forerunner housed a raised chapel at this level. The twin-light opening would have allowed a view
towards the monks’ choir and presbytery, and therefore a function as a chapel for sick members
of the community, as first mooted by Friedrich Ostendorf, is plausible.
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It may even have been

designed as a cell for an incluse, though there is little evidence to suggest that the practice of
inclusion continued among the Irish monks after the initial move from Weih Sankt Peter.
The Church of St. Nicholas/St. Ninian
To the north of the monastic church at Regensburg stood once a further church or chapel, which
appears to have served as the parochial church of the familia associated with the Irish monastery.
This church, which receives barely a mention in the historical record of the monastery, was
demolished in 1560 with the permission of the Scottish abbot Balthasar Dawson (1556-1566).
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It was rescued from obscurity by excavations carried out in 1908 under the directorship of Hans
Wagner, which uncovered the foundations of the structure in the green space between the main
244

church and the Jakobsstraße.

It appears from the limited historical evidence that the church

was originally dedicated to St. Nicholas, but that he was joined as patron by St. Ninian, ‘Apostle
of the Picts’, after the monastery fell into the hands of the Scottish Benedictines in the 1520s. An
entry in the Regensburg necrology records the death of Ulrich Aigner, ‘Rector Ecclesiæ nostræ
nd

245

parochialis ad S. Nicolaum’ on November 2 , 1478.

The contract signed by Abbot Balthasar

and the town magistrate in 1560 regarding the dilapidated church’s demolition also refers to the
chapel of St. Nicholas, but a letter dating to between 1556 and 1560 gives St. Ninian as the

the structure in question predated the Regensburg II cloister or was some form of annex to the ambulatory, whether
contemporary or a secondary addition.
241
The capital of the twin-light window is very similar to one of those from the Regensburg II cloister arcade, which makes
it very unlikely that it was only inserted in 1226 (see Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 100, 158-159).
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See ibid., p. 100, n. 487.
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Gumpelzhaimer, Regensburg’s Geschichte II, pp. 923-924; Wagner, Mitteilung über die Ausgrabung, pp. 142-143;
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 110-111; Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 36-37.
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Wagner, Mitteilung über die Ausgrabung.
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Regensburg, Bischöfliches Zentralarchiv, Schottenkloster collection: Tentamen primum Necrologii Monastici.....
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patron.

246

Flachenecker speculated that the Ninian dedication may have had its origins in the

monastery’s Irish period, but this saint was firmly associated with Scotland.
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The area to the north of the Schottenkirche served as a cemetery, and a number of graves were
th

discovered immediately outside the church of St. Nicholas’s southern wall in 1908. Various 17 century views of the monastery and town show the area to the north of the church to contain
numerous grave-markers, which testify to the area’s continued role as a cemetery after the
248

demolition of St. Nicholas.

th

These include the undated, probably 17 -century, depiction of the

Schottenkirche from the east, which shows the graveyard to be surrounded by a high wall
emerging from the north-eastern corner of the church’s northern tower, the wall probably
constituting the boundary that the town magistrate agreed to erect in the 1560 contract and which
249

seems to have remained standing until 1811.

Above the gateway can be seen what appears to

be a sculptural relief bearing the image of the monastery’s patron, St. James, complete with
pilgrim’s hat and staff.
The church excavated by Hans Wagner in 1908 was a double-aisled structure, measuring
approximately 23.8m and 7.55m in internal length and width, respectively, measured from the
internal edges of the foundations (fig. 79).
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It stood parallel with and approximately 13m to the

north of the Schottenkirche, its western wall in line with the eastern outer pier of the northern
portal. The nave of the church was divided into two aisles of equal width by a row of supports, the
western of which was a column while the others were square piers, the foundations of which
251

varied in size and were irregularly spaced.

The division of the church into two aisles continued

to the east of the nave, where the chancel was divided by a strip of solid foundations into two
narrow aisles, which appear both to have originally been of rectangular plan and which stepped
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Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 37.
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 110-111.
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See Mai (ed.), Scoti Peregrini, pp. 35, and, for example, the town-views of Hans Georg Bahre (1614/1644) & Matthäus
Merian (1644) {Codreanu-Windauer, Neue Ergebnisse, fig. 7; Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/1), fig. 4}.
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Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 36-37, 48. This wall may even have preserved sections of the demolished
Nikolauskirche in situ. Prior to its demolition, the northern, eastern and western walls of the Nikolauskirche had also
constituted the boundary walls of the monastery, enclosing walls having run south-westwards from the south-western
corner of the church and between its southern apse and the northern apse of the Schottenkirche. It could be that parts of
the structure’s walls were simply left in place rather than being pulled down and a new wall erected. It is indeed possible
that the irregularly tall stretch of the boundary wall visible on the undated view once constituted part of the church.
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Considering the great width of the uncovered foundations, it might be expected that the walls above would have been
offset somewhat, although the excavation of the foundations outside the Schottenkirche’s northern portal and its
intersection with the aisle-walls showed there to be no offset in the case of the outer face of the wall to the east of the
portal, while there was a narrowing of circa 20cm between foundations and upstanding wall to the west (see Gaisberg,
Das Schottenportal, pls. 62-66; appendix fig. 2.1). While the wall on both sides belonged to Regensburg II, the
foundations to the east of the portal appear to be a relic of Regensburg I. As the line of the outer edge of the Regensburg
II aisle-wall is identical to that of its Regensburg I forerunner, it can be taken that there was no offset in the case of the
Regensburg I walls.
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Wagner refers to this support as a column, but, as he makes no reference to the survival of bases or upstanding
masonry in relation to any of the supports, it appears that it could also have been a round pier akin to the Regensburg II
examples. It is surprising that the foundations of the round support are depicted as also having been of circular shape,
when one might expect it to have stood on a square substructure, if not a square base.
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slightly inwards to terminate with rectangular apses of only 1m length. While the two apses were
flat-ended internally, they were of round form externally. Abutting almost the full length of the
exterior of the southern wall, including along the southern apse, Wagner uncovered a series of
square rubble piers. Between these piers Wagner found a large collection of human remains. The
rubble piers were not bonded with these foundations and clearly secondary. While they have the
appearance of buttresses, they were not interpreted as such by Wagner, who believed they were
associated with burial practice.

252

Between two of the supports he uncovered the remains of a

possible burial vault in association with a high concentration of bone, and he speculated that the
space between the various piers may have accommodated the graves of illustrious parishioners
or benefactors of the monastery.
The church was vaulted throughout in 1560, as is clear from a contract concerning its
demolition.

253

Wagner believed that the church was vaulted from the beginning, the central row of

supports and the walls carrying the vaults of a double-aisled hall church. Silvia CodreanuWindauer has recently offered a different interpretation of the excavation findings than that of
254

Wagner.

In her opinion the church was originally a single-aisled structure, perhaps with the

western column supporting a gallery. She believed that the remaining supports, the wall dividing
the chancel area and the piers adjacent to the southern wall and apse, were all added at a later
date to allow the church to be vaulted. Wagner himself anticipated this interpretation of the outer
piers as evidence of secondary vaulting.

255

He pointed to the tremendous thickness of the

church’s foundations, which he believed would have provided adequate support for vaults, to the
absence of any trace of piers outside the northern wall, and to the fact that the piers did not mirror
the internal supports in terms of size or position. Furthermore, while Wagner makes a clear
distinction between the composition of the foundations of the outer piers and the remainder of the
church, he does not indicate that those of the central supports or of the wall dividing the chancel
differed in any way from the remainder, which would suggest that they were contemporaneous.
Why the foundations of the supports should differ to such an extent in size and in spacing is
unclear. That the church was indeed divided into two aisles appears implicit in the twin-apsidal
eastern end.
It appears therefore that Wagner’s reconstruction of a double-aisled vaulted church is to be
endorsed. Such a structure can only have been of hall-church form, vaulted throughout.
According to Wagner, the foundations of the church had the same composition as those of
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Wagner, Mitteilung über die Ausgrabung, p. 144.
Vaults are also mentioned in a letter addressed by Abbot Balthasar to the town council between 1556 and 1560, which
describes the dangerous state of dilapidation in which the church stood (Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 37).
254
Codreanu-Windauer, Neueste archäologische Untersuchungen, pp. 59-62.
255
Wagner, Mitteilung über die Ausgrabung, pp. 143-144.
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Regensburg I, suggesting that it may also date back to the earliest phase in the monastery’s
history. A number of authors have dated the church to after 1156 on the basis of the confirmation
256

of the monastery’s right of burial in a papal charter of that year.

As Flachenecker pointed out,

this is a standard clause in papal privileges granted to the Irish monastery and cannot be
assumed to relate to newly acquired parochial rights.
the 12

th

257

Double-aisled hall-churches belonging to

century are rare structures and no direct model for the Nikolauskirche can be
258

identified.

Within a Schottenkloster context the only other such structure was the

Euchariuskapelle at Nuremberg, which, however, began life as a single-aisled chapel with a
central apse before supports and vaults were inserted circa 1200. The hall-form was, of course,
th

introduced to Regensburg very early in the 12 century, the church at Prüll being consecrated
already in 1110.

259

If the Nikolauskirche was constructed as part of the same campaign as

Regensburg I, it is likely to have been erected after the completion of the more important
monastic church, in which case a terminus post quem of 1112 (or even 1120) would arise, thus
allowing for potential influence from Prüll. Wagner also raised the possibility that St. Nicholas was
erected shortly before work began on Regensburg II, so as to facilitate its temporary use as the
monastic church during construction. In such a scenario the planned erection of both churches in
hall-form would have to be viewed as part of a combined concept attributable to the particular
wishes and direction of the abbot and master builder, although the foundations of the
Nikolauskirche suggest that it was a more primitive structure in terms of the system of supports
and vaulting.
According to Wagner’s plan, the western wall of St. Nicholas was in line with the eastern outer
pier of the Schottenportal, which could either suggest a combined conception or that the builders
of Regensburg II chose to respect the pre-existing axis. The shared line of the western wall and
the outer pier led Wagner to reconstruct the planned Schottenportal porch as a structure
extending over 20m northwards incorporating the western wall of St. Nicholas as one of its sidewalls.

260

In this regard he was inspired by the analogous post-1166 arrangement at St.

Emmeram, where a lengthy double-aisled porch was erected in front of the northern doorway and
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e.g. Busch, Regensburger Kirchenbaukunst, p. 37; Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), p. 331; Zahn,
Schottenklöster, p. 71.
257
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 111. This clause also appears in papal charters relating to other Schottenklöster,
where there was never a separate parish church erected.
258
See Thümmler’s discussion of the origins and development of the double-aisled hall-church in German-speaking
areas and beyond, where the place of the Nikolauskirche is considered (Thümmler, Vorstufen). The author links St.
Nicholas to a group of double-aisled churches in Tyrolia and Switzerland, but these appear to postdate the Regensburg
structure. Of the churches discussed by Thümmler the closest parallel for the Nikolauskirche is the far distant, possibly
th
11 -century, church of St. Peter in Zadar on the Dalmatian coast.
259
th
th
The hall-form had earlier been employed in crypts such as the 11 -century Wolfgangskrypta and probably the 10 century Ramwoldkrypta at St. Emmeram (See Strobel/Weis, Romanik in Altbayern, pp. 55-78; Borgmeyer et al,
Denkmäler in Bayern III.37, pp. 206-208).
260
Regarding the issue of the planned porch, see Wagner, Mitteilung über die Ausgrabung, pp. 144-153; Gaisberg, Das
Schottenportal, pp. 85-97.
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incorporated the western wall of the church of St. Rupert, the parish church of the monastery’s
familia, which stood immediately to the north of the monastic church. As Wagner himself
recognised, a porch of the extent reconstructed by him could not have been erected due to the
terrain as well as to the existence of a diagonal wall running from the south-western corner of the
Nikolauskirche past the north-western corner of the Schottenkirche Westbau. There was a
substantial drop outside this wall, which was built to facilitate the creation of a plateau on its
inside. Whether this wall was erected in tandem with Regensburg I or II is uncertain, though, as
implied by Wagner, the earlier date seems more likely.

261

It is possible that bound up with the

plans to erect the Schottenportal porch was an ultimately unfulfilled intention to knock the
diagonal wall and extend the plateau further northwards and westwards. As long as the wall
stood, there would only just about have been room for a porch one archway in depth.

262

With regard to the church’s vaulting, the simple form of the church’s central supports and the
apparent absence of responds make groin-vaults appear the most likely, particularly if it was
contemporary with both Prüll and Regensburg I. Barrel vaults are also a possibility, in particular in
the case of the narrow chancel aisles.

263

The sole round support at the church’s western end

may, as suggested by Wagner, have supported a gallery.

264

The Leonhardskirche in Regensburg

offers an example of a hall church built on a similar scale where the western gallery was marked
by a change in the form of support, though in that case in the reverse sequence. The means by
which the mooted gallery would have been reached within the Nikolauskirche is not clear, though
both mural and timber stairs are possible. The excavations yielded no information concerning the
location of doorways. According to Gumpelzhaimer, the church was only accessible from within
the monastery.

265

As the wall running diagonally in a south-western direction from the church’s

south-western corner blocked the monastic precinct off from ground sloping away to the west of
the Nikolauskirche, only a position on the southern wall comes into question for the doorway.
There was adequate distance between the piers abutting the southern wall to accommodate a
doorway, with a location towards the western end of the wall, perhaps entering into the space
beneath the gallery, the most likely. That this doorway stood directly opposite the original
northern doorway of Regensburg I, the exact position of which is itself not known, is a possibility.
The strip of foundations between the narrow chancel aisles need not necessarily have supported
a completely solid wall, a wall with a raised twin-light or other opening being also possible. In the
context of the presence of the two chancel aisles, which presumably held two altars, the notion of
261

Wagner, Mitteilung über die Ausgrabung, pp. 147, 152-153.
See Gaisberg’s attempted reconstruction (Gaisberg, Das Schottenportal, pp. 88-96).
263
Thümmler reconstructed barrel vaulting throughout on the basis of the absence of responds or specific vault supports
on the central piers, but the possibility that there were corbels on the side-walls cannot be ruled out (Thümmler, Vorstufen,
p. 417). A stronger case for the use of barrel vaults could be made for the chancel aisles with their passageway-like
character.
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Wagner, Mitteilung über die Ausgrabung, p. 143.
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Gumpelzhaimer, Regensburg’s Geschichte II, p. 923.
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a dual dedication to Nicholas and Ninian becomes attractive, but as stated earlier, the limited
historical evidence and the associations of Ninian point to him having been added as a patron
after the Scottish Benedictines took over the monastery.
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Chapter 4
Abbey of St. James, Würzburg

Of all the German towns to have accommodated a Schottenkloster in the medieval period
Würzburg’s Irish connections are the most deeply rooted and the most vivid in the popular
imagination. This is not due to the impact made by the Schottenkloster during its long existence,
but to the figure of St. Kilian, the patron saint of Würzburg, whose name today adorns not only the
town’s cathedral, but also bakeries, pharmacies and other commercial establishments across the
town.
Pre-Schottenkloster Irish monks at Würzburg
According to the saint’s earliest Life, written in the 9

th

century, Kilian and his two Irish

companions, Colonat and Totnan, were martyred at Würzburg in the late 7

th

1

century. Little is

known regarding the career of the three Irish monks prior to their brutal deaths, but the title
‘Frankenapostel’ ascribed to Kilian in later times probably overstates the missionary nature of his
2

work at this relatively advanced date. The execution of the three monks was ordered by Gailana,
wife and previously sister-in-law of Duke Gozbert, who resided in Würzburg. This followed Kilian’s
condemnation of Gozbert’s marriage to his brother’s widow in contravention of canon law. Kilian
and his companions were promptly decapitated, an event gruesomely depicted in numerous late
Gothic paintings.
Crucial to the vigorous growth of the cult of St. Kilian was the decision of St. Burkhard, the AngloSaxon first bishop of Würzburg, to translate the remains of the Irish saints circa 752. The bones
were placed under the high altar of the new cathedral built east of the River Main, having perhaps
first been brought to the original episcopal church of St. Mary, which was situated on the hill
3

overlooking the western bank of the river. This grave became a focal point for the veneration of
the martyrs, and Irish pilgrims appear to have been drawn to the tomb from an early stage. The
illustrious scholar Clemens Scotus is believed to have visited Würzburg shortly before his death
1

See, for example, Wendehorst, Die Iren und die Christianisierung Mainfrankens, pp. 319-324; Wittstadt, Das Martyrium
des hl. Kilian, pp. 222-224.
2
Pfrang, Über die Anfänge des Christentums in Unterfranken, pp. 79-141 (in particular pp. 127-129); Wendehorst, Die
Iren und die Christianisierung Mainfrankens, p. 321.
3
Schich, Würzburg im Mittelalter, pp. 46-47.
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4

circa 838. Another famous German-based Irishman, Marianus Scotus, was ordained a priest
beside the tomb of St. Kilian in 1059. At some point after 1069 the remains of the Irish saints
were moved to the crypt of the collegiate church of Neumünster, which had been newly erected
5

beside the cathedral on the reputed site of Kilian’s execution and initial burial. It can be assumed
that there were numerous unrecorded visits by Irish pilgrims to the tombs of the Würzburg
martyrs during the early medieval period. Among them was perhaps Marianus, father of the
Schottenkloster movement, who had spent time close to Würzburg at Bamberg, and who included
a prayer to Kilian as a gloss to one of the surviving manuscripts in his hand.

6

The possibility exists that the popularity of Kilian’s tomb as a destination for Irish pilgrims
spawned a community of Irish monks at Würzburg long in advance of the founding of the
Schottenkloster there by Bishop Embricho circa 1138. The principal evidence for this comes from
the Annals of the Four Masters, which records under the year 1085 that ‘Gilla-na-naemh Laighen,
noble Bishop of Gleann-da-locha, and afterwards head of the monks of Wirzburg, died on the
7

seventh of the Ides of April’. This has been taken to indicate the existence of an Irish monastic
th

8

th

community at Würzburg in the 11 century. As Ó Riain-Raedel has pointed out, the April 7 date
given for his death in the annals tallies with that of the Nehemias commemorated as episcopus et
monachus Hyberniae in the Schottenklöster necrology and as episcopus et monachus nostre
congregationis in one of the entries added to the fragmentary ‘Wessobrunn Calendar’ while it was
9

in the possession of the post-1138 Würzburg monastery. Given the correspondence in dates, it
seems likely that the AFM and German obituaries relate to the same prelate. The accuracy of the
1085 obituary is suspect, however. No Bishop Giolla na Naomh or Nehemias of Glendalough is
th

recorded in the 11 century, while a Giolla na Naomh Laighneach attended the Synod of Kells as
bishop in 1152.

10

Francis Byrne concluded that the death of the prelate who attended at Kells was

mistakenly entered under the year 1085 in the annals. This would be just one of a number of
bishops whose obits have been identified by Byrne as being incorrectly recorded for that year.

11

th

The vista of an 11 -century Irish community at Würzburg therefore appears to have been
something of a mirage.

4

Gwynn, The Continuity of the Irish Tradition at Würzburg, pp. 58-60; Hochholzer, Iren und »Schotten« in Würzburg, pp.
330-332.
5
Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, pp. 98-101.
6
Dilworth, Marianus Scotus, p. 141; Gwynn, The Continuity of the Irish Tradition at Würzburg, pp. 60-61.
7
O’Donovan (ed.), Annals of the Four Masters, sub anno.
8
Gwynn, The Continuity of the Irish Tradition at Würzburg, p. 62; Hochholzer, Iren und »Schotten« in Würzburg, p. 332;
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 165-167. Gwynn noted, however, that Marianus Scotus made no mention of an Irish
community at Würzburg, while his chronicle provided great detail regarding the Irish monks in Cologne and Fulda.
9
Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 63; Dold, Wessobrunner Kalendarblätter, pp. 23-24; Ó Riain-Raedel, Irish kings and
bishops, pp. 392-393.
10
Dinneen (ed.), Foras Feasa ar Éirinn, p. 317.
11
Moody, Martin & Byrne, A New History of Ireland, vol. 9, pp. 307 (n. 22), 313 (n. 7), 315 (n. 8), 320 (n.2).
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The issue of the identity of the prelate mentioned in the annals does not end there, however. It is
th

by no means certain that the 12 - century Giolla na Naomh Laighneach spent any time at
Würzburg, as the entries in the Schottenklöster and Wessobrunn necrologies are believed to
concern Bishop Giolla na Naomh Ua Muircheartaigh of Cloyne († c.1149), the reputed founder of
the Schottenkloster priory at Rosscarbery, who is thought to have been a former Schottenkloster
monk, possibly of the Würzburg house.

12

If this is the case, the compilers of the AFM must not

only have erred in relation to the year of death, but also confused the two contemporary bishops
of Cloyne and Glendalough.

13

The only other possible indicator of the presence of Irish monks in Würzburg prior to the
establishment of the Schottenkloster takes the form of an undated charter recording individual
donations of thirty denarii made to the Scoti and other religious houses by a canon Bruno, for the
14

salvation of his soul.

This has been taken to be Bruno, provost of the Haug collegiate church

within the town, who died at some point between 1134 and 1136.

15

Given the purpose of the

donation, it has been assumed that the charter dates close to the end of Bruno’s life. This would
suggest the presence of a group of Irish monks in Würzburg in the early to mid 1130s. There is
reason to believe that the figure behind the donation has been misidentified, however. Bünz has
argued that the charter relates to Bruno von Schillingsfürst, a cathedral canon who appears in
documents until 1192.

16

There are a number of grounds for this belief. Firstly, Bruno is given the

title of canon and not provost. Second, the charter states that the money for the donations was
sourced from the properties owned by Bruno in Heidingsfeld and Hattenhausen. An 1184 charter
records a donation to the cathedral chapter of an estate in Hattenhausen by Bruno von
Schillingsfürst, thus confirming that he owned land there.

17

Furthermore, a glance at the other

beneficiaries of the charter also suggests that Bruno von Schillingsfürst was the more likely
donor. Among the groups named was the St. Afra Benedictine nunnery, which is believed to have
18

been founded after 1144.

Friedrich Oswald concluded, on the basis of the Bruno charter, that

the founding of St. Afra must have occurred earlier than the traditionally-accepted date.

19

This

reasoning, which scholars have also applied in relation to the Scoti reference, should surely give
way to the straightforward conclusion that the charter mentions the nuns of St. Afra and the Irish
th

monks, because it belongs to the end of the 12 century rather than to the 1130s, with Bruno von

12

Ó Riain, New light on the history of St Mary’s Priory, pp. 58-62; Ó Riain-Raedel, Irish kings and bishops, pp. 392-393;
Dold, Wessobrunner Kalendarblätter, pp. 23-24.
13
Ó Riain-Raedel, Irish kings and bishops, p. 393; Ó Riain, New light on the history of St Mary’s Priory, pp. 61-62.
14
Bendel (ed.), Urkundenbuch der Benediktiner-Abtei St. Stephan, No. 115.
15
Ibid.; Hochholzer, Iren und »Schotten« in Würzburg, p. 333; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 167.
16
Bünz, Bemerkungen zu einem Besitzverzeichnis, p. 602.
17
Ibid.
18
Heeg-Engelhart, Die Frauenklöster, p. 274.
19
Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, pp. 201-202.
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Schillingsfürst being the donor in question.

20

The anniversary of a Bruno canonicus, donor of

thirty denarii, was commemorated within the Schottenkloster, according to a 1361 charter.

21

If, as

appears most likely, this is the Bruno of the earlier charter, it can be seen as confirmation that the
donation was received after the foundation of Embricho’s Schottenkloster and would further dent
th

the argument for the existence of a proto-Schottenkloster at Würzburg in the earlier 12 or late
th

11 centuries.
The foundation and early history of the Schottenkloster
The historical record concerning Embricho’s foundation of the Schottenkloster offers no indication
that there was a pre-existing Irish monastic community, which again suggests that no such group
existed or that it was by then defunct.

22

The Schottenkloster must be treated as a new foundation.

The monastery had certainly been established by 1142, the date of its first original charter.

23

This

records a donation to the monastery of property in Wolfstal outside Würzburg by its founder
Bishop Embricho (ep. 1127-1146). He refers to the Irish monks as peregrini Scoti, videlicet
th

compatrioti Patronj nostrj, pretiosj martyris Kiliani. A forged early 13 -century charter purporting
to date to 1140 recounts the details of the foundation process.

24

It records that the monastery was

established by Embricho in memory of the revered martyr Kilian, following entreaties made by an
Irish monk Christianus, who had met the prelate at Mainz.

25

Embricho handed the monastic site

at Girberc outside Würzburg over to the first abbot, Macarius, and consecrated the chapel of St.
th

James there on July 10 . This Macarius was famed for having turned wine into water, a miracle
which was also recounted in several earlier and later sources. The year of the reported
consecration can be narrowed down to 1132 or 1138, as the relevant date only fell on a Sunday
in these years during Embricho’s tenure.

26

A number of further indicators point to 1138 as the

critical year. Among them is information contained in a charter dating to 1581, which was
discovered by Robert Plötz in the Spanish national archives in Madrid.

27

It was written by the

20

Bünz pointed out that another one of the beneficiaries, a fraternity in the ‘Neue Kapelle’, does not appear to have been
th
established until the second half of the 12 century (Bünz, Bemerkungen zu einem Besitzverzeichnis, p. 602). Hochholzer
countered this by stating that the title of this institution was written into the charter over another unidentifiable erased
name (Hochholzer, Anmerkungen zum Ende, p. 200, n. 41).
21
th
Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 32v (formerly Standbuch 195) (This 16 -century chartulary is contained in
MF p. 1945 at the National Library of Ireland); Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, p. 61.
22
There was at least one Irish cleric resident in the town in advance of the foundation of the Schottenkloster. David
Scotus was head of the cathedral school at Würzburg between 1108/9 and 1120. He also served as chaplain to Henry V,
and wrote a since-lost chronicle of the Emperor’s Italian expedition of 1111. See Kenney, Sources, pp. 619-620; Gwynn,
The Continuity of the Irish Tradition at Würzburg, pp. 62-63; Ó Riain-Raedel, German influence, pp. 326-327.
23
Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 1v; Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, Reg. No. 1.
24
Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 1r; Gwynn, The Continuity of the Irish Tradition at Würzburg, pp. 64-65;
regarding the date of the forgery see Johanek, Die Frühzeit der Siegelurkunde, pp. 50, 63-64.
25
‘Igitur dum Magontiam Herbipolensis existens Episcopus, aliquando contigit ire, ex improuiso quidam Monachus
nomine Christianus, genere Scottus occurit, quj me coram multis obnixis pulsauit precibus, quatenus ego Herbipolj
peregrinis Scottis Hospitale fierj vellem.’ (Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 1r).
26
Wendehorst, Das Bistum Würzburg I, p. 146.
27
Plötz, 1 Roer de corpore S. Jacobi Apostoli.
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Bavarian privy councillor Anselm Stöckel and records his presentation of an arm reliquary of St.
James to King Philip II of Spain (1556-1598) on behalf of the Bavarian Duke William V (15791597). Stöckel includes a short section on the reliquary’s provenance, in which he states that it
was originally acquired in Santiago de Compostela by a Duke of Eastern Franconia named Otto
and Bishop Emericus (Embricho) of Würzburg, who brought it back to Würzburg and presented it
28

to Abbot Macarius of the monastery of St. James in 1138.

Through circumstances unknown to

Stöckel the reliquary had come into the hands of Bishop Johannes Egelophus of Augsburg (15731575), whose successor had passed it on to William V’s predecessor Duke Albert (1550-1579).
Albert received confirmation of the reliquary’s Schottenkloster provenance from Bishop Julius
Echter of Würzburg (1573-1617), who stated that it had been inter venerabilem istius monasterii
propterea conditi supelectilem since 1138.
possession of reliquiae Sancti Jacobi.

30

29

An 1174 charter confirms the Schottenkloster’s

A relic of the apostle (‘1 Roer de corpore S. Jacobi
31

Apostoli’) is also listed among the monastery’s effects in a 1535 inventory.

The donation of a

valuable relic by a monastery’s founder to coincide with its establishment was a common
occurrence, and also happened in relation to the Eichstätt Schottenkloster. This strengthens the
case for an 1138 foundation date, though it must be noted that Embricho’s journey to Compostela
is not otherwise recorded in either German or Spanish sources and his stated companion Otto,
with his unhistorical title of Duke of Eastern Franconia, cannot be identified.

32

A further piece of evidence strengthens Wendehorst’s proposed date of July 10

th

for the

th

consecration of the Jakobskapelle. The 13 -century Libellus relates that the construction of the
Schottenkloster was begun by Abbot Macarius while King Conrad III was present in Würzburg in
33

the company of many German princes.

Conrad is said to have witnessed from his palace a

28

‘.....veras esse reliquias = Diui Jacobi Maioris per Ill[ustrissi]mum Orientalem francorum Ducem quendam Othonem
vocatum, et Reuerendissimum in Christo patrem Emericum Herbipolensem episcopum ex Compostella Herbipolim
translatas Anno restaurate salutis Milless[im]o Centessimo Trigessimo Octavo = in monasterio pro honore Diui Jacobi
ibidem constructo depossitas = et Macario istius Cenobii Abbati ascerbatum datas, et hic custoditas.....’ (ibid., p. 95).
29
Ibid., p. 96.
30
Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 7v. Roer is a German word meaning bone {Robert Plötz (pers. comm.)}.
31
Reproduced in Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, pp. 45-47, at 46.
32
Wendehorst’s record of Embricho’s activities in this period does not allow much room for a visit to Compostela
(Wendehorst, Das Bistum Würzburg I, pp. 141-145). Plötz saw a possible window in the period between early April and
th
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rd
23 of April (Plötz, 1 Roer de corpore S. Jacobi Apostoli, p. 97, n. 10; MGH Diplomata 9, Nos. 8 & 9). Though a departure
from Mainz to Compostela and return to Würzburg in early July would fit neatly into the foundation narrative contained in
the forged 1140 charter, the interval is almost certainly too short for the completion of such a lengthy journey.
Flachenecker instead pointed to the more extensive gap in the documentary record concerning Embricho between August
1136 and May/September 1137 (Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 168). A journey of this length is more realistic at this
time, but would conflict with the 1138 date mentioned in the 1581 charter, unless we envisage an unreported gap between
Embricho’s return and the presentation of the relic, perhaps while the Jakobskapelle was being constructed and the new
community assembled.
33
‘Non post multos hos dies Chunradus rex Romanorum indixit colloquium, vulgariter dictum Sprach, cum principibus
tocius Alemannie aput Erbipolim.....In quo tempore Macarius abbas Scotorum cum suis fratribus edificaverunt
monasterium et claustrum in monte, qui dicitur Rauenstain, Latine vero nuncupatum Petra Corvorum.’ (Breatnach, Die
Regensburger Schottenlegende, pp. 267-268). Rauenstain is an alternative form of the German name Girberg or ‘rock of
the hawk’ given to the elevated site upon which the Schottenkloster was built (ibid., p. 58, n. 5).
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procession by the clergy and townspeople to and from the site of the Schottenkloster.

34

The king

sought out Embricho to inquire about the cause of the festivities and was informed of the winemiracle of Macarius. Conrad drank from the sacred water and, having remarked upon the great
number of Irish saints and the many miracles attributable to members of the gens Scotigena,
expressed his own intention to found an Irish monastery.

35

This story appears somewhat

fantastical, but may well have a veracious core. Conrad was indeed present in Würzburg in early
July 1138, where he held an important diet at which the Welf Henry the Proud was outlawed and
stripped of the duchies of Bavaria and Saxony.

36

The Staufer curia regia at Würzburg is believed

to have stood a short distance to the south of the Schottenkloster. Any procession to the
monastery in advance of Embricho’s consecration of the Jakobskapelle would indeed have run
directly past Conrad’s palacium. It is easily imaginable that Conrad would have attended the
consecration ceremony and that his later decision to found an Irish monastery at Nuremberg was
inspired by his experience of the Würzburg events, as stated in the Libellus.
Though the spontaneous manner in which Conrad is drawn into the events appears somewhat
unrealistic, the entire Libellus episode may have been born out of a number of facts: firstly, that
Conrad was present in Würzburg at the time of the consecration of the Schottenkloster, secondly,
that he had some involvement, probably in a ceremonial capacity, in this act, and thirdly, that his
residence was located close to the monastery. This reconstruction is strengthened by reference
to the foundation processes at the Nuremberg and Constance monasteries. It appears that
Conrad’s Würzburg sojourn in July 1138 could have been the first of three instances where the
king was present in a town when the local Schottenkloster was founded. Conrad himself
established the Irish monastery at Nuremberg in 1140, while there is some reason to believe that
the Constance Schottenkloster was founded during his stay there in 1142. Crucially, Bishop
Embricho was in the company of the king on each of these visits, and it seems reasonable to
conclude that these two played some role, whether practical or ceremonial, in the events
surrounding the founding of all three monasteries. The two figures emerge as the leading patrons
of the expansion of the Schottenkloster movement in this period. The royal imprimatur conferred
upon the Irish monasteries by Conrad’s establishment of the Nuremberg house and his
attendance at consecration ceremonies would have added considerably to the Irish monks’
status. Embricho, Conrad’s trusted advisor, was probably instrumental in garnering the King’s
support for the Irish monasteries. Described by Conrad as cor nostrum et anima nostra, Embricho
appeared in the King’s charters more often than any other ecclesiastical or secular noble, and
34

‘Interim Chunradus rex erat in civitate Erbipoli in palacio suo cum multitudine principum. Prospexit et vidit processionem
decenter instructam in multitudine spiritualium virorum precedente cratera et fecit ad se vocari episcopum et ascendere
cum paucis et interrogavit rex, quid hoc esset, et quare, vel quid significaret processio.’ (ibid., pp. 273-274)
35
‘Tunc rex ait „Vere auxiliante Deo edificabo claustrum genti illi et colligam de gente illa collegium ad exequendum
divinum servicium.’’ (ibid., p. 274).
36
Bernhardi, Konrad III., pp. 55-56; Wendehorst, Das Bistum Würzburg I, pp. 142-143.
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was entrusted with sensitive state matters, such as orchestrating the politically-expedient 1146
wedding of Conrad’s sister-in-law with the Byzantine Emperor Manuel I.

37

In terms of practicalities

involved in the founding of the Schottenkloster daughter-houses, Embricho’s role probably
eclipsed that of Conrad. As well as establishing the Würzburg Schottenkloster, Embricho may
well have liaised between Conrad, Bishop Hermann I of Constance and the Irish monks at the
existing Würzburg and Regensburg Schottenklöster during the Nuremberg and Constance
foundation processes. A singular entry in the Schottenklöster necrology, describing the Würzburg
prelate as Embricus episcopus Hyberniae, could be construed as an acknowledgement of
Embricho’s particular engagement with the Irish monks.

38

Johannes Trithemius, the celebrated humanist historian, who served as abbot of the monastery of
St. James in Würzburg between 1506 and 1516, ascribed a foundation year of 1139 to the
Schottenkloster in his Compendium breve fundationis monasterii S. Jacobi Ordinis S. Benedicti,
39

but dated the arrival of Macarius in Würzburg to 1138.
rd

consecrated as abbot on September 3 , 1139.

40

According to Trithemius, Macarius was

Trithemius’s information is not wholly reliable,

considering that he places the foundation under 1134 in another work.

41

This latter date was

adopted by a number of later scholars, though no source was cited by Trithemius.

42

In summary,

the weight of evidence concerning the establishment of the Schottenkloster points to 1138 as the
foundation year.
The circumstances leading up to the founding of the Schottenkloster are extensively treated in
th

th

12 - and 13 -century sources, yet the relevant passages do not provide a coherent picture. The
Vita Mariani presents the Würzburg monastery as the first daughter-house of the Regensburg
Schottenkloster.

43

As the number of monks at Regensburg multiplied, the reputation of the

monastery spread beyond Bavaria and into Franconia, whereupon Bishop Embricho, in
recognition of St. Kilian, provided the Irish monks with a site for their cella outside of Würzburg

37

Wendehorst, Das Bistum Würzburg I, pp. 142-144. The quotation is from a letter sent by Conrad to Manuel I, the text of
which Otto von Freising reproduces in his Gesta Friderici (MGH SS rer. Germ. N.S. 46, p. 42).
38
th
Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 76 (November 9 ). There can be no doubt that Embricho of Würzburg is intended.
th
th
According to most annals and necrologies, he died on November 10 or 11 , 1146, though the Admont necrology also
th
th
commemorated his death on the 9 (Wendehorst, Das Bistum Würzburg I, pp. 149-150). November 9 is also given as his
anniversary in the 1361 charter (Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 32v; Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St.
Jakob, p. 59). The entry for ‘reverendissimus illustrissimus Embricho episcopus, fundator noster’ in the Würzburg house
th
necrology under March 18 is incorrect, this being the date on which he was consecrated as bishop in 1128 (Ó RiainRaedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 54; Wendehorst, Das Bistum Würzburg I, p. 141).
39
Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg, M.ch.f. 260, f. 75 (The manuscript is contained in MF p. 1944 at the National Library of
Ireland).
40
rd
September 3 1139 was a Sunday, as Wendehorst has pointed out (Wendehorst, Das Bistum Würzburg I, p. 146).
th
Trithemius dated the July 10 consecration of the chapel to 1140, presumably on the basis that the forged foundation
charter in which it is mentioned is dated to that year (Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg, M.ch.f. 260, f. 76v.).
41
Trithemius, Annales Hirsaugiensis, vol. 1, p. 400 (per Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 166).
42
e.g. Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, p. 11; Hemmerle, Die Benediktinerklöster in Bayern, p. 349.
43
Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, pp. 370-371.
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44

and an adequate estate.
Macarius to Würzburg.

45

Christianus, abbot at Regensburg, sent a group of monks led by

Macarius was a man celebrated across Ireland for his erudition, who led

an ascetic lifestyle marked by extreme penitence and temperance. As the Vita further relates, the
Irish monk’s forbearance of alcohol soon left him inter Scillam et Caribdim on the occasion of a
visit to Embricho. Put under pressure by the bishop to drink a toast of wine in honour of St. Kilian,
Macarius was torn between his virtuous abstinence and obedience to his host. But, with the help
of the Holy Spirit, the wine was changed to water and the monk could safely imbibe. After
Embricho had become aware that a miracle had been worked, the news was proclaimed across
the town, and Macarius was led back to the Schottenkloster cum pompa et gloria.
The 1140 charter, forged at the beginning of the 13

th

century, gives an alternative version of

events. There is not a single mention of Regensburg and it is not stated whence Macarius
arrived. Christianus, the Regensburg abbot who sent Macarius to Würzburg, according to the
Vita, has been transformed into a simple monk at Mainz, who asks Embricho to found the
Schottenkloster. Regensburg’s involvement has been written out of the narrative and the crucial
meeting between Christianus and Embricho is relocated to the neutral Mainz. As Flachenecker
has argued, this revised Gründungsgeschichte can be seen as an attempt to affirm the Würzburg
monastery’s independence from Regensburg around the time of the fourth Lateran Council
(1215), when Regensburg’s ascendancy within the Schottenkloster movement was confirmed by
Pope Innocent III.

46

th

Unsurprisingly for a work written in Regensburg, the later 13 -century Libellus paints a different
picture of the events surrounding the founding of the monastery than the charter.

47

Macarius, ‘vir

nobilis de Hybernia’, is stated to have been sub-prior at Regensburg before becoming the
Würzburg abbot. The long-winded and fantasy-laden narrative of the Libellus differs greatly from
the Vita in its description of the manner in which Macarius came to hold the Würzburg abbacy. It
is homesickness that causes Macarius to leave the Regensburg convent.

48

Together with three

companions he stops at Würzburg to visit the tomb of Kilian on his way back to Ireland. Only an
intervention by Kilian himself prevents Macarius from continuing his journey homewards. Kilian
appears to both Macarius and Embricho, urging the former to stay in Franconia and the latter to
44

‘Tum faciente Dei gratia, crescente Fratrum multiplici numero, fama benignissima claustri eiusdem non tantummodo
per fines Bauariæ, verum etiam usque ad Franconiam se late longeque disperserat. Quapropter felix Patriarcha
Herbipolensis Ecclesiæ Episcopus Hainricus locum cellæ & agros sufficientes usibus Fratrum in suburbio Herbipolensi,
Dei ac S. Kiliani cognatione.....concessit.’ (Ibid., p. 370). While Hainricus appears as the name of the Würzburg bishop in
the exemplar of the Life used by the Bollandists, the name is given as Emrico in earlier versions (See Hauck (ed.), Vita
Mariani, pp. 114-115).
45
This was Christian, Regensburg abbot for a considerable period between the 1130s and 1150s.
46
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 171-172.
47
Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, pp. 263-274.
48
‘Repatriare vellem, videre parentes desiderarem, solum natale meum et patriam meam nativam invisere voluntatis
mee, esset et salutare sanguinem compagum mearum et statim inde reversus.’ (Ibid., p. 264).
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found a monastery for the saint’s compatriots. Upon finding Macarius, Embricho seeks his advice
on founding a monastery for Irish monks. Macarius counsels him to request Gregorius to send
monks from Regensburg. The Regensburg abbot responds by bringing twelve of his community
to Würzburg, whereupon Embricho provides the Irish monks with a site for their monastery,
having consulted with his cathedral chapter. With the help of the townspeople, a chapel dedicated
to Mary and wooden cells are built for the monks.

49

This episode is followed by a lengthy

description of Macarius’s wine-miracle. Overwhelmed by the attendant adulation, Macarius again
declares his desire to return home to Ireland, but is convinced to remain. A further joyful
procession marks this decision and donations from the grateful citizens and clergy begin to flow.
The Libellus passage is significant for a number of reasons. It emphasises the status of the
Würzburg monastery as a daughter-house of Regensburg; Macarius himself emanates from the
Regensburg convent, and the new monastery is peopled by monks procured by Embricho from
the same source. The characterisation of Macarius is of particular interest. Despite holding the
relatively lofty position of sub-prior at Regensburg, he seeks his abbot’s permission to return
home. The sudden termination of what is supposed to be life-long perigrinatio and exile must
have been viewed as tantamount to an admission of defeat, and its apparent invention on the part
of the Libellus author may have been designed as a slight upon the character of the Würzburg
abbot. Even after the wine-miracle, Macarius expresses his wish to return home, an action which
would have contravened the will of the exalted St. Kilian himself. Mingled with the frequent
references to his sanctity, these allusions to a great weakness at the heart of Macarius are
somewhat galling. Could these aspersions, as Flachenecker has speculated, have been a
product of the rivalry between Regensburg and Würzburg, a literary revenge for Würzburg
attempts to write the motherhouse out of its history and assert its independence?

50

They might be

seen in the context of the Würzburg abbot’s decision to subject the monastery to visitation by the
bishop of Würzburg rather than the Regensburg abbot, and of the formation of a semiautonomous Würzburg-led group of three monasteries within the Schottenkloster movement.
It would also have been in Trithemius’s interest to ignore the role played by Regensburg in the
th

foundation of the Würzburg Schottenkloster. As abbot in the early 16 century, he had to fend off
attempts by the Regensburg motherhouse to reassert its rights in relation to the Würzburg
monastery, which had been lost to German reformers in the last years of the previous century.

51

49

‘.....et venerunt omnes simul in magne spirituali exultacione super montem sequente eos populo et fabricari fecerunt
capellam in honore Sancte Marie, iuxta quam capellam cellulas ligneas fecerunt, usquedem ampliora acquirerent edificia.’
(Ibid., p. 267). The stated dedication of the first chapel built at the Schottenkloster site to Mary rather than James goes
against the earlier forged 1140 charter, and therefore appears inaccurate. It is noteworthy, however, that, when built, the
Schottenkirche did contain a prominent chapel dedicated to St. Mary.
50
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 173.
51
Dilworth, The Scots in Franconia, p. 14.
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In his Compendium, Trithemius states that Macarius and his companions arrived at Würzburg
directly from Ireland in 1138, with Embricho founding a monastery for them the following year
after supplications from the monk Christianus in Mainz.

52

Embricho’s decision to found an Irish monastery is explained in different ways in the various
sources. The Vita attributes it to the growing reputation of the Irish monks within southern
Germany. There seems little doubt that Embricho would have been aware of the prosperous
Regensburg Schottenkloster by 1138. The forged 1140 charter suggests, however, that a certain
degree of lobbying on the part of the Irish monks may have been required to elicit Embricho’s
invitation to found a daughter-house at Würzburg. The charter refers to a meeting between the
53

bishop and an Irish monk named Christianus at Mainz.

As speculated above, this may actually

have been the Regensburg abbot Christian, who appointed Macarius as the first Würzburg abbot,
according to the Vita. As Embricho is recorded as having been present at Mainz in April 1138, it is
possible that the putative meeting did take place at this point.

54

However, this would appear to

leave too short a period between the decision to found the monastery and the supposed July
consecration date to allow for the construction of the Jakobskapelle. It is also difficult to
accommodate Embricho’s journey to Compostela within this time-frame. The meeting may well
have occurred at an earlier stage, though Embricho’s presence in the archiepiscopal see is
otherwise only attested in June 1132.

55

Of course, any meeting between Christian and Embricho

could also have taken place at Regensburg or indeed at Würzburg itself.

56

The Schottenkloster

was the only monastery certainly founded by Embricho during his tenure, though he may also
have played a leading role in the establishment of the Cistercian nunnery at Wechterwinkel and
57

he gave crucial early support to the Premonstratensian monastery at Oberzell.

New and

reformed monastic orders such as the Cistercians, Premonstratensians and Hirsau Benedictines
were the main focus of Embricho’s patronage during his tenure, and it is possible that the Irish
monks were also viewed as reformist Benedictines by the Würzburg bishop.

52

‘Macarius natione Scotus professione monachus de Abbatis sui permissione pro Christi amore peregrinus et exul
factus de Hibernia venit in Franciam Orientalem, quae antiqua nominatur Anno Christianorum MCXXXVIII.....’
(Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg: M.ch.f. 260, f. 75r). The reference to Macarius seeking his abbot’s permission to leave
his monastery has echoes of the passage in the Libellus, but Trithemius relocates this event to Ireland rather than
Regensburg, and has Macarius wishing to begin rather than end his peregrinatio et exul.
53
Though the author of the Libellus credits divine intervention for the decision to found the Irish monastery, it is perhaps
significant that Embricho is said to have been on his way back from Mainz when St. Kilian informed him of God’s will:
‘Eodem tempore Emricus episcopus in negociis ecclesie sue ivit versus Magunciam et in redeundo in nocte apparuit ei
sanctus Kylianus.....’ (Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, p. 263).
54
MGH Diplomata 9, Nos. 8 & 9; Wendehorst, Das Bistum Würzburg I, p. 142.
55
Wendehorst, Das Bistum Würzburg I, pp. 141-145.
56
As stated above, the author of the 1140 charter may have relocated the event as part of his efforts to deny Regensburg
involvement in the foundation process Embricho’s presence at Regensburg is not recorded before 1141, but earlier visits
cannot be ruled out (Wendehorst, Das Bistum Würzburg I, pp. 141-145).
57
Güldenstubbe, Bischo Embricho (1127-46) und seine Stifts- und Klosterpolitik, pp. 63-84; Wendehorst, Das Bistum
Würzburg I, pp. 145-148.
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Embricho’s engagement with the Schottenkloster ensured that the relationship between the
monastery and the Würzburg see was a close one. The apparent donation of the arm-relic to the
Irish monks, and the arduous journey it would have necessitated, reveal Embricho’s earnest
approach to the role of founder. In addition to the lands he donated to the monastery upon its
foundation and in the 1142 charter, Embricho also granted it the valuable praebenda Sancti
Kyliani. This entitled the monastery to the income and rights of a cathedral canon, which,
according to the Libellus, encompassed a seat in the chapter and a vote in episcopal elections for
58

the abbot.

Embricho’s grant of the prebend is also mentioned in the 1140 charter.

59

It is included

among the Schottenkloster possessions listed in a privilege procured from Celestine III in 1195,
which strongly suggests that it was indeed part of the monastery’s original grant.

60

Both the 1140

charter and Libellus state that Embricho’s act of generosity was made in response to Macarius’s
wine-miracle, but some evidence now points to the monastery having received the prebend as a
form of payment rather than as a gift. Peter Johanek, on the basis of his research into
developments in the composition of charters within the diocese of Würzburg, determined that at
least four of the Schottenkloster scribes active in the 12

th

and early 13

charters on behalf of the bishop and/or the cathedral chapter.

61

th

century also wrote

Johanek concluded that

Embricho’s grant of the prebend to the Schottenkloster may have been intended as a reward for
62

the work of Irish scribes in the episcopal chancellory.

The engagement of the Irish scribes in the

chancellory had the added benefit of facilitating the forgery of charters to the monastery’s
advantage, as it allowed easy access to the episcopal seal.

63

Back within the monastic confines, there is some indication that the duties performed by the Irish
monks extended to the provision of accommodation for visiting pilgrims. The forged 1140 charter
describes the monastery founded by Embricho at Würzburg as a hostel for Irish pilgrims ―
‘peregrinis scottis hospitale’. It seems reasonable to assume that Irish visitors to the grave of St.
Kilian were the intended beneficiaries of this accommodation, particularly as the early charters
and literature relating to the monastery make clear that the memory of St. Kilian was an important

58

The Libellus states that Embricho sought the advice of his canons as to how to reward the Irish monks in the wake of
Macarius’s wine-miracle. They recommended the following: ‘prebenda Sancti Kyliani ad summum, et successoribus suis
in perpetuum tantum, quantum unicuique canonico de omnibus proventibus. Ipse quoque abbas Scotorum debeat esse
confrater et concanonicus in maiori ecclesia in tractatibus, in capitulis, in eleccionibus et in omnibus factis maioris ecclesie
tamquam canonicus.’ (Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, p. 273).
59
‘Ob cuius præclarissimj signj meritum, nos communj consilio Fratribus Scottis eorumque successoribus in Christo
peregrinantibus, integram in maiorj Ecclesia Canonicam constituimus, inviolabiliter possidendam.....’ (Staatsarchiv
Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 1r.)
60
Ibid., f. 100r; Brackmann, Germania Pontificia: vol. 3.3, p. 194.
61
Johanek, Die Frühzeit der Siegelurkunde, pp. 50-66.
62
Ibid., pp. 62-63; followed by Hochhozer, Iren und »Schotten« in Würzburg, p. 334; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp.
175-177.
63
Johanek, Die Frühzeit der Siegelurkunde, pp. 50-56; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 176-177.
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reason or legitimation for the monastery’s establishment.

64

It is unlikely to be a coincidence that

th

the recorded July 10 consecration date fell within the octave of St. Kilian, an annual period of
celebration believed to have been instituted during Embricho’s tenure.

65

The cult of St. Kilian does not appear to have been fostered to any great extent within the
66

Schottenkloster itself subsequently.

This is not particularly surprising, as its veneration was very

much the preserve of the cathedral, dedicated to St. Kilian, and of Neumünster, which held his
tomb. Beyond the accommodation of pilgrims, any overly vigorous attempts to associate the Irish
monastery with the cult of St. Kilian, whether by the dedication of the church in his honour or the
acquisition of relics, could well have antagonised the more established churches. The choice of
St. James as patron avoided such conflict, while emphasising the associations of the Irish
monachi peregrini with pilgrimage. Of course, this dedication was probably also designed to
acknowledge the Würzburg Schottenkloster’s subjection to the Regensburg motherhouse. The
Würzburg monks appear to have been more active in the promotion of the cult of St. James than
their Regensburg counterparts. There was a procession to the Schottenkirche on the eve of St.
James’s day each year involving the canons of the principal churches of the town.

67

The arm-

reliquary and the other reliquiae sancti Jacobi recorded in 1174 were no doubt a focal point for
the annual festivities. They may ordinarily have been housed in a shrine at the church’s main
altar, which was dedicated to the saint.
th

Other evidence of the Irish monks’ veneration of St. James is provided by a surviving 14 -century
statue of the saint, and by the monastery’s seal, which, at least from 1268 onwards, featured a
depiction of the pilgrim patron with a palm-branch in one hand and a book in the other, flanked on
both sides by scallop shells.

68

Besides the 1140 forgery, the limited written evidence suggesting

that there was a practical side to the Irish monks’ celebration of pilgrimage includes a charter
dating to 1216, which describes a house next to the monastery that was divided into two

64

According to the Vita Mariani and the 1140 forgery respectively, Embricho founded the monastery ‘S. Kiliani
cognatione’ and ‘Pro reverentia praetiosi martyris Kyliani’ (Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p.
370; Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 1r). The 1142 charter refers to the Irish monks as compatrioti Patroni
nostrj, pretiosj martÿris Kilianj (Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 1v). The Libellus, of course, attributes
Embricho’s decision to the promptings of Kilian.
65
th
His feast-day is July 8 . Regarding the origins of the octave, see Wittstadt, Geistliche Impulse und Frömmigkeitsleben,
pp. 298-299. In 1247 the newly refurbished chapel of St. Mary within the Schottenkirche was also consecrated during the
th
octave, this time on the 9 of July (Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 16r; Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St.
Jakob, Reg. No. 49).
66
One of the Schottenkirche’s two side-altars was dedicated to Kilian and the Blessed Virgin and was renovated in 1661.
It is unclear whether it dated back to the monastery’s Irish period (Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, pp. 42-43.
The source cited by Wieland ― Archiv des bischöflichen Ordinariats sub 8. Gottesdienste ― was destroyed in 1945).
67
Ibid., p. 54 (Wieland again cites the since-lost Archiv des bischöflichen Ordinariats sub 8. Gottesdienste).
68
Schröder, Mainfränkische Klosterheraldik, Plate VIIa. The statue today stands in the Mainfränkisches Museum in
Würzburg.
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69

hospitii.

70

This has been taken to confirm the existence of a hostel at the Schottenkloster.

The

charter records the donation of the house to the monastery by its abbot, Declan. He prescribed
that the income from one of the hospitii should fund the commemoration of his anniversary, and
that from the other the lighting of an eternal flame at his grave. Why the house should have
belonged to the abbot and not the monastery is unclear. The reference to the two separate units
and to the income arising from them also raises questions as to whether this domus actually
served as a hostel for passing pilgrims and not as some other form of lodgings.
The only other hint at the presence of pilgrims at the Schottenkloster comes towards the end of
th

the Irish period at Würzburg. A late 17 -century source relates that Abbot Mauritius (1455-1461)
71

renovated the Chapel of St. Mary for the joyous congregation of pilgrims.

Indulgences had been

granted in relation to the reconsecration of the same chapel after its refurbishment in 1247.

72

While the evidence for the Schottenkloster’s supposed role as a pilgrim hostel is quite slim, it is
certain that the monastery for a time accommodated another variety of pious guest. The 1216
charter states that the house containing the two hospitii stood between the monastery and the
inclusorium. In 1210 a woman named Jutha lived as an inclusa at the Schottenkloster.

73

In 1233

Bishop Hermann decreed that the inclusorium should only accommodate two people at a time to
avoid disturbing the rest of the monastery.

74

This practice of housing incluses continued the

association of the Irish monks in Germany with the phenomenon, which had been particularly
strong in the early years of the movement at Regensburg. Together with the celebration of
pilgrimage, it shows that the Irish monks were at this time at least offering Würzburg an
idiosyncratic brand of monasticism.
The identification of the Schottenkloster with the episcopacy was further enhanced by the
important role played by the Irish monastery in the funeral of each deceased Würzburg bishop.
On the night before he was to be buried in the cathedral, the body of the prelate was laid out in
the centre of the Schottenkirche in front of the altar of the Holy Cross, with prayers said and vigils
sung throughout the night.

75

This custom is believed to have been instituted by Embricho, though

69

‘Quod ego Teclanus Abbas Scotorum in Wirceburc contulj confratibus meis, domum quandam sitam inter monasterium
et inclusam, pro remedio animæ meæ, sub hac forma, ut de censu unius hospitij, quia domus divisa est, aniversarius
meus celebretur, ut de censu alterius hospitij lumen perpetuum de sepo ad sepulchrum meum ministretur.’ (Staatsarchiv
Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 12v).
70
Hochholzer, Iren und »Schotten« in Würzburg, p. 333; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 169-170.
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contemporary supporting evidence is lacking. He is credited by Trithemius with having started the
tradition, who states that his corpse spent a night in the Schottenkirche, as previously ordained by
the prelate, before being accompanied by a procession to the cathedral for burial.

76

This is almost

certainly incorrect. Contemporary sources record that Embricho was buried in Aquilea in 1146,
where he had died whilst returning from a diplomatic mission conducted on Conrad III’s behalf.

77

th

Whenever it began, this funerary practice continued into the 18 century, and was only dispensed
with once the episcopal residence had switched from the medieval fortress on the Marienberg to
a new Baroque ‘Residenz’ to the east of the River Main. As the bishops no longer lived and died
on the Marienberg above the Irish monastery, the role of the Schottenkloster as a station on the
78

funerary journey between the episcopal residence and the cathedral was lost.

Given that the
th

Marienberg did not become the residence of the Würzburg bishops until the early 13 century, it
could be mooted that the inclusion of the Schottenkloster in the funerary ritual only arose after
this point and was not therefore conceived by Embricho. This might be an overly functionalist
perspective, however; it was quite usual for a founder to designate the monastery he patronised
as his burial place, but, as Würzburg bishops were traditionally interred in the cathedral, the
Schottenkloster vigil may have been devised by Embricho as an alternative means of recognising
his and the see’s association with the monastery.
A number of Embricho’s successors also became active patrons of the Irish monks. Bishops
Herold (1165-1171), Heinrich IV (1202/3-1207), Dietrich (1223-1225), Hermann I (1225-1254)
and Berthold (1274-1287) are all either commemorated in the Schottenklöster necrology or are
included in the list of donors contained in a 1361 charter.
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Bishop Hermann, who granted an

indulgence in 1247 for those who attended the consecration of the Chapel of St. Mary within the
Schottenkirche, merited the exalted description of ‘tutor et protector noster’ in the necrology.

80

The connections between the Irish monastery and the see were further strengthened by the
decision of Abbot Johannes to subject the monastery to the visitation and correction of the bishop
76
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of Würzburg in 1268, thus usurping traditional rights of the Regensburg abbas matricularius.

81

A

perception of the Schottenkloster as an episcopal monastery may have encouraged the wave of
donations from Würzburg Ministerialen which the Irish monks attracted in the decades after the
foundation. The Würzburg bishop was the secular as well as the ecclesiastical lord of both the
town and the diocese, and had a large body of administrators within his employment. A significant
number of these Ministerialen families endowed the Schottenkloster with land and monetary
82

donations and were in some cases buried within the monastery.

The financial state of the monastery was further strengthened by donations emanating from
ordinary citizens of Würzburg, though this element within the town did not play as substantial a
83

part as was the case at Regensburg.

The principal benefactor of the Schottenkloster from

among this class was one Adalhard, who funded the construction of part of the Schottenkirche
and made a number of further donations. The 1176 charter which records Adalhard’s munificence
states that he became a monk at the Schottenkloster before his death, giving the monastery a
number of properties in the process.

84

This appears to be a further instance where extraordinary

generosity induced a temporary relaxation of the strict nationality rules governing the intake of
Schottenkloster monks.
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On the whole, however, the role of the Würzburg citizenry in securing

the financial viability of the Schottenkloster was outweighed by that of successive bishops, their
Ministerialen and clerics belonging to both the cathedral and to the Haug and Neumünster
86

collegiate churches.

These close ties to the episcopacy and the more privileged ecclesiastical

institutions were maintained into the later period of the monastery’s existence, which ensured that
the Irish exiles came to be seen very much as part of the Würzburg establishment.
The Schottenkloster entered numerous confraternities and uniones with the cathedral and
collegiate clerics as well as the monks of the Benedictine monasteries of St. Stephan and St.
81
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th

th

th

Burkhard in the course of the 13 , 14 and 15 centuries, and its abbot frequently appears in
charters endorsing the united stance of the Würzburg regular clergy in relation to certain papal
and episcopal actions affecting the town or diocese.

87

In contrast to the mendicant orders, which

th

began to arrive in the town early in the 13 century, the Irish monks appear to have remained
somewhat removed from the ordinary citizens of Würzburg. This alienation had turned into
th

antagonism by the late 14 -century, perhaps exacerbated by the status of the Schottenmönche
88

as foreigners.

As long-standing tensions between the citizenry and their episcopal lords

degenerated into the uprising of 1398, the Schottenkloster, clearly viewed by the rebels as part of
89

the town’s establishment, was attacked and plundered.

Within the Schottenkloster movement, the Würzburg monastery was strong enough to challenge
the authority of the Regensburg motherhouse. The 1268 charter recording the submission of the
Würzburg abbot to his bishop gives the first indication of the existence of a Würzburg-led splinter
group among the Irish monasteries, also involving the Constance and Memmingen houses.
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The

Würzburg abbot enjoyed the right of presentation with regard to the abbots of the other two
th

houses. Furthermore, the Schottenkloster priory at Rosscarbery was by the mid-14 century at
the latest subject to the visitation of the Würzburg rather than the Regensburg abbot. This is
acknowledged in a 1353 letter sent from the priory to Philip, abbot of the Würzburg
Schottenkloster (1343-1361).

91

Philip’s abbacy was a period of prosperity for the Schottenkloster,

during which measures were taken to rectify deficiencies in the monastery’s conduct of both its
economic affairs and spiritual obligations. Papal (1348) and imperial (1355) privileges were
secured, and Philip was appointed an imperial chaplain.
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The direct relationship with

Rosscarbery, by then the only Schottenkloster priory in Ireland, may have ensured that the
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Würzburg monastery did not suffer as keenly as other houses from a shortage of novices in the
th

th

14 and 15 centuries.

93

The numbers at Würzburg reached a high of thirteen or more circa 1420/30, perhaps due in part
94

to the arrival of Irish monks evicted from the Vienna and Nuremberg Schottenklöster.

By the late

th

15 century the strength of the convent had declined to such an extent, that the Würzburg bishop,
Lorenz von Bibra, could claim that the Schottenkloster had long been without a single monk,
when seeking papal permission to man it with German Benedictines in 1497.
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This was

eventually carried out in 1498, with three monks from the Benedictine monastery of St. Stephan
entering the monastery, presumably after the death of the last Irish abbot, again named Philip.
Attempts by Regensburg to regain the monastery proved in vain.

97

96

The initial efforts of the

Scottish Benedictine monks to have the monastery ‘restored’ to them were also unsuccessful, but
this was finally achieved in 1595 thanks to the support of Bishop Julius Echter.

98

It remained in

Scottish hands for over 200 years, before secularisation finally put an end to the Benedictine
monastery of St. James in 1803.
The location of the Schottenkloster
The Schottenkloster was constructed on the so-called Girberg, an elevated area close to the
western bank of the River Main. Würzburg developed on both sides of the river during the early
medieval period, with the area surrounding the cathedral on the eastern bank emerging as the
town’s central core. The opposite sides of the river were initially linked by the ford which gave
Würzburg its importance from earliest times. The construction of a monumental stone bridge as
early as 1133 attests to the continued significance of this crossing-point, which lay on the key
99

route from Frankfurt to Regensburg.

The new bridge also effectively lengthened the via

triumphalis which ran up from the river to the imposing towered west-façade of the cathedral.
Bishop Embricho was responsible for the construction of the bridge, and he also instituted an
100

extensive series of works on the cathedral at this time.
th

since the 9 century at the latest.

101

The cathedral had stood on this spot

The earliest episcopal church appears to have been on the
th

opposite side of the Main; according to Ekkehard’s 12 -century Life of the first bishop, Burkhard,
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the original church of St. Mary on the Marienberg served as Würzburg’s first cathedral in the
th

wake of Bonifatius’ establishment of the diocese in the mid-8 century.
fortified bishop’s residence around the Marienkirche in the early 13

th

102

The construction of the

century strengthened the

identification of the imposing Marienberg with the episcopacy. The Marienberg dominates the
area west of the river, with its slopes reaching down almost as far as the river-bank, leaving only
a narrow strip of land suitable for urban settlement between it and the bridge-head. The road west
to Frankfurt (today the Zellerstraße) crept around the base of the north-face of the hill. A short
distance north of the road stood the Schottenkloster, which, when it was erected, was on the very
edge of the settled area.
The Schottenkloster was the first religious institution established in Würzburg for over 70 years. It
can be viewed in the context of the other major urban developments which occurred during
Embricho’s episcopacy, such as the construction of the stone-bridge, the refurbishment of the
cathedral, the establishment of a parish-church in the suburb of Pleichach and the precocious
103

emergence of Cistercian trading posts within the town.

The bishop of Würzburg was the feudal

as well as ecclesiastical lord of the town, ensuring that he constituted the principal driving force
behind the town’s expansion, particularly before the emergence of a powerful citizenry in the later
medieval period.
One factor influencing the location of Schottenkloster may have been the distribution of the town’s
existing ecclesiastical institutions. The early 11

th

century had seen the transformation of

Würzburg’s sacral landscape with the founding of two collegiate churches ― Stift Haug and SS.
Peter, Paul and Stephan ― to the north and south of the walled town.

104

th

Furthermore, the 8 -

century monastery of St. Andrew (reconstituted as a Benedictine house dedicated to St. Burkhard
th

in the late 10 century), located at the southern edge of the settled area on the western bank of
the river, was rebuilt after 1033.

105

The Schottenkloster became the fourth such peripheral

ecclesiastical institution, and may have been intended as a continuation of the Kirchenkranz
th

begun in the 11 -century.
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Similar sacral landscapes were created in other German episcopal

towns in the Ottonian period, though elsewhere the symbolism was often more emphatic, with a
cross-shaped arrangement of churches or with a string of dedications alluding to Rome or
102
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Jerusalem.

107

In the case of Würzburg, the extra-mural churches may have been intended as a

ring of spiritual strongholds surrounding the central cathedral and providing symbolic protection
th

for the bishop’s seat. The ecclesiastical heart of Würzburg was enhanced in the mid 11 century
with a grandiose rebuilding of the cathedral and the establishment of the adjacent Neumünster
collegiate church.
th

The development of Würzburg’s sacral infrastructure in the 11 century was only one facet of the
town’s growth at this time. The existence of a daily market in the town by 1030 reflects the town’s
increasing commercial importance.

108

The construction of the town-walls can also be dated to the

th

early 11 century. The footprint of this hexagonal circuit, impressive in the context of towns east
of the Rhine for its regularity and the size of the area enclosed (42 hectares), can still be
discerned in the modern street-plan.

109

The settled expanse west of the river remained outside the walled area into the 13

th

century.

When the Irish monastery was built circa 1138, it was, like the Regensburg Schottenkloster,
outside the walls. Nonetheless, as at Regensburg, the Würzburg monastery occupied a
reasonably prominent position within the urban landscape. The Irish monastery’s location on the
Girberg ensured its visibility from both the opposite side of the river and from the nearby Frankfurt
road. The Schottenkloster marked the beginning of the town from this approach, and was well
placed with regard to its ostensible role as a pilgrim hostel. The construction of the stone bridge in
1133 had enhanced the physical and symbolic connection between the western bank of the river
and the town’s spiritual centre consisting of the cathedral and Neumünster. The incorporation of
the Schottenkloster along with St. Burkhard and the Marienkapelle into the many annual
processions held in Würzburg highlights the contemporary perception of the settlements on either
110

side of the river as part of a single episcopal city.

Schottenkloster was the destination for processions.

Wieland records six feast-days on which the

111

A dramatic physical monument illustrating the importance the Irish monks attached to their
integration into the ecclesiastical and social life of the town survives in Würzburg to this day. The
approach route to the monastery is accessed through an archway from the Frankfurt road. This is
no ordinary passageway, as it runs directly underneath a church built by the Teutonic Knights in
th

the late 13 century. This architectural innovation had to be incorporated into the design of the
107
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church following protests made by the Irish monks, the other Benedictine and collegiate
communities and the town council. The erection of the church, which would have blocked the
Schottenkloster’s access route, was backed by the Würzburg bishop and sanctioned by King
Rudolf of Habsburg, but owing to the sustained protests the Knights were forced to relent.

112

A

letter written to Rudolf by the abbots of St. Stephan and St. Burkhard and the deacons and
chapters of Neumünster and Stift Haug in 1290 highlighted the importance of the road for the Irish
community and its use since time immemorial for processions.

113

While the Schottenkloster was

located on the edge of town, it is clear that the Irish monks were not interested in an anonymous
marginal existence. The manner in which the Schottenkirche was constructed already signals a
desire to attract attention to the monastery. The church was given an imposing twin-towered
eastern end, which stood proud on the elevated site. This town-façade must have been designed
to increase the visibility of the church from Würzburg’s central core on the eastern bank of the
river and to give the peripheral monastery a greater presence within the town. It could also be
interpreted as an architectural reference to the twin-towered western façade of the cathedral, the
th

seat of the monastery’s founder, and the dominant landmark within the 12 -century town.
The site upon which the Teutonic Knights established their commandary may have
accommodated a royal residence of some description at the time of the Schottenkloster’s
establishment.
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The 1219 charter recording Bishop Otto’s gift of the property to the Order refers

to it as ‘domum nostram trans Mogum apud monasterium Scotorum sitam, que aliquando curia
regia vocatur’.
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A 1224 imperial charter confirming the grant leaves no doubt concerning the

erstwhile status of the site as a curia regia. In this document Friedrich II states that the property
had once belonged to his father Heinrich and grandfather Friedrich I.
this only became a royal holding in the Staufer period.

117

116

It is uncertain whether

The exact nature of the curia is also

unclear, though the use of the word domus in the 1219 charter may at least suggest the existence
of some form of residential building on the site. It may have been here that Barbarossa celebrated
118

his marriage to Beatrice of Burgundy in 1156.

During the reign of the Staufer kings Würzburg

was the episcopal see which hosted the most royal sojourns and was the third most frequently
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visited town overall.

119

Conrad III was present in Würzburg just short of twenty times, more often

than in any other town.

120

The curia regia may well have accommodated these frequent visits. It

may represent the palacium referred to in the Libellus passage outlined above, from which
Conrad and his princes watched the triumphal march to the Schottenkloster in Macarius’s honour.
The laneway from the Frankfurt road to the monastery appears to have run along the line of the
curia’s eastern boundary.
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Such close proximity between the curia regia and the

Schottenkloster would have set a precedent for the events at Nuremberg approximately two years
later, where Conrad founded an Irish monastery near to the royal castle.

122

Assuming that the

curia regia was already in existence, the decision to locate the Schottenkloster close to it might
reflect a pre-existing affinity to the Irish monks on Conrad’s part, to which his close adviser
Embricho would have been party. On the other hand, it is possible that this proximity was the
product of chance rather than design, with the geographical circumstances perhaps allowing the
Staufer king to become familiar with the Irish monks and inspiring his later patronage of the
movement, as laid out in the Libellus.
Whatever the combination of factors which led to the Schottenkloster being founded on the
Girberg, its extra-mural location, in a prominent position close to a main access road, is
123

characteristic of the Irish monasteries as a whole.

The repeated eschewal of intra-mural

locations can only reflect a preference on the part of the Irish monks, and was not a consequence
of a lack of available land within the town walls. The experience of the mendicant orders at
Würzburg again corroborates this point. The friaries of the Franciscans (1221), Dominicans
(1230), Augustinians (1263) and Carmelites (c. 1260) were all located within the original
pentagonal circuit, though the space available would have been steadily decreasing.
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The

different approaches of the mendicant orders and the Irish Benedictines to the location of their
institutions must have reflected contrasting attitudes to their interaction with the local urban
community. This would tend to speak against a perception of the Irish monks as forerunners of
the mendicants in their commitment to pastoral care.
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While the Schottenkloster and a number

of the other venerable religious houses of Würzburg suffered the wrath of the townspeople in the
th

late 14 century, the property of the mendicants escaped unscathed.
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The town quarter on the

western bank of the Main remained unenclosed by the town-wall until the 13

th

century. The
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Schottenkloster does not appear to have been incorporated into the walled area at this stage. Up
th

to the late 13 century the location of the monastery was given in charters as trans pontem or in
suburbio Herbipolensis. From this time through until the end of the Irish period, the description
extra muros is generally used.
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Two interesting exceptions show the monastery’s location to have been somewhat more
complex; the position of the monastery is recorded as ‘prope et extra muros’ in a 1361 charter
and as ‘extra et intra muros’ in another dating to 1449.
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The reasons for this ambiguity can be

th

explained by reference to the line of the 13 -century town-wall, which ran westwards from the
river and met the monastic precinct at its south-eastern corner.
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Judging by the persistent

description of the Schottenkloster as being extra muros, it appears the town-wall did continue
along the line of the monastery’s southern boundary, thus cutting it off from the town. The
monastery would then have been left directly outside the wall, prope et extra muros. Access to
the Schottenkloster must have been provided by an opening in the town-wall, with the salient
monastery surrounded by its own precinct wall.
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For reasons of the town’s defence it seems

likely that, though technically outside the walls, the monastery would only have been accessible
through the walled town. It may be this liminality that is reflected in the 1449 description of the
location of the Schottenkloster as ‘extra et intra muros’. In the aftermath of Swedish occupation
between 1631 and 1634 Würzburg’s fortifications were extended and modernised, ensuring that
the Schottenkloster was finally firmly located within the walled town.
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The architecture of the medieval monastery
th

After Regensburg, the church of St. James at Würzburg was the best preserved of the 12 century Irish churches until 1945. On the eve of St. Patrick’s Day in that year the Schottenkirche
fell victim to the devastating Allied fire-bombing which levelled most of the city. Of those walls
initially surviving upright some collapsed in subsequent years while others had to be demolished
due to instability. Only the east end of the medieval church, including the two eastern towers, was
incorporated into the new church begun on the site in 1955. The nave of the reconstructed
church, which is dedicated to Don Bosco, was built using completely modern design and fabric,
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with the exception of a retained Baroque south doorway. The Schottenkirche thus represents
something of an exception among Würzburg’s churches, as the general post-war practice aspired
to a faithful reinstatement of each structure’s pre-bombing condition, internal decoration aside.
The condition of the church pre-1945 is detailed in a number of accounts, with that included in
Felix Mader’s 1915 inventory of Würzburg monuments being the most important.
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In addition,

an extensive photographic archive captures the appearance of the church prior to its destruction
and between 1945 and 1955. Finally, in the wake of the ruined church’s demolition, a limited
programme of excavation was carried out in June 1955 by a number of students from the Institute
for Art History at the University of Würzburg led by Professor Siebenhüner.
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The results of these

excavations and other observations concerning the Schottenkirche were published by one of the
participating students, Friedrich Oswald, in a 1958 article.
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th

In a 1966 work on the 11 - and 12 -

century ecclesiastical architecture of Würzburg the same author used his own findings as well as
earlier photographic and written accounts to provide a thorough description of the pre-1945
th

church and a reconstruction of the 12 -century structure.
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The following description of the pre-

1945 Schottenkirche relies heavily on the work of Mader and Oswald, as well as on the available
136

photographic archive.

Description of the Schottenkirche prior to its destruction in 1945
The pre-1945 church was a red sandstone three-aisled basilica without a transept, the nave and
presbytery of which were divided by piers into eight and two bays respectively (figs. 80-81). Each
of the three aisles once terminated in an apse at their eastern end, of which today as in 1945 only
the central and southern apses are still in place (fig. 82). The side-aisles of the presbytery were
separated both from the sanctuary and the nave side-aisles to the west by inserted walls and
served as sacristies (fig. 84). A west wall without a doorway closed off the three nave-aisles at
their western end. The nave was accessed by Baroque portals located towards the western end
of both side-walls. A Romanesque arcade carried the tall nave-walls, which were 82cm thick.
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The arcade was composed of cut-stone round arches resting upon square piers (fig. 83). The
Romanesque imposts were for the most part altered during the Baroque period, but their original
profile survived in part above the three eastern pier pairs (fig. 92). It was composed from bottom
to top of astragal – wide cushion-like roll – plate – cyma reversa – a narrow plate – astragal – a
wider plate .
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The bases of the piers were not visible in the pre-1945 church, the ground-level
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having been raised by about 50cm in stages during the 18 and 19 centuries.
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These bases

were excavated after the destruction of the church and were seen to have a uniform attic profile
above a square plinth, with the lower and the narrower upper tori separated from the trochilus by
thin plates.
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Above the arcade ran a string-course composed of an astragal, cyma reversa and

plate (fig. 85). The wall between the string-course and the arcades was faced with ashlar.
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Above, the tall unarticulated clerestorey wall was built of coursed roughly squared rubble, which
would always have been plastered over. Romanesque round-headed windows of about 2.65m
height with ashlar surrounds stood centrally above each of the eight arches of the arcade. Each
window sill was splayed inwards, but only in the case of the two most easterly windows on either
side did this reflect the original arrangement, the more pronounced splays of the remaining
windows being a result of later modification. Each bay of the side-aisles was lit by a large
Baroque segmental-arched window set externally within a rectangular recess, except for the third
most westerly bays on each side, into which the Baroque portals opened, and the most westerly
bay in the south aisle. Internally, the bays of the side-aisles were not separated by transverse
arches and the side-walls, which were 1m in thickness, were unarticulated. Both nave and sideaisles were covered by flat wooden ceilings, the former featuring Baroque stucco decoration (fig.
83). The nave was very tall in relation to its width, 14.64m (including the 50cm below the raised
142

floor) compared to 7.32m.

The ratio of the width of the nave to that of the side-aisles was close

to 2:1. The three aisles measured 31.39m in length.
A tall chancel arch marked the transition from nave to sanctuary. The arch was, like the navearcade, composed of a single order of unadorned voussoirs. The wall between the arch and the
ceiling was again faced with ashlar. The arch was supported by the inner arms of north and south
cross-shaped piers, the shorter western arms of which helped carry the most easterly arches of
the nave-arcade . The supports of the chancel arch rose uninterrupted by the imposts of the
nave-arcade or the string-course above. Their imposts were of the same form as those belonging
to the Romanesque arcade. Offset projections of the imposts continued for a short distance along
the sanctuary walls immediately to the east of the arch. These projections supported the crossribs of the sanctuary’s pointed Gothic vault. The outer arms of the cross-shaped piers supported
transverse arches which divided the side-aisles of the presbytery from those of the nave (figs. 9192).
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Similar rectangular responds on the side-walls carried the other end of the arches. The

eastern cross-arms supported the first of the two arches on either side separating the sanctuary
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from the side-aisles (fig. 84). The imposts of both the cross-arms and responds had the standard
Romanesque profile. In the two angles between the aisle-facing and eastern and western crossarms on either side the impost projected outwards at right-angles from each arm (figs. 91-92). A
similar arrangement was found on both the western and eastern angles between the responds
and the side-walls. In some cases the lower roll of the impost projection was decorated on both
faces with raised curving strips and a fillet along the angle to create pseudo quarter-cushion
capitals (fig. 92). On the cross-shaped pier and respond in the south aisle, a short stretch of an
engaged column, itself resting on a corbel, ran immediately below the impost projection’s lower
astragal. The corbel in the south-western angle of the southern cross-shaped pier took the form
of a human head (fig. 92).
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The gentle taper from the head’s unlined crop of hair down to the

gently rounded chin mimicked the shape of a standard trapezoidal corbel. The face was
dominated by large lidded eyes and the pronounced arch of the nose. The impost projections on
the eastern side of the cross-arms and responds supported the feet of groin-vaults covering the
western side-bays of the presbytery. The projections on the western side did not appear to
perform any function. These idle supports suggest that an initial plan to continue the groinvaulting beyond the presbytery and along the entire length of the side-aisles was abandoned at
this point.
Two steps placed directly below the chancel arch led from the nave to the raised presbytery. In
terms of size the presbytery roughly corresponded to two nave-bays flanked by two aisle-bays on
either side. The three aisles of the presbytery were slightly narrower than those of the nave, due
to the greater thickness of their arcade- and side-walls. The presbytery and its side-aisles were
linked by two arches on either side, though these had been walled up at some point, probably
th

during the 17 century to create double-bayed side-chambers, the southern of which served as
the sacristy (fig. 84).
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These arches were divided by wide piers which were T-shaped in plan

due to the presence of projecting arms on their aisle-facing sides. Three of the arches were round
while the fourth was pointed. The former resembled those of the nave-arcade in terms of their
masonry and impost mouldings, though they were somewhat shorter and narrower. As in the
case of the eastern bays of the nave, the original Romanesque profile survived only on the aislefacing side of the imposts. Unlike the nave imposts, however, the inner face was not carved with
a distinct Baroque profile, but instead the upper part of the Romanesque impost survived, while
the plate, cushion-like roll and astragal had been removed. While the original profile of the
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imposts within the presbytery matched that found in the nave, the bases of the various supports
were far simpler, consisting only of a rectangular plinth in each case.
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The pointed arch, the

eastern of the two on the sanctuary’s north wall, rose higher than the other arches (fig. 88). The
nave string-course resumed on the presbytery-arcade after the interruption of the chancel arch at
a 10cm lower height (fig. 84). A section of the string-course above the pointed arch was
completed using stucco. The masonry between the southern presbytery-arcade and the stringcourse was composed of ashlar as in the nave, while this was only the case above the round arch
on the northern wall, with the pointed arch surrounded by rubble (fig. 87).
The original layout of the Romanesque southern aisle-bays survived within the pre-1945 church
and the south-eastern bay is incorporated into the modern structure (figs. 89-90, 93). The two
bays were divided from each other and from their eastern apse by transverse arches supported in
the same manner as that between the presbytery and nave side-aisles. The same system of
impost-projections, engaged columns and corbels was employed to support the individual groinvaults of the two bays. The corbel at the north-western corner of the south-eastern bay survives
to this day and takes the form of the head of a bull or ox with its curved horns extending along the
surface of the adjacent cross-arms (fig. 93). At the north-western corner of the south-western bay
the corbel was carved in the shape of a ram’s head (fig. 91). The impost projections of the
responds also carried narrow wall ribs marking the curve of the vault (figs. 89-90). The southern
wall of the south-western bay was pierced by a Baroque segmental window, while the southeastern bay, which stands beneath the southern tower, is lit by a Romanesque round-headed
window splayed heavily both inwards and outwards. A chamfered string-course runs around the
semi-circular apse at impost level (fig. 89). Above this rises the semi-dome of the apse, while a
narrow round-headed window opens centrally in the wall below.
The northern presbytery aisle-bays of the pre-1945 church offered a less uniform picture. The
groin-vaulted north-western bay mirrored the southern bays, though the corbels and columns
below the impost projections were not all extant. There was a blocked-up doorway in the bay’s
northern wall. The western and eastern bays were divided by a transverse arch resting on the
inner-arm of the T-shaped pier and on a respond as between the southern bays. The
Romanesque impost projections and corbels survived intact in the western corners of the northeastern bay. The Romanesque supports were completely absent on the opposite side of the bay,
however. Instead of opening into an apse, the bay was closed off by a wall with a blocked-up
pointed window at its centre.
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See Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, p. 173. Oswald does not state whether the bases of the chancel-arch piers
shared the form of the bases in the nave or in the presbytery.
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The sanctuary was originally divided from its apse by a second arch of the same height as the
chancel arch to the west. This arch was no longer extant in the pre-1945 church, but one of its
supports survived on the sanctuary’s southern wall (fig. 84). This rectangular support projected
from the most easterly pier of the southern arcade and had an impost which once bore the
standard Romanesque profile, though only the lower roll and astragal survived intact. An offset
impost projection extended a short distance to the west. A 15cm wide wall-rib of semi-circular
span began above the projection. Only a short stretch of rib was visible in the pre-1945 church,
but the laying bare of the parts of the sanctuary wall caused by the collapse of the Gothic rib-vault
revealed that it had remained intact for at least half of its span above the Gothic vault (figs. 84,
88).
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Below the Gothic vault and slightly to the west of centre within the span of the wall-rib, a

round-headed window opened into the sanctuary at the height of the nave clerestorey. At the
corresponding point on the north wall of the sanctuary, the blocked-up left-hand side of a similar
148

window was identified post-1945.

The polygonal central apse of the pre-1945 church, largely retained in the modern structure,
belonged almost entirely to the Gothic period. An 80-100cm long stretch of the southern wall of
the earlier Romanesque apse survived to the east of the idle apse-arch support. The plan of the
Gothic apse was of five sides of an octagon above a round base. Each of the three central sides
was pierced by a tall tracery window. These stood above a string-course which ran around the
apse marking the transition from the round to the polygonal. This string-course continued into the
sanctuary, running across the face of the surviving apse-support on the south wall before joining
the imposts of the arcade, the profile of which it shared (fig. 84). This string-course was observed
to have been almost completely stucco-moulded excepting the section running across the short
surviving stretch of the Romanesque apse but not that which wrapped around the apse-support.
A doorway under the central window of the apse allowed access into the courtyard beyond. The
apse was covered by a sexpartite net vault supported by ornate corbels. The net vault was
divided from the quadripartite ribbed vault of the sanctuary by a transverse rib. Together with the
western and eastern ribs of the apse- and sanctuary-vaults respectively, the transverse rib
emanated from half-columns which were supported by corbels positioned above and slightly to
the east of the apices of the easternmost arches of the presbytery arcade (fig. 84). The Gothic
apse- and sanctuary-vaults did not therefore respect the line of division between these two
spaces in the Romanesque plan.
Externally, the east-front of the church was and is dominated by the tall Gothic apse and the
towers rising above the eastern bays of the presbytery side-aisles (fig. 82). The polygonal upper
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stretch of the apse is slightly offset against its round base, from which narrow buttresses rise to
bolster each angle of the apse. The central apse dwarfs the only surviving side-apse to the south.
The northern side-apse is absent, with one wing of the rebuilt Baroque convent directly abutting
the eastern face of the north tower. The southern and central apses are not completely
independent structures, their adjacent walls blending into one for a short stretch at the western
end. The exterior wall of the southern apse is unarticulated save for an eaves moulding consisting
of a cyma reversa betwen two plates. On the apex of its conical roof sits an original red
sandstone statue of less than a metre’s height above a rounded pedestal (figs. 96, 98). Depicted
is a man with one bended knee and his view directed upwards. The two towers, though similar in
th

height and mass, clearly belong to different eras. The southern tower survives from the 12 century church. It is divided into three storeys, the lower of which reached to just above the sideaisle roof-line of the pre-1945 church (figs. 81-82). The transition between the lower and middle
storeys is marked by a frieze composed of three distinct horizontal mouldings (figs. 86, 96). The
lowest is a Lombardic frieze which rests on corbels. Above this runs a sawtooth moulding which
is followed by a moulding with a profile, from bottom to top, of hollow chamfer – roll - cyma
reversa – plate. The frieze ran around each of the three visible faces of the tower. At the
northern-eastern corner of the tower, where the walls of the tower and central apse intersect, the
frieze clearly changes direction and extends onto the apse wall for a matter of centimetres before
tailing off (figs. 96-97). This is the section of the outer wall which corresponded to the 80cm
stretch of the Romanesque apse identifiable within the pre-1945 church. The south-western and
south-eastern corners of the tower feature buttresses which stretch to a height a short distance
into the middle-storey. The two buttresses each taper to a point at the top to create a gable-like
effect complete with miniature roof and ridge of fleur-de-lis section (fig. 280, 285).
The tower’s middle storey is by far the tallest at 15.1m.
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Pilasters stress the corners of the

storey, with their red sandstone ashlar standing out from the otherwise rendered wall surface.
The pilasters emanate at their base from a horizontal band of ashlar about 50cm wide which runs
directly above the lower frieze.
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The actual surface of the tower is offset in relation to the lower-

storey to the depth of the pilasters. There are narrow round-headed window openings short of
half-way up the western, southern and eastern walls of the middle-storey. A second row of
windows of similar size, this time comprising an opening on each of the four walls, was located
further towards the top of the middle-storey. Only one of these, that on the northern wall, is today
visible. The other three are blocked–up and concealed behind the faces of the tower-clock. These
upper windows are pointed, unlike the three lower windows. The middle-storey also featured two
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flat-headed doorways in its north wall pre-1945 (fig. 87). One of these was situated adjacent to
the intersection of the tower wall with the spandrel of the Romanesque apse-arch at a height just
above the wall-rib of the Romanesque vault. The other opening was located a few metres higher
up and to the west on the wall. Both must have allowed access to the roof-space above the
sanctuary at different times.
A second Lombardic frieze runs between the pilasters at the interface between the middle-storey
and the belfry (figs. 86, 94). Immediately above this runs a continuous band of teardrop-shaped
mouldings. A further frieze, a simpler version of the upper moulding between the lower- and
middle-storeys, follows above. While the Lombardic frieze is encased between the corner
pilasters, the two other mouldings run uninterrupted over the pilasters and around the four faces
of the tower. The pilasters re-emerge above and continue to the top of the short belfry. A third
Lombardic frieze stretches between the pilasters on each face. A number of the corbels footing
the arches of the frieze feature small human heads carved in low relief (fig. 86). Above this runs a
continuous eaves-moulding bearing a profile of cyma reversa below plate. The belfry-arcade
consumes most of the wall-surface enframed by the pilasters and the horizontal friezes. The four
openings are of the same form on each face ― twin-light windows with pointed arches divided by
single free-standing columns. The columns are octagonal in section and taper towards the top,
where a prominent necking divides them from their cushion capitals (fig. 86, 94-95). Narrow
vertical fillets at the bottom of each capital take up the line of the angles of the columns,
facilitating a smooth transition between column and capital. A variety of geometric patterns adorn
the cushion capitals. Some of the chamfered imposts above are decorated by motifs which
include meander and teardrop patterns. The column bases are octagonal and have an attic profile
with spurs filling the four corners of the square plinth below.
The exterior of the northern tower is divided into only two storeys (figs. 82, 88). The lower storey
rises from the base to the height of the middle storey of the southern tower. This storey is
undecorated save for irregularly-shaped stressed quoins, which to some degree echo the corner
pilasters of the south tower. Two rectangular windows placed above each other on the east wall
provide the lower storey’s only illumination. A flat-headed doorway pierces the southern wall of
the north tower at the same height as the upper opening on the northern wall of the south tower
(fig. 88). A simple string-course divides the lower storey from the slightly offset belfry. The belfry
has a pointed tracery window on each wall. Both towers are capped by tall pyramid roofs, foursided at their bases and octagonal above. These are simpler copies of those in place pre-1945.
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The external walls of the nave and presbytery were unadorned beyond their windows and portals
(fig. 81).
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The segmental-arched window openings of the side-walls all belonged to the Baroque

period, while the Romanesque form of the clerestorey remained intact, with the exception of the
window at this level on the northern wall of the clerestorey. The regular rhythm of the nave’s
clerestorey and aisle windows was broken by the gap between them and the sanctuary windows,
marking out the latter. Both nave and sanctuary were covered by a continuous pitched-roof,
which was linked to the lower polygonal roof of the main-apse by means of a short intermediate
transverse section.
The west wall of the nave of the pre-1945 Schottenkirche was adorned externally by a façade
uniformly Baroque in style. This wall did not accommodate any entranceway and was pierced by
only one window, a tall round-headed opening positioned centrally in its upper half. Internally, it
was clear that the nave had not originally terminated in this abrupt manner. A series of blockedup archways was visible on the interior wall, suggesting that the church had once extended
further to the west (fig. 99). The relevant arches were incorporated into the pre-1945 church as a
decorative blind-arcade. The denuding of the west wall occasioned by the 1945 destruction
allowed greater insight into its composition. This picture was further clarified by excavations
undertaken at and to the west of the wall following its demolition in 1955.
At the west end of each of the side-aisles of the pre-1945 church stood a blocked-up transverse
arch of the same height as the nave-arcade (fig. 99). Two further blocked arches of similar size
were to be seen on the west wall of the nave. These latter arches were contained within a much
taller blind archway, which spanned the width of the nave and reached the height of the chancel
arch at its eastern end.
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The large round-headed window pierced the upper section of the wall-

area enclosed within this arch. All of the arch-rings on the west wall were composed of
unadorned cut-stone voussoirs in the same fashion as the Romanesque examples in the nave
and presbytery. The outer-feet of the lower arches on the nave west wall and the inner-feet of the
two aisle arches rested on rectangular supports projecting north and south from the final pier of
each nave-arcade. The excavations undertaken in the wake of the demolition of the west wall
revealed that these piers lacked a further support projecting from their western faces and were
therefore T-shaped.

153

Rectangular responds on the southern and northern side-walls supported

the other end of the aisle arches. Between the two central arches stood a column (only the
eastern side of which was visible pre-1945), which carried the inner-feet of the arches. With the
exception of the column, each of the various supports had imposts bearing the standard
151

As neither Mader nor Oswald refers to the presence of eaves mouldings on the aisle- or nave-walls, it is assumed that
there were none. Any Romanesque eaves moulding on the aisle-walls may have been lost circa 1700, when it appears
that the upper section of the wall was replaced in conjunction with the insertion of the new Baroque windows.
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A Baroque organ gallery stood immediately inside the west wall until 1945.
153
Oswald, Der Westbau, pp. 22-23 & fig. 1.
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Romanesque profile found in the nave, but, as in the presbytery, had bases consisting solely of
plates.

154

The column had a round base which had the same attic profile of bases of the nave-

piers and which rested on a tall square plinth (fig. 85). The column tapered slightly towards the
top. A necking separated it from its heavy cushion capital. Fillets accentuated the semi-circular
faces of the capital as well as dividing the remainder of the surface into segments. Lines with
spiral terminals decorated the capital’s four faces. Above the capital sat an impost bearing a
multi-faceted profile. The outer-supports of the two central arches continued on for several metres
above their imposts before meeting further imposts of the same profile, upon which rested the
much larger enframing archway of the west wall.
The masonry visible within the various archways of the west wall prior to its demolition can for the
most part be attributed to the closing-off of these openings in conjunction with the erection of the
new Baroque façade. This is true of the fill of the two aisle-openings, which matched the masonry
composed of small pieces of rubble found on the interior of the gable of the Baroque façade. The
wall between these arches and the line of the aisle-ceiling above was also composed of rubble,
but of a larger variety. Below the aisle roof-line the walls again consisted of rubble attributable to
155

the Baroque period, with the exception of a small area of earlier masonry.

The fill of the two

central archways was more complex and the result of more than one episode. The Baroque
rubble-fill was only present above a height of about 2.3m in each archway. The masonry below
this belonged to an earlier horizon. Excavation and survey revealed that at some point a 20cm
wide ashlar wall had been built to this height between the central column and each of the two
western nave-arcade piers. These screens were not contemporary with the archways, as two
gaps had been cut into the base of the column in order to allow the walls to abut it. The pedestal
of the walls reached the height of the plinth beneath the base. At the outer end of each wall stood
a blocked-up round-headed doorway (fig. 99). The outer jambs of the two doorways directly
abutted the supports of the arch. Their threshold stones rested partially on the bases of these
supports, and were preceded by a single step. Next to each doorway were large blocked-up
square-headed twin-light openings, which ended higher on the wall. Directly above these the
ashlar walls ended in a double-sided frieze, which was decorated with foliate motifs between
interwoven bands. A fragment of the frieze found after demolition was seen to have a concave
156

narrow side, which would have facilitated a neat interface with the column.

Three ashlar

courses survived in situ in the spandrel between the two central arches. The next section of the
wall was composed of rubble before being interrupted by a string-course at the height of that
154

Ibid. These were revealed during the post-war excavations, having been concealed below ground-level in the pre1945 church.
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Ibid., p. 26. Oswald does not specify the exact location of this area of earlier masonry, but he may well be referring to
a small section of rubble visible under the southern aisle-roof immediately adjacent to the scar of the nave arcade-wall.
This rubble appears to be larger than and to project slightly beyond the remainder of the wall.
156
Ibid., pp. 24-25.
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which ran above the nave-arcade. Above this the wall-area enclosed by the large arch was again
composed of rubble, as was the wall between the arch and the apex of the Baroque gable.
The 1955 excavation of the area west of the ruined church
The above description of the western wall has already incorporated some of the findings of the
1955 excavations. The archaeological investigation extended beyond the demolished west wall to
th

encompass the narrow area between it and the 17 -century town-wall.

157

The trenches dug on

this occasion confirmed that the Romanesque church had originally stretched further west than
the pre-1945 structure, as had already been patent from the internal arrangement of the pre-1945
west wall and from depictions of the church predating the Baroque remodelling of the church
(figs. 100-101). These illustrations presented the western end of the church as a transverse
structure of the same height as the nave but somewhat wider. The excavations were inhibited by
the encroachment of the town-wall and of neighbouring houses, but it was nonetheless possible
to recover enough archaeological evidence to invite a reconstruction of the church’s original
western end.
A slot trench dug to the west of the southern T-shaped pier along the line of the arcade-wall
uncovered fragments of a further support 3.1m from the pier. This constituted a plinth and round
base, with the profile of the base identical to that of the central column of the pre-1945 west wall.
The square plinth rested on a mortared stone bedding, which itself lay immediately above the
underlying rock surface. Due to the natural west-east slope of the church site, the western end of
the church was built directly upon the rock without conventional foundations.
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Cut into the

eastern and western sides of the excavated base were the type of secondary square-sided gaps
previously encountered on the northern and southern sides of the central column’s base. 6.85m
west of the T-shaped pier a single north-south orientated ashlar block was uncovered in situ,
partially overhung by the town wall. The block sat in a loam mortar directly upon the underlying
rock. It was interpreted as a fragment of the west wall, further limited traces of which were
identified along the same line to the north and south of the block. A trench dug to the west of the
northern T-shaped pier did not uncover a second base in the position corresponding to that where
the first was found, but did reveal a 1m² area of mortared stone bedding at this point, which
matched that found beneath the plinth of the excavated base.
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This trench continued

northwards and about 3.2m north of the line of the north aisle-wall revealed a series of 60cm wide
layers of mortar and stone. The composition of these layers was similar to that of the foundation
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Ibid., pp. 26-28.
Ibid., pp. 20-22.
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A trench was also dug to the west of the central column of the pre-1945 western wall, but tree-roots prevented
excavation to full depth at the point directly north of the uncovered base (ibid., p. 27).
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courses beneath the north aisle-wall, inviting Oswald to conclude that they represented the
foundations of the northern wall of the Westbau.
The recovery of fragments of the western and northern walls allowed the internal length of the
Westbau to be calculated at 6.85m and the width at a substantial 24m, presuming that the
structure had also originally extended 3.2m beyond the line of the south aisle-wall, as suggested
by pre-Baroque depictions. On the basis of the discovery of one base and the platform of another,
Oswald extrapolated that the Westbau interior had been divided into twelve quadratic bays by five
columns, which had stood parallel to the uncovered base on the axes of the two aisle-walls, two
arcade-walls and the central column of the west wall. A further discovery relevant to the
composition of the Westbau was that of a 40cm stretch of curved walling found projecting from
the southern aisle-wall close to the point where it would have intersected with the eastern wall of
the Westbau’s southern arm (fig. 102).

160

This has been interpreted as the truncated remains of

the wall of an approximately 2m-wide round annex, possibly a stairwell, which would have
th

occupied the inner angle between aisle and Westbau. Such a structure can be seen on a 17 century view of the church (fig. 101).
An architectural history of the Schottenkirche until 1945
It will be clear from the preceding sections that the original form of the Würzburg Schottenkirche,
though well-preserved in many respects up to 1945, had nonetheless undergone substantial
alterations at different points during the previous eight centuries. Before attempting a complete
reconstruction of the Romanesque church, it is necessary to identify the nature of these changes
and the periods in which they were carried out. This task is facilitated by contemporary written
and pictorial sources in addition to the details contained in the later descriptions of the pre-1945
church.
The earliest sources relating to the foundation of the monastery make it clear that the first sacral
structure built at the site was not the actual Schottenkirche, but a separate chapel dedicated to
th

St. James. This was the chapel consecrated on July 10 , according to the forged 1140 charter,
an event dated to 1138 by Wendehorst. The capella is also referred to in the genuine 1142
charter issued by Embricho. The Schottenkloster’s first abbot, Macarius, was buried in this
Jakobskapelle. It is unclear when exactly Macarius died. Trithemius dated this event to 1153, but
presumably did so on the basis that an Abbot Christian is referred to for the first time in a forged
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Ibid., pp. 22, 32.
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charter from that year.

161

The same abbot is named on a genuine charter two years later.

162

Both

Oswald and Zahn accepted Trithemius’s dating, and then used 1153 as a terminus post quem for
the completion of the Schottenkirche, on the assumption that Macarius would not have been
buried in the Jakobskapelle had the main church already reached its finished state. This
assumption is questionable. As seen later at Vienna, it was not essential for a church to be fully
completed for an individual – in that case the founder Duke Henry – to be buried within. Indeed, if
Macarius did live into the 1150s, it is likely that the construction of the Schottenkirche would have
been well underway at the time of his death, and, presuming an east-west progression, the
eastern end of the church should have already been in a fit state to receive his tomb. It is also
possible that the intention was to transform the chapel into a cella memoria for the revered and
saintly abbot in a measure that would have echoed early medieval Irish practice. No effort
appears to have been made subsequently by the Irish monks to translate the remains of Macarius
to the Schottenkirche. If one disregards Trithemius’s suspect dating, it is quite possible that
Macarius died long before 1153/1155 and that the construction of the main church was at such an
early stage at the time of his death that his burial within was not an option. Indeed the Vita
Mariani states that Gregorius and Carus in turn followed Macarius as abbot, which raises doubts
163

as to the supposed status of Christian as Macarius’s successor.

The first documentary reference to a church rather than a chapel at the monastery comes in an
164

1155 charter, perhaps an indication that the Schottenkirche was in use by this stage.

However,

the particular context in which the term ‘ecclesia nostra’ is used ― the donation of a property to
the Irish monks ― allows for the possibility that the monastery as a whole rather than any actual
physical structure was intended. An 1176 charter relating to the donations of Adalhard, which has
already been discussed above, does provide a terminus ante quem for the completion of the
165

Schottenkirche.

It credits Adalhard with funding the construction of a chapel dedicated to Mary

and a further chapel containing an altar dedicated to St. Michael.

166

As this was the ‘first
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While Trithemius gives 1153 as the year of death, he also states that Macarius presided as abbot for 14 years, 4
rd
months and 20 days, which would actually imply that Macarius died on January 23 , 1154, based on his own date of
rd
September 3 , 1139 for the consecration of Macarius as abbot (Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg: M.ch.f. 260, f. 75r).
th
Macarius’s obit actually appears under January 6 in the Schottenklöster and St. Gall necrologies (Ó Riain-Raedel, Das
th
Nekrolog, pp. 57, 96). The revival of the cult of St. Macarius in the 17 century saw the celebration of his feast-day on
rd
January 23 , presumably on the basis of the Compendium (Dilworth, The Scots in Franconia, pp. 224-226). 1153 charter:
Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 2r; Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, Reg. No. 2; Johanek, Die
Frühzeit der Siegelurkunde, p. 51.
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Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 3r; Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, Reg. No. 4.
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Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 371. The passages concerning Würzburg and Nuremberg
in the Vita leave the matter of the early sequence of abbots at both monasteries in a somewhat impenetrable state. See
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 173-175; Hauck (ed.), Vita Mariani, pp. 83-84.
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Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 3r; Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, Reg. No. 4.
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Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 8r; Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, Reg. No. 18; Oswald, Der
Westbau, pp. 35-36.
166
‘.....quidam cives nomine Adalhardus, præcipuus ac specialis Ecclesiæ nostræ Fundator extitit, quj primo pietatis
inditio, Monasterÿ nostrij non minorem partem larga distributione decoravit. Capellam namque in honorem Beatae Dei
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demonstration of his piety’ and he would ‘later’ enter the convent and make other donations, it
can be taken that the chapels had been erected a number of years before 1176. The earliest
source to provide details concerning the location of both of these chapels is a description of the
th

church by the Jesuit Johannes Gamans dating to the later 17 century:
‘Templum est cruciatum ( in fine cum 3 alteribus, duobus scil. ad latera et B.V. in medio; supra
167

fornice chorus S. Michaelis;).....,’

‘The church is cruciform (with three altars at the back, namely two at the sides and that dedicated
to the Virgin Mary in the centre; above the vault St. Michael’s choir;).....’.
The ‘in fine’ can only refer to the Westbau at the back of the church, as is confirmed by a
contemporary manuscript which records that a chapel dedicated to Mary, built by the Irish monks
168

for the pious believers of Würzburg, was connected to the church at the west.

The chapel or

choir of St. Michael clearly occupied the upper-floor of the Westbau, as Gamans states that it was
located directly above the altar dedicated to Mary. As Adalhard is credited with building both the
chapels of Mary and Michael by the 1176 charter, it seems that he must have funded the
construction of the entire Westbau. The western end of the church would therefore have been
completed some time before 1176.

169

As an east-west progression of the building campaign

appears certain on the basis of the physical evidence, it can be taken that the whole church
structure ― with the possible exception of the upper storeys of the eastern towers ― had been
constructed at this point.
The 13

th

century saw a number of alterations to the Schottenkirche, some of them enforced,

beginning with the repair of the roof in 1214.

170

A 1247 charter records the consecration of a

chapel dedicated to St. Mary by Bishop Hermann von Lobdeburg.

171

This actually amounted to a

reconsecration of the refurbished Westbau chapel. It relates to the erection of walls around the
Genitricis semperque virginis MARIÆ, Atque Altare in honorem Beatj MICHÆLIS aedificavit. Quibus Capellis in dotem
Sanctæ consecrationis decem marcas ordinavit;.....’ (Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 8r).
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Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg, M.ch.f. 260, f. 106v; Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, p. 27, n. 2; Oswald,
Der Westbau, p. 33.
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‘Aliud sit exemplum Capella B. Virginis pro fidelium devotione Herbipoli extructa et Eccleisiae versus occidentem
adiuncta.....’ (Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg: M.ch.o. 23, f. 75r); Oswald, Der Westbau, p. 34). M.ch.o. 23 appears to
have been written in 1691 (Dilworth, ‘Germania Christiana’, pp. 138-139).
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A charter ostensibly dating to 1158 records that a donation was made to the Scoti in honour of SS. James and Mary
(Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 3v; Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, Reg. No. 6). Oswald believed
that this evocation of Mary could be taken as evidence that the church’s Westbau ― and by extension the entire
Schottenkirche ― was completed at this point (Oswald, Der Westbau, pp. 37-38). It is possible that the particular
veneration of Mary within the monastery inspired her mention in the charter, but to deduce from it a firm terminus ante
quem for the completion of the Westbau would be to give too much weight to what is at best an indirect reference. The
charter does not refer to the Schottenkloster as ‘monasterium Sanctae Mariae et S. Jacobo’, as stated by Zahn, who
endorsed Oswald’s interpretation (Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 97). In any event, this charter is now believed to be a forgery
dating to later than 1176 (Johanek, Die Frühzeit der Siegelurkunde, pp. 51-52).
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Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 12r; Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, Reg. No. 31.
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Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 16r; Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, Reg. No. 49; Oswald, Der
Westbau, p. 35.
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chapel, which were designed to screen it off from the remainder of the Westbau and the nave of
the church. As described above, sections of the screen walls inserted in 1247 survived to their
full-height of about 2.3m in the west wall of the pre-1945 nave. Holes were cut in the base of the
central column to accommodate the 20cm-wide walls. Holes of similar size were cut out of east
and west sides of the column-base uncovered to the west of this wall during excavations,
indicating that further secondary walls had once run from the southern, and most probably also
the northern, T-shaped pier to the west wall of the Westbau. The walls enclosed a square area,
which may have had a further column at its centre. Access to the chapel was provided by roundheaded doorways in each of the two eastern walls. Large square-headed twin-light openings
allowed light in from the east. The ornament of the elaborate two-sided frieze found above these
th

windows and the keel mouldings of the door-jambs are compatible with the mid-13 century date
offered by the charter evidence.

172

The most profound medieval changes exacted on the fabric of the Romanesque church were
carried out during the tenure of Abbot Johannes, who appears in charters dating from 1254 to
173

1274.

th

Trithemius and two 17 -century sources credit him with building a new extended chorus

and adorning it with windows.

174

The alterations cited can be easily identified. They relate to the

construction of the main apse and parts of the northern presbytery-arcade and side-aisle in the
Gothic style as well as to the erection of new ribbed vaults over the presbytery and apse. Though
not mentioned in the sources, the northern tower of the Schottenkirche can also be attributed to
this campaign.

175

These works were necessitated by the collapse of the Romanesque northern

tower and the resultant damage caused to the original presbytery and apse. The northern sideapse was destroyed and not rebuilt, with a new wall erected to close off the northern presbytery
th

aisle where the apse-arch had stood. The interface between the original and 13 -century
masonry was clearly discernible on the denuded post-1945 northern presbytery wall. A line ran
diagonally upwards from the left-hand side of the pointed arch to the top of the wall, bisecting the
original clerestorey window of the presbytery on its way.
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The arcade-wall to the east of this

joint was rebuilt using rubble, a pointed arch erected and the Romanesque string-course
extended with the aid of stucco. A burnt layer uncovered above the original plaster floor of the
northern presbytery-aisle in the course of the post-war excavations indicates that the collapse of
172

Oswald, Der Westbau, p. 32.
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 386-387.
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Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg, M.ch.f. 260, f. 76v; M.ch.q. 56, fol. 19v; M.ch.o. 23, f. 21v; Weißenberger, Beiträge
zur Kunst- und Kulturgeschichte, p. 203.
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The material used to rebuild the tower incorporated a limited number of Romanesque cut-stone spolia, which are
visible built into the internal face of the wall. High on the eastern wall at first-floor level there is a fragment consisting of the
bottom section of a flat upright slab with a colonnette attached at either end, both apparently with attic bases. In form this
resembles a support from a cloister arcade, similar, for example, to those surviving at Neumünster. This raises questions
th
as to whether part of the Romanesque cloister was also damaged in the 13 -century fire. On the other hand, the
Schottenkirche fragment looks somewhat on the short side for this function, and might have formed part of an altar or
other piece of church furniture.
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Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, pp. 170-171, fig. 28.
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the tower and adjacent walls was caused by fire.

177

The buttresses standing at the south-eastern

and -western corners of the southern tower were probably added as a preventative measure
during the reconstruction which followed this disaster. This major rebuilding campaign can be
th

th

th

dated to the second half of the 13 century on hand of the 16 - and 17 -century sources and on
the basis of the architectural and sculptural forms used. Mader noted that the style of the work
resembled that found in the nearby church of the Teutonic Knights, and attributed it to the last
178

years of Johannes’ abbacy.

th

The assaults suffered by the monastery during the civil unrest of the late 14 century and the
1525 Peasants’ Revolt do not appear to have impacted to any great extent upon the
179

Schottenkirche.

th

Campaigns of restoration were carried out in the early 16 century and after

1595 to coincide with the transfer of the monastery to German and Scottish monks
respectively.

180

In 1594, shortly before the arrival of the Scottish Benedictines, the church was

said to be in such a state of disrepair that it was open to the elements, with the host in danger of
181

being blown off the priest’s paten by the wind.

It was not until the Baroque period that the

Schottenkirche again underwent alterations that significantly diluted its Romanesque character.
th

The encroachment of the 17 -century town wall endangered the stability of the adjacent Westbau
of the church, leading to its demolition in 1699.

182

This amounted to a severe assault on the

Romanesque church, depriving it of its fundamental western architectural and liturgical focus. It
led the way for a large-scale restoration and remodelling of the Schottenkirche directed by the
183

prominent local architect Joseph Greising.

A new Baroque western façade was added to the

shortened church and defunct openings from nave to Westbau were blocked up. On the aislewalls Baroque segmental windows were inserted in place of their smaller Romanesque
predecessors.

184

The lengthening of the original clerestorey openings probably occurred at this

time also, and new doorways were erected on the south and north walls. The coat of arms of
Bishop Johann Philipp von Greifenclau (1699-1719) appears above the south portal, as it once
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Oswald, Der Westbau, p. 41. Though the collapse of the tower can be dated to the 13th century, this event was later
incorporated into the legend of St. Macarius. According to Trithemius, Macarius, having witnessed the completion of the
Schottenkirche, travelled to Rome in 1146, only to have a vision while there of the tower’s collapse, which he found on his
return to have been borne out in reality (Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg, M.ch.f. 260, f. 76r; Wieland, Das Schottenkloster
zu St. Jakob, p. 23).
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Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. III/12), p. 343. The construction of the Deutschordenskirche began circa 1270 and was
th
completed early in the 14 century (Herzig, Die Deutschordenskommende Würzburg im Mittelalter, pp. 63-65).
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According to a 17 -century source, the monastery was burned out during the Peasants’ Revolt: ‘Coenobium tempore
rusticorum combustum’ (Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg, M.ch.f. 260, f. 106r; Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob,
pp. 24-25).
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Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, pp. 24-25
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Ibid., p. 25. Wieland again cites the since-destroyed Archiv des bischöflichen Ordinariats (sub Visitationen).
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Ibid., p. 29; Seberich, Würzburg als Festung, Part VI, p. 107.
183
Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. III/12), p. 338; Maier, Vom Stuck zum Stein, pp. 397-398.
184
Oswald observed an off-set in the southern wall, which, combined with the Baroque windows, led him to conclude that
the upper part of the side-wall had at this time been torn down before being rebuilt to the same height but shorter width
(Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, p. 170).
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did on the western façade and inside the church above the chancel arch.

185

The imposts of the

nave- and presbytery-piers were for the most part remodelled. Stucco decoration was added to
the ceiling of the nave and an organ-gallery was erected inside the west wall.

186

On July 27

th

1718 the sarcophagus of the founding abbot Macarius was returned to the presbytery from the
Makariuskapelle (formerly Jakobskapelle), where it had been since 1715.
have marked the completion of the restoration campaign.

187

This measure may

188

After its secularisation in 1803 the monastery was converted into a hospital attached to the
adjacent army barracks. In 1813 the Schottenkirche itself was profaned and employed as a
189

military magazine.

The eastern section of the church, stretching two bays into the nave, was

won back for religious service six years later.

190

In 1904 the remainder of the interior was
191

reclaimed for worship and the Schottenkirche recast as the garrison church.

This incorporation

into the barracks may have contributed towards the destruction of the church and monastery in
1945, though the allied fire-bombing of Würzburg was so indiscriminate and intense that no large
building escaped unscathed.
A reconstruction of the Romanesque Schottenkirche
The Romanesque Schottenkirche was dominated by the imposing eastern and western
architectural blocks which enframed its simple basilical nave. The twin towers of the town façade
lent the eastern end of the church a vertical emphasis, which was countered by the sheer mass of
the projecting Westbau. The destruction of the Westbau deprived the pre-1945 church of this dual
th

focus, but a sense of its effect can be retrieved from one 17 -century depiction of the church (fig.
101).
The nave and side-aisles were each divided into eight bays. They were unvaulted, though a
planned full or partial vaulting of the side-aisles can be deduced from the idle supports found at
their interface with the groin-vaulted presbytery side-aisles (fig. 92). The existence of these
supports also confirms that the construction of the Schottenkirche progressed from east to west,
as might be expected for a new church. The nave-arcade was supported by simple square piers.
The piers, arches and the masonry directly above the arcade were faced with ashlar, the ashlar
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courses ending with a string-course at a height of about 6.13m.

192

Above the string-course

stretched the tall 8.51m high clerestorey, which was built of coursed rubble and would therefore
have been plastered over. The tall expanse of the clerestorey was broken only by a row of eight
windows, each positioned centrally above the individual arches. The Baroque windows of the
side-aisles would have replaced smaller Romanesque examples. Neither the bays of the nave
nor of the side-aisles were divided by transverse arches, ensuring a smooth visual east-west flow
which was enhanced in the nave by the unbroken string-course (fig. 83). Unlike at Regensburg II,
there was no evidence for the architectural demarcation of a monks’ choir at the eastern end of
the nave. The disproportionately tall, unarticulated clerestorey would have given the nave a
somewhat bare, austere look. The nave was of very steep proportions, its 14.64m height being
twice that of its width (7.32m). The side-aisles were not quite as steep with a ratio of height
(6.76m) to width (3.75m) of approximately 1:1.8. The length of the three aisles was 31.39m. The
length of the entire Romanesque church, from the apex of the main apse to the western wall of
the Westbau would have been approximately 51m.
Tall arches of equal height stood at either end of the nave; one being the chancel arch into the
presbytery, the other marking the transition to the two-storey Westbau. The original floor-level of
193

the presbytery does not appear to have been raised above that of the nave.

The presbytery

was divided into three aisles, its side-aisles separated from those of the nave by transverse
arches. Each side-aisle was composed of two bays roughly commensurate with those of the
nave. These flanked the sub-quadratic sanctuary, which was bound to the west by the chancel
arch into the nave and the east by an equally tall arch leading into the apse. The latter was
th

almost completely destroyed by the 13 -century collapse of the northern tower. A pair of arches
on the sanctuary’s northern and southern walls allowed access to the side-aisles. While the pier
imposts had the same profile as those in the nave, the bases were of much simpler form. The
nave string-course resumed above the presbytery arcade after the interruption of the chancel
arch, but was set slightly lower on the wall. As in the nave, the wall below the string-course was
faced with ashlar, while that above it was of rubble.
The sanctuary was originally covered by a single groin-vault, which was also a casualty of the
th

13 -century disaster. The vault was bound by the chancel and apse arches to the west and east
and by wall-ribs on the northern and southern walls. Narrow projections of the arch-support
imposts carried the wall-ribs and the feet of the vault. A single clerestorey window lit the
192

All measurements are taken from Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. III/12), pp. 338-339 (Figs. 274 & 275), with adjustment
made for the circa 50cm difference in the level of the original and the pre-1945 floor.
193
Oswald records that the floor of the pre-1945 nave and presbytery had been raised approximately 50cm and 70-80cm
th
th
above their original levels respectively during the 18 and 19 centuries (Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, p. 169;
Oswald, Der Westbau, p. 41). The two steps between nave and sanctuary would more or less account for the 20-30cm
discrepancy, suggesting that there was no difference in the original floor-levels. There also appears to have been no
disparity in the respective floor-levels of the three presbytery aisles.
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sanctuary from either side. These windows were positioned within the span of the wall-ribs,
somewhat to the west of centre due to the presence of the two flanking towers. The four aislebays were also groin-vaulted. Transverse arches separated the bays from each other and from
the apse to the east and the nave side-aisles to the west. The vaults were bound on four sides by
these arches, by those of the presbytery arcade and by wall-ribs on the outer walls. Impost
projections resting on floating corbel-supported engaged columns carried the feet of the groinvaults. The vaulting of the presbytery required that its walls be wider than those of the nave. The
additional weight of the two flanking towers borne by the eastern aisle-bays necessitated the
provision of sturdy foundation walls 56cm high immediately below the surface between the arch194

supports.

The three aisles terminated in three parallel semi-circular apses, with the two small

lateral apses flanking a larger central one. The plan of the central apse is retained in the rounded
base of its Gothic successor. A string-course at the height of the imposts of the presbytery arcade
ran around the apse.
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There is likely to have been a second string-course at the impost-level of

the apse-arch, with a number of windows framed between the two horizontal elements. The
higher string-course would also have marked the springing of the apse’s semi-dome, as was the
case in the side-apses.
While the two towers flanking the sanctuary dominated the external appearance of the
Schottenkirche’s eastern end, they had virtually no visual presence within the church. With their
ground-floors subsumed by the eastern aisle-bays, only the off-centre position of the two
clerestorey windows of the sanctuary hinted at their existence. The towers could not be climbed
directly from the church below. The northern tower must instead have been accessible from the
outside. The Gothic tower is today entered through a doorway in its north wall at first-floor level.
This appears not to have been the original means of access, however. In the pre-1945 church the
tower was reached indirectly from the adjacent residential building by way of a flat-headed
doorway into the space immediately to the west of the northern tower, which was above the
western bay of the presbytery side-aisle. A pointed archway in the west wall of the tower (today
blocked-up) facilitated entry from this point. Though the neighbouring building belonged to the
th

19 century, the original doorway may also have been in this position rather than in the northern
wall of the tower. This arrangement would have been dictated by the presence of the earlier
chapel of St. James to the north of the tower. The south tower would have been entered from the
north, as today, through the roof space above the sanctuary. There were square-headed
doorways at this height in both the south wall of the north tower and the north wall of the south
194

Oswald, Der Westbau, p. 41. These foundations were observed by Oswald during reinforcement works undertaken on
the towers in advance of the construction of the modern church. They were extant only under the south tower. Oswald
th
does not comment as to why they were absent on the north-side, but they may have been dug out in the wake of the 13 century collapse of the tower.
195
The profile of the string-course was that of the upper part of the standard Romanesque profile. While this reduced
profile was the result of Baroque alteration in the case of the inner face of the arcade imposts, it may well have been the
original profile of the apse string-course.
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tower of the pre-1945 church to facilitate this access, as is clear from photographs taken after its
destruction (figs. 87-88).

196

th

They may date to no earlier than the 13 -century Gothic

reconstruction, however. Because they were positioned at a height actually above the line of the
saddleback roof, short transverse offshoots from the main roof were required between the towers
to link the two doorways.

197

A further square-headed opening visible on the north wall of the post-

1945 southern tower suggests that these transverse sections were not a feature of the
Romanesque roof. This doorway was positioned immediately inside the sanctuary’s eastern wall
at a height over 2m below the other doorway (fig. 87).
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It clearly opened into the space between

the Romanesque vault and the roof-line, and may represent the tower’s original entry-point. There
was no corresponding doorway on the south wall of the pre-1945 northern tower. It seems likely
that there was such an opening in the Romanesque north tower, but that it was omitted during the
th

13 -century reconstruction, owing to the addition of the two doorways higher up and the
transverse roof off-sets linking them. The first-floors of both towers would also have been
accessible from the aisle-roof space to the west, and ultimately from the Westbau gallery.

199

The

upper storeys of the towers had timber floors and were reached by means of ladders.
The Schottenkirche Westbau was a structure of two storeys, both of which opened centrally into
the nave, as was clear from the original openings fossilised in the pre-1945 nave west wall (fig.
99). An account of the demolition of the Westbau in 1699 refers to the structure as ‘the chapels in
front of the church or gallery’.

200

The lower level was entered from the nave and side-aisles via

two central and two lateral arches of similar height to those of the nave-arcade. The two central
arches were encased by the supports of the much taller enframing arch, which reached the height
of the chancel arch at the opposite end of the nave. As in the nave and presbytery, the masonry
immediately above the two central arches, which were divided by a column, appears to have
been faced with ashlar.

201

Above this lower arcade wall, the upper floor of the Westbau was open

into the nave for the full width and height of the enframing archway. The findings of the 1955
excavations and some pre-1699 depictions and accounts of the Schottenkirche allow a number of
196

These doorways were bricked up post-1945 and new doorways inserted into the tower walls a couple of metres higher

up.
197

th

A transverse element is also visible at this point on the 17 -century painting of the church (fig. 101). The pre-1945
nave roof may have been added to the church in the wake of the 1699 demolition of the Westbau. A contribution towards
the repair of the roof was made by the Neumünster canons in 1706 (Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, p. 169). The
th
Baroque dormer windows which were found on its northern and southern sides also point to an 18 -century date.
198
It is today concealed behind the vault of the modern presbytery.
199
In addition to the already-mentioned pointed doorway in the west wall of the northern tower, there was what appears
to have been a probably original, round-headed doorway in the corresponding wall of the southern tower (fig. 88). It was
not possible to access this storey of the southern tower in order to view the relevant opening, which would be blocked-up
today.
200
„die Capellen vor der Kirchen oder Bohrkirchen’ (Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, p. 29). Wieland again
cites the since-destroyed Archiv des bischöflichen Ordinariats (sub 2. Visitationen).
201
Only three ashlar courses survived within the spandrel of the two arches, suggesting that the wall was rebuilt above
this point after the demolition of the Westbau. The masonry above the two side-arches was of the same roughly-hewn
coursed blocks found above the string-course in the nave and presbytery and above the arches on the hidden aisleorientated faces of the nave-arcade.
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conclusions to be drawn regarding the internal layout and external appearance of the Westbau. It
th

is clear from the most significant pre-1699 illustration, a 17 -century oil painting of the church
alone, as well as from a 1673 town-view, that the Westbau projected beyond the side-walls of the
main body of the church on both its southern and northern sides.

202

This is confirmed by a crude

th

plan of the church accompanying Gamans’s 17 -century description, and, archaeologically, by
the discovery of the foundations of the Westbau’s northern wall in 1955 (fig. 100). The groundfloor of the structure served both as an entrance hall and as a liturgical focal-point. It contained an
important chapel dedicated to the Virgin Mary, the delineation of which is unclear in the period
th

203

before extensive works led to it being screened off in the mid-13 century.

According to Oswald, the ground-floor of the Westbau was divided into twelve bays by a central
row of five columns, although archaeological evidence for only two of the five columns was
recovered (fig. 102).

204

Oswald’s extrapolation was based on his belief that the two excavated

columns supported vaults. The strongest evidence that the ground-floor of the Westbau was
vaulted comes from the reference to St. Michael’s choir being situated ‘supra fornice’ in
Gamans’s description of the church. The 1955 excavations found that the bases of the two Tshaped piers at the western end of the nave did not have projections on their western sides which
would have signalled the presence of attached vault or transverse-arch supports. It should be
noted in this regard that the builders of the Schottenkirche had already shown an idiosyncratic
approach to vaulting in the presbytery side-aisles, where the impost projections which carried the
groin-vaults rested on engaged columns that did not extend the whole way down to the pier
bases, but were instead supported by corbels attached to the piers at above their half-way point.
It is possible that a system of corbels was used to support the Westbau vaults, though the
columnar supports would not really have lent themselves to such a solution. It is quite
conceivable that the feet of the vault and transverse arches simply rested on the ledges of the
imposts, as was the case in the ground-floor of the contemporary Westbau at the Regensburg
Schottenkloster.
205

Oswald did proffer archaeological evidence for the presence of vaults.

He pointed to the fact

that there were packed stone foundations under the plinth of the column-base excavated to the
202

The oil painting shows the church’s southern aspect, while Salver’s 1673 engraving depicts the church from the north.
The painting was destroyed in the war, but both a sketch and photographs of it survive {(fig. 101); for the sketch see
Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. III/12), fig. 273; Zahn, Schottenklöster, fig. 61}. Salver’s town-view is published in Freeden,
Eine unbekannte Ansicht, fig. 17. The three figures visible in the painting are Macarius, Embricho and Bishop Julius
Echter, who, because of his instrumental role in granting the monastery to the Scottish Benedictines, was celebrated as
the Schottenkloster’s second founder. The town, bridge and Marienberg visible in the background actually stood to the
south rather than the north of the church.
203
The age of the two lateral altars mentioned by Gamans cannot be determined.
204
It was not possible to excavate the postulated positions of the three remaining columns due to the encroachment of
buildings and other disturbance (Oswald, Der Westbau, p. 31, n. 8).
205
Oswald, Der Westbau, pp. 26-28, 30-31.
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west of the southern T-shaped pier in the pre-1945 west wall and at the point where the column
to the west of the northern T-shaped pier would have stood. In contrast, there was only a layer of
mortar between plinth and bedrock beneath both the T-shaped piers and central column of the
west wall. The additional foundations found beneath the Westbau columns, Oswald argued, were
necessitated by their function as vault-supports. He postulated the presence of the three further
columns, thus reconstructing a space divided into twelve bays, each spanned by a quadratic
groin-vault. Given the double-arched arcade between nave and Westbau and the fact that the
height of the lower-floor of the Westbau seems to have matched that of the nave and presbytery
side-aisles, it seems certain that the ground-floor, if vaulted, would have been so divided.
Nonetheless, the Gamans description provides the only persuasive evidence that the ground-floor
was indeed vaulted.
Oswald’s conclusions concerning the two excavated column foundations appear, without the
advantage of first-hand observation or a complete excavation report, to be somewhat
problematic. Oswald gave no indication that the excavated column-base sat at a level above that
of the central column to the east. Given that the plinths of the pier and column within the west wall
sat directly upon the bedrock, the rock surface under the excavated column-base must have
either been lower or have been cut into, in order to accommodate the extra foundation layer. In
the absence of any reference to the latter, it must be assumed that the former was the case. If the
rock surface was lower at this point, then an additional foundation layer would have been
necessary to reach the floor-level of the supports to the east and could not therefore be taken as
evidence of the presence of vaults. The case for the vaulting of the ground-floor must therefore
rely primarily, if not solely, on the Gamans description and the possibility that it was unvaulted
cannot be completely excluded from discussion. If the latter were true, Oswald’s model for the
ground-floor bay-division would lose currency. The possibility would then arise that there was only
ever two columns and that the space was divided into three large quadrants in the manner of a
conventional transept. In this scenario, two-bayed arcades would have divided the three
quadrants from each other as well as the central unit from the nave.
Although, based on Gamans alone, a twelve-bay vaulted ground-floor appears more likely, there
are some ancillary attractions to the tripartite model. For one it would be more compatible with the
evidence available for the Westbau’s south doorway.

206

th

The 17 -century oil painting shows two

portals on the southern wall of the Schottenkirche. One of these opened into the third bay from
east of the nave side-aisle, thus occupying the position of the later Baroque doorway, which is
preserved on the modern church. This doorway is shown as a wide square-headed opening,

206

Also, the ground-floor was clearly a liturgical space of some significance, the operation of which would have been to
an extent obstructed by a heavy concentration of columns.
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suggesting that it was not an original feature of the Schottenkirche. An even wider portal filled by
a large double-door is depicted on the south wall of the Westbau. This is a tall round-headed
portal standing slightly to the east of centre on the Westbau gable-wall. More than one order of
jambs and archivolts can be discerned, which strongly suggests that this doorway was
Romanesque in style. This appears to have been the main entrance into the Romanesque
207

Schottenkirche.

th

The position of the doorway, as shown on the 17 -century depiction, creates

problems when an attempt is made to reconcile it with the twelve-bay model. As it opens centrally
in the wall, it would have been more or less directly in line with the south-north row of columns. A
person crossing the threshold of the church’s main doorway would therefore have been almost
immediately confronted by a column. If, for a moment, the Westbau is reconstructed according to
the tripartite model, the barrier to the grand central portal shown on the painting would, of course,
be removed.
The incompatibility of the twelve-bay model with the central doorway lapses, however, if the
archway depicted is interpreted not as the actual church doorway, but as the entrance into a
porch preceding it. This reading, first proposed by Oswald, is very attractive.

208

It can only be fully

appreciated by reference to the photographs rather than the sketch of the painting.

209

On the

sketch a string-course can be discerned above the portal’s outer archivolt and what appear to be
five courses of ashlar running above it. Oswald offered an alternative interpretation of this detail
based on the photographs, pointing to the fact that this apparent masonry is painted in a darker
tone to that seen elsewhere on the church, and suggested that these blocks were instead rooftiles, and that there was actually a porch standing in front of the Westbau’s southern wall. The
walls of the ostensible porch are indeed not exactly flush with the walls above, which would
appear to be a result of the artist’s desire to introduce an element of perspective, and the walls
curve marginally outwards towards the top seemingly in order to indicate an eaves moulding. The
slightly off-centre doorway would be a further consequence of the use of perspective. Indeed the
only major obstacle to the interpretation of the feature as a porch is the uneven nature of the roof210

line.

Aside from the potential for this theory to sideline the incompatibility of the twelve-bay

model and the central doorway, it would also explain the relatively large size of the archway and
the absence of a tympanum. In his reconstructed plan, Zahn ― who embraced the twelve-bay
207

It is possible that the square-headed doorway into the southern aisle replaced an earlier Romanesque doorway.
Oswald indicates an opening at this point in his reconstructed plan, while Zahn does not (Oswald, Würzburger
Kirchenbauten, fig. 27; Zahn, Schottenklöster, fig. 63). Perhaps more likely is that a doorway was inserted here in tandem
th
with the 13 -century screening-off of the Mary Chapel, which would have required those entering through the original
Westbau doorway to access the nave via the archway at the western end of the southern side-aisle. I have also excluded
this opening from my plan, owing to an absence of positive evidence for a Romanesque predecessor (fig. 102).
208
Oswald, Der Westbau, pp. 29-30; Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, fig. 27.
209
I would like to express my gratitude to Dr. Frauke van der Wall of the Mainfränkisches Museum for her help in locating
the photographs and providing me with copies.
210
Oswald argued that the original character of this feature may have been blurred in the course of the restoration of the
painting in 1760, which was recorded by the words ‘1760 Renovatum’ at the bottom left-hand corner of the painting
(Oswald, Der Westbau, p. 29. n. 7).
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theory, but was sceptical concerning the porch ― attempted to circumvent the problematic
combination of this plan with the portal as depicted by reducing the size of the doorway and
relocating it to the eastern half of the southern wall, thus neatly opening into only the Westbau’s
south-eastern bay.

211

th

This, of course, conflicts with the 17 -century painting, which depicts the

portal only slightly off-centre, and, as shown, of too monumental a nature to have encompassed
only one bay. Oswald showed a portal in the same position in the plan accompanying his 1958
article, but presumably envisaged it in tandem with the outer porch.

212

A more inviting alternative

is that of a trumeau-divided double-doorway within a single wider archway, opening into both the
south-eastern and south-western bays. It must be said, however, that the requisite trumeau is not
visible within the archway shown on the oil painting. Oswald included a double doorway in his
1966 plan in conjunction with a porch accessed through the wider outer arch, which must be
regarded as the most attractive solution.

213

If, as seems likely, the main doorway at Würzburg

was preceded by a porch, it may have served as a precedent for the planned, but never erected,
porch in front of the Regensburg Schottenportal.
Above the ashlar courses or roof, one or more small oculi appear towards the apex of the gable.
The painting clearly shows that both the walls and roof of the Westbau reached the height of
those of the nave. The eastern wall of the Westbau’s southern arm has two windows at the height
of the nave clerestorey, which would have allowed light into the upper-floor of the Westbau. The
various sources offer little insight into the nature of the interior of this upper-floor. It is clear from a
combination of the 1176 charter and the Gamans description that it housed a chapel dedicated to
St. Michael. In dedicating a west gallery altar to the Archangel the Irish monks attached
themselves to a long-standing tradition.

214

The gallery opened into the nave through a tall arch,

and there is likely to have been a balustrade or wall of some description at its edge. The available
evidence does not allow any determinations to be made concerning the possibility that the upperfloor of the Westbau was vaulted, as at Regensburg.

215

Unlike the Regensburg Westbau, the

gallery would have opened only into the nave and not into its side-aisles, as is evident from the
th

17 -century painting. The means by which the Westbau gallery was accessed is unclear. Visible
on the oil painting is a small round structure in the angle between the Westbau and the southern
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Zahn, Schottenklöster, fig. 63.
The porch is not included in the reconstruction (Oswald, Der Westbau, p. 31, fig. 3).
213
Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, fig. 27.
214
The practice of dedicating altars or chapels on western galleries to St. Michael can be traced back in Germany to the
th
Carolingian Westwerk. It was a tradition current in 12 -century Würzburg and was also observed at a number of other
Irish monasteries, including those at Nürnberg, Vienna and Memmingen.
215
Among the Romanesque spolia found following the demolition of the pre-1945 west wall were two corbels designed for
half-columns and both a half and a full cushion-capital with neckings of 38cm-wide diameter. Oswald suggested that these
might have been fragments of vault-supports from the upper floor (Oswald, Der Westbau, pp. 24-25, 32).
212
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side-wall of the nave, the existence of which was confirmed by excavation.

216

It has been

suggested that this about 2m-wide structure may originally have housed a stairwell providing
th

access to the Westbau gallery from within the church, though in the 17 century it shown clearly
to be of insufficient height to meet this purpose.

217

It may be that the addition of an alternative

means of access, perhaps from an adjacent claustral building, led to the stairwell falling out of
use and being partly demolished, though it is a mystery as to why it was not fully removed in that
case. It is also possible that one or more mural staircases were contained within the western wall
of the Westbau, as at Regensburg. Only the inner-face of the wall was recovered during
excavation, leaving its width unknown.
The exterior of the Schottenkirche nave was marked by a lack of articulation, the plastered
expanses of the walls broken only by the clerestorey and aisle windows (fig. 81). A singularly
large gap between the final two windows of the clerestorey on either side signalled the internal
transition between the nave and presbytery. The level of ornamentation increased significantly
with the twin eastern towers. The articulation of the original northern tower can be assumed to
have mirrored that of the surviving south tower. Stacked string-courses divided the individual
storeys, while pilasters stressed their corners. An attractive contrast between these cut red
sandstone details and the rendered walls would have obtained. Each side of the belfries was
pierced by a tall pointed twin-light window , and the towers were probably topped by pyramidal
roofs. The Lombardic frieze and profiled string-course which divided the two lowest storeys of the
towers continued around the central apse as an eaves moulding (figs. 96-97). The walls of the
central apse extended across the adjacent corners of the towers, the walls of the lateral and
central apses having merged before this point. The conical roof of the apse would have been set
against the presbytery’s gable wall, which would have stood flush with the towers’ eastern faces.
The statue surviving atop the southern apse would probably have been paralleled on the other
side and perhaps also on the central apse. The side-apses were each lit by a central window,
while the central apse may have had three windows, as on the Gothic structure. The greater size
of the central apse ensured an element of gradation in the arrangement of the east-front. This
was not as prominent as at Regensburg I, however, where staggered starting-points of the sideand central-apses would have resulted in a greater projection of the latter.
Though the idle side-aisle vault-supports indicate that the construction of the Schottenkirche
began at the eastern end and progressed westwards, it is clear than certain aspects of the project
were exceptions to this general scheme. While the erection of the two towers would have begun
216

Though not expressly stated, the section of the round wall excavated was in bond with the Romanesque south aislewall, judging by the accompanying plan and the inclusion of the structure in Oswald’s later reconstruction (ibid., p. 22 &
fig. 1; Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, fig. 27).
217
Oswald, Der Westbau, p. 32; Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 106.
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early in the process, this task appears to have been temporarily abandoned, before being
completed at the end of the campaign.

218

This is suggested by the use of more developed

sculptural forms and the pointed arch in the belfry openings. The height reached by the towers
before the temporary cessation may be signalled by the switch from the round-headed to the
pointed form between the lower and higher rows of windows on the south tower’s middle-storey.
The architectural affinities of the Romanesque Schottenkirche
The considerable similarities between the Schottenkirchen at Regensburg and Würzburg have
219

long been remarked upon in the literature, beginning with Andreas Niedermayer in 1860.

Felix

Mader, who in his inventory had studied both churches in detail, concluded that the Würzburg
church was ‘nach dem Schema der Schottenkirche in Regensburg erbaut’. In support of this he
cited the position of the twin towers, the presbytery vaulting, the flat-roofed nave and the western
‘transept’, though he conceded that the Würzburg nave pre-dated that at Regensburg.

220

The

Würzburg Schottenkirche did indeed have much in common with Regensburg I. Both were threeaisled basilicae lacking eastern transepts with groin-vaulting in the centre- and side-aisles of the
presbytery, twin flanking towers, a tri-apsidal east-front and, possibly, square piers supporting the
nave-arcade (not certain at Regensburg). Not surprisingly, given the significant time lapse
between the erection of Regensburg I and the Würzburg Schottenkirche, substantial advances
are evident in the manner in which this shared design was executed at the latter. The Würzburg
church was marked by a greater spatial clarity. The width of the centre-aisles of the nave and
presbytery was close to twice that of their side-aisles, while at Regensburg the ratio was
approximately 1:1.6. The ratio of the width to the height of the nave at Würzburg was also 1:2, at
221

Regensburg approximately 1:2.44.

This greater awareness of proportionality at Würzburg was

further reflected in the presbytery where two vaulted aisle-bays rather than one flanked the
sanctuary, and all three aisles ended at the same point. Unlike at Regensburg I, transverse
arches divided the three apses from their preceding bays. The sanctuary was slightly greater in
length than in width, facilitating two square aisle-bays of equal size on either side, separated by
wide transverse arches. This allowed for the seamless integration of square flanking towers into
the design, while not compromising the uniformity of the presbytery arcade. Oswald saw this
Würzburg solution as the culmination of the evolution of the twin-towered east end within Bavaria,
which had begun with Regensburg I, where single aisle-bays flank the sanctuary and support the

218

There can be no question that the two towers were added as an afterthought to the completed church. The foundation
walls excavated between the supports of the aisle-bay below the south tower show that they formed part of the overall
scheme from the beginning, as does the positioning of the sanctuary clerestorey windows.
219
Niedermayer, Kunstgeschichte der Stadt Würzburg, pp. 77-78.
220
Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. III/12), pp. 342-343.
221
See Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 217, for the various ratios.
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222

eastern towers.

Double presbytery aisle-bays had been part of the design at Prüfening, but,

due to the need to provide a sturdy base for the twin towers, the size of the bays on either side
differed, as did the manner by which they communicated with the sanctuary ― the western bays
via an arch, the eastern by way of a raised biforium or double-arched opening.

223

In the later

churches at Biburg and Windberg the biforia were replaced by arches, but the discrepancy in the
size of the aisle-bays and, as a consequence, in that of the arcade openings persisted.
these cases, vaulting was confined to the three aisles of the presbytery.

225
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In all of

At roughly the same

time as the construction of the church at Windberg, this process was brought to something of a
conclusion in Franconia, where the combination of twin towers and double-bayed aisles at the
Würzburg Schottenkirche was achieved without infringing upon the proportionality of the groundplan or the homogeneity of the presbytery arcade. Though the Würzburg east end was not
directly derived from Regensburg I, this evolutionary model ties it in with architectural
developments in the Regensburg area. The absence of an eastern transept also points in this
direction, being characteristic of the ‘Bavarian basilica’, as exemplified by Regensburg I.
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Transepts were a standard feature of the contemporary ecclesiastical architecture of Würzburg
and surrounds.
The Würzburg Westbau has also been regarded as the result of influence from the Regensburg
area, if not from Regensburg I itself. The presence of a Westbau with gallery at Würzburg and
Regensburg II, has encouraged a belief that Regensburg I boasted a similar structure after which
both were modelled.
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As discussed in the previous chapter, this assumption is contestable on a

number of grounds. While the concept of a two-storeyed western annex with commodious gallery
lies behind both the Würzburg and Regensburg II Westbauten, there are significant differences
between the two structures, which make the idea of a shared source less attractive. The
Regensburg Westbau does not project beyond the side-walls of the main body of the church, its
lower floor, being inaccessible from outside the church, did not function as an entrance hall and
its gallery opens into all three aisles. These differences are not surprising, given the Würzburg
and Regensburg Westbauten appear to have been designed to suit two alternative church
models, a basilica and a hall church respectively. The Regensburg Westbau seems to have been
adopted as part of the hall-church package, and as such can only reasonably be taken to suggest
that the basilical Regensburg I boasted a similar structure insofar as it reflects the wider
predilection of the Irish monks in Germany for galleried Westbauten of different varieties. It is
222

Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, pp. 175-176. See also Fink, Romanische Klosterkirchen, pp. 184-187.
Fink, Romanische Klosterkirchen, pp. 56-79; Strobel/Weis, Romanik in Altbayern, pp. 137-141.
224
Fink, Romanische Klosterkirchen, pp. 132-155, 163-175; Strobel/Weis, Romanik in Altbayern, pp. 153-157, 199-203.
225
Although at Würzburg the vaulting of the nave side-aisles was planned.
226
In regard to this aspect the churches at Prüfening, Biburg and Windberg certainly did not serve an intermediate role,
as all three boasted eastern transepts.
227
e.g. Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, pp. 176-177; Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 77-78.
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possible that this penchant was first manifested at Regensburg I, setting the stage for the
Westbauten at Würzburg, Regensburg II, Nuremberg, Vienna and Memmingen. The limited
archaeological evidence available appears to rule out a projecting Westbau for Regensburg I,
suggesting that, if Regensburg did provide the inspiration for the Würzburg structure, there were
again substantial differences between the model and copy.
Regardless of whether Regensburg I possessed a Westbau, there was a strong tradition of
th

western transepts in Regensburg ecclesiastical architecture from the later 11 century onwards.
The cathedral and the Benedictine churches of St. Emmeram and Obermünster all had such
structures, though in each case they were associated with western choirs. Of the three, only
Obermünster certainly contained a gallery and this was restricted to the space above the sidearms of the transept. The St. Emmeram transept was the only one to project beyond the sideth

walls of the nave. The 12 -century hall church at Prüll had a full-length gallery, but unlike at
Würzburg it opened into all three aisles and was part of a twin-towered Westbau whose width did
not exceed that of the remainder of the church. East of Regensburg, the Benedictine church at
Reichenbach am Regen, consecrated in 1135, is an example of a basilical church with a twostoreyed Westbau.
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Again this differed substantially from the Würzburg example, as it did not

project beyond the adjacent side-walls and comprised a gallery open into the central aisle above
a porch from which the nave could only be accessed through a central portal. While western
transept annexes were common in the Regensburg area, no close parallels for the Würzburg
structure can be found among the surviving or known structures.
The Hirsau Benedictine church at Aura, 40km north of Würzburg, also featured a Westbau and
has a number of other similarities with the Schottenkirche.
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Begun in 1108, it was transeptless

in the manner of the ‘Bavarian basilica’ and had a three-aisled twin-towered east end. Vaulting ―
groin-vaults in the side-bays, barrel-vault in the centre ― was restricted to the presbytery. The
eastern half of the presbytery, including the flanking towers and more than likely three attached
th

apses, was demolished in the 17 century, which means that its reconstruction requires a certain
amount of speculation. The side-bays appear to have been close in terms of size, but with the
surviving western bays on either side rectangular while the tower-supporting eastern bays were
most likely square. While arches linked the western bays with the sanctuary, it cannot be
ascertained how, if at all, the eastern bays opened into the same space.
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Regardless of this
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Hoffmann, Hirsau und die »Hirsauer Bauschule«, pp. 68, 100; Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, pp. 181-182;
Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 232-233.
229
See Feulner, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. III/14), pp. 16-30; Fink, Romanische Klosterkirchen, pp. 36-56.
230
Fink assumes that the eastern side-bays opened into the sanctuary in the same manner as the western ones {Fink,
Romanische Klosterkirchen, pp. 51 (figs. 27-28), 53}. This solution is quite possible, if not probable, but it should also be
noted that at the contemporary Hirsau church of Prüfening raised biforia rather than arches stood between the eastern
bays and the sanctuary.
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uncertainty, it is clear that the eastern end of the church at Aura closely resembled that of the
Schottenkirche. The two churches also shared a western annex, the Aura example having been
th

almost completely demolished in the 17 century. Like the Würzburg example, an arch the height
of the eastern chancel arch opened from the nave into the Aura Westbau, while smaller arches
allowed access from the two side-aisles.
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It was believed that the Aura Westbau projected

beyond the body of the church, as at Würzburg.
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The latest research suggests, however, that at

least its northern wall, if not the southern one also, ended flush with the aisle-walls.
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This would

clearly lessen its affinity with the Schottenkirche Westbau.
Beyond the presence of a central portal on its western wall, the lay-out of the Aura Westbau is a
matter of some mystery.
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The available evidence suggests that the Westbau may not have

contained a gallery, which would further distance it from the Würzburg structure.
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One point of

affinity between Aura and the Schottenkirche was the use of both square piers and free-standing
cushion-capital columns in the church, though in the case of Aura both were employed on the
nave-arcade, where the supports were arranged in the ‘Saxon’ pier-column-column-pier
236

pattern.

As at the Schottenkirche, a string-course ran above the arcade for the length of the

nave and presbytery, with the supports of the chancel arch between providing the only
interruption.

237

Despite the disparities with regard to the Westbau and the arcade-supports,

overall Aura offers better parallels for the Würzburg Schottenkirche than any other earlier church
in Franconia or in the Regensburg area.
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th

These arches were blocked up during the 17 century to create a new west-façade for the shortened church. The
supports and imposts of the central arch and of two east-west arches of the same height, which once continued the line of
th
the north and south nave-arcade to reach the western wall of the Westbau, are visible internally and externally on the 17 century west wall of the nave.
232
Feulner, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. III/14), pp. 19 (fig. 9), 24. This was generally accepted in the literature and informed
discussions relating to Aura’s affinities with the Würzburg Schottenkirche.
233
Fink, Romanische Klosterkirchen, pp. 45-49.
234
This portal was fully 5m wide, which has encouraged the belief that it was open to the elements rather than fitted with
a door. If this were so, it seems inconceivable that the three arches from the nave to the Westbau would also have been
th
open. There would need to have been a central doorway occupying the position of the 17 -century example within the
central arch, and the aisle-arches would either need to have been completely blind or pierced by further doorways. There
th
is no evidence for such features within the three arches, however, though the 17 -century alterations may have
obliterated all traces. Perhaps the portal in the west wall of the Westbau did hold a door, despite its great width. To further
complicate matters, due to unusual topographical circumstances, there was a 4.5m rise (since filled in) in ground level
between this portal and the nave, which lay only 6.15m to the east. There may have been a monumental staircase in
place inside the door to overcome this disparity (ibid., pp. 48-49).
235
There were no traces of intermediary imposts on the supports of the central arch between the nave and Westbau
potentially indicative of its horizontal division. In addition, the surviving eastern supports of the two east-west arches
between the central arch and the Westbau west wall also rise to their full height uninterrupted. On the basis of this limited
evidence, it appears that the interior of the Westbau was not horizontally sub-divided, instead opening to its full height in
the fashion of the St. Emmeram annex.
236
This arrangement applied to the six western bays of the nave, but ceased for the final two bays, whose status as the
chorus minor was marked by the use of piers only.
237
Feulner, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. III/14), pp. 20 (fig. 10), 22. The nave and presbytery at Aura were divided into eight and
two bays respectively as at the Schottenkirche.
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th

th

The square pier was the arcade-support of choice within the 11 - and 12 -century ecclesiastical
architecture of Würzburg.

238

It was employed in the most influential among the local buildings of
th

the day, the monumental cathedral, a church largely shaped by a mid 11 -century construction
campaign. In an arrangement similar to the later Schottenkirche, a string-course marked the
transition between the ashlar-faced arcade-wall and the vast expanse of bare plastered wall
above, which was enlivened only by the high clerestorey windows and, unlike the Schottenkirche,
a second string-course directly below them.

239

The plain nature of the walls combined with a flat

roof and the steep 2:1 ratio of height to width would have lent the Schottenkirche nave a box-like
th

character reminiscent of the 11 -century nave of the Benedictine church of St. Burkhard, where
the 2:1 ratio found an earlier application. St. Burkhard also had square towers flanking its
th

presbytery, but other than in their disposition these 11 -century examples bear little resemblance
to the Schottenkirche structures, as they project beyond the side-walls of the nave and have solid
walls at ground-floor level from which point stone staircases rise. Tower pairs were a prominent
feature of Romanesque Würzburg, the most important ensemble in this regard being the
imposing Westbau of the cathedral. The surviving twin towers were already a feature of Bishop
th

Adalbero’s 11 -century cathedral, but were raised by two storeys during Embricho’s tenure in the
1130s, in conjunction with the creation of the via triumphalis between the cathedral and the new
bridge over the Main. The influence of this representative façade can be measured by the
th

incorporation of towered west-fronts into the designs of the early 12 -century parish church of St.
th

Peter and the mid 12 -century collegiate church of Stift Haug.

240

As suggested above, the

Schottenkirche’s twin-towered eastern facade could also be seen in part as an architectural
response to the cathedral west-front. The location of the church in relation to the town was almost
certainly the main factor which determined the positioning of the towers, as appears to have been
241

the case in relation to at least four of the other Irish churches in Germany.

Regensburg I, which

had been shaped by similar topographical considerations, offered the Würzburg builders a
template for a twin-towered eastern end, but the two-bay deep, three-aisled apsidal presbytery
erected shows them to have absorbed the advances made on the original design in the
intervening years.
Close parallels for the Würzburg Westbau are not easy to identify. The idea for a western annex
may well have arrived from the Regensburg area, possibly from the earlier Schottenkirche, but
the design of the Würzburg Westbau appears to have represented something of a new departure.
238

For discussion of the Romanesque architecture of Würzburg and surrounds see Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten;
Kummer, Architektur und bildende Kunst, pp. 410-433; Kummer, Von der Romanik zur Gothik, pp. 603-617;
Haas/Pfistermeister, Romanik in Bayern, pp. 345-349.
239
See Kummer, Architektur und bildende Kunst, pp. 422-424, 426.
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See Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, pp. 128-158.
241
It is probably no coincidence that the other Benedictine church to the west of the Main, St. Burkhard, also had a pair of
towers at its eastern end. In addition, Stift Haug, which lay to the south-east of the walled town, had a twin-towered
western façade.
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This is particularly true if Oswald’s 10-bay model is correct. The central row of columns and the
groin-vaulted bays would have lent the ground-floor of the Westbau the character of a generously
proportioned hall crypt.

242

Westbauten of two storeys and varied design were also part of the

Würzburg architectural tradition, though only in combination with tower pairs. The church of Stift
th

Haug, as rebuilt in the first half of the 12 century, appears to have boasted a gallery projecting
beyond its twin-towered west-front into the nave to the depth of two bays.

243

The vaulted ante-

chamber below was entered through a single archway from the porch between the towers, and
th

opened via double arches on three sides to the nave and side-aisles. At the early 12 -century
Peterskirche, the gallery encompassed the space between the western towers and above the
244

entrance area which projected westwards beyond the towers.

The first-floor of the tower-like

Westbau of the Premonstratensian church at Oberzell, 5km west of Würzburg, was occupied by a
245

chapel dedicated to St. Michael, which opened as a western gallery into the nave.

The

Schottenkirche Westbau could be seen as a further addition to this line of diverse entrance hall
and western gallery combinations. Though the design of the Schottenkirche Westbau does not
appear to have relied on any local prototype, the incorporation of western galleries was clearly de
th

rigueur in 12 -century Würzburg, as indeed was the association of the upper-floor of the Westbau
246

with St. Michael.

One feature of the Schottenkirche architecture which does not appear to have been derived from
a local source is the use of corbels and floating columns to support the groin-vaults of the
presbytery side-aisles (figs. 90-93). This solution is without close parallel within Romanesque
Franconia. The contemporary architecture of Alsace offers the best comparanda for the
Schottenkirche supports. There floating columns were used in conjunction with ribbed vaults,
th

which started to appear in Alsatian architecture in the first half of the 12 century. Among the
most important of these churches was the great Benedictine monastic church at Murbach, which
th

is thought to have been erected in the second quarter of the 12 century, where the ribs of the
presbytery and crossing vaults rest on engaged columns which end with a conical corbel a couple

242

th

Column-supported hall crypts were prominent within Würzburg’s 11 -century architecture, being a feature of the
cathedral, Neumünster and St. Stephan.
243
Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, pp. 139-158.
244
Ibid., pp. 128-138.
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The Oberzell Westbau consisted of a single central tower, which rose to the height of at least three storeys and was
attached to the western end of a slightly wider nave. This church was erected in the decades following the monastery’s
foundation in 1126 (Lichtmaneker, Die Baugeschichte der romanischen Stiftskirche Oberzell, pp. 313-335).
246
The association of a Westbau with St. Michael was also a feature of the contemporary cathedral. Here the space
between the western towers was occupied at first-floor level not by a gallery, but by a chapel dedicated to the archangel.
The extent to which this chapel and the room above it were open into the nave originally is not clear (Schulze, Der Dom
zu Würzburg, pp. 101-103; Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. III/12); Lindner, Untersuchungen, pp. 191-194). While Schulze
argued that the form of the Westbau was a product of the 1130s, it has been more recently argued that it was part of the
th
later 11 -century church (Kummer, Von der Romanik zur Gothik, pp. 607-610). Also, Oswald has speculated that a St.
Michael’s altar recorded at Stift Haug was situated on the western gallery or between the two western towers (Oswald,
Die alte Hauger Stiftskirche, pp. 114-115).
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of metres below the impost.

th

The mid 12 -century parish church at Rosheim offers closer

parallels for the Würzburg supports.

248

Here the ribs of the nave-vault rest on impost projections

which sit either directly upon decorated corbels or on the quarter capitals of short floating
columns, which rise from corbels carved with figural ornament. The latter arrangement differs
from that found in the Schottenkirche only in the fact that the column’s capital is not carved out of
the lower-roll of the impost, but instead sits below it. At the contemporary Benedictine church of
Saint-Jean-Saverne corbels in the shape of human heads carry the ribs in the three eastern
bays.

249

The widespread use of such supports in Alsace, albeit in conjunction with the evolution of

ribbed vaults, and the absence of equally close comparanda nearer to Würzburg raises the
possibility that one or more of the Schottenkirche builders was familiar with the contemporary
architecture of Alsace. This would not be a unique example of Alsatian influence on the
Romanesque architecture of Würzburg. The strong affinities often noted between a number of
capitals and a frieze fragment from Stift Haug and the capitals of the eastern crypt of the
cathedral at Strasbourg led Oswald to conclude that this style arrived directly in Würzburg from
Alsace in the first half of the 12
250

Strasbourg.

th

century, perhaps by way of masons who had worked at

The Schottenkirche vault-supports may be further evidence of architectural links

between Würzburg and Alsace.
Significantly, Alsace also provides analogies for the distinct type of impost employed in the
Schottenkirche. The Schottenkirche imposts are basically composed of two horizontal layers, with
the central plate separating the standard profiled impost above from the wide capital-like lower
roll and necking-like astragal below (figs. 89-93).
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The use of the lower-roll of the impost as a

capital in respect of the vault-supports graphically illustrates the concept of these imposts as the
fusion of a standard impost with a cushion capital, a form associated with the column rather than
the square pier. Also contributing towards this blending of the pier and column forms were the
attic bases found beneath the nave piers. Similar composite imposts were employed at Murbach
th

and at a number of later 12 -century Alsatian churches including Altdorf, Neuwiller (St. Adelphi
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Will, Alsace Romane, pp. 121-140; Kautzsch, Der romanische Kirchenbau im Elsass, pp. 167-182; Schütz/Müller,
Deutsche Romanik, pp. 45-46; Legin, Die Abtei Murbach, pp. 14-22; Winterfeld, Romanik am Rhein, pp. 41-43. A
consecration date of 1134 is recorded for an ‘oratorium’ at Murbach, but whether this date applied to the surviving
Romanesque church has been a matter of much debate. Some have argued that this church was erected in the second
th
half of the 12 century, but, as held by Will, the clear influence exerted by Murbach on a number of mid-century Alsatian
th
churches, suggests that Romanesque church can be dated to the second quarter of the 12 century (Will, Alsace
Romane, pp. 138-139). The revised dating of similar rib-vaults at Speyer and Worms to the early decades rather than the
th
second half of the 12 century provides further support for this argument (Winterfeld, Romanik am Rhein, p. 41).
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am Rhein, p. 60.
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Architektur und bildende Kunst, p. 430.
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and SS. Peter and Paul), and Sigolsheim, as well as at Basle, which lies at the edge of Alsace.

As at Würzburg, the lower roll of the Murbach impost serves as a pseudo-capital for the inchoate
vault-supporting columns.

253

This form of impost was also used in the eastern end and nave of

the cathedral at Worms, the construction of which is now known to have begun circa 1130.

254

The

Schottenkirche imposts are well outside this broadly upper-Rhine-based area of distribution.
Considering that the use of corbel vault-supports already points towards Alsace, it is conceivable
that this impost form also arrived in Würzburg from that region. Presuming that the church at
Murbach was indeed erected after the election of Abbot Bethold in 1122, the use of both this
impost form and corbel vault-supports was current in Alsace prior to the construction of the
Würzburg Schottenkirche. The church at Rosheim provides the closest parallels for the
Schottenkirche vault-supports, but the vaults there appear to date to the period 1150-1160 and
are therefore likely to postdate their Schottenkirche counterparts. It is quite possible that supports
of similar type were employed at earlier, since-lost, Alsatian churches.
Though the affinities between the Würzburg Schottenkirche and the archetypal Bavarian basilica
are undeniable, a more complex picture than simple derivation from Regensburg I emerges. The
local architectural tradition appears to have had a bearing on the church’s design, but not to the
extent seen at some later Schottenkirchen. In addition to the influence from the east, which
flowed from the connection with Regensburg, some aspects of the Schottenkirche scheme
appear to have been the product of architectural currents emanating from west of the Rhine.
Ornamental and architectural sculpture
Certain aspects of the Schottenkirche’s architectural sculpture tie the church more firmly into the
Würzburg tradition. Cushion capitals such as that of the central column which stood in the preth

th

1945 west wall were of the standard form used with columns in 11 - and 12 -century churches in
and around Würzburg (fig. 85). The capitals of the nave-arcade columns at St. Burkhard, on
which the semi-circular curve of the individual faces is stressed using fillets, offer themselves for
comparison.
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The use of fillets to accentuate the shape of the capitals and to decorate their
th

faces are typical of a style which appears to have originated in the 11 -century cathedral, before
th

being adopted across Würzburg and beyond well into the 12 century.
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Thin fillets with spiral
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Will, Alsace Romane, pp. 25-26, 32-33, 36, 121-140; Kautzsch, Der romanische Kirchenbau im Elsass, pp. 259-263,
266-274; Burmeister et al, Suisse Romane, pp. 299-308; Winterfeld, Romanik am Rhein, pp. 36-38.
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Though the faces of the Murbach ‘capitals’ remain undecorated, which is in keeping with the restrained ornamention of
the church’s interior.
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Winterfeld, Die Kaiserdome, pp. 165-206.
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These columns, but not their bases, were inserted in place of bulkier 11 -century examples during a campaign of
restoration carried out during the abbacy of Engelhard (circa 1168-1180) (Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, pp. 187195).
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Kummer, Von der Romanik zur Gothik, p. 609; Kummer, Architektur und bildende Kunst, pp. 421-424.
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terminals were used on the capitals of the half-columns found supporting the inner-arches of the
cathedral nave-arcade and in the articulation of the external walls. Cushion capitals at Oberzell
th

and on the early 12 -century Benedictine church at Neustadt am Main also display ornament
similar to the Schottenkloster capital.

257

The absence of corner spurs from the attic base of the
th

central capital is somewhat anachronistic for the mid-12 -century German Romanesque, but can
be paralleled at the contemporary Oberzell church as well as at the significantly earlier cathedral,
258

at St. Burkhard and at Neustadt.

The quarter cushion capitals formed out of the lower roll of the

impost projections which supported the groin-vaults of the Schottenkirche side-aisles were
decorated with raised bands in a manner which is paralleled by the capitals of the partly
preserved cloister arcades at Aura and at the Benedictine nunnery at nearby Thulba (founded
1127).

259

A distinctive feature linking the capitals is the short triangular strip which hangs over the

upper-end of the corners between each face (fig. 85, 92). Neither the Schottenkirche corbels in
the shape of human and animal heads nor the crouching figure on the apse roof are characteristic
of Franconian Romanesque architecture. Corbels composed of fantastical animal heads carry the
Lombardic friezes on the main apse at distant Biburg. Closer to Würzburg, human and animal
heads, including ox-heads similar to the Schottenkirche example, are found both as corbels and
floating within the arches of the Lombardic friezes which decorate the apses of the Benedictine
church at Bergen in southern Franconia, though this church is later than the Schottenkirche,
dating to after 1156.

260

Given the above discussion regarding the origin of the particular vault-

supports, the decorated corbels found in numerous contemporary Alsatian churches may be
more relevant. At Rosheim, these include human and grotesque heads as well as miniature
single or paired figures. At Saint-Jean-Saverne the vault-supporting corbels are in the shape of
human heads, and corbels featuring animal and grotesque heads decorate the Lombardic frieze
of the main apse.

261

The Schottenkirche corbels, which Mader, in the absence of local

comparanda, attributed to the ‘eigene Bauweise der Schotten’, may actually have been a product
of Alsatian influence.
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In relation to the crouching figure on the roof of the south apse, it is

noteworthy that the church at Rosheim features two similar sculptures positioned on two of the
four short stretches of roof running between the octagonal crossing tower and the presbytery,
transept and nave roofs. The pose of the figure on the south-western side of the tower, squatting
with his left hand clutching his left leg and staring skywards, is particularly reminiscent of the
Schottenkirche figure.
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The articulation of the Schottenkirche’s southern tower ― Lombardic friezes between the different
storeys and pilasters down each corner ― is in keeping with that of earlier Würzburg towers,
including those at St. Burkhard, St. Peter and, most notably, the cathedral. The trapezoidal
corbels at the feet of each of the arches are also found at St. Peter and the cathedral.
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The

saw-tooth moulding above the lowest Lombardic frieze is common across German Romanesque
architecture, but does not appear to have been found elsewhere in Würzburg. As discussed
above, the erection of the eastern towers began early in the Schotttenkirche’s construction
campaign, but was the final element to be completed after a lengthy interruption. The southern
tower appears to have been built to a height roughly half-way up its middle-storey in the first
phase. The later phase is marked by a change from the round- to the pointed-arch form and by
the introduction of a rich variety of new sculptural motifs. The continued use of corner pilasters
and the same form of Lombardic frieze ensured that the overall uniformity of the tower was not
compromised. The unusual teardrop moulding between the middle and top storeys, with unevenly
spaced units, introduced an almost playful element to the church’s ornament (fig. 94). A similar
wave-like motif is found on one of the twin-light window imposts, superimposed above a pair of
segmental arches, a meander design upon another (figs. 86, 95). Three of the four cushion
capitals of the belfry openings again have bands accentuating their curves, but with vertical
th

elements dividing each face in two halves. Similar capitals are visible on the late 12 -century
tower of the parish church at Heidingsfeld, just south of Würzburg. The fourth capital is decorated
by fillets forming a series of thin overlapping semi-circles, which blur the dividing lines between
the different faces. The columns of the twin-light window are octagonal in plan and taper towards
the top. Octagonal columns are also found at Heidingsfeld, in the cloister at Thulba, in the open
porch added to St. Burkhard between 1168 and 1180 and in the Neumünster cloister, which dates
to the second half of the 12

th

century. Attic bases with corner spurs are also found with the

columns at each of these sites. A desire on the part of the Irish monks to first complete those
parts of the building invested with a liturgical role, would explain the two-phased construction of
the towers. Their erection most likely resumed after the completion of the Westbau, a stage
possibly reached in the 1160s, based on the wording of the 1176 charter. The change in archform and the introduction of a wider range of decorative motifs might reflect a short pause before
the building of the towers recommenced and perhaps also a change in the craftsmen employed.
th

As proposed by Oswald, it may have been the end of the third quarter of the 12 century before
the towers were finally completed.
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The number of the trapezoidal corbels of the Lombardic frieze at St. Peter feature carvings, as is the case on the
frieze on the western face of the Schottenkirche tower’s top-storey. Most of the carvings at St. Peter are geometric, but
one, like the Schottenkirche examples, is of an anthropomorphic head. See fig. 86 & Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. III/12),
p. 331 (fig. 268).
265
Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, pp. 179-180.
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The architectural sculpture inside the Schottenkirche and the overall decorative scheme of the
southern tower belonged within the Würzburg and wider Franconian tradition, though the
zoomorphic and anthropomorphic corbels and the crouching figure present themselves as
seemingly ‘exotic’ elements within the repertoire. The sculptural work associated with the later
completion of the eastern towers was less bound by local precedents. The emphasis placed on a
th

medley of diverse small-scale motifs to some extent foreshadows the ornate 13 -century towers
of the cathedral and Neumünster.
The Chapel of St. James
Unlike the Schottenkirche, the adjacent Jakobskapelle was not still extant in 1945, but it is
possible to glean some details regarding its make-up from pictorial and written sources. The
chapel survived in its position to the north of the northern aisle of the Schottenkirche presbytery at
th

th

least until the mid-18 century. It is visible on Gamans’s later 17 -century plan as an oblong,
single-aisled, apsidal structure (fig. 100). The chapel is shown to have been linked to the main
church by a passageway running between a portal situated towards the western end of its south
wall and the northern aisle of the presbytery. Gamans’s sketch indicates that this passageway led
into the western of the two aisle bays. This suggests that the blocked-up doorway visible on the
north wall of this bay after the 1945 destruction may well have provided access from the main
266

church to the chapel.

The sketch shows the chapel to have extended further to the east than

the main church, and, according to Gamans’s description, the chapel was vaulted.
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Judging by

the relative proportions of the chapel and main church on the plan, the former may have been
divided into as many as three bays in addition to the apse.
At its centre, in front of the altar dedicated to St. James, stood the tomb of Macarius, the
268

Schottenkloster’s first abbot.

The covering-slab of the tomb described by Gamans featured an

effigy of Macarius with staff and wine-goblet in either hand, and can today be seen in the south
aisle of the chapel of St. Mary in Würzburg’s market-square. His remains were moved there in
269

1818.

The tomb-cover belongs to the 17

th

270

century.

The insignia of Bishop Julius Echter
271

(1573-1617) and Abbot Ogilvie (1615-1635) were carved on the tomb’s sides.

The tomb of

266

Oswald did not give any details regarding the shape of the doorway. He included a doorway at this point on his
reconstruction of the Romanesque Schottenkirche, which suggests that he believed it to be an original feature (Oswald,
Würzburger Kirchenbauten, p. 167, fig. 27).
267
‘.....sacellum oblongum, amplum, fornicatum, insigne.....’ ( Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg, M.ch.f. 260, f. 106r;
Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, p. 21, n. 1).
268
‘In ipso sacello ante altare medium Sti Jacobi sepultura Sti Macarii.....’ (Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg, M.ch.f. 260.
fol. 106r; Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, p. 21, n. 1).
269
His remains were moved there in 1818 (Ullrich, Die Katholischen Kirchen Würzburgs, p. 49).
270
According to Trithemius, the previous covering-slab bore the following inscription: ‘Hic jacet Macarius Primus Abbas
hujus Ecclesiae per quem Deus vinum in aquam conuertit’ (Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg, M.ch.f. 260, f. 77r).
271
Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, pp. 37-38; Niedermayer, Kunstgeschichte der Stadt Würzburg, pp. 77-78.
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Macarius was ‘miraculously’ rediscovered by a member of the convent in 1614 and the corpse
translated to the new tomb in the presbytery in the following year.

272

A line drawn across the width of the chapel in Gamans’s plan indicates that a narrow area inside
the western wall of the chapel was in some way differentiated or separated from the rest of the
interior. His written description of the structure offers no clues as to the nature of this sub-division.
273

Wieland suggested that the narrow space may have been an ante-chamber.

Also possible is

that the chapel had a gallery, whether of timber or stone, which may have been accessed directly
from claustral buildings to the north. On Matthäus Merian’s 1633 view of Würzburg a wing of the
cloister can be seen to directly abut the chapel.

274

Indeed, comparing the exact position of the

chapel on the Gamans plan and the Merian view, it is possible that the western end of the chapel
was incorporated into the lower-storey of the cloister wing. Merian’s depiction of the church offers
little extra in the way of detail concerning the chapel, other than that it had a pitched roof with a
short central turret. As on the Gamans plan, the chapel is shown to extend further east than the
main church.
The Gamans sketch is problematic with respect to the issue of access to the northern tower. As it
was not possible to gain entry to the two towers from within the church, there must have been a
means by which the first-floor of the northern tower could be reached from the outside. As
discussed above, it is possible that a doorway into the space immediately to the west of the tower
rather than an opening directly into the northern-wall of the tower allowed access from outside the
church.
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The problem with the described route is the position of the chapel. If Gamans’s sketch

is accurate, the short walkway linking the chapel and church would need to have been a twostorey structure, with the upper-level linking the church either with a gallery or a room above or
276

even behind the chapel.

An upper-floor within, above or behind the chapel would also have

been required if the chapel was, contrary to Gamans’s sketch, actually immediately adjacent to
the church.
It is not possible to judge whether the chapel had remained largely unaltered until the mid-17

th

century. This is quite conceivable, given the absence of any records suggesting its reconstruction
in the intervening period. At some point subsequent to Gamans’s plan and Merian’s view, the
th

chapel appears to have been substantially remodelled. On the early 18 -century town-plans of
both Bauer and Neumann it is shown to be significantly longer and wider, projecting far into the
272

Dilworth, The Scots in Franconia, pp. 50-51; Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, pp. 51-52.
Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, p. 21.
274
Feurer & Maidt, Gesamtansichten und Pläne, No. 12.
275
The tower would then have been entered through a doorway in its west wall.
276
It must be noted that the ostensible gallery/ante-chamber on Gamans’s sketch is not shown to link up with the
passageway between chapel and church.
273
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courtyard to the east. Neumann’s more detailed plan even suggests that the chapel had three
277

aisles and a flat east end.

An apse, perhaps rectangular, is discernible on the Bauer plan. On

Johann Salver’s 1673 town-view the chapel is depicted as a much more substantial structure than
that seen in 1633.
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If these discrepancies are the result of a rebuilding or extension of the
th

chapel, this work must have occurred around the middle of the 17 century, perhaps in tandem
with the erection of a new western wing in place of the medieval eastern wing.
By 1744 the chapel was in poor repair and the Scottish abbot Augustine Duff proposed to have it
rebuilt in conjunction with the erection of a new southern wing for the monastery.

279

The

subsequent fate of the chapel is unclear. The construction of the southern wing appears to have
commenced in accordance with plans drafted for the abbot by the celebrated Baroque architect
Balthasar Neumann.

280

Drawings held in the library of the University of Würzburg show a ground-

floor designed to incorporate the eastern end of the chapel.

281

It appears, however, that

construction of the new wing stalled due to lack of resources and it was still only a shell when the
secularised monastery was taken over by the Bavarian army circa 1800. When the southern wing
was finally completed in the course of the conversion of the monastery into a military hospital
between 1816 and 1820, its interior was arranged with this new purpose rather than Neumann’s
282

template in mind.

This would have been the death-knell for the chapel of St. James, which may

actually have survived to this late stage.

283

As observed above, the decision to bury Macarius in the Jakobskapelle may have been
influenced more by the Irish cella memoria tradition than by the incomplete state of the main
church. Somewhat surprisingly, St. James remained the patron of the chapel after the completion
284

of the main church, which was also dedicated to the pilgrim saint.

Given the miracles attributed

to the first abbot, it might be expected that the chapel would have been renamed in Macarius’s
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Feurer & Maidt, Gesamtansichten und Pläne, No. 132; Bühling, Die „Paraquen hinter dem Schottenkloster’, fig. 2.
Freeden, Eine Unbekannte Ansicht, fig. 17; Bühling, Die „Paraquen hinter dem Schottenkloster’, fig. 1.
279
Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, p. 22 {Wieland again cites the since-lost Archiv des bischöflichen
Ordinariats (sub 6. Kloster- und Kirchenbau)}.
280
Bühling, Der Südflügel des Schottenklosters, pp. 181-191.
281
It is clear from a letter written by Abbot Duff to the Bishop of Würzburg in 1746 that work on the south wing was
already underway and that it was intended to incorporate the chapel into the new building (ibid., p. 186).
282
Ibid., pp. 187-188.
283
th
There is some evidence that the chapel did survive into the 19 century: town-plans dating to as late as 1810 show a
chapel at the north-eastern corner of the main church, though the quality of the relevant plans is questionable (Feurer &
Maidt, Gesamtansichten und Pläne, Nos. 140-142).
284
In analogous circumstances at the Nuremberg Schottenkloster, the St. Aegidius patronage of the earlier chapel
switched to the main monastic church upon its completion. The chapel was then rededicated, perhaps in honour of Carus,
the monastery’s first abbot, who had been buried there.
278
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honour. It seems that this did not occur until well into the Scottish phase in the monastery’s
th

history, perhaps as late as the early 18 century.

285

The Cloister
Nothing survives of the medieval cloister at Würzburg. Because the access route to the
monastery approached the site from the south, the Schottenkirche’s main entrance was on its
southern wall and the cloister was positioned to the north of the church. Such topographical
factors rather than any rigid template appear to have been the principal determinant when
locating the cloister at the Irish monasteries.
Felix Mader, writing in 1915, stated that no trace of the medieval cloister survived, but that it
would have been located to the north of the church.

286

This was most likely the case, though the

monastic buildings of the Scottish Benedictines were actually sited to the north-east of the
th

church. An entry relating to the Irish Abbot Thaddäus (1465-1474) in a 17 -century codex records
287

that he restored with rows of columns the southern and western wings of the cloister.

The

cloister’s eastern wing would have incorporated or abutted the Chapel of St. James. By the 17

th

century new residential buildings had begun to be erected to the north-east of the church and the
medieval cloister, possibly damaged during the 1525 Peasants’ Revolt, appears to have fallen
th

into disuse. Gamans, writing in the second half of the 17 century, states that remnants of the
cloister survived: the peristyle or ambulatory was long and spacious, with many stone arches and
columns.

288

Above some of the doorways in the ambulatory stood the escutcheon of Bishop
289

Konrad von Thüngen (1519-1540) and the year 1519 inscribed.

By the time Gamans wrote his description, the focus for the monastery’s residential buildings had
switched to the area to the north-east of the church. He states that the monastery consisted of

285

While the chapel is consistently referred to as the ‘St. Macary Capellen’ in correspondence regarding the construction
of the new southern wing, it is still called the Chapel of St. James in a 1698 invoice (Bühling, Der Südflügel des
Schottenklosters, p. 186; Weißenberger, Beiträge zur Kunst- und Kulturgeschichte, p. 204).
286
Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. III/12), p. 346.
287
‘.....ad haec perstylii latera, qua austrum occidentemque concinne positis, columnorum ordinibus restituit’
{Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg, M.ch.o. 23, f. 26r; entry published in Weißenberger, Beiträge zur Kunst- und
Kulturgeschichte, p. 203}. This entry clearly refers to the southern and western wings and not the eastern and western
(Oswald, Würzburger Kirchenbauten, p. 162) or southern and eastern (Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 315). It would most likely
have been the case that the western wing and the adjacent Westbau of the church were linked by a doorway at gallerylevel, as was the case at Regensburg. Whether the Würzburg cloister had a two-storey western wing ab initio cannot be
determined.
288
‘Peristylium perpulchre et ample aedificatum, ex quo reliquae structurae species apparent..... Peristylium fuit longum
et amplum, latum et ornatum quamplurimis arcubus et columnis a saxo excisis.....’ (Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg,
M.ch.f. 260, f. 106v – transcription from Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, p. 77).
289
Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg, M.ch.f. 260, f. 106v; Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, p. 77
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290

only one wing, which stood adjacent to the prelature.

This prelature had been built some
291

distance to the east of the church by the German Abbot Kilian in 1505.

As the 1519 inscriptions

in the medieval cloister suggest that it was still in use during the monastery’s German period, it is
probable that the solitary wing mentioned by Gamans was first erected after 1595 by the Scottish
Benedictines, who could count Bishop Julius Echter as the most generous patron of their lengthy
campaign of restoration and construction.

292

The orientation of this new eastern wing, which

survived in an altered state until 1945, was off axis in relation to the church, apparently because it
293

was built against the enclosing town-wall, the line of which it followed.
wings appear to have been added by 1673.

294

Northern and western

While the windows of the eastern wing were mostly

of late- or post-Gothic form, those on the northern and western wings were Baroque.

295

As

discussed above, the construction of a southern wing commenced in the 1740s, but was not
completed until the early 19

th

century, at which stage the buildings now served as a military

hospital. The complex which today stands to the north-east of the church dates to the post-war
reconstruction, but to a large degree respects the position and external appearance of the
th

destroyed Scottish monastic buildings, as well as incorporating some original fabric. 18 -century
296

plans show a garden occupying the site of the medieval cloister, as is still the case today.

290

‘Coenobium.....unicam habet alam,..... huic alia domus, cui pulchrum cubiculum, a fronte adhaeret pro praelaturra’
(Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg, M.ch.f. 260, f. 106r – transcription from Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, p.
64).
291
Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, pp. 63-64.
292
Dilworth, The Scots in Franconia, pp. 258-260; Wieland, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Jakob, pp. 25-26; 63-77;
Weißenberger, Beiträge zur Kunst- und Kulturgeschichte, pp. 203-204.
293
Merian’s 1633 town-view suggests that this was the case (Feurer & Maidt, Gesamtansichten und Pläne, No. 12). The
‘eastern wing’ visible on this depiction directly abuts the town-wall and consists of a number of adjacent buildings of
differing heights. The modernisation of the town’s defences after the Swedish occupation (1631-1634) saw the
construction of redoubts to the north of the Schottenkloster, which made this section of the medieval town-wall obsolete.
th
The eastern wing appears as a uniform three-storey building on early 18 -century town views, suggesting that it was
th
remodelled and expanded during the course of the 17 century (ibid., Nos. 33-34). Inscriptions recorded by Mader bearing
the years 1652, 1673 and 1688 on doors and ceilings within the eastern wing provide further evidence to this effect
{Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. III/12), p. 346}.
294
What appear to be western and northern wings are visible on Salver’s 1673 town-view (Freeden, Eine unbekannte
Ansicht, fig. 17).
295
Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. III/12), p. 346.
296
For example, Feurer & Maidt, Gesamtansichten und Pläne, Nos. 132→; Bühling, Die „Paraquen hinter dem
Schottenkloster’, fig. 2.
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Chapter 5
Abbey of St. Aegidius, Nuremberg

Foundation and early history of the Nuremberg Schottenkloster
Within a few years of the founding of the Würzburg Schottenkloster, a further Franconian
daughter-house was established at Nuremberg, 90km closer to Regensburg. The new
Schottenkloster was the first monastery founded at Nuremberg, early in the town’s emergence as
one of the most important in the Reich. Central to the growth of the town and the establishment of
the Irish monastery was the patronage of the Hohenstaufen (Staufer) dynasty, which held the
German throne from 1138 to 1254. It was, according to the Vita Mariani, the first Staufer king,
Conrad III (1138-1152), and his wife Gertrude von Sulzbach who called Carus, third abbot of the
1

Würzburg Schottenkloster, to Nuremberg. Conrad and Gertrude are said to have chosen Carus
as their royal chaplain, and donated the church of St. Aegidius at Nuremberg to him and his Irish
successors for all eternity. The strong royal connections of the nascent Irish community continued
during the subsequent tenure of Declanus as abbot, as he also served as chaplain to Conrad and
Gertrude and to Emperor Friedrich I (1152-1190). According to the Vita, it was Declan who built
the new monastic church at the site, and a convent of monks was assembled around it.
In the Vita, the account of the Nuremberg foundation follows directly the passage relating to
Würzburg, and it appears that the two events were not separated by many years, though the
monastery’s earliest charter dates to the early 13

th

century.

2

A privilege granted to the

Schottenkloster by Henry VII in 1225 (or fraudulently produced less than 40 years later) refers to
the role of the Emperor’s royal forefathers in its foundation and lists Conrad III among the donors

1

The full passage relating to Nuremberg reads as follows: ‘Que post paucos annos Rex Conradus ac Regina Gertrudis
beatissimæ memoriæ in Capellanum sumentes, Ecclesiam B. Ægidij Nurenbergensem eidem ac sequacibus eius in
ævum, intuitu æternæ retributionis, quatenus ibidem gens Scotorum, pro statu Imperij ac pro incolumitate Regum, Excelsi
rogitarent clementiam, contulerunt; in qua idem ipse Carus, Deo & Angelis carissimus, diem iudicij securus expectat.
Quam ecclesiam regendam post ipsum Carum Pater Declanus eiusdem Conradi ac Reginæ Gertrudis, atque Fiderici
Imperatoris Capellanus existens, vir prouidus ac in rebus agendis consultissimus, qui a fundamentis ecclesiam spatiosam
quadris ac naturaliter rubricatis lapidibus, misericordia Dei fauente, in qua ipse nunc tamquam Christi miles emeritus
requiescit, licet multis sibi inuidentibus & contradicentibus, construxit: qui Pater humanissimus, Dei fretus auxilio, in
eadem ecclesia monachorum religiosorum honestum colligens conuentum congregans congregauit, atque ad subsidia
eiusdem congregationis sexaginta aratra vel paullo plus a fidelibus circumstantibus, obstante ac renitente
Bambergensium Episcopo, feruenti caritate, non sine magna hominum admiratione, collegit. Qui Declanus licet præfatis
Patribus impar extitit, nostro tamen fuit vir utilis ævo’. (Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 371).
2
NUB: No. 110.
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3

of property to the monastery. The details provided by the Vita point to the arrival of Carus in
Nuremberg post-dating Conrad’s election in 1138 and to Declan’s succession pre-dating the
death of Gertrude in 1146. The validity of this date-range is supported by a passage contained in
th

a 15 -century monastic account book (Salbuch):
Ex quo patet, ut ita invenitur in cronicis et legendis istis antiquis, quod monasterium maius sancti
Egidii sublimatum est in abbaciam circa annos MCXXXX et ecclesia edificata est anno Domini
MCL vel parum post et constructa et plene consummata ad serviendum Deo ibidem in evum

4

The foundation was also assigned to 1140 in a note discovered in a square hole between two
blocks of one of the Schottenkirche’s Romanesque western towers in the aftermath of the
5

church’s destruction by fire in 1696. This inscription also made reference to the reform of the
monastery undertaken by German monks in 1418, thus providing a terminus post quem for its
insertion into the tower-wall. The year 1140 was adopted as the approximate foundation date by
th

th

many of Nuremberg’s 17 - and 18 -century chroniclers and has had general currency in modern
6

literature concerning the Schottenkloster. Conrad is recorded as being resident in Nuremberg in
autumn 1140, which allows for the possibility that the grant of St. Aegidius took place at that
7

time.

The biographical details concerning Carus provided by the Vita Mariani raise some questions
regarding this date, however. He is said to have been the third abbot at Würzburg after Macarius
and Gregorius. Given that the Würzburg monastery appears to have been founded circa 1138,
8

his own tenure and those of his predecessors would need to have been particularly short. A date
for the Nuremberg events closer to 1145 would make the Würzburg chronology somewhat more
plausible, but would cast doubt on the terminus ante quem of 1146 for Declan’s accession that is
implicit in the Vita, as the revised time-span otherwise entails a short tenure for Carus at

3

‘.....ut idem monasterium, quod a nobis nostrisque antecessoribus regibus et imperatoribus noscitur esse
constructum.....’ (NUB: No. 203). There is disagreement in the literature regarding the authenticity of this charter. See
NUB: No. 203; Pilz, Die St. Egidienkirche in Nürnberg, pp. 18-19; Baier, Urbar des Klosters St. Egidien, p. 10; Sanden,
Die Romanische Rundkapelle in Altenfurt, pp. 16-20; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 190-197.
4
‘Das altt sal puch deß closters santt Egidii in Nurembergk’ ― Stadtarchiv Nürnberg, A 21-2: No. 107, f. 37v (Passage
reproduced in NUB: No. 110). While this codex was written at some point between 1451 and 1466 (Pfeiffer, Die Anfänge
der Egidienkirche, p. 262), some of its sections were copied from an earlier account book dating to 1383, raising the
th
possibility that the passage relating to the monastery’ foundation also belongs to the 14 century (Flachenecker,
Schottenklöster, pp. 183-184).
5
‘Item anno domini MCXL constructum et edificatum est illud monasterium Sancti Egidii & primo Abbates Sancti videlicet
Deocarus & Declanus inceperunt & praecogitaverunt.’ ― an engraving of the inscription accompanies Endter’s
Einsegnungs-Rede bey Legung des Grund-Steins. Most of the text is reproduced in Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 321 (Reg.
LII).
6
Müllner, Die Annalen der Reichsstadt Nürnberg I, p. 104; Würfel, Diptycha Ecclesiæ Egydianæ, pp. 3-4.
7
Bernhardi, Konrad III, pp. 184-187.
8
Gregorius is said to have only held the abbacy for paucos annos, while the length of Macarius’s tenure is unclear
(Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, pp. 370-371).
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9

Nuremberg. It may be that Declan became chaplain to Conrad after 1146, and the author of the
Vita was unaware of Gertrude’s demise in that year. Given the uncertainties inherent in the Vita
information, it seems that Carus’s arrival in Nuremberg can only be safely placed within the
broader time-frame of 1138-1146, though the weight of evidence does tend towards a date
around 1140.
Some authors have argued, on the basis of the Vita, that Declan and not Carus should be
regarded as the Schottenkloster’s true founding abbot.

10

The St. Aegidius complex may have

been granted to Carus, but Declan is credited with the construction of the monastic church,
around which the new community of monks gathered, and with amassing an estate large enough
to sustain the new monastery. The size and organisation of the original community at Nuremberg
cannot be determined.

11

It is possible that direct Regensburg involvement at St. Aegidius began

with Declan, whereas members of Carus’s proto-convent may have accompanied him from the
Würzburg Schottenkloster. The Vita leaves little doubt that Conrad granted the St. Aegidius
complex to Carus with the establishment of an Irish monastery in mind. It apparently just
happened that it was his successor Declan who was in a position to develop the necessary
monastic infrastructure. Carus’s apparent failure to start the building campaign may be
attributable to the brevity of his tenure.
The status of Carus and Declan as royal chaplains is not attested in any source independent of
the Vita.

12

The role of a chaplain may have involved the provision of pastoral care to the imperial

family and court, but may also have extended to advisory and administrative duties. A potential
involvement in the court chancellory has also been mooted.

13

Declan’s name is found in both the

Schottenklöster necrology and that of the Benedictine monastery of St. Michael in Bamberg.

14

Carus, whom the Vita states to have been prior at Regensburg before becoming the Würzburg

9

The Vita does imply that Carus’s tenure was too short to allow him to commence with the construction of the new
monastic church.
10
Pfeiffer, Die Anfänge der Egidienkirche, p. 260; Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 158; Pilz, Die St. Egidienkirche in Nürnberg,
pp. 5-6.
11
Paricius states that 20 monks were sent from Regensburg to Nuremberg with Carus (Paricius, Allerneuste und
bewährte Nachricht, p. 283). Paricius’s account of the founding diverges from the Vita, in that Carus arrives directly from
Regensburg, where he was serving as prior of Weih Sankt Peter. The accuracy of this information is therefore
questionable.
12
No reference is made to either figure in Hausmann’s work on the imperial chancellory and chaplaincy of Henry V and
Conrad III (Hausmann, Reichkanzlei und Hofkapelle).
13
Pfeiffer, Die Schicksale der alten Egidienkirche, p. 9; Pilz, Die St. Egidienkirche in Nürnberg, p. 7. The title of
th
capellanus is a problematic one, which in the 12 century was applied not only to those providing pastoral care at court
but also to scribes active in the royal chancellory. See Fleckenstein, Kapellan (Lexikon des Mittelalters, vol. IV), p. 930;
Hausmann, Reichkanzlei und Hofkapelle, pp. 92-97).
14
th
th
July 14 : Declanus abb S Egid Norn (Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 69); July 13 : Declanus abbas Nurenbergensis
Scottus (MGH Libri Mem. 6, p. 248).
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abbot, may also be recorded in the Schottenklöster necrology, but an exact identification is made
15

difficult by a proliferation of Irish monks bearing the same name.

According to the Vita, Conrad and Gertrude granted St. Aegidius to the Irish monks in order that
they would always pray for the well-being of the Reich and its kings. The security of Conrad’s own
reign was blighted by the stubborn resistance of the Welf dynasty, particularly before a
compromise was reached regarding Welf claims to the Duchies of Saxony and Bavaria in 1142.

16

If the Schottenkloster was indeed founded in the autumn of 1140, then this occurred at a critical
juncture in the Staufer-Welf conflict, shortly before Conrad departed Nuremberg for his famous
17

assault on the Swabian castle of Weinsberg.

The King and Queen may have had an immediate

need for the prayers of the Irish monks, but, as with the founders of other monasteries, concern
for their eternal salvation would also have motivated their generosity. Both Conrad and Gertrude
are commemorated in the Schottenkloster necrology, though they are given inaccurate titles.

18

Despite being the only monastery founded by the royal couple, neither of them was buried in the
Schottenkloster. The monastic church would not have been completed at the time of Gertrude’s
death in 1146. She was interred at the Cistercian monastery of Ebrach, west of Bamberg. Conrad
died in Bamberg in 1152, and was buried in the cathedral there beside Emperor Henry II, despite
protestations from his followers that it was his wish to be interred at the Staufer ancestral burialchurch at Lorch in Swabia.

19

The Irish monastery may not have been regarded as sufficiently

prestigious for the burial of a king.
The Schottenkloster was the first monastery established in Nuremberg, and, as a royal
foundation, would have strengthened the Staufer hold on the town. Nuremberg was the most
frequently visited residence during the period of Staufer ascendancy from 1138 to 1254.

20

The

Irish monastery was constructed on royal property close to the imperial castle, which lay perched
on the hill that gave its name to the town. This topographic proximity was appropriate given the
strong links between the Schottenkloster and the Staufer dynasty evident in Conrad’s patronage
and the status of Carus and Declan as royal chaplains. Though the Staufer Kings were only

15

Seven in total by the name of Carus are listed in the necrology, with no mention of Nuremberg in relation to any of
them. At least three of these have been suggested as the Nuremberg Carus by different authors, but the scant details
accompanying the individual entries allow no firm determinations (MGH Libri Mem. 3, p. 188; Ó Riain-Raedel, Das
Nekrolog, pp. 96, 107; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 174).
16
Fuhrmann, Germany in the High Middle Ages, pp. 125-128.
17
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 183.
18
th
th
February 14 – Conradus rex Bohemiae; April 14 – Gertrud regina Bohemiae (Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog, pp. 59,
th
64). They are also included in the Nuremberg monastery’s 15 -century necrology: Anniversarius Conradi illustrissimi regis
Romanorum fundatoris huius monasterii Sancti Egidii necnon domine Gerdrudis illustrissime regine Romanorum coniugis
ipsius {Staatsbibliothek Bamberg, J. H. Msc. hist. 21, fol. 2v (per Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 189, n. 209)}.
19
MGH SS rer. Germ. N.S. 46, p. 98 (Otto von Freising, Gesta Friderici); Geldner, Um die frühen Staufer-Gräber; Streich,
Burg und Kirche II, p. 566.
20
Conrad III is only recorded as being resident more often in Würzburg (17 times) than in Nuremberg (12 times). The
latter was the fourth most-visited town during the reign of Friedrich I (Streich, Burg und Kirche II, pp. 568-575).
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intermittently resident at Nuremberg, the connection between the Irish monastery and the imperial
castle was probably constant, due to the apparent role of the incumbent burgrave ― the King’s
21

permanent military and administrative representative ― as the monastery’s lay guardian.

In

1267 the serving burgrave, Friedrich von Zollern, donated the Othmarskapelle, which was located
in his section of the castle complex, to the Schottenkloster, perhaps suggesting that the Irish
monks had a pre-existing role in the liturgy of the chapel.

22

The same may be true with regard to

the royal chapel within the castle walls. The status of Carus and Declanus as royal chaplains
might indicate that Irish monks initially served in the chapel when the royal family was resident in
Nuremberg. Interestingly, the sculptural decoration of the current Kaiserkapelle, which dates to
th

the second half of the 12 century, was heavily influenced by that of the second Jakobskirche at
Regensburg. If the Irish monks did have a role in the functioning of the royal chapel, it was soon
usurped by the Teutonic Order, to whom the chapel was granted by Friedrich II in 1216.

23

While

the Kaiserkapelle offered a setting for the private devotion of the royal family, the much more
commodious Schottenkirche may have been used for state occasions such as royal weddings,
24

though the records are silent in this regard.

As will be seen below, it appears that the

Romanesque church boasted a gallery at its western end, and it is conceivable that this space
was intended to serve as a Herrscherempore, for the use of the royal family while in residence at
Nuremberg.

25

As a royal foundation, the Irish monastery could call directly on the Reich for protection against
the infringement of its rights, as is expressly stated in the privilege granted by Heinrich VII in
26

1225.

Because the Schottenkloster was the first monastery established in Nuremberg, its abbot

was the most important ecclesiastical dignitary in the emerging town.

27

This pre-eminence and

21

This position was held by the Counts of Raabs until 1192 and subsequently by the Counts of Zollern. See
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 189-190.
22
NUB: Nos. 425 & 435. There is no evidence to support Streich’s suggestion that the Irish monks may have been
th
responsible for the original dedication of the chapel to St. Othmar, the 8 -century founder of the Benedictine monastery at
St. Gall (Streich, Burg und Kirche II, p. 591). The cult of this saint does not appear to have been intensively promoted at
th
any of the Schottenklöster, though it was associated with the town of Regensburg from the late 10 century onwards,
when relics of Othmar were brought to St. Emmeram (Pfeiffer, Studien zur Geschichte der Pfalz Nürnberg, pp. 317-318).
23
NUB: No. 142.
24
‘Für eine solche Königskirche wird auch die Vermutung nicht abwegig sein, daß der Hochzeitsgottesdienst für den
staufischen König Heinrich (VII.) und seine Braut Margarethe von Österreich 1225 hier gehalten wurde und daß in diesem
Münster Erzbischof Wigbold von Köln am Martinstag 1298 die Gemahlin Albrechts I., Elisabeth von Tirol, zur Königin
gekrönt hat’ (Pfeiffer, Die Schicksale der alten Egidienkirche, p. 9). The Schottenkirche did provide the setting for an
assembly of Franconian bishops, nobles, freemen and vassals called together by the Habsburg King Rudolph in 1281 to
swear to their observance of a public peace he had declared (NUB: No. 631).
25
th
The 15 -century chronicler Sigmund Meisterlin states that Conrad and Gertrude used to attend Mass at St. Aegidius:
‘doch zu götlichem dinst was ir zukerung gen sant Gilgen’ (Meisterlin, Chronik der Reichsstadt Nürnberg, p. 92).
26
‘.....ut nulla persona humilis vel alta, ecclesiastica vel secularis in eos aut in bona eorum qualemcumque dominacionem
habeant preter nos et successores nostros reges vel imperatores excepto abbate sancte sancti Jacobi Scotorum
Ratispone.....’ NUB: No. 203.
27
This superior status appears to have been jealously guarded by the monastery even after the departure of the Irish
monks. In 1464 a dispute arose between the abbot of St. Aegidius and head-priest of the parish-church of St. Sebald,
because of the monks’ insistence that they should walk on their own behind the rest of the town’s regular and secular
clergy in a procession which greeted the arrival of the new bishop of Bamberg in Nuremberg (Müllner, Die Annalen der
Reichsstadt VII, pp. 535-536).
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the independence afforded the monastery by imperial protection may account for the emergence
of the Schottenkloster as a popular agent for authenticating charters. Such notarial work, which is
th

recorded from the second half of the 13 century onwards, was later carried out by the likewise
28

imperially-protected monastery at Regensburg.

Original charters had also been witnessed at the

Nuremberg Schottenkloster since 1240 at the latest, a practice also prevalent at a number of
other Schottenklöster.

29

In one case, the charter was attested in front of the church’s west-portal,

a procedure also encountered at the Schottenkirche in Vienna.

30

At Nuremberg this practice

appears to have been tied in with the sitting of the Imperial Court of Petty Sessions on this very
spot from the 13

th

31

century onwards.

The choice of the Schottenkloster as the setting for the

court proceedings probably owed much to the monastery’s royal heritage, with the church
doorway seen as a liminal zone between the sacred and profane, particularly suitable for such
solemn affairs.

32

It is fitting that the tympanum of the Romanesque west-doorway appears to have

borne a depiction of the Last Judgement. The exercise of judicial and administrative functions at
the Schottenkloster can be attributed to the monastery’s elevated status as a royal-sponsored
institution. The original identification of the Irish monks with Staufer interests may account for the
strong opposition of the local bishop to the early growth of the monastery, as recorded in the Vita
Mariani passage.

33

The Schottenkloster was not subject to episcopal visitation or control, and

must have been viewed with suspicion by the bishop of Bamberg, perhaps not least because it
was contributing to the development of a royal stronghold within his diocese. The Bamberg
34

episcopacy may even have staked a claim to the lordship of the emerging town.

28

See Flachenecker, Verstädterung und Reichsunmittelbarkeit. The earliest of the sixty-one recorded (pre-1418)
authenticated charters dates to between 1263 and 1274 (Full list in Flachenecker, Verstädterung und
Reichsunmittelbarkeit, pp. 260-264).
29
There were charters witnessed at the Schottenkloster in 1240, 1242 and 1243 (NUB: Nos. 295, 301, 308). Most
contemporary charters do not specify the exact location where they were witnessed beyond apud or in Nurenberc.
30
‘Acta sunt hec Norinberc pro foribus ecclesie beati Egidii.....’ NUB: No. 295. Also at Erfurt, the witnessing of a charter
‘apud ecclesiam Scotorum’ is recorded for 1256.
31
th
A section entitled De structuris monasterii in the mid 15 -century Chronica Monasterii Sancti Aegidii in Nurenbergk,
which chronicles construction and restoration measures undertaken by German Benedictines following their reform of the
Irish monastery in 1418, contains the following entry for 1433: ‘.....factus est porticus ante valvas ecclesie cum suis ianuis
et clausuris, in qua porticu frequenter ante tempora consuevit haberi iudicium provinciale burggraviatus Nurenbergensis.’
(Transcription of ‘De structuris’ in Pfeiffer, Die Anfänge der Egidienkirche, pp. 295-305, at p. 297). The holding of the
Court of Petty Sessions at the monastery is also referred to in a charter dating to 1299: ‘.....an dem Freitag vor dem
palmtag, do daz lantgeriht was zu sant Egydien’ (NUB: No. 1043). The sitting of the court in front of the Schottenkirche is
th
recorded in Müllner’s 17 -century chronicle (Die Annalen der Reichsstadt Nürnberg I, pp. 218, 267). See also
Flachenecker, Verstädterung und Reichsunmittelbarkeit, p. 249; Schultheiß, Die Entstehung des Nürnberger
Bauerngerichts, p. 351.
32
Pfeiffer appears to miss the point when he sees a conflict between the holding of the court sessions in front of the
Schottenkirche and the clause in the 1225 imperial charter which prohibits the sitting of secular courts within the monastic
precinct (NUB: No. 203: ‘Statimus quoque, ut nulli seculari iudici aut preconi in curia Scotorum vel in atrio aut in hospitali
dominari liceat aut iudicium excercere.....’. Pfeiffer’s comments on p. 128). The court sat in front of the church’s westportal, probably because it represented the very interface between the sacred world of the monastery and the secular
world outside. The court did not sit within the monastery, but would have derived additional legitimacy from its perceived
proximity to the divine.
33
Bishops Egilbert (1139-1146) and Eberhard II (1146-1170) held the Bamberg episcopacy in the relevant period
(Guttenberg, Das Bistum Bamberg, vol. I, pp. 139-154).
34
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 189; Bosl, Drei Jahrhunderte Entwicklung zur Reichstadt, pp. 21-22.
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The Schottenkloster at Würzburg seems to have had a more central role in the Nuremberg
monastery’s earliest phase than the Regensburg motherhouse. As well as the fact that Carus was
th

the serving Würzburg abbot, a passage in the 13 -century Libellus attributes Conrad’s decision to
found the monastery to his personal experience of the earlier Franconian Schottenkloster. Having
met Abbot Macarius at Würzburg, Conrad is said to have expressed an intention to found an Irish
monastery himself: Tunc rex ait „Vere auxiliante Deo edificabo claustrum genti illi et colligam de
gente illa collegium ad exequendum divinum servicium“.

35

Conrad is known to have been in

Würzburg in July 1138 and June 1139, and if, as is suspected, the curia regis at Würzburg was
adjacent to the Schottenkloster, it is eminently plausible that the King had contact with the Irish
abbot.

36

He may even, as suggested above, have attended the consecration ceremony for the

chapel of St. James at the Würzburg Schottenkloster, which is believed to have taken place on
th

July 10 , 1138. Perhaps mediating between the Conrad and the Irish monks was Bishop
Embricho (1127-1146), the founder of the Würzburg monastery and a staunch ally of the King.
Interestingly, Embricho was with Conrad at Nuremberg in autumn 1140.

37

This raises the

possibility that he personally witnessed the donation of St. Aegidius to Carus. Embricho’s
involvement may well explain the decision to choose the abbot of the Würzburg Schottenkloster
as a royal chaplain and to grant him the Nuremberg church. Such extra-territorial intervention by
the Würzburg prelate might also have contributed to the Bamberg bishop’s hostility towards the
monastery. It is possible that the Regensburg monastery enjoyed only a peripheral role in the
Nuremberg events until after the death of Carus, upon which a new abbot and convent were sent
directly from the motherhouse and the development of the Schottenkloster began in earnest.
The establishment of the Nuremberg Schottenkloster was financed by royal patronage: de
38

eleemosinis regalibus fundata est.

The site granted to the Irish monks was a pre-existing

Königshof or royal manorial centre, of which the royal Eigenkapelle of St. Aegidius had formed a
39

part.

The monastic church and ancillary buildings were constructed in place of the royal

complex, with some earlier structures incorporated into the new monastery. The lands attached to
the Königshof extended beyond what was necessary to accommodate the Schottenkloster,
ensuring that the Irish monastery would have the benefit of substantial proprietorial interests as
the area surrounding the initially extra-mural monastery became increasingly urbanised. In
addition to this property, the Schottenkloster also acquired royal privileges in relation to fishing
35

Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, p. 274. The Libellus contains no description of the establishment of the
Nuremberg house, the narrative jumping from the foundation at Würzburg to that at Memmingen. The passage relating to
Conrad’s meeting with Macarius has been interpreted as a prelude to an intended account of the Nuremberg events, a
sequence which would have mirrored that of the Vita Mariani. (Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, pp. 6566). Such an account, if ever written, is not found in the surviving Libellus codices.
36
Wendehorst, Das Bistum Würzburg I, p. 143.
37
He was witness to a charter issued at Nuremberg in October 1140. He was also in the company of Conrad at
Weinsberg in November/December (MGH Diplomata 9, Nos. 49, 53; Bernhardi, Konrad III, pp. 184-187).
38
NUB: No. 203.
39
Pfeiffer, Die Anfänge der Egidienkirche, pp. 274-283.
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40

rights and duties owed by butchers, bakers and merchants operating within Nuremberg.

The

monastic estate included extensive land holdings in the surrounding region, which are listed in the
1225 imperial privilege. These were composed of lands forming part of Conrad’s original grant, as
well as property acquired by later donations, some no doubt attributable to Declan’s reported
fund-raising campaign.

41

Among the monastery’s possessions recorded in the 1225 charter is the

Church of SS. Catherine and John the Baptist at Altenfurt, located 7km south-east of Nuremberg,
in what was then dense woodland. This establishment, of which a Romanesque chapel survives
to this day, is said by the charter to have been manned by Irish monks and seems to have been
the focus of a ― perhaps eremitical ― outpost of the Schottenkloster, although the original
foundation and ownership of this chapel is a matter of some debate.

42

The Schottenkloster’s extensive property interests provided a firm basis for the monastery’s
financial viability during its nearly 300 years of existence. Privileges granted by Alexander IV and
Urban IV in 1257 and 1264 belatedly ensured that the Irish monks could rely on papal as well as
43

imperial protection against interference in the running of their monastery and estate.

The 1264

charter granted the Schottenkloster the right to bury non-brethren at the monastery, thus
providing the only reference, albeit oblique, to a potential role as a hostel for pilgrims or travellers.
If the literature emanating from the German Benedictines who occupied the monastery after 1418
is to be believed, the Schottenkloster had lapsed into a state of moral and financial ruin by the
th

44

early 15 century.

This, Barry has argued, may have been black propaganda designed to ward

off attempts by the Regensburg motherhouse to reclaim the monastery and to justify the initial
take-over by monks from the Benedictine monastery at Reichenbach, which subscribed to the
Kastl reform movement.

45

40

A discussion of the Schottenkloster’s proprietorial and commercial interests in Nuremberg is contained in Pfeiffer, Die
Anfänge der Egidienkirche, pp. 274-283.
41
See above, n. [3]. Among the early donors recorded in the 1225 charter are successive Nuremberg burgraves
th
belonging to the von Raabs family, which held this position until their line died out in the late 12 century (Flachenecker,
Schottenklöster, pp. 189-190).
42
Crucial to the question whether it formed part of the Irish monastery’s original grant is the authenticity of the 1225
charter, wherein Altenfurt is first mentioned as a Schottenkloster possession. A genuine 1255 charter records the granting
of the chapel to the Cistercian monastery of Heilsbronn by King William of Holland without any mention of the previous
ownership of the Irish monastery, before it is recorded as part of the Schottenkloster’s possessions in a 1264 papal
privilege (NUB: Nos. 359 & 404). If the 1225 charter is genuine, an Irish possession was unlawfully granted to Heilsbronn
in 1255 before the situation was quickly rectified. If it is a forgery, it could have been created to support either spurious or
legitimate claims to Altenfurt. The architecture of the small round chapel, insofar as it is diagnostic, is certainly not
th
inconsistent with a mid-12 -century date contemporary with the foundation of the Nuremberg Schottenkloster. The
possibility that it had the Chapel of the Holy Sepulchre at Weih Sankt Peter as its model has been discussed earlier in this
thesis.
43
NUB: Nos. 373 & 404.
44
The principal sources are the Chronica Monasterii Sancti Aegidii in Nurenbergk (Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin, Ms.
lat. fol. 72) and the Historia Fr. Colmanni (In Oefele, Rerum Boicarum Scriptores, vol. 1, pp. 340-347), which is based
upon it. Barry dealt with the contents of these works at length in his 1932 article ‘Irish Benedictines in Nuremberg’. The
th
claims of the 15 -century authors were recycled repeatedly by later chroniclers and continue to be embraced by some
modern scholars (e.g. Hemmerle, Die Benediktinerklöster in Bayern, p. 198).
45
Barry, Irish Benedictines in Nuremberg.
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th

There does not appear to be any evidence independent of the 15 -century German sources to
suggest that the decline in standards at the Schottenkloster was particularly drastic, although the
monastery may, like the other Irish houses, have suffered the consequences of a dwindling
number of monks. An extensive building and restoration campaign undertaken immediately after
the arrival of the German monks does at least imply that the monastery had slipped into a state of
disrepair. On the other hand, the notarial activities of the Irish abbot, which would have provided
th

the Schottenkloster with a further source of income from the later 13 century onwards, continued
until 1408, shortly before the first attempts to reform the monastery were implemented by the
German monks.

46

Given that this last charter, and most of the others since 1375, was

authenticated by the Irish abbot at the request of Nuremberg town council, it seems unlikely that
the monastery’s standing could have dropped to the level suggested by the post-Reform
literature. The success of the Lutheran Reformation in Nuremberg entailed that the German
Benedictines lost St. Aegidius after little more than a century. The monastery was ceded to the
municipal authorities in 1525 and a school established at the site a year later.

47

There is a school

housed next to the Lutheran parish-church of St. Aegidius to this day.
The location of the Schottenkloster
The Nuremberg monastery was the first of a number of Schottenklöster to be founded at an early
stage in their host-town’s development. The town’s hill-top castle is first recorded in 1105, but
probably dates back to 1050 at least, when the earliest historical reference to Nuremberg was
occasioned by the visit of the Salian Emperor Heinrich III.

48

A settlement with market functions

developed on the slope below the castle during the course of the 11

th

century. In addition,

Nuremberg contained two royal manorial centres (Königshöfe), which would have supplied the
castle with agricultural produce from outlying royal properties. One of these would later become
the site of the Schottenkloster and was located just below and to the east of the castle on the hillside, while the other lay to the south on the opposite side of the unnavigable Pegnitz river, which
skirted the base of the hill. The major acceleration in Nuremberg’s urban development only
arrived with the accession of the Staufer rulers, who could claim the town as part of dynastic
lands inherited from the Salians.
The impetus for the growth of the humble settlement into one of the most important and populous
towns in Germany can be traced back to Conrad III’s efforts to create a wide-reaching territory

46

See Flachenecker, Verstädterung und Reichsunmittelbarkeit, p. 263.
Schulz, Die Pfarrkirche zu St. Ägidien, p. 642; Pfeiffer, Die Schicksale der alten Egidienkirche, p. 12.
48
The early development of Nuremberg is discussed in Pfeiffer, Studien zur Geschichte der Pfalz Nürnberg, pp. 303-319;
Pfeiffer (ed.), Nürnberg ― Geschichte einer europäischen Stadt, pp. 11-62; Bosl, Die bayerische Stadt, pp. 157-164
47
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under direct royal control within Franconia.
numerous

castles

in

the

region

49

This was accomplished through the construction of

surrounding

Nuremberg,

which

were

manned

by

Reichsministerialen vested with both military and administrative functions. Nuremberg functioned
as the central place within this terra imperii and became a favourite residence of Conrad and his
Staufer successors.

50

During Conrad’s reign, in particular, Franconia was the heartland of the

empire, offering the King a secure retreat and a staging post for new military and diplomatic
51

endeavours.

Nuremberg’s increasing significance as an administrative centre necessitated the

influx of a sizeable number of Ministerialen, some of whom may hitherto have been in the service
52

of the Bamberg episcopacy.

An imperial charter dating to 1163 granted the merchants of

Amberg and Bamberg the same liberties in relation to tolls and taxes throughout the empire as
enjoyed by the Nuremberg negociatores, which testifies to the town’s established importance as a
trading centre, a quality highlighted further by the introduction of a distinct coinage for the local
market during Conrad’s reign.

53

Prior to Conrad’s accession, the urban area was confined to the upper and middle reaches of the
slope between the castle and river. It is as yet unclear whether this settlement was already
enclosed by a stone-wall or merely timber and earthen barriers.

54

The Staufer rulers set about

extending the urban area beyond these defences. Conrad donated the Königshof to the east of
the existing settlement to the Irish monks early in his reign, so as to secure for Nuremberg its first
monastery, a measure probably intended more as a contribution to, rather than as recognition of,
the growth of the town. The area to the south of the Pegnitz, between the river and the second
Königshof, was also developed in the mid-12
55

responsible for this planned initiative.

th

century, with either Conrad or Friedrich I

The sectors of Nuremberg located north and south of the

Pegnitz became known as the Sebalder and Lorenzer Städte respectively, named after the
patrons of their parish churches. The older church of St. Sebaldus, originally dedicated to St.
th

Peter, was elevated to parochial status by the end of the 12 century, reflecting the growth in

49

Pfeiffer, Studien zur Geschichte der Pfalz Nürnberg, pp. 305-309; Bosl, Drei Jahrhunderte Entwicklung zur Reichstadt,
pp. 18-19; Bosl, Die bayerische Stadt, pp. 161-162.
50
As stated above, Nuremberg was the town most frequently visited by the Staufer rulers between 1138 and 1254
(Streich, Burg und Kirche II, pp. 568-575).
51
‘Sie war Ruheraum, in den sich der König zurückzog, und Ausgangspunkt für neue Unternehmungen. Alle diese
Funktionen erfüllte Franken nicht nur in 1138, sondern während der gesamten Regierungszeit Konrads III. Bei keinem
anderen hochmittelalterlichen Herrscher war die Verankerung in dieser Landschaft so ausgeprägt wie beim ersten
staufischen König’ (Pflefka, Das Bistum Bamberg, Franken und das Reich in der Stauferzeit, p. 205).
52
Pfeiffer, Studien zur Geschichte der Pfalz Nürnberg, pp. 307-308; Bosl, Drei Jahrhunderte Entwicklung zur Reichstadt,
p. 19.
53
NUB: No. 72; Bosl, Drei Jahrhunderte Entwicklung zur Reichstadt, pp. 15-19.
54
Schnelbögl, Topographische Entwicklung Nürnbergs, pp. 55-59. At this stage, the town’s fortifications would have
compared poorly to those of the castle stronghold (Pfeiffer, Studien zur Geschichte der Pfalz Nürnberg, pp. 362-364).
55
Bosl, Drei Jahrhunderte Entwicklung zur Reichstadt, p. 16; Schnelbögl, Topographische Entwicklung Nürnbergs, pp.
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Nuremberg’s population and importance.

56

influx of further religious orders in the 13
southern Königshof to the Teutonic Order.

The town’s clerical constituency was boosted by the
th

57

century. In 1209 King Otto IV granted the town’s

The arrival of the Mendicant orders commenced with

the Franciscans fifteen years later. Nuremberg’s status as a royal town was recognised and
strengthened by the ‘Großer Freiheitsbrief’ granted by Friedrich II in 1219.

58

This charter

confirmed the King as the guardian of Nuremberg citizens, who were allowed to raise their own
royal taxes, and promised protection for merchants engaged in local and long-distance trade.
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The location of the Irish monastery at Nuremberg conforms to the classic Schottenkloster model.
It was situated outside the defended urban area, yet occupied a prominent site both in close
proximity (about 350m) to the dominant hill-top castle and bordering the main approach to the
town from the east. The eastern boundary of the pre-existing urban area appears to have run
along the line of the modern Tetzelgasse about 100m to the west of the monastery, with a
gateway at its southern end close to the intersection of the Tetzelgasse and Theresienstraße.
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The area surrounding the monastery became the main focus for the houses of the growing
number of Reichsministerialen.
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The physical proximity of the monastery to the royal Pfalzburg

may signal Conrad’s desire that the monastery function as a quasi-court institution. The Viennese
Schottenkloster, which was founded by Duke Heinrich II adjacent to his residence, presents an
analogous situation. At Würzburg also, the Irish monastery was built on a site close to an
apparent curia regia, though this Schottenkloster had an episcopal rather than a royal patron. The
circumstances in Memmingen probably reflect the Nuremberg-Vienna arrangement more closely,
though the distance between the extra-mural monastery, the first to be founded at the nascent
town, and the residence of its founder Duke Welf VI was somewhat greater.
The extra-mural location of the Irish monastery at Nuremberg appears to have had a bearing on
the architecture of the Schottenkirche. As at Regensburg and Würzburg, a pair of towers ― in
this case at the western end ― gave the Nuremberg church an imposing town-orientated façade.
Given the relationship between the Irish monks and the Staufer rulers and their apparent interest
in both the royal and burgravian chapels within the castle complex, it is also interesting to note
62

that both Romanesque chapels had single eastern choir-towers.

It is possible that the
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The Lorenzkirche did not become a parish-church until between 1258 and 1275 (Schnelbögl, Kirche und Caritas, p.
100).
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NUB: No. 127.
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Ibid., No. 178.
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Pfeiffer, Der Aufstieg der Reichsstadt Nürnberg, pp. 14-15; Bosl, Drei Jahrhunderte Entwicklung zur Reichsstadt, pp.
21-24.
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Schnelbögl, Topographische Entwicklung Nürnbergs, pp. 56-58; Bach, Die Mauern Nürnbergs, pp. 52-53.
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Pfeiffer, Studien zur Geschichte der Pfalz Nürnberg, pp. 365-366.
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th
The surviving royal chapel dates to the later 12 -century, but it is possible that its east tower may have been built over
the remains of a similar earlier structure. The original burgravian Othmarskapelle (later Walpurgiskapelle), which was
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Schottenkirche’s twin-towered west-front constituted an architectural response to these
representative elements of the castle complex as well as to the town, both of which lay to the
church’s west. This may be another case of the phenomenon observed at Würzburg, where there
was an apparent correlation between the architecture of the extra-mural Irish monastic churches
and the most important structures within the neighbouring town. The Nuremberg evidence in this
regard is not quite as strong as that pertaining to Würzburg or the later monastery at Erfurt,
however, and may be a case of mere coincidence.
About a century after the Schottenkloster’s foundation, the construction of a new town-wall saw
the incorporation of the monastery into the walled town. While the monastery is still described as
apud Nurenberc in a charter dating to 1245, by 1261 this had become in Nuremberg.
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The new

circuit enclosed a significantly greater area north of the Pegnitz, while a separate ring was built
around the Lorenzer Stadt to the south.
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The Schottenkloster was now located close to the

Sebalder Stadt’s main eastern gate, the Laufertor. A massive final circuit, which remains a feature
th

th

of modern Nuremberg, was erected in stages between the mid-14 and mid-15 centuries. This
encompassed an area of some 160 hectares, incorporating the sectors both north and south of
the river.

65

th

The 13 -century Laufertor was retained intact, but its functions transferred to a gate

on the new town-wall further to the east.

66

The Schottenkloster, originally on the fringes of the

town, was now located towards the centre of the northern half of the burgeoning city.
The architecture of the church of St. Aegidius
‘[Declan,] who built from its foundations a commodious church of ashlar and naturally reddened
stone’.

67

The Vita Mariani makes it clear that the construction of the new monastic church was initiated by
the monastery’s second abbot, Declan. His predecessor, Carus, was buried in the chapel of St.
Aegidius, which Conrad had donated to the Irish monks, and which must have served as the
liturgical focal point of the community prior to the erection of the much larger monastic church. As
th

outlined in the above-mentioned 15 -century Salbuch, the St. Aegidius patronage was transferred
from the chapel to the newly completed Schottenkirche. The chapel was retained intact within the
th

th

destroyed in World War II and much altered in previous centuries, can merely be broadly dated to the 11 or 12 century
(Streich, Burg und Kirche II, pp. 591-595; Pfeiffer, Studien zur Geschichte der Pfalz Nürnberg, pp. 316-318).
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Schnelbögl, Topographische Entwicklung Nürnbergs, pp. 59-62.
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Schnelbögl, Topographische Entwicklung im 14. und 15. Jahrhundert, pp. 90-92; Wendehorst, Nürnberg (Lexikon des
Mittelalters, vol. VI), p. 1318.
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Both gates can be seen on a 1696 depiction of the monastery (fig. 108). The older inner gate-tower is in the
background to the right and the outer gate in the centre.
67
See above, n. 1.
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new monastic complex and given a new titular saint (‘alter patronus modernus’), whose identity
remains a matter of some debate, as will be discussed below. It is today dedicated to St.
Eucharius. This Salbuch also provides a date for the completion of the Schottenkirche, namely
1150. Sigmund Meisterlin’s 1488 chronicle repeats this date, ascribing a 10-year period to the
68

church’s construction.

Though no record of a consecration date survives, the completion of the

church by 1150 seems unlikely, given the assertion of the Vita that construction began under
Declan and the more protracted building campaigns known from the other Irish monasteries.
Declan was himself buried in the church.
The church of St. Aegidius has had a troubled history since it was erected by the Irish monks in
th

th

the 12 century. The site is today occupied by what is effectively an early 18 -century Baroque
church, though much of the modern fabric and anachronistically restrained interior decoration
dates only to a post-World War II reconstruction necessitated by extensive bomb-damage (figs.
103-105). This was not the first time that the Egidienkirche had been burned out. The Baroque
structure was built in the wake of a fire suffered in 1696, which had devastated the existing
th

medieval church (fig. 108). The early 18 -century church is cruciform in plan, with two towers on
its west façade and a long single-aisled presbytery with a polygonal apse projecting from an
eastern transept.
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The nave is not aisled; instead the internal walls curve inwards to create an

elliptically-shaped space, leaving pockets between the rounded internal and straight external
walls at the four corners. These pockets hold four stairwells which originally allowed access to
double-galleries on either side of the nave, but these ornate balconies were omitted from the
church reconstructed in a more restrained fashion after the war and reconsecrated in 1959. The
construction of the Baroque Egidienkirche lasted from 1711 to 1718, the shell and rubble of the
medieval church having remained in situ for 15 years while funds were raised. To the south of the
current structure lie the Wolfgangs-, Eucharius- and Tetzelskapellen, three interlinked chapels
th

which pre-date the 18 -century church, having survived the 1696 fire relatively unscathed.
The Baroque church did not represent a clean break with the past. As first pointed out by Zankl,
the new structure was erected directly upon the footprint of its medieval predecessor.
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Depictions of the pre-1696 church show that it also possessed a twin-towered west-front, a
projecting eastern transept and a single-aisled presbytery ending in a polygonal apse. The
external walls of the Baroque Egidienkirche respected the limits of the pre-fire church. The main
elements of the earlier structure were retained in the new design, with the omission of the arcadewalls of the nave constituting the only major structural deviation. This general adherence to the
68

Meisterlin, Chronik der Reichsstadt Nürnberg, p. 323.
Descriptions of what is Nuremberg’s only Baroque church, are found in Burger, Die neue Kirche; Fehring & Ress, Die
Stadt Nürnberg, pp. 30-32; Pechloff, Nürnberg: St. Egidien, pp. 5-11.
70
Zankl, Die mittelalterliche Egidienkirche, pp. 3-5.
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inherited ground-plan gives immediate grounds for the suspicion that substantial amounts of the
fabric of the medieval church were incorporated into the new structure under a heavy Baroque
finish.
The medieval Egidienkirche was not completely destroyed in the 1696 fire; the extent of the
damage suffered is known from contemporary accounts and from an engraving made of the
ruined church (fig. 108). The latter, engraved by Johann Ulrich Kraus after drawings made by
Johann Andreas Graff, shows that the south-side of the church was particularly badly affected by
the fire, with the southern tower of the church’s west-front and the adjacent nave-wall having
collapsed. The roof and nave-vault also fell, while the ancillary buildings on the site of the
medieval cloister to the south of the church suffered considerable damage. This engraving
suggests that the vaults of the church’s presbytery and of the three chapels to the south of the
transept survived the flames. Written accounts confirm that these elements of the complex were
less severely hit by the fire.
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A new protective roof was erected above the presbytery vault in

1710, in advance of the ceremonial laying of the first stone of the new church in the following
year.

72

This surviving medieval presbytery was clearly incorporated into the Baroque

Egidienkirche. The ground-plan of the current sanctuary ― single-aisled with oblong bays and a
polygonal (five sides of an octagon) apse ― is not particularly Baroque in character and
corresponds to the late Gothic presbytery seen on a number of pre-1696 depictions (fig. 106). It
does not only belong to the Gothic period in plan; though the internal and external facings of the
th

modern church have a uniformly 18 -century character, the underlying Gothic forms of the
sanctuary are identifiable. The pointed travée rib-vaults visible on the Graff engraving can still be
discerned today under the Baroque stucco in three of the four narrow bays and in the polygonal
73

apse of the presbytery (fig. 103).

The row of tall, pointed windows which pierced the walls below

the vaults, as can be seen a number of pre-1696 depictions, was reshaped into two tiers of
round-headed Baroque windows. Slim Gothic buttresses divide these windows on the external
walls of the modern presbytery. To the south of the presbytery the exterior of the adjoining
sacristy is also uniformly Baroque in appearance, but internally the intact Late Gothic rib-vaults
betray the true vintage of the room, which, like the contemporary presbytery, has an apse in the
shape of five sides of an octagon.
The survival of the eastern end of the medieval church raises the possibility that further fabric of
the medieval walls lies concealed beneath the Baroque facing in other parts of the structure. The
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‘.....daß/ ausser dem Chor-Gemäuer/ der Sacristen/ und denen daran stossenden Capellen/ fast nichts davon übrig
geblieben/ oder gerettet worden ist’: Marperger, Neues Denk- und Dank-Mahl, p. 2.
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Marperger, Neues Denk- und Dank-Mahl, p. 4; Würfel, Diptycha Ecclesiæ Egydianæ, p. 8.
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The Gothic rib-vault closest to the transept was replaced by a brick barrel-vault during the Baroque reconstruction
(Fehring & Ress, Die Stadt Nürnberg, p. 30). It can be seen on the Graff engraving to have also originally possessed a
rib-vault.
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Graff view suggests that the outer walls of the church remained standing to a good height on all
but its southern side and it is possible that stretches were re-used as a cost-saving measure
during the reconstruction campaign. The incorporation of medieval fabric appears most likely to
have occurred in the transept, given that two walls of its southern arm border the surviving
medieval sacristy and the Wolfgangskapelle.
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No physical evidence for such inclusions in either

the transept or in the nave and towers to the west has yet been discovered, however, and it is
quite possible that the Baroque walls were simply built anew from the ground up.
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Though the

survival of earlier fabric may be limited to the eastern end, the knowledge that the footprint of the
pre-1696 church is preserved in the ground-plan of the current structure is a useful tool in
attempting a reconstruction of the medieval Egidienkirche.
The pre-1696 church
The destruction of the medieval church occurred late enough to ensure that its appearance was
captured in a number of good-quality depictions, which have greatly assisted scholarly attempts
at reconstructing the pre-fire structure. These reveal the pre-1696 church to have been still
largely Romanesque in character, though it had clearly undergone significant alterations in the
Gothic period. The most important of these were carried out in the immediate aftermath of the
1418 reform of the monastery by German Benedictines, and are outlined in a number of near
contemporary sources. The combination of detailed pictorial representations and rich historical
information puts the architectural historian in a strong position to isolate the changes wrought
th

upon the Schottenkirche between the mid-12 century and 1696.
th

While the medieval Schottenkirche was depicted on Nuremberg townscapes from the 15 century
onwards, the most detailed and valuable views of the church date primarily from the period
shortly before and after its destruction in 1696. These late depictions consist of four engravings,
two made by Johann Alexander Boener before 1702 and the others by Kraus, based on drawings
made by Graff in 1682 and 1696 (figs. 106-109).
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Boener’s prospects portray the pre-1696

church, but, as they were not published until after the fire, it is unclear whether they derived from
drawings made prior to this event or from memory subsequently. In the latter case, Boener might
74

At least part of the wall between the transept and the Wolfgangskapelle to the south appears to pre-date the Baroque
church. Alfred Lösel observed the remains of one of the springers of an arch on the western pier of the Baroque archway
between the transept and chapel. This was visible on the pier’s southern face, which points to it belonging to the northern
wall of the chapel. According to Lösel, this chapel and the relevant arch are not only earlier than the Baroque church, but
also the original Romanesque Schottenkirche. The springer was only 1.3m above the ground-level of the Baroque and the
Romanesque church, suggesting that it belonged to a pre-1140 northern doorway into the chapel (Lösel, Die
Euchariuskapelle in Nürnberg, pp. 90-91, Pl. 7).
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No excavations or systematic analysis of the Baroque walls was undertaken in advance of the post-war reconstruction.
The removal of interior plasterwork by the restorers did not lead to any discoveries regarding the medieval structure and
no traces of the bases of earlier crossing-piers came to light when the profile stones of the current piers were temporarily
removed (Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 280: n. 616).
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Boener, Des Heiligen Römischen Reichs Stadt Nürnberg Zierdte; Graff, Urbis Norimbergensis insigniarum. See Zankl
(Die mittelalterliche Egidienkirche, pp. 6-10) and Zahn (Schottenklöster, pp. 157-158) for discussion concerning these
engravings.
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have been helped by the fact that substantial remains of the medieval church remained in situ for
almost 15 years before construction began on the Baroque church. The two engravings offer
detailed views of the northern side of the church and of the west-façades both of the church and
of the school buildings abutting it to the south, which occupied the site of the medieval cloister.
The later of the two Graff engravings, already referred to above, shows the church and ancillary
buildings from an almost identical western perspective as the latter Boener work, but, in this
instance, the complex is in the ruined state caused by the 1696 fire. The collapse of sections of
the church and adjacent school buildings allows a precious glimpse of the interior of the
Schottenkirche. The west-façade of the complex is again visible on the earlier Graff engraving,
which portrays the square in front of the church from the south. Of the four, this is the only
illustration that definitely pre-dates the 1696 fire.
Boener’s view from the north shows a basilica built of neatly coursed ashlar (fig. 106). The nave
of the church is flanked by tall side-aisles lit by large pointed tracery windows, while a narrow
clerestorey bearing five round-headed windows rises above the aisle roof. A further tracery
window adorns the north-wall of the adjoining eastern transept, as well as a round-headed
doorway, a window and an oculus. Narrower pointed tracery windows appear on the walls of the
presbytery to the east, the view of which is partially obscured by a precinct wall. These are
separated by slender buttresses. The apse conforms to that of the current church, with three of its
five sides visible. The presbytery depicted by Boener is at least one bay shorter than that of
today’s church, a difference that must be attributable to simple inaccuracy. The divergence
reminds us that this engraving may well have been based on a drawing made after the fire, and
cautions against placing complete faith in all details of the depiction. At the opposite end of the
church rise the two towers of the west-façade, each containing bells and decorated with
characteristic Romanesque Lombardic friezes and pilasters as well as a more recent clock and
sundial and pierced by both round-headed and square windows. A low porch with a statue on the
ridge of its pitched roof projects from the façade. Further details relating to the western end of the
church emerge from the three other relevant engravings (figs. 107-109). The wall between the
two towers featured a row of three windows above the line of the porch-roof. These were roundheaded on the Boener prospect from the west, but pointed according to Graff, at least on the later
view of the ruined church. The collapsed porch on the latter engraving reveals a multi-ordered
Romanesque doorway on the wall beneath the three windows. Visible on the portal’s tympanum
is a portrayal of the Last Judgement.
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Parts of the interior of the nave and presbytery are also

visible on this engraving. On the better-preserved northern nave-wall the pointed wall-ribs and the
stumps of the diagonal and transverse ribs of the collapsed vaults rise from corbels above a
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According to Zankl (Die mittelalterliche Egidienkirche, p. 10). Unfortunately, it was not possible to gain access to an
original edition, and the detail of the tympanum cannot be deciphered on later copies and reproductions of the depiction.
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round-headed arcade. These vaults are of similar composition to those visible in the presbytery,
which are preserved in the current Egidienkirche.
th

In addition to Boener and Graff engravings, a late 16 -century manuscript housed in the
Nuremberg municipal archives contains a number of important watercolour illustrations of the
interior of the pre-1696 church, which have yet to be employed in the reconstruction of the
building. The manuscript, Des Kolerischen Geschlechts Stammbuch, is concerned with the
genealogy of the Koler family of Nuremberg.
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The primary focus of each painting is one or more

of the memorial shields (Totenschilde) ― most of which bear the family escutcheon, a solitary
ring ― or inscriptions commemorating members of the family found within the Schottenkirche, but
in most cases the architectural context of the memorials is shown. There are three depictions in
total of sections of the church: one of the Gothic apse showing the detail of the central tracery
window and the supports of the rib-vault, another apparently of the south-aisle viewed from the
southern transept-arm, and one showing a short section of the southern nave-wall.
two

depictions

provide

particularly

valuable

information

concerning

the

79

The latter

Romanesque

Schottenkirche (figs. 110-111). The view of the southern nave-wall was published by Gerhard
Pfeiffer in a 1959 article which was primarily concerned with the early development of the
Nuremberg castle complex. Pfeiffer correctly identified the scene portrayed as a ‘view into the
side-aisle with gallery’, but does not discuss the depiction in the article. Despite writing his thesis
a decade after the Pfeiffer article, Zahn does not appear to have been aware of this valuable
depiction of the church interior. Pilz was familiar with this and the other illustrations from the
Stammbuch, but identified the subject as ‘a wall in the Wolfgangskapelle’.
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This was undoubtedly

an error on his part. The contemporary description accompanying the picture reads as follows in
translation:
‘These Koler Totenschilde are seen to hang opposite the pulpit within the Church of St. Aegidius.
In like manner on the front of the same two piers next to the gallery [hang] two panels bearing the
annunciation, and to the right next to the upper pier can be seen a gravestone with the complete
Koler coat of arms, which had an Easter symbol’

81
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Stadtarchiv Nürnberg, E1/823 (1). The original manuscript, which has an alternative title of ‘Genealogia Des
Kolerischen Geschlechts und herkomens’, dates to 1596 (f. 7r), but was supplemented by later entries dating up until
1688.
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Ibid., f. 8r, 9r, 12r.
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Pilz, Die St. Egidienkirche in Nürnberg, p. 101.
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‘In der Kirchen zu St. Egidien gegen dem Predigstûl uber, werden diese kolerische Todenschildt hangent gesehen.
Deßgleichen an denselben zweÿen Pfeÿlern vorneuber neben der Porkirchen zwo tafeln, darin der englischgrüß und zu
rechst beÿ dem obern Pfeÿler, wirdt ein grabstein mit dem ganßen kolerischen wappen, so ein Österzeicherin gehabt,
gesehen.’ What exactly is meant by Österzeicherin/Easter symbol is not entirely clear. It might refer to the ring which
features prominently within the Koler coat of arms.
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As stated in the caption, it is a section of the main monastic church that is depicted. The arches
th

can only belong to the Romanesque nave-arcade and in no way resemble the cusped 15 century arches found in the Wolfgangskapelle. According to the description, this section of the
arcade stood opposite the pulpit. The key to Graff’s post-fire engraving indicates that the pulpit
stood at the eastern end of the north-arcade, next to the north-western pier of the transept
crossing. The section of the nave-wall visible on the Stammbuch depiction must therefore
represent the two most easterly arches of the south-arcade. This appears to be confirmed by the
nature of the pier on the left-hand side of the illustration. Unlike the pier to the right, this support
continues up the wall to a height greater than that of the arcade and can be seen to carry one end
of a transverse arch. This must be the south-western pier of the crossing, supporting the arch
between the nave and transept. The gallery pitched at a height below that of the arcade openings
is itself highly unusual, but is almost certainly accurately portrayed, as will be discussed below.
This depiction is complemented by the view of the south-aisle from the east, which again shows a
timber gallery at a height below that of the nave-arcade. The picture’s caption reads: ‘On the pier
under the gallery near the organ in the church of St. Aegidius, these three Koler commemorative
panels are to be seen’
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The Schottenkirche organ gallery was located in the southern transept-arm, which would appear
to confirm that this depiction is indeed of the south-aisle looking west.
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But some details of both watercolours present difficulties. On the view of the southern nave-wall
the low height of the nave-vaults and the absence of a clerestorey window above the eastern
arch pose problems. Clerestorey windows are present on what appears to be the southern navewall of the church in Graff’s post-fire view.

84

They are actually absent from the northern nave-wall

on the same engraving, though the presence of a clerestorey on Boener’s view from the north
would suggest that this anomaly is the result of simplification or error on Graff’s part. The same
may be true of the Koler watercolour, with the artist perhaps omitting the window because he
wished to include more of the ribbed vault as well as the memorials above the arch.
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‘An dem pfeiler unter der Porkirchen neben der Orgel in der Kirchen beÿ St. Egidien werden diese dreÿ Kolerische
Tafeln zur gedächtnits gesehen.’
83
Pilz describes the subject as ‘the way under the organ gallery in the south-aisle of the church’ (Pilz, Die St.
Egidienkirche in Nürnberg, p. 101). While recognising this as the church’s south-aisle, his belief that the gallery pictured
was the organ gallery itself appears to be mistaken. The caption refers to the gallery ‘near’ rather than ‘of’ the organ,
which other evidence suggests was above the southern end of the south-transept rather than above the south-aisle of the
nave (see below, n. 118).
84
This is one of the weakest areas of Graff’s composition and among the most difficult to interpret, as will be discussed
below.
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Another problematic detail of the view of the south-arcade is the absence of a window in the
aisle-wall below gallery height and the presence of large openings above. On the view of the
south-aisle looking west there are small windows in the wall below and above the gallery. The
artist has also cut the south-aisle short, depicting only four bays before both aisle and gallery run
into a solid wall. These apparent discrepancies and inaccuracies again caution against relying
completely on the detail of the watercolours. They also raise some doubt as to whether the southaisle and not an additional outer aisle is the subject of the view from the east. Nonetheless, the
two depictions answer at least one important question concerning the form of the Romanesque
Schottenkirche, as will be seen below.
The pre-1696 church depicted in the various pictorial representations is clearly composed of both
th

th

Romanesque and Gothic elements. The rich 15 - and 16 -century historical sources provide an
opportunity to identify the alterations made to the Schottenkirche in the Gothic period, and to strip
th

them away in order to attempt a reconstruction of the 12 -century church. According to the
Chronica Monasterii Sancti Aegidii in Nurembergk and the Historia Fratris Colomanni, two works
th

penned by German monks at St. Aegidius in the second half of the 15 century, the monastery
had been in a grave state of disrepair when it was wrested from the Irish monks in 1418.
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Though these comments tie in with the suspect claims of moral decline levelled at the Irish
community, they are to some extent supported by the fact that an extensive campaign of
construction and renovation was undertaken by the German monks in the wake of their takeover.
The church and cloister acquired in 1418 may not have undergone significant alterations since
th

th

their erection in the 12 century. With the exception of one vague late 14 -century consecration
notice, there is no record of any work being undertaken at the Schottenkirche before 1418.
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Though this does not make it certain that the Romanesque church survived largely intact until
1418, it is a feature of the Schottenklöster that major construction campaigns were not embarked
upon in the 13

th

and 14

th

centuries, unless such were necessitated by damage suffered as a

result of fire or collapse.
The changes made to both church and cloister between 1418 and 1459 are recorded in some
detail in the final section of the Chronica entitled ‘De structuris monasterii’.
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For the first decade

of their tenure, the German monks concentrated primarily on what appears to have been an
almost complete reconstruction of the cloister. Then a major series of works began within the
church in 1429. In that year the existing, presumably Romanesque, presbytery was extended
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The author of the historical passage in the mid-15 -century Salbuch states that the monastery was collapsum
desolatum et destitutum when the German Benedictines took it over (Stadtarchiv Nürnberg, A 21-2: No. 107, f. 39).
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Heinrich, the suffragan bishop of Bamberg, is recorded as having conducted a consecration at St. Aegidius in late 1385
or early 1386 (Deinhardt, Dedicationes Bambergensis , p. 54, No. 85).
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This section is reproduced in full in Pfeiffer, Die Anfänge der Egidienkirche, pp. 295-305. An abbreviated version of ‘De
structuris’ is contained in the Historia Fr. Colmanni (In Oefele, Rerum Boicarum Scriptores, vol. 1, pp. 344-345).
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eastwards by 25 feet or two vaulted bays, complete with large new windows and choir-stalls.
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Three years later the roof of the church was replaced and an extensive programme of vaulting
89

was carried out.

Vaults were erected over the three transept quadrants (‘tres transversaliter

ante chorum’) and over the six bays of the nave between the crossing and ‘chorus sancti
Michaelis’.

90

This St. Michael’s Choir, which must have constituted a gallery located above the

entrance area inside the church’s main west-portal, was renovated along with its windows and
altar at this time.

91

In 1433 a porch was built in front of the west doorway. According to Müllner’s

th

17 -century annals, this was constructed of wood and was replaced by a stone structure in the
early 16

th

92

century.

The latter must be the small porch visible on all the Boener and Graff

depictions, or its forerunner.
Reconstruction of the Romanesque Schottenkirche
th

Both the 15 -century sources and the later depictions of the Schottenkirche suggest that the shell
th

of the pre-1418 church survived the 15 -century remodelling and restoration relatively intact.
Though the written evidence is not exhaustive ― there is, for example, no record of the insertion
of the large tracery aisle- and transept-windows seen on the depiction by Boener amongst others
― it appears that any significant changes to the church’s ground-plan and the erection of new
walls were restricted to the presbytery area. The pre-1418 church was almost certainly a product
th

of the initial 12 -century construction campaign; aside from the absence of written evidence for
alterations to the original Schottenkirche in subsequent centuries, depictions show its westfaçade and nave-arcade to be of distinctively Romanesque form. It appears therefore that, apart
from its eastern end, the ground-plan of the original church was not materially altered during the
periods of Late Gothic remodelling and Baroque reconstruction, and remains preserved in the
current structure. The neatly-coursed ashlar visible on the Boener and Graff views must be the
th

same masonry that was deemed worthy of mention in the Vita Mariani. According to the 15 century monastic Salbuch, the red sandstone masonry of the Schottenkirche was visible both
88

‘[1429]..... prolongus est chorus ecclesie per duas testudines sive viginti quinque pedes versus orientem atque cum
novis magnis fenestris ac novis stallis fratrum decoratus’ ― Pfeiffer, Die Anfänge der Egidienkirche, p. 296. A note found
among the rubble of the high altar in 1696 recorded the consecration of the presbytery in 1430 by Bishop Friedrich of
Bamberg (Deinhardt, Dedicationes Bambergensis, p. 69, No. 104).
89
‘[1432].....depositum est antiquissimum tectum ecclesie et anno eodem et sequenti factum est novam unacum
structuris tignorum et lignorum. Venerunt autem ad tectum ecclesie et chori circiter quadraginta milia planorum et
novorum laterum. Tunc eciam facte sunt testitudines per medium ecclesie, videlicet tres transversaliter ante chorum et
sex versus chorum sancti Michaelis. Idemque chorus sancti Michaelis cum fenestris suis ac deinde altari suo reparatus et
renovatus fuit.’ ― Pfeiffer, Die Anfänge der Egidienkirche, p. 297.
90
An entry for 1421 ― the only one prior to 1429 to record works undertaken in the church ― records the construction of
three vaults ‘ante chorum’, which might be taken to concern the transept, were it not for the more expansive reference
contained in the 1432 entry’: ‘[1421]..... facte sunt testitudines tres ante chorum, super quas postea factus est chorus
scolarium’ ― ibid., p. 295. As Pfeiffer has suggested, the 1421 entry may refer to the sacristy, the three rib-vaults of which
survive to this day (ibid., pp. 267-268).
91
New choir-stalls were added to the choir the following year, and the space was reconsecrated in 1437 (ibid., pp. 297298).
92
Müllner gives two different dates, 1507 and 1515, for the reconstruction in stone (Müllner, Die Annalen der Reichsstadt
Nürnberg I, pp. 115, 267).
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internally and externally, before the interior was rendered post-1418.
characteristic feature of Nuremberg’s medieval architecture.

93

This type of stone is a

94

The pointed rib-vaults visible intact on the Stammbuch view of the south-arcade and in a
collapsed state on the north nave-wall in Graff’s post-fire engraving can be attributed to the works
carried out in the church in 1432. The six vaults inserted in that year were clearly erected over the
existing walls with the aid of corbels placed above the arcade-supports. The round arches of the
arcade point to these walls being part of the Romanesque church. The curious absence of
clerestorey windows on the Stammbuch depiction has already been discussed. Boener shows
five round-headed clerestorey windows on his view from the north. These might be assumed to
belong to the Romanesque church, but the fact that they appear to contain tracery akin to that of
the large Gothic windows of the side-aisles is a cause for doubt. Boener is guilty of depicting the
pointed windows of the church’s west-wall as rounded on his other engraving, and it is not
inconceivable that he made the same mistake in respect of the clerestorey. On the other hand,
what appear to be the southern clerestorey windows on the post-fire engraving are also of round
form. The Romanesque windows of the north-aisle were certainly replaced in the Late Gothic
period. The porch visible between two of these tracery windows probably dates to after 1418,
th

which may also be true of the doorway it conceals. According to entries in a mid-16 -century
manuscript dealing with the arrangement of seating within the church, the so-called Egidier
Stühlbuch, there was a doorway between the church and the cloister towards the western end of
95

the south-aisle.

The great height of the side-aisles on Boener’s view from the north raises the

possibility that they were increased in size post-1418, perhaps in order to accommodate pointed
Gothic vaults. A comparison of this engraving with the other works by Boener and Graff suggests
that this aspect of the depiction is inaccurate, however. On Boener’s view from the west, and on
both Graff engravings, the walls of the nave can be seen to reach a height slightly above that of
the first string-course on each tower.

96

On the view from the north, it is the aisle-walls that almost

reach this height. This results in the nave-wall rising significantly above its correct level, despite
the narrowness of the clerestorey. It seems that little faith should be placed in the accuracy of the
height and proportions of the walls on this engraving. It is noteworthy that neither the aisle- nor
clerestorey-walls boast the Lombardic friezes which are such a prominent feature of the
93

Stadtarchiv Nürnberg, A 21-2: No. 107, f. 37v; NUB: No. 110.
According to the Salbuch, the Schottenkirche stone was sourced at Reuhelberg (Rewhelpergk). This quarry is believed
to have been located near Kornburg, 10km south of Nuremberg {Mummenhoff, (Review of) Die Reichsstädtische
Haushaltung Nürnbergs, pp. 219-220}.
95
‘Egidier Stühlbuch’ ― Stadtarchiv Nürnberg, A 21-2: No. 86, fol. 26, 28 (No. 43), 34 (No. 47), 49 (No. 79). ‘Neben an
dem ersten Pfeiler, bey der Thür, do man zum Creutzgang hinabgehet.....’ (fol. 49, No. 79). The author begins with stalls
located at the western end of the church and continues in a more or less discernible line eastwards. The relevant entries
are reproduced in Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 328-329.
96
Judging by the post-fire Graff depiction, the height of the nave-walls may have been slightly greater than that of the
west-wall of the church. This is probably due to the nave-walls having been raised in height to facilitate the insertion of
vaults in 1432.
94
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Romanesque west towers. Their absence may signal that the height of the walls was indeed
altered post-1418, or that, as at many other churches, including the Würzburg Schottenkirche,
this form of articulation was restricted to the towers.
As already outlined, the current presbytery owes its form substantially to work carried out in 1429.
Given that the entry to ‘De structuris’ states only that the chorus was extended by 25 feet or two
vaults rather than completely rebuilt, it is possible that the shorter side-walls of the pre-existing,
presumably Romanesque, presbytery were retained. The uniform appearance of the vaults and
external buttressing of the current structure and of the vaulting glimpsed on the post-fire Graff
engraving would suggest that the 1429 presbytery was built anew from the foundations up,
however. It must be borne in mind, nonetheless, that the sacristy bordering the presbytery to the
south may pre-date the 1429 extension by a few years, and may therefore conceal remains of the
south-wall of the Romanesque sanctuary within its north-wall.

97

There is also evidence that

successive structures, one possibly of earlier date, once abutted the north-wall of the Gothic
presbytery, which raises the possibility that the homogeneity of the external wall of the current
structure is a product of alterations carried out long after 1429. The measurement given in the
th

1429 entry does allow an approximate reconstruction of the ground-plan of the 12 -century
98

sanctuary.

The length of the Romanesque sanctuary is recorded as being 25 feet (about 7.5m)

or ‘two vaults’ shorter than the current four-bayed one, which, excluding apse, measures 14.7m.
Simply subtracting the 7.5m would result in an earlier sanctuary of about 7.2m in length, or
dividing the current length by two on the basis of the number of bays would leave 7.35m. Of
course, the measurement given in the 1429 entry may have been a loose approximation. The
width of the Romanesque sanctuary almost certainly matched that of the current one, which
measures 7.55m. A square sanctuary might be expected, but, as will be discussed below, the
length of the crossing was also shorter than its width, so a unit with equal 7.55m sides cannot be
assumed. A round apse with a radius of about 3.5m is likely for the eastern termination. It cannot
th

99

be established whether the 12 -century presbytery was vaulted.

The crossing is of similar width to the reconstructed presbytery, but the east-west length of
transept is about 6.9m, resulting in a crossing of rectangular plan, while the two transept arms
with widths of about 6.8m are close to square. The recorded insertion of vaults in the transept in
1432 confirms that it was a feature inherited from the pre-1418 church rather than a new addition.
97

No explicit construction date is recorded for the sacristy. As mooted above, the reference in ‘De structuris’ to the
erection of three vaults ‘ante chorum’ in 1421 may relate to the sacristy. Another entry for 1423 records the construction of
an underground passageway (transitus subterraneus) from the cloister to the presbytery and sacristy, suggesting that it
was completed by this stage (Pfeiffer, Die Anfänge der Egidienkirche, pp. 295-296).
98
See Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 174.
99
It might be inferred from the reference to two extra vaults in the 1429 entry that the presbytery was already vaulted,
although strictly speaking the extended space would have had three extra vaults, as in all likelihood the square or subquadratic Romanesque presbytery would have been covered by a single vault.
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The projecting southern transept-arm directly abuts the pre-1140 Wolfgangskapelle, and it seems
th

most unlikely that this physical linkage was not already a feature of the 12 -century monastic
100

A doorway allowed access from the Wolfgangskapelle into the south-arm of the

101

The end-wall of the opposite transept-arm may also originally have held a doorway, if

complex.
transept.

the round-headed form of the portal visible on Boener’s view from the north is accurate. The large
tracery window on the transept’s north-wall was probably preceded by a pair of smaller
Romanesque windows. The round-headed opening and oculus above the Gothic window may
th

have belonged to the 12 -century church. It is not certain that the Romanesque church
possessed a true crossing. Only the existence of the north-south arches pre-1696 can be
confirmed by written and pictorial sources.

102

No remains or scar of an arch into the north

transept-arm are visible on Graff’s post-fire engraving, while what appears to be a wall-rib of the
1432 vault rests on a corbel similar to those found on the nave-wall, which must also have
originally supported the transverse and diagonal ribs prior to the 1696 fire. Also, on the
Stammbuch view of the south-aisle from the southern transept-arm there is no sign of a support
for an east-west arch on the eastern face of the ostensible south-west crossing pier. A continuous
th

transept would have been somewhat of an anachronism in the mid-12 century, but, interestingly,
th

two of the earlier 12 -century monastic churches closest to Nuremberg, at the Cistercian house in
Heilsbronn and the Hirsau Benedictine monastery in Münchaurach, had this form of transept.
Both Zankl and Zahn have argued that the two transept-arms each possessed a single apse on
their eastern walls.

103

The evidence for this conclusion is quite meagre. Both rely on entries found

th

in the 16 -century Egidier Stühlbuch. A number of postscripts attached to original entries refer to
the demolition of one or more small choir (Chörlein), which affected the stated location of some
seats at the eastern end of the church. The ambiguous nature of most of the original entries and
glosses makes it difficult to establish for certain whether one or more Chörlein is in question and
to pinpoint their position. Two of the postscripts follow entries that appear to relate to the eastern
wall of the north-transept (fol. 51 & 52), while one entry seems to refer to seating in a Chörlein to

100

Given Boener’s penchant for representing pointed openings as round-headed (e.g. on the west-wall of the church in
his view from the west) the round-headed transept-doorway visible in Boener’s view from the north cannot be safely taken
as further evidence of a Romanesque date for the transept, as argued by Zahn (Schottenklöster, p. 169). Sigmund
th
Meisterlin, writing in the late 15 century, states that Declanus built a cruciform church (Meisterlin, Chronik der
Reichsstadt Nürnberg, p. 92). This observation may have been based on his knowledge of the contemporary church
rather than on any pre-1418 source, however.
101
This doorway was probably located towards the western end of the dividing wall, where the pre-1140 north-portal of
the Wolfgangskapelle had stood at a lower height on the wall (see above, n. 74). It is unlikely to have been as tall and
wide as the Baroque archway which today links the church with the Wolfgangskapelle.
102
The round chancel arch can be seen on Graff’s post-fire engraving. On the same depiction, the key to the letter ‘C’,
which appears on the northern nave-wall at its east-end, refers to the transverse arch supported on the collapsed pier by
the pulpit: ‘Schwiebogen gegen dem eingefallenen Canzel Pfeiler’. The southern end of the same transverse arch can be
seen in the Stammbuch view of the south-arcade. Probably based on presumption alone, both Zankl and Zahn depict the
crossing-piers as cross-shaped in their reconstruction drawings ( Zankl Die mittelalterliche Egidienkirche, p. 20: Pl. 2;
Zahn, Schottenklöster, Pl. 129)
103
Zankl, Die mittelalterliche Egidienkirche, pp. 20 (Abb. 2), 22; Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 174; fig. 129.
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the north of the presbytery, which is said to have been demolished in 1559 (fol. 69).

104

Given that

the space between the south-wall of the presbytery and the southern transept-arm was occupied
by the sacristy from the 15th century onwards, it is likely that the Chörlein was located at the
opposite side of the church. Both Zankl and Zahn believed that the entries referred to a transeptal
apse, but, on linguistic grounds alone, an interpretation of the term Chörlein as denoting a
subsidiary choir flanking the presbytery seems no less valid. It is difficult to imagine the title ‘Auff
dem klein Chörlein obern grossen Chor’ (‘In the small choir above the main choir’) being used in
relation to a transeptal apse, which would not have stood immediately adjacent to the presbytery
(fol. 69). Upon its demolition in 1559 the Chörlein is said to have been replaced by a new gallery
or walkway (fol. 69). On two town-plans dating to 1608 and 1609 a curious elongated structure
can be seen flanking the presbytery to the north.

105

th

According to the 18 -century author Andreas

Würfel, this position was at some point occupied by a room for hearing confessions
(Beicht·Cammer).

106

On Graff’s post-fire engraving a raised opening can be seen immediately to

the east of the north-eastern crossing-pier. In the accompanying key, this opening is described as
107

the entrance to the gallery.

Is this the gallery or walkway mentioned in the Stühlbuch and/or the

structure seen on the plans? Was it a mural walkway around the presbytery or perhaps a gallery
overlooking the sanctuary? Suffice it to say that no clear picture emerges from the evidence, but
the case for the Chörlein having constituted some form of northern lateral choir rather than a
th

transeptal apse appears strong. On the opposite side of the presbytery, the 15 -century sacristy
may have replaced a corresponding Romanesque lateral choir, perhaps also comprising the
104

‘Egidier Stühlbuch’ ― Stadtarchiv Nürnberg, A 21-2: No. 86; Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 328-329.
fol. 50 ― ‘Volgen die angeschlagen und hin und wieder angehenkten Sitzbǎnklein’
‘A. Erstlich hinter dem Predigtstul im Winkel do derr groß Christoffel stehet, neben dem Altar auf der linken Handt an der
Mauer eine neue angehenkte verchlossene Sitzbank.....’
fol. 51 ― ‘FG.....beim Altar, do man Meß auffhebt, zwei verschlossen angehenkte Sitzbänklein.’
(In a different hand underneath): ‘ist hinweckkommen do man das Chörlein abgebrochen.’
fol. 52 ― ‘An.....gemelten altar, drey versperrte und ein unverschlossenes angehenktes Sitzbänklein.’
‘A.
(In Erstlich
a different
hinterhand
dem underneath):
Predigtstul im‘ist
Winkel
hinweggeräumt
do derr großworden,
Christoffel
dostehet,
man das
neben
Chörlein
dem Altar
abgebrochen
auf der linken
undHandt
die Kirchen
an der
erweitert.’
Mauer
eine neue angehenkte verchlossene Sitzbank.....’
fol. 51 ― ‘FG.....beim Altar, do man Meß auffhebt, zwei verschlossen angehenkte Sitzbänklein.’
(In a different hand underneath): ‘ist hinweckkommen do man das Chörlein abgebrochen.’
fol. 52 ― ‘An.....gemelten altar, drey versperrte und ein unverschlossenes angehenktes Sitzbänklein.’
(In a different hand underneath): ‘ist hinweggeräumt worden, do man das Chörlein abgebrochen und die Kirchen
erweitert.’
fol. 69 ― ‘Auff dem klein Chörlein obern grossen Chor’
‘Erstlich ein neuer Mannstuhl im Winkel bei dem großen Christoffel, oben herumb mit einem schwarzen fürhang.’
(In a different hand underneath): ‘sind hinweckkommen, do man obgemelte Chorlein anno 1559.....abgebrochen und ein
neue porkirchen oder gang gemacht.....’
Entry ‘A’ on fol. 50 refers to a bench that stood to the left of the statue of St. Christopher. This large wooden effigy is
known from the key to Graff’s post-fire engraving to have hung from the transept-wall to the left of the north-eastern
crossing-pier, and it can be assumed that the entries on fol. 51 & 52 also relate to this part of the church. The final
relevant entry also includes a reference to this statue, but in this case the bench appears to have been in the Chörlein
itself, because the entries on this page stand under the title ‘Auff dem klein Chörlein obern grossen Chor’.
105
The town-plan of Hieronymus Braun (1608) and an anonymous 1609 plan. The structure is not visible on a plan dating
to 1628-1632. All three reproduced in Zahn, Schottenklöster, figs. 115a, 115b & 115c.
106
‘Über der Thür, da man von der Beicht·Cammer in die Kirch gegangen, ißt der überaus grosse und künstliche
Christoph gestanden’ ― Würfel, Diptycha Ecclesiæ Egydianæ, p. 40.
107
‘E, der Eingang zur Porkirche’. Zahn argued that the letter ‘E’ was misplaced, because it made no sense in its given
position (Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 281-282: n. 630). It is clear, however, that the raised opening shown must have had
some function, and, given the details from the Stühlbuch, the accompanying letter should be taken to be correctly located.
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same combination of two bays and an apse as its Gothic successor. The three-aisled presbytery
with three parallel apses was a feature of the earlier Schottenkirchen at Regensburg and
Würzburg, but its use here must remain a matter of speculation.
Both the Graff post-fire engraving and the Stammbuch watercolours reveal that the nave-arcade
rested on square piers rather than columns. It is clear from both that the nave-orientated faces of
the piers did not bear engaged columns or pilasters which might have supported Romanesque
vaults, hence the need for the Gothic corbels. This points to an absence of vaulting in the nave of
the Schottenkirche prior to 1432. The side-aisles are not mentioned in the 1432 ‘De structuris’
entry, but the Stammbuch view of the south-aisle, which again shows corbel-supported Gothic
vaults, strongly suggests that these were erected over the previously unvaulted side-aisles at the
same time. On the Stammbuch view of the south-arcade the imposts of both the nave-arches and
the transverse crossing arch are depicted as simple plates. Whether the imposts were this
understated in reality cannot be determined.
The 1432 entry points to the division of the nave into six bays. There is no written or pictorial
evidence for any distinct monks’ choir or ‘chorus minor’ at the eastern end of the nave. The
inclusion of a transept in the Nuremberg ground-plan may have ensured that such a space was
superfluous, although it appears to have been present at the transeptal Schottenkirche at Erfurt
and possibly also at Vienna. Measured between the crossing and the towers, the length of the
current nave, which occupies the same position as its medieval predecessor, is about 26m.

108

Calculating the original number of bays on the basis of this measurement is a difficult proposition,
due to the divergent length and width of the crossing, which suggest that the church was not
erected according to a rigid ad quadratum system, where the extents of a square crossing are
used as the base unit for the layout of the nave, transept and sanctuary. If the size of the subquadratic crossing at Nuremberg was used as the base measurement for the layout of the nave,
the 26m would allow it to have been repeated just short of three and a half times, resulting in a
nave of perhaps seven rather than six bays.

109

This possible discrepancy between the 1432 entry

and the measurements concerning the number of bays can be explained by reference to
Boener’s view from the north (fig. 106). A section of the aisle-wall immediately to the east of the
north-western tower can be seen to extend to a height greater than the remainder of the wall.
This upper-storey is lit by a round-headed twin-light window similar to that on the north-face of the
108

Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 173. The width of the church is 16.2m, which, subtracting the 7.55m width of the centre-aisle
and allowing an estimated 1.7m for the width of the two arcade-walls, would leave the side-aisles measuring circa 3.5m in
width, close to half that of the centre-aisle, assuming that the Baroque walls are of the same thickness as their medieval
forerunners.
109
Three and a half times 6.9m plus an estimated 2.55m for three dividing piers would give a total of 26.7m. Zahn arrived
at a nave of seven bays, but did so on the basis that 26m was approximately 3 and a half times 7.4m, the width of the
presbytery and by extension the nave, according to his measurements (ibid, p. 173). He did not, however, allow for the
piers between the quadrants which negates his conclusions (because the width measurement is calculated from wall/pier
to wall/pier, the same must apply to the length measurement).
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th

tower, which points to it having been a feature of the 12 -century church. This space would have
been at the level of the western gallery (‘chorus sancti Michaelis’), and effectively represented an
extension of the west-front or Westbau east of the tower into the north-aisle to the depth of one
bay. The 1432 entry refers to the erection of only six vaults between the crossing and St.
Michael’s Choir. This suggests that the western gallery not only occupied the space between the
110

two towers, but also extended the equivalent of one nave-bay further east.

It is probable that

the corresponding bay of the south-aisle also had an upper-storey identical to that seen on the
Boener view.

111

Thus the Westbau would have continued one bay beyond the line of the towers

over all three bays, leaving the nave and side-aisles to the east consisting of six bays (fig.
117).

112

This is an unusual type of Westbau, but the fact that the later Schottenkirchen in Vienna and
Memmingen appear to have boasted similar structures allows this reconstruction to be proposed
with confidence. Indeed, the Viennese Westbau may well have inspired the limited floruit of this
th

th

architectural form in late 12 - and early 13 -century Austrian architecture. At Vienna and
Memmingen it appears that the western gallery and entrance area or porticus below were
effectively T-shaped, stretching between the towers and a further bay beyond them across all
three aisles. The galleries at Vienna and Memmingen seem to have opened eastwards into all
three aisles to a greater or lesser extent, as was the case at other Austrian churches boasting the
same type of Westbau. While the central arch would have been open to the full height of the
gallery, it is possible that the smaller lateral arches at the three Schottenkirchen were blind except
for one or more windows or doorways, as is the case in the best-preserved of the Austrian
Westbauten at Wiener Neustadt. Alternatively, all three arches may have been fully open, as was
originally planned, but never achieved, at the Regensburg Schottenkirche, a church originally
designed according to a hall-church rather than a basilical model. This type of gallery is much
more suited to hall churches than basilicae, where three almost uniformly tall aisles can easily
accommodate the full-width gallery and full-height lateral openings. In a basilica, this type of
110

Zahn perceived that the two-storey bay east of the towers must have accounted for the difference between the six
bays of the 1432 entry and the seven bays indicated by the measurements. He failed, however, to recognise that the
western gallery must also have extended into this seventh bay. His proposed reconstruction, in which the two-storey aislebays are walled-off from the adjacent aisles and nave and where the western gallery only occupied the space between the
towers, still leaves seven bays between the crossing and gallery, and is therefore contrary to the 1432 entry (Zahn,
Schottenklöster, pp. 173, 175; fig. 129).
111
Because these bays were part of the Westbau rather than the nave, they need not necessarily have been of identical
size to the aisle-bays to the east. If they were somewhat shorter, this might account for the fact that the 26m length
between the crossing and towers does not allow for seven bays of uniform length on a 6.9m base measurement.
Regarding the original number of bays, it is noteworthy that the exterior walls of the Baroque nave are divided by pilasters
into seven bays.
112
It must be noted that the number of windows shown on Boener’s view from the north does not accord with these
conclusions. The clerestorey is seen to have five round-headed windows, while the side-aisle has four large pointed
windows and a doorway, as well as one square opening below the raised section of aisle-wall. There is no alignment
between the windows of the aisle and clerestorey. The number of windows shown would suggest that the nave was
divided into six rather than seven bays in total. Given the fact that Boener left the presbytery at least one bay short, it
seems safe to reject the implications of the engraving in favour of the conclusions drawn from the church’s measurements
and the other evidence outlined.
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Westbau required relatively tall side-aisles to the east. While Boener’s view from the north
suggests that the side-aisles at Nuremberg were indeed quite tall, it has already been noted that
113

the proportions of this work are unreliable.

With regard to vaulting within the Westbau, despite

the fact that there are no clear references to St. Michael’s Choir being vaulted, it seems likely that
this was the case from the beginning. The chorus sancti Michaelis was excluded from the
extensive vaulting programme conducted in 1432, and there is no reference to the insertion of
vaults in the record of the restoration of gallery between 1432 and 1437. This silence can
reasonably be assumed to stem from the fact that vaults were already in place prior to the post1418 works. A crypt-like vaulted porticus akin to the ground-floor at Regensburg may have
existed below the gallery at Nuremberg. The means by which the Nuremberg gallery was
accessed is unclear, though comparative evidence may offer some solutions. Before discussing
this issue, it is pertinent to broach perhaps the most controversial issue concerning the
Romanesque Schottenkirche: was there a longitudinal gallery over its southern aisle?
This theory, first proposed by Zankl and followed by Zahn, was based on the presence of a
gallery above the south-aisle in the pre-1696 church, which was clear from a combination of
historical references and from Graff’s post-fire engraving. It is now redundant, thanks to the two
Stammbuch watercolours (figs. 110-111).
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These confirm the presence of a gallery above the

southern side-aisle of the nave circa 1596, but clearly show that it was a secondary insertion. The
timber structure is set at a height below that of the nave-arches. Instead of there being a gallerylevel above that of the arcade, the arch-rings of the arcade serve as the gallery openings. This
timber gallery would have been erected after 1418, perhaps in tandem with the insertion of vaults
over the side-aisle. The addition of a stained glass window to the gallery circa 1510/1515
115

provides a terminus ante quem for its insertion.

The aisle-gallery belonged to a series of

galleries and walkways added to the church and adjoining chapels during the 15

th

and 16

th

centuries. A feature of the building campaign undertaken by the German Benedictines post-1418
was the emphasis placed on increasing the space available for use within the confines of the
monastery and ensuring easier communication between different parts of the complex. This
resulted in the construction of new cellars beneath the claustral buildings as well as an
116

underground passage between the cloister and the presbytery and sacristy.

Simultaneous with

113

Perhaps the fact that a side-gallery was inserted within the height of the southern aisle post-1418, as will be discussed
below, could be regarded as testament to the generous proportions of the aisles.
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Zankl, Die mittelalterliche Egidienkirche, pp. 9-10, 25-26. See also Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 170-172.
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The window was dedicated to members of the Ketzel family and was said to have been inserted on the ‘Emporkirche
an der Mittagsseite’ (i.e. south-gallery) (Pilz, Die St. Egidienkirche in Nürnberg, p. 100). Müllner also refers to memorials
to the Ketzel family ‘im Egidien Kloster auf der Por Kirch’ (Müllner, Die Annalen der Reichsstadt II, pp. 397-398). The
presence of a number of elaborate windows in the gallery might explain Graff’s description of the aisle-gallery as the
‘gallery in front of the steps to the organ together with the windows’ (‘Por Kirche vor der Orgel Stiege samt den Fenster’).
116
The construction of cellars is recorded in 1421 (a dungeon!), 1428 and 1445, while the underground passage-way was
built in 1423: Pfeiffer, Die Anfänge der Egidienkirche, pp. 295-296, 299. The significant natural slope from north to south
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the erection of vaults in the Wolfgangskapelle in 1437, a gallery or elevated walkway was built
th

along its west-wall, which, according to Konrad Herdegen’s 15 -century chronicle, replaced an
existing timber structure.

117

This would have allowed access into the cloister to the west and also

into the south-arm of the transept to the north at first-floor level. The south transept-arm
118

contained the organ loft.

Though no construction date is recorded for this gallery, it must have

pre-dated the Wolfgangskapelle alterations, and may have been inserted when the transept was
vaulted in 1432. The loft received a ‘bonum novum organum’ in 1460.
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The organ was also

accessible from the south aisle-gallery to the west and perhaps from a two-storeyed sacristy to
the east.
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In the key to the post-fire engraving, Graff describes the gallery over the south-aisle

as the ‘gallery in front of the steps to the organ’.
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The aisle-gallery was clearly part of this

complex network of galleries and walkways, perhaps conceived as a link between the organ and
chorus sancti Michaelis.
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Its erection may have entailed more substantial alterations to the

Romanesque church than the simple insertion of the timber structure. The different manner in
which the aisle-wall is depicted in the two Stammbuch views has already been discussed. The
large openings visible in the background at gallery-level on the view of the south-arcade suggest
that the gallery actually extended further southwards beyond the aisle, perhaps linking up with the
upper-storey of the northern wing of the cloister. Indeed the key of the post-fire Graff engraving
describes a western doorway into the upper-storey as an entrance into the Porkirche, as if the
123

gallery did extend across the equivalent of two aisles.

On the other hand, the Stammbuch view

of the south-aisle does not suggest that the gallery stretched any further south. This raises the
question as to whether the aisle visible in the latter Stammbuch view is actually the nave sideaisle or an additional, outer southern aisle, which would have replaced the northern ambulatory of
that characterises the site of the monastery would have lent itself to the insertion of a subterranean level in the course of
th
the rebuilding of the claustral buildings to the south of the church carried out during the 15 century.
117
‘[1437].....facte sunt testudines pulchre ac rare in capella sancti Sixti martiris cum transitu lapideo.....’ (Pfeiffer, Die
Anfänge der Egidienkirche, p. 299). Konrad Herdegen adds that the walkway ran ad chorum (Herdegen, Nürnberger
Denkwürdigkeiten, p. 25.) The wooden walkway may have been part of the new structurae lignorum added to the chapel
in 1424 (Pfeiffer, Die Anfänge der Egidienkirche, p. 296).
118
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Its location is recorded in the 16 -century Stühlbuch, which describes how one passes under the organ on the way
down into the chapels: ‘Do man unter der Orgel in die Capeln herabgehet.....’ (Stadtarchiv Nürnberg, A 21-2: No. 86, fol.
58). On Graff’s post-fire engraving, the note accompanying the letter ‘F’ seen on the south-wall of the transept translates
as ‘the gable against which the organ stood’.
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Herdegen, Nürnberger Denkwürdigkeiten, p. 34. According to Müllner, this replaced an earlier organ (Müllner, Die
Annalen der Reichsstadt I, p. 115).
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As Zankl pointed out, the sacristy looks disproportionately low compared to the adjacent Gothic presbytery (Zankl, Die
mittelaterliche Egidienkirche, p. 4). It may originally have had an upper storey above the surviving vault. The 1421 ‘De
structuris’ entry, which has been brought into connection with the sacristy, mentions that a scholar’s choir was later
erected above the three vaults. If the sacristy was in question, then this space above its low vaults was probably
accessible from the organ-gallery or perhaps from the Wolfgangskapelle.
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These steps are not visible on the Stammbuch view of the south-aisle, but may have been reached through an offpicture opening from the gallery at the eastern end of the aisle-wall.
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This collection of galleries was supplemented by a further gallery or walkway erected outside the north-wall of the
presbytery after 1559. The exact nature of this structure or passage-way is unclear, but it could conceivably have allowed
a person to skirt the presbytery walls and perhaps even proceed as far as the south-transept and monastic complex
beyond, via a room above the sacristy.
123
The church’s southern wall is actually absent from the post-fire engraving, with a large gap between the ostensible
nave-wall and what must be the southern wall of the northern wing of the cloister. This is presumably due to the collapse
of the wall.
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the cloister. However unlikely this scenario seems, it is one that came to pass at nearby
Heilsbronn in the period 1412-1433, at almost exactly the same time as the German Benedictines
124

were remodelling the Schottenkirche.

At Heilsbronn, however, the new rib-vaulted double-aisle

to the south of the nave was divided by slender Gothic supports rather than the Romanesquestyle arcade seen on the right of the Stammbaum depiction. Nonetheless, the double-aisle model
best fits the combined evidence of the two Stammbaum depictions and the Graff engraving, and
cannot be lightly dismissed.
There can be little doubt that the chorus sancti Michaelis was an original feature of the
Romanesque church. This space served not only as a gallery, it also contained an altar, which
was renovated in 1432 and reconsecrated in 1437. Western galleries dedicated to the archangel
were present at a number of the Irish churches in Germany, including at Memmingen, where the
type of Westbau found at Nuremberg appears to have been replicated. The exact position of the
altar within the gallery is unclear. At Memmingen the space between the towers accommodated
the altar and was separated from the remainder of the gallery by a partition or wall. The three
pointed windows in the gallery’s west-wall are most likely the product of the 1432 restoration, but
probably replaced similarly arranged Romanesque windows. The means by which gallery-level
within the Westbau was reached is not clear. It seems unlikely that the aisle-bays adjacent to the
towers would have served as stairwells, as reconstructed by Zahn.
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This is not the case in other

such Westbauten, and the practical, aesthetic and symbolic advantages of wide and commodious
T-shaped galleries and entrance areas would have been diminished if the two outer wings were
swallowed up by the presence of such stairs. Comparative evidence suggests that gallery-level
would have been reached by staircases within or attached to the aisle-walls immediately to the
east of the Westbau, though the possibility that towers accommodated stairwells centrally or
within their walls cannot be ruled out. At Memmingen there appears to have been straight flights
of stairs attached to the aisle-wall on either side, while at the best-preserved Austrian Westbau of
this type in Wiener Neustadt, there was also once a staircase, presumably timber, attached to the
southern aisle-wall.
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The large Romanesque west-portal visible on the Graff post-fire engraving appears to have been
composed of five orders, and may have had a depiction of the Last Judgement on its tympanum
(fig. 108). There are no engaged columns discernible between the straight-edged jambs of the
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Fink, Romanische Klosterkirchen, p. 125.
Zahn was under the illusion that there were galleries over both side-aisles of the Romanesque church and argued that
these stairwells allowed access to the side-galleries, while further staircases in the two towers led to the western gallery,
which he believed only occupied the space between the towers (Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 170-175).
126
The T-shaped gallery at Prüll near Regensburg, a possible model for the Nuremberg example, was accessed by a
staircase in the church’s northern wall. It is not clear whether the ground- and first-floors of the Schottenkirche towers
were vaulted.
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doorway, though there is what seems to be a slim colonnette rising from the base at the outer
edge of the portal. No capitals, only imposts are visible, with straight-edged archivolts rising
above. There is no evidence for the church having possessed an outer porch prior to the 15

th

century. The side-walls of the two towers projected slightly beyond the line of the narrower
adjacent aisle-walls. The articulation of the towers divides them into three storeys, but they
contained four or five floors: ground, first-floor or gallery-level, second-floor ― from which an
opening led into the roof-space above the gallery, as seen on Graff’s engraving ― and perhaps a
further floor betwen the latter and the belfry. The engravings of Boener and Graff present a
reasonably consistent picture of the fenestration and decoration of the two towers. The interfaces
between the first-, second- and third storeys of the tower were marked externally with plain stringcourses above Lombardic friezes, as was the eaves moulding. On Graff’s post-fire view and, less
clearly, on Boener’s view from the north, the feet of the arches of the lower frieze on the south
tower appear to end in corbels. Pilasters enhanced the corners of the two upper storeys of the
towers, but did not continue further down. At least three of the walls surrounding the belfries of
both towers featured large triforia. The three arches of the openings were supported on narrow
columns with bases and capitals, and were encased by larger blind arches. Otherwise the towers
were pierced by simple rectangular openings, except for one twin-light window on the north-face
of the north-tower at third-floor level. The battered buttress at the north-west corner of the northtower probably dates to the post-1418 period. Interestingly, the engravings show the tower-walls
to have been for the most part rendered, unlike the rest of the church, with ashlar masonry only
visible towards the base of the north-tower.
A summary of the reconstruction
The survival of the greater part of the Romanesque ground-plan within the modern Egidienkirche
allows its original measurements to be calculated. It stretched about 48.5m from west to east,
16.2m between the aisle-walls. The church appears not to have been erected according to a rigid
ad quadratum system, there being a good degree of variance in the measurements of the
individual units. A nave of six bays seems likely, its size perhaps equalling three times that of the
sub-quadratic crossing (fig. 117). The Schottenkirche had a twin-towered west-front, the two
three-storey towers flanking a central multi-ordered portal. The portal opened into a porch area,
which extended to the depth of one nave-bay beyond the east-walls of the towers across all three
aisles. A gallery of similar extent stood above the porch and the Westbau opened into all three
nave-aisles at both levels. The gallery was lit by windows in the church’s west-wall and from the
north by the twin-light window seen on Boener’s engraving. The nave and aisles were originally
unvaulted, with the nave-arcade resting on square piers. A doorway towards the western end of
the south-wall allowed access into the cloister. The nave opened via an arch into the transept.
The two transept-arms projected beyond the walls of the aisles, the southern one being linked to
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the older chapels to the south. It is unclear whether each arm possessed an eastern apse. The
sanctuary probably ended in a semi-circular apse. It may have had flanking aisles ending in
parallel apses. It is uncertain whether the presbytery was covered by vaults, while the transept
seems unlikely to have been.
Stylistic affinities of the Romanesque church
Prior to the first systematic attempts at reconstructing the Romanesque church undertaken by
Ludwig Zankl in 1935, discussion of the stylistic affinities was dogged by the assumption that the
architecture of the Nuremberg church would probably have been ‘closely related’ to that of the
127

Regensburg Schottenkirche.

Zankl was quick to attack this notion, submitting that the form of

the Nuremberg church could in no way be accommodated within a Schottenkloster architectural
tradition. On this basis, he went as far as to conclude that the construction of the church could not
even have occurred during the tenure of the Irish monks at Nuremberg, and must therefore have
been built pre-1140.
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This was rather specious reasoning, and reference to the relevant

passage in the Vita Mariani ― a source with which Zankl does not appear to have been familiar
― allows his assertion to be dismissed. Unlike his revised chronology, Zankl’s fundamental thesis
that the Nuremberg church did not belong to the same building tradition as the earlier
Regensburg and Würzburg Schottenkirchen was endorsed by Wolfgang Zahn.
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As both authors pointed out, the form and ground-plan of the Nuremberg Schottenkirche did stray
from the Regensburg template in a number of aspects. Principal among these was the existence
of an eastern transept and a twin-towered west-front. In this respect the Nuremberg church is
much closer to the later churches at Erfurt and Vienna than those at Regensburg and Würzburg.
On the whole, however, the Nuremberg Schottenkirche occupies something of an intermediary
position between these two sets of churches. Unlike the later churches, which featured compound
piers, the nave-arcade at Nuremberg was supported by simple square piers, as was the case at
Würzburg and possibly in the first Regensburg Schottenkirche. Columns rather than piers were
used in many of the prominent churches in the region surrounding Nuremberg ― for example, at
th

the earlier 12 -century churches at Heilsbronn, Münchaurach and, possibly, St. Michael’s in
th
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Bamberg, as well as at the 11 -century church of St. James in Bamberg.

This widespread

preference for the column raises the possibility that the choice of supports at the Schottenkirche
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Schulz, Die Pfarrkirche zu St. Ägidien, p. 644. See Zankl, Die mittelalterliche Egidienkirche, p. 36, regarding other
earlier authors.
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Zankl, Die mittelalterliche Egidienkirche, pp. 36-48.
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Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 175-176.
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Fink, Romanische Klosterkirchen, pp. 79-101, 114-132; see also below, n. 133. The 11 -century cathedral at Bamberg
may have had an arcade supported by alternating columns and piers (Oswald et al, Vorromanische Kirchenbauten, pp.
42-43).
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was influenced by the earlier Irish churches. Vaulting appears to have been absent from the nave
and side-aisles at the Nuremberg, Würzburg and Regensburg churches, while the later Erfurt
and, probably, Vienna Schottenkirchen were vaulted throughout. Completely vaulted large-scale
churches did not become a feature of the Franconian architectural landscape until the
th

construction of the new Bamberg cathedral in the early 13 century. The western gallery is a
feature that appeared, though in different forms, at almost all the Irish churches, including
Würzburg, though possibly not at the earlier Regensburg Schottenkirche. At Nuremberg it was
positioned for the first time above an entrance hall with a more conventional western portal. The
topographical factors which had necessitated the siting of the main-doorways on side-walls at the
two earlier churches were not at work in this case. The church’s west-front was its principal
façade, as it was orientated towards Nuremberg’s urban centre. Though the flanking towers at
Nuremberg are at the opposite end of the church structure to those at Regensburg and
Würzburg, in each case they embellish what amounts to the church’s town-façade. Despite the
divergence in their positioning, they might therefore be regarded as the product of a shared
architectural impulse.
As the Schottenkirche was the first monumental ecclesiastical building erected at Nuremberg, it
could not borrow from an existing architectural tradition within the town. Both Zankl and Zahn
looked to Bamberg, the centre of greatest ecclesiastical and architectural importance in the
131

region for a potential model for the Irish church.

Both agreed that the church at the Hirsau

Benedictine monastery of St. Michael, an establishment with Schottenkloster connections going
back to Marianus and his companions, was the most likely candidate. According to Zahn, the
Schottenkirche resembled St. Michael’s in its west-front, eastern transept and pier-supported
nave. According to a recent study, however, only the transept was definitely a feature of the
Romanesque church built at the monastery following an earthquake in 1117. While the chorus
minor at the eastern end of the nave was flanked by two pairs of cross-shaped piers, the original
nature of the rest of the nave-supports cannot be ascertained as this section of the church was
rebuilt in the wake of a fire in 1610.
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The current towers are also a product of this
th

reconstruction, and it is unclear whether their forerunners dated back to the 12 -century
church.
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Like many contemporary monastic churches in the region, St. Michael’s had a

projecting eastern transept. If the Schottenkirche example was continuous, however, the much
closer Hirsau church at Münchaurach and Cistercian church at Heilsbronn would offer better
parallels. Both of these lacked western towers and had naves supported on columns, suggesting
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Zankl, Die mittelalterliche Egidienkirche, pp. 50-52; Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 175-176.
Fink, Romanische Klosterkirchen, pp. 79-101. Fink suggests that the supports to the west of the chorus minor may
well have been columns, as was the case at St. Peter and Paul in Hirsau, a church which she believes influenced the layout of the chorus minor and other aspects of the Bamberg church.
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Twin-towered west-fronts were a feature of 11 and 12 -century Bamberg architecture, being found at both the
churches of St. Gangolf and St. James.
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that any influence exerted on the Schottenkirche builders would have been slight. Given the
strong Würzburg involvement in the early history of the Nuremberg monastery, it is worth noting
th

that the 11 -century cathedral at Würzburg had a continuous transept, a twin-towered west-front
and a pier-supported unvaulted nave.
Exact parallels for the form of the Schottenkirche west-end are not readily identifiable in earlier
churches. As already stated, both the Viennese and Memmingen Schottenkirchen appear to have
possessed Westbauten consisting of twin towers with a gallery and narthex which ran between
them before extending one further bay eastwards and opening into all three-aisles on two levels.
Both Schottenkirchen and the other Austrian churches with similar structures were all built after
the Nuremberg church. It seems reasonable to conclude that this form is likely to have travelled
along Schottenkloster channels from Nuremberg to Memmingen and Vienna before being picked
up by other Austrian church-builders. The ultimate source of this type of Westbau is unclear. The
concept of a western gallery across the full width of a church and opening into all three aisles is
more suited to hall churches than basilicae, given that the three aisles can be of uniform height in
th

the absence of a clerestorey. The early 12 -century hall-church at the Benedictine monastery of
Prüll outside Regensburg has a Westbau almost identical to the one reconstructed for
Nuremberg.
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It has the twin western towers ― which change from square to octagonal in plan

above the height of the nave ― and the T-shaped gallery opening into all three aisles. The only
significant difference is that the ground-floor space below the gallery is divided into two sections.
The western wall between the towers does not feature a doorway but rather a large arch opening
into a porch. The doorway must then have stood between this porch and the three bays further
east beneath the gallery.
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This positioning of the doorway and arch is an exact reverse of the

situation in Nuremberg, where it appears likely that the spaces between and to the east of the
towers were linked by an archway rather than separated by a doorway. The gallery at Prüll was
groin-vaulted and contained a number of altars. It appears to have been accessed from a stairs
within the northern aisle-wall. The towers themselves did not contain stairwells, while their firstfloors were linked to the gallery by doorways in their eastern walls. The towers do not seem to
have opened into the porch or narthex at ground-floor level.
The Westbauten at both Prüll and Nuremberg appear to have been born out of a desire to
combine a representative twin-towered west-front with a commodious west-gallery and narthex.
The extension of the gallery and narthex beyond the towers allowed this to be achieved without
compromising the stability of the towers by paring out their walls excessively at one or two levels.
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See Stoltze, Die romanischen Hallenkirchen, pp. 3-6; Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), pp. 152-166; Morsbach,
Zur frühen Baugeschichte, pp. 115-123; Borgmeyer et al, Denkmäler in Bayern III.37: Regensburg, pp. 376-380;
Feldmann, Und Andreas von Regensburg hatte doch Recht, pp. 44-48.
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The doorway’s current form is a product of the 17 -century.
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It may be that the close connections of the Schottenkloster to Conrad III gave rise to the need for
an imposing Herrscherempore, which forced the builders of the Schottenkirche to create a novel
solution in the context of a basilica. The presence of an altar dedicated to St. Michael on the
gallery, assuming it to be an original feature, shows that this large space, as at Prüll, had
functions other than as a viewing platform. It cannot be definitively established that the
Schottenkirche builders had Prüll as their model, but this is certainly a possibility, given that no
other Westbau of similar construction can be identified at either basilicae or hall-churches within
th

southern Germany dating to the first half of the 12 century. The monastery at Prüll did have links
to the Regensburg Schottenkloster in the mid-12

th

century. A papal privilege dating to 1156

records that the Abbot of Prüll granted a stream to the Irish monastery for its water supply.
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As

discussed above, the architecture of the church at Prüll may well also have influenced the
builders of the second Jakobskirche at Regensburg. Of course, it is also possible that the
Nuremberg builders conceived their Westbau arrangement independently.
The unadorned towers at Prüll can have had no influence on the articulation of the west-towers at
Nuremberg. The use of the Lombardic frieze to delineate different levels on tower-faces and
th

pilasters to enhance their corners is a common feature of mid 12 -century churches. The
surviving south-eastern tower of the Schottenkirche at Würzburg is one such example. The
absence of pilasters from the bottom storey is a detail shared by the Würzburg and Nuremberg
towers. The corbels apparent at the feet of some Lombardic arches on Graff’s post-fire engraving
can be paralleled at Würzburg and on the second Jakobskirche at Regensburg. The four triforia
which open into the top-storey of each tower are more elaborate than the twin-light windows
found at Würzburg. These openings are slightly unusual in that they each feature four columns,
two free-standing and two engaged, rather than the standard two, and to a lesser extent in that
137

they are set within a wider blind-arch.

Twin-light windows set within blind-arches are found on

th

the north-western tower of the early 12 -century ante-church of St. Peter and Paul at Hirsau as
th

th

th

well as numerous other 11 -, 12 - and 13 -century Romanesque churches.
As discussed above, the ground-plan of the Romanesque presbytery is difficult to reconstruct in
full. The written evidence leaves open the possibility that the central square was flanked by two
aisles in continuation of the side-aisles to the west of the transept. The three-aisled presbytery
ending in parallel apses was the most common arrangement employed in the region surrounding
Nuremberg. The churches at Heilsbronn, Münchsteinach, St. Michael in Bamberg and probably
Münchaurach all had such presbyteries to the east of their transepts. The three-aisled presbytery
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Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte der Schottenabtei, Reg. No. 16, p. 254.
Generally the outer ends of the arch-rings of a biforium or triforium set within a blind arch are carried by floating
th
imposts or pilasters. Some of the twin-light windows on the towers of the early 13 -century cathedral at Bamberg have
these outer columns, which, as seems to have been the case at the Schottenkirche, are carved almost fully in the round.
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th

was, of course, also common among 12 -century monastic churches in Bavaria, including, most
notably, the Regensburg Schottenkirche. This form was also used in the Irish churches at Erfurt
and Würzburg, with and without a preceding transept respectively, which makes it seem more
likely that it was also a feature of the Nuremberg Schottenkirche.
The architecture of the Schottenkirche appears to have been shaped by influence from a number
of sources. It seems that Zankl and Zahn may have gone too far in distancing the Nuremberg
church from the earlier Schottenkirchen in Regensburg and Würzburg. The Nuremberg and
Würzburg churches were both basilicae with unvaulted naves supported by square piers, towerpairs on their town-façades, and western galleries. They may also have shared the same type of
three-aisled presbytery. The same features may also have been present in Regensburg I, though
its form cannot be reconstructed with the same degree of confidence. The Nuremberg
Schottenkirche diverges from the earlier Irish churches in its possession of a transept, however.
This was a standard feature of local monastic churches, which probably accounts for its inclusion.
The form of the Nuremberg Westbau finds its closest parallel at Prüll.
The Medieval Cloister
th

The location of the 12 -century cloister was essentially pre-ordained by the decision to preserve
two connected pre-1140 buildings to the south of the church, which are today chapels dedicated
to SS. Eucharius and Wolfgang. Prior to the construction of the new Romanesque church, these
two structures, one a chapel then dedicated to St. Aegidius, the other possibly having residential
functions, accommodated the nascent Irish monastic community. This small proto-monastery
then came to be incorporated into the east-range of the cloister. The siting of the Nuremberg
cloister is somewhat atypical in a Schottenkloster context; unlike the situation at the other Irish
houses, where known, the claustral buildings at Nuremberg were erected between the church
and the main adjacent transport route, the Laufergasse. This was a consequence of the decision
to locate the new church to the north of the earlier proto-monastery, a decision probably
influenced by a desire to give it a more elevated position within the sloping Schottenkloster site.
No references to the pre-1418 cloister are known from historical sources, other than a small
number concerning the erection in the mid-14

th

century of the Tetzel- or Marienkapelle, which

stands immediately to the east of the Euchariuskapelle. Pilz states that the Romanesque cloister138

arcade was flat-roofed rather than vaulted, but gives no source for this information.

The

German Benedictines immediately set about reconstructing the cloister and ancillary buildings
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Pilz, Die St. Egidienkirche in Nürnberg, p. 81.
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upon taking over the monastery.
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Work began on the refectory in 1418 and the lay-brothers’

quarters in 1419. The rebuilding of the cloister began with its south-wing in 1420. The new
dormitory, infirmary and refectory were completed in 1421. In 1423 the remainder of the cloister,
namely the north- and east-wings, was erected, as was a library and a chapel dedicated to the
140

Four Church Fathers.

The roofs of the Wolfgangs- and Euchariuskapellen, at the time

dedicated to Sixtus and Martin, were replaced in 1424. The abbot’s house, chapter-house and
boy’s school were built the following year. A chapel dedicated to the Virgin Mary, located in the
abbot’s house, was consecrated in 1428 along with the Chapel of the Four Fathers and altars
dedicated to John the Baptist and Mary Magdalene. With the exception of the eastern chapels,
the claustral buildings appear to have been completely rebuilt during this period. There is little
evidence to indicate that any sections of the Romanesque cloister and ancillary buildings
survived. The 1421 and 1423 entries suggest that the original cloister arcade was lost. It cannot
be said with any confidence that the round-openings barely visible on the north-arcade on Graff’s
post-fire engraving indicate the survival of isolated Romanesque elements. A glimpse of the
th

cloister-garth afforded by an early 17 -century depiction is not very instructive in this regard
either.
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In the wake of the success of the Reformation in Nuremberg, the Benedictine monastery ceased
to exist. A school, the Gymnasium Aegidianum, was established at the site in 1526.
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The

western wing of the cloister was reconstructed in order to accommodate the new class-rooms, as
can be seen on the Graff engravings. The school buildings and the medieval cloister were
severely damaged in the 1696 fire, and made way for a new Baroque complex in the early 18

th

century.
The Euchariuskapelle
The ecclesia beati Egidii granted by Conrad III to Carus in 1140, according to Vita Mariani, can be
identified as the Chapel of St. Eucharius, which is one of three medieval chapels still extant today
to the south of the Baroque church. The strongest evidence supporting this conclusion is provided
th

by a passage in the 15 -century monastic Salbuch, a source already referred to above. The
author relates that Carus was granted the very old chapel of St. Martin, which at the time was
dedicated to Aegidius. After the construction of the new monastic church the chapel was retained,
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The following details are drawn from ‘De structuris’: Pfeiffer, Die Anfänge der Egidienkirche, pp. 295-296.
‘[1423] constructa sunt reliqua latera ambitus videlicet ad orientem et septentrionem et cetera cum capella quatuor
doctorum et parva libraria ante dormitorium.’ (ibid., pp. 295).
141
What appears to be the south-wing of the cloister is depicted on Hieronymus Braun’s 1608 town-plan (Zahn,
Schottenklöster, Pl. 115b). The cloister-arcade takes the form of a portico, with round arches supported on piers. Such
full-size openings are rare in Romanesque cloisters.
142
Schulz, Die Pfarrkirche zu St. Ägidien, p. 642; Pfeiffer, Die Schicksale der alten Egidienkirche, p. 12.
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but its patronage passed from Aegidius to a different, unidentified saint. The author goes on to
143

state that the chapel remained standing with its large stone columns intact.

This is undoubtedly

a reference to the imposing free-standing and engaged columns which support the ribbed vaults
of the Euchariuskapelle. The patronage of the Euchariuskapelle has been altered on numerous
occasions down through the centuries. It was dedicated to Aegidius at the time of the
Schottenkloster’s foundation, to Martin at the time the Salbuch was written and apparently to an
alter patronus modernus between the two. A number of authors have suggested that the unusual
Eucharius patronage, which is first recorded in the 17
confusion of a number of saints with similar names.
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th

century, may be the result of the

Early modern Nuremberg sources testify to
th

th

the mistaken application of the name Eucharius to the saint Deocarus, an 8 /9 -century
Benedictine abbot associated with Charlemagne. Deocarus in turn is a name applied to Carus,
the first abbot of the Nuremberg Schottenkloster, in a number of sources, including the note found
in the tower post-1696. As Carus was the founding abbot and, according to the Vita Mariani, was
buried in the chapel, it is quite possible that he was the alter patronus modernus after which the
chapel was named following the transfer of the Aegidius patronage to the main monastic church.
The dedication to Martin may have been introduced by the German Benedictines after 1418, with
the alternative Carus or Deocarus patronage or association surviving into the 17
which time it had metamorphosed into the Eucharius dedication.
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th

century, by

Perhaps the term alter

patronus modernus used in the Salbuch, which has hitherto been read as ‘a different, new
patron’, should be interpreted as ‘the other modern patron’ (that is, the patron of the chapel along
with Martin). Yet there is also some evidence that the patronage of the chapel was shared
th

between SS. Martin and Catherine in the late 15 century, which raises the possibility that the
latter was actually the elusive alter patronus modernus referred to in the Salbuch, which was
146

probably written only a few decades earlier.
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‘Prima autem capella sive ecclesia permansit in loco suo ― mutato nomine primo ― dato sibi alio nomine alterius
patroni moderni, quia ipsa antiquissima ecclesia cum curia sua et grangia fuit olim prepositura et habitacio fratrum
monachorum.....et usque in presens ipsa capella perseverans cum columpnis suis magnis lapideis integris et incorruptis’
(Stadtarchiv Nürnberg, A 21-2: No. 107, f. 37v -38r; Reproduced in Pfeiffer, Die Anfänge der Egidienkirche, pp. 261-262).
144
Pfeiffer, Die Anfänge der Egidienkirche, pp. 271-272; Schlief, Bild- und Schriftquellen, pp. 20-21; Flachenecker,
Schottenklöster, pp. 184-188. Eucharius was an early Christian bishop of Trier.
145
Flachenecker argued that Martin may actually have been the chapel’s original patron prior to a change in dedication to
Aegidius, which he envisaged occurring circa 1120 to coincide with the recorded growth of the saint’s cult in Franconia at
that time (Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 185-186). This cannot be ruled out, although Flachenecker’s stress on the
use of phrase capella antiquissima sancti Martini in the Salbuch in relation to Conrad’s grant appears misplaced, as this
th
would seem to relate simply to the contemporary (15 -century) dedication of the ancient chapel rather than to the original
name of the structure.
146
In his 1488 chronicle, Sigmund Meisterlin stated that Conrad III and Gertrude established a monastery for the Irish
monks at the Chapel of SS Martin and Catherine: ‘.....bei sant Merteins und sant Catharina Capell.....’ (Meisterlin, Chronik
der Reichsstadt Nürnberg, p. 91). Flachenecker suggested that the reference to Catherine was the result of confusion with
the Chapel of SS John the Baptist and Catherine at Altenfurt, which was in the possession of the Irish monastery by the
th
13 century at the latest (Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 187). But, as Lösel pointed out, from the medieval period to
the present day the altar at the south-eastern corner of the Euchariuskapelle has been dedicated to Saint Catherine and
the Meisterlin passage suggests that, at the time of writing, Catherine was the chapel’s secondary patron (Lösel, Die
Euchariuskapelle in Nürnberg, p. 68).
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The Euchariuskapelle is entered from the Wolfgangskapelle to the west by way of a round
archway, which has simple chamfered imposts and is 2.51m in width and 3.25m in height. A
slightly lower and narrower archway without imposts on the eastern wall leads to the
Tetzelkapelle beyond. The rectangular chapel measures 10.6m in length and 7.2m in width
internally and is divided into two aisles and six bays by two central columns (figs. 103, 113-115).
The northern aisle is marginally wider than the southern one. The eastern bays of both aisles are
slightly shorter than the remainder. The chapel is rib-vaulted throughout, the central columns,
responds on the two lateral walls and corbels on the two end-walls carrying the ribs. The central
columns stand on attic bases above moulded pedestals.
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The bases have wide lower and thin

upper tori divided by a shallow trochilus, with ridged corner spurs projecting from the lower torus.
The columns taper towards the top, where they run via a necking into sculpted cushion capitals.
The capitals feature a range of foliate motifs, interwoven with beaded quirks and volutes. The tall
imposts above consist of a series of rolls, hollows and plates. The responds on the lateral walls
share the same impost-profile, but differ from the central columns in the ornamentation of their
cushion capitals and in the profile of their bases. While their bases are also attic in form, the
height of the lower torus is reduced while that of the trochilus and upper torus is increased.
Instead of simple projecting ridged spurs, curved skins with a central ridge and narrowing towards
the top overlie the lower torus at the corners. The shafts of the responds are shorter than those of
the central columns, which is compensated for by the presence of a plinth of about 40cm height
below their pedestals. Only the capital of the respond at the south-eastern corner of the chapel
repeats the design of the capitals of central columns, while the remainder are decorated with
foliate variations. The corbels are firmly linked with the archways on both end-walls. The keystone
of the arches projects outwards to a rounded bottom edge to form the lower component of the
corbels. Above this a chamfer leads to a rounded, cushion-like element with straight sides, which
have their borders accentuated by raised bands and feature raised ornament consisting mainly of
geometric forms and a pair of volutes in one case. Above this, imposts of the usual type support
the ribs and transverse arches of the vaults.
Transverse arches, round in the northern aisle, pointed in the southern, separate the six vaultunits. Three further round arches run between the two central columns and between the corbels
on the eastern and western walls and the relevant column. The wall-ribs of the vaults are also all
round. The diagonal vault-ribs are in each case bands with soffit bowtells. In some cases there is
a boss at the intersection of the ribs, two of which take the form of a rosette. Each rib emanates
from a small attic base standing upon the impost of the column, respond or corbel. These bases
correspond in terms of profile and corner spurs to those of the responds rather than those of the
central columns. On the side-walls tall pointed windows of varying width and with heavy inward
147

See Schulz, Die Pfarrkirche zu St. Ägidien, fig. 12 for drawings of the columns and their mouldings.
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splays open into each bay with the exception of that at the eastern end of the northern wall, which
is blocked-up (fig. 116). There is an offset just over half way up the reveal of each opening.
Immediately above the point of the offset a single miniature half-column with undecorated cushion
capital and attic base of the respond-type is set into the reveal at either side of each window.
There is a pair of oculi high on the eastern wall either side of the archway, which open into the
Tetzelkapelle beyond. These oculi are not positioned centrally in relation to the aisle-bays and are
almost cut by the wall-ribs of the eastern vaults.
While the interior of the Euchariuskapelle is plastered throughout, the masonry of those sections
of the exterior walls which are visible are not concealed by render (fig. 113). The masonry
consists entirely of red sandstone ashlar, the coursing of which is rarely continuous for long
stretches, particularly in the lower reaches and to the full height of the windows on the southern
wall. A number of distinct sections of masonry can be identified on the two side-walls. The top
three courses of the southern side-wall and the top four of the northern can be clearly
differentiated from the remainder on the basis of the regularity of their coursing and the greater
size of their constituent blocks. On the northern wall, there is an offset in the wall at a point
approximately halfway up the surrounds of the pointed windows. The courses above this offset
project slightly beyond the remainder of the wall below and are again marked out by the greater
regularity of their coursing.
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The southern side-wall is supported between the windows by two

simple tapered buttresses which reach a height below that of the distinct upper courses of the
wall and are not in bond with the wall. While five of the six side-windows have pointed surrounds,
the blocked-up south-eastern opening is round-headed externally.
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The western and eastern

walls of the chapel are concealed by the adjoining Wolfgangs- and Tetzelskapellen.
Alfred Lösel, who was in a position to closely examine the Euchariuskapelle in advance of and
during the course of its post-war restoration, was able to offer a persuasive reconstruction of the
chapel’s multi-period construction sequence and tie it in with the known history of the structure in
a largely convincing manner.
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He pointed out that both the current eastern gable of the chapel

and the side-walls are each taller than they were originally. The height of the original walls could
be determined by surviving traces of the eaves moulding on the exterior of the eastern wall and
by internal offsets at the corresponding height on both the eastern and western walls above which
the narrower extensions to the end-walls rise. Lösel was further able to conclude that the existing
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It should be noted that changes were made to the masonry in this section during the course of the post-war
restoration. Lösel states that the pointed heads of the northern side-windows had been formed using brick and that the
wall was rendered throughout (Lösel, Die Euchariuskapelle in Nürnberg, p. 65). Today the surrounds of the windows are
composed solely of cut-stone.
149
The external face of this opening is visible from within the stairwell which abuts the eastern end of the northern sidewall.
150
Lösel, Die Euchariuskapelle in Nürnberg.
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vaults, because they reached a height at their apex above that of the original walls, were almost
certainly secondary. Further evidence for this conclusion was inferred from the anomalous
situation on the interior face of the chapel’s eastern wall, whereby the surrounds of the two oculi
are cut by the wall-ribs of the eastern vaults (fig. 115). This could clearly be construed as the
result of attempting to insert vaulting into a pre-existing structure. This original structure, most
likely flat-roofed, was held by Lösel to be the chapel granted to the Irish monks in 1140. The
windows in the side-walls of the chapel would have been smaller and round-headed and there
was originally a doorway at the eastern end of the northern wall.

151

Limited excavations carried

out in the Tetzelkapelle to the east of the church in 1949 uncovered the truncated foundations of
a rectangular structure of 4.5m width which would have constituted the chapel’s eastern end prior
th

to the construction of the Tetzelkapelle in the mid-14 century.
with those of the chapel.
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152

The foundations were in bond

Due to the abundance of burials within the Tetzelkapelle it was not

possible to establish either the length of the rectangular chancel or whether it terminated flat or
with an apse. Because the excavated foundations were only 40cm in width, Lösel concluded that
the chancel walls would not have supported a vault.
Lösel’s identification of this primary structure as the chapel granted to the Irish monks depends
largely on the historical sources. In terms of the physical evidence, in the absence of diagnostic
sculptural or architectural elements it can only be said that the chapel is earlier than the
secondary vault-structure, which, as will be discussed below, can be dated to circa 1200, and that
it is later than the chapel of St. Wolfgang to the west. This latter fact came to light during the postwar restoration, when it was discovered that there are three small round-headed windows high on
the stretch of the eastern wall of the Wolfgangskapelle adjacent to the Euchariuskapelle which
had to be blocked up as a result of the latter chapel’s construction.
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Lösel was also able to

establish that the current northern, southern and eastern walls of this earlier structure are
155

fossilised within the heavily Gothicised Wolfgangskapelle.

Because this structure is longer

north-south that on its east-west access, it can be assumed that it was not originally a church or
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See Lösel’s elucidation of the complicated sequence by which the side-windows acquired their current form (ibid., pp.
65-68).
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Ibid., pp. 62-65. For the dating of the Tetzelkapelle, see Pfeiffer, Die Anfänge der Egidienkirche, p. 270. This chapel
has always been dedicated to St. Mary, but derives the name ‘Tetzelkapelle’ from its association with the Tetzel family,
who funded its construction and for whom it served as a burial chapel, something to which the numerous family memorial
th
shields on the western wall, which date from the mid-14 century onwards, testify.
153
Lösel also noted a 1.3m break in the eaves moulding on the chapel’s eastern wall which was probably designed to
accommodate the roof of the chancel. Further evidence for the presence of a chancel ab initio can be inferred from the
positioning of the two oculi close to the outer ends of the eastern wall.
154
Lösel, Die Euchariuskapelle in Nürnberg, pp. 86-91.
155
It was not possible for Lösel to confirm that the same is true of the western wall, though this is quite possible.
Regarding the northern wall, where Lösel was able to identify one of the springers of an original doorway into the
structure. An entry for 1437 in De structuris records the insertion of the new vault and gallery and new larger windows, the
latter being necessary because the chapel had always been very dark (Pfeiffer, Die Anfänge der Egidienkirche, p. 298).
th
These 15 -century elements survive today and the large tracery windows at either end of the eastern wall would probably
have replaced small windows of the type uncovered by Lösel, which would account for the chapel’s erstwhile darkness.
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chapel. It may have been part of the Königshof at the site and perhaps served as the original
residential quarters in advance of the construction of the new cloister.

156

Whether the

Euchariuskapelle had been erected beside the proto-Wolfgangskapelle prior to the arrival of the
Irish monks cannot be determined, although it certainly seems probable that this is the Chapel of
St. Aegidius said by the Vita to have stood at the site at the time of foundation rather than one
erected after 1140 to replace an existing structure. Given the dedication to St. Aegidius, it is
possible that the chapel was erected circa 1120, around which time the cult of the saint was
becoming popular in Franconia.

157

The insertion of vaults into the chapel resulted in its division into two aisles. The decision to erect
the central columns was more likely a consequence of the structural concerns relating to the loadbearing capability of the outer walls rather than to the relatively modest width of the chapel.

158

Aesthetic considerations are also likely to have played a part, as they would have done for the
decision to add vaulting in the first place. The alterations carried out to the chapel at this stage
involved not only the insertion of vaults, but also the erection of the arches at either end of the
church, the keystones of which carry the vault-supporting corbels, and changes to the form of the
side-windows.
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The miniature columns, which share the base-profile of the responds and today

stand in an anomalous position above the offset in the window reveals, would probably once have
flanked round-headed windows and carried their arch-rings.
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Of the vaults erected at the time,

only those in the three northern bays survive. Those in the southern bays, which are separated by
pointed rather than round transverse arches, can be seen from above to have been constructed
in a completely different manner to those of the northern bays.
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They clearly replaced earlier

vaults, while retaining the original diagonal ribs, but at what time this work was undertaken is not
certain. They cannot have been inserted before the extra courses were added to the side-walls,
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Some evidence for the use of the building as residential quarters can be taken from the Salbuch passage quoted
above, which states that the original chapel along with the hall and grange (curia et grangia) at the site once served as the
prepositura and living quarters of the monastic brothers (see above, n. 143).
157
Flachenecker would, on the other hand, argue that the dedication to St. Aegidius was the result of a change in the
patron of the existing chapel from Martin rather than the construction of a new chapel.
158
The addition of buttresses to the southern wall testifies to the persistence of such concerns at a later stage in the
chapel’s history.
159
Though the arch-rings are attributable to this later phase, their supports, which have or had simply chamfered imposts,
may have been part of the original chapel. Lösel stated that both arches have similar imposts, but none survive on the
eastern archway, which suggests that they were removed during restoration (Lösel, Die Euchariuskapelle in Nürnberg, p.
92, n. 15). On the other hand, neither archway is exactly central on their respective walls, which might be taken to speak
against their originality, although why both the archways and indeed the central columns should have been inserted in an
off-centre position is not itself readily explicable.
160
According to Lösel’s reconstructed sequence, these windows would have been considerably smaller than the current
pointed openings and the blocked-up round-headed window at the eastern end of the northern wall. It is true that the latter
is out of proportion with the length of the miniature columns, which provides support for the notion that the earlier windows
were smaller. This does pose difficulties concerning the chronology of the windows, however, in particular in regard to
fitting the enlarged round-headed window into the sequence, as will be discussed below.
161
See ibid., pp. 59-62; 69-70; 76-80.
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as the height of the backs of the vaults and of the original roof-beams were incompatible.

162

These supplementary courses were added at the time of the erection of the Tetzelkapelle in the
th

mid-14 century, when the chapel’s eastern gable would also have been raised in height to serve
as the western wall of the taller new chapel. On the southern wall these courses can be seen to
continue unchecked across the intersection of the two chapels as far as most westerly window on
163

the southern wall of the Tetzelkapelle.

Whether the southern vaults were also replaced at this

time or at a later date cannot be determined, although without the erection of the new vaults the
addition of the extra courses would not have been strictly necessary.
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There is an entry in the

De structuris recording the renovation of the chapel in 1424 ‘cum novis tectis et structuris
lignorum’, which is likely to be a reference to the chapel’s roof.
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As argued by Lösel, it is
166

possible that this work also involved the replacement of the southern vaults.

The date at which

the side-windows of the chapel were enlarged, the offsets in the reveals created and the
miniature columns displaced is also uncertain, with both the mid-14
again the most probable.

167

th

and early 15

th

centuries

The possibility that the windows were changed from round-headed to

pointed form in tandem with the erection of the Tetzelkapelle in order to complement the windowforms of the two chapels is an attractive one, but is difficult to reconcile with the available
168

evidence.

The buttresses on the southern wall, because they extend only to the height of the
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Although the apices of the northern vaults also exceeded the height of the original walls, it was possible to retain the
roof height by running the beams through the hollows between the raised backs of the vaults. This was no longer possible
after the erection of the later southern vaults, the backs of which form a continuous plateau from east to west without any
intermediary hollows.
163
The eastern section of the Euchariuskapelle’s northern wall is concealed by a stairwell, which hinders an assessment
of the continuity in coursing between the two chapels on this side.
164
The addition of the courses did have the structural benefit of firmly bonding the masonry of the two disparate
structures.
165
Pfeiffer, Die Anfänge der Egidienkirche, p. 292.
166
Lösel, Die Euchariuskapelle in Nürnberg, pp. 69-70. Lösel mistakenly believed that the extra courses were also added
to the side-walls at this time.
167
It seems likely that the reveal offsets and the offset visible on the exterior of the north-wall were the product of a single
episode, the external offset occurring one course above that of the internal one. If so, the upper section of the north-wall
must have been refaced at this time. At the western end of the wall the edge of this upper masonry has received a
secondary chamfer to form a splay for the large tracery windows of the Wolfgangskapelle. The insertion of the tracery
windows can be reliably dated to 1437. The creation of the offsets and the enlargement of the side-windows are therefore
likely to predate this, either by less than two decades, nearly a century or longer again.
168
According to Lösel’s reconstructed sequence, the window openings enlarged at the same time as the internal offsets
were created were round-headed and only became pointed during the Baroque restoration. The main reason for this
conclusion was the fact that the eastern opening on the north-wall survives as round-headed within the adjacent stairwell,
th
th
and the latter seems only to have been erected after 1696. That 14 - or 15 -century builders should favour round over
th
pointed forms and early 18 -century builders the opposite seems somewhat counterintuitive, especially considering the
changes made by the latter to the Gothic presbytery of the main church. Perhaps there was already a stairwell or other
th
th
structure in place in the 14 or 15 century which would account for the survival of the round-headed external surround of
the eastern window. It is noteworthy that there is a blocked-up doorway with no window above at the western end of the
south-wall of the Tetzelkapelle. Although this may simply have led to the outside as in the case of the Baroque doorway
added to the chapel’s eastern wall, it is also possible that it once led to a structure abutting both the western end of the
Tetzelkapelle and the eastern end of the Euchariuskapelle. The latter scenario is, however, difficult to reconcile with the
apparent fact that the surviving round-headed window was not inserted at the same time as the original vaults, but at
some later date. It would mean that the windows would need to have been enlarged and the offsets created at some
th
th
unknown point after the erection of the original vaults, before becoming pointed in the 14 or 15 century.
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original wall, must have been added prior to the construction of the Tetzelkapelle, probably
already in tandem with the original vault.

169

Lösel sought to associate the Euchariuskapelle with other two-aisled halls erected in Nuremberg
th

in the first half of the 13 century and with the increasing appearance of chapels and churches of
this plan during the late Romanesque and early Gothic periods.
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It seems to this author more

likely that the inspiration for the design of the vaulting structure of the Euchariuskapelle and
perhaps the initial decision to insert vaults was instead provided by the Kaiserkapelle at
Nuremberg castle. As discussed above, the Irish monks had a strong connection with the Staufer
castle and may have had a role in the liturgy of the royal chapel prior to 1216. The upper floor of
this Doppelkapelle is divided into three aisles and nine quadratic bays by four tall, slim central
columns. Though the inherited dimensions of the Euchariuskapelle did not allow the same sense
of spaciousness to be achieved, in terms of height, the pronounced differentiation of the vault
units and the lines of vision dictated by the central columns, it has strong echoes of the
Kaiserkapelle. As stated above, the ornamentation and, to a lesser extent, architecture of the
latter was strongly influenced by that of the early phases of Regensburg II, specifically the
Westbau, Schottenportal and nave-arcade supports. No firm dates are recorded for the
completion of the Kaiserkapelle, but the dating to the 1170s or 1180s favoured by most
171

commentators seems realistic.

If the conversion of the Euchariuskapelle was indeed prompted

by the example of the Kaiserkapelle, a terminus post quem of circa 1180 becomes likely for this
undertaking. The closest comparanda for the ornamentation of the Euchariuskapelle’s capitals
are found in the cloister of the monastery of St. Andrew in Worms and date to circa 1180-1200.
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Ribs with a bowtell profile are a common feature of late Romanesque churches. Potentially more
diagnostic are the bases at the springing of the diagonal vaults, which are a very unusual feature
not found elsewhere in the region. Lösel cites a number of examples in the Cologne area and in
Alsace.
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th

The Alsatian examples date to the mid- to late 12 century and the sculpted springers

are in the form of capitals rather than bases. Those in Cologne are indeed bases, but support
arris rolls or the bowtell inner orders of arches rather than vaults. While most of the Cologne
examples date to circa 1200-1230, in at least one case, that of the church of St. Gereon, the
th

relevant arches are found in a mid-12 -century context.
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Lösel dated the Euchariuskapelle to
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Because of the sloping site, the ground-level to the south of the chapel is lower than that to the north, which may
explain why buttresses were only added on the southern side where the pressure on the side-wall would have been
greater (Lösel, Die Euchariuskapelle in Nürnberg, p. 92, n. 13).
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Ibid., pp. 71-76.
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Stocker, Die Schottenkirche St. Jakob, pp. 171-175; Streich, Burg und Kirche II, pp. 591-595.
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Lösel, Die Euchariuskapelle in Nürnberg, p. 80; Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 176-177; Winterfeld, Kaiserdome, pp. 282285; Böcher, Das St.-Andreas-Stift, p. 5.
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Lösel, Die Euchariuskapelle in Nürnberg, pp. 83, 90 (ns. 43-44).
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Lösel dated the St. Gereon examples to between 1219 and 1227. This dating relates to the decagon forming the
western section of the church, and not to the twin-towered eastern end of the church where the arches actually appear,
which was erected prior to 1156 (see Winterfeld, Romanik am Rhein, pp. 120-123).
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circa 1220, placing it in a group of Nuremberg churches which were erected around this time,
including the double-aisled eastern crypt at St. Sebaldus and the double-aisled Teutonic Order
church of St. James. In this author’s opinion a date two or more decades earlier seems more
likely, with the Kaiserkapelle providing the direct inspiration.
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Chapter 6
The Abbey of St. James, Constance

Foundation and early history of the Constance Schottenkloster
The monastery at Constance was one of the longest lasting of all the Irish houses, yet its impact
on both the wider Schottenkloster movement and on its host town appears to have been quite
limited. There is little to show for the almost four centuries of the monastery’s existence; no
physical trace of the medieval monastery survives within modern-day Constance and the
contemporary historical evidence is scarce and not particularly illuminating. Both the Vita Mariani
and the Libellus are silent on the origins of the Schottenkloster. The earliest charter relating to the
monastery dates to 1220, though the presence of an Abbot Gallus of the Constance monastery is
1

recorded at the 1216 general chapter at Regensburg. The presumption that the foundation of the
Constance daughter-house would have occurred during the main period of Schottenklöster
expansion in the mid-12

th

th

century is supported, if not confirmed, by 16 -century sources. The

historical works of Kaspar Bruschius, Christoph Schulthaiß and Johann Stumpff attribute the
2

foundation of the Irish monastery to Bishop Hermann I and date this event to 1142. In fact, each
author speaks of an 1142 re-foundation or restitution, as the Schottenkloster was believed to
th

have occupied the site of a defunct 7 -century Irish Benedictine monastery. Indeed, according to
th

th

th

a tradition current in Constance’s 16 - and 17 -century historiography, this 7 -century monastery
was one of two related Irish Benedictine foundations active in the town in the early medieval
period, the other having been founded by Saint Fridolin in the early 6

th

3

century. There is no

evidence to confirm the existence of either of these monasteries and it seems that they must be
4

dismissed as legendary. Perhaps the later medieval Schottenkloster monks themselves initiated
this tradition in an effort to back-date their ties to the town in the same manner as the monks at
Regensburg and Nuremberg. While Charlemagne was invoked in the latter two cases, the

1

Beyerle (ed.), Die Konstanzer Grundeigentumsurkunden, No. 8. The 1216 general chapter is only recorded in Marianus
th
Brockie’s 18 -century Monasteria, and the accompanying list of abbots is not readily verifiable. Brockie neglected to give
any citations for this information, ensuring that its reliability must remain in doubt (Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 294296; Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. No. 32).
2
Bruschius, Magni operis de omnibus Germaniae episcopatibus Epitomes (1549); Stumpff, Schwytzer Chronica (1554);
Schulthaiß, Constanzer Bisthums-Chronik (1574). The relevant passages are reproduced in Flachenecker,
Schottenklöster, p. 199, and Zahn, Schottenklöster, Reg. No. 74.
3
Zehnter, Das Schottenkloster zu Konstanz ― Bodensee Chronik No. 38 (1922), p. 151; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster,
pp. 198-199.
4
th
Ruppert (ed.), Die Chroniken der Stadt Konstanz, p. 8 (n. 2); Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 198-199. The 10 century Vita Sancti Fridolini makes no mention of a Constance foundation.
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Constance monks may have seen potential benefits in attaching themselves to the strong Irish
missionary heritage of the region in and around Lake Constance.
th

The Schottenkloster established in the 12 -century must therefore be regarded as a new
foundation. The 1142 date is reasonably credible, though the supporting sources are quite late. It
would fit in well with those of the daughter-houses at Würzburg, Nuremberg, Erfurt, Vienna and
Eichstätt, which all appear to have been established between the 1130s and 1150s. The
Constance foundation would have come just two years after that of the Nuremberg
th

Schottenkloster. Indeed, these two events may not have been unrelated. The 16 -century
sources credit Bishop Hermann I (1138-1165) with the Constance initiative. Bishop Hermann,
possibly a member of the Arbon Ministerialen family, would become a trusted advisor of both
5

Conrad III and Friedrich I. At the 1138 episcopal election, however, he stood against King
Conrad’s favoured candidate and was supported by the block within the cathedral chapter which
was broadly sympathetic to the Welf dynasty, whose opposition to the Staufer ruler was then at a
high point. While the selection of a new bishop still lay in the balance, Hermann travelled to Rome
and managed to convince Pope Innocent II to consecrate him as bishop of Constance in 1139.
This direct papal intervention may have been seen by Conrad III as a further slight, as the terms
of the 1120 Concordat of Worms demanded that the royal investiture precede a bishop’s
6

consecration. This inauspicious start to the relationship between Conrad and the Constance
prelate stands in stark contrast to Hermann’s later status as a close associate and energetic
emissary of the King and his Staufer successor. The genesis of Hermann’s metamorphosis from
a figure hostile to Conrad to one of his staunch allies can be traced to Conrad’s extended stay in
7

Constance in the spring of 1142. After this episode Hermann became a regular attendee at
Reichstage and was called upon to undertake diplomatic missions on the King’s behalf from 1147
onwards. Presuming the 1142 date for the foundation of the Irish monastery to be reliable, it may
be no coincidence that Conrad III visited Constance in that year. The establishment of the
Schottenkloster could well have been a gesture on Hermann’s part designed to seal a
rapprochement with Conrad, who had himself founded a monastery for the Irish monks at
Nuremberg less than two years previously. What makes this proposed scenario even more
attractive is the recorded presence of another Schottenkloster patron, Bishop Embricho of
8

Würzburg, in the company of Conrad at Constance. This is the third instance where both Conrad
and Embricho were present in a town in or around the time at which the local Schottenkloster is

5

Hermann’s career is detailed and discussed at length in Weiss, Die Konstanzer Bischöfe, pp. 74-120 and Maurer, Das
Bistum Konstanz II, pp. 306-352. See also Büttner, Staufer und Welfen, pp. 355-369.
6
Weiss, Die Konstanzer Bischöfe, pp. 79-82, 99-101; Fuhrmann, Germany in the high middle ages, pp. 92-93.
7
‘Auch der Gegensatz zum Konstanzer Bischof scheint endgültig beigelegt worden zu sein, denn Konrad III. hielt sich im
März und April des Jahres ― bevor er sich nach Frankfurt zog ― in Konstanz auf’ (Weiss, Die Konstanzer Bischöfe, p.
82). See also Büttner, Staufer und Welfen, pp. 355-356.
8
Bernhardi, Konrad III, p. 273; Wendehorst, Das Bistum Würzburg I, p. 144.
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believed to have been founded. It would seem imprudent to dismiss this as purely coincidental.
As Constance was some distance from the Irish monastery at Regensburg and its Franconian
daughter-houses, the influence or involvement of Conrad and Embricho would account for
Hermann’s decision to choose Irish monks to found the only monastery established at Constance
9

during his episcopacy. Conrad’s practical role in the process may not have extended far beyond
attendance at a foundation ceremony along the lines of that recorded for the monastery at
Regensburg in the Libellus. There is no suggestion in the later historical evidence that the
monastery enjoyed royal patronage, and no royal privilege survives to complement the papal
charter secured in 1245.
th

The passage relating to the Constance Schottenkloster in Marianus Brockie’s 18 -century
Monasteria is derived almost entirely from earlier Constance chronicles and again relates the
th

10

storey of the monastery’s early medieval phase and 12 -century restitution.

Beyond these

details, Brockie records that a Prior Macrobius and eight Irish monks were sent from Regensburg
to occupy the new daughter-house. The source of this information was the since-lost Annales
monasterii Scotorum Ratisbonae.

11

Macrobius does not appear in the Schottenkloster Necrology,
th

but, according to Brockie, his death was recorded for the 8 of February in a now unidentifiable
antiquum necrologium Herbipolense. The entry read ‘Ad aeternam requiem translatus est Beatus
Macrobius Abbas Constantiensis et episcopatus Archidiaconus’.

12

That Macrobius or any other of

his successor abbots ever held the office of archdeacon is not otherwise documented. If the
necrological attribution is correct, it raises the possibility that Bishop Hermann founded the
Schottenkloster with a view to engaging the Irish monks in the administration of his diocese.

13

It

should be remembered that Bishop Embricho, a possible participant in the Constance foundation
process, called on the services of the Irish monks for his episcopal chancellory. Interestingly,
th

th

according to the 16 -century chronicles, Fridolin’s 6 -century Irish Benedictine monastery was
transformed into Constance’s cathedral church in 701, and the new chapter was composed of
14

Irish monks.

This legendary association of Irish monks with the cathedral chapter may have

9

Hermann’s engagement with the monastic life within his diocese was not particularly intense, and no emphatic
preference for specific orders or reform movements can be discerned. Hermann did have personal contact with Bernard of
Clairvaux, which extended to him accompanying the Cistercian abbot on a tour of the Constance diocese in 1146. A
favourable disposition towards the White Monks may also have been reflected in Hermann’s relatively energetic
involvement with the Cistercian monastery at Salem near Constance in both a ceremonial and legal capacity (Weiss, Die
Konstanzer Bischöfe, pp. 115-119; Maurer, Das Bistum Konstanz II, pp. 327-335).
10
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 199-200.
11
Flachenecker suggests that these Annales can have dated to no earlier than the mid-16th century, as their author was
himself familiar with the legendary Constance narrative (ibid., p. 200). Paricius also records Macrobius as the first abbot
(Paricius, Allerneueste und bewährte Nachricht, p. 283).
12
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 202.
13
Ibid. The earliest reference to an archdeacon within the diocese dates to 1154. The creation of archdeaconries would
have followed the division of the diocese into deaconries, the existence of which is first documented in 1130 (Ahlhaus, Die
Landdekanate des Bistums, pp. 50-53).
14
Zehnter, Das Schottenkloster zu Konstanz ― Bodensee Chronik No. 38 (1922), p. 151; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster,
pp. 198-199.
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echoed and perhaps even been designed to justify the real involvement of Schottenkloster monks
in diocesan administration at some stage after 1142.

15

Beyond Hermann’s role in its foundation

and the Macrobius necrological entry, however, the only slight evidence for a close relationship
between the Schottenkloster and the See is the 1220 charter, which confirms the granting of an
16

annual stipend to the monastery on the anniversary of a cathedral cleric.

It is not known who

held the lay guardianship of the Irish monastery, but it may, as in the case of the Eichstätt
Schottenkloster, have been entrusted to the guardians of the episcopal Hochstift, which would
17

have ensured a further link between the cathedral and Schottenkloster.

Brockie’s information concerning Macrobius, the choice of St. James as patron and the recorded
attendance of the Constance abbot at general chapters in Regensburg all point to the abbey
belonging to the wider Schottenkloster movement ab initio. The relationship between Regensburg
and Constance was not always a simple mater-filia one, however. From at least the second half
th

of the 13 century onwards, the Constance house together with the Memmingen and Würzburg
monasteries formed something of a union within a union. In 1268 the Würzburg abbot gave his
local bishop the right of visitation over his monastery at the expense of the Regensburg abbot.

18

Before undertaking this measure, the abbot sought and received the consent of the Constance
and Memmingen abbots. These three monasteries, together with the priory at Rosscarbery,
continued as a semi-autonomous group within the Schottenkloster movement for some time to
come. The Würzburg abbot stood at the head of the group, enjoying visitation rights over
Rosscarbery Priory and the right of presentation with regard to the abbots of the other two
monasteries.

19

These were exercised within the wider framework of the Schottenkloster

association, with the Regensburg prelate remaining as Abbas Matricularis. The reasons for the
direct connection between Constance and Würzburg are unclear. If, as speculated above, Bishop
Embricho participated in the foundation process, this could well explain the direct hierarchical
relationship between Würzburg and Constance which is manifest from 1268 onwards.

20

It is

15

Indeed there is limited evidence to suggest that the position of archdeacon attracted membership of the cathedral
th
chapter in the mid-12 century (Maurer, Das Bistum Konstanz II, pp. 319-320).
16
Beyerle (ed.), Die Konstanzer Grundeigentumsurkunden, No. 8; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 202.
17
th
This position was held by the Counts of Heiligenberg during the 12 century (Maurer, Die Bischofsstadt Konstanz, pp.
83-84).
18
Bendel (ed.), Urkundenbuch der Benediktinerabtei St. Stephan I, No. 287a; Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. No.
57.
19
See Hammermayer, Die irischen Benediktiner-“Schottenklöster”, p. 285. It may also be significant in this regard, that
there is no mention of Regensburg in the papal privilege granted to the Constance Schottenkloster in 1245 {Beyerle (ed.),
Die Konstanzer Grundeigentumsurkunden, No. 21}. The rights of Würzburg and Regensburg in relation to Ross,
Constance and Memmingen were enshrined in a charter composed at the 1479 general chapter (Hochholzer, Das
„Schottenkloster’ St. Jakob in Würzburg, pp. 520-521; Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. No. 340). The new abbot of
Constance, Mathäus Ottonachus, was presented to the Constance Vicar General by the Würzburg abbot in 1461
(Zehnter, Das Schottenkloster zu Konstanz ― In Bodensee Chronik No. 46 (1922), p. 184; Renz, Beiträge zur
Geschichte, Reg. No. 320). It is not recorded how earlier abbots were appointed, but the involvement of the Würzburg
abbot was probably long-standing.
20
Flachenecker has also suggested that the origins of this special relationship may have lain in the circumstances
surrounding the Constance monastery’s foundation, but the potential evidence he offers does not appear to stand up. He
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conceivable that Embricho’s influence saw the first Schottenkloster monks arrive from Würzburg
21

rather than Regensburg, despite Brockie’s assertions.

The special relationship between

Würzburg and the Constance, Memmingen and Rosscarbery monasteries may, on the other
hand, have simply arisen from the particular circumstances prevailing within the Schottenkloster
movement in the mid-13

th

century, as the centralised control of the Regensburg motherhouse

weakened.
Little can be salvaged from the historical record regarding the role the Irish monks played in the
social and religious life of medieval Constance. Constance was strategically located in relation to
trade routes into and out of Italy and was situated near the source of the Rhine, which would have
linked the town with the important centres downriver. The Constance Schottenkloster, though
poorly located in relation to the main route running through the town, might therefore be expected
to have catered for a significant number of pilgrims moving towards southern Europe, but there is
no record of such activity. The earliest surviving papal privilege granted to the monastery, dating
to 1245, does include the right to bury those who expressly desired the Schottenkloster as their
resting place, which might indicate that the monastery did accommodate strangers, though this is
a common clause in privileges granted to the individual Irish houses.

22

th

th

A number of 13 -and 14 -

century charters suggest that the Constance monastery performed an additional function also
associated with the Schottenkloster at Nuremberg among others. These charters, though
unrelated to the Irish monks, were witnessed on or just outside their grounds.

23

Again this Irish

monastery must have been regarded as a suitable setting for such solemn legal undertakings.
Some late sources indicate that the Schottenkloster was to a certain extent integrated into the
communal religious life of the episcopal see. The Irish monastery participated in the most famous
event in Constance’s history, the Papal Council of 1414 to 1418. The Schottenkloster abbot took
24

part in the ceremony marking the opening of the council.

th

An early 16 -century source points to

Irish involvement in more everyday public events in the liturgical calendar. The manuscript, which
catalogues the most important ceremonial events undertaken annually by the cathedral clergy,
points out that Marianus Brockie recorded the names of the founding abbots of both Constance and Memmingen as
Macrobius, and speculates that this may be one and the same person as Macarius, the first abbot at Würzburg, who
consequently may have founded and initially run all three (Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 204-205, 242). Yet the
Memmingen house was established at least 40 years after that at Würzburg, at which point Macarius was long since
deceased. It is possible that Macarius was involved in the Constance foundation along with his patron Embricho, but to
accept that Macrobius equates to Macarius would require that Brockie’s information relating to Macrobius ― for which he
cites the since-lost Annales monasterii Scotorum Ratisbonae and an antiquum necrologium Herbipolense ― be regarded
as a fabrication.
21
As may have been the case at the Nuremberg Schottenkloster.
22
Beyerle (ed.), Die Konstanzer Grundeigentumsurkunden, No. 21. There is no evidence for Borst’s belief that the
th
Schottenkloster housed incluses in the 12 century. Nor can his comments suggesting a mutual indifference or even
hostility between the people of Constance and the Irish ‘eccentrics’ be supported (Borst, Mönche am Bodensee, p. 168).
23
Zehnter, Das Schottenkloster zu Konstanz ― Bodensee Chronik No. 42 (1922), p. 168. The 1256 charter reads ‘Acta in
pomeris apud Scottis’.
24
Richental, Chronik des Constanzer Conzils, pp. 29-31.
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records two processions ― on the Ascension and on the fourth day in the Octave of Pentecost ―
25

which incorporated a visit to the Irish monastery.

It is not possible to establish how far back

before the composition of this manuscript circa 1519 the processions actually date.

26

Given that

the convent is said to have comprised merely the abbot and an unwell chaplain in a letter of circa
1508, the integration of the Schottenkloster into the town’s liturgical festivities would most likely
have come about in an earlier, more prosperous, period in the monastery’s existence.

27

Not that the monastery can be seen to have flourished at any particular time in its history. As
early as 1233 the monastic community was reduced to an abbot and a solitary monk and in
danger of disappearing altogether, according to an extraordinary papal charter dating to that year.
In this document Pope Gregory IX ordered the Constance bishop and chapter to dissolve the
Schottenkloster in their diocese, as he had been informed by his visitators that its abbot had
committed a grave sin of the flesh (lapsus carnis enormiter).

28

The monastery was to be handed

over to an unidentified community of seventy Cistercian nuns. As there is no evidence of
Cistercian nuns ever having taken over the Schottenkloster, it must be assumed that the abbot or
29

the Regensburg motherhouse managed to resist successfully the proposed measure.

Given the

grave conditions already prevailing in the Constance Schottenkloster at this early stage, it is
something of a wonder that it would, along with the much bigger houses at Regensburg and
Erfurt, manage to remain in existence until the general usurpation of the Irish monasteries by
Scottish monks circa 1518. The procurement of a papal privilege in 1245 would have
strengthened the position of the Constance monastery. The monastic estate, which must have
been sufficiently productive to sustain the Schottenkloster during its lengthy existence, is detailed
in this charter.

30

Most of the land holdings were located in the Thurgau region south of

Constance. It is not clear how many of the named properties were part of Bishop Hermann’s
original grant, as the charter gives no details regarding the donors of the different holdings.
According to the privilege, the Schottenkloster did not possess any property within the walls of

25

Stadtarchiv Konstanz, GII/Bände 36, f. 22r, 23r. Published in full in Zinsmaier, Eine unbekannte Quelle, pp. 52-104 (at
pp. 93-95) The entry relating to Pentecost reads: ‘Feria quarta eiusdem festi penthecostes: ......Quibus decantatis fit
processio ad Scotos cum crucibus et vexillis et sartophago sancti Pelagii. Canonico vero illa die inofficianti induitur cappa
nigra et antecedit cum reliquiis. Ibidem vero cantatur officium pro peccatis, quod inofficiatur per unum ex succentoribus,
cui ministrant duo capellani. Domini canonici ibidem ibunt ad oblacionem et etiam offertorium. In reversione vero fit stacio
cum sartophago sub inferiori porta......’ Saint Pelagius was an early Christian martyr, who became the patron saint of
th
th
Constance along with the 10 -century Bishop Conrad I. His relics were brought to Constance from Rome in the 9 or
th
early 10 century and housed in the crypt below the high altar of the cathedral. A small stone sarcophagus of uncertain
date today stands in the tomb niche of the crypt, but the sartophagus (sic) referred to in the manuscript is more likely to
have been a tomb reliquary, perhaps the one which Bishop Salomo III (890-919/920) is said to have gifted to the cathedral
(Maurer, Das Bistum Konstanz II, pp. 106-108).
26
Zinsmaier, Eine unbekannte Quelle, pp. 53, 56.
27
Zehnter, Das Schottenkloster zu Konstanz ― In Bodensee Chronik No. 48 (1922), p. 190.
28
Bernoulli (ed.), Acta Pontificum Helvetica, Reg. No. 162.
29
Hammermayer, Die irischen Benediktiner-“Schottenklöster”,, p. 278; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 204.
30
Beyerle (ed.), Die Konstanzer Grundeigentumsurkunden, No. 21.
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Constance, but owned gardens, an orchard and a vineyard close to the monastery to the west of
the town.
The limited number of charters relating to the Schottenkloster that survive are spread quite evenly
over the period 1220 to 1518. Despite its isolation from the heartland of the Schottenkloster
movement, there is no clear indication of the Constance monastery having gone any great period
unoccupied or inactive, though the number of resident monks is likely to have been consistently
low.

31

Many of the charters relate to minor land deals and give the impression that the

monastery’s financial survival was of paramount concern. This predictable bias is balanced
th

th

somewhat by the 15 - and 16 -century sources outlined above, which testify to the Irish monks’
continuing contribution to the wider religious life of Constance. Furthermore, the Constance abbot
was on occasion called upon to undertake official administrative and judicial duties on behalf of
both the local bishop and the papal curia in the 13

th

and 14

th

32

centuries.

The personnel and

financial difficulties affecting the Schottenkloster appear to have intensified in the second half of
the 15

th

abbacy.

century, perhaps due to in no small part to frequent changes in the holder of the

33

Upon the death of Abbot Donatus in 1461 the monastery is reported as being

completely neglected and ruinous.

34

In 1494 the Schottenkloster again appears to have fought off

papal attempts to shut it down. In this instance Pope Alexander VI is said to have dissolved the
monastery and given its buildings to Emperor Maximilian I to house a preceptory of the Knights of
St. George.

35

This again does not seem to have been carried out, as the Irish monastery survived

th

into the 16 century. It ultimately passed into the hands of the Scottish Benedictines circa 1518,
36

but their hold on the monastery was short-lived.

Eight years after adopting the Reformation in

1522, the town council had the monastery demolished, in the absence of the last abbot, John
Brown. Subsequent Regensburg demands for the reconstruction of the buildings were
unsuccessful, and all Scottish interests in the former monastery and its estate were finally
renounced upon payment of 1500 florins compensation by the town council in 1609.

31

It is noteworthy in this regard that the Schottenkloster abbot was not accompanied by any monks at the opening
ceremony of the 1414-1418 Papal Council, unlike the Kreuzlingen Augustinian and Petershausen Benedictine prelates,
who attended with all their ‘monks and priests’ (Richental, Chronik des Constanzer Conzils, p. 29).
32
Zehnter, Das Schottenkloster zu Konstanz ― In Bodensee Chronik No. 44 (1922), p. 175; Flachenecker,
Schottenklöster, p. 205.
33
Quarthal records 14 abbots between 1431 and 1494 (Quarthal, Die Benediktinerklöster, p. 362). Surprisingly, this
includes one German abbot, Johannes Kummer (Quarthal gives his surname as Kemper), who held the office for some
time between 1442 and his death in 1444 (See below, n. 47).
34
Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. No. 319; Rieder, Urkunden und Regesten zur badischen Kirchengeschichte, p.
310.
35
Hammermayer, Die irischen Benediktiner-“Schottenklöster”, pp. 298-9.
36
Zehnter, Das Schottenkloster zu Konstanz ― In Bodensee Chronik No. 48 (1922), pp. 190-191; No. 49 (1922), p. 194;
No. 2 (1923), pp. 7-8; No. 3 (1923), pp. 11-12; No. 6 (1923), pp. 22-23; No. 7 (1923), pp.26-27 ; Hammermayer, Die
irischen Benediktiner-“Schottenklöster”, pp. 306-307; Dilworth, The First Scottish Monks, pp. 190-191.
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Location
Constance is situated at the point where the River Rhine enters Lake Constance from the east.
This strategic position, the site of a long abandoned Late Roman fortification, was chosen as the
37

location for a new episcopal see circa 600 A.D.

The diocese of Constance would become the

largest of all the medieval German bishoprics, extending from Burgundy in the south-west as far
as the borders of the diocese of Würzburg in the north-east and encompassing much of Swabia
and modern-day Switzerland. Constance’s episcopal status remained the dominant factor in the
town’s development throughout the early medieval period and beyond. The ecclesiastical
th

character of the town was particularly reinforced in the 10 century by Bishops Conrad (934-975)
and Gebhard II (979-995), both of whom were later canonised. Conrad attempted to create within
Constance a sacral landscape modelled on Rome, by founding churches dedicated to Saints
John, Laurence and Paul, to complement the Marian cathedral.

38

These titular saints

corresponded to those of four of the five Roman Patriarchal churches, with both St. Lorenz and
St. Paul located outside the walls, as in Rome. Bishop Gebhard completed the package by
founding the Petri domus or Petershausen Benedictine monastery on the opposite bank of the
Rhine, in reference to the church of St. Peter’s across the Tiber from Rome. St. John’s was
founded as the parish-church for the artisan settlement (‘Niederburg’) which had grown up
between the raised cathedral-quarter and the river to the north. Both of these sectors appear to
have been enclosed by a wall from quite early on, with the expression ‘extra muros civitatis’
39

employed in a charter dating to 854.

The walled expanse was extended before 1100 to

incorporate the market-areas to the south and west of the cathedral. Bordered by water to the
north and east and by marshy terrain to the west, the town continued to expand southwards,
requiring the walled area to be extended on two further occasions before 1300. By this stage the
bishop was no longer the principal driving-force in Constance’s urban development. The town’s
citizenry, emboldened by the active role taken in defending the town from attack in the absence of
their prelate during the Investiture conflict, began to challenge the hegemony of the bishop in the
course of the 12

th

century.

40

Most prominent within the emerging Bürgerstadt were the local

merchants, who were beneficiaries of the town’s long-standing involvement in international trade
networks, facilitated by Constance’s lake harbour and convenient location in relation to transport
routes linking Italy with the imperial heartland. Emperor Henry VI’s granting of a privilege directly

37

Medieval Constance’s urban development is discussed in Maurer, Konstanzer Stadtgeschichte im Überblick, pp. 5-33
and Maurer, Konstanz im Mittelalter, vols. I & 2.
38
Maurer, Konstanz im Mittelalter, vol. I, pp. 76-79. Bishop Conrad also built the church of St. Mauritius within the
cathedral complex. This was a small rotunda modelled on the Jerusalem Anastasis, which contained a replica of the
edicule of Christ’s tomb. It served as the church of a community of canons also established by Conrad (Maurer, Das
Bistum Konstanz II, pp. 132-133; Hecht, Der romanische Kirchenbau, pp. 214-217).
39
MGH, Die Urkunden der Deutschen Karolinger I, No. 69.
40
Maurer, Konstanzer Stadtgeschichte im Überblick, pp. 13-16.
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to the citizens of Constance in 1192 represented a significant legal acknowledgement of their
growing autonomy.

41

The growth in Constance’s commercial importance was encouraged by the increased political
significance attached to the town during the Staufer period. The Staufer preoccupation with
upholding imperial rights in Italy ensured that the region surrounding Lake Constance occupied a
more central position in the political landscape. Conrad III’s 1142 visit to Constance marked the
beginning of a period of unprecedented royal engagement with the town, which became the
42

Staufers’ most important base in Swabia after Ulm.

The emergence of Constance as a

Stauferstadt was encouraged greatly by Bishop Hermann I’s support for both Conrad and
Friedrich I. Included among the eight visits of Barbarossa were two Reichstage of international
importance, the first seeing the signing of the ‘Konstanzer Vertrag’ between Friedrich and Pope
Eugene III in 1153, the second marked by Barbarossa’s official recognition of the Lombardic
League in 1183.

43

Hermann’s services to the Staufer were rewarded by an 1155 imperial

privilege, which confirmed and in some cases resurrected traditional rights of the Constance
44

bishop and detailed the legal possessions and borders of the diocese.

If, as mooted above, the

Schottenkloster was founded by Hermann in the context of his reconciliation and alliance with
Conrad III, then the Irish monastery was the first benefit that accrued to Constance from its
th

enhanced status as a Stauferstadt. The Schottenkloster was the second 12 -century episcopal
addition to the town’s ecclesiastical infrastructure, after Bishop Ulrich I’s establishment of the
Kreuzlingen Augustinian canonry and hospital a short distance south of the town circa 1125.
With an Augustinian house to the south of Constance, and a Benedictine monastery across the
river to the north, Hermann I chose to locate the Schottenkloster immediately to the west of the
walled town, not far from the Rhine. Unlike Kreuzlingen and Petershausen, however, which were
both situated along the principal route through Constance, the land to the west of the walls was
somewhat marginal. For this reason the area surrounding the Constance Schottenkloster did not
become urbanised during the medieval period, in contrast to the situation at other Irish
monasteries. Instead this land was to remain composed primarily of gardens, a number of which
41

Baaken, Regesta Imperii (vol. IV.3.1), No. 253; Maurer, Die Bischofsstadt Konstanz, p. 81.
‘Mit diesem ersten Besuch eines Stauferkönigs in Konstanz beginnt eine neue Epoche in der Geschichte der Stadt,
denn nun wird sie oder genauer: werden Bischofssitz und Bistum in einem bisher nie gekannten Ausmaß in die Politik, in
das Regieren der Könige einbezogen, wird zugleich aber auch das Königtum in einem Umfang in der Stadt präsent, wie
das in ottonischer und salischer Zeit unbekannt geblieben war..... Konstanz gesellte sich zu Ulm als eine Art zweiter
Hauptstadt des Königs in Schwaben.’ (Maurer, Die Bischofsstadt Konstanz, pp. 73-74). Constance received 10 visits from
Conrad III (2) and Friedrich I (8) and a further ten from subsequent Staufer rulers. This compares with the four visits
recorded for the reigns of the Salian Emperors and Lothar III (Schmid, Königtum, Adel und Klöster am Bodensee, pp. 570574).
43
The 1153 Hoftag also saw the annulment of Barbarossa’s marriage to Adela von Vohburg. For Friedrich’s interaction
with Constance see Büttner, Staufer und Welfen, pp. 361-392; Maurer, Konstanz im Mittelalter, vol. I, pp. 100-105; Weiss,
Die Konstanzer Bischöfe, pp. 104-107; 112-113.
44
MGH Diplomata IV.1, No. 128.
42
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belonged to the Irish monastery.

45

This lack of urban development ensured that the

Schottenkloster remained outside the walls throughout its existence, though it was located less
than 350m from the Cathedral. The monastery was built quite close to the town wall, which
followed the line of the modern Obere Laube road. The wall, as rebuilt circa 1300, contained a
gate called the Schottentor, which, as the name suggests, was situated in close proximity to the
Irish monastery. This was one of two access-points on the west-wall, but its precursor may well
have been the only western gate prior to the southwards expansion of the walled area. The road
which entered the town at the Schottentor was only of local importance, however, and the
Schottenkloster’s isolation from the main route running southwards into the Thurgau region and
on towards Italy and from the busy lake harbour on the town’s eastern edge would have militated
against any role as a pilgrim hostel. This function may in any event have been the preserve of the
46

more favourably sited Augustinian Xenodochium at Kreuzlingen to the south of the town.

In

terms of its proximity to the town wall and gate, the location of the Irish monastery at Constance
did correspond with the general Schottenkloster pattern. It can not, however, be said to have
shared the same degree of prominence and visibility as most of the other Irish houses.
The architecture of the medieval monastery
The proximity of the Schottenkloster to the town wall was the main factor in its demolition by the
town council in 1530. The monastic buildings, at this point abandoned, could potentially have
impaired the defence of the town at a time of political uncertainty in the wake of the adoption of
Protestantism. In the absence of any standing remains, historical and pictorial evidence must be
relied upon to salvage any information regarding the architecture of the medieval monastery.
Unfortunately, both methods of inquiry offer quite a poor return. The limited historical information
pertaining to the Schottenkloster is almost completely devoid of any references to the church or
th

monastic buildings. The one exception is an entry in the 15 -century chronicle of Claus
Schultheiß. This relates that the tower (‘Wendelstein’) of the Schottenkirche fell on the 15
August 1443 with its walls, roof and bells.

47

th

of

The relatively early disappearance of the

45

The 1245 papal privilege refers to ‘ortos, quos habetis iuxta muros civitatis Constantiensis’ (Beyerle (ed.), Die
Konstanzer Grundeigentumsurkunden, No. 21. A number of the gardens belonging to the monastery are referred to in
th
th
14 - and 15 -century charters (ibid., Nos. 116b, 177, 295; Rieder, Urkunden und Regesten zur badischen
Kirchengeschichte, pp. 309-310).
46
Borst, Mönche am Bodensee, pp. 154-172.
47
‘Im jar 1443 uff unser frowen himelfahrtag fiel der wendelstain zu Schotten ab der kirchen sampt dem gemür, dem helm
und den glocken, deren zerbrachent zwo. Selbiger zit was ein abt da, was vorhin gwesen ain abt zu Rhinow und zu
Engelberg. Der fieng an das closter ze buwen. Vor im was gewesen ain wichbischof zu Costanz, der buwt ain schön hus
an die kirchen willens, sin leben da zu schließen. Er aber starb, sobald es ußgebuwen was.’ ― Ruppert (ed.), Die
Chroniken der Stadt Konstanz, p. 279. Besides the detail concerning the tower, this entry reveals that a German held the
position of abbot at the time of the incident. The person in question was one Johannes Kumber (ibid., p. 279, n.1).
Kumber/Kummer had previously held the abbacy at the Benedictine monasteries of Engelberg (1421-1429, 1431-1435)
and Rheinau (1434/5-1441) (Folini, Johannes Kummer). A Johann is recorded as abbot of the Schottenkloster in a charter
nd
dating to the 22 of May 1443 (Rieder, Urkunden und Regesten zur badischen Kirchengeschichte, pp. 309-310). He died
th
in Constance on the 16 of March 1444 (Folini, Johannes Kummer). Irish abbots are recorded for the monastery in 1442
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Schottenkloster from the Constance landscape arrived before the upsurge in the composition of
pictorial representations of the town. The Irish monastery had been thought not to have featured
48

on any town-views.

This now appears not to be the case. Franz Quarthal purported to identify

the church in the depiction of Constance in Hartmann Schedel’s 1493 chronicle.

49

The ‘church

and adjacent building’ he was referring to must be the structure seen on raised ground to the
west of the town. This complex is a good distance from the correct location of the Schottenkloster
and is, along with most of the town buildings, schematically rendered. It seems unlikely, therefore,
that the structures in question were intended as a representation of the Schottenkloster.
The Irish monastery may be depicted in another pre-1530 composition, however. One illustration
in Dietbold Schilling’s 1513 Luzerner Chronik portrays a shooting match held outside the walls of
Constance in 1458.

50

A stretch of the town wall is visible on the right-hand side of the illustration.

This must be part of the town’s western wall, as shooting matches were held in the district of
Brühl to the west of the town.

51

The lower gate of the wall depicted appears to be the Schottentor,

which stood until 1839 and featured a distinctive pair of round corner turrets on its western wall,
as on the illustrated gate.

52

On this basis, it seems that the church shown outside the northern

end of the town wall can only be the Schottenkirche, with the Brochenturm wall-tower immediately
to its east (fig. 119). Interestingly, the church is surrounded by a wall containing a series of
niches. This may well be the same niched wall seen enclosing the cemetery which occupied the
site of the Schottenkloster following its demolition.

53

The church is partly obscured by a flag, but a

number of details can be identified. It has a polygonal apse at its western end supported by tall
buttresses. To the east of the apse a tower or turret with a fantastically elongated roof and spire
rises above the pitched roof of the church. The church’s nave is flanked by what appears to be
54

the south-aisle, which has a pitched roof and terminates with a flat wall at its western end.

It is difficult to judge whether this depiction bears any relation to reality. The church’s western
apse immediately suggests that it does not. All the other Schottenkirchen and the vast majority of
contemporary churches were orientated west-east. Yet it must be noted that two of Constance’s
(Mauritius) and 1444 (Alanus) (Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. Nos. 289 & 293). It is unclear how the abbacy could
have passed to Kummer in the intervening period. Uncertainty also surrounds the suffragan bishop mentioned in the entry
and the nature of his involvement with the Schottenkloster. It seems likely that the monastery was left without an Irish
abbot, or at least one who was actually resident in Constance, for significant periods around this time.
48
Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 204.
49
Schedel, Liber chronicarum, f. 240v-241r; Quarthal, Die Benediktinerklöster, pp. 361-362.
50
Schilling, Luzerner Chronik, p. 103.
51
Maurer, Konstanz im Mittelalter, vol. II, p. 178.
52
th
As seen on a number of 19 -century drawings and etchings (Gleichenstein, Konstanz in alten Ansichten, pp. 88-91.)
53
As seen on a drawing of the cemetery from circa 1610 held in the Stadtarchiv and, for example, the town views of Kalt
and Merian of circa 1600 and 1643 respectively (Humpert, Vom Schottenfriedhof und „Sterbenden Leuffen’;
Gleichenstein, Konstanz in alten Ansichten, pp. 28 & 31, Nos. 2.1.6 & 2.1.13.)
54
This termination of the aisle suggests the absence of a transept, as does the lack of a transept-roof above the flag. The
structure rising from the roof is therefore unlikely to be a crossing tower, but rather a roof-turret similar to the oft-restored
Gothic example above the crossing of the modern-day cathedral.
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Romanesque churches had their sanctuaries at the western rather than the eastern end. In one
case, that of the Petershausen Benedictine monastery, this stemmed from the fact that the
church was intended to represent the similarly orientated basilica of St. Peter in Rome.

55

The

other, the collegiate church of St. Stephan, does not appear to have had the same symbolic
pretensions.

56

It cannot therefore be ruled out that the builders of the Schottenkirche should also

have chosen this orientation. If the apse seen on Schilling’s depiction is accurate, it suggests that
the church underwent alterations in the Gothic period. Neither the apse’s polygonal plan nor its
th

buttresses belong in a mid-12 -century context. The roof-turret is also a feature which was much
more common in the Gothic rather than the Romanesque period. It is not possible to determine
th

whether the remainder of the basilica portrayed belonged to the 12 -century construction
campaign.
Assuming for a moment that the Schilling depiction is accurate, and returning to the one piece of
historical evidence, it is possible that the roof-turret seen on the illustration represents a
reconstruction of the Wendelstein which collapsed in 1443. In 1452 a donor to the monastery
stipulated in his will that part of the money should be spent on the construction of a
Wendelstein.

57

This suggests that a tower was again added to the church, and if the Schilling

portrayal is accurate, the roof-turret may represent this replacement. This structure appears
somewhat too insubstantial to fit the description of the 1443 collapse or to merit the term
Wendelstein, however, which denotes a tower containing a spiral stairs. If the illustration is
reliable ― a matter of serious doubt ― then the Irish monks may have decided to replace the
fallen bell-tower with a much simpler construction. Zahn, no doubt on the basis of comparative
evidence from the other Schottenkirchen, speculated that the collapsed tower might have been
one of a pair.

58

The 1443 entry gives no such indication, but it is possible that the other tower had

itself fallen or been demolished at an earlier stage. This becomes less likely, however, when the
Romanesque architecture of Constance and surrounds is examined. A distinctive feature of a
number of contemporary local churches was the presence of single square towers attached to
their eastern or western ends. A tower was built abutting the west-end of the north-aisle of
Constance cathedral circa 1100 and rebuilt after its partial collapse in 1128.

59

A single tower

th

appears to have been added to the south-western corner of the 10 -century Benedictine church
at Petershausen shortly before it burnt down in 1159, and was subsequently rebuilt along with the
55

Wischermann, Romanik in Baden-Württemberg, p. 276.
Hecht, Der romanische Kirchenbau, pp. 219-220; Maurer, Das Bistum Konstanz, vol. I, pp. 13-14.
57
Baur, Testament und Bürgerschaft: Alltagsleben und Sachkultur im spätmittelalterlichen Konstanz, p. 140.
58
Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 204.
59
Wischermann, Romanik in Baden Württemberg, pp. 274-275; Köhler, Das Münster Unserer Lieben Frau, p. 14. The
Romanesque parish-church of St. Paul had a single tower at the south-eastern corner of its eastern chancel. The parishchurch of St. Johann and the collegiate church of St. Stephan also had single towers at their eastern ends, but these
dated to the Gothic period. It is not clear whether they supplanted similar earlier structures (See Motz, Die ehemalige
Pfarrkirche St. Paul, pp. 4-5; Hecht, Der romanische Kirchenbau, pp. 208-214; 217-222).
56
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rest of the church.

The original Augustinian church at Kreuzlingen, built after 1125, also had a

solitary tower flanking the eastern stretch of the presbytery’s north-wall.

61

Given the strength of

this architectural tradition within Constance and the 1443 entry, it seems more probable that the
Schottenkirche originally had one rather than two towers, with local custom outweighing the
influence of earlier Irish churches. The tower may well have been at the Schottenkirche’s eastern
end, given the penchant of the Irish monks elsewhere to place their towers on the church’s townfacing façade. Of course, it cannot be determined whether the 1443 tower even belonged to the
Romanesque period, but this seems a reasonable assumption.
Beyond the presence of a tower of some description in 1443, nothing definitive can be said about
the architecture of the medieval church and cloister based on current evidence. The collapse of
the tower appears to have been just one symptom of the monastery’s lapse into disrepair. As
mentioned above, the poor condition of the monastery is referred to in a 1461 charter. It is also
notable that all of the limited number of documented testamentary donations received by the
th

Schottenkloster from Constance citizens dated to the second half of the 15 century.

62

One of

these was certainly intended to fund improvements to the monastic buildings, and it is
conceivable that the other donors were also motivated by the poor physical condition of the
Schottenkloster. The restorative efforts appear to have been unsuccessful, as the monastery is
said in 1494 to have been allowed to slip into dereliction.

63

The dilapidated condition of the

monastery may partly explain the hasty decision of the town council to raze it in 1530. The
grounds of the monastery were subsequently given over for use as a cemetery, which was finally
closed in 1870 and levelled in 1895.
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A small chapel, the so-called Schottenkapelle, was built at

the cemetery in 1589. It survives to this day, and can be seen to have stood towards the western
end of the original monastic site.

65

It may mark the exact position of the demolished
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Wischermann, Romanik in Baden Württemberg, p. 276; Borst, Mönche am Bodensee, pp. 493-494. Hecht argued that
th
the tower was only added to the church in the 13 century (Hecht, Der romanische Kirchenbau, pp. 240-241, 247-248).
He argued that the recorded pre-1159 erection of a domus campanarum super ecclesiam referred to a crossing tower
rather than a precursor of the south-western tower, and pointed out that entries in the Petershauser Chronik relating to the
reconstruction of the church post-1159 do not mention any tower. Depictions of the tower, however, which stood until the
th
19 century, show its belfry to have featured round-headed triforia on each face as well as a Lombardic frieze and corner
th
pilasters, all of which point to a 12 -century date.
61
Borst, Mönche am Bodensee, p. 497. A single tower was also added at the north-eastern corner of the presbytery of
the existing Hirsau Benedictine church at nearby Schaffhausen circa 1145, though a second unrealised tower may have
been planned for the south-eastern corner (Burmeister et al, Suisse Romane, pp. 275-279).
62
Baur, Testament und Bürgerschaft: Alltagsleben und Sachkultur im spätmittelalterlichen Konstanz, p. 140.
63
‘.....sed ab aliquibus citra temporibus ob incuria eorundem monachorum Scotorum dictum monasterium illiusque
structure et edificia ad tantam ruinam devenerunt, fructus quoque redditus et proventus illius adeo diminuti extant, ut
nullus monachus amplius ibidem se valeat sustenare nec a pluribus annis citra aliqui monachi Scoti ibi residenttiam
continuam facere curaverunt, adeo ut monasterium dictum omni religione destitutum videatur et nisi provideatur brevi de
totali illius ruina et desolatione.....’: Letter from Pope Alexander VI to King Maximilian I, 13/4/1494 (Original in the Vienna
Kriegsarchiv) ― passage printed in Hammermayer, Die irischen Benediktiner-“Schottenklöster”, p. 294.
64
Zehnter, Das Schottenkloster zu Konstanz ― In Bodensee Chronik No. 2 (1923), pp. 7-8; No. 10 (1923), pp. 38-39.
65
As is apparent on the drawing of the cemetery from circa 1610 (Held in the Constance Stadtarchiv; reproduced in
Humpert, Vom Schottenfriedhof und„Sterbenden Leuffen’ ).
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Schottenkirche. Today the chapel stands within the small Schottenplatz park, which occupies part
of the old monastic grounds (fig. 118).
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Chapter 7
The Abbey of St. James, Erfurt

The early history of the Erfurt Schottenkloster
Of all the Irish monasteries, the circumstances surrounding the foundation of the Erfurt house –
the only Schottenkloster located in the more northerly region and modern-day federal state of
Thuringia – are the most obscure. No Regensburg version of the event exists, as neither the Vita
Mariani nor the Libellus even mention the Erfurt house. A foundation-date is recorded for the
monastery, but it is almost certainly incorrect. It is contained in an entry added to a now lost
th

codex of the 11 -century annals of Lampert of Hersfeld, while it was housed in the Benedictine
monastery of St. Peter in Erfurt: ‘MXXXVI. Edificatum est monasterium Scothorum in Erphordia
1

per domnum Waltherum de Glisberg; ibidem sepultus’. This entry is believed to have been
th

2

inserted in the mid-14 century. Later, derivative Erfurt annals adopted the establishment date of
th

1036 and founder Walther von Gleißberg, and these details were repeated in numerous 16 -,
th

th

3

th

17 - and 18 -century town-chronicles. The mooted 11 -century foundation does not sit well with
the chronology of the Schottenkloster movement or with other evidence regarding the
monastery’s early phase. The emergence of an organised Irish community at Regensburg did not
begin until after 1070, while it was the 1130s before daughter-houses began to be established.
The earliest reliable reference to the Erfurt Schottenkloster dates to 1192, over 150 years after
4

the supposed foundation-date. It must have been these discrepancies that led the Scottish
Benedictine monk Boniface Strachan to ‘correct’ the date given in Lampert’s Annals to the more
th

5

plausible 1136 in his early 17 -century Germania Christiana. This assumption that the author of
the original annalistic entry was the perpetrator or victim of a written error has guided most
modern commentators on the subject, and 1136 has become accepted as the foundation year in
1

MGH SS rer. Germ. 38, p. 54.
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 154-157.
3
Discussed in ibid., pp. 154-155, 158-159. See also Zahn, Schottenklöster, Reg. Nos. 39-42. This entry was repeated in
th
th
the 14 -century Chronica moderna also composed at the Peterskloster. A 15 -century Dresden version of this chronicle
provides additional information: ‘Anno Domini MXXXVI constructum est monasterium Scotorum sancti Jacobi in Erfordia a
Waltero de Glißbergk, filio marschalci de Kalentyn, sub Erhardo primo abbate eiusdem claustri’ (MGH SS rer. Germ. 42,
p. 152; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 154-155). The details concerning Walther’s father are also contained in an
earlier inscription on his tomb-stone. Abbot Erhardus is otherwise undocumented.
4
A ‘Mauricius abbas Scotorum’ is recorded as one of the witnesses to a charter concerning the monastery of St. Peter in
Erfurt (Overmann, Urkundenbuch, No. 110).
5
‘Lambertus Schafnaburgensis in Chron. ad annum mcxxxvi. ædificatum est monasterium Scotorum in Erphordia per
dominum Waltherum de Glisberg, qui ibidem sepultus est.’ {Germania Christiana sive de plantata et propagata Christiana
Religione in Germania, per Sanctos et Monachos Scoticæ nationis (Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg, M.ch.q. 53, fol. 9r;
this manuscript is contained in MF p. 2709 at the National Library of Ireland, but incorrectly labelled M.ch.q. 54/I)}.
Strachan was relying, as expressly stated, on Lampert’s Annals and not, as mooted by Zahn, on some since-lost
Regensburg source (Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 130-131).
2
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6

both the popular and scholarly literature concerning the monastery and town. For all the
frequency of its repetition, however, the basis for this date becomes no sounder; it is possible that
1036 was a round 100 years off, but it is just as likely to have been a complete fiction. Other
evidence is required in order to assess how far back before 1192 the history of the Erfurt
Schottenkloster stretches.
The annalistic entry names Walther von Gleißberg as the Schottenkloster’s founder and records
his burial within the monastery. A grave-slab featuring the effigies of Walther and his wife, Hedwig
von Vohburg, is still extant within the Schottenkirche and appears to confirm the annalistic details
(fig. 121). The inscription bordering the rectangular slab reads:
‘Hic iacet Waltherus de Glizbergc filius marssalci de Kallentin fundator istius ec·lesie et uxor eius
Hedevic filia marhionis de Foburg’.
The grave-slab has been dated to within a few decades either side of 1300, but probably replaced
7

an earlier memorial. The castle of Gleißberg was situated near the town of Bürgel, 45km east of
Erfurt. It appears to have been granted by Friedrich I to one of his Reichsministerialen, Walther
von Weimar, the administrator (villicus) of the Pfalz at Allstedt in southern Saxony, at some stage
subsequent to Barbarossa’s conversion of sections of his own allodial lands in Thuringia into
8

imperial property in 1158. This Walther is recorded in charters dating to 1154, 1157 and,
9

probably, 1181. His father according to the inscription, the Marshal of Kalden, is likely to have
been synonymous with Heinrich von Pappenheim und Kalden, who held the office of
Reichsmarschall between 1138 and approximately 1170, though no other independent evidence
connects the two figures.

10

11

not recorded elsewhere.

Walther’s wife, Hedwig, a member of the powerful Vohburg family, is
The date-range of Walther’s documented activity does not appear to

offer much support for an 1136 foundation. If it was indeed Walther himself who witnessed the
6

e.g. Hogan, Irish monasteries in Germany, p. 873; Hammermayer, Die Schottenkongregation, p. 153; Mägdefrau und
Langer, Die Entfaltung der Stadt, p. 56.
7
See, inter alia, Kruspe, Erfurter Bilderchronik, pp. 20-21; Devrient, Geschichte der Burg, p. 10; Dehio, Handbuch der
Deutschen Kunstdenkmäler, vol. 1, p. 107; Trott, Die Katholischen Kirchen, p. 45; Kummel, Kunst in Erfurt, 1300-1360,
pp. 24-25; Magirius, Figürliche Grabmäler, pp. 286-290.
8
Devrient, Geschichte der Burg, pp. 9-17; Bosl, Die Reichsministerialität II, pp. 546-547.
9
Devrient, Urkundenbuch, Nos. 3-5, 8. Given the gap between the 1157 and 1181 charters, it is possible that the
Waltherus de Gleisberg who witnessed the latter was the son of the Walther referred to in the earlier charters, though a
son of this name is not otherwise attested. See the Gleißberg genealogical table in Devrient, Geschichte der Burg, p. 53.
10
Devrient, Geschichte der Burg, p. 15. See Bosl, Die Reichsministerialität II, pp. 487-488 & 546-547, for a sceptical view
of the ‘legendary’ genealogies provided by the grave-slab for both Walther and Hedwig.
11
Devrient suggests that she may have been the daughter of a Bertolf von Vohburg, mentioned in a charter of 1154
concerning lands in Thuringia (witnessed by, inter alia, Walther), and therefore the niece of Adela, first wife of Emperor
Friedrich I (Devrient, Urkundenbuch, No. 3). Margrave Bertolf was only born circa 1130, however, making it very unlikely
that he was Hedwig’s father. Bertolf is more likely to have been Hedwig’s brother or half-brother, both having as their
father Margrave Diepold III, who died in 1146. Diepold was married three times and is known to have fathered ten
children. If the Schottenkloster inscription is to be believed, Hedwig was probably an eleventh child. This would make her
the sister or half-sister of Barbarossa’s wife Adela. Such connections with the imperial family would have ensured that
Walther’s marriage to Hedwig was politically favourable for the Reichsministeriale.
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1181 charter, he would need to have established the Schottenkloster at least 45 years before his
death, a feat which seems likely to have been beyond the means of a young Ministeriale. While
the date looks increasingly uncertain, the attribution of the foundation to Walther appears
reasonably assured. His eponymous grandson is recorded as the Schottenkloster’s lay guardian
– ‘dominus Waltherus de Glizberch advocatus ecclesie nostre’ – in two charters dating to
between 1216 and 1226.

12

This was an office generally held in turn by a monastery’s founder and

his descendants. Another grandson of the founder, Albrecht von Allstedt, took over this function
upon the death of his heirless cousin Walther.

13

The confirmed Gleißberg connection adds weight to the claims of the grave-slab inscription, but
th

the date of Walther’s founding of the monastery remains unclear. A passage in the 12 -century
biography of a Mainz archbishop has been recognised by Flachenecker as a potential indicator of
the time-frame for the Schottenkloster’s establishment.

14

Erfurt lay within the diocese of Mainz,

and the archbishop was the feudal lord of the town. Arnold von Seelenhofen occupied this
position between 1153 and his murder in 1160. In the Vita Arnoldi, written at some point between
1160 and 1177, his biographer describes the archbishop as a protector of the Irish peregrini as
well as of the widowed and orphaned.

15

His violent death was mourned by the Scoti.

16

The Erfurt

Schottenkloster was the only Irish monastery within the diocese of Mainz, and it seems
reasonable to surmise that the Erfurt monks were the recipients of the archbishop’s reported
favour and protection, though no other sources link Arnold with the Schottenkloster.

17

Indeed,

Arnold does not appear to have shown any particular interest in Erfurt’s monastic life, and only
three visits to the town are recorded.

18

The passages in the Vita may point to a role for Arnold in

the foundation of the Schottenkloster, and at least suggest the existence of the monastery before
1160. Taken together with the known floruit of Walther von Gleißberg a foundation-date after
1150 appears more likely then the traditional 1136.

19

The fabric of the surviving Schottenkirche

provides further evidence in support of this revised chronology, as will be discussed below.

12

Beyer, Urkundenbuch, vol. 1, Nos. 73-74; Devrient, Urkundenbuch, Nos. 20-21; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 164.
Recorded as the Schottenkloster’s guardian in a 1228 charter (Devrient, Urkundenbuch, No. 24).
14
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 157-158.
15
‘.....circa omnes afflictos pia et clementissima gestitans viscera, orphanorum viduarumque ac Yberniorum Scotorum ―
quos ultima mundi ad nostre meditullium terre baculo peregrinanti transmittunt ― omniumque peregrinantium
oppressorum unicum gremium armarium et tutissimus existebat portus’ {Jaffé (ed.), Vita Arnoldi Archiepiscopi Moguntini,
p. 608}. The passage was also discussed in Falk, Die irischen Mönche in Mainz, pp. 317-318. The author did not make a
connection between the Scoti mentioned and the Erfurt monastery.
16
Jaffé (ed.), Vita Arnoldi Archiepiscopi Moguntini, p. 674.
17
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 157-158.
18
‘Für die Kirchen und Klöster der Stadt hat Erzbischof Arnold wenig getan’ (Schöntag, Untersuchungen, p. 143). The
three visits occurred in the years 1154, 1155 and 1157 (ibid., p. 345: n. 575).
19
If the Schottenkloster was established before 1158, Walther would not yet have borne the title ‘von Gleißberg’. Of
course, this, does not necessarily point to a post-1158 foundation, as Walther would probably have been remembered in
the monastery by the form of his name at the time of his death rather than at the time of establishment. For instance, the
founder would almost certainly have been recorded as Walther von Gleißberg on his original tomb inscription and in the
monastery’s necrology.
13
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In the absence of any plausible foundation-narrative, a number of theories have been proposed
concerning the factors that influenced the establishment of the most northerly Schottenkloster at
20

Erfurt.

Walther von Gleißberg obviously had a crucial role, but no pre-existing personal

connection with the Schottenkloster movement can be adduced. Some scholars have pointed to
the possibility that Walther’s wife, Hedwig, daughter of the Margrave of Vohburg according to
their grave-slab, was the key figure in this regard.

21

The Vohburgs had strong associations with

the Regensburg area, which suggests that they would have been familiar with the Regensburg
Schottenkloster. Only one Vohburg is recorded as a benefactor of the Irish monks, however. In
22

question is Adela, first wife of Emperor Friedrich I, and possibly Hedwig’s sister.

That she or

even her husband, who was also remembered in the Schottenklöster necrology, had a role as
intermediaries between the Regensburg monastery and the Erfurt founders is a possibility.

23

Equally, another sister, Jutta, was married to the lay guardian of the Regensburg house, Friedrich
III, who is commemorated as Fridericus advocatus noster in the Schottenkloster necrology.

24

Walther was, of course, one of Barbarossa’s Reichsministerialen and would be granted the seat
of Gleißberg by the Emperor. Barbarossa showed particular interest in the town of Erfurt during
his reign (1152-1190), enjoying eleven recorded sojourns there, the earliest in 1153.

25

Erfurt was

strategically placed between the Welf strongholds of Bavaria and Saxony, thus lending itself as a
Staufer headquarters in Friedrich’s pursuit of his conflict with Henry the Lion (Heinrich der
Löwe).

26

As the feudal property of the archbishop of Mainz, however, the episcopal overlord

remained the driving force behind the development of the diocese’s second city. The importance
of monasteries as a tool for urban expansion dictates that the establishment of the
Schottenkloster would be in the interests of the Archbishop, and his support, or at least assent,

20

th

th

Some of the 16 - and 17 -century town-chronicles offer a fantastical Gründungsgeschichte, whereby the monastery at
Erfurt (and those in Nuremberg and Regensburg) was founded by a Scottish king, who had been called to Germany by his
brother-in-law and French king, Roland, in order to aid him in putting down the revolt of Roland’s subjects in Saxony,
Thuringia, Franconia and Swabia. The Scottish king established a Schottenkloster in each town he had captured on
Roland’s behalf! See Erphordische Chronica (1589), Stadtarchiv Erfurt 5/100-26, p. 78 (Passage reproduced in Zahn,
Schottenklöster, p. 317, No. 43); Erffurdtische Chronica (1637) (Stadtarchiv Erfurt 5/100-33) f. 6.
21
Devrient, Geschichte der Burg, pp. 15-16; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 156.
22
th
She is remembered in the Schottenkloster necrology on January 29 as Adalhart Imperatrix soror nostra (Ó RiainRaedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 58). This entry suggests a close association with the Schottenkloster movement, but leaves
open the question of which monastery was particularly indebted to her.
23
th
June 10 : Fridericus imperator quia privilegia monasterii confirmavit (Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 67). This entry
refers to royal privileges received by the Regensburg motherhouse. The marriage of Friedrich I and Adela was short and
unhappy. It began circa 1146 and was annulled in 1153, not long after his coronation, ostensibly on grounds of
consanguinity, but more likely on account either of a failure to produce an heir, of Adela’s relatively low rank or even as a
consequence of unfaithfulness on her part (Munz, Frederick Barbarossa, pp. 66-68).
24
th
His death is remembered on April 12 (Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 64). Both his parents, Count Friedrich II von
Bogen and Countess Liutgard, were important early patrons of the Irish monks at Regensburg. (Flachenecker,
Schottenklöster, pp. 103-105). Friedrich III himself donated properties to Weih Sankt Peter, according to a charter dating
to between 1125 and 1137 (Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte der Schottenabtei, No. 12; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp.
103-104).
25
The seventh most frequently visited town during his reign, with Worms receiving the greatest number of visits at
eighteen (Streich, Burg und Kirche II, p. 569; Gockel, Die deutschen Königspfalzen, p. 146).
26
Patze, Politische Geschichte, pp. 20-24.
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would have been a pre-requisite. The only slight evidence for episcopal sponsorship comes from
the Vita Arnoldi, though – even if the Erfurt Schottenmönche are the Scoti referred to – the
passages are too vague to judge whether Archbishop Arnold himself played a role in the
foundation of the Schottenkloster or merely advanced a process begun during the tenure of a
predecessor.

27

The search for the figures involved in bringing the Irish monks to Erfurt has

produced one further theory worth considering. A number of authors have suggested that Bishop
Embricho of Würzburg (1127-1146) may have played a part.

28

This bishop, the founder of the

Würzburg Schottenkloster in the 1130s, had served as provost of the collegiate church of St.
Mary in Erfurt and as the Erfurt archdeacon in the late 1110s and early 1120s.

29

This conjecture

cannot be dismissed out of hand given Embricho’s potential involvement in the foundation
processes of three other Schottenklöster, particularly if the establishment date for Erfurt was
indeed 1136. There is no evidence to suggest anything other than coincidence in relation to his
Erfurt connections, however.
The principal motivations of the one virtually certain participant in the Erfurt foundation process,
Walther von Gleißberg, are likely to have included that of provision for his spiritual salvation. His
prominent burial-place within the presbytery of the Schottenkirche kept the memory of his
generosity alive within the Irish monastery, though he is one of the few founders not to have been
remembered in the general Schottenkloster necrology. Perhaps the impressively-constructed
monastic church was also intended to signal the ambitions of the founder, who, as a Ministeriale,
would have occupied a relatively low rank within the nobility.

30

Among those whom Walther was

emulating in establishing an Irish monastery were bishops and a king. The expanding town of
Erfurt, the most politically important in Thuringia, would have been a fitting stage for such a
grandiose statement.
The extents of the monastic estate are not particularly well documented in the case of Erfurt, and
it is difficult to judge whether the founder’s social status – quite humble in comparison to other
27

Flachenecker drew attention to an entry for the year 1155 in the Annales Sancti Disiboldi, which he believed was
possible evidence of a link between Arnold and the Gleißberg sect (Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 161-163). The
relevant passage refers to a Wilhelmus comes de Glizberg as a supporter of the Archbishop (MGH SS 17, p. 29).
Flachenecker disputes Schöntag’s identification of this figure as Count Wilhelm von Gleiberg, arguing that Glizberg was
used as the Latin form of Gleißberg in early charters (Schöntag, Untersuchungen, p. 25). Yet Glizberg was also used in
charters relating to Gleiberg, and there was a Wilhelm as Count of Gleiberg between 1130 and 1158 {see the
genealogical table of the Gleiberg counts accompanying Brake, L. & Brinkmann, H. (eds.) 800 Jahre Gießener
Geschichte:1197-1997 (reproduced at www.viatores-temporis.de/info/stammtafel.html)}. Also casting serious doubt on
Flachenecker’s identification are the facts that no person by the name of Wilhelm von Gleißberg is otherwise attested, that
the Gleißbergs did not hold the rank of counts, and that the castle of Gleißberg was not granted to Walther until after
1158.
28
Hammermayer, Die irischen Benediktiner-“Schottenklöster”, p. 263; Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 41; Kaiser,
Archäologische Untersuchungen, p. 185.
29
Sonntag, Das Kollegiatstift St. Marien, pp. 121-123; Wendehorst, Das Bistum Würzburg, p. 140.
30
Another possible indicator of pretension on Walther’s part was his marriage to Hedwig, who as the daughter of a
Margrave, would have been somewhat above Walther’s station. Adela von Vohburg, possibly Hedwig’s sister, famously
married a Ministeriale after the annulment of her marriage to an emperor.
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Schottenkloster patrons – placed constraints on the level of financial provision initially available to
the monastery.

31

The longevity of the Irish period in the Schottenkloster’s history, which only

ended circa 1518, indicates that the monastery’s financial assets were sufficient to sustain the
th

community. Even in the late 15 century, at a time when the other surviving Irish monasteries
were at a low ebb, the Erfurt monks were still in a position to fund a large-scale reconstruction of
the Schottenkirche in the wake of the 1475 fire, although historical sources point to a protracted
fundraising campaign, and the church’s fabric and modified form can be seen as the practical
consequences of these financial constraints. Among the valuable assets of the Erfurt
Schottenkloster were the parochial rights in the village-parish of St. Mauritius in Krautheim near
Weimar and in the urban parish of St. James in Leipzig.

32

Both parishes are mentioned for the

first time in a privilege granted by Pope Honorius III in 1226, but may well have formed part of the
monastery’s foundation grant.

33

Though the Vita Mariani and Libellus are silent on the Erfurt Schottenkloster, the Erfurt house
th

was part of the wider Schottenkloster movement at least from the early 13 -century onwards and
most likely ab initio.

34

The dedication of the monastery to St. James, as was the case at the

motherhouse and the early Würzburg and Constance colonies, strongly suggests that it was an
off-shoot of Regensburg. The first definite evidence for a connection between the Erfurt and
Regensburg monasteries comes in the form of a charter of 1225/26, though less water-tight
sources point to the presence of an Erfurt abbot at Schottenklöster general chapters in 1211 and
35

1216.

The charter was issued by Archbishop Siegfried of Mainz at the behest of the abbots of

the Regensburg, Würzburg and Nuremberg Schottenklöster. It upheld the right of the Regensburg
superior to conduct visitations and corrections of the Erfurt house and to depose disobedient
abbots, the obligation on the Erfurt abbot to attend the annual general chapters and the
requirement that the election of each new abbot be approved by Regensburg. The charter
appears to have been a response to intransigence on the part of the Erfurt abbot in the wake of

31

th

The potentially instructive redituarium (rent roll) of 1340, described as the monastery’s oldest in the early 18 -century
Tentamen super vitis et actis Abbatum Monasterii S. Jacobi Scotorum ordinis S. Benedicti Erfurti (Reproduced in
Hammermayer, Neue Beiträge, p. 212), does not survive. See Scholle, Das Erfurter Schottenkloster, pp. 24-26, for a brief
outline of the monastery’s property interests.
32
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 248.
33
Papal bull contained in Brockie, Monasteria, pp. 256-259 (As per Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 248, 301). The
dedication of the Leipzig church to St. James can presumably be attributed to the Erfurt monks. Between 1216/23 and
1226 the Erfurt Schottenkloster was given a hide of land in Krautheim as part of an exchange agreement with their
guardian Walther von Gleißberg. (Beyer, Urkundenbuch, vol. 1, Nos. 73-74; Devrient, Urkundenbuch, Nos. 20-21) The
confirmed ownership of land in Krautheim by the Gleißberg family suggests that the Irish monks acquired their parochial
rights in the village as part of the founder’s grant at the time of establishment.
34
Both works also fail to mention the early daughter-house at Constance.
35
Paricius, Allerneuste und bewährte Nachricht, pp. 287-290; Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte der Schottenabtei, Nos. 23,
32, 35; Overmann, Urkundenbuch, Nos. 147, 196. See Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 163-164, 294-296, 299-301,
341-343, regarding the dating of the charter and the questionable accuracy of the general-capital reports, which rely
th
heavily on information contained in Brockie’s 18 -century Monasteria.
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the recognition of Regensburg’s primacy at the Lateran Council of 1215.

36

Paricius reports that

the Erfurt abbot Trinotus had refused to acknowledge his subjection to Abbot Jacobus of
Regensburg or to attend general chapters in the period prior to the appeal being made to the
Archbishop of Mainz.

37

The cause of this dispute may have simply been a reluctance on the part

of the abbot or community at Erfurt to cede further authority to Regensburg, perhaps an indication
of the strength and stability of the Erfurt house at that time. A later Regensburg abbot had the
charter confirmed by Archbishop Werner of Mainz in 1276, in what may well have been a move
designed to stymie a renewed push on Erfurt’s part for a greater degree of independence, at a
time when the Würzburg, Constance and Memmingen monasteries were also seeking to loosen
their ties to the motherhouse.

38

Despite the damage suffered by fire in 1472 and the general problem of the shortage of fresh
novices and resources, the northern outpost of the Schottenkloster movement outlasted most of
th

th

the other Irish monasteries and survived into the 16 century. The early 18 -century Tentamen
super vitis et actis Abbatum Monasterii S. Jacobi Scotorum ordinis S. Benedicti Erfurti (henceforth
Tentamen) reports that the monastery was already in magnis debtis et ruinis by the 1460s, a
39

decline sharply accelerated by the 1472 disaster.

These difficulties did not prevent the

Schottenkloster from forging a strong connection with Erfurt’s nascent university or from running a
prominent Schottenschule within the monastery.
have arrived in 1518.

41

40

The end of the Irish period at Erfurt appears to

In the wake of the death of the last Irish abbot at Regensburg, the Erfurt

abbot Benedictus ceded control to the Scot, David Cumming, marking the beginning of the
Scottish period, which itself would last for just over 300 years.
Location
In 742 Bonifatius requested Pope Zacharias to confirm Erphesfurt as the episcopal see for the
Thuringian region, thus recognising the importance of the existing settlement.

42

Though the

diocese would be quickly subsumed by Mainz, Erfurt remained the ecclesiastical centre of
36

The charter makes reference to the now lost privilege issued to the Regensburg abbot by Innocent III at the Council.
See Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 299-301, for a discussion and partial reproduction of the charter.
37
Paricius, Allerneuste und bewährte Nachricht, p. 290.
38
Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte der Schottenabtei, No. 59; Overmann, Urkundenbuch, No. 467.
39
Hammermayer, Neue Beiträge, p. 215.
40
The university was established in 1392 and from 1427 onwards the abbots of the Schottenkloster held the office of
Conservator et Iudex within it. In addition, a large number of Irish monks, including eleven abbots, registered as students
between 1399 and 1518. The Schottenschule was one of the four schools in Erfurt referred to in an imperial letter of 1366.
A school-master is recorded for 1357, but it is unclear when exactly the school was begun (Scholle, Das Erfurter
Schottenkloster, pp. 50-59).
41
Hammermayer, Neue Beiträge, p. 217-218.
42
The development of medieval Erfurt is discussed in Eberhardt, Erfurt als kirchliches Zentrum im Früh- und
Hochmittelalter; Mägdefrau & Langer, Die Entfaltung der Stadt, p. 53-61; Zießler, Eine Stadt und die Straße; Timpel, Neue
archäologische Forschungsergebnisse; Mägdefrau, Erfurt in der Geschichte Thüringens; Gockel, Die deutschen
Königspfalzen, pp. 103-147.
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Thuringia throughout the middle ages, contributing to its development into the pre-eminent
medieval and modern town in the region. Though Erfurt was only briefly the centre of a diocese,
as the property of the powerful Archbishop of Mainz the town retained an episcopal character.
The collegiate church of St. Mary, situated on the southern of the two hills overlooking Erfurt,
traced its foundation back to Bonifatius and was the principal parish church and pro-Mainz
institution within the town. From the early 12

th

century onwards its provost was head of the

archdeaconry comprising Erfurt and much of eastern Thuringia.

43

While the provost was

effectively Mainz’s ecclesiastical figure-head in Erfurt, by this stage a number of secular officeholders were responsible for the feudal administration of the town on the archbishop’s behalf.
Sharing the crest of the hill with St. Marien was the other important episcopal collegiate church,
St. Severi, which controlled an archdeaconry covering a large area to the west of Erfurt.
The settlement chosen by Bonifatius owed its prominence to the ford over the River Gera which
gave Erfurt its name. This Furt became the crossing-point for a number of important routes, which
precipitated the emergence of Erfurt as an important trading centre. Most significant of these was
the Via Regia Lusatiae, first mentioned in 768.

44

The Via Regia, later known as the ‘Hohe Straße’

or ‘Königsstraße’, ran to Erfurt from the Rhine via Mainz and Frankfurt and continued on into the
Slavic areas to the east, before ending in Kiev. This road cut between the two hills to the west of
the river around which the original settlement was centred. One of these held the cathedral and
later in its place St. Marien alongside St. Severi, the other possibly accommodated a palatial
complex followed by a canonry and later again the Benedictine monastery of St. Peter and Paul.

45

The construction of Erfurt’s first town-wall is recorded for 1066, enclosing the area within the arc
of the river-bend, thus fusing the areas of settlement which had developed around the two hills
and on the west-bank of the river. A merchants’ quarter, which had by this stage emerged to the
east of the river along the route of the Hohe Straße and was concentrated in the area between
the Wenigemarkt and the Kaufmännerkirche, was left unenclosed. The Wenigemarkt lay
immediately to the east of the Krämerbrücke, a bridge first recorded in 1117, which linked the
merchants’ district with the walled town across the river, as well as marking the entry- or exit-point
of the Hohe Straße.
The Schottenkloster was founded on an unbuilt patch of land less than 150m north-east of this
busy transport funnel.

46

In addition, the Johannesstraße, which catered for the traffic from roads

43

Sonntag, Das Kollegiatstift St. Marien, pp. 20-24; Eberhardt, Erfurt als kirchliches Zentrum im Früh- und
Hochmittelalter, pp. 12, 19-20, 24-25.
44
Zießler, Eine Stadt und die Straße; Mägdefrau, Erfurt in der Geschichte Thüringens, p. 22; Gockel, Die deutschen
Königspfalzen, pp. 104-105.
45
Gockel, Die deutschen Königspfalzen, pp. 109-110, 144.
46
Excavations carried out within the Schottenkirche in the 1960s revealed no evidence for activity predating the arrival of
the Irish monks (Barthel & Höhne, Zwei Gräber aus Erfurter Kirchen, pp. 319-320). The Schottenkloster had a direct
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entering the urban area from the north and south-east, skirted the eastern perimeter of the
monastery’s confines. This location, outside the walled-town yet in a prominent, highly-visible
position near important access routes, corresponds with the general pattern noted for the Irish
monasteries in Germany. The Erfurt monastery is, however, one of the few Schottenklöster in
relation to which no historical references to the accommodation of pilgrims have emerged,
making it unlikely that this was one of the factors determining the proximity to major routes. Erfurt
was not in itself a centre of pilgrimage, and is perhaps located too far north to have been deemed
worthy of a detour for Irish or other pilgrims en route to the principal destinations of southern
Europe. The siting of the Schottenkloster within the merchant’s quarter has given rise to some
47

speculation as to whether any members of this profession participated in its establishment.

No

evidence for such involvement or for any especially strong links between the Irish monks and
local merchants exists. Like many of the Irish monasteries, the Erfurt Schottenkloster did not
remain long outside the town-walls. The construction of a new circuit was begun in 1162 with the
object of enclosing the areas of settlement to the east of the river.
The Schottenkloster was the town’s second Benedictine foundation, the influential monastery of
th

St. Peter and Paul having been established in the mid-11 century. Shortly after its foundation,
the Peterskloster joined the group of Benedictine monasteries linked to the Cluny-influenced
48

Hirsau reform movement.

th

Its 12 -century church stood proudly on the northern of Erfurt’s two

hills, competing visually with the twin piers of archiepiscopal power, St. Marien and St. Severi, on
th

the hill opposite. The growth of Erfurt in the 12 century was accompanied by the establishment
of new monasteries. Like the Schottenkloster, the canonry of the Augustinians Regular (the socalled Reglerkloster), founded in 1117, and the Neuwerkkloster of the Augustinian canonesses
(circa 1150) were both located outside the walls on the eastern side of the river, a good distance
to the south of the later Irish monastery.

49

The ambitious extension of the circuit in the 1160s
th

facilitated the settlement of the mendicant orders within the town-walls in the 13 century. Only
the Dominicans, whose large friary was established in 1229, were in a position to locate within the
th

confines of the 11 -century walls. Eventually, the concentration of religious houses within Erfurt
became such, that Martin Luther, the town’s most famous resident, would describe it as erfordia
th

turrita. The 12 -century east-fronts of the hill-top St. Marien, St. Severi and St. Peter provided a
striking collection of towers, visually dominating the town below. The similarly twin-towered westfront of the Schottenkirche may well have been an architectural response to these three

th

connection with the Krämerbrücke from the 14 century onwards, having acquired the Ägidienkirche, a church situated
above the vault of the bridge’s eastern gateway, in 1325 (Beyer, Urkundenbuch, vol. 2, No. 41).
47
Wiegand, Forschungen, p. 26: ‘Es ist sicher kein Zufall, daß sich der im zwölften Jahrhundert errichtete Konvent St.
Jacob in Erfurt, der nur Iren aufnahm, in der damals noch sehr jungen Kaufleutesiedlung auf dem Ostufer der Gera
niederließ.’
48
Friedrich, Die ehemalige Benediktinerklosterkirche, pp. 2-3.
49
Mägdefrau & Langer, Die Entfaltung der Stadt, pp. 56, 62.
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churches. Similarly representative town-façades have already been encountered at Regensburg,
Würzburg and Nuremberg.
An architectural history of the Erfurt Schottenkirche
The Schottenkirche is the only element of the medieval Erfurt monastery to survive (figs. 120,
122-123). It is a structure which has been shaped by a number of building campaigns over the
centuries, but is still very much a Romanesque church at its core. There are no consecration
dates or other written sources that allow the construction of the original Schottenkirche to be
anchored within a firm chronological framework. It will be shown that the physical evidence points
to the structure having been completed in two separate stages (Phases I and II), distinguished by
a change in the architectural style from what could be termed ‘High Romanesque’ to ‘Late
Romanesque/ Early Gothic’, but unlikely to have been divided by any great period of time. The
earliest historical reference to the church dates to 1234 or 1235, when Wilhelm, bishop of the
50

Saxon diocese of Havelberg (1219-1244), celebrated ordines there on Holy Saturday.

There are

th

no records to suggest that any major alterations were carried out on the 12 -century church until
th

the second half of the 15 century. The Tentamen reports that the monastery was in a state of
disrepair in the 1460s.

51

A restoration of the church and cloister was begun, but, as it neared
52

completion, the monastery was hit by the devastating fire of 1472.

This disaster caused severe

damage throughout the Schottenkirche, and necessitated significant reconstructive measures,
which left a strong late Gothic imprint upon the church. It would be forty years before the repair of
the monastery was concluded under Benedictus, the last Irish abbot at Erfurt. The Tentamen
provides testament to the arduous and prolonged fund-raising campaign required to finance the
53

restoration.

In 1512 the rebuilding of the south-tower began, while the erection of a new or

restored altar dedicated to St. Ninian in 1514 may have marked the completion of the church’s
54

reconstruction.

Over the next two hundred years the monastery and church endured long

50

‘Hoc anno Erphordie in vigilia pasche Willehelmus Havelbergensis episcopus in ecclesia Scotorum ordines celebravit’:
Annales Erphordenses Fratrum Praedicatorum (at 1235); Cronica S. Petri Erfordensis Moderna (at 1234) (MGH SS rer.
Germ. 42, pp. 90, 231-232).
51
Quoting from a letter written by the Bishop of Meißen in 1464: ‘antiquissimum istud Monasterium adeo vetustate esse
collapsum, ut nullus sit propter imminentes casus qui illud inhabitet.’ (Hammermayer, Neue Beiträge, p. 215).
52
‘Rebus fortiter gestis, nova Monasterii aedificationem feliciter incepit, Ecclesiam primum dein abbatiam ferme
compleverat, sed novum infortunium illius connatus illudens, universale nim: urbis incendium anno 1472. Ecclesiam
novam cum duobus capellis Beatae Mariae et Sancti Vandalini et recens Monasterii aedificium in cineres redegit.’ (ibid., p.
215).
53
Abbot Matthew (1464-1479) is said to have acquired a (now lost) charter signed by the abbots and priors of most of the
other Schottenklöster, which called for financial aid for the stricken monastery. Abbot Benedict’s (1507-1518) difficulties in
raising finance are colourfully outlined: ‘Monasterio restaurando animum adjecit, in id facilius literas pro eleemosinis
colligendis quam ipsas eleemosinas ab aliquibus Imperii Principibus impetravit: venditis tandem domibus et vineis ad
unius aut plurium vitas templum ita instauravit, ut officium divinum in eo celebrari posset’ (ibid., pp. 215, 217).
54
The year of the tower’s reconstruction and the name of the chief builder responsible, Klaus Colben, are said to have
been recorded in a now no longer visible inscription on its interior or exterior (Tettau, Beschreibende Darstellung, p. 135).
It is unclear whether the two Erfurt citizens that funded the erection of the altar, Balthasar Bardining and Jacob
Flammingk, were originally from Scotland (ibid., pp. 135-136) or Holland (Scholle, Das Erfurter Schottenkloster, p. 34).
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periods of disrepair punctuated by minor campaigns of renovation and improvement.

55

The final

construction phase to shape significantly the current church structure lasted from 1711 to 1729
and saw the introduction of Baroque elements to both the interior and exterior of the
56

Schottenkirche as well as the construction of a new conventual building.

For the most part, the

medieval fabric of the church has remained unchanged until today. The most significant measure
adopted in the intervening period was the lowering of the floor-level of the nave in the 1960s,
which concluded a programme of restoration and archaeological excavation designed to bring the
church back into operation after the damage and neglect suffered during and after World War II.

57

This involved the removal of the 1.2m of compressed rubble, humus and flooring, including c.
70cm of debris attributable to the 1472 fire, in order to retrieve the original Romanesque floor58

level.

Today the church serves the Catholic parish of SS. Nicolai und Jacobi.

The exterior
Three main periods of construction emerge from the historical evidence – the initial building
th

campaign, the post 1472 reconstruction and the early 18 -century Baroque remodelling – and it
will be shown that these episodes are readily discernible in the fabric of the modern
Schottenkirche. Before concentrating on the reconstruction of the original monastic church, it is
important to give a general description of the current structure, so as to identify the alterations
undergone over the centuries and attempt to peel these back to reveal the earliest forms. The
th

detail of the surviving 12 -century substance will be reserved for the next section. Approaching
from the Schottenstraße to the east, the Schottenkirche’s western facade immediately betrays the
three main phases of construction which shaped the current structure. A tall, restrained Baroque
gabled-wall rises centrally, holding the main doorway and high above it a free-standing statue of
th

the church’s patron, St. James (fig. 122). A bulky tower flanks it to the right, the 12 -century
masonry towards its base running into that of the late Gothic storeys above. The belfry of the
tower has a pointed tracery window in each wall, and is capped by a slated Baroque bell-roof
dating to 1718.

59

The truncated outer casing of the late Romanesque/early Gothic portal survives

incorporated into the north-west corner of the tower. The left-hand side of the church’s western
wall projects beyond the central Baroque façade. This northern section is shorter in width than the

Judging by the names, it could be either, but the dedication to St. Ninian (if not already extant) points to Scotland, which
raises interesting questions regarding Irish-Scottish links in Erfurt prior to the surrender of the monastery to Scottish
Benedictines in 1518.
55
See Scholle, Das Erfurter Schottenkloster, p. 37-42; Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 135-136.
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In 1711 the Scottish Abbot Maurus Stuart received permission to begin extending the conventual buildings, while the
th
consecration of the renovated church took place on August 24 , 1729 (Scholle, Das Erfurter Schottenkloster, p. 43). An
inscription on the Baroque west façade dates its completion to 1727.
57
Extensive correspondence regarding the restoration and, particularly, the contentious lowering of the floor level is
contained in the Schottenkirche file housed in the archive of the Thüringisches Landesamt für Denkmalpflege in Erfurt.
See also Kaiser, Die „Schotten’- (Nicolai) Kirche in Erfurt and Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen.
58
Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, p. 192.
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Zahn, Schottenklöster, Reg. No. 48.
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south-tower and finishes with a diagonal roof-line descending from the edge of the Baroque
entablature. It is rubble-built and pierced by a Baroque segmental arched window.
Beyond the west-front, the nave of the church is basilical in form (figs. 123, 143). A narrow
clerestorey featuring four windows on either side sits above the roof of the tall side-aisles. The
th

windows are again Baroque, but the fabric of the clerestorey clearly belongs to the 12 century,
exhibiting the worn remains of the original decorative scheme. The lower part of the clerestorey is
60

obscured by the aisle-roof, though this is perched at quite an acute angle.

The difficulty stems

from the height of the side-walls, which were raised significantly to counteract the substantial rise
in the internal floor-level post 1472. Both aisle-walls contain four Baroque windows in alignment
with those of the clerestorey above and a further smaller opening into the western aisle-bays on
either side. In addition, there is a wide Baroque doorway on each wall, that towards the western
end of the south-wall occupying the position of a Romanesque portal, the lower courses of which
survive.

61

A trench was dug in the 1960s around the entire church, with the exception of its

western end, in order to dry out the lower sections of the walls, which had been concealed both
internally and externally due to the raised floor-level. This measure revealed that the retention of
the layers of rubble after the fire of 1472 resulted in the preservation of the lower courses of the
th

12 -century aisle-walls including their plinths and the lower section of the portal on the south-wall.
During the reconstruction of the church after the fire, new, slightly narrower side-walls were built
th

on top of the sealed 12 -century courses. These late Gothic walls are rubble-built, rendered in
patches, and incorporate spolia from the Romanesque church, including numerous sculptural
fragments.

62

A new plinth-moulding, a simple diagonal above plate combination similar to the

th

12 -century example, marked the further narrowing of the wall roughly 2m above ground-level.
th

The narrower Gothic walls do not follow exactly the line of their 12 -century counterparts. This is
particularly noticeable in the case of the north wall, where the projection of the lower courses of
the Romanesque wall beyond the Gothic wall internally increases markedly towards the east. The
raised level of the ground due to the accumulated rubble required that the Gothic walls be built to
a height significantly greater than their forerunners, which ensured that the side-aisle roof-line
th

had to be raised, obscuring the lower part of the 12 -century clerestorey. At least one further
increase in the height of the side-walls at a later date resulted in the roof-line again being raised,
resulting in further damage to the sculptural decoration of the clerestorey.
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Until recently the clerestorey was totally obscured by the aisle-roof, with dormer windows allowing light to enter the
nave via the four windows. This arrangement can be seen on Mündelein’s 1917 drawing of the south-elevation (Die
Restauration der Nikolai-Pfarrkirche, p. 35, fig. 4).
61
The doorway on the north-wall is now blocked up. The south-doorway was lowered to the recovered Romanesque
floor-level. Because the Baroque opening was positioned off-centre in relation to the Romanesque portal, its lowering
required the removal of a section of the surviving eastern jambs. See Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, Pl. 127, for
the situation in the period between excavation and the lowering of the doorway.
62
There is a particular concentration of such sculptural fragments near the original south portal.
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The walls of the Schottenkirche presbytery, which are supported by three buttresses, date almost
in their entirety to the late Gothic reconstruction (fig. 123). The later plinth-moulding of the sideaisle walls continues around the presbytery. Four large tracery windows light the presbytery, two
in the south-wall and one each to the north and east. While the south side-aisle ends flat in line
with the west-end of the presbytery, on the north-side the aisle runs into a sacristy building of the
same width and height. This annex and adjacent presbytery are contemporary and linked
internally by a pointed-arched doorway in the latter’s north-wall.

63

A further Gothic doorway (now

blocked-up) stands opposite it on the south-wall of the presbytery. The walls of the presbytery
reach a height just below those of the nave, with its roof also slightly lower.
The interior
Within the Schottenkirche the Romanesque character is much more apparent, though the original
layout of the internal space has been confused by substantial later alterations (figs. 124-125). A
steep flight of steps leads from the Baroque west-portal down to the nave, a consequence of the
discrepancy between the reconstituted original and post-1472 floor-levels, the latter having been
retained in the area immediately inside as well as outside the doorway. Unlike the external walls,
the interior of the Schottenkirche is plastered throughout. The nave and side-aisles are divided
into five bays: two narrow ones at the western end followed by three of approximately double their
length further east. The lower sections of the piers supporting the arcades were obscured until
the floor-level was amended in the 1960s. The two narrow western bays can be differentiated
from the three further east on grounds other than size alone. There is an obvious chronological
break between the third and fourth free-standing arcade-supports on either side from east to
west. Whereas the first three are compound piers with form and sculptural detail belonging to the
‘High Romanesque’ period, the final support is again a compound pier, but of late Romanesque/
early Gothic design. The latter carries two sculpted pointed arches on either arcade in conjunction
with similarly-formed responds on the end-wall to the west and the most westerly ‘High
Romanesque’ piers to the east. The supports of the three easterly bays are linked by wide round
arches. It will be argued below that the ‘High Romanesque’ and late Romanesque/ early Gothic
elements belong to sequential stages (Phases I and II) in the construction of the complete original
Schottenkirche, with the later work representing the delayed completion of an original plan rather
than an independent addition or rebuilding. Today the nave and aisles are covered by pointed
blind vaults dating to the Baroque restoration, with the exception of the most westerly bays of
both side-aisles, which belong to Phase II of the initial construction campaign and are rib-vaulted.
As will be discussed below, the form of the compound nave-piers and the existence of wallsupports running up to the clerestorey wall from these piers point to the original presence of
63

The pointed doorway between the sacristy and the north-aisle was inserted in 1962 (See letter of 10/10/62 in the
Schottenkirche folder in the archive of the Thüringisches Landesamt für Denkmalpflege in Erfurt). The sacristy has a
Baroque segmental window on its north-wall.
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stone-vaults throughout the church. The east-west chronological progression observed in the
nave-arcade is also apparent regarding these ostensible vault-supports, as there is a change
from Phase I to Phase II forms after the third bay from east. The current pointed aisle-vaults are
much taller than the original examples, as they were inserted after the height of the side-walls
was raised. This is illustrated by the difference in height between the blind vaults and the intact
rib-vaults of the most westerly bays.
The nave-arcade ends at the chancel arch between the Romanesque nave and the Gothic
presbytery, which retains the post-1472 floor-level and is raised significantly above the nave as a
consequence. The supporting piers of this arch date largely to the post-1472 reconstruction, but
are built on top of the surviving bases of Phase I supports. The presbytery is covered by two blind
pointed groin-vaults dating to the Baroque restoration, which are divided by a transverse arch
resting on floating Baroque impost-corbels. The vaults spring from these imposts, from those of
the chancel arch and from two lower Gothic corbels at the two eastern corners.
The opposite end of the nave is today covered by a gallery, which accommodates the churchorgan. It has a curved front and stretches just beyond the free-standing Phase II pier. This
represents a shorter and lower 1960 replacement of the Baroque gallery. The vault-supports on
this section of the nave-wall, which run through the gallery floor to the same height as their
counterparts to the east, do not allow for the initial existence of a gallery, which points to this
arrangement having been introduced subsequent to the collapse of the nave-vaults, either in the
wake of the 1472 fire or in the Baroque period (figs. 131, 137). Today access to the gallery from
below can only be achieved via a stairwell built behind the west-wall of the northern side-aisle.
The construction of this chamber necessitated the projection of the external west-wall at this point
beyond that of the rest of the church’s west-façade. The stairwell is entered from the side-aisle
through a pointed doorway, which was only inserted in the 1960s in conjunction with the
reinstatement of the defunct stairwell.

64

The stairwell would once have been accessible directly

from the Baroque claustral buildings to the north-west. Depictions of the Baroque buildings, which
were demolished in 1854/55, suggest that their eastern wing was built right up against both the
north- and west-walls of the stairwell.

65

Brick-work visible in the north-wall probably marks the

former position of the doorway between the stairwell and the east-wing. The current opening
between the stairwell and the gallery was inserted in the 1960s, but replaced a higher doorway. It
is not clear whether the earlier doorway, and by extension both the gallery and the stairwell, were
66

a product of the late Gothic or Baroque campaigns.

The gallery was only accessible from the
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Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 272, n. 492.
Scholle, Das Erfurter Schottenkloster, p. 46.
66
Zahn states that the earlier doorway was late Gothic in form, and the visible external masonry of the stairwell is not
inconsistent with that of the late Gothic tower, being composed of rubble with stressed quoins (Zahn, Schottenklöster, p.
65
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south in the period between the demolition of the Baroque buildings in 1854/55 and 1960. In the
latter year a spiral staircase, which was built within the thickness of the west-wall of the southaisle, was blocked-up for safety reasons.

67

This stairwell was accessed from the western bay of

the side-aisle (which is also the open ground-floor of the tower) by a very slightly pointed doorway
contemporary with the Phase II supports (fig. 133). Because there was no gallery originally, the
purpose of the staircase would have been to provide access to the upper floors of the southtower.
Reconstructing the original Schottenkirche
th

The partial reinstatement of the 12 -century floor-level both inside and immediately outside the
Schottenkirche and the attendant archaeological investigation provided a rich source of
information regarding the form of the original monastic church and answered a number of key
research questions.

68

One of the most important results was the recovery of a large part of the

original ground-plan. At the eastern end of both the north and south side-walls, the lower courses
of the projecting west-walls of two transept arms were unearthed, establishing that the
Romanesque Schottenkirche, unlike the current structure, had an eastern transept. At the
opposite end of the north-aisle excavation confirmed that the Phase II west-front had a northern
tower to partner the surviving southern one, with the discovery of the remains of the tower’s wide
projecting north-wall outside the post-1472 side-wall. Efforts at the reconstruction of the original
Schottenkirche must begin with an examination of the better-preserved nave, however, before
dealing in detail with the subject of the church’s eastern and western terminations.
Nave interior
The visual effect of the current nave is dominated by the contrast between the pair of narrow
western bays and the much wider units to the east. Its division into these two distinct sections
does reflect an essential characteristic of the original Schottenkirche, though subsequent
changes have exaggerated the disharmony. As stated above, the three round eastern arches of
each nave-arcade are carried by sturdy ‘High Romanesque’ (Phase I) compound piers and the
multi-period supports of the chancel arch, while the two pointed western arches belong to the late
123). The Gothic plinth-moulding does not continue across the external walls of the stairwell, which could either mean that
the walls were actually Baroque or else that the Gothic claustral buildings abutted the church at the exact same point as
the Baroque buildings. The latter scenario does seem somewhat unlikely, which raises doubts about the ostensible late
Gothic vintage of the stairwell and gallery. The form of the doorway between the gallery and the south-tower is not
diagnostic.
67
The closing and subsequent blocking-off of the spiral staircase are recorded in letters dating to 24/8/59 and 29/12/60
(Schottenkirche folder, Thüringisches Landesamt für Denkmalpflege, Erfurt).
68
The archaeological excavations were directed by Georg Kaiser of the East German Institut für Denkmalpflege, Erfurt
branch, and the results were published by him in three articles: Kaiser, Die „Schotten’- (Nicolai) Kirche in Erfurt; Kaiser,
Schottenkirche St. Jakob; Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen. Two further short articles dealing with the discovery of
a single grave containing a crucifix dating to circa 1500 were also published: Barthel & Höhne, Zwei Gräber aus Erfurter
Kirchen; Kaiser, Sterbeablaßkreuz.
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Romanesque/ early Gothic’ Phase II of the initial construction campaign. The three free-standing
Phase I supports rest upon about 40cm-high chamfered plinths, which themselves stand on low
rectangular platforms (figs. 124-126). These piers are based on a cross-shaped plan: four arms
project from a central core, which corresponds in width to the nave wall above. Wide threequarter columns are attached to the east and west arms. These columns are of unusual form, as
they are, with one exception, partially set-back into rounded niches cut into the cross-arms.

69

On

the aisle-facing side of the piers, nook shafts fill the angles between the cross-arms. The naveorientated cross-arm continues as a pilaster up the wall to support the transverse arch of the
vault, flanked for its length by two further slender nook shafts. The piers feature continuous base
mouldings and imposts broken only by the nave vault-supports. The bases are of attic form, with
ridged corner-spurs on the torus easing the transition between the round bases of the engaged
columns and the square plates below (fig. 129). The impost moulding of all but one pier has a
profile from bottom to top of roll – hollow – roll – roll – plate, with an additional roll on top in some
cases. The exception is the most easterly of the three supports of the south-arcade, where the
impost is composed of a plate above two wide hollow chamfers (fig. 128). The engaged columns
of the piers have cushion capitals marked with restrained sculptural detail. Simple incised lines,
quirks and astragals or, less frequently, rope-mouldings are used to accentuate the curve of the
capitals’ faces, to divide vertically the spandrels between the faces or as neckings.
While the arcade-piers survive intact, the changes made to the church over the centuries have
left them in part divorced from their original structural role. Particularly conspicuous in this regard
are the three-quarter columns attached to the eastern and western cross-arms, which today stand
completely unburdened (figs. 125-127). This situation offers the most striking indication that the
form of the existing nave-arcade does not reflect that of the Romanesque church. The
discrepancy between the size of the wide eastern and the narrow western arches has long
prompted scholars to suggest that the three eastern bays were originally six, with the
intermediary arcade-supports falling victim to a later rebuilding.

70

This belief is supported by the

available evidence. At present, the wide round arches which link the piers rest on their east and
west cross-arms, with the attached three-quarter columns standing idle. The columns were
clearly designed to bear further east-west arches. They do not come into question as supports for
the inner-rings or soffit rolls of the current arches, however, as these widely-spanned roundarches are not original. This is apparent from the fact that, when removed of its plaster, the wall
directly above the voussoirs was seen to be composed of small pieces of rubble indicative of the
need to reconcile an inserted arch with the existing Romanesque masonry above.

71

In addition,
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The columns on both sides of the most easterly free-standing support of the northern arcade are not recessed.
Dehio, Handbuch der deutschen Kunstdenkmäler, vol. 1, p. 85; Mündelein, Die Restauration der Nikolai-Pfarrkirche,
pp. 34-35.
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Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, p. 200.
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the apex of the current arches just cuts the line of an original string-course, truncated stretches of
which run to up to a foot either side of the imposts of the vault-supports (fig. 130).

72

The arches

may have cut a second string-course, pitched only about one metre below impost level, if Kaiser’s
observations are accurate.

73

These findings do not allow room for the original presence of a

single arch with the height and span of the current one. Instead pairs of narrower arches bridged
the space between the surviving arcade-piers by way of an intermediary support, though,
unfortunately, the archaeological excavations of 1963/64 could not confirm the existence of these
supports, owing to the robbing-out of the foundations between the surviving piers.

74

The arcade-

and clerestorey walls would have been plastered over, as today. They were composed of
coursed, roughly-squared sandstone blocks, which are visible externally within the aisle roofspace.
The form of the existing piers gives some clues as to that of the missing supports.

75

The

combination of a cross-arm and a projecting three-quarter column on the east and west faces of
the piers almost certainly points to the intervening arches being composed of two orders, and
suggests that the intermediary piers had supports of similar form on either side. The arches were
probably composed of a substantial soffit bowtell inside a simple rectangular order, judging by the
relevant supports and the evidence from contemporary churches. The intermediary supports may
well have closely resembled the surviving piers, but would have lacked the fourth, naveorientated cross-arm, as they were not directly involved in bearing the weight of the nave-vault.
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There is some evidence for the supports being tied into the vertical articulation of the wall above.
During the restoration and archaeological excavations two fragments of masonry featuring billetmoulding came to light (fig. 156). One formed part of a string-course, while the other bears the
billet on two faces which slope diagonally from a damaged central plate or roll, suggesting that it
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See also Mündelein, Die Restauration der Nikolai-Pfarrkirche, p. 37. This string-course retained the profile of the impost
moulding, although in the case of most of the surviving fragments the original profile has been removed.
73
Kaiser reconstructed this frieze on the basis of scars observed on the vault-supports and the arcade wall. It simply ran
between the flanking columns of the different vault-responds {Archäologische Untersuchungen, pp. 198 (fig. 128), 200201}. Kaiser does not comment on the continuation of the impost mouldings or include them in his reconstruction drawing.
It seems certain that these extensions signal a since-removed frieze. If Kaiser’s observations are accurate, then there
must have been two horizontal friezes only circa 1m apart on the nave-wall.
74
Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, pp. 195-196. An earlier excavation directed by Richard Krautheimer, of which
no written report survives, is also said to have been unsuccessful in this regard (Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 137).
75
Zahn’s reconstruction of the nave-arcade – single-ordered arches resting on intermediary columns and the threequarter columns of the existing piers, as well as larger blind-arches (presaging the current round arches) springing from
the east and west cross-arms to encompass the narrower coupled arches (Schottenklöster, pp. 139-140, Abb. 108) – is
based on precedents drawn from earlier churches in the region of the Harz mountains in Saxony, but is negated by the
evidence for the horizontal friezes. Furthermore, the use of intermediary columns would not sit easily with the more
developed forms of support employed throughout the church, and is not characteristic of the group of churches that will be
shown to have the greatest affinities with the Schottenkirche.
76
The sills of the Romanesque clerestorey windows survive under the aisle-roof, and are aligned with the position of the
missing supports, thus confirming that the vaults each covered two bays of the nave.
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was originally positioned vertically with both faces visible from below.

Kaiser has interpreted

both as fragments of the casing of the nave-arcade, with a string-course running between the
vault-supports and an offshoot running down vertically to meet the impost of the intermediary
supports. This is an attractive reconstruction, given the use of identical billet-moulded casings in
contemporary churches with strong stylistic affinities to the Schottenkirche.
The upper string-course at impost level would not have been connected to the arcade below in
similar fashion. Instead it would have been tied into the articulation of the double-bayed vaultunits, marking the base-line of the shields of the vault between the transverse arches. That the
nave was initially covered with a stone-vault is patent from the supports which continue upwards
from the arcade-piers, and also from the positioning of the clerestorey windows in the centre of
each vault-bay rather than above each arch.

78

The type of vault employed is unclear. The

character of the supports would allow both rib- and groin-vaults. They consist of a central pilaster
flanked by engaged half-columns (fig. 130). The detail of both the capitals and the impost
moulding corresponds with the standard forms of the arcade piers. The pilasters supported the
transverse arches separating the Romanesque vault-units, a function they now perform for their
pointed Baroque successors. The flanking columns may have supported diagonal ribs, or the feet
of groin-vaults. Judging by the Phase II aisle-bays, the similarly-arranged westerly nave-bays
were probably rib-vaulted. This might hint at the type of vaulting used in the earlier bays, if the
noticeable tendency to imitate Phase I structural and ornamental forms also applied in this
instance. The outline of slightly-pointed Romanesque wall-ribs was visible below the Baroque
vault during restoration.

79

The pointing of the vaults would have eased somewhat the squat

proportions of the nave, but a combination of the relatively low vault, the tight sequence of the
nave-arcade and the low level of clerestorey fenestration must have given the structure quite a
dark, box-like aspect, perhaps ameliorated somewhat by a large west-window. The decision to
remove the intermediary supports in favour of taller and wider arches may have been designed to
increase the amount of light entering via the aisle windows.

80

Their removal would have occurred

during the course of the post-1472 rebuilding, in tandem with the construction of the new side81

walls and, it seems, a new wooden ceiling over the nave.
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The double-sided moulding today stands inside the west doorway of the Schottenkirche. The other fragment was built
into the south-wall of the Gothic presbytery and is now concealed by plaster. Its identification as part of a horizontal frieze
is taken from Kaiser (Archäologische Untersuchungen, pp. 192, 198, 201).
78
It is also noticeable that both nave-walls tilt slightly outwards, which is probably a consequence of outward pressure
from the vaults. This would suggest that that the stability of the nave-vaults was threatened even before their collapse in
the 1472 fire.
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Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, p. 199.
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See ibid., p. 196.
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Kaiser (ibid., p. 199) observed that the traces of plaster on the nave-walls extend higher than the current vault and into
the roof-space above, suggesting that a flat timber ceiling was in place between the collapse of the Romanesque vault
and the insertion of the Baroque blind vault.
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Each of the atypically oblong side-aisle bays in the current church occupies the place of a pair of
shorter Romanesque bays. The combination of a cross-arm and flanking nook shafts on the aisleorientated face of the existing nave piers would most likely have been repeated on the
intermediary supports. While the cross-arms would have borne the transverse arches dividing the
vaulted bays originally, the columns may, as in the case of the nave, have supported either ribs or
the feet of groin vaults.

82

It would be expected that responds arranged in like manner to the

supports on the aisle-orientated faces of the arcade-piers would have been attached to the aislewall. These responds fell victim to the post-1472 rebuilding, however, and at present the walls
83

bear only simple pilasters opposite the surviving arcade-piers.

While the pilasters appear to

belong to the late Gothic phase, their wide rectangular imposts, upon which the pointed
transverse arches of the Baroque blind vault rest, share the standard profile and size of the
corresponding cross-arm imposts, suggesting that they may be Romanesque spolia.

84

Whether

the imposts retain their original size and complexity is another question. The depth of the pilasterimposts exceeds that of the projecting element of the pier cross-arm, which speaks against the
original existence of nook shafts matching those present on the arcade-pier opposite. If this was
the case, then groin- rather than rib-vaults would become more likely, although the lack of
symmetry which would be occasioned by the absence of corresponding nook-shafts would be
anomalous.
The vaulting of the Phase I church was planned according to something approximating an ad
quadratum system. The current nave-bays – and thus the original vault units – are close to
square, meaning that the width of each Romanesque bay was twice its length. The basemeasurements would have been provided by the Romanesque crossing, which is fossilised in the
western bay of the Gothic presbytery, and which is equal in size to the current nave-bays. The
width of the side-aisles fluctuates considerably, but can be said to correspond to roughly half that
of the nave. The presence of transverse arches in all three aisles would have emphasised the
delineation of the individual vault-units. The builders responsible for Phase II of the construction
campaign were clearly concerned with reconciling their additions with the structural and
82

While the use of half-columns and the vaulting of the later western bays of both aisles may point to rib-vaults, it should
be noted that the aisle-orientated faces of the arcade-piers at Vienna were similarly arranged, and supported groin- rather
than rib-vaults.
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The Gothic wall is narrower than its Romanesque predecessor, so some of the pilasters emerge from the previouslyobscured courses of the original wall below. The lower sections of the Romanesque responds did not survive below the
raised floor.
84
If the imposts are indeed spolia, this would strongly suggest that the pilasters do belong to the late Gothic
reconstruction, when the Romanesque fragments would have been available to use. This points to new vaults having
been erected over the aisles at this time. Whether the current blind vaults are of this vintage is questionable. Blind vaults
are much more typical of the Baroque period, and it seems likely that all the timber vaulting of the surviving church dates
th
to the 18 -century remodelling. While the nave appears to have been covered by a flat timber ceiling between the late
Gothic and Baroque building campaigns, in the case of both the side-aisles and the presbytery the type of roofing
employed in this intermediary period is not clear. Though stone vaults would have been more typical of the Gothic period,
Kaiser’s reports on the 1960s restoration work make no mention of the scars of such vaults being visible on the relevant
walls when sections of plaster were temporarily removed.
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ornamental forms already extant, but this did not prevent them from abandoning the ad
quadratum system by erecting vaults that corresponded in width to one rather than two navebays. The temporal and conceptual relationship between the two phases in the construction of
the Schottenkirche is an important issue, and will be dealt with following a more detailed
description of the church’s late Romanesque/ early Gothic west-end.
When the interruption to the initial building campaign came, work had advanced as far as the
sixth bay of the nave, though there is evidence to suggest that the clerestorey, side-walls and
vaulting of the structure had not progressed to the same point as the nave-arcade by this time.
The current fourth bay from east (originally the seventh) is bound to the east by the final Phase I
pier and by a Phase II support to the west (fig. 131). A change to the pointed arch form at this
point visually aligns this ‘transitional’ bay to Phase II, while the subsequent, most westerly bay
belongs completely to this second phase of construction. The later supports, both free-standing
and attached to the west- and side-walls, are larger, and of a more developed compound form
than the Phase I examples (figs. 132-133). Despite the exterior walls of the Phase II bays having
undergone substantial later rebuilding, particularly at the north-west corner, the full complement
of associated responds has survived. These responds replicate exactly the form of the relevant
sections of the nave-piers with which they correspond. The large size of the nave- and wallsupports gives the fully Phase II western aisle-bays a very compact character, and testifies to
their role in carrying the weight of the south- and north-towers of the original west-front. The substructure of the piers consists of a high octagonal platform, above which a combination of a
chamfered plinth and a plate achieve the transition to the actual bases of the bunched attached
shafts.
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The bases are of round water-holding form, with a deep hollow roll between the wide

upper and narrow lower rolls (fig. 135). The individual bases blend together into a continuous
moulding, which projects to varying degrees beyond the plinth below. Some of the round-bases of
the three-quarter columns have foliate or spurs (fig. 134). The arcade-piers are again centred
around a cross-shaped core, but unlike the Phase I piers, the cross-arms are almost obscured
due to the greater proliferation of attached columns. The sides of each arm step inwards towards
its outer edge, creating ninety-degree angles, which are filled on each side by thin nook shafts,
while three-quarter columns project from the narrowed ends of all but the nave-orientated crossarms. The arches between the piers and respond are of double-ordered pointed form (figs. 133,
136). Each order consists of a wide rectangular-sectioned band with a further narrower
rectangular strip flanked by bowtell mouldings on its soffit. On the nave-orientated face of the
85

The sub-structure of one support strays from the standard composition. On the respond between the two most westerly
bays of the north-aisle the columns are left completely without bases and the plates directly below. The columns are much
taller than those on the arcade-pier opposite in order to compensate. In fact, they are too tall, as the impost of the former
is at a significantly higher level than that of the latter, resulting in a lop-sided transverse arch. This arrangement seems
unlikely to be original, and may be the result of the rebuilding of the north-wall that followed the 1472 fire or the repair
carried out in the wake of the collapse of the north-west bay in 1869 (recorded in Kaiser, Schottenkirche St. Jakob, p.
181).
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pier, the cross-arm and flanking nook shafts continue up the arcade-wall as supports for the
transverse-arch of the vault. From the inner-angles between the four cross-arms half-columns
with a diameter of a size between those of the two other columns project diagonally. The fifteen
columns attached to each arcade-pier and the numerous others found on the responds terminate
in bell-shaped capitals bearing an array of vegetal motifs (fig. 136). The simple framework of a
number of leaves or flowers rising from the necking at the base of the capital, peeling off the
surface towards the top and ending in plastic curls is repeated on each. The impost moulding is
composed from bottom to top of plate, hollow chamfer, roll and plate, with a pronounced widening
towards the top. The imposts are broken only by the nave vault-supports and stand at a height
slightly below that of the Phase I level.
The four diagonally orientated half-columns between the cross-arms originally supported the sideaisle and nave vaults. In the most westerly aisle-bays they bear vault-ribs (fig. 136). The ribs of
the south-west bay consist of a band-moulding with a pointed bowtell running along the soffit,
while in the north-west bay the bowtell tends towards an ogee shape, suggesting that the ribs in
86

the latter bay may have been replaced or renewed during the late Gothic reconstruction.

Wall-

ribs with a profile and at a height corresponding to the outer order of the arches are found on the
west- and south-walls of the south-west bay. One also survives on the western wall of the northwest bay, but not on its north-wall.
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The original vaults in the two ‘transitional’ bays immediately

to the east do not survive, but the fact that identical vault-supports now lie idle on the relevant
faces of the arcade-piers and responds may point to them also having originally been rib-vaulted.
The half-columns on the nave-orientated sides of the arcade-piers continue up the wall as vaultsupports alongside the central pilaster and flanking columns, which carried the transverse arch.
The capitals of the columns are of the same type as those found on the nave-piers and responds,
though interspersed with the standard vegetal motifs are small monkey-like heads, which swallow
88

leaves or other stems (figs. 137-138).

The vault-support imposts have the same profile as that

found on the arcade-piers. The Phase II imposts are marginally higher on the wall than their
Phase I counterparts. The transverse arch would have retained the profile of its support, with
bowtell mouldings flanking a rectangular-sectioned strip running along its wide soffit, as in the
case of both orders of the other Phase II arches. Given the otherwise complete concordance of
the nave and side-aisle vault-supports and arch-forms, it is highly probable that the diagonally
86

As maintained by Zahn (Schottenklöster, p. 121). Given the apparent collapse of the north-tower during the 1472 fire,
the possibility that the vault below required repair is strong.
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The north-wall is not original. It is composed of a mixture of rubble and brick, as is visible externally. The lower courses
of the wider original north-wall were uncovered outside the existing wall during excavation. The current wall probably
dates to as late as 1869, in which year the north-west bay is said to have required repair due to collapse.
88
The vault-supports of the respond in the north-west corner of the final nave bay do not continue to their full height.
During the 1960 restoration a doorway allowing access to the gallery was cut into the section of the wall where the upper
reaches of the supports would have been attached. It is not clear from publications concerning the conservation and
excavation works whether the supports had previously survived intact, though it seems likely that they had already been
lost to the earlier doorway between the gallery and stairwell.
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orientated engaged columns of the nave vault-supports were also designed to carry ribs, which
most likely bore the same profile as the aisle examples.

89

In addition, the imposts of the vault-

supports have small projections at their eastern and western ends, from which wall-ribs would
originally have sprung. The Phase II vaulting-units were not double-bayed like the earlier
examples, so each of the two most westerly bays would have been covered by distinct vaults,
separated by a transverse arch. A clerestorey window opened centrally within the span of the
penultimate vault. Between the apex of the pointed arches of the ‘transitional’ bays and the
impost-level of the vault-supports an original string-course featuring ornate palmette-motifs runs
90

between the vault-supports (figs. 131, 139).

The two western bays complemented the six Phase

I units in terms of size, but the narrower pointed arches, the single-bayed vaults and the more
limited clerestorey fenestration would have distinguished these bays visually from the others, and
given them the character of an ante-nave.
Nave exterior
Only the lower courses of the original side-walls survive, but their unearthing has nonetheless
provided a wealth of information on the ground-plan and exterior of the original Schottenkirche.
For the most part, the masonry surviving below the rubble-built late Gothic wall consists of a few
courses of squared sandstone blocks above a 36cm-high plinth, which in turn rests upon a wider
rectangular platform of 12cm height (figs. 140-142). The profile of the plinth-moulding is not
homogenous for the whole length of the two side-walls. Along the eastern section of the north
wall of the nave and the short surviving stretch of the adjoining west-wall of the north-transept, it
consists of a simple monolithic chamfer above plate combination. Roughly half-way along the
wall, at a point just left of the Baroque window opening into the third bay from the east, the plinthmoulding is interrupted by a 95cm-wide block, which projects to the same extent as the plinth
itself (fig. 142). Immediately to the west the plinth-moulding resumes, but now the pitch of the
chamfer is much steeper. The changed moulding runs the length of the side-wall until it meets the
post-1472 masonry of the north-west bay. In the light of the east-west chronological progression
of the Schottenkirche’s construction, it can be taken that the plinth-moulding found on the eastern
section of the north-wall belongs to Phase I, while that found on the western stretches of the walls
is an element of Phase II. The south-wall also features plinth-mouldings of both types. The
transformation arrives with the wide Romanesque portal, which again begins mid-way into the
third aisle-bay from the east, though slightly to the west of the point of change on the north-wall.
The profile of the plinth immediately to the east of the doorway’s jambs and to the west between
the jambs and a pedestal, which may have supported an outer casing for the doorway or other
89

Fragments of ribs bearing the same profile as those in the western bay of the side-aisle were found during the 1960s
excavation and may have formed part of the collapsed nave-vault (Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, p. 192).
90
The string-course runs at a different height on the two nave-walls, being somewhat higher on the north-wall. This stringcourse is at a height between the Phase I example reconstructed by Kaiser and the impost-level string-course.
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decorative device, corresponds with that found on the eastern section of the north wall.
Immediately to the west of the outer pedestal, the profile changes to the Phase II type, continuing
on for the remainder of the aisle-wall and beyond the intersection with the projecting corner of the
south-west tower. The clear division between the Phase I and II plinths is complicated, however,
by the fact that, at the point of change, the two mouldings are carved on a single block, which
extends either side of the outer pedestal. Furthermore, one of the blocks immediately above this
plinth continues onto the outer jamb of the doorway, thereby linking the Phase II plinth with the
western jambs of the doorway. Because, as will be seen below, the form of the south-portal
bases can be reasonably firmly attributed to Phase I, it has been assumed that the entire
doorway was erected prior to the break in construction. If this was indeed the case, then the
profile of the moulding immediately to the west of the outer pedestal may simply have been
altered to match the new plinth-form after the interruption. If this did not occur, then it appears
that the break arrived before the western half of the doorway was erected. In this scenario, after
construction recommenced, the western half of the portal was built in the same form as the
91

eastern half, probably with the aid of blocks already carved prior to the interruption.

The multi-ordered south-portal appears to have opened into the north-west corner of the cloister.
Only the lower section of the left-hand side of the doorway remains intact (figs. 140-141).

92

Its

outer jamb and plinth below project beyond the surrounding wall. The lower courses of two further
jambs follow inside, and it is unclear whether further orders are concealed behind the late Gothic
infill. The visible masonry is severely eroded, but it is possible to determine that half-columns
were fashioned out of the angle of each jamb. Their bases appear to be attic above a plate. The
thin upper torus and the ridged corner spurs, concave on both sides, compare particularly closely
with the bases of the colonnettes used in the ornamental programme of the eastern section of the
clerestorey, which, as will be discussed below, was part of the first construction phase (fig. 145).
These affinities suggest that the portal sculpture also belongs in Phase I, though the possibility
that part of the doorway was erected at the beginning of Phase II remains. The articulation of the
Romanesque south-portal does not end with the doorway itself. Less than one metre to the left of
the projecting outer jamb, a short, flat pedestal splays from the chamfer of the Phase I plinth,
immediately before the change to the Phase II profile (fig. 141). Similar splayed pedestals are
used on the eastern section of the clerestorey to support colonnettes (fig. 145). It is possible that
the portal was framed by an outer casing, one side of which rested on this pedestal. There is no
evidence for a similar feature to the right of the doorway, however, which suggests that a stand91

It appears from a photo taken between the excavation of the portal and the lowering of the Baroque doorway, which
occasioned damage to the eastern jambs, that the plinth of the eastern outer jamb of the portal was carved from the same
block as that of the Phase I wall-plinth immediately to the east (Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, Pl. 127). This
suggests that at least the eastern jambs of the doorway can be attributed to Phase I.
92
Judging by the photograph taken before the re-positioning of the Baroque doorway and Kaiser’s ground-plan, the righthand side of the portal was poorly preserved, with only the plinths of the two outer orders in situ (Kaiser, Archäologische
Untersuchungen, Pls. 121, 127).
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alone vertical feature may have been in question.

93

A series of vertical elements combining a

pilaster and a colonnette mark the bay-divisions on the aisle-walls of the Erfurt Peterskirche, but
in the case of the Schottenkirche this potential vertical strip would appear to have been a singular
feature. Given that the pedestal marks the switch from the Phase I to the Phase II plinthmoulding, it may simply have been employed to avoid an abrupt change in the plinth profile,
thereby offering a more elegant solution than the block used for this purpose on the north aislewall. This, of course, would presuppose that the pedestal and the remainder of the portal’s
western half were put in place after the break in construction.
The clerestorey is a more valuable source of information on the articulation of the Schottenkirche
exterior. The fabric of the clerestorey walls belongs almost entirely to the earliest church (fig.
143). Changes in the side-aisle roof-line have led to considerable superficial damage, but the
original arrangement of the windows and the decorative scheme remain clearly discernible. The
clerestorey wall is bordered on top by three stacked horizontal mouldings under the eaves of the
nave roof and at its base by a further moulding along the original aisle roof-line. The upper
elements comprise on top the eaves moulding itself – a deep hollow chamfer between two narrow
rolls – a Lombardic frieze below, and a simple block with a quirk on its upper face between the
two. The Lombardic frieze originally ran the length of both clerestoreys, but is now truncated by
the high Baroque windows. It is considerably damaged, but can be seen to consist of a row of
irregularly spaced and sized double-ordered arches. The surface between the superimposed
outer arches was decorated with a series of gentle rolls and quirks. The arches rested on
trapezoidal corbels with rolls on their lower corners.
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The three upper horizontal mouldings ran

the entire length of both clerestorey walls without interruption. The moulding at the level of the
side-aisle roof-line is not as uniform, however. On both the north- and south-faces, there is a
change in the profile of this moulding half-way into what was the fourth bay from east (about
1.35m to the east of the 2

nd

surviving Phase I arcade-pier). To the east of this point the profile

resembles that of the Phase I plinth ― a block with a chamfered upper-half ― but with a
continuous slot cut into the flat lower-half to receive the pitched-roof of the side-aisle (fig. 145). To
the west the pitch of the chamfer remains the same, but a short sloping hood projects from
directly below it to accommodate the roof (fig. 146-147). That this change in profile has
chronological significance will be seen from differences in sculptural detail either side of the
cesure.
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The photograph taken of the eastern side of the portal prior to its part destruction shows the plinth-moulding to the east
of the outer jamb to have continued for a longer stretch that that between the outer jamb and the pedestal on the western
side without any sign of a corresponding pedestal (Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, Pl. 127).
94
The feet of all the arches of the frieze are severely damaged, with the original form of the corbels only discernible
towards the eastern end of the south-wall. Mündelein, Die Restauration der Nikolai-Pfarrkirche, p. 36, fig. 5.
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The decorative scheme for the clerestorey is tied in with the Schottenkirche’s internal structural
framework. Pairs of engaged colonnettes project from the clerestorey walls in line with the
position of the surviving internal arcade-piers and the nave-supports above them (fig. 143-146).
These colonnettes are embedded at the edges of vertical strips of large high-quality sandstone
ashlar blocks. These strips stretch between the upper and lower horizontal mouldings and are
arranged in neat, alternating long and short courses of approximately two metres length. While
this smooth masonry was intended to remain uncovered, the smaller rougher sandstone blocks
between would most likely have been plastered over from the beginning, producing an attractive
scheme of alternating colours. The changes in roof-line have left only the stumps of the
colonnettes intact, though their scars are visible on the masonry. The manner in which the
colonnettes emerge from the lower moulding differs. In the case of the one column-pair found to
the east of the change in the moulding profile on each clerestorey, the bases of the colonnettes
sit on a pedestal with splayed sides that emanate from the chamfer of the lower moulding and
incline inwards towards the top (fig. 145). The bases of these colonnettes are of the attic type
found on the south-portal, with a wide lower torus with ridged corner spurs and a thin upper torus.
The other two column-pairs on each wall are positioned to the west of the change in the profile of
the lower moulding. Their colonnettes sit lower on the wall than their easterly counterparts, their
shorter rectangular pedestals rising from the hood of the lower moulding (figs. 146-147). Their
bases are of a different form, with most of the water-holding type found on the Phase II arcadepiers. Some of the bases offer a variation on this profile, whereby the lower roll is replaced by the
Phase I type lower torus. One of the water-holding bases has corner spurs on the lower roll which
expand to cover most of the roll, leaving m-shaped curves on the three sides of the bases (fig.
147). All the bases and pedestals to the west of the change in the lower moulding are shorter
than those to the east and also rise from a point lower on the wall, ensuring that the colonnettes
which rested upon them would have been about 25cm taller than their eastern counterparts.
These differences in base and column form appear to confirm that the change in the lowermoulding profile marks the break between Phases I and II on both the north- and southclerestorey.
In addition to the two Phase II column-pairs, there is a solitary engaged colonnette at the westend of each clerestorey wall. These are situated just on the clerestorey side of their erstwhile
intersection with the east-walls of the original north- and south-towers. Similar corner shafts once
most likely stood at the other end of the nave in the angle between the clerestorey walls and the
west-walls of the transept arms. These do not survive, as the destruction of the Romanesque
transept post-1472 embraced a short stretch of the adjacent clerestorey wall on both sides.
Today the Romanesque fabric gives way abruptly to the rubble of the later walls at these points.
The single colonnette at the west-end of the north-wall has the standard Phase II water-holding
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base, but its plate-like corbel emerges directly from the wall rather than from the lower moulding
immediately below (fig. 148). On the south-wall the corbel occupies the corresponding position,
but it takes the much different form of a hemisphere moulded with shallow concentric ridges,
above which the colonnette rises via a narrow hollow roll and roll. The capitals of all the
colonnettes have been lost, although a photograph and description shows one of them to have
been of cushion form with concentric semi-circular flutes decorating its face.
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The capitals of the

colonnettes may have stood directly below rather than above the corbels of the Lombardic
96

frieze.

Zahn states that a number of the colonnettes are not aligned with these corbels, which

led him to conclude that the frieze was an original feature, but that all but the two eastern columnpairs were inserted at the time of the ‘early Gothic remodelling’.
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This argument is unsustainable.

Firstly, on the basis of my own observation all the colonnettes bar one meet the corbels, though
at times the connection is not perfectly central. The only exception visible is the corner-shaft at
the intersection of the north-clerestorey with the erstwhile north-tower, where the colonnette does
indeed run into the apex of the arch, but only because the last arch of the frieze is not completed
98

before the intersection.

Second, the colonnettes, vertical strips and lower moulding are all

contingent, so Zahn’s theory would require all to have been inserted, a drastic measure, for which
the visible masonry surrounding the moulding and column-pairs offers no corroborative evidence.
Zahn accepts that the eastern column-pairs are original, and thus presumably believes that
similar colonnettes previously occupied the position of his current ‘inserted’ examples. He fails,
however, to suggest any circumstances whereby the later builders should have been required to
substitute these column-pairs, while leaving the Lombardic frieze intact. Clearly, the clerestorey
walls to the west of the change in the profile of the lower-moulding were erected in the normal
sequence.
The windows of the clerestorey stood at the centre of each vault-bay, ensuring an alternating
rhythm with the column-pairs. The corner-stones of the original red sandstone window-sills
survive in the three eastern vault-bays on both clerestorey walls. The 1m-wide sills sit directly
above the lower-moulding and are in line with their wider, higher-perched Baroque successors.
95

Zahn was in a position to identify and photograph the cushion capital above the corner-shaft at the intersection of the
north-wall and the east-wall of the north-tower (Schottenklöster, p. 127-128, Pl. 103c). This is no longer discernible. Tettau
also referred to cushion capitals. (Beschreibende Darstellung, p. 138), while cushion capitals were used in a similar
context in the Erfurt. Mündelein, on the other hand, included foliate bell-capitals in his reconstruction drawing (Mündelein,
Die Restauration der Nikolai-Pfarrkirche, p. 36, fig. 5). Whether this was a faithful representation of since lost capitals is
unclear.
96
At the Peterskirche the cushion capitals of colonnettes used to decorate the external walls stand above the corbels of
the Lombardic frieze which they run into, and the billet string-course directly above the capitals projects to accommodate
them. Such projections are absent from the moulding above the Schottenkirche Lombardic frieze, and, where the state of
preservation allows a firm determination, there are no traces of raised capitals above the corbels on the spandrels of the
frieze.
97
‘Ein Säulenpaar an jeder Seite ist über dem östlichen Joch von der romanischen Wandgliederung noch erhalten,
während die übrigen beim frühgotischen Umbau erneuert wurden’ (Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 138-139; see also pp. 127th
129). Zahn believed that the western end of the completed Romanesque church was rebuilt in the early 13 century.
98
Due to a restricted view it was not possible to ascertain whether the situation of the corresponding colonnette on the
south-wall was similar.
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The jambs above the sill, a few of which survive in situ, took the form of unembellished ashlar
blocks with splays on their inside. The remains of the original windows into the Phase II second
bay from the west were completely obliterated by the insertion of Baroque windows significantly
taller than the others.
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The arch-form of the windows cannot be determined. It is possible that the

openings changed from round-headed to pointed after the second window on each wall in tandem
with the move from Phase I to Phase II forms. On the other hand, such a change may have been
avoided in order to retain the homogeneity of the windows, although the same was not done in
the case of the nave-arcade.
The west front
The solitary columns at the western end of the north and south clerestorey walls are among the
key indicators of the original existence of a twin-towered west-front. In both cases their corbels
are attached to cornerstones, which were once also set into the east-walls of the north- and
south-towers. While the block on the south-side now forms part of the late Gothic east-wall of the
south-tower, the example on the north-side merely floats (fig. 148). The masonry of the north
nave-wall to the west of the cornerstone is composed of the same roughly squared and regularly
coursed sandstone blocks visible between the column-pairs and below the lower moulding of the
clerestorey. This suggests that it represents the south-wall of the north-tower as well as the
original north-wall of the nave.
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The north-wall of the south-tower, which also functioned as the

south-wall of the nave, is built of the same masonry, pointing to it also being original. The other
three sides of the tower’s first floor are attributable to the late Gothic reconstruction, with the
exception of a short stretch of the western wall adjacent to the north-western corner, which can
be seen externally to be composed of Phase II masonry, although this area was in part refaced in
conjunction with the erection of the Baroque façade.
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The original north-wall of the tower does

not continue above the height of the nave-wall. The large stressed quoins which mark out the late
Gothic fabric are visible on the north-wall from under the nave-roof upwards. For this reason it
cannot be conclusively determined whether the original towers were ever completed above this
height, although this is likely. The sturdy Phase II nave arcade-piers and responds on the ground102

floor were clearly designed to shoulder the tower-mass.

The widening of the walls at this level

was a further structural measure. The original ground-floor walls of the south-tower survive intact,
composed of squared sandstone blocks in course which are today heavily weathered and
mortared, while the base of the massive projecting north-wall of the north-tower was uncovered
99

These larger Baroque windows were reduced in size during the 1960s restoration (Kaiser, Schottenkirche St. Jakob, p.
182). Their blocked-up lower sections are visible under the eaves.
100
Beyond the tower this wall becomes the south-wall of the projecting stairwell chamber, at which point the masonry
changes to an untidy multi-period mixture of rubble and brick-work.
101
One of the Baroque facing stones is actually a fragment of grave-stone, which carries part of an inscription in German.
102
The burden carried by the Phase II supports led to some differential settlement and distortion of their connecting
arches. A reinforced concrete frame was introduced to the south-tower in the 1960s to alleviate the strain on the arcadepier and responds below.
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during excavation (fig. 158). Today the three external corners of the south-tower are supported by
buttresses which are in bond with the contemporary courses of the original walls (figs. 149,
157).
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It is clear that the examples at the south-east and south-west corners are truncated.

Excavations conducted at the base of the south-east corner revealed that the buttress was
actually the beginning of a north-south wall. The same may be true of the south-west buttress. It
might be assumed that these two walls enclosed a structure abutting the south-wall of the tower,
but the presence of the window of the spiral staircase on the south-wall immediately to the right of
the south-west buttress discourages this theory. Instead the structure may have been a gateway
into the monastery.
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The buttress at the north-west corner is, in fact, the remains of the outer

pier of the original west-portal (fig. 149, 151). It consists of a plinth of coursed ashlar for about 2m
of its height, before this masonry gives way to the remains of the moulded outer casing of the
portal-façade, which will be discussed below. The north-tower would have had a corresponding
105

plinth and casing on its south-west corner.

It seems less likely that it would also have had

buttresses at its other external corners, given that the supports on the corners of the south-tower
106

appear actually to have been the remnants of cloister-related north-south walls.

The thick west-walls of the lower-storey also facilitated the provision of mural staircases, at least
107

in the case of the south-tower, where the original spiral staircase survives.

Prior to its closure in

1960, the stairwell was accessible from the side-aisle through a simple, slightly-pointed doorway,
the left-hand jambs of which are contiguous with the Phase II respond in the south-west corner of
the bay. Two contemporary semi-circular steps lead to the raised threshold of the doorway. The
stairwell was lit by two small, heavily-splayed, round-headed windows. These are visible
externally either side of the church’s south-west corner, with the opening on the south-wall lower
than that on the west-wall. The staircase ends at first-floor level, suggesting that the upper
storeys were accessed by wooden stairs or ladders, as today. As discussed above, the
continuation of the vault-supports of the western nave bay to full height precludes the possibility
that the space between the inner-walls of the two towers was originally occupied by a gallery. The
103

It is unclear whether the south-eastern and south-western buttresses originally extended to their current height as their
upper courses are in bond with the adjacent Late Gothic masonry, with the possibility that they were extended when the
tower was rebuilt.
104
Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, p. 199.
105
Kaiser states that part of the outer pier is incorporated into the south-wall of the stairwell at the western end of the
north-aisle (Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, p. 199). It was not possible to assess the extent to which this is the
case as the relevant masonry is today largely obscured by ivy. What appears to be a fragment of the casing, comprising a
single block bearing an outer pilaster with an inner hollow chamfer leading to the shaft of an engaged column (the two
inner columns no longer extant), can be seen built into the inner face of the gable-wall from within the roof-space above
the nave.
106
Kaiser includes buttresses in his reconstruction plan, but appears to have found no trace of such supports during
excavation (Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, figs. 121-122). Also, as Kaiser himself states, the excavated northwall of the north-tower was actually even wider than the south-wall of the south-tower, which may have ensured that
corner buttresses were deemed unnecessary (ibid., p. 199).
107
It has a diameter of 1.7m and a height of 5.5m. See architect K. Tetzner’s structural report – ‘Gutachten über den
Baubestand der Spindeltreppe im Turm der Schottenkirche zu Erfurt ‘ (10/4/1958) – and a letter from K. Fleckner dating to
27/11/1957. (Schottenkirche folder, Thüringisches Landesamt für Denkmalpflege, Erfurt.)
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spiral staircase was, therefore, intended to provide access to the upper reaches of the tower,
though the possibility also exists that there was a doorway at first-floor level into adjacent
claustral buildings. The Phase II walls do not continue above first-floor level. A change in the
fabric of the tower at this point is clearly discernible on the exterior of the tower’s south- and westwalls, where the squared sandstone blocks of Phase II give way to the rubble of the late Gothic
reconstruction (fig. 150). The west-wall of the northern aisle does not survive intact, so it is not
possible to determine whether it originally contained a corresponding spiral staircase, though this
seems likely.
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It appears that the centre of the west-facade of the original Schottenkirche was laid out in much
the same fashion as it is today: a gable-end with a central doorway and a large window above.
Given the absence of a west-gallery, the saddle-back roof of the nave probably continued all the
way to the west-façade. A large west-window would have been required to supplement the light
entering the church through the limited number of clerestorey windows. There are some clues as
to the nature of the west-portal. The outer casing, which survives attached to the north-end of the
tower’s west-wall above a plinth, suggests a doorway of impressive scale. This consists of an
outer pilaster, chamfered at the top and rounded at the bottom, from which a hollow chamfer
leads to three slim diagonally orientated columels, the central one of which projects beyond the
other two (fig. 151). Their narrow bases are of the standard water-holding Phase II form, and
protrude beyond their plinths, as in the case of the arcade-piers and responds. The columels
continue uninterrupted for a distance of about 3.5m, before turning at a ninety-degree angle
towards the centre of the façade as rolls at the height of the tower’s lower storey, with the
chamfer of the pilaster continuing above them as a hood moulding. The bases and turn of the
columels occur about 3.5m and 7m above the original ground-level.
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This suggests that instead

of flanking the doorway itself, they originally skirted the area directly above it. Perhaps the
columels encased a row of windows above the portal with a possible further window above. The
area of the façade enclosed between the outer plinth and casing and the horizontal rolls may
have approached a square shape with sides close to 7m in length. The position of the columels
requires that the central section of the façade was originally flush with the west-walls of the
towers and not recessed as today. The original west-wall extended beyond the line of the current
wall on both the outside and inside, with the doorway, no doubt multi-ordered, occupying the
centre of the portal-façade.
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The surviving outer pier has provoked some speculation as to the

108

The absence of a gallery makes the provision of two stairwells probable. Otherwise access to the north-tower from
inside the church would only have been possible via the south-tower and the attic above the nave. The survival of the
wall-rib on the thin west-wall of the north-west bay suggests that some of the original eastern face of the wall has been
preserved, though the plaster on the wall does not allow the extant masonry to be inspected.
109
The measurements are taken from Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, p. 199.
110
During the restoration Kaiser uncovered the lower courses of the east-face of the Phase II west-wall, including the
slightly inward-splaying reveal of the doorway, which was somewhat wider than the current opening (Kaiser,
Archäologische Untersuchungen, p. 199 & fig. 122). Besides these obscured Phase II lower-courses, the west-wall of the
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original presence of a porch directly in front of the west-doorway.

111

This seems unlikely: there is

no physical evidence on or outside the support for an abutting side-wall or arch, and in order not
to obscure the columels, such a structure would need to have been either extremely low or
extremely tall.
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The eastern transept and presbytery
One of the most significant findings of the 1960s restoration and excavation was the confirmation
that the Romanesque Schottenkirche possessed an eastern transept. The absence of this feature
from the current structure had helped nurture the consensus that the nave had always run directly
into the presbytery.
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In truth, prior to the 1960s excavations there already existed an

unpublished body of archaeological evidence as well as some surviving features of the
Romanesque church which pointed to the existence of a transept.
A short stretch of the base of the demolished northern transept-arm’s west-wall remains visible
today (fig. 154). The Phase I plinth moulding of the northern side-wall can be seen to have
continued along the transept-wall; the plinths of both walls are in bond at the intersection,
114

confirming their contemporaneity. The wall was excavated to a length of 2.8m from this point.

A

shorter section of the projecting foundations of the west-wall of the southern transept-arm was
uncovered in the corresponding position on the opposite side of the church. As mentioned above,
the points of intersection between the transept west-walls and the north- and south-clerestoreys
did not survive the destruction of the transept post-1472. Indeed the abrupt termination of the
Romanesque clerestorey and commencement of the late Gothic rubble-walls is in keeping with
the demolition of the adjacent transept walls.

church behind the Baroque facade belongs to uncertain later periods. Where visible internally, the masonry contains a
large amount of Romanesque spolia including numerous sculptural fragments, especially on the unrendered gable-wall.
As well as the early spolia the fabric of this rubble-wall includes brick and fragments of grave-stones, one of which dates
to 1891. An invoice dating to 28/07/1955 records that the Baroque gable was damaged during the war (Schottenkirche
folder, Thüringisches Landesamt für Denkmalpflege, Erfurt). The current internal gable-wall must belong to the
subsequent reconstruction, and incorporated much of the fabric of the existing wall (including early spolia) as well as later
materials.
111
Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, p. 199.
112
There is some historical evidence that the Schottenkirche was, however, used as a setting for an act often associated
with western porches or ante-chambers; a contract of sale having no ostensible connection with the Irish monastery was
witnessed ‘apud ecclesiam Scotorum’ in June 1256 (Beyer, Urkundenbuch, No. 161). In the case of the Schottenkirchen
at Vienna and Nuremberg as well as many other medieval churches this function was carried out in porches or antechambers, perhaps because they were on the threshold between the sacred and the profane. Most contemporary charters
refer simply to Erfurt as the venue for their execution.
113
Zahn, writing before the 1960s findings had been fully published, suggested that the church terminated in three
staggered apses, with the two lateral ones attached directly to the side-aisles, while the main apse was separated from
the nave by a presbytery the length of two bays (Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 142-144, Pl. 107). This reconstruction
stemmed not only from the lack of awareness of the new discoveries, but also from a misinterpretation of the limited
surviving evidence, as will be outlined below. Zahn’s follow-on argument that the lack of a transept – untypical in a
Thuringian context – was a Bavarian characteristic inherited from the earlier church at Regensburg is now also obsolete
(ibid., pp. 210, 226).
114
Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, p. 197. According to Kaiser, this wall had already been the focus of an
unpublished excavation carried out in 1932.
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While the excavated west-walls merely testify to the existence of a transept, further evidence,
mostly within the church, gives a greater insight into the nature of the structure. The piers which
support both the chancel arch and the most easterly arches of the nave-arcade owe their current
form to more than one period of construction. A substantial portion of their fabric is attributable to
the once free-standing, eastern crossing-piers of the Romanesque church which occupied this
th

position. The reinstatement of the 12 -century floor-level revealed that the piers rest on the
original Romanesque bases and plinths, which survive largely intact, though parts have been lost
to the remodelled chancel arch supports, while others remain obscured by the side-aisle endwalls and by the side-walls, steps and higher floor-level of the presbytery. The visible sections
both inside the church and in the external angles between the adjoining presbytery side-walls and
aisle end-walls allow the reconstruction of the piers’ ground-plan. The crossing supports were
again compound piers, longer along their east-west axis, but different from the other Phase I
arcade-supports in a number of details. The base mouldings have the standard Phase I profiles,
but the plinths are somewhat lower and the platform below diverges from the simple rectangular
slabs beneath the other supports in following the shape of the plinth in its outline. The crossingpiers were longer and wider than the arcade-supports, and based on the simpler plan of four
boldly projecting cross-arms with nook shafts in each of the intervening angles. They did not
possess the recessed three-quarter columns found on the east- and west-faces of the other navesupports. The four nook shafts survive to close to or above arcade impost-height at the northwest and north-east corners of the northern crossing-pier and the south-east angle of the south
pier, while the base of the column at the south-west corner of the latter is also in situ (figs. 152153). The inward-orientated sides of the two piers have been lost to later chancel arch supports,
but evidence concerning the western crossing-piers allows the assumption that they mirrored the
115

aisle-orientated faces, as will be outlined below.

The survival of the nook shafts to a

considerable height suggests that the core of the Romanesque supports to which they are
attached has also been preserved within the presbytery wall and behind the chancel arch
supports. The western arms of the two piers appear to survive intact. The impost of the western
arm of the southern pier has the standard Phase I profile, and is broken off unevenly, which
testifies to its originality. The profile of the corresponding impost on the northern pier is similar,
but with a far more exaggerated hollow roll, which suggests that it may have been carved at a
later date, probably in tandem with the erection of the late Gothic arches. The evidence relating to
the Romanesque church’s western crossing piers comes in the form of photographs taken during
excavations carried out in the presbytery in advance of the installation of a new heating system in
115

The chancel arch may have been raised in height during the Baroque renovation, in tandem with the erection of new
blind vaults in the nave and presbytery. The presbytery vault is supported by the imposts of the chancel arch, by floating
imposts half-way along each side-wall and by bell-corbels in the two eastern corners. The latter are set at a height
significantly lower than the other supports, and may reflect the impost-level of the Gothic vault. The floating imposts, the
upper reaches and imposts of the chancel-arch supports and the arch itself would then be a product of the Baroque
renovation. It must be said, however, that the chancel arch and floating imposts, while similar, do not share the same
profile, which casts doubt as to whether both belong to the same period.
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1932.

These show what can be identified as the south-west corner of the base of the north-

eastern crossing-pier and the north-west corner of the south-eastern pier base. These took the
same form as surviving corners of the western crossing pier bases, confirming that nook shafts
appeared in all four angles of each crossing-pier (fig. 158). The eastern supports are located the
equivalent of two nave-bays east of the other crossing piers, as might be expected given the ad
quadratum arrangement of the Phase I nave. The square crossing would appear to have been
117

flanked by two similarly-sized transept-arms.

The nook-shafts on each pier would have

supported the square transept-vaults, with the dividing transverse arches resting on the central
cross-arms. The columns on the west-faces of the western crossing-piers would have been tied in
with the vaulting of the nave and side-aisles, though, for some reason, the nook shaft at the
north-west angle of the north-western pier rises uninterrupted to just above the height of the pier’s
arcade-impost before breaking off. Its height and the absence of a capital and impost moulding
mark it out from all the other surviving Phase I vault-supports and are not readily explicable,
unless it resembled the nook shafts employed to support the groin-vaults in the nave of the small
th

earlier 12 -century church at Idensen in Saxony, which continue unbroken to a height slightly
above the impost-level of the transverse arches before ending in a cushion capital and impost.

118

If this was the case, it would, in combination with the absence of attached columns on the arch
into the nave, have differentiated the eastern aisle-bay on either side from the remainder,
assuming that the relevant vault-supports in both bays were of the same form. The eastern aislebays opened into the transept-arms through narrow archways.

119

These were supported by the

relevant cross-arms of the western crossing-piers and by pilasters on the aisle-walls, the plinths
120

of which were unearthed (fig. 152).

The crossing-piers were significantly sturdier than the

Phase I arcade-supports, which reflects the greater weight of the vaults which they had to carry.
While it is not possible to determine whether a crossing-tower once existed, this seems unlikely,
as such a structure would have been unique within the recorded architecture of the
Schottenklöster.
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As reported in Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, pp. 191 (fig. 122), 195.
Kaiser does not indicate if the north-west corner of the north-arm’s west-wall had been reached after 2.8m. His
reconstruction drawing suggests that this was the case, however (Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, p. 191 (Abb.
122). The recorded distance is compatible with the required area of circa 7m × 7m. The full length of the foundations of
the west-wall of the southern arm was not recovered.
118
This single-aisled structure was erected by Bishop Sigward of Minden (1120-1140) as a private church, possibly
intended to house his grave (Wulf, Saxe Romane, pp. 295-307 & Pls. 100-102).
119
The aisle-facing cross-arms of the wide crossing-piers project strongly, a factor which, when combined with a
noticeable narrowing of the church towards its east-end, would have resulted in the width of the openings from the northand south-aisles measuring only circa 2m and 2.5m respectively. The south-aisle is wider than the north-aisle throughout
the church, as will be discussed below.
120
The visible western section of the better-preserved plinth on the northern aisle-wall is not shaped to accommodate a
nook-shaft as well as the pilaster. This ties in with the shape of the Phase I pilaster-imposts on the aisle-walls, and
supports the notion that the aisles were covered with groin- rather than rib-vaults.
117
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Only one piece of evidence offers a potential source of enlightenment concerning the eastern
termination of the original Schottenkirche. In question is an apparent fragment of the south-east
corner of the south-eastern crossing-pier, which is preserved in situ in the eastern angle between
the south-wall of the Gothic presbytery and the external buttress at the centre of the wall. It is
visible within the drainage channel about 1m below the Gothic plinth moulding and consists of a
single block with a segment of an engaged column at its south-east corner (fig. 155). This column
appears to have supported a vaulted space to the south of the central presbytery. It allows the
interpretation, proposed by Kaiser, that the eastern crossing-piers were free-standing and that the
course of the nave side-aisles resumed to the east of the intervening transept and continued on
to flank the central sanctuary.

121

Given that the area of the presbytery probably accorded with that

of the crossing, transept-arms and nave vaulting-bays, the flanking aisles most likely comprised
two vaulted units of like area to the nave side-aisle bays. The aisles may well have been linked to
the central presbytery by two arches on either side. An eastern termination consisting of a central
apse flanked by two smaller side-apses seems the most probable.
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This type of presbytery is

familiar from the Schottenkirchen at Regensburg and Würzburg, but not in combination with a
transept. The grave of the monastery’s founder Walther von Gleißberg and his wife, Hedwig,
would have stood in the eastern section of the church, perhaps at the western end of the
presbytery or in the transept. Falkenstein records the presence of the couple’s grave-stone in the
Gothic presbytery in his 1739 history of Erfurt, but it is possible that their memorial and, perhaps,
remains had been moved from the original position by this stage.
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The east-end of the Schottenkirche appears to have been quite commodious, but there is
evidence to suggest that the choir of the monks nonetheless also incorporated the first two bays
of the nave. The remains of a rubble-wall about 40cm wide running between the western edges of
the most easterly surviving Phase I supports were uncovered during excavations.
the Romanesque lime-mortared floor was 20cm higher east of the wall.

125

124

The level of

The west-face of the

surviving courses exhibited traces of a red stucco coat, and it appears likely that they represent
126

the base of a screen dividing the monk’s choir or chorus minor from the nave.

In this case, the

choir-stalls would have run along the arcade on either side. The fact that the most easterly pier on
the south-arcade has an impost moulding much different from the standard Phase I form may
also tie in with the differentiation of the two eastern bays, though the most easterly pier on the
north-arcade is of the regular type. The absence of central engaged columns on the piers of the
121

Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, pp. 191 (fig. 122), 195, 202-203.
Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, fig. 122.
123
‘Der Stifter, nebst seiner Gemahlin liegen in dem Chor begraben, woselbst man noch heutiges Tages folgende
Grabschrift liest.....’ (Falkenstein, Civitatis Erfurtensis Historia Critica et Diplomatica, Buch II, Cap. II, p. 49).
124
Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, pp. 191 (Abb. 122), 196-7.
125
The raised floor-level of this area was not recreated as part of the 1960s restoration.
126
Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, pp. 191 (Abb. 122), 196-7.
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eastern bays might have been designed to facilitate the insertion of a screen between them,
although the columns were present in the second bay.
The two eastern bays are also marked out by the fact that they are shorter than the bays further
west. This is true in particular of the eastern bays of the northern aisle, which have a total length
of 5.35m compared to the 5.77m of the bays opposite and the 5.84m and 5.92m of the next
double bays on either side. The difference in length between the eastern double-bays on either
side would have resulted in a crooked transverse arch between the two most easterly vaultsupports and sub-square vaults on either side. These discrepancies are among the many
idiosyncrasies of the Schottenkirche. There is a marked difference in width between the southand north-aisles, for example. The original north-aisle measures 3.6m at its eastern and 4.41m at
its western end, while the south-aisle stretches 4.1m at its eastern and 4.59m at its western end.
As the side-aisles widen towards the west, the width of the centre-aisle of the nave remains
reasonably consistent, resulting in a marked widening of the church towards the west, before the
127

outer walls stepped outwards externally at the western towers.

The reasons for these many

inconsistencies in measurement are not readily apparent. The original church would have
reached approximately 56m in length internally, with the width of the church about 15.2m at the
eastern and about 16.25m at the western end of the nave.
The relationship between Phases I and II
In describing the interior and exterior of the Schottenkirche nave, the apparent cesures between
the two phases of the initial construction campaign evident in the structure’s fabric have been
highlighted. The break is most easily discernible on the nave-arcade, where the transition occurs
in the original seventh bay from east, which is bound by arcade-piers belonging to both phases.
The impression that the first phase of construction ended with the first six bays complete would
be strengthened by the position of the south-portal, which opened into the sixth bay, were it
attributable to Phase I. The change in the external plinth-moulding occurs immediately to the west
of the projecting pedestal at the western extreme of the portal façade, which is in line with the
final Phase I arcade-pier within the church. Yet, as has been discussed above, there are reasons
to doubt whether the portal-façade was indeed completed before the interruption, despite both the
plinth-profile and the portal bases adhering to Phase I forms. More emphatic damage to the
notion that the first six bays of the nave had been fully completed prior to the interruption is
caused by the evidence of the north aisle-wall and both clerestoreys. On the north-wall the
change in plinth-profile arrives in the middle of the original fifth bay, at a level just short of the
eastern jambs of the portal on the opposite wall. The dividing line between Phases I and II is
blurred further by the situation on the external face of the Schottenkirche’s clerestorey. Here the
127

The different line of the narrower Gothic wall lessened this fluctuation in width to some extent, but did not eliminate it.
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interruption is signalled by a change in the profile of the lower-moulding and in sculptural detail.
This occurs half-way into what was the fourth bay from east (about 1.4m to the east of the second
surviving column-pair) on both the north- and south-walls. This is over a bay short of the cesure
on the north side-wall and over two bays east of the furthest extent of the Phase I nave-arcade.
These disparities have been brushed over or overlooked in the literature to date, despite their
significance in relation to the progression of the construction campaign.
Given the absence of any evidence for the Phase II work having resulted from the destruction of
an existing Phase I west-end, it must be assumed that construction simply stopped before
completion. Judging by the discrepancies between the various halting-spots, it appears that the
decision not to proceed came quite suddenly, rather than the work being brought to a convenient
provisional end-point.
running out of funds.
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It was most likely simply a question of the Irish monks unexpectedly

At the time of the interruption it seems that only the presbytery, transept

and first two nave-bays can have been fully completed. The east-end of the church was itself a
quite ambitious project, and may have proven a greater than anticipated drain on the available
resources. The completed sections would have allowed the monastic church to be operational
with the aid of a provisional dividing screen, but, with the area to the west an untidy building site,
the desire for a speedy resumption of the construction campaign must have been strong. Despite
the marked difference in the styles employed in Phases I and II, it is difficult to imagine a lengthy
break between the two. The builders involved in the later phase appear to have completed the
structure in accordance with an established blueprint. The form of the most westerly surviving
Phase I arcade-pier indicates that at least two further bays were planned. It was probably
intended to cover these with a single vault, rather than the two narrower units erected by the
Phase II builders, which were more in keeping with the early Gothic aesthetic. The compound
form of the Phase I piers was already agreeable to late Romanesque/ early Gothic tastes,
ensuring that a degree of continuity in the design of the arcade-supports was easily achievable.
The later builders also adhered to the decorative programme already begun on the clerestoreyexterior, though with some changes in sculptural detail. It cannot be conclusively determined
whether the twin-towered Phase II west-front was conceived as part of the original plan, though
this seems likely given the penchant of the Irish monks to incorporate tower-pairs into their
monastic churches. It is unclear whether the absence of a western gallery, which is highly
128

contra Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 141 : ‘.....denn wie der westliche Abschluß der romanischen [i.e. Phase I] Kirche
aussah, können wir uns heute nicht mehr vorstellen. Vermutlich schloß die Kirche aber im Westen einfach gerade ab, bis
man nach einer längeren Bauunterbrechung den schon geplanten Westbau in frühgotischen Formen vollendete.’ The
evidence regarding the break between Phases I and II leaves little room for this notion of an earlier structure furnished
with a regular, albeit provisional, basilical façade. This suggestion was precipitated by Zahn’s questionable dating of the
th
two phases to 1136→1150-60 and the early 13 century respectively, which left an awkward gap of around 50 years to
plug.
129
Perhaps the death of their patron, Walther von Gleißberg, presented the Irish monks with financial difficulties. The
year of his death is uncertain. If it is the same Walther that witnessed a charter in 1181, a terminus post quem for his
death would be provided.
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untypical in the context of the Irish churches in Germany, was also originally intended. The
following examination of the dating of the architectural and sculptural forms employed in the
original Schottenkirche will shed further light on the temporal relationship between the two phases
in construction.
The stylistic affinities of the earliest Schottenkirche and their chronological implications
An overly rigid adherence to the speculative 1136 foundation date has, it could be argued,
hindered the search for a better understanding of the chronology of the Schottenkirche’s
construction and its architectural context. Most important in this regard is the comparative
th

analysis of the architecture and sculpture of the Schottenkirche and Erfurt’s other 12 -century
Benedictine church, the Peterskirche. The Benedictine monastery of St. Peter and Paul replaced
th

an earlier canonry on the Petersberg in 1060 and in the late 11 century allied itself to the Hirsau
reform movement, an action that would have an important bearing on the design of the great
130

Romanesque monastic church built between circa 1103 and 1147.

The strong affinities

between the Schottenkirche and Peterskirche were first noted by Tettau in 1890 and have been
broached many times since.
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Of all the Irish churches in Germany, the Erfurt Schottenkirche

displays the widest range of architectural and sculptural forms traditionally associated with Hirsau
reform churches, which reflects the prominence of these reformed Benedictine monasteries within
th

the architectural landscape of 12 -century Thuringia, in particular the Erfurt Peterskirche, which
th

comes closer than most to replicating the model of the late 11 -century church of St. Peter and
Paul at Hirsau. The ashlar side-walls and arcade-piers of the Erfurt Peterskirche survive largely
th

intact, but its super-structure was a casualty of 19 -century military ownership. It was a large
basilica, 74m in length, with an eastern transept and three-aisled presbytery, which terminated in
a flat-ended twin-towered east-front. The most obvious similarities between the Peterskirche and
the Phase I Schottenkirche can be seen in the sculptural detail of the churches. As in the
Schottenkirche, the cushion capital with accentuated curves is ubiquitous at the Peterskirche.
Both the attic form of the column-bases and the impost-profile closely resemble those at the
Schottenkirche. The arches of the nave-arcade had rolls on their soffits supported by engaged
columns on the east- and west-faces of the rectangular piers, as is likely to have been the case at
the Schottenkirche. These columns did not emerge from niches as at the Schottenkirche, but on
the nave-orientated faces of the piers three-quarter columns were set into niches of great width
and depth. The Peterskirche form has no known antecedents, and appears in altered form in the
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For a description and history of the Peterskirche, see Fürst, Monastische Tradition und architektonische Erneuerung,
pp. 61-67; Friedrich, Die ehemalige Benediktinerklosterkirche; Hoffmann, Hirsau und die «Hirsauer Bauschule», pp. 3840.
131
Tettau, Beschreibende Darstellung, p. 140 (n. 1).
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porch of the Hirsau church at Paulinzella in Thuringia and at the Schottenkirche.

132

The niched

columns in the Peterskirche had no structural role, but were instead tied into the decorative
scheme of the arcade-wall. The vertical off-shoot of the billet string-course running above the
arches ran down to the impost above the columns. This method of encasing the nave-arcade has
also been reconstructed for the Schottenkirche, and has the church of St. Peter and Paul at
th

Hirsau as its ultimate source. It also appears in the early 12 -century nave at Paulinzella and
though initially associated with Hirsau foundations, it had become common currency throughout
th

Thuringia and Saxony by the mid-12 century, though the billet moulding was often absent. The
apparent presence of a second string-course at vault impost-level on the nave-walls of the
Schottenkirche is somewhat more unusual. This arrangement stemmed from the desire to
combine typical local nave-articulation with a distinct, complete vaulting package, of which the
upper string-course was part. Double string-courses occurred, for example, on the walls of late
th

11 -century Würzburg cathedral and church of St. Peter and Paul in Hirsau, but in both cases
were much wider apart than the circa 1m between the Erfurt examples.
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Perhaps the space

enclosed by the two string-courses accommodated a distinct band of decorative paintwork.
Further clear affinities are discernible between the articulation of the clerestorey at the
Schottenkirche and of the south aisle-wall of the Peterskirche. The division of the Peterskirche
south-aisle into nine-bays is marked on the external wall by ten three-quarter columns sitting
above narrow pilasters, which end more than half-way up the wall. Immediately below the attic
bases of the columns, there is a chamfered off-set in the wall. While the front-part of the base’s
pedestal rests on the pilaster, the back-section splays out of the chamfer below, in the same
fashion as the Phase I pedestals on the Schottenkirche clerestorey. At the top of the wall the
columns meet a Lombardic frieze consisting of double-ordered arches ending in trapezoidal
corbels. A billet string-course runs directly above the frieze and below a concave eaves moulding
ending in an upper torus. The arrangement of three stacked mouldings at the top of the wall and
the profile of the Lombardic frieze and eaves moulding bear a striking resemblance to the
Schottenkirche clerestorey. There seems little doubt that the sculptural programme at the
Schottenkirche was strongly influenced by the Peterskirche. There are also a number of
similarities between the architecture of the two churches. Both basilicae had a three-aisled
presbytery, an eastern transept and a chorus minor occupying the first two bays of the nave. The
sculptural and architectural affinities between the two churches have been acknowledged by
previous authors, and taken to indicate that the construction of the Schottenkirche commenced
before the completion of the Peterskirche. Zahn, who laid particular emphasis on the close
132

For Paulinzella and the other Hirsau churches in Thuringia see Badstübner, Die Kirchen hirsauisch reformierter
Benediktiner, pp. 69-78, Hoffmann, Hirsau und die «Hirsauer Bauschule».
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For the original arrangement at St. Peter and Paul in Hirsau, see Kummer, Die Gestalt der Peter-und-Pauls-Kirche, p.
203 & fig. 445.
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similarity of impost-profiles, even speculated that a ‘less important’ group of masons may have
been dispatched from the Peterskirche building-site to begin work on the Schottenkirche.

134

Such

arguments, I would suggest, are a product of the over-reliance on the 1136 date and ignore
evidence which points to the Schottenkirche having been built after the completion of the
Peterskirche. Though the Peterskirche was an impressive undertaking in terms of its scale,
decorative programme and high-quality ashlar construction, the architecture of the Schottenkirche
is more developed in a number of respects, though it does fall short of the earlier church in terms
of the execution of some of its sculptural detail, the irregular Lombardic frieze being a salient
example. Significantly, the nave of the Peterskirche was not vaulted. Churches vaulted
throughout are virtually unknown in Thuringia and a rarity in the rest of southern Germany before
1150. This casts doubt on a date as early as 1136 for the Schottenkirche. The Schottenkirche
vault-supports were integrated into compound piers based on a cross-shaped core, whereas the
Peterskirche arcade supports are essentially simple piers, though they have attached or niched
columns on three sides. The niched columns employed at the Schottenkirche no doubt derive
from those in the Peterskirche, but are substantially changed in terms of their function and the
size of the recess. In the mid-12

th

century porch at Paulinzella the niched column was also

adapted to carry the soffit-rolls of the arcades. In comparison with the cushion capitals of the
Schottenkirche the Peterskirche examples seem plain and heavy. The neatly inter-linked fillets,
rope-mouldings and neckings lighten the effect of the Schottenkirche capitals and lend them a
plasticity absent from the simpler Peterskirche examples. The spurs on the Schottenkirche bases
also represent an advance on those in the Peterskirche. The ridged bulbous spurs at the former
church have curved edges, which either taper towards the top or are concave on both sides. The
latter type appears to encase a lower ovoid space between the different spurs, creating the
impression of two layers of skin and again giving a greater plasticity. This developed form is
absent at the Peterskirche, but is found at numerous churches dating to the second half of the
th

12 century in Thuringia and Saxony, including in the Hirsau church at Thalbürgel, the cloister at
Königslutter, and the crypts at Naumburg and Jerichow. The differences outlined suggest that
Zahn’s notion of a shared group of masons is wide of the mark. The comparison of architectural
and sculptural detail points to the construction of the Schottenkirche post-dating the 1148
consecration of the Peterskirche and casts further doubt on the traditional 1136 date.
While the Schottenkirche’s sculptural detail finds parallels across the region, the structural
elements of the church appear to have had a more distant source. Thuringian church-builders
were slow to drop the timber ceiling in favour of the stone-vault. The only possible Thuringian
antecedent for the fully-vaulted Schottenkirche was the now ruined Cistercian church at
Georgenthal, begun circa 1143, though it is uncertain whether the groin-vaulting covered the
134

Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 145.
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entire church and not just the eastern end.

135

If the nave was indeed vaulted, the use of a

traditional system of alternating oblong piers and columns for the arcade-supports in the church
makes a link with the Schottenkirche unlikely. The earliest nave-vaulting in neighbouring Saxony,
th

found at the mid-12 century churches at Königslutter and Lippoldsberg, saw the employment of
floating corbels to support the vaults, which also resulted in a degree of visual and structural
isolation of the vaults and their supports from the arcade-piers.

136

At the Schottenkirche, on the

other hand, the use of cruciform piers with nook shafts allowed a more complete integration of the
system of nave- and aisle-vaults into the nave-walls. It is difficult to find close comparanda for the
Schottenkirche scheme within the vaulting tradition east of the Rhine prior to the final quarter of
th

the 12 century.
There is, however, a church providing a parallel for the Erfurt system of arcade- and vaultsupports within the Schottenkloster movement itself. Of all the other Irish monasteries, the
Viennese Schottenkloster was the furthest from Erfurt, but the architecture of its church is the
most closely related. The most easterly compound piers at Vienna supported a double-ordered
arcade as well as vaults in the aisles and possibly in the nave. On the aisle-facing side of the
piers the transverse arch and feet of the groin-vaults rested on cross-arms flanked by nook shafts
with cushion capitals as at Erfurt. The double-ordered arcade was supported by the east or west
cross-arms on most piers, but by a large engaged column on the east-face of the most easterly
surviving arcade-pier, an arrangement which clearly echoes that of the Erfurt Phase I piers. The
fact that these engaged columns supported an inner straight-sided arch rather than a soffit
bowtell should be borne in mind in relation to the idle columns attached to the Phase I piers at
Erfurt, though the comparative evidence from the Peterskirche and Paulinzella would seem to
make bowtells the more likely solution. Despite the geographical distance between the two
churches, the affinities outlined raise the possibility of a direct link, and at least suggest that they
are of roughly similar date. The construction of the Viennese Schottenkirche can be dated to
between 1155 and 1190, another potential indication that the Erfurt church belongs to the second
half of the 12

th

century. In terms of ground-plan, the Erfurt Schottenkirche was closest to the

earlier Irish church at Nuremberg, which possessed a combination of a western tower-front and
eastern transept.
As in the case of the Nuremberg church, it appears that the west-front and eastern transept at
Erfurt can be attributed to local topographical conditions and building traditions. The cruciform
plan was prevalent throughout Thuringia, and was employed at the Peterskirche and the
135

Hahn, Die frühe Kirchenbaukunst, pp. 230-234. Hahn argues that the ad quadratum vaulting reconstructed for the
three aisles by a previous author on the basis of the excavated remains was ‘unprovable’. The form of the arcadesupports, which alternate between oblong piers and columns, both apparently without attached shafts, offers support for
Hahn’s scepticism.
136
Wulf, Saxe Romane, pp. 309-324, Schütz/Müller, Deutsche Romanik, p. 43.
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137

Marienkirche (begun circa 1154) in Erfurt.

A twin-towered west-front was planned for the

Peterskirche, but not completed above ground-floor level. As at the Schottenkirche, the vaulted
lower-storeys were open into the side-aisles and their external walls projected beyond the
adjacent aisle-walls. Both the Peterskirche and Marienkirche (and probably the contemporary
Severikirche) boasted flat-ended twin-towered east-fronts as town-façades, which may have
given the direct impetus for the Schottenkirche’s west-front, considering that the church was
th

located to the east of the town. A mid-12 century pair of western towers also survives at Erfurt’s
Augustinian Reglerkirche, confirming that this form was already present in Erfurt’s Romanesque
architectural canon. The surviving Romanesque fabric there consists of two bulky towers flanking
a central portal, which with the rectangular casing of its arch-ring bears close resemblance to the
doorway on the south-wall of the Peterskirche’s south-transept. The Schottenkirche’s
reconstructed three-aisled presbytery can be paralleled at the Peterskirche, but probably ended in
three parallel apses rather than flat, an arrangement common in Thuringia.

138

The plan of the

Erfurt presbytery can also be closely paralleled at the Würzburg Schottenkirche, though here the
preceding transept was absent. Whether the presbytery of the cruciform Nuremberg
Schottenkirche was three-aisled is unclear.
The builders who completed the original Schottenkirche showed some concern to reconcile their
additions with the existing Phase I forms – most obviously in the continuation of the clerestorey
decorative scheme – but were working in a markedly different style. The developed character of
the Phase I arcade-supports ensured that the introduction of Gothic compound-piers would not
effect a dramatic change in the nave optics, but the switch to the pointed arch-form, foliate bellshaped capitals and a system of travée-vaults shows that compatibility with the Phase I structure
was not an overriding concern. The Phase II work at the Schottenkirche cannot be easily placed
within any general chronological framework. Zahn dated it to the 13

th

century, while Kaiser,

working on the basis of a short break between the two phases, argued that it was completed in
th

139

the late 12 century.

The typical Gothic forms used find no parallels in Thuringian architecture

in the decades either side of 1200. The builders who completed the Schottenkirche do not appear
to have worked on any other local churches. Close parallels for the prevalent bell-capitals are
elusive. They are notable for the restrained single-tiered arrangement of the foliate designs. Most
of the leaves are left unmoulded, while large areas of the capitals’ faces remain empty. This
plainness is lifted somewhat by the occasional appearance of animal heads, cones and other
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The Peterskirche has single apses on the east-walls of its transept-arms. There is no archaeological evidence for a
similar arrangement at the Schottenkirche, and it seems unlikely that its transept-arms, which probably projected only
circa 2.7m beyond the side-walls of the adjacent presbytery, would have been able to accommodate such apses. See
Lehman & Schubert, Dom und Severikirche, pp. 10-15, regarding the Marienkirche.
138
At, for example, the Hirsau churches at Paulinzella, Sangershausen and Herrenbreitungen (Badstübner, Die Kirchen
hirsauisch reformierter Benediktiner, pp. 69-78).
139
Kaiser Archäologische Untersuchungen, p. 189.
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flourishes. These are potentially the most diagnostic features of the decoration, but, unfortunately,
parallels have not been found.
The absence of local parallels for the Phase II elements raises the possibility that the forms were
introduced via Schottenkloster channels. Bell-capitals feature prominently in all stages of the later
th

12 -century construction campaign at Regensburg, particularly on the north-portal, in the
Westbau and the cloister. None of the capitals offer particularly close parallels for the Erfurt
examples, however. The same is true of the bell-capitals found on the south-portal (c. 1160/1170)
at Niedermünster.

140

The foliate bell-capitals used in combination with water-holding bases in the

north-eastern bay of the Regensburg cloister, which can be reliably dated to 1226, come closest
to the Erfurt examples, but lack the distinctive restraint in the ornament of the latter.
Characteristically early Gothic elements are otherwise absent from the Irish monasteries, where
th

the 12 -century construction campaigns were executed in the Romanesque idiom.
As proposed by Kaiser, the source for the Phase II work appears to lie in the early Gothic
architecture of France, which would explain its isolation within the local building tradition. While
parallels for the form of the arcade supports, responds and vault-ribs can be found in the Gothicth

influenced late Romanesque architecture of the Rhineland of the early 13 -century, the detail of
the Phase II work does not suggest that its elements passed through the this filter before arriving
in Erfurt. Instead it appears likely that the link with France was direct. A thorough trawl of the vast
th

body of French ecclesiastical architecture dating to the later 12 century in search of comparanda
for the detail of the Phase II sculpture would appear to offer the best prospect of identifying a
stylistic context for the later work at Erfurt. The circumstances by which builders schooled in or
strongly influenced by early French Gothic came to build an Irish church in Thuringia can only be
speculated upon. As outlined above, there is no evidence that had previously worked at
Regensburg or any of the other Schottenklöster. The isolation of the Phase II elements within a
regional context prevents secure dating on stylistic grounds alone. As discussed above, the
evidence concerning the interface between Phases I and II does not suggest an overly long break
in construction. Both the historical and archaeological evidence point towards the initial building
campaign having commenced in the mid to late 1150s. Judging by the length of time taken to
complete other Schottenkirchen, the break in construction may have arrived in the 1170s. After a
period sufficiently long to raise the necessary funds, the new team of masons and sculptures
would have commenced work, with the church likely to have been completed by 1200.
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Cited by Kaiser (Archäologische Untersuchungen, p. 189).
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The Cloister
Considering that the town lay to the west of the Schottenkirche, a concern not to obscure the
structure would not have been the salient factor in choosing the site of the claustral buildings that
th

it was at other Irish monasteries. An 18 -century depiction shows the Baroque buildings arranged
141

around three sides of an open square to the north-west of the church.

Their west-wing abutted

the west- and north-walls of the north-west bay of the Schottenkirche, allowing direct access
between the two structures. On the basis of location of the Baroque buildings, Zahn suggested
that the original cloister was also likely to have been found on the north-side of the church, but
there are features of the surviving structure and some findings of the 1960s excavations that point
to a southern cloister.

142

As in the case of so many other aspects of the Schottenkirche, this

evidence does not present a coherent picture. The elaborate south-portal is likely to have
provided access to the church from the cloister. No other doorway opening can be identified on
either aisle-wall, though an entrance into one or both transept-arms may also have existed. The
fact that the chamfered plinth of the Romanesque wall ends about 1m to the east of the southportal, leaving the remaining section of the south aisle-wall without a plinth, was taken by the
excavator to indicate that the north-wing of the cloister ran adjacent to this part of the side-wall
(fig. 141).

143

This conclusion is certainly reasonable, but it then becomes difficult to explain why

the wall between the portal and the south-eastern corner of the south-tower does feature a plinthmoulding (fig. 157). There is no break in the plinth immediately to the west of the portal that would
indicate an erstwhile intersection with a north-south wall at this point, so if the south-doorway
opened into the cloister, then the north-wing must also have encompassed the extra bay between
portal and tower. Perhaps the presence of the plinth here and its absence east of the portal can
simply be attributed to the different preferences of the Phase I and Phase II builders, or even to
the later destruction or removal of the eastern section of the plinth.

144

Further evidence supports the contention that the north-wing of the Erfurt cloister extended as far
as the south-eastern corner of the south-tower. A wall originally ran south from this corner, with
the buttress at this point constituting the above ground level remains, while the drainage-channel
dug in the 1960s reveals that the lower-courses of the wall continue further south (fig. 157). This
wall also features the Phase II plinth and may represent the west-wall of the western cloisterambulatory. A second north-south wall, again signalled by an irregular buttress with Phase II
masonry, appears to have run from the west-end of the tower’s south-wall. As discussed above,
141

Reproduced in Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, p. 186 (Pl. 117). See also Kruspe, Erfurter Bilderchronik, p.

20.
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Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 219.
Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, p. 198 & Pl. 127.
144
A plinth is often present on a wall between a church and cloister-wing, as was the case on the northern aisle-wall at
the Vienna Schottenkloster.
143
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the presence of an original window on the south-wall of the tower designed to light the spiral
staircase discourages the view that the two north-south walls enclosed a building abutting the
tower. Instead the western wall might represent a perimeter wall, which was pierced by a gate
allowing access into the monastery. The evidence concerning the original cloister is not clear-cut,
but it does seem likely that its north-wing was hemmed in between the tower and probably the
southern transept-arm, having a length equivalent to seven aisle-bays.
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Today the space to the

south of the church is occupied by a car-park and gardens, while the site of the Baroque
monastery houses a centre for adult learning and a youth theatre.
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The foundations of two further walls running south from the original side-wall, with which they were in bond, were
uncovered during excavation. Judging from the excavator’s plan, these were separated by circa 3m, and met the southwall at the level of the original third nave-bay from east (Kaiser, Archäologische Untersuchungen, fig. 121; p. 198 & Pl.
127). Their function is unclear, and they may even relate to a provisional structure built before the completion of the
church and the erection of the cloister.
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Chapter 8
The Abbey of SS. Mary and Gregory, Vienna

Foundation and early history of the Vienna Schottenkloster
In 1155, the year after he had effectively lost his grip on the Duchy of Bavaria and the year before
he was to become the first Duke of Austria (1156-1177), the Babenberger Heinrich II ‘Jasomirgott’
1

founded a Schottenkloster at Vienna, dedicated to SS. Mary and Gregory. The rich historical and
archaeological heritage of the Viennese Schottenkloster, an institution which survives as a
Benedictine monastery to this day, offers the most tangible legacy of Heinrich’s contribution to the
growth of Vienna from a modest local centre to a medieval metropolis of international importance.
As Duke of Bavaria (1143-1156), Heinrich II would have had his seat of power in Regensburg, the
principal town of the Duchy and a centre of political, ecclesiastical and commercial importance.
th

The early 10 -century Arnulfspfalz, close to the monastery of St. Emmeram, was the ducal
power-base in the town. It remains unclear as to whether Heinrich actually resided permanently in
Regensburg during his tenure – he was also Margrave of Austria, the Babenberger home-territory
– but he would certainly have had knowledge of the Irish monks at the monastery of St. James,
2

which lay only a short distance from the Arnulfspfalz. His sister Bertha († c.1150), who was
married to the Regensburg Burgrave, Heinrich von Riedenburg, was, according to the Vita
Mariani and the Regensburg necrology, an enthusiastic patron of the Schottenmönche there and
3

was buried at the Irish monastery. She may have been one of the trustworthy individuals who
are said to have recommended the Irish monks to Heinrich.

4

For much of his time as Duke of Bavaria, Heinrich had to counter the diplomatic and military
efforts undertaken by the powerful Welf dynasty in an attempt to regain the Duchy, lost to the
5

Babenberger in 1138. With the death of his ally King Conrad III, Heinrich’s hold on Bavaria
6

became even more precarious. The new Welf pretender, the renowned ‘Heinrich der Löwe’

1

th

The nickname ‘Jasomirgott’ is first applied to Heinrich II at the end of the 13 century (Lechner, Herzog Heinrich II.
Jasomirgott, p. 47).
2
See Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 215-216; Lechner, Babenberger, p.245. Heinrich’s brother, Otto von Freising,
refers to Regensburg as sedes ducatus in his Chronica sive Historia de duabus civitatibus (MGH SS rer. Germ. 45, p.
349; Csendes, Regensburg und Wien, p. 166).
3
Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 369; Regensburg, Bischöfliches Zentralarchiv,
th
Schottenkloster collection: Tentamen primum Necrologii Monastici.....(July 17 ); Wattenbach/Reeves, The Irish
Monasteries, p. 297; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 101, 105.
4
FRA 18, No. 4.
5
Lechner, Babenberger, pp. 144-145.
6
Heinrich II was a half-brother of Conrad III, both sharing a common mother, Agnes.
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(Henry the Lion), was quick to rally behind the new German king, his cousin Friedrich I, upon his
7

election in March 1152. That the Welfs managed to win favour with the young Barbarossa was
made clear in 1154, when he granted Bavaria to Heinrich (‘der Löwe’) at an imperial court-sitting
in Goslar, at which Jasomirgott had failed to appear. While the Babenberger were not yet ready to
relinquish their claims to Bavaria, it was clear that Heinrich II would have to make contingency
plans and prepare himself for a withdrawal into the Austrian Mark, the Babenberger stronghold.
It is in this context of change and uncertainty that the Viennese Schottenkloster was founded.
Faced with the prospect of losing Bavaria, Heinrich set about creating a new Danube-metropolis
8

to rival Regensburg, 300 km downriver at Vienna. Having developed out of the Roman military
settlement of Vindobona, Vienna is thought to have remained to some extent populated
9

throughout the early medieval period. The settlement area had contracted during this time, and
at the middle of the 12
10

undeveloped.

th

century substantial areas within the old Roman walls remained

There were signs, however, that the importance of Vienna was growing: the

parish-church of St. Stephan, begun in the wake of an 1137 agreement giving the Bishop of
Passau pastoral rights in the parish of Vienna, was a formidable structure, and represented a
confident expression of Passau’s interest in the emerging town. But it is Heinrich II who has
traditionally been credited with creating the impetus that set Vienna on the road to becoming a
thriving medieval metropolis and, indeed, the modern capital.

11

His efforts saw the settlement

quickly expand to encompass the area enclosed by the Roman walls and beyond. It was
Heinrich’s decision to establish Vienna as his residence that led to the great acceleration in its
growth. Instead of fostering his father’s favoured palace at Klosterneuburg, Heinrich began to
develop Vienna, a settlement over which the Babenberger had secured proprietorial rights by
12

1137.

By 1172 Vienna could be referred to as civitas metropolitana, while 17 years later it was

said to be the civitas que maior est in terra.

13

After Heinrich had settled his differences with the

Welfs and Friedrich I at Regensburg in 1156, and the Mark of Austria had been elevated to a

7

The interbreeding of the dominant German noble families is made apparent in the web of relationships between
Friedrich Barbarossa, Heinrich ‘der Löwe’ and Heinrich ‘Jasomirgott’ which form the background to the subsequent drawnout power struggle. Jasomirgott was a half-uncle of Barbarossa and the step-father of Barbarossa’s cousin, Heinrich ‘der
Löwe’. See Lechner, Babenberger, pp. 150-151.
8
The loss of Bavaria was apparently de facto by 1155, Heinrich ‘der Löwe’ having overcome the opposition to take his
place in Regensburg (Lechner, Babenberger, p. 151).
9
Klaar, Die mittelalterlichen Siedlungsformen, pp. 221-222. Ebner speaks of a vague ‘topographical continuity’ as distinct
from any real ethnic or functional one (Ebner, Die Frühgeschichte Wiens).
10
Perger, Grundherren III, p. 94; Ebner, Die Frühgeschichte Wiens, pp. 62-63.
11
e.g. Lohrmann Die Besitzgeschichte des Wiener Raumes, pp. 75-77. A statue of Heinrich stands proudly in front of the
th
19 -century neo-gothic town-hall on the Ringstraβe.
12
Opll, Die Entwicklung des Wiener Raumes, pp. 29-34.
13
MGH SS 21, pp. 117, 171.
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Duchy to compensate for the loss of Bavaria, the town of Vienna took on the role of ducal
14

residence.

That Vienna took on a residential function under Heinrich is suggested by the fact that eight of the
15

ten provenanced charters issued during his tenure as Duke were witnessed there.

Less clear-

cut than the literature would suggest is the question of where Heinrich resided. The generally
accepted view is that the modern place-name ‘Am Hof’ recalls the palatial complex which
Heinrich had constructed inside the south-western corner of the Roman fortification.

16

Despite the

conspicuous absence of archaeological evidence, historical sources do allow the deduction that
th

‘Am Hof’ marks the site of a 12 -century ducal complex.

17

A charter purporting to have been

issued by Heinrich II in 1158, but actually forged circa 1260, contains a description of the area in
which the Schottenkloster enjoyed parochial rights and refers to fossatum Curie nostre as one of
the boundaries.

18

The fosse in question is undoubtedly the so-called Tiefer Graben which stood

between the Schottenkloster and the ‘Am Hof’ site, which leaves little doubt that Heinrich’s curia
was indeed located there. References to the celebration of a wedding in curia ducis in 1222 and
to the domus of the duke therein in 1243 counter Koller’s questioning of the equation of the term
‘Hof’/‘curia’ with an actual residence.

19

Of relevance also are the two chapels known to have been

contained within the complex, the Pankraz- and Johanneskapellen. Perger suggests that the
Pankrazkapelle – described as ‘in curia ducis’ in 1280 – could well date back to the construction
of Heinrich’s Pfalz, with the name of the chapel being a reminiscence of the chapels dedicated to
St. Pankraz at the earlier Babenberger residences of Gars and Klosterneuburg.

20

The earliest

reference to the Pankrazkapelle is found in a forged charter, written between 1208 and 1227, but
dated to 1161, which claims the chapel as part of Heinrich’s foundation grant to the
Schottenkloster.

21

It would be reasonable to conclude that this chapel, and consequently the

Pfalz, did date back to Heinrich II, or at least that a significant amount of time had passed since
its erection. The first mention of the Johanneskapelle dates to 1344, but because of its recorded
14

This process was governed by the so-called Privilegium minus, a charter which recognised the elevation of the Austrian
Mark and made unusually generous concessions to the new Duke regarding, inter alia, succession and jurisdiction. See
Lechner, Babenberger, pp. 155-170.
15
Koller, Die Residenz im Mittelalter, p. 27. In choosing to develop Vienna as a permanent residence, Heinrich was
turning his back on the tradition of Reiseherrschaft practised by his Babenberger predecessors and, of course, still very
much by the German kings and emperors. See Koller, Zentralismus und Föderalismus, pp. 101-119.
16
e.g. Lechner, Babenberger, p. 245; Csendes, Aufenthaltsorte, p. 29; Ebner, Die Frühgeschichte Wiens, p. 63.
17
Other than the reported discovery of remains of a ‘Burgkapelle’ in 1756 (Oettinger, Reclams Kunstführer, Österreich I,
p. 65). Pictorial evidence is also lacking (Koller, Die Residenz im Mittelalter, p. 25). Militating against a lengthy survival of
the palatial buildings would have been the loss of the complex’s functions to the new Hofburg inside the Widmertor by the
th
late 13 century. Csendes postulates a complex of buildings arranged around a square for ‘Am Hof’, having a palace with
a ‘great hall’ as their central focus (Csendes, Die Entwicklung Wiens, p. 71). Oettinger suggests Goslar as the model for
Heinrich’s Pfalz (Oettinger, Das Werden Wiens, p. 195).
18
‘.....ut circa situm monasterii a fossato Curie nostre usque ad Ecclesiam sancti Iohannis in als.....’ (FRA 18, No. 1). For
the dating of the forgery, see Lechner, Gründungsgeschichte, pp. 33-34; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 228-229.
19
MGH SS 9, p. 726; Perger, Grundherren I, p. 41; Koller, Die Residenz im Mittelalter, p. 24.
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Perger, Grundherren I, pp. 38, 42.
21
FRA 18, No. 2; Lechner, Gründungsgeschichte, p. 32; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 227.
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position within the defunct ducal domus, it is thought to have also formed part of the Babenberger
palatial complex.

22

The patchy evidence does not allow any certain determinations, but it appears

reasonable to assume that the complex ‘Am Hof’ can be attributed to Heinrich. A construction of
the Pfalz in tandem with the adjacent Schottenkloster seems likely, with the reconfiguration of the
western part of Vienna as a political and ecclesiastical quarter where the Duke held sway
signalling Heinrich’s aspirations for Vienna and the new Babenberger duchy.
Given the meagre evidence for his Pfalz and the fact that Heinrich appears not to have expanded
the extent of the walled town beyond the tight confines of the old Roman fortifications, the rich
history and archaeology of the Schottenkloster offer the most obvious reminder of his contribution
23

to the development of Vienna.

Heinrich’s invitation to the monks of St. James to found the first

monastery in the new ducal seat provides the clearest reference to Regensburg, and most likely
indicates the source of inspiration for his new urban enterprise. The establishment of the
Viennese Schottenkloster in 1155, at a time when Heinrich’s position in the politics of the Reich
was uncertain and quite unfavourable, speaks volumes about the future he envisaged for himself
and the vision he had for Vienna. Though at this remove the rhetoric of perpetuity associated with
the establishment of monasteries may ring slightly hollow, nonetheless such foundations would
have carried a powerful sense of permanence. Thus, more than the construction of a new Pfalz,
the founding of this daughter house of the wealthy and flourishing Regensburg Schottenkloster
and the generous allocation of land and resources would have broadcast Heinrich’s commitment
to Vienna and his desire that this investment reap long-lasting dividends. Being the only new
monastery founded by Heinrich during his long tenure, and the place intended to hold his tomb,
the Schottenkloster was clearly a monument designed to represent his authority. In choosing the
Schottenkirche as his place of burial, Heinrich created a lasting link between the Babenberger
24

dynasty and Vienna and confirmed the town as the centre of his Austria.
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Lechner, Gründungsgeschichte, p. 45.
It is generally agreed that the so-called ‘jüngere Stadtmauer’ was constructed during the terms of Heinrich’s successors
Leopold V (1177-1194), Friedrich I (1195-1198) and Leopold VI (1198-1230), with an end-date of circa 1200 ( Perger,
Grundherren III, pp. 96-97; Perger, Stadtgebiet, p. 202; Rapf, Schottenstift, p. 17). It seems to have been in part financed
by the ransom received in 1193 for Richard ‘the Lionheart’ (Continuatio Predicatorum Vindobonensium, MGH SS 9, p.
726). Csendes’s suggestion that the construction of the wall probably began with Heinrich is unsustainable due to lack of
evidence (Csendes, Die Entwicklung Wiens, p. 73). The only ground mentioned – the protection of the extra-mural
Schottenkloster – conflicts with Perger’s assertion that the allocation of lands bordering the old wall to the Schottenkloster
did not take into account any planned new town-wall (Perger, Grundherren III, p. 97). Therefore, since Heinrich does not
seem to have planned to protect the Schottenkloster with a new town-wall to begin with, it cannot be assumed that he
would later have constructed one with its protection in mind. Furthermore, in the 1177 papal privilege the monastery is
referred to as being apud Wiennam (FRA 18, No. 6).
24
Lohrmann is one of many scholars to highlight the political significance of the foundation of the Schottenkloster – ‘Erst
als Heinrichs II. Position als Herzog von Bayern immer weniger haltbar schien, erwachte das Interesse an Wien aufs
Neue und führte als herrschaftspolitisch wohl wichtigste Maβnahme zur Berufung iroschottischer Mönche nach Wien.’
(Lohrmann, Das Werden von Stadt und städtischer Gesellschaft, p. 253).
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‘1155. Claustrum Scotorum in Wienna a duce Austriae Heinrico hoc anno fundatur.’ This entry,
25

found in a set of Austrian annals, records the salient details of founder and foundation-date.

The

anachronistic description of Heinrich as dux Austriae, one year before the elevation of Austria to a
duchy came to pass, betrays the fact that the entry was actually composed some years later.

26

A

th

certain amount of confusion regarding the foundation date reigned into the 20 century, and was
th

27

attributable to the 1158 foundation charter, which was actually forged in the mid-13 century.

In

his 1586 chronicle of the monastery, Johannes Rasch struck a happy compromise by holding
1158 as the foundation date, while offering 1155 as the year in which the construction of the
28

monastery began.

The 1158 charter having since been recognised as a forgery, 1155 should

probably be taken as the year in which the foundation process began. The earliest surviving
charter of 1161 represents, in its own words, a confirmatio fundationis – an endorsement and
legitimisation of a process already begun.

29

The Vita Mariani records that Duke Heinrich

established a monastery at his own cost and generously handed it over to Gregory, abbot of the
Regensburg Schottenkloster, who sent one Sanctinus, accompanied by 24 monks, to govern the
30

new foundation.

The number of monks mentioned is interesting, not only because it is another

example of the apostolic symbolism associated with the founding of monasteries, but also,
regardless of its genuine accuracy, because it is twice or four times as great as the number of
monks sent in the advance parties to the other Irish daughter-houses. Clearly, the importance of
the Viennese Schottenkloster was recognised by the Regensburg motherhouse ab initio.
The 1161 charter details the generous rights which Heinrich granted to Sanctinus and his
brethren. These concessions correspond to contemporary Hirsau and Cistercian practice, and
31

include the unmolested election of abbots and administration of income.

Despite the freedoms

granted, it is clear from the early history of the monastery that its relationship with Heinrich was a
close one, and that to an extent it could almost be described as a court-monastery or ducal
Eigenkloster. The guardianship of the Schottenkloster was vested in the Duke, though quite
possibly exercised by an appointee, as indicated in an 1181 charter issued by Heinrich’s

25

MGH SS 9, p. 615.
This entry is found in a number of annals composed in different Austrian monasteries. Its ultimate origin is believed to
be a lost annalistic work completed in the Schottenkloster itself, which included entries up until 1221. Of the other annals
that used this work, the Continuatio Claustroneoburgensis (Manuscript D) has priority. See Flachenecker, Schottenklöster,
pp. 230-236.
27
FRA 18, No. 1. The inscription on the portico of an 1831 conventual building reads ‘HENRICUS. AUSTRIAE. DUX.
FUNDAVIT. MCLVIII.’
28
Rasch, Stifftung und Prelaten, Dii, Diii.
29
FRA 18, No. 4.
30
‘Eodem tempore vir magnificus, decus Imperij, rutilans sidus, ardens caritate ad Christi pauperes Dux Austriæ
Hainricus, Henrici maioris ac iunioris dignissimus hæres neposque, gentem Scotorum universis Christi pauperibus
præferens, eidem Abbati [Gregory], claustrum, quod ipse de propriis sumptibus instituerat, magnifice contradidit. Ad quam
regendam Ecclesiam virum plenum gratia & veritate, ex re nomen habentem Sanctinum, cum viginti quatuor Fratribus
Abbas præfatus direxit.’ (Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, pp. 371-372).
31
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 217.
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successor, Leopold V.

32

As the only monastic foundation attributable to Heinrich during his 36

years as Margrave, and later Duke of Austria, the Schottenkloster was bound to receive special
attention and support from him. The extensive tracts of land granted to the monastery by the
founder lay both in and around Vienna and across Austria and are first set out in a charter of
1200, with the ‘simplicitas’ of the Irish monks having prevented an earlier express confirmation.

33

In addition, they were granted two parishes as well as numerous churches within Vienna and in
other locations. All of these properties came directly from Babenberger holdings, a contrast to the
more piece-meal acquisition of land by many of the other Schottenklöster in their early phases.
Supplementary donations from non-Babenberger were few and far between. The first such
recorded – a gift of lands by the parish-priest of Fischamend in 1170 – was accepted on behalf of
the monks by Heinrich; a further indication that he regarded the monastery as a ducal
institution.

34

The most graphic illustration of Heinrich’s interest in the Irish monastery is seen in

the fact that the Schottenkirche provided himself, his Byzantine wife Theodora and their daughter
Agnes with their burial-place. Presumably the Schottenkirche was intended to become the
traditional burial-place of his successors, at least as far as the Schottenmönche were
concerned.

35

His burial medio ecclesie in 1177 was effectively a confirmation of the

Schottenkloster as a Babenberger monument and as the sacral focal-point of the new ducal
36

residence.

An additional pointer to the role of the Irish monks as the spiritual wing of Heinrich’s court may lie
th

in the 13 -century forgeries which claim the Pankrazkapelle as part of his original donation.

37

Since this chapel was part of the ducal palatial complex, it is unlikely that it would have been
granted to the Schottenkloster, but the claim does suggest that the Schottenmönche had a longstanding interest in it. In Perger’s opinion, the claim of the Schottenkloster could not have been
pulled out of thin air.

38

He suggests that St. Pankraz may have been given over to the Irish monks

for temporary use until the Schottenkirche was completed, which would explain the interest of the
Irish monks in it subsequent to the completion of their church. It seems unlikely, however, that the
Irish monks would not, as at Würzburg, have quickly constructed a small church structure at the
Schottenkloster site to cater for their needs in advance of the completion of the Schottenkirche. A
reference found in Rasch suggests that a temporary structure did indeed precede the

32

Ibid., p. 217; FRA 18, No. 9.
FRA 18, No. 11. They received land in 31 different locations (Lechner, Gründungsgeschichte, p. 29, n. 47). For the
property owned by the monastery within Vienna, see Perger, Grundherren I, pp. 27-30.
34
FRA 18, No. 5; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 223.
35
As stated in the ‘Erbgruftfälschung’ of 1208-1227, which was dated 1161.
36
‘1177. Hoc anno dux Austrie Heinricus.....Idus Ianuarii in oppido Wienne obiit, et ibidem in monasterio sancte Dei
genitricis Marie sanctique Gregorii pape, quod ipse fundaverat et monachis Scoticis locaverat, 18. Kalendas Februarii
medio ecclesie sepelitur.’. (MGH SS 9, p. 631)
37
Dating to 1208-1227 and 1258/60 (Lechner, Gründungsgeschichte, pp. 32, 34).
38
Perger, Grundherren I, pp. 39-40.
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Schottenkirche. This church, dedicated to SS. Philip and James, is said to have been begun in
1155, before being demolished prior to the consecration of the monastery in 1200.

39

The claim of the Schottenmönche to St. Pankraz may have arisen in a different fashion. It is
possible that the Irish monks in Vienna performed a liturgical role at the court-chapel, a service
their compatriots in Nuremberg may have provided for Heinrich’s half-brother Conrad III. One
probable Schottenmönch, by the name of Daniel, who appears as a witness in a number of
40

charters dating from 1202 to 1210, is sometimes referred to as capellanus ducis.

As it is difficult

to imagine that the Schottenkloster would make a claim for St. Pankraz while it still functioned as
the Pfalzkapelle, the first forgery relating to this chapel must have been written shortly after it had
been divested of this function. This may have resulted from the erection of a new ducal residence
41

elsewhere in Vienna, or from the construction of a new court-chapel ‘Am Hof’.

The claims of the

Irish monks to the chapel were recognised by the Bishop of Passau in 1263, over ten years
before the ducal residence is thought to have been moved to the Hofburg.

42

If the Irish monks did

indeed serve in the Pfalzkapelle, this would again testify to their role as court-clergy. It might be
then seen as a natural extension of their apparent role as providers of pastoral care to the court
th

familia. Through a series of forged early- and mid-13 -century charters, the Irish monks claimed
43

for their monastery an ab origine right to act as the burial place of the Babenberger court.

This

44

significant pastoral right was finally officially granted by papal adjudicators in 1265.

It is virtually certain that the Irish monks provided another service for their Babenberger patrons.
Examination of the layout and script of a number of charters issued by Heinrich and his successor
45

Leopold V points to their execution by Schottenkloster scribes.

The close relationship between

the Schottenmönche and the Babenberger is also manifest in the annalistic output of the
monastery. The annalistic entries composed in the Schottenkloster offer an idiosyncratic account
of contemporary events; there is a marked emphasis on the political events relating to
39

Rasch, Dii: ‘A. 1155 ward diβ closter / und erstlich S. Phillip unnd Jakobs Pfarkirchen zu bauen angefangen (vor der
Stat Favia)’; D vi. The term Pfarrkirchen (parish church) can be regarded as an anachronism, given that the
th
Schottenkloster only received full pastoral rights in Vienna in the second half of the 13 century.
40
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 233.
41
Lechner maintains that the new Hofburg was built by Leopold VI between 1220 and 1230 (Lechner, Babenberger, pp.
248; 390-391, ns. 43 & 45). Sound documentary evidence for this claim is lacking, and his argument has been rejected by
a number of authors, who adhere to the better-documented dating of post-1275 (inter alia Perger, Grundherren III, p. 92;
Csendes, Die Entwicklung Wiens, pp. 76-77). Perger brought the undated Johanneskapelle ‘Am Hof’ into connection with
the ‘capella speciosa’ erected by Leopold VI at Klosterneuburg, which was consecrated in 1222 and also dedicated to St.
John the Baptist (Perger, Grundherren I, p. 45, n. 90). Could Leopold also have had the Johanneskapelle in Vienna built
around the same time?
42
Monumenta Boica 29b, Reg. no. 73; Lechner, Gründungsgeschichte, p. 35.
43
FRA 18, Nos. 2, 3, 35.
44
Ibid., No. 44; Lechner, Gründunggeschichte, p. 35.
45
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 233-234: ‘Die Mönche des Wiener Schottenklosters haben für Herzog Heinrich
Kanzleidienste geleistet. Darüber sollte es keine Zweifel mehr geben.’ Flachenecker suggests that the Schottenmönche
were given the Babenberger parishes of Pulkau and Eggendorf in reward for these chancellory duties – an arrangement
similar to that between Bishop and Schottenkloster in Würzburg.
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Babenberger figures, but the annals also record the fortunes of Irish dynastic families – principally
the Meic Carthaigh and Uí Briain of Munster.

46

The ‘Irish entries’ cover the period from 1174 to

1260, and are preserved not in the original house annals, which do not survive, but rather in
th

works of 13 -century date compiled largely at other Austrian monasteries, which form part of a
th

h

complex group of interrelated annals produced in Austria in the 12 and 13 centuries.

47

Heinrich clearly recognised that the inclusion of a court-monastery as an integral part of his new
residence would confer practical benefits and add to the prestige of the project. The symbolic
fusion of monastery and Pfalz at his father’s palatial complex at Klosterneuburg may have offered
a template, though the physical integration of the sacred and profane at Vienna was not as
complete. The palatial complex at Goslar, and indeed the Arnulfspfalz at Regensburg, also
offered examples of residences fused with monasteries with which Heinrich would have been
familiar. The question as to why Heinrich chose Irish monks – ‘solos elegimus scottos’ – to people
his court-monastery must be asked.

48

One factor must have been the willingness of the

Schottenmönche to locate their monastery at such a prominent site. Such intimacy with the
secular world in terms of location and function would not have been palatable for Cistercians or
reformed Benedictines, but the Schottenklöster had already shown themselves to be an
essentially urban monastic movement. That Heinrich’s half-brother and ally Conrad III had asked
the Irish monks to found the first monastery at his Nuremberg power-base in 1140 may also have
been significant; Rasch states that Konrad commended the Schottenmönche to Heinrich and
other princes at an assembly in Nuremberg in the same year.

49

Perhaps Heinrich was also aware

of the employment of the Irish monks in the bishop’s chancellory at Würzburg. The strong
Babenberger associations of the monastery left little room for the Bishop of Passau to intervene
in its internal affairs. Relations between the Babenberger and the Bishop of Passau were often
fraught, partly because of the efforts of various Margraves and Dukes to have a new Austrian
diocese created to reduce the influence of Passau within the region.

50

In establishing the

Schottenkloster, Heinrich had created an ecclesiastical centre in Vienna to rival the Passau
parish-church of St. Stephan. The dependence of the Irish monks upon their founder ensured that
the monastery remained largely independent of the bishop, whose involvement was limited to
such episcopal functions as the consecration of abbots and monastic buildings.
As might be expected, the 1161 confirmation charter places emphasis on the spiritual qualities of
the Irish monks as the motivating factor in Heinrich’s choice. He chose them because of their
46

See Ó Riain-Raedel, Twelfth- and thirteenth century Irish annals.
See ibid., pp. 130-131; Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 230-232; Schmale, Österreichische Annalistik; Klebel,
Fassungen und Handschriften.
48
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Krabbo, Die Versuche der Babenberger.
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‘praiseworthy simplicity’, with which he had become familiar through his own experiences and
51

through reliable sources.

Those from whom he had heard these glowing reports most likely

included his sister Bertha and possibly Conrad III. In the mid-12

th

century the Schottenklöster

movement was at its highpoint, and the same must hold true for its reputation. Heinrich would
have had first-hand knowledge of the Regensburg motherhouse at the time of its greatest
prosperity and at the beginning of its cultural Blütezeit. He may also have been attracted by the
Schottenkloster association with pilgrimage. Rasch relates that the Duke wished the Irish monks
to found a ‘Pilgerhauβ’ to cater for the many pilgrims travelling through Austria on their way to the
Holy Land.

52

Heinrich himself had first-hand knowledge of the related phenomenon of the

Crusades, having participated in the second one in 1147/48.

53

Interestingly, Rasch also suggests

that the memory of St. Colmán, an Irish pilgrim captured and executed in Austria while on his way
to or from Jerusalem, was a factor in choosing Irish monks.

54

Perhaps Colmán’s reputed royal

ancestry as well as the connection with the Holy Land appealed to the Duke. Furthermore,
concerns for his own salvation would not have been far from Heinrich’s mind when establishing
this, his only, monastic foundation. That the necrology of the Schottenklöster movement is
thought to have been begun at Regensburg in 1150 suggests that, by this time, the Irish monks
had this aspect of their spiritual offering in good enough order to convince any potential patron
55

that his departed soul would be well looked after.

Heinrich’s January 13

th

anniversary would

indeed be recorded in both the Viennese and general Schottenklöster necrologies.

56

Of more

earthly concern to Heinrich would have been the fact that the political simplicitas of these foreign
monks, reliant on his protection and support, would have ensured that they were amenable to
fulfilling the duties he expected of them.
With Heinrich’s death in 1177, the Schottenkloster, although gaining the prestige of hosting the
grave of the first Duke of Austria, at the same time lost its great benefactor and protector. The
relationship between the monastery and succeeding Babenberger dukes was never to be as
close, though the grants made by the founder were respected by his descendants. Heinrich was
the first and last duke to be interred at the Schottenkloster. His successors renewed the strong
Babenberger association with the Cistercians, which, having begun with Leopold III, had receded
during Heinrich’s tenure. In line with this course of patronage, all four of the Babenberger dukes

51

‘Solos elegimus scottos, eo quod et nostra experientia et religiosorum potissimum relatione, noverimus laudabilem
eorundem simplicitatem’ – FRA 18, No.4.
52
Rasch, Stifftung und Prelaten, Di.
53
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Ferenczy, Heinrich II. Jasomirgott, p. 30. Incidentally, Heinrich’s medallion on the late 15 -century Babenberger
Stammbaum neatly links the Duke’s involvement in the crusades with his founding of the Schottenkloster (see below).
Both could at least have fitted into the broad category of ‘good works’.
54
Rasch, Stifftung und Prelaten, Dii. On Colmán, see Ó Riain-Raedel, Ireland and Austria, pp. 27-32.
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Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 49.
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MGH Nec. Ger. 5, p. 304; Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 57.
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who followed Heinrich opted for burial at Cistercian monasteries.

57

The precocious centralism

fostered by Heinrich was abandoned by his successors, who returned to a model of
Reiseherrschaft, which led to the political importance of Vienna being reduced.

58

59

year of Heinrich’s death saw the Irish monks receive their first papal privilege.

Interestingly, the

Whether this was

an immediate response to the loss of their patron and perhaps an attempt to shore the monastery
up against interference from Passau is unclear, as 1177 was also the year in which Alexander III
was finally recognised as the legitimate pope by Friedrich Barbarossa, after almost two decades
of conflict with the emperor.

60

A more comprehensive papal privilege from Celestine III followed in
61

1191, thus giving more strength to Rome’s assurances.

The increased emphasis on papal

guarantees did not significantly diminish the role of the Babenberger in the affairs of the
Schottenkloster.

62

In 1181, Leopold V committed himself to the protection of the monastery, as

was demanded of him by the ius fundationis, and granted the Schottenkloster significant
63

additional concessions regarding immunity from civil jurisdiction.

Early in the year 1200, with the

construction of the monastic complex nearing completion, the Irish monks appear to have been
taking stock. The need for a first detailed confirmation of the monastery’s holdings was required,
and Leopold VI duly obliged.

64

During the course of the following decades, the much-vaunted simplicitas of the Irish monks was
no longer appropriate in the changing circumstances. Indeed, the Schottenkloster was soon faced
with a threat to its very existence. In 1207, Leopold petitioned Pope Innocent III seeking the
65

creation of a new Austrian diocese with Vienna as its see.

He suggested that the Schottenkirche

could be transformed into a new cathedral dedicated to St. Colmán, with the Irish monks having
to make way for their exalted compatriot. The Schottenmönche rallied against the potential loss of
their monastery and were joined in their protests by the Bishop of Passau, who would also have
lost out had the Duke’s wishes become reality. As it happened, Leopold’s plans came to nothing;
the Irish monks had managed to secure another papal privilege from Innocent III in 1208, which

57

Heinrich’s son Leopold V was buried at Heiligenkreuz, as were his son Friedrich I (1195-1198) and grandson Friedrich
II (1230-1246). Friedrich II’s father, Leopold VI (1198-1230) was interred at the Cistercian monastery he had founded at
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im Mittelalter, pp. 28-29).
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66

helped to force the Pope’s hand.

The relief felt by the Schottenmönche would have been

tempered by a new awareness of the uncertainty of their circumstances. After all, the incumbent
Duke obviously now regarded the monastery as dispensable. In this climate, the two forgeries
supposedly relating to 1161 were aimed at strengthening the Schottenkloster’s position.

67

The

claims of the monastery to the Pankrazkapelle, the so-called Küchenzehnt and to burial rights
over deceased Dukes and the court-familia, all relate to a reassertion of the traditional link
between the Schottenkloster and the Babenberger court, which Leopold had been willing to
68

sever.

Attempts made by Leopold’s son, Friedrich II, to resurrect the diocesan project in

1244/45 also floundered.
protection.

70

69

In response, the Irish monks had again secured an assurance of papal

Clearly, the importance of the Schottenkloster to the Babenberger dynasty had long

since begun to wane, despite the fact that an episode involving Duke Friedrich some years earlier
implies a continued recognition of the Schottenkloster as a ducal establishment. In 1232,
Friedrich was knighted at the Schottenkloster in an ostentatious ceremony where the Duke was
reportedly accompanied by 200 knights, all bedecked in red and white, in what was reputedly the
first instance of the wearing of what would become the national colours of Austria.

71

The Irish

monastery must have been deemed a fitting stage for this display of Babenberger power.
Location
The intimacy between the Schottenkloster and Heinrich’s court was reflected in the geographical
proximity of the monastery to the ducal residence. It lay outside the south-western corner of the
walled town, on a slight incline close to the Heidenschuss gate. It was bordered to the west by an
old Roman road – still retained in the modern townscape as the Herrengasse\Schottengasse –
which continued north-westwards along the Danube towards Klosterneuburg and beyond,
following the original line of the Roman limes. The Babenberger Pfalz was located only a few
hundred metres to the south-east of the Schottenkloster. Yet the physical relationship between
the two complexes was somewhat blurred by the presence of the town wall and the ‘Tiefer
Graben’ – the old Roman fossata – between the two, so that the intimacy achieved between
monastery and Pfalz at Klosterneuburg was not replicated. The monastic church did boast an
open façade on its Pfalz-facing side, as at Klosterneuburg, due to a decision to position the
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cloister to the north rather than to the south of the church, which ensured that the Schottenkirche
remained unobscured by ancillary buildings as it was approached from the Heidenschuss gate. A
desire to shelter the claustral buildings from the busier town-side of the monastery would also
have contributed to the decision.
The prominent extra-mural location of the Viennese monastery accords well with the general
pattern of Schottenkloster sites already encountered. Perhaps a scarcity of space might explain
the necessity to locate outside the walls; after all, the church of St. Stephan had been erected
outside the east-wall of the town a couple of decades previously, despite commanding a smaller
footprint than a monastic complex. The western section of area within the Roman walls would
have been largely undeveloped in 1155, however, which suggests that locating the
Schottenkloster within the walls to the north-east of ‘Am Hof’ might well have been an option.

72

The proximity afforded to important transport-routes westwards would have been conducive to
any role as a pilgrim hostel. The position of the monastery at the western approaches of the town
also offered a striking similarity to that of St. Stephan on its eastern side; perhaps Heinrich
wished to strike a visual counterpoint to the rival Passau institution. The monastery did not remain
outside the town-wall for long, with the new circuit enclosing it by 1200, at which point the
Schottenkloster stood just inside the town’s main west-gate, the so-called Schottentor.
The architecture of the Schottenkloster
The evidence to be discussed below suggests that the Romanesque church built after the
th

establishment of the Irish monastery remained largely intact until the 17 century. The current
monastic church belongs to the Baroque period, but incorporates substantial fragments of the
Romanesque church both in situ and in the form of spolia. Prior to the construction of the new
th

17 -century church, the only major changes made to the Romanesque Schottenkirche seem to
th

have been concentrated in the 15 century. These alterations appear to have been prompted by
th

damage suffered in an earthquake which hit Vienna on June 5 , 1443. Johannes Rasch, writing
in 1586, records that the earthquake ‘shook’ the Schottenkloster, and speculates that the cracks
visible on the church walls in his time were caused by this event.

73

This occurred after the

monastery had passed into the hands of German Benedictines, the Irish monks having been
forced to cede control in 1418. The post-1443 work was mainly focussed on the eastern end of
the church, which appears to have been largely rebuilt, though a wider programme of renovation
was also carried out. These alterations are recorded in contemporary sources, most notably the
Promemoria futuris temporibus habenda de ecclesia nostra renovata et de alteribus de novo
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Ebner, Die Frühgeschichte Wiens, pp. 62-63.
Rasch, Stifftung und Prelaten, Fi.
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erectis et aliquibus antiquis destructis propter certas causas et capellis aliquibus antiquis, which
dates to 1460-1466.

74

The historical sources relating to the Irish period contain no references to

specific structural changes being made to the monastic church. The church and cloister did suffer
severe damage in a 1276 fire, which broke out near the Schottentor before spreading across
town.

75

The effects of the fire can still be discerned on the surviving remains, and indulgence

charters granted to the monastery in 1296 and 1317 seeking funds to restore the fire-damaged
church and cloister testify to the long-lasting repercussions of the disaster.

76

Indeed an

indulgence charter dating to as late as 1413 recalls the destruction of the monastery in the fire ‘a
multis temporibus’ and the loss of various treasures and documents.

77

In comparison with the

cloister, which may have required close to a complete reconstruction, the shell of the church
appears to have survived largely intact with the roof and internal fittings worst affected. The fire
may have occasioned one profound structural change in the area of the church’s western end,
however. This appears not to have been the only major alteration made to the original
Romanesque church prior to 1418. Evidence from small-scale excavations carried out in the
1950s and 1970s encourage the conclusion that its eastern end was demolished and rebuilt in
altered form very early in the life of the Romanesque church, perhaps even during the initial
construction campaign. Before dealing with the infancy of the Schottenkirche, it is pertinent to
describe the church standing on the same spot 950 years later.
The Baroque Schottenkirche
The construction of the Baroque church began circa 1638 and is well documented. The decision
to demolish the medieval church and rebuild was reportedly precipitated in part by an
embarrassing incident involving Emperor Ferdinand II, who attended the church with his family on
st

May 21 1634 only for stones to come loose from the church’s vault, with the emperor embroiled
in the ensuing panicked stampede.

78

In addition, the church’s crossing-tower is said to have

collapsed in 1636 after being hit by lightning, and again in 1637 after being rebuilt.
the monastery archive dated July 11

th

79

A contract in

1638 contains instructions concerning the construction

process. It makes it clear that the medieval presbytery, transept and crossing tower were to be
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Vienna, Schottenstiftsarchiv, Cod. 395. Albert Hübl was the first to draw on this source in his 1914 architectural history
of the monastery (Hübl, Baugechichte des Stifts Schotten).
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MGH SS 9, p. 707.
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‘.....ecclesia sancte Marie Scotorum in Wienna .....que per inevitabile incendium in cinerem et favillam olim erat redacta’
(FRA 18, No. 76). Indulgences were to be granted to those who visited the church on certain days or who contributed ‘ad
fabricam, reparacionem emendacionem, luminaria, ornamenta, vestimenta seu ad aliqua alia necessaria ipsius ecclesie’.
The 1317 charter called for donations ‘ad reparamenta ipsius ambitus’ (ibid., No. 133).
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‘Quia vero idem monasterium a multis temporibus proch dolor per ignis voraginem miserabiliter consumptum fuit et
diversa clenodia ac litterarum monumenta et alia multa bona in eodem incendio inclusa fuerant.....’ (ibid., No. 434).
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Hübl, Baugeschichte des Stifts Schotten, p. 61.
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Ibid., p. 61.
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completely demolished and the church thus shortened.

80

This was not the case west of the

transept, where the erection of the new presbytery involved the removal of the old vaults of the
81

three aisles but merely a heavy remodelling of the medieval walls.

According to the contract, the

first phase of construction also involved the erection of a new slender tower in the position of the
medieval crossing-tower. A contract of March 2

nd

1643 concerning the second phase of

construction stipulated that the surviving section of the medieval church to the west of the
Baroque presbytery including its foundations should be completely removed prior to the erection
of the new nave, thus signalling a clear departure from the more circumspect approach in relation
to the presbytery.

82

The new church was to be built from scratch, including a vaulted crypt,

chapels, oratories and two western towers.

83

The original layout of the Baroque church survives largely intact today (figs. 159-160). While the
church gives the impression of a basilica externally, with the nave-walls stepped above the tall
side-walls, internally the nave effectively consists of a single wide chamber, flanked by a series of
interlinked chapels of lower height. The flanking chapels directly to the west of the presbytery are
longer than the others and share the height of the nave, which gives the church a cruciform
character both internally and externally. An organ-gallery opens above the porch between the two
western towers, which protrude only slightly above the remainder of the western façade
externally. Only at its eastern end is the Baroque church truly divided into three aisles.
The surviving remains of the Romanesque church
Karl Lind, writing in 1877, was the first to recognise that the Baroque church was built on the site
of its medieval predecessor, and that Romanesque remains had been preserved in the area of
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‘Alß für das erste sollen die Maister das ganze Cor, wo der Hoche Altar gestanden, sambt dennen Pfällern, wo der
Thurn gestanden, vnnd Seitenmauer biß zur neuen Cor Maur, welche von grundt auf solle gefirt werden, Item das
khirchen gewölb biß zur Schitmaur, das Chor, wo man gesungen, biß auf die fenster herunder biß vnnd sambt dem
völligen Gätter, auch die zwo neben Capeln, damit daß cor desto liechter wirt, abtragen.....’ (ibid., p. 62; Hauser, Zur
Baugeschichte der Schottenkirche, p. 14).
81
The exact nature of the works carried out in this area is not particularly clear from the 1641 contract. An invoice dating
st
to August 1 1641 is more instructive: ‘Andern ist vber die Dingnuß im Chor das alte gewölb sambt der Dipplmaur ab,
zway fenster in die orattorien außgebrochen worden, zween pfeiller sambt einer Maur abgeöbnet, ain neu gewölb
gemacht, die Maur droben erhöcht, Auß vnnd inen neue gesimbß auf der rechten Hand von vnden bis zum oratori fenster
eine neue Maur aufgemaurt.....’ (Hübl, Baugeschichte des Stifts Schotten, p. 62; Hauser, Zur Baugeschichte der
Schottenkirche, p. 14).
It is patent that the erection of the new presbytery entailed a remodelling of the existing fabric rather than a new build. The
survival of substantial extant Romanesque remains within the area of the Baroque presbytery confirms this. The reference
to demolition in relation to the two side-chapels in the 1638 contract probably refers to their vaults, which would explain
how this action would make the presbytery ‘lighter’. The side-chapels in question can be identified with the medieval
‘Finstere Sakristei’ and ‘Romanische Kapelle’ preserved within the Baroque church, which may well already have been
divided from the remainder of the side-aisles prior to 1638.
82
‘Erstlichen sollen sie die Alte Kürchen abbrechen, daß Fundament heraußnemben.....’ (Hübl, Baugeschichte des Stifts
Schotten, p. 64; Hauser, Zur Baugeschichte der Schottenkirche, p. 15). As will be seen below, a substantial section of the
original northern aisle-wall was actually retained, because it bordered the medieval cloister, which remained standing until
1828.
83
‘Fürs Ander sollen sie die Kürchen wiederumb völig von Grundt auffüehren vnd Gwölben sambt denen Grufften,
Capellen, Oratorien vnnd die zween Thurn .....’ (Hübl, Baugeschichte des Stifts Schotten, p. 64; Hauser, Zur
Baugeschichte der Schottenkirche, p. 15).
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the Baroque presbytery.

84

This in situ fabric was identified in the so-called Finstere Sakristei or

‘dark sacristy’ to the north of the Baroque sanctuary. This room contains the truncated remains of
th

three of the eastern bays of the original northern side-aisle. During the course of the 20 century
further Romanesque fabric was discovered under the Baroque plaster, and much of it today
stands restored to its original state, most notably in the ‘Romanische Kapelle’ to the south of the
Baroque sanctuary, where the remains of the three corresponding bays of the original southern
side-aisle can be seen. The surviving Romanesque fabric comprises portions of the eastern
section of the church’s side-, arcade- and clerestorey-walls, with a more substantial stretch of the
northern aisle-wall preserved.
The Finstere Sakristei is of squat proportions and lives up to its moniker, despite the presence of
three windows on its north-wall (figs. 161-164). Walls close off the room from the Baroque north
transept to the west and a hallway to the east. The room is dominated by the lower sections of
two pairs of arcade-supports and responds of the Romanesque church. The space between the
two arcade-supports is filled with a wall dating to the Baroque remodelling, which contains a
doorway into the sanctuary. The wall between the eastern support and the eastern wall of the
room is also a Baroque insertion. The same is not true of the wall between the western support
and the western wall, which is built of yellow limestone ashlar blocks and is decorated with a
faded mural attributable to the Gothic period (fig. 162).

85

The same ashlar masonry survives

between and to either side of the responds, though it is truncated by the three inserted segmental
windows. There is no visible straight joint between the western arcade-support and the ashlar
wall (that is, the pier has no distinct western cross-arm), which suggests that the wall was erected
in tandem with the arcade.
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A low groin-vault conceals the Romanesque supports above a height

of about 2.5m. The supports are not visible in the chapel directly above the Finstere Sakristei, but
given the survival of the clerestorey wall above, the nave-supports at least must be preserved to
some extent within the later walls. The arcade-supports and responds rest on 83cm-high plinth
blocks. The two arcade-supports are compound piers of different size (figs. 161-162) Insofar as
only the northern halves of the piers are visible, it is not possible to determine conclusively their
complete plan. Both appear to have had a cross-shaped core and possess diagonally-orientated
nook shafts in both northern corners. A continuous base moulding of attic profile runs across the
cross-arms and nook shafts. Though no corner spurs survive on the column bases, the presence
of such spurs on a Romanesque base in the Romanische Kapelle and the obvious secondary
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Lind, Die Alte Schottenkirche, pp. 219-230. See also Lind, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 511-515; Lind & Neumann, Die
Schottenkirche, pp. 536-537.
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The limestone is thought to have been quarried in the area between Kalksburg and Mödling south of Vienna (Latzke,
Romanische Baufunde, p. 26).
86
Despite the absence of a straight joint and the masonry used, Brauneis describes this wall as secondary, while both
Latzke and Zahn treat it as original (Brauneis, Die Freilegung, pp. 67-68; Latzke, Romanische Baufunde, p. 33; Zahn,
Schottenklöster, p. 190).
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working of the bases of the nook shafts at the relevant points alludes to their original existence.

87

The cross-arms project to varying degrees; that on the eastern face of the western of the two
piers extends considerably further than the remainder. The cross-arm on the eastern face of the
eastern pier is distinct from the others in having a half-column attached to its front.

88

The plan of

the two responds matches that of the northern halves of the arcade-piers, with diagonallyorientated nook-shafts in the angles between a projecting pilaster and the side-wall (figs. 163164).
The most easterly of the segmental windows occupies the position of a Romanesque doorway,
the hollow arris-roll and outer quirk of whose surround survives either side of the inserted window
(fig. 164). The hollow roll and quirk stop about a foot above ground-level. This doorway can be
better appreciated from the other side of the north-wall. It, along with a substantial stretch of the
wall both bordering the Finstere Sakristei and beyond it to the west, is visible from a small yard to
the north of the church and within a room at first-floor level within the monastery (figs. 165-166).
Indeed, the northern side-wall is the best preserved element of the Romanesque church,
presumably because it stood adjacent to the medieval cloister, which was not demolished until
1828. The scars of the vaults of the cloister’s southern arcade are evident on the stretch of the
north-wall visible from within the yard. The wall can be seen to be composed of large neatlycoursed ashlar blocks of the kind also visible within the Finstere Sakristei. The walls rest on a
high chamfered plinth. At its eastern end the plinth runs into the raised rectangular surround of
the erstwhile doorway into the Finstere Sakristei, which projects about 10cm beyond the
surrounding aisle-wall (fig. 167). This area of raised ashlar is heavily damaged in parts, especially
at its edge and in its upper section, which was roughly reduced to the level of the masonry above.
The eastern part of the surround is concealed behind a north-south wall which continues the line
of the east-wall of the Baroque presbytery, with the result that the doorway does not stand
centrally within the visible surround. The ground-level in the yard is somewhat below the original,
which can be seen from the fact that the worn threshold of the doorway is perched about a foot
above the current level. The jambs and arch of the doorway have a hollow roll on the arris
89

between two quirks.

The north-wall visible in the yard borders three internal rooms, beginning with the Finstere
Sakristei at ground-floor level, a modern chapel above it and a canteen at second-floor level, the
latter two rooms attached to the monastery guest-house. Only the wall enclosing the two lower
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The corner spurs in the Finstere Sakristei were reportedly removed in 1892 (Lind, Die Schottenkirche, p. 515, n. 1).
This half-column is almost totally concealed by the rubble-wall between the pier and the room’s eastern wall.
89
This suggests than there was also originally a second, inner quirk on the arris of the doorway internally, which was lost
through the later insertion of a window.
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90

rooms belongs to the Romanesque church, reaching a height of 9.2m.

The Romanesque

masonry ends without an eaves moulding 50cm below the current string-course between the first
91

and second floors.

A pair of large square-headed windows opens into the first-floor chapel.

These probably occupy the position of the Romanesque aisle-windows (fig. 166). There is no
inserted window above the doorway and no trace of a Romanesque opening.

92

The north-wall

does not retain its full width of 1.5m for its entire length. Just over 5m to the west of the doorway
surround there is a 15cm reduction in the width of the wall above a height of 6.22m (fig. 166). A
further offset, this time along the full height of the aisle-wall, occurs approximately 3.5m further
west and reduces the width of the wall to a uniform 1.1m.

93

The north-wall then continues

westwards, with further patches of the ashlar visible from inside the ‘Schottensaal’ thanks to
windows in the plasterwork. The Romanesque aisle-wall is preserved as far as its intersection
with the Baroque north-west tower, though only to a height of about 6.3m beyond the point where
it borders the Baroque transept.

94

The orientation of the northern wall diverges slightly from that

of the sections of arcade-wall preserved in the Finstere Sakristei and Romanische Kapelle, the
aisle-wall veering slightly inwards towards the west.

95

A significant portion of the original clerestorey wall has also been preserved above the surviving
stretch of the Romanesque nave arcade-wall within the Finstere Sakristei and today serves as
the northern wall of the Baroque sanctuary. Much of the extant wall’s external ashlar facing is
visible from within the canteen at second-floor level. The Romanesque wall features an offset of
approximately 20cm depth at a point corresponding with the eastern offset on the aisle-wall below
(fig. 168). Whether there was a second offset further west on the wall cannot be determined, as
the wall is obscured at the relevant point by the western wall of the Baroque transept which
borders the room. As in the case of the upper stretches of the aisle-wall, the eastern section of
the clerestorey wall is not original, being composed of rubble, brick and spolia. The upper section
of the wall above the canteen is also built of these materials and is of Baroque vintage.
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It

contains two large round-headed windows, the cut-stone surrounds of which may constitute
Romanesque spolia adapted in the 17

th

century, although Vischer’s 1672 view of the church

shows the clerestorey wall to contain two half-moon windows of the type extant on the southern
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All measurements are taken from Latzke, Romanische Baufunde, pp. 27-28.
Ibid., p. 27. The interface between the Romanesque and later masonry is today obscured by plaster.
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The eastern section of the wall above the doorway surround is composed of brick-work and today rendered (ibid., pp.
26-27).
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The addition of infill masonry in the Late Gothic and Baroque periods corrected these fluctuations in the depth of the
wall; Latzke, Romanische Baufunde, pp. 28-29; Reidinger, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 192-193; figs. 254-257).
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Latzke, Romanische Baufunde, p. 27.
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See Reidinger, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 200-201; fig. 270.
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Latzke, Romanische Baufunde, p. 30 & Pl. 42. While the masonry surrounding the windows is no longer visible
externally, the internal face of the wall above can be seen from inside the roof-space above the vaults. It is composed of
spolia, rubble and brick.
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clerestorey today (fig. 183).

The apparent rebuilding of the upper section of the clerestorey wall

at that time corresponds with the written evidence concerning the construction of the Baroque
st

presbytery. The invoice dating to August 1 1641 relates that the old vault together with the vaultwalls (‘Dipplmaur’) was removed, a new vault erected and the wall raised in height above it. The
demolition of the medieval vault and contingent walls resulted in the loss of the Romanesque
clerestorey windows, which would have been positioned within the span of the vaults. Both the
northern aisle- and clerestorey walls betray signs of significant fire damage, which intensify
towards the west.

98

In addition to the discolouration of masonry, the once straight-edged corners

of the blocks that protrude at the various offsets on the two walls have been left rounded and at
some points completely eroded by the effects of fire.
On the opposite side of the Baroque sanctuary to the Finstere Sakristei stands the Romanische
Kapelle, where substantial remains of the Romanesque south-aisle are preserved (figs. 169-173).
Work carried out between 1966 and 1969 restored the aisle to its Romanesque condition insofar
as was practicable, by eliminating the sub-division of the space into the lower Judas-ThaddäusKapelle and upper Kaiseroratorium and peeling back the Baroque facing.
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The northern wall of

the Romanische Kapelle is composed of a section of the Romanesque arcade-wall, with two
arches supported by two fully and one partially visible piers, between which run the inserted walls
of the Baroque presbytery. On the southern wall of the chapel two responds are preserved to
approximately half their original height opposite the two fully-visible eastern arcade-supports. The
chapel is covered by the groin-vaults of the Baroque Kaiseroratorium, which are set at a similar
height to the Romanesque examples they replaced. The form of the two eastern arcade-supports
matches that of the corresponding piers in the Finstere Sakristei, with diagonally-orientated nookshafts between their cross-arms. Again the western cross-arm of the second pier from east
projects considerably further than the remainder and the eastern support has the attached
column on its western face (figs. 170-171). The piers stand on the high plinths and attic bases
also found on the opposite side of the presbytery. A bulbous corner spur surviving intact on the
base of one of the respond nook shafts and fragmentary remains on others suggest that all the
column bases both here and in the Finstere Sakristei once possessed them (fig. 171). The
western of the three supports is almost completely concealed by later masonry and its form is not
readily determinable (fig. 172). Brauneis depicts the pier as a square block without cross-arms or
nook shafts in his plan. Whether this was a speculative reconstruction or whether the restoration
process allowed him to determine conclusively the original form of the pier is not clear. The
possibility that the southern face of the pier was levelled off during the course of the Baroque
remodelling must also be considered. The imposts of the piers have a profile of two hollow
97

Ibid., p. 30.
Ibid., pp. 26-30.
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For an account of the restoration see Brauneis, Die Freilegung.
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chamfers below a roll and plate, each separated by narrow quirks (fig. 170). The nook shafts
have capitals of cushion form above a necking and below a plate. A low roll within a shallow
groove follows the curve of each face of the capital before straightening out for a short stretch at
the corners. The spandrels between the capital faces are each accentuated by a single vertical
fillet. The capital of the half-column on the eastern pier is of the same form, but has fleur-de-lis
motifs carved within the curve of the roll on its visible eastern and southern faces (fig. 170).

100

The half-column supported the narrower inner arch of the double-ordered nave-arcade
opening.

101

The outer arch rested on the cross-arm behind. A number of voussoirs of the two

arches survive in situ. The arch to the west of this pier is fully intact and is again of two orders
(fig. 173). While the extended western cross-arm of the middle pier can accommodate the
springers of both orders, the outer order tapers into the core of the pier on the opposite side,
resulting in a degree of asymmetry. The western of the three arches is composed of a single
order (fig. 172). The aisle-facing cross-arms of the two fully visible piers supported transverse
arches in conjunction with the responds on the south-wall. These arches were again doubleordered as can be seen from their surviving springers. The fragmentary responds are of the same
form as the corresponding supports in the Finstere Sakristei, with a pilaster flanked by two nook
shafts, only one of which survives in each case. The pilasters do not, however, project to the
same extent. The position of the respond opposite the partially visible arcade-supports is
obscured by the Baroque wall. The nook shafts of the responds and arcade-piers would have
supported the Romanesque groin-vaults. Remains of the feet of these vaults have been
preserved above the imposts of the arcade-piers. Traces of the paintwork from the Romanesque
and later periods are today visible within the chapel, and together with fragments found during
restoration allow the original scheme to be reconstructed.

102

The piers were painted in dark- and

light-green colours, the half-columns dark-red with wide white stripes, the soffit of the arches
white with narrow red stripes and their arris with alternating red and white blocks.
Besides the responds and some masonry immediately adjacent to them, very little of the
Romanesque side-wall survives intact, due largely to the insertion of two rows of large Baroque
windows (fig. 169). Approximately one metre to the east of the eastern respond a short section of
what may be the western jambs of a splayed Romanesque window is preserved high on the sidewall, just inside the feet of the Baroque vault. Photographs taken of uncovered sections of the
exterior of the Romanische Kapelle during restoration work in 1991 reveal that its external face is
100

See also Latzke, Romanische Baufunde, fig. 43.
Ex situ fragments of the base and shaft of an engaged half-column of corresponding size stand in the crypt of the
Schottenkirche (see Reidinger, Die Schottenkirche, pl. 265) These probably represent the remains of the one of the piers
which would have stood to the east of the eastern supports preserved in the Finstere Sakristei and Romanische Kapelle.
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built of brick, rubble and Romanesque spolia.
th

104

completely rebuilt in the 17 century.

The south-wall to the west of the chapel was also

The intact lower section of the southern Romanesque

clerestorey wall, measuring about 2.5m in height, is visible from the roof-space above the
chapel’s vault (fig. 174). Isolated patches of an original off-white render survive on the upper
section of the masonry and are painted with red lines to imitate the joints of rectangular blocks.
These appear to be in situ examples of a decorative scheme also found on numerous spolia
reused throughout the Baroque church. It may be that the walls of the Romanesque
Schottenkirche, both inside and out, were decorated in this fashion. Unlike the northern
clerestorey, the upper section of the original southern wall may have been preserved in part,
despite the insertion of two large Baroque half-moon windows. The lower courses of the southern
wall visible from within the roof-space above the Baroque presbytery are built of ashlar masonry,
which gives way to a narrower brick and rubble Baroque wall for the remaining section.
The pictorial evidence
The fragmentary and localised nature of the surviving Romanesque remains do not, on their own,
th

allow for a general reconstruction of the 12 -century Schottenkirche. Crucial in this regard is the
supplementary information available from plans and views of the church, in particular, though not
th

exclusively, those which pre-date the construction of the Baroque church in the mid-17 century.
As always, the accuracy and clarity of these depictions vary greatly due to a number of factors,
including their scale and purpose and the technical ability of the individual responsible. Rather
than detailing all known representations of the Schottenkirche, I will here concentrate on the most
relevant, before giving a critical assessment of the two most controversial and potentially
significant examples.

105

Excluding schematic representations on monastery seals, the earliest depiction of the medieval
Schottenkirche can be found on a stained-glass window dating to circa 1330 in the claustral
Leopoldskapelle at Klosterneuburg (fig. 175).
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This shows Heinrich II – ‘Scotor[um] Fun[dator]’ –

holding a model of the eastern section of the Schottenkirche, with its northern aspect visible.
Discernible is a section of the nave with saddleback roof, which is pierced by two large roundheaded tracery windows, before running into a transept with a similar window on its northern
façade. East of the transept, the structure continues at the same height and under the same roof
as the nave, before this unlit chancel meets a lower round apse lit by a round-headed twin-light
window and capped by a semi-domed roof. It is difficult to judge the reliability of this
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Bundesdenkmalamt, Fotoarchiv, Wien I, Freyung, Bild 1:47431, 2:47432, 3:47433, 4:47434.
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representation, considering that this particular artistic method is not ideal for relaying architectural
works, spatial constraints being an obvious inhibitor.

107

Of particular interest is the arrangement of

transept-chancel-apse, which reappears on later depictions.
th

th

A number of 16 - and 17 -century views of the town of Vienna offer a relatively consistent
portrayal of the Schottenkirche, and have thus contributed significantly to most reconstructions of
the medieval or Romanesque church. Particularly useful is Hoefnagel’s 1609 engraving, which
shows the Schottenkirche from the north-east in good detail (fig. 177). As on the Klosterneuburg
window, a transeptal church is depicted, again with large round-headed tracery-windows on the
north-wall of the nave and transept. The Hoefnagel view differs in the inclusion of elongated
pointed windows on the eastern wall of the transept-arm and the southern wall of the chancel, in
the polygonal form of the apse, and, in particular, in the presence of a polygonal crossing-tower
and of a steep-gabled transverse structure at the church’s western end. This Westbau is also
visible from the south on Hirschvogel’s 1547 drawing and on Braun and Hogenberg’s 1558
depiction (figs. 176, 178). These two also show the chancel, transept and crossing tower as on
Hoefnagel’s engraving, though with some variations as to the articulation of the transept-facades.
The aisle-walls of the church are not visible on any of the views mentioned.
th

th

The relative consistency of these 16 - and 17 -century representations provides a useful point of
reference when considering the merits of the two most contentious pre-Baroque depictions – a
th

view of the church on the late 15 -century ‘Babenberger Stammbaum’ and Bonifaz Wolmuet’s
1547 ground-plan. The Stammbaum is a monumental genealogical work celebrating the leading
th

members of the Babenberger dynasty, which died out in the mid-13 -century. This enormous
painting on wood was occasioned by the canonisation of Leopold III and dates to between 1489
and 1491/1492.

108

Its central section features numerous medallions, each depicting a significant

event in the lives of individual Babenberger figures. The panel devoted to Heinrich II contains a
fantastical coastal landscape with a group of seafarers in the foreground – a clear reference to
Heinrich’s participation in the second crusade. A different exploit of Heinrich’s is represented in
the background, where the Duke stands with a Benedictine monk in front of what can only be the
Schottenkirche, viewed from the south-west (fig. 181). As it offers the most complete view of the
medieval basilica, the accuracy of this depiction is of the utmost importance. Brauneis was the
109

first to use the Stammbaum as an aid in the reconstruction of the Romanesque church.

Since

then, with the exception of Opll, who regarded the depiction as schematic – ‘[ein]
107

In the case of the Klosterneuburg church, depictions vary significantly within the Leopoldskapelle scheme alone
(Wagner-Rieger, Zur Baugeschichte der Stiftskirche, p.163). The failure to distinguish between a nave and side-aisle and
the absence of any chancel window on the Schottenkirche depiction suggests a strong tendency towards simplification on
the artist’s part.
108
Opll, Das Anlitz der Stadt Wien, p. 137.
109
Brauneis, Die Freilegung.
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topographisches Versatzstück’ – other authors have treated it as a reliable source.
th

110

With

th

reference to the 15 - and 16 -century views, it is possible to identify a number of diagnostic
features of the medieval Schottenkirche on the Stammbaum depiction, suggesting that this
source has a prima facie claim to accuracy. Most obvious are the Westbau, the eastern transept
and the polygonal crossing tower. The fact that the Stammbaum crossing tower appears to lack a
roof may give further credibility to the depiction, as the tower is said to have been damaged by
fire in 1488.
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Too little of the eastern end of the church is visible to draw comparisons. Further

evidence supportive of its authenticity comes by way of the low building with an archway running
through it which projects from the western wall of the cloister and runs perpendicular to the westfaçade of the church. The line of this annex and the location of the monastery gateway have
survived various reconstructions over the centuries and remain the same today.
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This evidence

suggests that the artist was certainly interested in portraying the actual Schottenkirche, rather
than a representative church structure. The artist’s concern with such details as differences in
fenestration, ornament and roof-lines, suggests a desire for accuracy rather than mere
schematism. The only material element of the depiction which gives cause for doubt – besides, of
course, the fantastical nature of the remainder of the medallion and the almost naïve style
employed throughout – is the remarkably pronounced projection of the south-aisle beyond both
the Westbau and the transept. This does not tally with the evidence from the Romanische Kapelle
or with the Wolmuet plan.

113

Though this discrepancy raises doubts as to the accuracy of the

Stammbaum depiction, in this author’s opinion it is outweighed by the consistency between it and
other views in the portrayal of other elements of the structure; the Stammbaum depiction can,
therefore, be regarded as a reliable source, with its detail having potential to yield more
information on the architectural history of the Schottenkirche than has hitherto been extracted, as
will be seen below.
Before any attempt is made at a reconstruction, the other highly significant pre-Baroque
representation of the Schottenkirche, the Wolmuet ground-plan, requires discussion (fig. 180).
For a number of authors this has formed the basis for their reconstructions of the Romanesque
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Opll Das Anlitz der Stadt Wien, p. 139; see, for example, Perger & Brauneis Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, p. 113,
Kubes, Die Sakralarchitektur, p. 491; Fillitz (ed.), Geschichte der bildenden Kunst, p. 272.
111
Hauswirth, Abriβ einer Geschichte, p. 47.
112
This wing is discernible on Wolmuet’s plan (albeit slightly misplaced), on Hoefnagel’s 1609 drawing and all postmedieval plans. Another possible indication of the artist’s attention to detail is the presence of a small turret at the
northern end of the cloister’s eastern wing. This turret is also present on Vischer’s 1672 view, though here with a Baroque
onion-shaped roof (fig. 183).
113
The Stammbaum side-aisle is of quite unorthodox form. The usefulness of archaeological and written evidence with
regard to this area will be discussed below. This is the only view of the church where a basilical side-aisle is visible. While
the perspectives employed by most of the relevant artists militated against the depiction of the side-aisles, they were
deliberately omitted on the Klosterneuburg stained-glass and should have been just about visible on Hoefnagel’s view.
Based on their non-portrayal in the latter, Lind (Die alte Schottenkirche, p. 226) suggested that the aisles may at some
stage have been raised to the height of the nave, but there is no other evidence to suggest that this was the case.
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church.

114

In 1547 Wolmuet was commissioned to draw a detailed ground-plan of Vienna and its
115

buildings to scale, in preparation for a modernisation of the town’s defences.

His plan of the

Schottenkirche shows it as a three-aisled transeptal church. The nave runs from the west-front of
the church through to the crossing, before a chancel of the same width continues eastwards,
ending in a semi-circular apse. The strongly projecting transept-arms are matched at the westfront in width and almost in length by two sub-quadratic units. Two side-aisles, roughly half the
width of the nave, run between transept and west-front. Five vault-units are included in each sideaisle, while the nave contains three. Vaulting is indicated throughout the structure, with the
th

exception of the apse. The plan may be viewed as a valuable companion piece to the 16 - and
th

17 -century views of the church already mentioned, but rather than merely complementing them,
it diverges in a number of crucial areas. Again the eastern end of the church comprises a
projecting transept, a chancel and an apse, but instead of the polygonal apse seen on the
Hirschvogel drawing of the same year and on the later Hoefnagel depiction, a round one is
shown. Furthermore, the lateral projections at the western end of Wolmuet’s structure are not
apparent on Hoefnagel’s drawing. A number of other features suggest that the impression of
detail generated by the plan is not matched by any great precision.

116

The gate-house annex

obscures a section of the west-front of the church instead of following the correct line running
from its north-western corner.

117

Wolmuet’s placement of the cloister at a distance from the north-

aisle contradicts both the archaeological evidence and later plans.

118

The inclusion of only five

bays in each side-aisle also runs contrary to the archaeological evidence. It is clear from
Wolmuet’s map of Vienna, that his prime concern was to record the exterior dimensions of
buildings, while interiors were of secondary importance. Indeed, the inner areas of churches are
the only ones not to be left blank, in each case the vaulting system being indicated. But even in
this single characteristic Wolmuet’s attention to detail must be called into question. There is a
clear tendency towards simplification. This manifests itself not only in the inclusion of fewer vaultunits than actually existed, as at the Schottenkirche and St. Stephan, but also the representation
119

of vaults of complex design with the crossed lines of a simple groin-vault.

The inaccuracies of

the Wolmuet plan demand that a cautious approach be adopted when employing it as an aid to
the reconstruction of the medieval church.
A reconstruction of the Romanesque church
114

Zahn, in particular, relied heavily upon it, while, of the earlier writers, Lind and Hauser were strong advocates.
Brauneis, Die Freilegung, p. 66.
116
Both Zahn (Schottenklöster, p.194) and Brauneis (Freilegung, p. 64) drew attention to some of the inaccuracies
inherent in the plan, while Hübl (Zur Baugeschichte des Stiftes Schotten, p. 45) was also somewhat sceptical.
117
See Brauneis, Die Freilegung, p. 64.
118
See Hübl, Zur Baugeschichte des Stifts Schotten, p. 45.
119
This can be seen in the cases of St. Stephan, where the net-vaults in the nave, completed in 1466 (Perger & Brauneis,
th
Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, pp. 58, 62) are shown as simple cross-vaults, and at Maria am Gestade, where early 15 century stellar-vaults (ibid., pp. 37-38) are portrayed in similar simplified fashion.
115
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The nave
Once believed to have been part of the Romanesque presbytery, the correct identification of the
Finstere Sakristei and Romanische Kapelle as fragments of the original northern and southern
120

nave-aisles is attributable to Walther Latzke.

That the original transept and presbytery stood to
th

the east of the Baroque presbytery is clear from the sources documenting the church’s 17 century reconstruction, which makes it certain that the Finstere Sakristei and Romanische
th

Kapelle flanked the nave of the Romanesque Schottenkirche. Their exact position within the 12 century church can be pinpointed with the aid of Zach’s 1775 plan of the monastery (fig. 182).
This shows the Romanesque portal preserved in the north-wall of the Finstere Sakristei to have
opened into the south-eastern bay of the medieval cloister, which would almost certainly have
occupied the angle between the aisle- and transept-walls. The doorway would therefore have led
into the eastern bay of the church’s northern aisle. Preserved within the Finstere Sakristei and
Romanische Kapelle are the three eastern bays of each side-aisle, with the most easterly bay
truncated by the Baroque end-walls. Each bay measured approximately 5.05m in length.

121

There is some evidence to suggest that the two eastern bays of each aisle bordered either a
monks’ choir or a ‘chorus minor’ occupying the eastern end of the nave. During the course of the
restoration of the Romanische Kapelle, it was discovered that the original floor-level within and, in
all probability, to the north of the two eastern archways was raised at least one step higher than
that of the adjacent side-aisle. The floor of a choir is generally higher than that of the flanking
aisles and of the nave to the west, as in the case, for example, of the apparent chorus minor at
Erfurt and the monks’ choir at Regensburg. Whether the Vienna choir was intended as a monks’
choir or a chorus minor depends on whether the church originally possessed a transept, an issue
which will be discussed at length below. The two eastern bays were also differentiated by being
bound by arches of double orders as opposed to the single-ordered arches to their west. The
existence of a choir at the eastern end of the nave might explain the disproportionately wide
eastern cross-arms on the middle piers in both the Romanische Kapelle and Finstere Sakristei.
These projecting supports may have supported a transverse screen dividing the choir from the
nave. The ashlar screen-wall extant between the middle and western piers within the Finstere
Sakristei is more difficult to explain, as this archway appears to have bordered the eastern
section of the nave rather than the choir itself. This feature is not replicated in the corresponding
arch of the south-arcade, which suggests that the screening-off of this bay of the north-aisle may
120

Latzke, Romanische Baufunde. Because they were labouring under the assumption that the Baroque and medieval
presbyteries occupied the exact same position, Karl Lind and the other early scholars to study the Schottenkirche’s
architectural history, namely Alois Hauser and Albert Hübl, mistakenly believed that the Romanesque fabric within the
Finstere Sakristei belonged to a side-chapel or side-aisle of the original presbytery (Lind, Die Schottenkirche, p. 514;
Hauser, Zur Baugeschichte der Schottenkirche, pp. 14-15. Hübl, Baugeschichte des Stifts Schotten, p. 44).
121
See Latzke, Romanische Baufunde, fig. 47; Reidinger, Die Schottenkirche, figs. 270-272.
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have been tied in with the location of the cloister. If the two eastern bays of the nave did
constitute a choir, the second arches on both arcades would also have been blocked-off, either
by a screen of some sort or by the choir stalls themselves alone. The same may not have been
true of the most easterly openings. The presence of attached columns on the eastern faces of the
most easterly surviving arcade-piers and, presumably, on the western faces of the corresponding
piers to the east would certainly have mitigated against the positioning of a screen between the
arch-supports. As at Regensburg, the final arches of both arcades may have allowed access up
to the choir as well as to the transept/presbytery. The arch of the southern arcade would also
have been aligned with the doorway from the cloister.
It is not certain that the system of vaulting used in the two eastern bays was replicated throughout
the side-aisles. The presence of nook shafts on the relevant corners of the middle piers and
responds in both chapels implies that the following supports ― and, by extension, all the
remaining supports of the two aisles ― were of similar form. Indeed, one block of the groin-vault
of the third bay of the southern-aisle survives in situ above the south-western nook shaft of the
middle arcade-pier in the Romanische Kapelle, which confirms that this bay was also vaulted.
Unfortunately, the relevant supports at the western end of the third bay of both aisles do not
survive or are only partially visible. Despite the presence of the nook shafts on the bay’s eastern
supports, Brauneis reconstructed the partly-concealed western arcade-pier in the Romanische
Kapelle as a simple square pier, and Latzke took the absence of remnants of a plinth or nook
shaft at the south-western corners of the Finstere Sakristei as evidence that the western arcadepier concealed behind the Baroque end-wall was also without cross-arms or nook shafts.

122

They

also suggested that the responds with flanking nook shafts found in the two eastern bays were
absent from the remainder of the south-aisle. The possibility that the relevant arcade-supports
and responds were altered in tandem with the insertion of the Baroque end-walls is quite strong,
123

which weakens somewhat these conclusions.

Yet, as Latzke cogently argued, the absence of

distinct vault-supports on the relevant arcade-pier and of responds in the Finstere Sakristei may
have been tied in with a process of ‘simplification’ also evident in the reduction of the width of the
aisle-walls and in the number of orders possessed by the nave-arches.
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The first offset in the

aisle-wall arrives in the middle of the third bay of the north-aisle, while the second offset occurs
immediately after the bay. If these alterations stemmed from a change of plan, perhaps due to a
shortage of resources, it is quite possible that the architectural programme within the church was
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Brauneis, Die Freilegung, fig. 45; Latzke, Romanische Baufunde, p. 33.
Zahn, on the basis of the implications of the nook shafts at the eastern end of the third bay, reconstructed a uniform
system of vault-supports for the entire aisles, and expressly rejected Latzke’s observations regarding the form of the
western arcade-support in the Finstere Sakristei (Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 287, n. 728; fig. 135).
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Latzke, Romanische Baufunde, p. 33.
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125

also curtailed.

The Würzburg Schottenkirche has already provided a precedent for a change of

plan resulting in the intended vault-supports on one side of the eastern aisle-bays being left idle.
In that case the aisles remained unvaulted. If the aisles at Vienna were vaulted, as might be
inferred from the evidence for a vault over the third bay of the southern aisle, the question of how
the vaults were supported in the absence of nook-shafts is raised.
Even more uncertain is the question of whether the nave was vaulted. Judging by the depth of the
Baroque pilasters attached to the inner faces of the arcade-piers, vault-supports of the kind seen
on the aisle-facing sides of the piers do not survive under the current facing. Whether such
supports were removed in the 17

th

century is another question, which the uncovering of the

Baroque overlay may answer in the future. The nave was certainly vaulted prior to the Baroque
remodelling, as is clear from the contemporary documents relating to the work undertaken.
Wolmuet’s 1547 plan shows only three vaults spanning the distance between the church’s
western wall and eastern transept, almost certainly a result of schematism on the cartographer’s
th

part. A mid-15 -century source, the Promemoria, records that the vaults of the Schottenkirche
126

were ‘renovated’ in 1449, no doubt an action prompted by the earthquake of 1443.

The use of

the verb renovare implies that the church was already vaulted prior to 1449, making it likely that
the entire Schottenkirche was vaulted ab initio. Wolmuet’s plan shows one nave-vault
corresponding in length to two aisle-vaults. Though the detail of this plan is suspect, such an ad
quadratum system of bay-division and vaulting would be likely for the Romanesque
Schottenkirche, as it was used at a number of contemporary large-scale monastic churches in the
region, including the important Cistercian church at Heiligenkreuz and the Erfurt Schottenkirche,
the erection of which may also have begun in the 1150s.
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The width of the nave at about 10.1m

matches the length of two bays, which would accord with an ad quadratum system.
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There are

difficulties in calculating the total number of bays in the nave, which affects the likelihood of such
a system of vaulting, as will be discussed below. It can be assumed that the orientation of the
arcade-walls remained unchanged for the full length of the nave.
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Latzke suggested that the death of the monastery’s patron may have prompted this more sparing use of materials,
though 1177 seems somewhat late for the construction to have only advanced as far as the eastern bays of the nave
(ibid., p. 28).
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‘Ecclesia renovata est in testudine’ (Promemoria.....– Vienna, Schottenstiftsarchiv, Cod. 395, fol. 131r; Hübl,
Baugechichte des Stifts Schotten, p. 49; Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 322, Reg. LXVI).
127
This would assume that the reported 1449 renovation did not alter the original vaulting system.
128
Reidinger, Die Schottenkirche, figs. 270-272.
129
Contra ibid., pp. 202-204; figs. 275-277. Reidinger argued that the orientation of the nave changed immediately to the
west of the three partially preserved eastern bays, which he considered to have comprised the ‘choir’. In the absence of
any standing remains of the western section of the nave, he reconstructed the nave’s orientation using that of the substructure of the Baroque north-western tower, which is not on the same axis as that of the Baroque church or of the above
ground tower. The sub-structure of the tower stands within and below the Baroque crypt, up to 6.6m below ground-level.
Where its masonry is visible, it consists of reused Romanesque spolia. Because of its depth and masonry, there is nothing
to suggest that the substructure is an in situ relic of the Romanesque church, though some original foundations might be
contained within. It therefore does not seem justified to reconstruct the axis of the entire nave on this basis alone, ignoring
the orientation implicit in the surviving remains and the possibility that other factors determined the axis of the tower’s
substructure. Reidinger’s theory appears even less persuasive when this divergent orientation is used in his
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In addition to the surviving doorway into the south-eastern bay of the cloister, there may have
been a further opening into the cloister at the opposite end of the northern aisle-wall, perhaps in
the position of the extant Baroque doorway, which is situated about 12m to the east of the northwestern tower. The depiction of the Schottenkirche on the Babenberger Stammbaum suggests
that there was a public doorway on the southern aisle-wall in addition to the portal between the
two western towers. The round-headed doorway is situated towards the western end of the
southern wall and its position may again correspond to that of the Baroque doorway, which
stands directly opposite the western of the two doorways on the northern aisle-wall. The portal on
the Stammbaum is entered via a timber porch. Two high-quality Romanesque crouching lion
sculptures, which were discovered built into the Baroque south-wall in 1892/1893 may have
flanked this doorway (fig. 184).
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These have been dated to circa 1230/1240 on the basis of their

affinities with the sculpture of the western portal of St. Stephan in Vienna, which points to them
131

having been added as a secondary embellishment to the original doorway.

The statue in the

Germanisches

the

Nationalmuseum,

which

is

74cm

long,

appears,

like

Regensburg

Schottenportal lions, not to have supported a column on its back, the two sculptures perhaps
instead standing unencumbered on plinth projections either side of the doorway.

132

A human

figure lies compressed under the lion, their shoulders in the grasp of the lion’s paws, the lion’s
chin resting on their head.
With the exception of the Stammbaum, depictions of the pre-Baroque church give little insight into
the articulation of the nave exterior. A small section of the northern clerestorey wall is visible on
the Hoefnagel view and features a couple of large round-headed tracery windows. On the
Klosterneuburg stained-glass window tall round-headed tracery windows are shown on the
northern exterior, but the absence of a northern side-aisle from the depiction suggests that the
representation is most likely schematic in this respect. The Stammbaum provides a wealth of
detail concerning the southern exterior of the nave, though, as always, its authenticity is difficult to
verify. Leaping out of the painting is the sprawling southern side-aisle, which projects beyond
both the southern-arm of the eastern transept and the Westbau. Because this is the only full view
of the medieval church from the south, it is difficult to judge the accuracy of this feature. It has an
almost fantastic character, but outer aisles or chapels were often added to monastic churches in

reconstruction drawing and produces a strongly buckled nave and a northern aisle tapering towards the west to a
remarkable degree.
130
Hauser, Zur Baugeschichte der Schottenkirche, p. 13. One was left in place in the wall for structural reasons and is not
today visible, while the other was removed and sold to the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nuremberg in the 1930s,
where it remains on display.
131
See Ginhart, Die romanische Bildnerei, p. 207; Kubes, Die Sakralarchitektur, p. 492; Fillitz (ed.), Geschichte der
bildenden Kunst, pp. 395-396.
132
The Nuremberg statue is fully carved with the exception of a circa 10cm-wide strip at the end of the block, which would
have been embedded in the wall. There is no obvious provision for the accommodation of a column.
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the later medieval period and it is possible that this occurred in the case of the Schottenkirche
after the arrival of the German Benedictines, if not before. It may be significant that a structure of
almost identical character, which contained a chapel dedicated to St. Leonard, was erected
outside the south-aisle of the Augustinian church at nearby Klosterneuburg circa 1500.

133

The

Lombardic frieze and round windows of the side-walls would, on the other hand, point to an
earlier date, while the buttress at the south-western corner could have been a post-earthquake
addition. There was a 16m long stretch of wall uncovered to the south of the Baroque church in
1907, which may be a remnant of this extended southern aisle.

134

Further evidence comes in the

form of a reference to a ‘St. Leonard’s chapel or side-aisle’ in Rasch’s 1586 work in relation to the
church standing at the time of writing.

135

This clearly has strong echoes of the Klosterneuburg

situation, yet there is no clear indication of an outer southern aisle on the Wolmuet plan, which
th

would suggest that it had already been demolished by the mid-16 century. Perger and Brauneis
sought to locate the Chapel of St. George in this space, but the recorded position of the chapel ―
in cymiterio (1297) or monasterio annexa ― points to it being situated outside the monastic
church.
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The clerestorey wall of the Stammbaum Schottenkirche also features a Lombardic frieze below a
hollow eaves moulding. That the Schottenkirche was, like most contemporary churches,
decorated with Lombardic friezes was confirmed by the discovery of a small ex situ fragment of
such a moulding during the restoration of the Romanische Kapelle. The frieze was of doublearched type similar to that found on the clerestorey of the contemporary Erfurt Schottenkirche.
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The eastern end of the Stammbaum clerestorey is also articulated by a pair of pilasters, which
may have been a means of differentiating externally the internal division between nave and
monks’ choir or chorus minor, though again the question of the depiction’s accuracy arises.
Neither of the two surviving stretches of nave-wall above the two Romanesque chapels reveals
any element of exterior articulation. This does not necessarily confirm that pilasters or other
ornamentation were absent from the clerestorey wall, because the visible masonry constitutes the
section of the original wall below the level of the sills of the clerestorey windows, and it is
therefore possible that it would have remained concealed by the aisle-roof, in the event that the
Romanesque windows sat directly above the line of the original roof, as they do on the
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Wagner-Rieger, Zur Baugeschichte der Stiftskirche, pp. 161-162; pls. 23 & 24. It is possible that an outer aisle was
th
also added to the Nuremberg Schottenkirche in the 15 century, as discussed above.
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Perger & Brauneis, Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, p. 309, n. 386.
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‘.....in S. Leonhards Capelln oder abseitten.....’ (Rasch, Stifftung und Prelaten, Div). A ‘Linhartsaltar’ is recorded in
1450, perhaps providing a terminus ante quem for the construction of the outer aisle (Hübl, Baugechichte des Stifts
Schotten, p. 54).
136
Perger & Brauneis, Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, p. 113; FRA 18, Nos. 79 & 111; MGH Nec. Ger. 5, pp. 310, 317.
137
Brauneis, Die Freilegung, pl. 45.
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Stammbaum depiction.

138

Only four windows are shown on the Stammbaum clerestorey. If the

church was vaulted according to an ad quadratum system, the four windows might equate to
eight bays, with each window positioned centrally within the span of the vault, as at Erfurt. The
issue of the number of bays in the Schottenkirche nave will be discussed below.
The eastern end
The form of the medieval Schottenkirche’s eastern end is another unresolved issue, despite this
area being the subject of archaeological investigation in 1953 and 1970. Unfortunately, these
limited test excavations carried out in the garden to the east of the Baroque church were never
properly published or, it appears, documented, with the result that the potential value of their
findings is substantially diminished.
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Terse accounts of the work undertaken are contained in
140

the Austrian excavations bulletin, Fundberichte aus Österreich.

Additional information is

provided by Perger & Brauneis’ 1977 book in the form of a reconstructed plan of the medieval
church showing some of the sections of wall uncovered.
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The findings, insofar as they can be

interpreted with confidence, answer some questions concerning the layout of the eastern end of
the medieval church, but also raise new ones regarding the evolution of the Romanesque
Schottenkirche. The issue of the church’s eastern end is also complicated by a degree of
inconsistency between the various pictorial representations of the pre-Baroque church.
The eastern end of the church has had a complex history, which is probably best approached
from the end. As outlined above, the transept and presbytery were demolished at the beginning of
the Baroque building campaign. This eastern section of the church appears to have been largely
th

a product of work carried out in the mid-15 century, which was probably directly provoked by
damage suffered in the 1443 earthquake. An entry to the contemporary Promemoria states that
Abbot Johann V (1428-1446) erected a new choir built of timber above the old one, an action
suggestive of an emergency response to such a disaster.
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His successor Abbot Martin (1446-

1460) then demolished the old choir, removed the choir steps, lowered the floor-level and erected
a new high altar in a different position.

143
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Towards the top of the visible section of the southern clerestorey wall there are some isolated fragments of
Romanesque paintwork on the ashlar, which would suggest that the upper courses were not originally concealed by the
aisle-roof (fig. 174).
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Despite my best efforts and those of the staff of the Bundesdenkmalamt in Vienna, no reports, photographs or
drawings associated with these excavations could be located.
140
Fundberichte, vol. 7, p. 196; vol. 9, p. 326. The future excavations promised in the 1970 bulletin do not appear to have
come to pass.
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Perger & Brauneis, Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, p. 115. Brauneis, who was employed in the Bundesdenkmalamt from
1968 onwards, appears from archival material held in the office to have had a role in arranging the 1970 excavations.
142
‘.....chorum de lignis novum misit construere super antiquum’ (Promemoria....., Vienna, Schottenstiftsarchiv, Cod. 395,
fol. 133r; Hübl, Baugechichte des Stifts Schotten, p. 49; Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 322, Reg. LXVI).
143
‘.....chorus antiquus est funditus destructis et terra exportata cum suis gradibus.....summum altare erectum est de
novo et not stat in eodem locum sicut prius, quod pavimentum et gradus illi et chorus inferior de nove est edificatus.’
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The post-1443 depictions of the Schottenkirche give a broadly consistent view of the church’s
eastern end. They all testify to the existence of an eastern transept. Wolmuet’s 1547 plan
presents a transept, vaulted throughout, with boldly projecting arms roughly twice the width of the
nave side-aisles, and to the east a single-aisled, vaulted presbytery of rectangular plan with a
semi-circular apse. The Babenberger Stammbaum depiction shows the southern transept wall to
be articulated in characteristic Romanesque fashion, with Lombardic friezes and pilasters
bordering upper and lower sections containing round-headed windows. The gable is pierced by a
cross-shaped opening similar to those found on the Regensburg Westbau. A polygonal tower
rises above the crossing, while the tall buttresses at the two corners of the transept might be
attributable to post-earthquake alterations. Beyond the transept what appears to be a central
semi-circular apse with a tall round-headed twin-light window on its southern segment can be
discerned. Unlike the Stammbaum view and the Wolmuet plan, the apse visible on the
Hirschvogel and Hoefnagel depictions is of polygonal form, which would be more typical of a
Gothic structure. In both cases it projects from a tall presbytery, which shares the height of the
adjacent transept and nave beyond. The polygonal crossing tower is a feature of these and the
Braun and Hogenberg views. There is no suggestion of transeptal apses on any of the depictions,
and excavations carried out in 1953 found no trace of an apse on the eastern wall of the
transept’s northern arm. Neither is there any indication of presbytery side-aisles on the various
portrayals, and while the possibility of a multi-aisled space in hall-form cannot be completely
excluded, it would conflict with the Wolmuet plan and appears unlikely.
Instead the eastern end of the Schottenkirche post-1443 can be reconstructed with some
confidence as consisting of a vaulted transept without apses, topped by a polygonal crossingtower, and a single-aisled square or rectangular presbytery with a central apse. The latter was
probably of polygonal form, although the 1970 excavations conducted in the area of the apse
failed to produce evidence for such a structure. Instead the foundations of an apse of round form
were uncovered (fig. 186). This was identified as a Romanesque apse, which seems a
reasonable conclusion, although the bulletin report does not indicate how it was reached. It is
quite possible that the Gothic apse was erected over the foundations of its Romanesque
predecessor. It is also conceivable that the walls of the post-1443 apse were round at the base
and polygonal above, as in the case of the Gothic apse at Würzburg, which would explain the
semi-circular plan drawn by Wolmuet.
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The eastern end of the Schottenkirche depicted by

(Promemoria....., Vienna, Schottenstiftsarchiv, Cod. 395, fol. 131v; Hübl, Baugechichte des Stifts Schotten, p. 49; Zahn,
Schottenklöster, p. 322, Reg. LXVI).
144
Indeed in the only other depiction of the post-1433 church to show a round apse, the Stammbaum, it is the base,
which ends in a series of mouldings that appears semi-circular, while it is not possible to determine whether the wall
above is rounded or polygonal. The bottom section of the polygonal apses on the Hoefnagel and Hirschvogel views is not
visible.
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Hoefnagel appears almost uniformly Gothic in character with the polygonal apse and tower and
tall tracery windows on the transept and presbytery, although the window on the northern wall of
the transept is round-headed. The Stammbaum transept is, on the other hand, strongly
Romanesque in appearance, with the exception of the corner buttresses.
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The remaining

depictions are much less detailed and the windows shown appear somewhat generic, though,
where distinguishable, round-headed forms prevail. The section of the foundations of a transeptwall excavated in 1953 was identified as Romanesque, but again, presuming this to be accurate,
it is possible that a new Gothic transept was erected using old foundations.
The extent to which the church’s post-1443 eastern end incorporated pre-existing elements is
therefore not entirely clear. Attempting to reconstruct the form of the eastern end prior to 1443 is
a difficult prospect. Beyond the Promemoria entry concerning the demolition of the existing
chorus, there is further historical evidence to indicate Abbot Martin’s efforts had a profound effect
on the layout of the eastern end of the church. There are a number of pre-1443 references to
lateral apses or choirs within the church. These appear to have comprised a choir and apse
dedicated to Mary on the northern side and an Apostles’ choir and apse to the south.
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These

structures receive no mention after 1443 and can be assumed to have been casualties of the
demolition of the chorus antiquus.
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It is possible that the ‘choirs’ in question were actually the

arms of an eastern transept, with the relevant apses projecting from their eastern walls.
Alternatively, they may have constituted the side-aisles of a three-aisled presbytery, with or
without a transept between it and the nave. There is evidence for the existence of a transept prior
to 1443. As stated above, a section of the northern arm of an eastern transept was excavated in
1953 and characterised as Romanesque. Furthermore, the only potentially reliable depiction of
the pre-1443 church, the stained-glass window at Klosterneuburg, shows an eastern transept with
a tall round-headed tracery window in its northern wall, a presbytery sharing the height of the
transept and nave and a round apse with a tall round-headed twin-light window on its northern
th

segment. If accurate, this would confirm the presence of an eastern transept in the 14 century.
Additional evidence in support of a pre-1443 transept is provided by the Romanesque articulation
of the Stammbaum transept. Because no apse was found on the transeptal wall excavated in
1953, an identification of the side-apses mentioned in the historical sources with transeptal apses
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It is, of course, possible that the northern arm was rebuilt or remodelled in the wake of the 1443 earthquake or the
1276 fire, while the southern arm remained intact.
146
‘dextra abside chori’; ‘in abside dextra’; ‘in abside apostolorum’; ‘chorum apostolorum’ (MGH Nec. Ger. 5, p. 313, 315318); ‘vnser vrowen Chor’ (FRA 18, No. 112); ‘vnser vrowen alter’ (ibid., Nos. 110 & 139). See also Hübl, Baugechichte
des Stifts Schotten, pp. 52-55; Rapf, Das Schottenstift, pp. 30-32; Perger & Brauneis, Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, pp.
th
119-120. Note that the northern and southern side-aisles of the early 14 -century ‘Albertinischer Chor’ at the church of St.
Stephan are dedicated to Mary and the Apostles, respectively. The main altar in the Apostles’ choir at the Schottenkirche
was dedicated to St. James (MGH Nec. Ger. 5, p. 309).
147
Once the new eastern end was complete, the dedications of the two side-chapels appear to have been transferred to
other altars. Mary joined Gregory as patron of the new high altar, while a new Apostles’ altar was created ‘in medio’ (Hübl,
Baugechichte des Stifts Schotten, pp. 52-53; Perger & Brauneis, Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, pp. 119-120).
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is not possible. A three-aisled presbytery to the east of the transept, as found at the Erfurt
Schottenkirche, would therefore become more likely. Yet the fact that the excavations conducted
in 1953 and 1970 produced no evidence of such side-aisles suggests that they did not exist,
although, because the excavations are so poorly documented, the exact area encompassed by
them cannot be confirmed.
Further permutations concerning the evolution of the Schottenkirche’s eastern end are raised by
the most unexpected discovery of the 1970 excavations. Approximately 10m to the west of the
round apse already mentioned above the foundations of a second central round apse of similar
size were uncovered (fig. 186).
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Both were identified as Romanesque, presumably on the basis

that the foundations were composed of the same material and coursed in like manner. It appears
certain therefore that the medieval church was extended eastwards at some point. The apse is
situated approximately 10m or 2 bays to the east of the eastern bays partially preserved in the
Finstere Sakristei and Romanische Kapelle. The space between the two may originally have
been occupied by a transept, though an arrangement whereby the apse was attached directly to
the centre of the transept without an intermediate presbytery would be highly anachronistic for the
th

second half of the 12 century and is without comparanda across the other Irish monasteries. It is
instead probable that the original eastern end of the church consisted of a three-aisled presbytery
terminating in three parallel apses, as found at Regensburg and Würzburg. The only argument
against such a reconstruction is the fact that the 1953 excavations did not produce evidence of a
northern side-apse. Again it must be stated that the full extent of the area excavated is unclear,
and, furthermore, the construction of an eastern transept in place of the three-aisled presbytery
could well have occasioned the disturbance or removal of the foundations of such an apse. This
likelihood of a three-aisled presbytery calls to mind the pre-1443 references to lateral choirs and
apses and raises the question whether this original arrangement survived intact until the mid-15

th

century. While an attractive proposition, it is contradicted by the excavators’ characterisation of
both apses and the transept as Romanesque and by the Klosterneuburg and Stammbaum
depictions. The location of these lateral apses and choirs therefore remains unresolved. Based
on the excavators’ conclusions and the Stammbaum portrayal, the original presbytery must have
had a short life-span.
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It may even have been a casualty of a change of plan during the

construction campaign. Perhaps the practical and representative spatial demands heaped on the
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Based on the plan contained in Perger & Brauneis, Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, p. 115. No measurements are given
in the bulletin report.
149
The fire of 1276 is unlikely to come into question as the catalyst for the construction of a new presbytery and transept,
as Gothic had replaced Romanesque as the dominant style of architecture in Austria by this stage. The Late Romanesque
th
idiom did prosper well into the 13 century in this region, and it is noteworthy that the lion sculptures referred to above,
which are datable to circa 1230/1240, show that new work was being undertaken at the Schottenkirche during the first half
th
of the 13 century.
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Schottenkirche once it had acquired its role as ducal burial-church in 1177 inspired the change.

150

It is unlikely that the western apse belonged to an earlier church. While there is some evidence
for the erection of a provisional church in advance of the completion of the main church, it would
have defeated the purpose of such a structure for it to have been situated on the exact site of the
latter, as it would need to have been demolished well in advance of the completion of the new
church.
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Regarding the location and size of the eastern transept, the report concerning the 1953
excavations states only that a section of the ashlar foundations of the eastern wall of the transept
and adjacent chapter house was uncovered. Brauneis does not show the excavated wall on
either his 1970 or 1977 plans ― perhaps out of ignorance of its exact position ― but does include
a transept of about 10m width on the latter, which would accord with the bay-division of the nave
and with the location of the eastern apse excavated in 1970, leaving a presbytery of 10m width
and length. The length of the transept is a more difficult issue. The Wolmuet plan suggests that it
projected strongly beyond the aisle-walls. Brauneis endorsed Latzke’s theory that this projection
was exaggerated, on the basis that a stretch of anomalously thick east-west wall visible on Zach’s
1775 plan at the southern end of the cloister’s eastern tract, only about 1m outside the aisle-wall,
appeared to be a section of the northern wall of the medieval transept (fig. 182).
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A transept

projecting to such a small extent would be somewhat unusual, but the width of this wall is close to
that of the eastern bays of the Romanesque side-aisles and it might be expected that the outer
wall of the transept would indeed be fossilised in the adjacent claustral building, given that the
medieval cloister was retained for two centuries after the demolition of the church’s eastern end.
The Zach wall is hard to reconcile with the bulletin report on the 1953 excavations and Brauneis’
1977 plan, however. The wall continues eastwards for a couple of metres beyond the supposed
point of intersection with the transept’s eastern wall before turning northwards for a short
distance. The bulletin report, on the other hand, implies that the excavated eastern wall of the
150

According to the annals, Heinrich was interred medio ecclesie (see above, n. 36). A 1209 charter provides further
insight concerning the location of his tumba. It relates to the donation of an eternal light ‘.....ad altare beati Gregorii, ante
quod est sepulchrum prefati domini mei ducis....’ (FRA 18, No. 14). Jansen Enikel († c. 1250) again states that the tomb
stood in the centre of the church and also that it featured an effigy of Heinrich: ‘Und hiut zen Schotten ist begraben, Sein
schîn in einem stein erhaben, Der mitten in dem münster stât’ (MGH Dt. Chron. III, p. 620). The altare beati Gregorii was
most likely the church’s high altar, which suggests that the description ‘in the middle of the church’ relates to the liturgical
rather than physical centre. In the course of constructing a new prior’s house to the east of the Baroque eastern tower in
1773, a vault containing the remains of one male and two female bodies was uncovered (Rapf, Das Schottenstift, p. 75).
These were identified as Heinrich, his wife and daughter, and later reinterred in the Baroque crypt. If this identification was
accurate, it would appear to confirm that Heinrich did lie buried within the presbytery of the extended medieval church.
Whether the grave was moved eastwards along with the main altar in tandem with the addition of the transeptal eastern
end or whether the new eastern end had already been erected prior to Heinrich’s burial cannot be established.
th
Interestingly, written on the back of the 1209 charter in 13 -century hand is the description ‘De lampade ad altare sanctę
crucis’, despite the document actually referring to the altar of St. Gregory (Fichtenau/Zöllner, Urkundenbuch, No. 165).
Could the extension of the church eastwards at some point between 1209 and the writing of the comment account for this
discrepancy?: i.e. the Gregory patronage could have been transferred to the new high altar, while the original altar
adjacent to Heinrich’s tomb, now located in or near the new transept, acquired the Holy Cross dedication.
151
The possibility that the apse belonged to an earlier church was raised in the bulletin report (Fundberichte 9, p. 326).
152
Brauneis, Die Freilegung, p. 63; Perger & Brauneis, Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, p. 115.
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transept and chapter house was a continuous north-south wall and therefore not the Zach wall.

153

If this was the case, there must be another reason for the greater thickness of the Zach wall. A
transept consisting of three quadrants of equal size, with sides of approximately 10m seems more
likely, which would accord with the Wolmuet plan. In addition to the eastern of the two apses, the
foundations of a section of the contingent northern wall of the presbytery were also uncovered.
This wall was in line with the northern nave-wall, confirming that the width of the extended
presbytery ― or at least of its central aisle ― matched that of the nave.
As is clear from the above, questions must remain as to the development of the eastern end of
the medieval Schottenkirche. It is lamentable that the absence of proper records concerning the
1953 and 1970 excavations should contribute to this lack of clarity. On the presumption that the
dating of the excavated walls is accurate, the following evolution in the form of the church’s
eastern end appears likely. The church was begun in accordance with the template of the
Bavarian/Alpine basilica, with no transept and a three-aisled presbytery ending in parallel apses.
Either during the construction process or within decades of the church’s completion, the threeaisled presbytery was demolished and replaced with a transept. A new presbytery of the same
length as the original one was attached to the transept. It either consisted of a single square aisle
ending in semi-circular apse, or it replicated the three-aisled form of the original presbytery. This
presbytery was completely or partially demolished after the 1443 earthquake, the side-aisles, if
they ever existed, removed, and a new polygonal apse erected, possibly over the round base of
the preceding apse. The transept may also have been extensively remodelled at this time, with
tall tracery windows inserted and, perhaps, the polygonal tower erected above the crossing,
though the latter my also have been a feature of the original transept.
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The Westbau
As no remains of the medieval Westbau survive today, its reconstruction relies on the pictorial
record, sparse documentary evidence and a certain amount of informed reference to
th

th

contemporary structures. The presence of a Westbau on numerous 15 - to 17 -century
depictions of the Schottenkirche has encouraged scholars to conclude that this feature dated
155

back to the original Romanesque church.

This assumption is given support by a charter dating
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Fundberichte 7, p. 196: ‘Feststellung der Grundmauer der romanischen O-Wand des nördl. Querhausarmes, bezw.
des westl. anschließenden Kapitelsaales (Quadermauer, 2. Hälfte des 12. Jhs.)’. The westlich used in relation to the
adjacent chapter house must be a typographical error and should read nordlich.
154
Because crossing towers are not known at any of the Romanesque Schottenkirchen and its polygonal form is typical
th
th
of a Gothic date, it is possible that the tower was added in the 15 century. On the other hand, the 12 -century church at
th
Klosterneuburg appears to have had a crossing tower, which, from at least the 14 century onwards and perhaps ab initio,
was of octagonal form (Wagner-Rieger, Zur Baugeschichte der Stiftskirche, p. 163). It is therefore also possible that the
polygonal Schottenkirche tower was a feature of the original transept. The fact that the window openings of the tower are
shown as round-headed on the pre-Baroque depictions would also support an earlier date.
155
The only suggestion that the Westbau might be a later addition appears in a short church-guide written by Latzke (Die
Benediktinerabtei unserer Lieben Frau, p. 5). Here he dates its construction as a two-storey galleried central unit with
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to 1190, which was issued by Duke Leopold V ‘in porticu Scottorum’.
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This porticus has been

interpreted as the ground-floor of the Westbau, which is thought to have functioned as a porch or
ante-chamber.
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The depiction of the Schottenkirche on the Babenberger Stammbaum may also

offer clues as to the construction-date of the structure. It offers the fullest portrayal of the
Westbau, whereas only unornamented gables are shown on other views. Due to the fact that this
is the only available representation of the articulation of the Westbau, it is impossible to be
completely confident of its accuracy. The artist’s attention to detail in other aspects does,
however, encourage a belief that the features shown were not merely invented. Most significant in
regard to dating is the round-arched portal in the centre of the west-front. Despite the loose
nature of the painting, a multi-ordered portal with a stepped threshold and imposts between the
jambs and archivolts can be clearly discerned. Visible above on the west and south elevations of
the Westbau are oblong recessed spaces which are capped by what appear to be Lombardic
friezes. Of interest also are the four small openings below these recesses on the west-front. At
least one, if not two, of these, appear to be of a quatrefoil design. These details point to a
construction date for the Westbau within the Romanesque period. The 1190 reference allows the
presumption that this structure was erected in conjunction with the remainder of the monastery
church after the 1155 foundation, quite possibly as the final element of the campaign.
The Stammbaum depiction also holds vital evidence in relation to the contentious issue of the
morphology of the Westbau. Of crucial importance in this regard is the argument, put most
forcibly by Zahn, that the structure seen on the pre-Baroque views of the Schottenkirche was the
remnants of an emasculated twin-towered west-front.
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Zahn cites Lind on this point, but his

theory differs significantly from that of the earlier scholar. Whereas Lind suggested that the two
flanking towers were begun, but never completed, Zahn believes that they were indeed
completed, but, having been destroyed in the great fire of 1276, were never rebuilt due to a lack
of resources.
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Both authors rely heavily on Wolmuet’s plan of 1547 as the basis for their claims.

They interpret the two projecting sub-quadratic units depicted at the west-end of the
Schottenkirche as the footprints of towers within the medieval Westbau. Wolmuet did clearly wish
to mark these two spaces out as distinct units, divided in some way from both the side-aisles and
nave. Unfortunately, the exact significance of the indicated borders and vaults of both units, and
of the most westerly nave-vault, is ambiguous. If a two-storey Westbau were in situ, Wolmuet’s

ground-level side-chapels to 1296-1304, and states that these side-chapels had a storey added to them post 1460. No
evidence for these claims is offered, and Latzke does not include them in his 1955 article. A privilege survives from 1296
seeking funds for works necessitated by fire damage – caused presumably by the 1276 fire (FRA 18, No. 76). This may lie
behind Latzke’s start-date, though no reference to the west-front is made therein.
156
Fichtenau/Zöllner, Urkundenbuch, No. 77.
157
Oettinger, Das Werden Wiens, pp. 195-196.
158
Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 194-196.
159
Lind, Die alte Schottenkirche, p. 225; Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 195.
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drawing could refer to either the ground- or upper- level accompanied by its particular vaulting.
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It must also be borne in mind that the vaulting of the church may well have undergone alteration
in the previous centuries, in particular in 1449, when the ‘renovation’ of the vaults is recorded. In
any event, the Wolmuet plan certainly allows room for Zahn’s interpretation of the projecting units
as the remains of Romanesque towers fossilised within a reconfigured Westbau. Whether the
plan refers to the ground- or upper-level, Zahn is correct in pointing out that the Wolmuet
Westbau cannot be understood as a western annex in the Regensburg II or Würzburg mould, as
the vault between the two projecting units on the plan continues a further bay into the nave, thus
breaking the north-south line of the structure. Nonetheless, Zahn’s certainty in regard to the twintowers theory appears unduly strong. Wolmuet’s reliability has already been called into question,
and even a cursory glance at his depiction of the St. Stephan Westbau raises doubts about his
ability or desire to faithfully portray complex multi-storeyed structures. Other evidence supporting
the twin-tower theory is required.
Zahn believed that the incorporation of a pair of squat towers into the design of the west-front of
the baroque Schottenkirche was a conscious reference to the medieval Westbau. This is an
attractive argument, but it appears that the Baroque west-façade was actually modelled on that of
the nearby Universitätskirche, built between 1627 and 1631.
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Zahn’s contention that the

western towers were partially destroyed in the fire of 1276 does not rest on any specific
documentary sources. However, it does derive some support from Latzke’s observation that the
traces of burning noted on the north-wall and attributed to the 1276 fire of the church became
visibly stronger towards its western end.
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This circumstantial evidence may make it likely that

the Westbau was more severely damaged than other parts of the church in that fire, but in no way
163

points specifically to the previous existence of western towers.

Essentially, the tower-theories of Lind and Zahn relied almost exclusively on the Wolmuet plan.
Unfortunately, the outlets for independent cross-referencing of Wolmuet’s accuracy on this count
are scarce. While the views of Hirschvogel, Braun and Hogenberg, and Hoefnagel confirm the
existence of a Westbau, the partial nature of their depictions does not allow for determinations
regarding the presence within of incorporated tower-fabric. The Stammbaum portrayal, which
neither Lind nor Zahn appear to have been aware of, is a potential source of enlightenment in this
regard. The Westbau of the Stammbaum Schottenkirche does not have the clear lateral
projections so conspicuous on the Wolmuet plan, though the situation is complicated by the
160

The loose nature of most of Wolmuet’s representations of vaults does not allow one to easily discern a rule-of-thumb
regarding the depiction of different levels within the churches.
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Hübl, Baugeschichte des Stifts Schotten, p. 66; Rapf, Das Schottenstift, p. 45.
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Latzke, Die Freilegung, p. 27. Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 186-187.
163
According to Reidinger’s recent theory, the skewed orientation of the sub-structure of the north-western tower could be
added to this store of indirect evidence, though there are reasons to doubt the validity of this argument, as outlined above.
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disproportionately wide side-aisle. The west-façade does not betray any marked vertical
projections or recessions, which might emphasize a distinction between the bodies of flankingtowers and the space between. A sense of tripartite division is, however, inherent in the
arrangement of the various openings and decorative features on the façade. A stronger indicator
of the possible presence of tower-fabric within the Westbau is offered by the shallow oblong
164

recesses on either side of the central window high on the façade, and on the south-face.

These

recesses are bordered at the top by four-arched Lombardic friezes, and divided centrally by a
pilaster or half-column. Such articulation, though generally without the central shaft, would not
look out of place articulating a single tower-storey – the Nuremberg and Würzburg
Schottenkirchen boasting similar forms.
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This is hardly compelling evidence, and even with

these features, such towers would be remarkably unpronounced in the general context of later
th

12 -century Romanesque architecture in the Reich, and the move towards greater differentiation
of the individual units within a structure.
th

In the local context, however, such towers would not appear as anomalous. The mid 12 -century
west-front at St. Pölten offers a good example of sparingly articulated towers, judging from the
th

surviving remains and an early 15 -century depiction.
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Similarly stark western towers can be

th

found on a number of important later 12 -century Carinthian structures, including the cathedral at
Gurk and the Hirsau Benedictine churches at Millstatt and St. Paul im Lavanthal, as well as,
somewhat later, at the Augustinian monastery of Seckau in Styria. In these instances, the
bareness of the west-front contrasts with a greater embellishment of the exteriors of the
contemporary nave and eastern end. The Lombardic frieze, virtually ubiquitous on the towers of
high-Romanesque churches across the Reich, is completely absent from the Carinthian and St.
Pölten west-fronts, though it features on other parts of the churches. To this extent, if there were
towers within the Stammbaum Westbau, the presence of the friezes alone would actually mark
167

the towers out as more articulated than the Austrian norm.

The west-fronts of these churches

are also notable for the fact that the western walls of the towers are generally flush with that of
the space between, a feature already noted on the Stammbaum Schottenkirche.
A close examination of contemporary ecclesiastical architecture in Austria would seem to offer
the best prospects of contextualising the evidence of the Stammbaum and Wolmuet sources
164

The south-face of the ‘tower’ is problematic, in that the narrow wall beneath the saddle-back roof is divided in two by a
shallow ledge. The oblong recess is confined to the western section of this south-face, ensuring that it appears
disproportionately bunched compared to the two on the west-façade. The south-face of the Westbau is one of the more
anomalous aspects of the Stammbaum depiction, acting as a reminder of the dangers of using the source uncritically.
165
The Benedictine church at Alpirsbach in the Black Forest provides an example of a Romanesque tower where single
tower-storeys topped by Lombardic friezes are divided centrally by pilasters.
166
Missal, c. 1400 (Pierpoint Morgan Library, New York) reproduced in Thomas et al, St. Pölten, p. 6.
167
th
The towers of the 12 -century church of St. Stephan in Vienna did not conform to this tendency towards restrained
ornamentation, having been articulated with a series of vertical pilasters and engaged column or bowtell mouldings (Koch,
Ergebnisse der Bauuntersuchungen, pp. 118-123; Koch, Ergebnisse der bisherigen bauanalytischen Untersuchung).
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regarding the composition of the Schottenkirche Westbau. The key piece of evidence is inherent
in the manner by which the transition between the Westbau and south-aisle is presented on the
Stammbaum depiction. It has already been noted that the Wolmuet plan does not present a selfcontained Westbau in the Regensburg mode. The Stammbaum also records a structure of more
complex construction, with the Westbau, in effect, stretching beyond the west-front itself, and into
the first bay of the southern side-aisle of the church; this bay rises to a height below that of the
west-front, but above that of the side-aisle, and has a roof separate from both. When the
evidence from Wolmuet and the Stammbaum is combined on this count, a fuller picture of the
internal composition of the Westbau begins to emerge. The central bay of the Wolmuet Westbau
extends from the west-façade into the nave of the church to the depth of the first side-aisle bays.
While there is no clear indication on the plan that these aisle-bays are integrated into the
Westbau, the two-storey nature of the first southern bay on the Stammbaum suggests that this
was the case.
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The compatibility of Wolmuet and the Stammbaum depictions in this regard

encourages confidence in their reliability. Rather than presenting an idiosyncratic structure, these
sources reveal a form of Westbau construction that finds echoes in a significant group of 12thth

and 13 -century Austrian churches.
The most obvious parallels for the Schottenkirche Westbau can be found at St. Stephan in
Vienna, the Liebfraukirche in Wiener Neustadt and the former Augustinian church in St. Pölten.
Each of these churches boasted a twin-towered west-front and, internally, a west-gallery
measuring the entire width of the basilica. In order to achieve this internal composition, the central
porch between the two flanking towers extended eastwards to the depth of one side-aisle bay of
the basilica. The aisle bays immediately to the east of the towers share the same height as the
central space, creating what was effectively a T-shaped entrance area. The western gallery
encompassed the corresponding area above. In order to facilitate this T-shaped gallery, the walls
of the most westerly bay of the side-aisles had to be raised. The resultant two-storey side-aisle
bays are still visible at St. Pölten and Wiener Neustadt, and are echoed on the south-aisle of the
Stammbaum Schottenkirche. This comparative evidence and the Stammbaum depiction also
allow a T-shaped gallery or entrance-area to be read into Wolmuet’s plan. At the three Austrian
churches one tall, central and two smaller, lateral arches linked the western gallery with all three
basilical aisles. While the central arch would certainly have been fully open into the nave, at the
best preserved of the churches, the Liebfraukirche, the side-arches are blind but for doorway and
twin-light openings. Whether the lateral arches at the Schottenkirche were fully or partially open is
unclear. The presence of the T-shaped gallery had the effect of requiring relatively tall side-aisles.
These are evident at both St. Pölten and Wiener Neustadt, while the fragments surviving in the
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Perger & Brauneis (Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, p. 113) were the first to posit the incorporation of the first bay of all
three aisles into the Westbau, presumably on the basis of Wolmuet and the Stammbaum. They were followed by Schwarz
{Fillitz (ed.), Geschichte der bildenden Kunst, p. 272}.
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‘Romanische Kapelle’ suggest that the Schottenkirche side-aisles were also of sufficient height.
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The use of the term ‘T-shaped’ in relation to the ground-plan of these galleries may be slightly
misleading, with its implication that the internal space of the towers did not open into the
remainder of the gallery. While at ground-floor level the tower-walls would only have been pierced
at most by small doorways, at gallery-level they may have been pared out to a greater extent, as
at Wiener Neustadt and St. Stephan but not at Prüll or, it seems, Memmingen. Regardless of the
extent to which these might have been pierced with openings, the structural integrity of the towers
required a degree of magnitude in the remaining walls that would have distinguished them
visually on both levels. Therefore, if there were indeed the remains of towers within the
Schottenkirche Westbau in the 16

th

century, their presence would still have merited the

accentuation afforded the quadratic corner units on the Wolmuet plan. Perhaps the exaggerated
projection of the ostensible towers is due to Wolmuet’s desire to highlight the existence of these
towers within the Westbau, given that they were not especially conspicuous on the west-front
exterior.
Of the three other Austrian churches, only the Liebfraukirche at Wiener Neustadt had this
Westbau solution ab initio. At St. Pölten and St. Stephan it resulted from the reconstitution of an
existing twin-towered west-front. While the earlier, circa 1150, structure at St. Pölten contained a
gallery occupying the space between the two towers, examination of the fabric of the St. Stephan
th

Westbau suggest that no gallery existed in the mid- to late 12 -century church.
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The extension

of the gallery at St. Pölten is thought to have been carried out during the substantial rebuilding of
the church circa 1209-1228. At St. Stephan the new Westbau was built circa 1237-1263. The
construction of the Liebfraukirche extended from circa 1192-1240; the sculptural detail on the
171

west-front indicates that this section was completed towards the end of the campaign.

The

established chronology would suggest that St. Pölten has primacy within the three, but even with
its probable date of circa 1220, it does not come into question as a possible antecedent of the
Schottenkirche Westbau, which has a terminus ante quem of 1190. While other authors have
tended to group the Schottenkirche together with these churches with little concern for questions
of chronology, Rudolph Koch recognised that the Schottenkirche Westbau stands at the head of
172

this particular group of structures.

Indeed it seems probable that the Irish monks were responsible for introducing this particular form
of Westbau to Austrian architecture. The direct source for the Vienna structure appears to have
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The groin-vaults of the side-aisles would have reached almost 9m in height (See Brauneis, Die Freilegung, fig. 44).
Regarding St. Pölten, see Fillitz (ed.), Geschichte der bildenden Kunst, pp. 283-284; Perger & Brauneis, Die
mittelalterlichen Kirchen, 45-46.
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Ergebnisse der bisherigen bauanalytischen Untersuchung, n. 2.
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been the Schottenkirche at Nuremberg. As discussed at length in chapter 5, a combination of
historical and pictorial evidence suggests that the Romanesque church there too boasted the type
th

of twin-towered, double-bayed Westbau found on the 13 -century Austrian churches discussed
above, with T-shaped lower and gallery floors. The Nuremberg Schottenkloster was founded
around 15 years before the one at Vienna, and, even if the construction of the main church only
began after the accession of Abbot Declan circa 1146, the building campaign should have been
completed well in advance of the Vienna church, particularly given that the Nuremberg
Schottenkirche was not on the same scale. The potential for the communication of architectural
ideas from one Irish foundation to another is obvious. The status of the Nuremberg monastery as
a royal foundation might also have influenced a decision to replicate this type of Westbau –
complete with probable Herrscherempore, at the ducal establishment in Vienna.
The strength of this proposed derivation from Nuremberg depends, of course, on whether the
Viennese church originally had western towers. The evidence points strongly, if not conclusively,
to the Schottenkirche having possessed a twin-towered west-front. The Stammbaum depiction
appears to provide corroborative evidence for Wolmuet’s towers and the theories of Lind and
Zahn. While the west-front articulation only hints at the incorporation of tower fabric, the major
significance of the Stammbaum Schottenkirche lies in its capacity to complement the Wolmuet
plan and, as a result, signal the connection with both Nuremberg and a particular Austrian late
Romanesque architectural form. The twin-towered front appears to be the very raison-d’être of
the type of Westbau outlined; the structure most likely developed as a result of a desire to
combine the benefits of two representative forms: a towered west-façade and an imposing and
commodious west-tribune. The potential for the premature collapse of these towers is also
apparent, given the level to which their lower-storeys were pierced by openings. The towers at
th

Wiener Neustadt were demolished and subsequently rebuilt during the 19 century, because of
173

the threat of collapse.

lower storeys surviving.

The St. Pölten towers were destroyed by fire in 1512, with only the two
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At St. Stephan a straining arch had to be erected between the two

towers at first-storey level, due to the precarious statical situation.
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That the Schottenkirche

towers collapsed during the 1276 fire, as Zahn suggested, or indeed as a result of any of the
many conflagrations and earth-quakes that hit medieval Vienna, is therefore quite plausible. At St.
Pölten only the southern tower was rebuilt after the 1512 fire; the stump of the northern tower and
the space between the two are to this day covered above first-storey level by a north-south
transverse saddle-back roof, an arrangement noticeably similar to that shown on the Stammbaum
and other depictions. Perhaps a further indication that the later medieval Schottenkirche Westbau
was a reduced twin-towered front lies in the fact that its walls are taller and the ridge-line of its
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Donin, Romanische Architektur in Wien, p. 179 (n. 48); Fillitz (ed.), Geschichte der bildenden Kunst, p. 308.
Thomas et al, St. Pölten, p. 7.
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roof higher than those of the nave, as discernible on the Stammbaum and to a lesser extent on
Hoefnagel’s view. This discrepancy stands in contrast to the Regensburg and Würzburg
Schottenkirchen, where the walls and roofs of Westbau and nave corresponded exactly in height.
Vienna also differs from these two churches in that, as at Nuremberg, its west-front served as a
true entrance-façade. The Nuremberg scheme of an imposing central portal, with fenestration
above and towers on either side, seems to have been replicated at Vienna, though, judging by
the Stammbaum, the tripartite division of the façade was not as emphatic, with the bodies of the
towers displaying more limited articulation.
The inspiration for the form of the Viennese Westbau may have come from Nuremberg, but the
incorporation of western towers into the Schottenkirche design was in keeping with regional
fashions. Zahn looked to Carinthia for the source of this and other elements of the structure, but
176

there are more obvious possibilities.

The prestige edifices at Salzburg and Passau did much to
th

aid the spread of the twin-towered motif across Austria, and there is little doubt that the mid 12 century west-front at St. Stephan was modelled on its mother-church at Passau. A pair of western
towers at the Schottenkirche might have reflected the founder’s desire that his new monastery
church should match, or even surpass, Passau’s newly built monument in Vienna, emulating the
representative twin-towered façade of St. Stephan and incorporating a similarly representative
Herzogsempore.
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A twin-towered west-front might even have been a direct reference to the

cathedral at Passau; perhaps the Schottenkirche was built with a cathedral function in mind – a
combination of the later Leopold VI episode and the suspicion that it was Heinrich who first
undertook efforts to secure an episcopal see for Vienna give some support to this theory.
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The

likely incorporation of a twin-towered façade into the Schottenkirche design may have been
influenced by local conditions, but it appears to have been through Schottenkloster channels that
the Viennese monks came by a suitable means to execute it.
A summary of the reconstruction
The original Schottenkirche appears to have been a basilica with a three-aisled presbytery and a
twin-towered west-front. The two eastern bays of the nave were differentiated from the remainder
in terms of their floor-level and architectural complexity and most likely constituted the monk’s
choir. The church’s main entrance stood on its western façade between the flanking towers. It
lead into a low porch-area above which a commodious gallery opened into all three aisles of the
nave. The surviving remains at the eastern end of the nave allow the reconstruction of the width
and length of the aisle- and nave-bays. The length of each bay was about 5.05m, while the width
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Zahn, Schottenklöster, p. 169.
A number of authors have suggested that the sheer scale of the Schottenkirche may have marked a Babenberger
response to the monumental Passau-owned parish church of St. Stephan (e.g. Perger & Brauneis, Die mittelalterlichen
Kirchen, p. 96).
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of the nave was double that at 10.1m.

179

The width of side-aisle bays was somewhat greater than
180

their length, lending them a rectangular rather than a square shape.

The number of bays in the

nave and aisles is difficult to calculate. The distance from the reconstructed end-point of the
truncated eastern bays in the Finstere Sakristei and Romanische Kapelle to the inner-face of the
church’s Baroque west-wall is just short of 55m and to the eastern extent of the Baroque towers
181

about 48.25m. These lengths are not easily divisible by the bay length of about 5.05m.

Because the entire western part of the current church, with the exception of the northern aisleth

wall, was built from scratch in the 17 century, it is not certain that the western wall follows the
exact line of its medieval forerunner or is of equivalent thickness. Neither is it possible to
determine whether the length of the Baroque towers matches that of their mooted Romanesque
predecessors.
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Other imponderables include the possibility that the length of the bays changed

towards the west, as was the case, for example, at Regensburg and Erfurt. As it stands, a
uniform bay length of 5.05m is incompatible with the distance of 48.25m. The size of the eastern
bay of the Westbau may well have differed from that of the remainder. At Wiener Neustadt the
corresponding bay was longer than those to the east, while at St. Stephan it was slightly
183

shorter.

On Wolmuet’s plan the eastern bay does look marginally shorter than the remainder.

Assuming for a moment that the centre-aisle was vaulted, as seems likely, it might be expected
that the number of bays in the nave would have been even in number to allow the erection of
double-vaulted bays throughout according to an ad quadratum system. Excluding the eastern bay
of the Westbau, the vaulting of which would have tied in with the remainder of the T-shaped
gallery, a total of either ten bays, where the length of the units decreased towards the west, or
eight bays, where the lengths increased, would come into question. The Stammbaum depiction
shows four windows on the nave clerestorey, which, if accurate, could imply the existence of four
vaulted double-bays within.
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See Reidinger, Die Schottenkirche, figs. 270-272.
The northern aisle-bays are circa 25cm wider than the southern ones, the two aisles measuring circa 6m and 5.75m,
respectively.
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Both Zahn and Brauneis included ten bays in the nave in their reconstruction drawings, though the latter is not exactly
to scale and in the former the bay size is reduced to the west of the surviving remains (Zahn, Schottenklöster, fig. 135;
Perger & Brauneis, Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, p. 115). Reidinger’s plan, which is to scale, also includes ten bays, but
he overcame the difficulty posed by the measurements by reducing the length of the final bay to approximately 3m
(Reidinger, Die Schottenkirche, fig. 282).
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It seems likely that the Baroque towers do not occupy the exact footprint of the Romanesque towers, given that their
inner walls stand outside the line of the original arcade-walls. Assuming that the towers were originally in line with the
arcade-walls, and that they projected beyond the adjacent aisle-walls to the same extent as their Baroque successors, the
external width of the towers would be closer to 9m than the current 7.75m. If the Romanesque towers were of square
plan, as is likely, then their length may also have reached circa 9m, which would obviously have curtailed the length of the
nave.
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See Dehio & von Bezold, Die kirchliche Baukunst 1, Plate 168, No. 8 (Wiener Neustadt plan); Perger & Brauneis, Die
mittelalterlichen Kirchen, p. 51 (reconstructed plan of St. Stephan).
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In my speculative reconstruction drawing (fig. 186), I have opted to include eight bays between transept and Westbau
rather than nine or ten. This is based on the Stammbaum depiction, the assumption that the church was vaulted ad
quadratum and the fact that the changes to the 5.05m bay-length necessary to accommodate eight bays would have been
less substantial than in the case of ten bays. A thicker western wall, which would have had to cater for the recessions of
the multi-ordered Romanesque portal, larger towers and a larger eastern Westbau bay have also been reconstructed
leaving the nave-bays of uniform length.
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The original Romanesque church would have reached approximately 70m in internal length, while
the addition of a transept would have added a further 10m.

185

The width of the church at the

eastern end of the nave was 21.9m. Even without the transept, which may have stretched to 30m
in length, the Vienna Schottenkirche would have been the largest Irish church by some distance,
which may again reflect the importance of the Schottenkloster within Heinrich II’s grand design.
Date of construction and architectural affinities
Begun after 1155, the reference to an altar of St. Mary in an 1170 charter implies that the eastern
end of the church was already in use by this stage.
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In 1177 Heinrich II is said to have been

buried medio ecclesie, which again probably relates to the church’s eastern end. The reference to
the porticus scotorum in 1190 suggests that the Schottenkirche was by this time complete. A
consecration of the monasterium by Bishop Wolfger of Passau in 1200 probably applies to the
monastery as a whole rather than the church alone.
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While these dates point to a neat east-

west progression of the original building campaign from circa 1155 to before 1190, as has been
discussed above, the archaeology presents a more complex picture. The possibility that the
original presbytery was demolished and replaced during the initial building campaign has already
been raised above. Such significant changes of plan during the course of a church’s construction
have already been encountered at the three best preserved Schottenkirchen at Regensburg,
Würzburg and Erfurt. While the new transept and presbytery may actually have been added some
decades after the completion of the church, a more minor change of plan does seem to have
occurred during the original building campaign. This saw a staggered reduction in the width of the
northern aisle- and clerestorey-walls after the second or third eastern bays. It may also have
involved a move to a less complex form of arcade supports and responds. Because these
alterations signal a process of simplification, or at least a more sparing use of resources, they are
difficult to tie in with the decision to extend the church eastwards, which would seem to testify to
an impulse of a contrary character. That is, unless the addition of an expanded eastern end
resulted in cut-backs elsewhere.
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These measurements are based on the excavated remains of the two Romanesque apses shown on the plan
accompanying Perger & Brauneis, Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen.
186
FRA 18, No. 5. Reidinger has recently argued that the axis of the eastern end of the Schottenkirche nave is aligned
th
with the position of the sun at dawn on Palm Sunday, March 20 in both 1155 and 1160. On the basis of the annalistic
reference to the 1155 foundation, he concluded that the orientation of this part of the church was determined on March
th
20 of that year (Reidinger, Die Schottenkirche, pp. 204-213).
187
‘MCC: Monasterium sancte Marie et sancti Gregorii in Wienna ad Scotos a W[o]lfgero Pataviensi episcopo
consecratur.’ (MGH SS 9, p. 620). If this entry did relate to the church, the extended Romanesque eastern end might
come into question.
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The discovery of the western of the two apses raises the possibility of a greater connection with
the architecture of the Regensburg motherhouse than previously imagined. While the threeaisled, transeptless basilica with three parallel eastern apses was, as in Bavaria, the dominant
th

architectural form in Austria into the 12 century, by the middle of the century the most important
churches in Vienna and surrounds, most notably those at Klosterneuburg, Heiligenkreuz and, in
the town, St. Stephan, all had eastern transepts and single-aisled presbyteries.
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The influential

th

12 -century cathedrals at Salzburg and Passau also appear to have had had eastern ends of this
189

type.

It seems likely therefore that the three-aisled, transeptless eastern end reconstructed for

the Viennese Schottenkirche was derived from the earlier Schottenkirchen at Regensburg and
Würzburg, though this arrangement was also employed at a number of contemporary monastic
churches in the region of Carinthia in southern Austria. The apparent early addition of a transept
brought the Viennese Schottenkirche into line with the local architecture. Whether the new
presbytery had one or three aisles cannot be established. Erfurt provides an example of a
Schottenkirche where a three-aisled presbytery was combined with an eastern transept.
Assuming that the surviving eastern bays of the nave were erected in conjunction with the earliest
presbytery, it is possible that the two raised eastern bays formed part of the principal monks’ choir
rather than a chorus minor. Regensburg would offer an analogous arrangement, though there the
three eastern bays were incorporated into the choir, while the third nave-bay at Vienna, appears
to have been separated from the other two. With the addition of the new transept and presbytery,
this space may have become part of an extended choir stretching westwards from the transept.
Of the Schottenkirchen, Erfurt also provides the closest comparison for the type of compound
piers surviving in Vienna, which consist of a cross-shaped core and vault-supporting nook shafts.
Particularly reminiscent of the Erfurt supports are the most easterly piers on either side, which
have half-columns projecting from their eastern cross-arms. These existed on almost all the piers
at Erfurt, though they may have supported an inner order consisting of a soffit-roll rather than the
arch of rectangular section at Vienna. As argued in Chapter 7, a foundation date in the 1150s
seems likely for the Erfurt Schottenkloster, which would make the church there contemporary with
the Viennese Schottenkirche. This form of support only appears again in Austria in the Hirsau
Benedictine church at St. Paul im Lavanttal in Carinthia, the construction of which began some
years later than that of the Schottenkirche in Vienna.
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These supports are used throughout the

unvaulted nave at St. Paul, and, as at Vienna, the projecting half-columns carry the straight-sided
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For the architectural history of the Augustinian church at Klosterneuburg, see Wagner-Rieger, Zur Baugeschichte der
Stiftskirche; Seege, Die Klosterneuburger Stiftskirche; Fillitz (ed.), Geschichte der bildenden Kunst, pp. 269-272. For the
earliest church of St. Stephan, see Perger & Brauneis, Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, pp. 45-46; Fillitz (ed.), Geschichte der
bildenden Kunst, pp. 283-284. For Heiligenkreuz,, Wagner-Rieger, Mittelaterlicher Architektur, pp. 68-77; Schwarz,
Romanische Architektur, pp. 22-24; Fillitz (ed.), Geschichte der bildenden Kunst, pp. 256-258.
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Paul, pp. 44-84..
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inner order of the arcade. The Erfurt church was almost certainly vaulted throughout according to
an ad quadratum system in its earliest phase. A similar system has been reconstructed for the
Viennese church, whereby transverse arches would have divided the double-bayed vaults of the
nave, with a single window within the span of the vaults on each wall. The earlier Cistercian
church at Heiligenkreuz and perhaps the Augustinian church at Klosterneuburg, were also
vaulted throughout ad quadratum.

191

The vault-supports of the Heiligenkreuz nave resemble

those in the Schottenkirche aisles, with two engaged columns flanking a central pilaster, though
here the supports emerge from corbels above the arcade and carry rib- rather than groin192

vaults.

The cushion capitals of the Vienna supports are similar to those at Erfurt, but closer

parallels can be found within Austria. Zahn pointed to the similarities between the decorated
Schottenkirche capitals and those at Gurk cathedral in Carinthia, the construction of which began
193

circa 1150.

These share the similar stylised vegetal ornament, spandrels accentuated with

fillets and the straightening of the fillet border of the shields at the corners. Corbels of cushion
th

form discovered in the lower storey of the 12 -century towers of St. Stephan in Vienna have been
likened to capitals found in the crypt at Gurk, which might also point to the employment of
craftsmen from the Carinthian region in the major ecclesiastical projects underway in the new
Austrian capital, though this comparison has been questioned more recently by Koch.
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Kubes

was sceptical concerning Zahn’s suggestion of Carinthian influence, and instead saw
Heiligenkreuz as the probable source for the Schottenkirche capitals, a view previously aired by
Brauneis.
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Indeed the distinctive straightening of the fillet shield-borders at the corners is

evident on some of the capitals of the pilaster-flanking columns of the nave vault-supports and on
the external clerestory. Further support for a connection with Heiligenkreuz is provided by
reference to the only work of sculpture to survive from the cloister of the Irish monastery, an
octagonal column (fig. 185). The decoration of the column’s capital, which is dominated by two
double-bands that intersect at the centre of each face before ending in large corner volutes, is
similar to that of capitals employed in the articulation of the exterior of the church at
Heiligenkreuz, in particular a fragmentary capital which can be seen on the western half of the
northern clerestorey.
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The Klosterneuburg church was laid out according to an ‘ad quadratum’ system, but it is not certain that it was vaulted.
The unvaulted church of St. Stephan at Vienna was also built ‘ad quadratum’.
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Die Sakralarchitektur, p. 491).
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In addition to the earliest presbytery, the type of Westbau reconstructed for the Viennese church
is also suggestive of influence from within the Schottenkloster movement, namely the Irish church
at Nuremberg, as has been discussed above. As has already been seen in relation to earlier
Schottenkirchen and the contemporary Regensburg II, the galleried Westbau was clearly an
important element within the architecture of the Irish monasteries, presumably because specific
functions, both liturgical and secular, were vested in it. Duke Leopold V’s recorded issuing of a
charter in porticu Scottorum testifies to one secular use, a role as a gallery reserved for the ducal
family was probably another. Unfortunately, there are no clear references to the location of altars
within the Vienna Westbau, which leaves the liturgical functions of the structure unclear. The
apparent decision to adopt the Nuremberg Westbau form was probably again born out of a desire
to combine a twin-towered west-front with a spacious gallery and entrance area. While tower
pairs were a feature of almost all the Irish churches, the towers at Vienna strayed somewhat from
the other examples, in that they were not positioned at the town-orientated side of the church, the
walled town lying to the south-east of the monastery.
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That said, the towers would have directly

faced the main adjacent transport route, the Herrengasse, which skirted the site of the monastery.
The approaches from the Herrengasse and from the town’s Heidenschuss gate to the south-east
would have determined the positioning of the church’s two public doorways on the western and
southern walls and of the cloister on the church’s hidden, northern side. The decision to erect a
twin-towered western façade may also have been tied in with a desire on Heinrich’s part to
emulate the Passau-controlled church of St. Stephan, as has been mooted above.
In sum, the original layout of the Romanesque church at Vienna may owe more to influence from
other Schottenkirchen than has previously been recognised. It appears most likely that models
from earlier Irish churches were drawn upon in designing both the structure’s eastern and
western ends, the two most important sections of the church in both liturgical and representative
terms. The system of supports and vaulting in the nave is also not without a close parallel within
the Schottenkloster movement, namely the church at Erfurt, but the architecture of the other great
Babenberger monasteries in lower Austria seems more likely to have influenced the character of
the nave erected by the, presumably, local builders. As at most of the other Irish churches, the
limited sculpture surviving at Vienna can be tied in with a contemporary regional style. While the
overall design of the Viennese Schottenkirche appears to have been determined by liturgical
requirements and architectural mores general across the Irish monasteries, the detail of the plan
was executed according to contemporary local practice.
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The likelihood that the Schottenkirche originally had a transeptless, three-aisled presbytery raises the possibility that
twin towers were planned or erected at the eastern end of the two side-aisles. Because western towers appear to have
been built, the existence of eastern towers seems unlikely, though it is possible that the new expanded eastern end was
already standing prior to the erection of the western towers.
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The Cloister
The medieval cloister remained standing to the north of the church until 1828, when it was
demolished as part of a complete overhaul of the monastic complex.

198

The best record of the

cloister is provided by Andreas Zach’s 1775 plan (fig. 182). This shows a cloister with four wings
of circa 40m length around a large central garden. The ambulatories are vaulted throughout with
different varieties of net and stellar vaults. Buttresses on the inner wall of the cloister stand at the
points of intersection of the individual vaults. Two wider buttresses towards the western end of
the northern wing constitute the remains of the fountain chapel.

199

th

th

Other 17 - and 18 -century

views of the cloister show single round-headed windows opening from each bay into the garth
(fig. 183). This cloister was the product of a series of campaigns undertaken in the mid- to late
15

th

century. The northern and western wings were erected during the abbacy of Johann von

Ochsenhausen (1428-1446), the southern wing under his successor Martin (1446-1461) and the
eastern one under Abbot Matthias (1467-1475).

200

The scars of the pointed wall-ribs and corbels of the Gothic vaults can be seen on the church’s
201

northern aisle-wall from within the small adjacent yard (165-166).

What is striking about both

these scars and the Zach plan is that the bays of the southern wing of the Gothic cloister are
aligned in accordance with the position of the eastern wall of the Baroque church, and not with
the bays of the Romanesque church and cloister. This can be seen clearly from the asymmetrical
position of the scar of the vault of the north-eastern Gothic bay in relation to the Romanesque
th

doorway (fig. 167). This is difficult to reconcile with the mooted survival in the 17 -century of the
Romanesque aisle-bays and of a transept slightly to the east of the line of the eastern wall of the
Baroque church. Because the existence of a transept is reasonably secure, it seems that the
explanation for this scenario must be that the builders of the new cloister in the 15

th

century

erected for the eastern ambulatory a new eastern wall of over one metre thickness immediately
inside the western wall of the transept. The Baroque builders later retained this eastern wall along
with the rest of the cloister and, having demolished the transept, erected the church’s new
202

eastern wall on the same line.
198

See Hübl, Baugeschichte des Stifts Schotten, pp. 82-88.
See the plan in Perger & Brauneis, Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, p. 115.
200
Hübl, Baugeschichte des Stifts Schotten, p. 56; Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 187-188.
201
In order to facilitate the erection of the new southern ambulatory the western offset in the northern aisle-wall was filled
in, at least to the height of the Gothic vaults. The scar of a vault is visible on the infill masonry immediately to the west of
the offset in a photograph taken after the wall had been stripped of plaster in 1948 (Latzke, Romanische Baufunde, pl.
39). This section was subsequently replastered and the scar is no longer visible. The infill masonry which corrects the two
offsets above the height of the Gothic ambulatory appears to be of Baroque date. It incorporates substantial amounts of
Romanesque spolia, as is visible in uncovered sections within the first-floor Schottensaal to the west of the yard.
202
th
This seems more plausible than a scenario whereby the cloister was rebuilt according to the new alignment in the 17 century, or that the western wall of the transept actually stood on the line of the Baroque eastern wall: i.e. that the erection
th
of a transept at some point prior to the mid-15 century had already resulted in the truncation of the eastern bays of the
Romanesque nave and aisles. In their reconstructed plan, Perger & Brauneis attempted to overcome this anomaly by
199
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The Romanesque cloister appears to have had a lean-to roof. There is no evidence for original
vault-supports, ribs or scars on the exterior of the aisle-wall. There are a number of joist-holes at
two different levels, today filled with brick, which may relate to the earliest cloister. They are on a
different alignment to the Gothic bays and regularly spaced. Latzke found the remains of burnt
timber in one of these holes, and suggested that they were a product of the 1276 fire, which is
quite plausible.

203

As discussed above, a number of indulgence charters, including one dating to

as late as 1413 sought funds to repair the cloister, which may have remained unvaulted into the
th

15 century. It is possible that flat-roofed cloisters were the norm at the Irish monasteries in their
earliest phases, though the paucity of evidence at the various sites does not allow any firm
conclusions. One relic of the Romanesque cloister survives and is on display in the monastery
museum. It is an octagonal column, which has an attic base with corner spurs (fig. 185). A
necking leads to the capital decorated with two diagonal double-bands on each face, which
intersect before ending in corner volutes, the adjacent volutes at each corner combining to
produce an owl-head motif. There is a foliate motif below the intersection of the bands on each
face and a small boss above. The capital is topped by a simple impost of narrow plate and roll.
This column probably served as a support within the cloister arcade, which was most likely
th

completed after the church in the final quarter of the 12 century.

204

In addition to the cloister ambulatories, the ranges of the Vienna Schottenkloster were probably
th

completely remodelled in the 15 century. The sources provide little information concerning the
layout of the claustral buildings during the Irish period. Chapels dedicated to Saints Paul and
Andrew were situated within the cloister, where other recorded chapels dedicated to Nicholas,
Catherine and Erhard, the Regensburg bishop of supposed Irish birth, may also have stood.

205

Perhaps one of these chapels corresponds to the large structure with a single eastern apse
standing immediately to the north of the transept on the Wolmuet plan (fig. 180). Perger &
Brauneis suggested that this might be a primary chapel in the manner of the Jakobskapelle at
Würzburg, which was erected in advance of the main monastic church.

206

Though it may have

th

survived the reconstruction of the cloister in the 15 century, it must have been a casualty of the
Baroque building campaign, as it is no longer discernible on subsequent plans of the monastery.

giving the northern arm of the transept an extra-thick western wall (Perger & Brauneis, Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, p.
115). This wall would need to have been over 2.6m in width, which seems highly unlikely.
203
Latzke, Romanische Baufunde, pp. 26, 28.
204
While this column is of similar date to those of the Regensburg cloister and resembles them in size and form, the
same cannot be said of the capital ornament, which undermines Donin’s claim that they are ‘very closely related’ (Donin,
Romanische Architektur in Wien, pp. 152-153).
205
FRA 18, Nos. 69, 186-187; MGH Nec. Ger. 5, pp. 310-311; Hübl, Baugeschichte des Stifts Schotten, p. 47.
206
Perger & Brauneis, Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, p. 115. Rasch records that Bishop Wolfger of Passau consecrated an
th
altar dedicated to St. James ‘in sacello extra’ on the saint’s feast day, July 25 , in 1195 (Rasch, Stifftung und Prelaten,
Ei). Perhaps this is the chapel on the Wolmuet plan, though the late consecration date would suggest that it was not a
primary chapel in the Würzburg mode, unless it relates to the erection of a new altar within an older structure.
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Also visible on the Wolmuet plan and on the Hoefnagel engraving is the ossuary chapel,
th

dedicated to St. James, which was constructed within the cemetery in the early 14 century (fig.
177).

207

A chapel of St. George erected in 1297 is also said to have stood in the cymiterium, but

this probably relates to the monks’ cemetery ‘Am Vogelsang’ to the north-east of the medieval
presbytery rather than the public graveyard to the south. The negotiations undertaken in advance
of the departure of the Irish monks in 1418 took place in the chapter-house (‘in ambitu, in loco
capitulari’), which presumably stood in the cloister’s eastern range, where it continued to be
located after their German successors had remodelled the monastery according to their own
needs.

207
208

208

FRA 18, Nos. 97-98, 147; MGH Nec. Ger. 5, p. 309.
FRA 18, Nos. 456-457.
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Chapter 9
Abbey of the Holy Cross and Holy Sepulchre, Eichstätt

The foundation and early history of the Eichstätt Schottenkloster
For the most part, the Schottenkloster movement’s promotion of pilgrimage is difficult to tie in with
the wider pilgrimage phenomenon current on the Continent. The rhetoric of the literature
produced at the Schottenklöster is more concerned with the peculiar concept of the monachi
peregrini rather than with the conventional pilgrimage routes. The dedication of a number of
houses to universal pilgrim saints offers only vague allusions, while the itineraries of those who
stayed in the hostels attached to the monasteries are largely unknown. The Eichstätt
Schottenkloster is the one Irish monastery which can clearly be located within the mainstream of
th

the 12 -century pilgrimage movement. It was dedicated to the Holy Cross and the Holy Sepulchre
– S. Crucis et S. Sepulchri – and the allusions to Jerusalem inherent in the dedication were
emphatically given concrete form through the architecture and furnishings of the monastic church.
For the Schottenkirche at Eichstätt was built in imitation of the Anastasis Rotunda in Jerusalem,
and housed within it was a fragment of the True Cross and an accurate copy of the Tomb of
Christ, ensuring that the Schottenkloster was unmistakably linked to the Holy City.
Eichstätt has been the See of the Franconian diocese of Eichstätt since its foundation by
th

Bonifatius in the mid-8 century. It is situated some 60km south of Nuremberg and lies in the
valley of the Altmühl river, a tributary of the Danube. The Schottenkloster was founded to the east
of the episcopal town. The founder – one Walbrun, Dean of Eichstätt cathedral – is known, but
the date of the establishment remains a matter of debate. The earliest reference to the monastery
1

is found in a charter dating to 1166. The possession of the cross fragment and tomb replica has
2

led most modern scholars to suggest a foundation date after the Second Crusade. That Walbrun
3

actually participated in the Crusade is not supported by any direct evidence. Flachenecker
proposes that he did, and argues for a foundation date of 1148/1149, based on the assumption

1

Heidingsfelder, Regesten, No. 442.
Implicit in Romstöck’s ‘vielleicht erst nach 1147’ (Die Stifter und Klöster, p. 34). Also Heidingsfelder, Regesten, No. 442.
Only Buchner – without obvious grounds – suggests the earlier date of circa 1140 (Kolonisation, Wirtschaft und
Verwaltung, p. 41).
3
As Flachenecker points out, the surviving records of the Eichstätt episcopacy allow for the possibility that Walbrun was
abroad for the period in question (Das Schottenkloster Heiligkreuz, p. 67). Walbrun is not, however, recorded with
sufficient regularity for this argument to be particularly persuasive: He appears in five charters dating to 1138, 1142
(twice), 1149 and 1150. (Heidingsfelder, Regesten, Nos. 350, 359, 361, 389, 392).
2
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4

that Walbrun returned with the main Crusader party in 1148. This dating, he asserts, would
accord well with the political situation prevailing at the time in the Eichstätt episcopacy. The
episcopal election of 1149 saw Walbrun, a proponent of the reform-orientated agenda of the
5

deceased Bishop Gebhard II (1125-1149), defeated by another canon, Burchard. Flachenecker
argued that the foundation of the monastery most likely occurred before the death of Gebhard II,
while Walbrun’s star was still on the rise and a fellow reform-minded bishop was in place to
6

support the venture. Yet it must be noted that Bishop Burchard served only four years before
being succeeded by Conrad I (1153-1171), who duly resurrected Gebhard’s reform policies.

7

Conrad’s episcopacy would therefore also have been favourable to the establishment of an Irish
Benedictine monastery by Walbrun. There are a number of other reasons to suspect that the
foundation occurred during Conrad’s tenure. The Vita Mariani, written circa 1180, ascribes a role
8

in the establishment process to Gregory, abbot of the Regensburg motherhouse. The fact that
Gregory was serving abbot when the Vita was composed gives this information added credibility.
He is first securely recorded as abbot in 1156, though his term may have begun a few years
earlier. The Vita refers to Gregory’s involvement in the 1155 establishment of the Viennese
Schottenkloster, before turning its attention to Eichstätt. This sequence may have chronological
significance. The Vita might contain another clue as to the foundation date. The phrase ‘terrena
pro cælestibus feliciter commutans’ suggests that the event took place shortly before the
Walbrun’s death. Dalman came to this conclusion based on the fact that Walbrun donated his
9

estate to the monastery. Unfortunately, the time-span during which he may have died is wide:
Walbrun is last documented as witness to a charter in 1150 and is definitely dead by 1166.

10

A

foundation date in the mid-1150s, the early years of the tenures of both Bishop Conrad I and
th

Abbot Gregory, appears reasonable. The 12 -century Vita has already been cited as a source for
Gregorius’ role. A potential contemporary source for Conrad’s involvement has hitherto been
overlooked: the Schottenklöster necrology. This calendar of the deceased brethren and patrons
th

of the Irish monasteries records the death of only one 12 -century bishop of Eichstätt – Conrad
I.

11

The evidence for a foundation date post-1153 appears strong. This dating would also be more

4

Flachenecker, Das Schottenkloster Heiligkreuz, pp. 67-68.
Heidingsfelder, Regesten, Nos. 324, 389; Wendehorst, Das Bistum Eichstätt I, pp. 78-80; Weinfurter, Friedrich
Barbarossa und Eichstätt, pp. 74-78.
6
th
Josef Barth, in his late 18 -century Notaria über das ehemalige Schottenkloster (Diözesanarchiv Eichstätt,
Schottenkloster Faszikel II, No. 1-4), was the first to date the founding of the Schottenkloster to Gebhard’s tenure, though
his distinction between this event and the actual construction of the monastery (which he dates to 1169) is unsustainable.
7
Heidingsfelder, Regesten, No. 403; Wendehorst, Das Bistum Eichstätt I, pp. 81-84.
8
‘Interea prosperante Deo, cum Ecclesia S. Iacobi intus & exterius se in anteriora extenderet, id est, cum numero Fratrum
multiplicato, dum ædificia consurgerent, dum prædia contraherentur, ecce vir deuotus, vir magnus & diues, Eistetensis
Ecclesiæ Præpositus, nomine Walbrunus, terrena pro cælestibus feliciter commutans, ecclesiam, quam ipse de propriis
facultatibus suis in suburbio Eistetensi construxerat, cum septendecim aratris, Abbati præfato S. Iacobi Gregorio, atque
genti Scotorum, per manum mediatoris Comitis Gerhardi more Bauarico, æternæ quietis tactus amore, contradidit.’
(Bollandus & Henschenius, Acta Sanctorum, Februarius ii, p. 372).
9
Dalman, Das Grab Christi, p. 58.
10
Heidingsfelder, Regesten, Nos. 392, 442.
11
th
January 13 – Conradus Eyst[etensis] ep[iscop]us (Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 57).
5
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12

compatible with the relatively late consecration date of the monastic church.

It is at least as

likely, if not more so, that Walbrun’s ostensible journey to Jerusalem was undertaken as a simple
pilgrimage rather than as part of the Second Crusade.

13

The limited surviving sources hold no clues as to why Walbrun chose Irish monks to people the
only monastery founded by him. With Regensburg not far distant, the renown of the
th

Schottenmönche would have been strong in the region in the mid-12 century. It may be that he
deemed the self-styled monachi peregrini as suitable guardians of this new Jerusalem, especially
as the cult of the Holy Sepulchre appears to have been actively promoted at Weih Sankt Peter in
Regensburg, where the presence of a round chapel containing a replica of Christ’s tomb is
recorded.

14

The direct impulse for the foundation of a monastery probably arose from Walbrun’s

own visit to Jerusalem. Perhaps a fragment of the True Cross was acquired with this end in
mind.

15

In travelling to Jerusalem, Walbrun would have been retracing the steps of Eichstätt’s
16

exalted first bishop, Willibald.

It is possible that Walbrun intended the Schottenkirche to be his

place of burial. Though there is no record of the founder having been buried there, this course of
events would not be unusual and one piece of evidence does point in this direction: an inventory
of 1551 mentions that there was a raised tomb-stone – ‘erhebter Grabstein’ – located in the
church’s presbytery.

17

A tomb placed in such a position of prominence probably belonged to the

12

Between 1182 and 1188 (see below).
An observation made recently by Brun Appel raises further questions regarding the date of Walbrun’s visit to Jerusalem
th
(personal comment published in Wendehorst, Das Bistum Eichstätt I, p. 88, n. 1). It relates to a calendar entry for April 7
th
added to the Eichstätt Gundekarianum pontifical by Konrad von Kastl in the mid-13 century: ‘Bruno prepositus maior
obiit, qui construxit hospitale ad Scotos’ (MGH SS 7, p. 252). Appel raised the possibility that Walbrun’s original name was
Bruno, and that the Wal- prefix was added after he had travelled to Jerusalem, Wallfahrt being the German for pilgrimage
and Waller for pilgrim. This is certainly conceivable. If Appel is correct, Walbrun would need to have already made his
pilgrimage prior to 1138, when he appears for the first time in a charter (Heidingsfelder, Regesten, No. 350). As such an
early date for the foundation of the Schottenkloster appears highly unlikely, it would suggest that there was not
necessarily a close chronological relationship between the monastery’s establishment and Walbrun’s pilgrimage. It is even
possible that Walbrun travelled to Jerusalem twice, the second time perhaps with the specific intention of acquiring a relic
and, as is implicit in the nature of the monastery’s architecture, a detailed record of particular monuments, which were set
to be replicated at Eichstätt.
14
It cannot be conclusively determined whether the erection of the relevant chapel at Weih Sankt Peter pre-dated the
Eichstätt foundation. According to Paricius, the first abbot at Eichstätt, Gerardus, had previously served as prior of Weih
Sankt Peter, which, if true, would provide further support to the notion that there was a connection between Walbrun’s
choice of Irish monks and a pre-existing promotion of the Holy Sepulchre at Weih Sankt Peter (Paricius, Allerneueste und
bewährte Nachricht, p. 286). Brockie does not specify whether Gerardus had been prior at St. James or Weih Sankt Peter
in his Monasteria (Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 208, n. 332).
15
Bishop Embricho’s alleged visit to Compostella and acquisition of a relic of St. James for the Schottenkloster at
Würzburg presents an analogous situation.
16
Guth, Die Pilgerfahrt Willibalds.
17
Mader, Kunstdenkmäler V.1, p. 353 (fn. 1).
13
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18

founder, as suggested by Mader.

This church, steeped in the notions of resurrection and

salvation, would have provided a fine setting for Walbrun’s interment.

19

th

According to 18 -century transcriptions from the lost antiquum Monasterii Ratisbonensis
Chronicon, the Regensburg Abbot Gregory sent a Prior Gerardus and six monks to occupy the
new monastery, whereupon Gerardus was made the first abbot.

20

The reference to six rather than

the usual twelve or even twenty-four monks (as in the case of Vienna) – albeit most likely
apocryphal – points to lower expectations for the growth of the Eichstätt Schottenkloster, though
the reliability of the Chronicon is uncertain. The lands originally bestowed upon the monastery do
not appear to have offered the potential for great expansion.

21

The 17 properties donated by

Walbrun are detailed in the confirmation-charter of 1194 issued by his relative, Bishop Otto, who
himself supplemented this endowment with some possessions of his own.

22

Otto’s generosity

may have had more to do with his apparent familial ties with the founder, than with any perception
that the Schottenkloster was an episcopal monastery. The Schottenkloster was also linked to the
diocese in that the first lay guardian of the monastery, Count Gerhard of Hirschberg, discharged
the same function for the Eichstätt bishopric at that time.

23

Walbrun’s relatively humble station

may not have allowed him to provide the basis for the long-term financial stability of the
monastery, but his gift of a relic of the True Cross and his presumable role in the construction of a
copy of the Holy Sepulchre would have furnished the monastery with an opportunity to benefit
financially from the pilgrimage industry of the day. The 1194 charter, which is of great import due
to its expansive nature, refers to the cross-fragment which Walbrun had inserted in a crossshaped reliquary and placed in the church.

24

The charter’s description of the monastery as a

domus hospitalis confirms that there was a practical side to the Schottenkloster’s pilgrimage
connection. A letter of indulgence secured from Pope Innocent IV in 1246 may have increased
18

th

Ibid. If this was the case, Walbrun would have been following in the footsteps of the 10 -centry bishop of Constance,
Conrad I, who was buried within a smaller Anastasis copy he had built at Constance cathedral (Maurer, Das Bistum
Konstanz II, pp. 132-133). If Walbrun did indeed travel to Jerusalem, perhaps even more than once, the reproduction of
the Anastasis in Eichstätt could perhaps also have been intended as a permanent memorial to his own exploits, in the
spirit of what Günther Bandmann referred to as ‘Sich-ein-Denkmal-Setzen’ (Bandmann, Mittelalterliche Architektur, pp.
45-46).
19
th
The death of a Walbrun decanus is recorded in the Schottenklöster necrology on August 8 : Walbrunus decanus in
nostri templi {Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 70; Flachenecker (Das Schottenkloster Heiligkreuz, p. 71) reads the entry
as Walbrunus Decanus summi templi}. That the Eichstätt Walbrun was intended is not certain, due both to the rather
vague nature of the entry and the fact that Konrad von Kastl’s calendar entry in the Gundekarianum gives his anniversary
th
as April 7 .
20
Brockie, Monasteria, p. 397 (reproduced in Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 208). The earlier works of Aventin
(Bayerische Chronik, Buch VI, cap. 26, p. 333) and Gretser (Philippi Ecclesie Eystettensis XXXIX Episcopi, p. 244) also
record Gerardus as the first abbot.
21
Buchner, Kolonisation, Wirtschaft und Verwaltung, p. 41.
22
Heidingsfelder, Regesten, No. 499; Sepp, Stiftungsbrief des Schottenklosters.
23
Gerhard is recorded in the 1194 charter as the monastery’s original guardian and his son Gebhard as his successor.
There is an entry for the latter in the Regensburg Necrology: June 4th, Pie memorie Gebhardus com de Hirsberg, confr nr
(Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog, p. 67)
24
‘Sciant igitur tam praesentes quam futuri qualiter piae memoriae walbrunnus tunc Praepositus hospitalem domum
consilio cleri et populi maiori in suburbio Civitatis Eystett constuxit, ubi portionem vitalis ligni in patibulo Crucis studiose
reconditam ad ostentionem sui desiderij devote collocavit.’ (Sepp, Stiftungsbrief des Schottenklosters, p. 2)
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the flow of visitors to the Schottenkloster, but the sources do not reveal whether the monastery
25

ever developed as an attractive pilgrimage destination.

It may be that the distinct architecture

and collection of relics of the Schottenkloster ensured that it became a popular station for pilgrims
on the way to Jerusalem or other destinations, but it is also possible that many of the travellers
catered for at the monastery hostel were actually visitors to the shrines of the diocese’s first
bishop, Saint Willibald, and his sister, Saint Walburga, at Eichstätt’s cathedral and Benedictine
nunnery. The right to bury any guest of the hostel was granted to the Schottenkloster in a papal
26

privilege also dating to 1194.

The monastery did not only cater for pilgrims; there is evidence

that the Schottenkloster provided alms and accommodation for those suffering from leprosy and
27

the poor.

th

As was the case with a number of Schottenklöster, the emergence during the 13 century of civic
institutions for the poor and infirm would have seen the caritative functions of the Eichstätt abbey
usurped. Such loss of function and an inadequate financial basis would have been compounded
th

by the problems affecting the whole Schottenkloster movement by the end of the 13 century.
th

The decline of the monastery came relatively early; by the beginning of the 14 century it had
ceased to function as an independent abbey and was downgraded to a Propstei (deanery) –
essentially an economic unit – subject directly to the Regensburg abbot.

28

It would be over a

century and a half before the Irish phase in the history of the Eichstätt foundation ended with the
Propstei being taken over by German clerics. The destruction of the Irish church and monastic
th

buildings followed in the early 17 century, before a new monastic chapter was opened in 1625
with the construction of a Capuchin friary, which remains occupied to this day.
Location
th

Though Eichstätt had been a see since the middle of the 8 century, it was slow to develop into a
truly urban centre. An expansion of the already enclosed episcopal and monastic settlement was
facilitated by rights granted to the bishop by King Ludwig in 908. These included licence to hold
markets and to fortify the ecclesiastical centre against the threat of Hungarian attack.

29

The wall

constructed as a result significantly increased the protected expanse and remained functional for
another 300 years. This walled area retained an ecclesiastical character, with the individual
curiae of the cathedral canons gradually occupying the remaining intra-mural space after their

25

Flachenecker, Das Schottenkloster Heiligkreuz, p. 87.
Brackmann, Germania Pontificia: vol. 2.1, p. 9; Heidingsfelder, Regesten, No. 499; Flachenecker, Das Schottenkloster
Heiligkreuz, p. 72.
27
Heidingsfelder, Regesten, No. 554; Flachenecker, Das Schottenkloster Heiligkreuz, pp. 73-74.
28
Flachenecker, Das Schottenkloster Heiligkreuz, pp. 73-76, 81-82.
29
Herzog, Eichstätts Stadtbaukunst, pp. 17-18.
26
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abandonment of communal life in the first half of the 11

th

century.

30

The market and its

accompanying merchants and tradesmen remained outside these walls, and it was not until the
th

later 12 century that the dominant ecclesiastical character of the settlement was challenged by
the emergence of a true Bürgerstadt in a legal sense. This new development was focussed on
the area to the north of the cathedral-quarter and was executed in planned fashion, with the
creation of regular burgage plots, a triangular-shaped market-place and adjacent to it a new
parish church (first mentioned in 1196).

31

A new circuit of the town walls was probably built in

tandem with these works, though the new wall is first recorded in 1245. This enclosed an area
more than twice that of the earlier oval-shaped circuit, with the wall stretching north to encompass
the Benedictine monastery of St. Walburga at its fringe.
The founding of the Schottenkloster occurred before the construction of the later town-wall. The
relatively tight confines of the 10th-century wall would have militated against the location of the
Schottenkloster within. The monastery was situated at such a distance from this wall that there
was never a prospect of it being incorporated into the expanded circuit. It stood on the
Ostenstraße, 400m east of the earlier wall (fig. 187). This road was not a trade route, being only
32

ever of local importance.

The main route into Eichstätt emanated from Nuremberg and entered

the town from the north-west. This road then crossed the Altmühl River at Eichstätt’s western
gate before continuing on in the direction of Ingolstadt. The Schottenkloster’s distance from this
route did not favour a role as a hostel for both pilgrims and the infirm. Significantly, the HeiligGeist Spital, which effectively divested the Schottenkloster of its caritative role after its foundation
th

in the mid-13 century, occupied a far more advantageous site at the eastern end of the bridge
over the Altmühl. The location of the Eichstätt monastery diverges somewhat from the
Schottenkloster norm in both its distance from the town-walls and its lack of prominence. A
number of possible reasons for the choice of site can be mooted. Considering that the dedication,
architecture and internal furnishings of the monastery made clear reference to the Holy
Sepulchre, it is plausible that the location of the monastery to the east of the town was also a
conscious allusion to Jerusalem and the resurrection. Herzog’s suggestion that the
Schottenkloster was sited to the east in deliberate continuation of a Kirchenkranz (‘ring of
churches’) around the cathedral consisting of the Benedictine monasteries of St. Walburga
th

(founded as a Canonry between 870 and 879) to the north and St. Peter (11 -century) has some
th

merit, and might explain the distance between the monastery and the 10 -century wall – all three
monasteries were located between 280 and 500 metres from the wall.

33

It is also worth noting,
th

that Walbrun’s curia was located just outside the eastern gate of the 10 -century wall and
30

Ibid., pp. 21-23.
Ibid., pp. 24-44; Flachenecker, 700 Jahre Bürgerrechte, pp. 8-12.
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Herzog, Eichstätts Stadtbaukunst, p. 17.
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Ibid., p. 24.
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therefore lay between the monastery and the cathedral-quarter.

34

It is quite possible that Walbrun

also possessed some lands to the east of his curia, and that it was this mundane consideration
that determined the location of the Schottenkloster.
There was only a short lapse of time between the establishment of the Schottenkloster and a
recognisable acceleration in Eichstätt’s urban development. Unlike most of the other
Schottenklöster, this monastery was not founded as a direct initiative of the episcopal Stadtherr,
and is thus more difficult to interpret as a measure aimed at urban expansion. The vesting of the
new monastery with social functions does hint at a connection between the Schottenkloster and a
development of Eichstätt’s urban character, but the decades between its establishment and the
clear emergence of the Bürgerstadt suggests that these two initiatives were not intrinsically
35

linked.

The Eichstätt Schottenkirche
The site of the Eichstätt Schottenkloster is today occupied by a Capuchin friary founded in 1625.
The Kapuzinerkirche consists of an aisleless nave and narrower rectangular chancel (fig. 191). A
single transept-arm or large chapel opens to the south from the nave and contains the copy of the
Holy Sepulchre (fig. 192). The Sepulchre is all that survives from the Romanesque
Schottenkloster, which had as its monastic church a structure modelled on the Anastasis Rotunda
in Jerusalem. The decrepit Schottenkirche was closed in 1611, and the entire monastery levelled
36

within a few years to make way for the Kapuzinerkloster.

Until recently, the only details

regarding the nature of the Romanesque church were contained in a few written accounts and
visitation reports. The distance of the Irish monastery from the town-wall militated against it
featuring in pictorial representations of Eichstätt. The situation changed dramatically in the last
decade, however, with the discovery of a fine water-colour panorama of the town from 1537,
which has at its very right extreme the only known depiction of the medieval Schottenkloster (fig.
187).

37

The picture was one of 50 commissioned by Ottheinrich, Count Palatine of the PalatinateNeuburg, during the course of a tour of Germany and Bohemia.

38

The anonymous artist
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Schick, Besitzgeschichte der Eichstätter Domherrenhöfe, pp. 60-62.
Contra Flachenecker, 700 Jahre Bürgerrechte, p. 10: ‘.....das zwischen 1147 und 1149 gegründete Schottenkloster,
das als Fremdenhospiz und weiterer Wallfahrtsort (Heiligkreuzrelique) im Zusammenhang mit der städtischen
Neugründung gesehen werden muß und einer Vordatierung der Anfänge in die Mitte des 12. Jahrhunderts Vorschub
leisten würde’. See also Flachenecker, Das Schottenkloster Heiligkreuz, pp. 72-74.
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Biller, Beschreibung der Darstellung, pp. 25-35.
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concentrated on relaying the town’s principal ecclesiastical buildings and fortifications, while the
clustered surrounding houses appear schematically rendered. There are errors as to the location
39

of the main buildings, and a tendency towards simplification in their portrayal.

These

considerations urge caution when dealing with the depiction of the Schottenkirche. It is visible on
the edge of the sheet, though not in its entirety (fig. 188). The eastern termination of the church is
not portrayed. Also, the trees and building immediately in front of the church obscure the base of
the edifice, and make it impossible to assert definitively that the lower storey visible is, in fact, at
ground-level. The height of the window openings and a suspicion that the trees were a schematic
filling device tend to encourage the belief that the lowest-level is illustrated. The church is round
in plan, with a tambour rising from the centre of the roof of the lower-floor. The steeper conicalroof of the tambour is capped by a lantern with an even steeper cone-shaped roof which
terminates with a spire. The side-walls, tambour and lantern are all heavily fenestrated. Seven
large round-headed windows pierce the side-walls. A Lombardic frieze runs under the eaves
above these windows. Half-columns or, more probably, pilasters shoot off at right-angles from the
frieze to separate the windows. The tambour is bordered by plain string-courses on top and
below. At least eight windows are discernible, some of which end in slight points. The narrow
lantern is pierced by four slender openings.
A number of scholars had already concluded on the basis of written accounts that the church took
th

the form of a rotunda, but given the rarity of this architectural form in 12 -century Germany, the
depiction’s confirmation of the written evidence was necessary to remove any lingering doubt.

40

The consecration of the Schottenkirche by Bishop Otto was recorded in both the 1194
confirmation-charter, and in a list of Otto’s church-consecrations added to the Gundekarianum
pontifical.

41

No exact date is given in either, but the latter source allows the time-frame to be

narrowed to between 1182 and 1188. The earliest details regarding the appearance of the church
can be gleaned from a charter dating to 1441, which relates to the proposed restoration of the
church under the supervision of the local suffragan bishop. The interpretation of much of the
document’s content poses difficulties, but some of the detail can be tied in with the Ottheinrich
42

depiction.

The campanilis referred to must be the central lantern atop the rotunda. The two tiled
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For example, while the presbytery and east towers of the cathedral are accurately depicted, the transept immediately to
the east is missing, and the nave reduced in length. See Biller, Beschreibung der Darstellung, pp. 26.
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Dalman, Das Grab Christi, pp. 56-65; Mader, Kunstdenkmäler V.1, pp. 353-357; Zahn, Schottenklöster, pp. 204-207.
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Heidingsfelder, Regesten, No. 499; Sepp, Stiftungsbrief des Schottenklosters; Appel, Die Altar- und Kirchenweihen, pp.
170, 173.
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‘Inprimis, quod ipse Dominus Petrus, noster Suffraganeus, partem interiorem dictae ecclesiae Sancte Crucis cum bonis
novis structuris et sustentaculis ligneis cum uno campanili, superius cum duplicato tecto de tegulis cum asseribus et
tabulis superius et inferius ec exterius circumquaque debet et tenetur denuo reformare et exterius et inferius tectum
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Suffaganeus in inferioribus et exterioribus tectis uti posset iuxta decretum illorum, qui ad hoc deputati sunt. Ipsamque
ecclesiam cum novis vitris ad fenestras et lignis fenestralibus alias Ram dictis et aliis necessariis et vitra rupta…..’–
Diözesanarchiv Eichstätt, Urkunden Nr. 260. (Transcription taken from Flachenecker, Das Schottenkloster Heiligkreuz, p.
85.)
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roofs are identifiable as those of the lower-level and of the tambour. The clause ‘partem
interiorem dictae ecclesiae Sancte Crucis cum bonis novis structuris et sustentaculis ligneis’
appears too vague to sustain Dalman’s assertion that it points to the existence of an annular
43

internal gallery.

In 1479 Hans Tucher, a pilgrim to Jerusalem from Nuremberg, declared the

Anastasis Rotunda to be of the same size and width as the Eichstätt Schottenkirche.
th

th

of 16 - and 17 -century sources also refer to the Schottenkloster’s round church.

45

44

A number

Indeed plans

th

were made in the early 17 century for the construction of a new rotunda to replace the medieval
one. The death of the figure behind the initiative, Bishop Johann Konrad von Gemmingen, meant
that this exercise in architectural continuity never came to pass.

46

The principal source of evidence for the internal layout of the church comes in the form of a
visitation report of 1602 composed by the vicar-general Vitus Priefer. As is the case with the 1441
charter, this source is full of detail, but the same difficulty in retrieving the wider picture arises. Of
most value is the description of the Schottenkirche chancel. Accessible from three sides, it held
the altar of the Holy Cross, which had a painted image of Christ behind it; on its epistle or south
side within a niche was a piscina; the monks’ lectern was to be found between their lengthy
stalls.

47

The locations of three other altars mentioned in the passage are not given. The sacristy

lay adjacent to the chancel, and was semi-subterranean. Despite the restoration of 1441 and
further measures undertaken a century later by Provost (Propst) Joannis Jungwirt, the church
th

was in poor repair by the turn of the 17 century.

48

Priefer recorded the desecration of three of

the church’s altars in 1552 – presumably in the course of the attack on Eichstätt by Schmalkaldic
49

League forces – though they were reconsecrated within two years.

The plan to rebuild the

rotunda died with Bishop von Gemmingen, and the dilapidated church was torn down shortly
after.
Despite the loss of the medieval church, the available sources do facilitate the reconstruction of
much of the structure. This task is made easier by the use of comparative evidence drawn
43
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principally from a study of the architecture of the contemporary Church of the Holy Sepulchre in
Jerusalem and its known derivative buildings in Germany and the rest of Western Europe. The
round form of the Schottenkirche was undoubtedly a reference to the Anastasis Rotunda. The
precision of the tomb-replica suggests that the builders of the Schottenkirche were in a position to
attempt an equally faithful reconstruction of the Anastasis itself. The question remains as to
whether this level of accuracy was achieved, or even sought.
The Anastasis Rotunda is one of a complex of buildings marking the reputed site of both Christ’s
crucifixion and burial at Golgotha. The construction of architectural monuments at this site began
th

with Constantine in the early 4 century, but the form, fabric and constellation of the individual
structures have undergone numerous alterations over the centuries. The pedigree of the rotunda
itself, which was built to enshrine the encased tomb of Christ, is Constantinian, though little other
th

than the original concept has survived the many rebuildings of later times. The 12 century, the
period in the church’s history of most relevance to this study, saw fundamental changes to the
group of structures at Golgotha. The Church of the Holy Sepulchre which greeted the western
European Crusaders upon their entry into Jerusalem in 1099 was essentially a Byzantine
50

monument.

In the decades following their partial destruction on the instruction of the Caliph al-

Hakim in 1009, the complex of buildings was rebuilt in altered form by the Christian community of
Jerusalem under the patronage of the Byzantine emperors.

51

While Constantine’s great basilica

at the eastern end of the site was not rebuilt, both the colonnaded courtyard and rotunda
elements to its west were retained in the Byzantine reconstruction. The outer walls of the
Constantinian Rotunda, including apses at the western, northern and southern points, survived
the 1009 desecration largely intact and were retained within the reconstructed structure. The
inner ring of the rotunda, which surrounded the tomb edicule, was rebuilt. The narrow arches of
the lower arcade were supported on 14 columns and 6 piers, two piers marking out each of the
western, northern and southern points. A gallery level was added above, the tall openings of
which were flanked by a combination of columns and piers. The third storey of the internal
elevation appears not to have been a true clerestorey, containing a ring of mosaic-filled niches
rather than windows.

52

The drum of the rotunda was covered with a timber conical roof, which

had at its centre a large circular opening.

53

Groin-vaults were added in the ambulatory which
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The Byzantine phase is treated in Coüasnon, Church of the Holy Sepulchre, pp. 54-57; Ousterhout, Rebuilding the
Temple, pp. 66-78; Borg, Church of the Holy Sepulchre, p. 498; Biddle, The Tomb of Christ, pp. 74-81.
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complete before the death of the earlier Emperor Michael IV (1034-1041) (Biddle, The Tomb of Christ, pp. 77-81).
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separated the inner arcade from the outer wall, and in the gallery above. The major Byzantine
alteration to the ground-plan of the rotunda was the addition of a tall fourth apse at its eastern
point, replacing the existing eastern entrance façade and thus reversing the western orientation of
the original structure (fig. 189). This new compartment stretched from the inner ring of the rotunda
into the courtyard beyond. The outer ring of the rotunda did not continue east beyond the
northern and southern apses; instead the ambulatory opened into transept-arms at these points.
This transept ensured that the eastern façade of the church was flat-ended, with the exception of
the central projecting apse.
The arrival of the Crusaders in Jerusalem would result in significant alterations to the Anastasis
Rotunda, but these changes did not come immediately.

54

The first major works undertaken at the

Holy Sepulchre complex were the construction of claustral buildings for the newly-established
community of Augustinian canons on the site of Constantine’s basilica. This undertaking began
55

circa 1114 and was completed within a few years.
Holy Sepulchre during the 12

th

The alterations made to the Church of the

century were extensive. The Byzantine rotunda was retained

largely unchanged, but the internal proportions of the church were radically transformed with the
construction of the spacious ‘Crusader’s Choir’, which brought to a conclusion the process of
th

orientation begun with the construction of the 11 -century eastern apse. The east wall of the
Byzantine structure including the apse was removed, and a large transept and choir were
attached, incorporating the entire area of the original courtyard into the church-interior. The new
east end was typical of western European pilgrimage-churches, boasting a large apse bordered
by an ambulatory with three radiating chapels. The crossing was covered by the church’s second
domed roof, this time of stone. The south-front of the new transept was given the role of an
entrance-façade with a double-portal. The addition of a tower to the south-side of the church gave
further emphasis to this approach. The extension of the church eastwards allowed the site of the
Rock of Calvary to be incorporated into the structure. What emerged were the so-called Calvarychapels – a combination of the existing Byzantine and newly-built chapels – which were now
attached to the east of the southern-transept arms at two levels.
The chronology of the Crusader alterations to the church is far from clear-cut. Most of the
literature on the subject is dogged by an adherence to an inherited time-frame that is built upon
an apparent misreading of a single inscription. The lines in question were painted near the
archway into one of the Calvary chapels within the new south transept. The crucial section reads
as follows:
(Description by Abbot Daniel, who visited the church between 1106 and 1108, from Wilkinson, Jerusalem Pilgrimage
1099-1185, p. 127).
54
The Crusader phase is treated in Coüasnon, Church of the Holy Sepulchre, pp. 57-6; Borg, Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, pp. 498-499; Folda, The Art of the Crusaders, pp. 177-245; Biddle, The Tomb of Christ, pp. 89-98.
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Est locus iste sacer, sacratus sanguine Christi,
per nostrum sacrare sacro nichil addimus isti.
Sed domus huic sacro circum superedificata
Est quinta decima Quintilis luce sacrata
…….
Undecies centum et quadraginta novemque
This place is holy, sanctified by the blood of Christ,
By our consecration we add nothing to its holiness,
But the house built around and above this sacred place
Was consecrated on the fifteenth day of July,
…….
Eleven hundred and forty and nine years.

56

These lines have traditionally been taken to record the consecration of the whole Crusader
church, encouraging the assumption that the ‘Crusaders’ Choir’ was fully in place and the
57

demolition of the Byzantine eastern apse had already been carried out.

Martin Biddle has,

however, recently argued persuasively that the ‘sacred place’ of the third line refers only to the
Rock of Calvary – the place ‘sanctified by the blood of Christ’ – and that the ‘house built around
and above’ is, in fact, the group of Calvary chapels built on two storeys above and adjacent to the
58

actual point of inscription.

This interpretation would liberate the church’s study from the shackles

of the 1149 date, and ties in much better with the later dates offered for parts of the church on
stylistic grounds.

59

Reconstruction of the Romanesque church
The likelihood is that the Church of the Holy Sepulchre visited by Walbrun or his informant in the
1140s or 1150s was still dominated by the intact and functioning Byzantine rotunda, though the
Crusader extensions in the area to the east of the structure would have been in an advanced
state, with some elements of the new design already complete. It was thus the Byzantine
Anastasis that would have provided the template for the Schottenkloster rotunda. For a
monastery and founder of limited means, the replication of the Byzantine design would have been
far more appropriate and achievable than the much more complex Crusader one. On the basis of
56
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the available evidence, however, it does not appear that even an accurate imitation of the simpler
Byzantine model was attempted (figs. 188-190). The limited sources suggest that, beyond the
fundamentally important adoption of the round form, the Schottenkirche deviated considerably
60

from the Jerusalem prototype.

The Romanesque ornament visible on the church walls in the

Ottheinrich depiction already signals that the Schottenkirche is a building of its time rather than a
th

mere copy. By the mid-12 century the Lombardic frieze was virtually ubiquitous within southern
German ecclesiastical architecture. Its use in combination with the vertical pilasters results in a
clear division of the lower level into distinct fenestrated units in typical Romanesque fashion.
Even though the east-end of the Schottenkirche does not appear on Ottheinrich’s depiction,
enough of the rotunda is visible to suggest that the transept-like termination of the Byzantine
church was absent. Neither are there southern or western apses visible as in Jerusalem,
suggesting that such a feature was restricted to the eastern side, as in conventional monastic
churches.

61

Another deviation from the template is the apparent absence of a gallery. The visible

outer walls of the Schottenkirche are too low for there to have been a two-storeyed arrangement
within. In addition, the single row of windows also points to this conclusion. No gallery is
expressly mentioned in any written source. Dalman’s suggestion that one clause of the 1441
charter refers to an annular gallery is questionable. If he is correct, then the timber components
mentioned make it more likely that this structure was a later addition constructed within the inner
ring, rather than a gallery above the ambulatory, for, in the latter case, both levels would surely
have been vaulted, as in the Jerusalem prototype. The Schottenkirche differs from the Anastasis
in that it clearly possessed a true clerestorey. The corresponding level of the Byzantine rotunda
had niches containing mosaics.

62

The conical shape of the Schottenkirche roof echoes that of the

Anastasis, but instead of retaining the central opening of the prototype, it terminates in a
fenestrated turret. The presence of this lantern, assuming it is not a later addition, completed the
neat stepped effect of the Romanesque church exterior. The oculus in the roof of the Anastasis
had the practical function of allowing the Easter light to shine directly upon the Holy Sepulchre,
and it is conceivable that the Schottenkirche’s narrow lantern was a feature designed to recall this
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It must be reiterated, at this point, that any reconstruction of the Schottenkirche relies heavily on the Ottheinrich
depiction. The 1441 charter encourages the belief that this can trusted in respect of the general appearance of the church,
but a suspicion of simplification on the artist’s part urges caution when it comes to accepting particular details for which
there is no independent evidence.
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Munteanu, A Romanesque Copy, pp. 34-35.
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symbolic descent of the Holy Fire, while taking account of the less clement German climate. A
similar turret on the roof of the rotunda at Augsburg provided a local precedent for the form.

63

As in Jerusalem, the focal point of the interior of the Schottenkirche would have been the sizeable
tomb edicule, which was encased by the two concentric rings of the arcade and outer wall (figs.
189-190). It is a reasonable assumption that the Schottenkirche ambulatory was vaulted, as in the
Anastasis. The ‘tecto de lapidibus’ mentioned in the 1441 charter may refer to these vaults. The
number of windows visible on the Ottheinrich depiction allows some speculation as to the number
of bays contained within the ambulatory. I have estimated fifteen for the purposes of the
conjectural plan, having made some assumptions regarding the presence of a western entrance
and the projection of the chancel into the ambulatory. Such an arrangement would have
necessitated an arcade with sixteen supports. Other than the dimensions of the edicule replica,
the Ottheinrich panorama is the only potential indicator of the size of the Schottenkirche rotunda.
Both the proportions of the church relative to the rest of the buildings shown in Eichstätt and the
64

number of windows depicted suggest a structure of considerable magnitude.

The number of

supports estimated on foot of this approaches the twenty of the Anastasis, and it may be that the
diameter of the inner ring of the Schottenkirche rotunda was close to the 21m of the prototype.

65

The historical record gives no clues as to whether columns, piers or a combination were
employed. There is also no reference anywhere to church-portals, and the distinct nature of the
structure does not tender obvious solutions. Presuming that the church occupied the same site as
the current church, then the pattern from other Schottenkirchen suggests that the principal
entrance should be found on the town-orientated southern or western side. It seems more likely
that the portal would be tied into the east-west axis running from the presbytery through the
edicule, and there is no hint of a southern entrance on the Ottheinrich depiction. It is most unlikely
that the main access-point was to the east as in Jerusalem. Other replicas of the Anastasis, such
as those in Augsburg, Almenno and Cambridge, ignored this feature in favour of a more
conventional western entrance. A further doorway linking the church with the other monastic
buildings, possibly located to the north, can be assumed. The manner in which the wall above the
arcade was articulated is unclear. It has already been stated that neither the Ottheinrich depiction
nor the written record suggest that there was a gallery above the ambulatory. It is possible,
63

th

The small 12 -century rotunda at Almenno in Lombardy also boasted a narrow lantern, which completed a threestepped roofing arrangement similar to that of the Schottenkirche. Other than the architectural affinities – the church also
has a gallery above its ambulatory – there is no clear historical connection between this rotunda dedicated to St. Thomas
and the Anastasis. See Stalley, Early Medieval Architecture, pp. 78-79.
64
The Schottenkirche appears to have been larger than most Anastasis copies. This may stem from the fact that it
functioned as a monastic church, in contrast to many of the other rotundas, which were mostly free-standing chapels or
parish-churches, or merely annexes to larger structures.
65
Obviously, this coarse comparative method relies on the two arcades having had similar arch-spans. Note that four of
the columns of the Anastasis arcade were arranged as two pairs flanking the entrance towards the eastern apse. Thus
two supports could be disregarded for the purposes of comparing the circumferences of the Anastasis and the
Schottenkirche.
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however, that the builders of the Schottenkirche did create a three-storey internal elevation as in
th

the Anastasis. This was achieved in the 12 -century Church of the Holy Sepulchre at Cambridge
through the inclusion of a false-gallery above the arcade of the inner-ring of the rotunda. The low
gallery twin-light windows opened into the roof-space above the vaulted ambulatory rather than
into a true gallery, resulting in an exterior arrangement resembling that of the Schottenkirche,
while achieving a three-storey elevation internally. The drum of the Schottenkirche rotunda was
almost certainly covered by a wooden roof rather than a stone-vault. The phrase ‘cum duplicato
tecto de tegulis cum asseribus et tabulis superius et inferius’ in the 1441 charter suggests as
much, while the presence of a wooden roof in the prototype and the difficulty in vaulting such a
th

large area also point to this conclusion. A 17 -century depiction of the interior of the Anastasis
gives an idea of the tremendous visual effect of such a large wooden ceiling, a phenomenon that
might have contributed to the somewhat disjointed 1441 description of the church being so
smothered in references to timber.
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Given that the rotunda strayed from the conventional model of a nave, the eastern end of the
Schottenkirche took on extra importance as the space designed to facilitate its monastic function.
The Ottheinrich depiction does not allow any conclusions regarding the eastern termination of the
church, but the 1602 visitation report offers some clues. It states that the chorus was accessible
from three sides. This suggests that instead of the monks’ choir and presbytery being housed in a
simple annex projecting eastwards from the outer wall of the rotunda, the choir would have
extended into the rotunda itself. The choir must have been accessible through arches north and
south into the ambulatory and west into the inner-ring.
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This would again represent a deviation

from the Byzantine Anastasis, where the eastern apse was accessible only from the west. It is
even possible that the monks’ stalls mentioned in the report began to the west of the arcade
supports. Low screens such as those in the Regensburg Schottenkirche may have enclosed the
stalls, effecting only a limited disturbance of the aesthetic effect of the annular arcade. To the
east of the side-openings into the ambulatory the church probably terminated in an apse
preceded by a further stretch of chancel, possibly of equivalent length to two ambulatory bays.
The high altar of the chorus S. Crucis was dedicated to the Holy Cross and would, presumably,

66

The 1681 depiction by Le Bryn is reproduced in Ousterhout, Rebuilding the Temple, p. 70 (Fig. 9).
The consistent pitch of the ambulatory roof on the Ottheinrich depiction does not suggest that the chancel opened into
the inner-ring through an arch much taller than the arcade. If this is accurate, then the arrangement would differ from the
contemporary Anastasis, where the opening stretched to the height of the gallery arches. It also begs the question as to
whether the opening into the chancel was wider than the other arches in the arcade, as I have reconstructed it in my plan.
If not, then the homogeneity of the arcade would have been preserved – as in Cambridge and Northampton – at the
expense of the communication between the chancel and rotunda. This would represent another deviation from the
Anastasis template, and would seem unlikely given the importance of the choir and presbytery in a monastic church. The
question of the accuracy of the detail on the Ottheinrich depiction arises again.
67
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have accommodated the monastery’s principal relic.

The fact that sacristy adjacent to the

presbytery is described as quasi subterranean, suggests that it was built into the hillside, and thus
most likely located to the north of the chancel.
The builders of the Schottenkirche clearly incorporated some elements of the prototype into the
structure while omitting others. The apparent absence of the eastern transept-like element, a
gallery and additional apses points to a tendency towards simplification. The differences are more
apparent on the Schottenkirche’s exterior, which is not surprising, given that large sections of the
exterior of the Anastasis were already obscured by surrounding buildings at this time, ensuring
that its replication was unlikely to have been of paramount concern. Of greater significance would
have been the successful recreation of the internal relationship between the tomb-edicule and the
encasing rings of the rotunda. The remarkable accuracy of the edicule at Eichstätt – which will be
outlined below – underlines this apparent emphasis on the interior of the Schottenkirche. In
comparison to the edicule, the Schottenkirche represents a loose rendering of the Anastasis
prototype, typical of architectural copies in general.
It is the authenticity of the edicule, as well as the provision of the church with a relic of the Cross,
that suggests that the builders of the Schottenkirche could rely on first-hand knowledge of the
architecture of the Anastasis. The link with Jerusalem must have been direct, but the actual
inspiration to construct a church in this unusual manner may have had a local source. A rotunda
dedicated to the Holy Sepulchre had already been built in Augsburg in the late 1120s. On the
th

basis of a 17 -century plan and other depictions, Dalman reconstructed the church as a rotunda
with a diameter of 18m, featuring an ambulatory with a gallery above.
stood a highly unusual version of the Holy Sepulchre.

70

69

In the centre of the church

The chancel extended 7·5m eastwards

from the inner-arcade before terminating in an apse. Dalman’s partial reconstruction relies on
equivocal evidence, yet it is clear that a sizeable copy of the Anastasis existed at Augsburg when
71

construction of the Schottenkirche began.

The accuracy of the Eichstätt edicule compared to

the quirky Augsburg example allows any notion that the prototype for the Schottenkirche example
68

According to the 1194 foundation-charter, the relic of the True Cross was placed for display within a larger cross:
‘.....ubi portionem vitalis ligni in patibulo Crucis studiose reconditam ad ostentationem..... ‘ (Sepp, Stiftungsbrief des
Schottenklosters, p. 2).
69
Dalman, Das Grab Christi, pp. 44-56.
70
th
Two 17 -century views of the interior survive, which show the Sepulchre. It was a structure with a polygonal base
containing windows and a door, above which it took the form of a round-tower decorated with Lombardic friezes and
pilasters, before tapering as it passed through the roof-space and ending as a narrow fenestrated turret above the conical
roof of the church.
71
th
No trace of the inner-arcade and drum of the rotunda appears to have been extant in the 17 century; the existence of
th
an inner-ring – and, consequently, an ambulatory– was deduced solely from the fact on a 17 -century plan the western
ends of the chancel walls appeared to turn outwards for a short stretch, the curvature of which corresponds to that of the
outer wall of the rotunda. Some evidence for the presence of a gallery above the ambulatory is provided by a reference to
the location of the altar of St. Agatha in the upper church on top of a vault. Dalman assumed this vault to be that of the
th
chancel. What appears to be a timber gallery does feature in some 17 -century drawings; this was most likely constructed
after the presumed demolition of the inner-ring, so as to retain access to St. Agatha’s Altar.
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was to be found in Augsburg rather than Jerusalem to be quickly dismissed. It can also be
assumed that the builders of the Schottenkirche had the Anastasis as their template, but it is
conceivable that the inspiration for some of the forms which deviate from this model may have
come from Augsburg. In particular the roof-lantern and the extended chancel come into
question.

72

At the very least, the decision to construct a rotunda at Eichstätt may owe a lot to the

Augsburg church having introduced the notion of building an architectural copy of the Anastasis
73

to the region.

After all, such large-scale copies of the Anastasis were not particularly common in

Germany. Besides the churches at Eichstätt and Augsburg the simple aisleless rotunda annexed
th

to the basilica at Weingarten near Lake Constance is the only known large-scale 12 -century
example in southern Germany.
The tomb-edicule
The replica of the Holy Sepulchre, the only surviving remnant of the Romanesque Schottenkirche,
th

today stands in the purpose-built south-arm of the 17 -century Capuchin Church (fig. 192). The
Eichstätt structure reproduces both Christ’s tomb itself and the edicule which housed it in the
Anastasis Rotunda. The original position of the edicule at the centre of the Romanesque rotunda
is recorded in the 1602 visitation report. The incised numbering visible on the individual stones of
the structure gives a clear indication of the method by which it was moved. This masonry appears
to have been faithfully reassembled, and there are no indications that the layout was altered at
this time. The edicule underwent a restoration in 1877, which involved a repainting, the addition of
a new superstructure and some apparent alterations to the fabric. Two further redecorations
followed in 1889 and 1908.

74

In accordance with the modern aesthetic, the edicule has since

been stripped of its paint-work to reveal the fine ashlar masonry beneath. The edicule is today
orientated south-north, but by reference to the prototype in Jerusalem and to a description written
in 1593 by Friedrich von Dohna, it is clear that the edicule was originally orientated east-west,
with the principal entrance at the east end (figs. 189-190).

75

The edicule is composed of two conjoined blocks (figs. 192-194, 203). A compartment with the
plan of an incomplete oval adjoins a rectangular-shaped chamber to the south. The width of the
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It appears from Dalman’s ground-plan, however, that while the chancel stretched as far as the inner-arcade, it did not
open into the ambulatory, as suggested for the Schottenkirche.
73
The evidence from Weih Sankt Peter suggests that the concept of the architectural copy may already have been
current with the Regensburg monks, though the edicule was the model for the chapel built there.
74
Dalman, Das Grab Christi, pp. 60-63.
75
‘Die Kapelle ist ein Rundbau, vor längerer Zeit errichtet, aus ihr gelangt man in eine Art Höhle oder Kellergewölbe
gegen Sonnenaufgang; in ihr sind kleine Türen, durch die man in kleine Gewölbe in der Art des Gottesgrabes gelangt,
und sie sind so eng, niedrig und klein, daß ein Mensch dort kaum durchkommt….’ – Müller, Friedrich von Dohnas Reise,
p. 313.
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latter, 4.7m, corresponds with that of the ovoid block at its widest point.

76

The length of the

rectangular component is 2.97m, with that of the oval 4.4m. The wall of the ovoid compartment
actually flattens out at the front for a stretch of 1.15m (fig. 197). The ovoid block contains the
tomb-chamber within, while the rectangular compartment houses the ante-chamber. The external
face of the edicule is built of neatly-coursed limestone ‘Juramarmor’ ashlar throughout, dressed
using a hammer with an indented blade, as at the Regensburg Schottenkirche. The lowest course
and the simple chamfered base moulding run uniformly around the entire structure. The large
blocks used in the bottom- course also characterise the masonry of the external walls of the antechamber for most of their height, perhaps indicating that this section had priority within the
building sequence. A blind arcade consisting of eleven deep round-arches divides the wall of the
ovoid compartment into projecting upper and recessed lower halves. The arches end in plain
corbels which taper inwards on all three faces below a slightly projecting plate (figs. 192, 197).
There is testimony to the effect that small free-standing wooden columns with square bases stood
under the corbels before 1877.

77

Some scholars have suggested that similar columns of stone
78

would have stood here originally.

The corbels certainly never rested upon engaged columns –

the lack of scarring on the walls, the continuous base moulding and the fact that the underside of
the corbels features an astragal within a groove immediately adjacent to the wall-face speak
against this. If there were originally free-standing stone columns beneath the corbels, then it is
somewhat unusual that their bases would not have been integrated into the edicule’s base
moulding. This moulding shows no signs of any post factum regularisation at the relevant points.
The central arch within the blind arcade is significantly wider and taller than the others. It further
marks out the flattened section of walling at the front of the ovoid block. The blind arcade does
not continue around the external walls of the ante-chamber. The circa 4m high walls of the entire
edicule terminate in a billet-moulding (figs. 192, 197). Above, a neo-Romanesque balustrade
th

skirts the roof of the structure, while a tall hexagonal cupola, also a 19 -century addition, crowns
the tomb-chamber and contains a large metal cross. It is believed that the superstructure may
79

reflect the original arrangement.

The ante-chamber has three entrances, one each on its (current) south, east and west walls
(figs.193-195). The east and west walls are also pierced by a window each, which are placed to
the north and slightly above the doorway in each case. The main portal, originally entered from
the east, stands in what is now the south wall (figs. 195-196). It is a round-headed portal with a
plain outer surround, which projects via a chamfer from the surrounding wall to run flush with the
base-moulding. This adds greater depth to the recess containing the central opening. The plain
76

All measurements from Dalman, Das Grab Christi, pp. 61-63; Mader, Kunstdenkmäler V.1, p. 356.
Dalman, Das Grab Christi, p. 62.
78
Mader, Kunstdenkmäler V.1, p. 356; Kruger, Hl. Grab zu Eichstätt, p. 510.
79
Mader, Kunstdenkmäler V.1, p. 356.
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narrow jambs of the portal support a tympanum. The arc of the tympanum is framed by a fillet and
directly outside it a chevron-band, where lateral chevron alternate with inverted semi-pyramids.
The rhythm of these units is carried across the base of the tympanum by a row of uniform
palmettes of triangular form. Inside the decorative band, the slightly recessed tympanum is plain
but for a single undersized human head.

80

The beardless ovoid face features large bulbous eyes

with eye-lids, a slender nose between, a slightly downturned mouth and a dimpled chin. The hair
is composed of rows of kidney-shaped clumps and ends in a straight line across the narrow
forehead. The two side–entrances are simple square-headed openings without surrounds (figs.
193-194). In both cases, however, the lintel over the doorway is a large block, the sides of which
begin straight but soon turn roughly 45 degrees inwards and end in a point. The round-headed
side-windows splay steeply both inwards and outwards. Interestingly, in both cases the archstone of the window projects beyond its jambs and the surrounding internal wall of the antechamber. Dalman interpreted this discrepancy as evidence for the width of the side-walls having
been reduced during the removal of the edicule to its current location, but the fact that the lower
81

half of the embrasure does not also so project speaks against this conclusion.

The internal walls of the ante-chamber are for the most part plastered over, with ashlar only
visible around the various openings (fig. 198). The room is covered by a high groin-vault. There is
no evidence for any corner-supports that may have supported the original vault. It is not possible
to determine whether the internal vaulting of the edicule exactly reflects the original arrangement,
but it is clear, at least, from von Dohna’s description that both ante- and tomb-chamber were
vaulted prior to the edicule’s removal. The rectangular ante-chamber opens northwards into a
lower and narrower apse, covered by a semi-domed vault (figs. 199, 203). A simple chamfered
frieze – the inverse of the exterior base-moulding – runs across the apse at a height of 1.6m and
continues across those short stretches of the western wall of the ante-chamber that flank the
apse-opening. In line with the centre of the apse sits the so-called Engelstein, a large cube
representing the stone outside the Holy Sepulchre upon which an angel is said to have sat while
82

Christ lay within (fig. 199).

There is an unadorned square-headed opening to the left of the

centre of the apse directly beneath the frieze. This portal leads via a short and narrow lintel-
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This head has been interpreted as representing either a gate-keeper (Hoedl, Kapuzinerkirche Eichstätt, p. 12), Christ
(Graus, Der Kirchenschmuck – cited by Dalman, Das Grab Christi, p. 61) or the founder, Walbrun (Dalman, Das Grab
th
Christi, p. 61). The first option appears somewhat more likely. According to the 12 -century pilgrim Theoderic, the eastern
doorway of the Jerusalem edicule was reserved for the tomb-guards.
81
Dalman, Das Grab Christi, p. 61. It is also significant that the frieze which runs around the ante-chamber apse extends
all the way to these side-walls, instead of stopping short as Dalman’s theory would demand. Curious also are the short
bands of plaster which obscure parts of both arch-stones immediately adjacent to the springing of the chamber’s groinvault. Perhaps they are the remnants of an earlier – but still post-removal – vault on a slightly different line.
82
A large stone is first recorded within the edicule in the 1602 report: ‘ante eius ingressum positus magnus lapis in medio
cum foramine.’ (Diözesanarchiv Eichstätt, B231/1, p. 387). The current block contains no cavity, suggesting that, unless it
is upside down, it replaced an earlier version.
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83

covered passageway into the open area within the square tomb-chamber.

The eastern half of

this room is occupied by the replica of Christ’s tomb (fig. 200). This is composed of a side-slab
and a covering slab. The side-slab is pierced by a row of three equally-spaced round openings
with outward splays.

84

The cover-slab bears three pendants carved in low relief inside its raised

outer border (fig. 204). The two lateral pendants contain rosette variations, while the central one
holds a Maltese Cross.

85

The western wall of the chamber features a small rectangular opening of

shallow depth and uncertain date and function close to the passageway. A recessed ledge takes
the modern metal door. The tomb-chamber is otherwise unadorned, its walls all being covered
with a thick layer of plaster, with rubble visible behind the tomb, the rectangular opening and at
points where the plaster is no longer intact. The room is covered by another groin-vault, which is
pierced at its centre by a small circular opening (fig. 203).
As with the rotunda, the search for the architectural context of the edicule must begin in
th

Jerusalem. The character of the edicule that stood in the Anastasis in the 12 -century is known
through the accounts of pilgrims, later medieval depictions and by reference to both the form of
the structure as subsequently remodelled and to contemporary and later replicas of the
structure.

86

It appears that the edicule, like the rotunda, was still essentially a Byzantine

monument at the time Walbrun or his informant would have visited Jerusalem. The Constantinian
edicule had also fallen victim to the destruction unleashed by the Caliph al-Hakim in 1009, but
some parts of the encased rock-cut tomb and the outer structure seem to have survived intact.

87

Being the liturgical focus of the ecclesiastical complex, it was given priority within the subsequent
rebuilding campaign and its reconstruction was probably completed before 1027.

88

The changes

made by the Crusaders after 1099 seem to have been quite limited in scope. The traditionally
89

proposed renovation of the edicule in 1119 has been shown to have no historical basis.

Indeed,

the alterations made to the structure by the Crusaders appear to have been confined largely to
decorative details. Mosaics and bands of inscription were added, and parts of the edicule
90

encased with marble or silver.

The basic form of the edicule would remain largely unchanged
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This opening is 1.53m high and 52cm wide. Dalman states that its height was raised during the 1877 restoration for
reasons of convenience and illumination (Das Grab Christi, p. 64). Von Dohna’s description of the way into the tomb – ‘so
eng, niedrig und klein, daß ein Mench dort kaum durchkommt’ – suggests that the passageway was originally of even
smaller proportions (Müller, Friedrich von Dohnas Reise, p. 313).
84
Visible within is only the rubble wall of the chamber behind the tomb.
85
The sculptures reveal some minor damage in places. A modern railing runs across the front-edge of the tomb.
86
Martin Biddle’s excellent recent monograph The Tomb of Christ has done much to collate the evidence for the major
changes wrought upon the edicule over the centuries and to refine their relative chronology.
87
Biddle, The Tomb of Christ, pp. 72-73; Wilkinson, The Tomb of Christ, p. 84.
88
Biddle, The Tomb of Christ, pp. 74-88.
89
Ibid., pp. 89-91.
90
Ibid., p. 91.
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until the rebuilding of 1809-1810, though the decoration and fabric of the structure underwent
numerous changes over the intervening centuries.

91

The Byzantine edicule retained the arrangement of a rounded or polygonal western and
rectangular eastern compartment characteristic of its predecessor. The eastern component,
however, was rebuilt in a more substantial manner than the Constantinian porch, which is thought
to have been open at the sides save for four supporting columns and metal railings between.

92

Pilgrim Daniel’s description of the structure dating to 1106-1108 mentions that the porch had
93

three doors, suggesting a sturdier construction.

Further detail is provided by an account written

by Theoderic between 1169 and 1174:
‘[The edicule] is not completely a circular building, but from the circle two little walls project
towards the east, and meet a third. They contain three doors, three feet wide and seven feet high,
of which the first opens to the north, the second to the east, and the third to the south. One goes
in by the door in the north, and out by the south, but the eastern door is there to be used by the
94

guards of the Sepulchre.’

The reference to ‘little walls’ suggests that this ante-chamber , the latter-day ‘chapel of the angel’,
might not yet have become the fully enclosed masonry structure visible on the earliest depictions,
dating from the 14th-century onwards, though the walls were probably at least as tall as the
seven foot high doorways they contained. They were certainly substantial enough to carry
95

mosaics.

The western compartment of the edicule was articulated externally with arches and
96

columns, twelve or ten, according to Daniel and Theoderic respectively.

This compartment is

described by Theoderic as ‘circular’ and by a contemporary pilgrim, John of Würzburg, as ‘almost
97

round’.

th

th

It appears on 15 - and 16 -century views to be rounded towards the front, though with

straighter sides. In addition to the tomb- and ante-chambers, a third component of the edicule
th

was recorded for the first time in 12 -century sources. In question is the small chapel attached to
the west-front of the exterior ante-chamber walls. It contained an altar and was enclosed at the
sides with openwork metal railing and by copper plating above.

98

91

Opinions differ as to the scale of the renovation of 1555. While Wilkinson (The Tomb of Christ, p. 84) regarded it as
‘minor in scope’, Biddle (The Tomb of Christ, pp. 101-103) argued that it involved the almost entire rebuilding of the
edicule. The form and layout of the structure were not changed fundamentally, in any event.
92
Biddle, The Tomb of Christ, pp. 65-73, 83-84.
93
Wilkinson, Jerusalem Pilgrimage 1099-1185, p. 128.
94
Ibid., p. 278.
95
‘All these things are depicted in very delicate mosaic work, and this whole small room is decorated with the same work’
(Theoderic) – ibid., p. 278.
96
Ibid., pp. 128, 279.
97
Ibid., pp. 261, 278.
98
Recorded by both John of Würzburg and Theoderic: ibid., pp. 261-279. Later depictions such as those of Reuwich and
von Grüneberg (Reproduced in Biddle, The Tomb of Christ, pp. 34-35) suggest that the metal-work walls were later
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Internally, the rectangular ante-chamber was separated from the tomb-chamber by an apse, an
99

arrangement inherited from the Constantinian edicule.

A low passageway led into the left-hand

side of the tomb-chamber, the orientation of which was some degrees to the south of that of the
ante-chamber. Daniel recorded the presence of the angel’s stone in close proximity to the
entrance of this passageway.

100

It is depicted in this position as a cuboid block in Cornelius de
th

Bruyn’s 1698 view into the edicule from the east, and is also seen on Bernardino’s late 16 century ground-plan.

101

The sepulchre itself occupied the northern side of the tomb-chamber and

was covered on top by a horizontal marble slab and at the side by a similar vertical one. The
latter, according to both Daniel and Theoderic, contained three round-holes, which allowed
pilgrims to see and kiss the rock-cut tomb behind.

102

tomb- and ante-chambers were roofed is unclear.

th

The manner in which both the 12 -century
103

Theoderic provides the most valuable

insight:
‘The roof of the Chapel [i.e. the tomb-chamber] consists in gilded plates of copper. In the middle
is a round hole around which a circle of small columns is placed, and the little arches above
support a room like a ciborium.’

104

The ciborium or cupola, but not the round hole, was already cited in the early 12
Daniel.

th

century by

105

Fundamental similarities between the Jerusalem and Eichstätt structures are apparent (figs. 202203).

106

th

The form of the 12 -century edicule is to a large extent fossilised in the Schottenkirche

replica. The two structures share the arrangement of a rectangular eastern and a rounded
western compartment.

107

The size of the two structures is difficult to compare given the changes

replaced with stone-built ones. On the other hand, as Biddle has noted, the walling of the Coptic Chapel, which today
occupies the space immediately west of the modern tomb-chamber, bears a striking similarity with that described in the
th
12 -century sources (ibid., p. 84).
99
Ibid., p. 83.
100
Wilkinson, Jerusalem Pilgrimage 1099-1185, p. 128.
101
Both reproduced in ibid., pp. 85-86.
102
Ibid., pp. 128, 279.
103
Biddle suggests that a domed roof covered the tomb-chamber, but supplies no evidence for this assertion. Biddle, The
Tomb of Christ, p. 85.
104
Wilkinson, Jerusalem Pilgrimage 1099-1185, p. 279.
105
‘And above the cave is a beautiful chamber on piers, round at the top and covered with gilded silver plates.’ (ibid., p.
128).
106
th
The Eichstätt structure has been recognised by a number of scholars as a significant source of information on the 12 century edicule. Wilkinson (The Tomb of Christ, p. 91), for example, regards it ‘as the most important evidence for the
state of the edicule during the Latin Kingdom’. Though my description of the Jerusalem edicule relies considerably on the
work of earlier authors, I have been careful to avoid accepting arguments based solely on the Eichstätt evidence, so as to
avoid the obvious risk of circularity in my comparisons.
107
It is not clear whether the external width of the western component at its eastern end matched that of the adjacent
ante-chamber. The significant tapering inwards of the western compartment at this point in Eichstätt is not seen on later or
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undergone by the Jerusalem edicule over the centuries. Investigations undertaken by Martin
Biddle suggest that significant sections of preceding structures lie trapped between the internal
and external 19th-century casings of the edicule walls. This encourages the belief that the size
and plan of the earlier edicules, at least from the 11

th

century onwards, are to some extent

fossilised in the structure’s present form. Consequently, a comparison of the dimensions of the
current edicule at Jerusalem and Eichstätt may have some validity. The length and breadth of the
former are circa 8m and 5m respectively, and 7.37m and 4.7m at Eichstätt. If one allowed for the
additional layers of casing added to the edicule walls at Jerusalem over the centuries, the
measurements at the two sites would be broadly similar. The walls of the Jerusalem structure are
th

about a metre taller than those at Eichstätt, but their height may have been raised above the 12 century level during subsequent rebuildings. The tomb-chamber at Jerusalem measures roughly
2m by 1.75m, at Eichstätt 2m by 1.45m. The internal arrangement of the Jerusalem antechamber has been altered with the loss of the western apse. Its width measures just over 3m,
compared to 3.38m at Eichstätt. Overall, the proportions of the two structures are quite similar,
thought the ante- and tomb-chamber at Eichstätt are slightly wider and narrower respectively than
those in Jerusalem. In both cases a blind-arcade ran around the outside of the tomb-chamber. As
stated above, there is some evidence that columns were also original features of the Eichstätt
edicule. The physical evidence suggests that these would need to have been free-standing, as
were the columns at Jerusalem, judging from views such as those by Reuwich and von
Grüneberg.

108

If there was originally a column for each of the Eichstätt edicule’s 12 corbels, then

the number of columns may have exceeded the total in Jerusalem.

109

Only Daniel records the

number in Jerusalem as 12, while the account of Theoderic and almost all the later medieval
depictions suggest fewer.

110

The three entrances into the ante-chamber are an important feature

111

of both edicules.

The similarities between the edicule interiors are particularly close. The arrangement of the
portals, Engelstein and western apse at Eichstätt mirrors the prototype. In both edicules a narrow
passageway leads from the apse into the left-hand side of the square tomb-chamber. A tomb with
post-medieval depictions, where in most cases the external width of the ante-chamber is either level or slightly narrower
than the relevant stretch of the ante-chamber. Biddle, relying heavily on the evidence from Eichstätt, incorporates the
arrangement in the latter’s case into his reconstruction of the Byzantine edicule (The Tomb of Christ, pp. 82, 88).
108
Reproduced in ibid., pp. 34-35.
109
Strobel/Weis (Romanik in Altbayern, p. 248) state that there would only have been ten columns at Eichstätt,
presumably on the basis that the two corbels at the angle of interface of the ovoid and rectangular compartments would
have been without. Space is tight at this point, but it does appear that there is room between the base-moulding of the two
compartments to have accommodated column-bases.
110
Wilkinson, Jerusalem Pilgrimage 1099-1185, pp. 128.
111
th
A depiction of the Jerusalem edicule in a 14 -century manuscript (Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Cod. Urb. lat. 1362,
v
f. 1 – reproduced in Biddle, The Tomb of Christ, p. 36) shows the east and south walls of the ante-chamber (fig. 201).
The eastern entrance is round-headed with a tympanum or semi-circular opening over a straight lintel. Above the lintel of
the southern portal, on the other hand, is a blank tympanum or opening, the sides of which begin straight, before rising to
a point in a manner quite similar to the lintels of the Eichstätt side-entrances. This raises the possibility that the form of the
Jerusalem portals was also being referenced at Eichstätt.
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three circular holes in its side occupies the northern half of the chamber. Both tomb chambers
had a round hole in the centre of their roofs. At Jerusalem this opening may have had the dual
purpose of allowing smoke to escape the chamber and the Holy Fire to enter it at Easter.

112

It

may also have been intended to serve these practical and symbolic functions at Eichstätt. It is
th

th

conceivable that the 19 -century cupola above the hole at Eichstätt replaced a 12 -century
113

replica of the lantern at Jerusalem.

Indeed, the fact that there was a lantern or cupola at the

centre of the Schottenkirche roof would seem to make the original existence of a similar structure
above the edicule more likely.
There are some discrepancies between the prototype and copy. The most obvious is the absence
of a structure attached to the original western end of the edicule at Eichstätt. The chapel at the
west of the Jerusalem edicule does not appear to have been regarded as an integral part of the
structure, perhaps because it was secondary to the experience of actually entering the tombchamber and viewing the Holy Sepulchre. It is ignored in some medieval accounts and
illustrations, and in contemporary replicas of the edicule across Europe. This might explain why it
is missing at Eichstätt, although it must be noted that this absence is not a certainty. It is perfectly
plausible that an altar stood immediately west of the original Romanesque edicule; the flatteningoff of the walling at this point would have facilitated such an arrangement. There are two small
filled-in rectangular holes in the walling just above the central archway at the two angles between
the ovoid and flattened sections of the western compartment. These, along with a further hole
nearly half-way between them, may relate to the previous existence of some type of structure at
this point. A more certain deviation from the template can be seen in the fact that the tomb- and
ante-chambers at Eichstätt are orientated on the same axis, whereas in Jerusalem the tombchamber hung slightly to the south relative to the ante-chamber, an arrangement which has
th

survived in the modern edicule. Other differences may be attributable to the early 17 -century
rebuilding of the Eichstätt edicule and to subsequent restorations. Von Dohna’s description of the
passageway into the tomb-chamber suggests that it was originally significantly lower, and
therefore closer to that at Jerusalem.
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While the interior walls of the edicule are unlikely to have

ever borne mosaics as in Jerusalem, they may well have featured colourful decoration, in contrast
to their present unadorned state. The 1602 visitation report mentions pictures hanging in the
edicule, and it is possible that the walls were originally decorated with frescoes. Differences
112

Ibid., p. 85.
Later medieval illustrations generally depict the cupola as hexagonal, which suggests that its current form at Eichstätt
may reflect that of a Romanesque original, though the tall hexagonal base cannot be reconciled with the Jerusalem
evidence. Neither is the type of balustrade present at Eichstätt known from the Jerusalem sources, though something
th
th
similar can be seen to top the eastern wall of the edicule on some 15 - and 16 -century depictions, such as those of von
Grünenberg, von Scorel and, particularly, Reuwich (Reproduced in ibid., pp. 33-35). The balustrade at Eichstätt does not
actually continue across that particular stretch of roof. Thus, whether the current balustrade had a Romanesque
progenitor is a matter of some doubt.
114
Both Daniel and Theoderic state that the entrance was so low as to be negotiable only on bended knee (Wilkinson,
Jerusalem Pilgrimage 1099-1185, pp. 128, 279).
113
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regarding the roofing of the edicule chambers may also have existed, but too little is known
regarding the original character of the roofs at both sites for certain determinations.
The fact that the Byzantine edicule does not survive precludes a complete analysis of the
affinities of the Eichstätt and Jerusalem structures. It is nonetheless clear, that despite differences
in detail, the Eichstätt edicule represents an earnest attempt to faithfully reproduce the Jerusalem
prototype. The builders were, of course, working within the Romanesque idiom, but the use of
contemporary ornament and forms did not detract significantly from the successful translation of
the architectural idea. When compared with other medieval copies of the edicule such as those at
Gernrode, Augsburg, Constance, Aquilea or Bologna, it is obvious that the Eichstätt example
went far beyond what was necessary to merely evoke the sanctity of the model.

115

At Eichstätt an

accurate reproduction of the external appearance and internal spaces of the template was
created, which provided an authentic stage for the theatre of the Easter liturgy and allowed
visitors to sample the physical experience of the last steps of a pilgrimage to the Holy Sepulchre.
The quest for authenticity went as far as to incorporate elements of the prototype, which at
Eichstätt were divorced from their original purpose. The three holes in the side-slab of the tomb,
which at Jerusalem allowed pilgrims to view and touch the rock-cut tomb behind, offer a salient
example. As a mausoleum without a burial, the construction of the edicule at Eichstätt was
inherently an exercise that would blur the lines between form and function.
Eichstätt and the architectural copy
The accuracy of the edicule raises interesting questions regarding the construction of
architectural copies in Western Europe, particularly when it is placed in the context of the
Schottenkirche, which has been shown to have been a far looser rendering of its prototype. The
study of medieval copies was brought to the forefront of architectural studies by Krautheimer’s
seminal 1942 article ‘Introduction to an ‘Iconography of Medieval Architecture’’. Noting the
heterogeneity evident in ostensible architectural replicas of the Anastasis, he attributed this
‘indifference’ towards precise replication to a distinct medieval conception of the copy, which was
far less stringent than its literal, modern understanding.

116

To be regarded by contemporaries as

a replica of one of the iconic ecclesiastical or secular buildings of the time, a structure had only to
incorporate a limited number of elements of the exalted prototype’s design. In recognition of this
liberal medieval attitude towards replication, Krautheimer proposed a set of criteria for the
identification of actual architectural copies of the Anastasis:
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See Dalman, Das Grab Christi; Ousterhout, The Church of Santo Stefano.
‘Evidently the medieval beholder expected to find in a copy only some parts of the prototype but not by any means all
of them’. (Krautheimer, Introduction, p. 125).
116
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‘….to be recognizable it has to be ‘round’ and it has either to contain a reproduction of the tomb
or to be dedicated to it. These essential outstanding elements might be elaborated by adding to
them other features such as the ambulatory, the chapels, the gallery, the clerestorey, the vault, a
certain number of supports and some measurements……The model contains, as it were, a
repertory of uncommon elements from which very few have to be chosen whereas others might
or might not be selected’.

117

The Schottenkirche boasted all the essential elements of the model and quite a number of
features besides. No known medieval copy came especially close to faithfully relaying the
intricacies of the Anastasis. On the basis of its size, the presence of an ambulatory and the
central edicule, the interior of the church at Eichstätt must have came as close as any to
replicating that of its model, particularly if the three-storeyed internal elevation was indeed
achieved by means of a false gallery. It is clear, however, that the Schottenkloster builders did not
strive for the same level of authenticity in the construction of rotunda as they did in the case of the
edicule. As in the case of other medieval copies of the Anastasis, a free-handed approach to
imitation was adopted.
This loose relationship between the original and copy highlighted by Krautheimer is often
explained in one of two ways: first, that the physical distance from Jerusalem resulted in builders
118

having to rely on untrustworthy accounts of the architecture of the Anastasis.

Second – a

theory championed by Günther Bandmann – that the incorporation of particular architectural
elements of an original into the copy was determined by their symbolic value. As Bandmann put
it:
‘..... the medieval copy never completely replicates the original form, instead reproducing only
those most important characteristics, which relate to the model’s substance. Forms are
transferred to the copy only insofar as they carry the meaning of the original.....Approximate
formal similarity is sufficient, as long as the mystique of those sacred events associated with the
119

original can be recreated.’

117

Ibid., p. 126. The inverted commas around the word ‘round’ recognise that polygonal forms fell within the medieval
concept of rotundity, as is demonstrated by the number of Sepulchre churches, such as St. Stefano in Bologna and the
Busdorfkirche in Paderborn, which took such form. (see ibid., pp. 118-119).
118
e.g. Stalley, Early Medieval Architecture, p. 77: ‘The problem with the Holy Sepulchre was that it was so far away and
builders had to depend on the rather amateurish recollections of clergy and other pilgrims.’
119
‘.....daß die Kopie im Mittelalter die zu rezipierende Form nie total erfaßt, sondern nur die wichtigsten, auf den Inhalt
hinweisenden Züge. Die formen werden bei der Kopie nur insoweit vom Vorbild übertragen, als sie Träger von
Assoziationen zur Bedeutung des Vorbildes sein können…..Ungefähre formale Ähnlichkeit befriedigt, wenn nur das
Nacherleben oder die Bannung der an das Vorbild geknüpften heiligen Ereidnisse oder Eigenschaften ermöglicht wird’.
Bandmann, Mittelalterliche Architektur, p. 48.
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Neither of these explanations appears to gain support from the Eichstätt evidence. The
information upon which the builders of the Eichstätt edicule had to rely was far from amateurish.
The structure was undoubtedly built with the aid of either a detailed account of the original
structure, or, as seems more likely, with the aid of an accurate plan. This plan must have gone far
beyond the type of sketches of the edicule and rotunda found on some contemporary
manuscripts.

120

Given that the builders of the edicule appear to have had the benefit of detailed

information, it might be assumed that they also had extensive knowledge of the architecture of
the Rotunda. Therefore the decision to deviate from the Anastasis template must have been a
matter of choice rather than an unavoidable consequence of faulty intelligence. Bandmann’s
theory also appears to place unwarranted restrictions on builders and patrons. In asserting that
forms were selected only because of their perceived symbolism or meaning, he ignores the
possibility of both ‘imitation for imitation’s sake’ and of the incorporation of certain elements
merely for their aesthetic effect. Both motivations must have contributed to the form taken by the
rotunda and edicule at Eichstätt. The edicule, in particular, reveals a desire for a level of
authenticity, which Bandmann’s theory denies the medieval builder or patron. The construction of
a copy of the edicule or Anastasis inevitably entailed the creation of a symbol, but the manner in
which this was carried out was determined by all the factors which affected any work of
architecture. These included considerations of finance, aesthetics and function as well as
iconography. Issues such as the limited resources of the Schottenkloster and the need to cater
for the monastic functions of the church must have had a significant bearing on the ultimate
appearance of the Schottenkirche.
The architecture and relics of the Schottenkirche raise an expectation that the liturgy of the
monastic church was rich and varied, but the written evidence is somewhat disappointing in this
respect. A late source testifies to the Schottenkloster having been the focus of intensified activity
during Holy Week.

121

Processions were led to the church on the Tuesday and Friday as well as

on the Feast of the Invention of the Cross (May 3rd). The church seems to have been particularly
well visited on Good Friday, as a sacristan was on duty for the entire day within the tomb. The
earlier of the two letters of indulgence received by Provost Johannes Jungwirt in 1541 and 1542
promised seven years and seven quadragenes for those who visited the Schottenkirche on Good
122

Friday and on the Assumption.

It can only be assumed that the Schottenkirche had played an

important role in the Easter festivities throughout its existence, though this is not documented.
The rotunda, edicule and relic of the True Cross all served to evoke the passion, death and
120

th

th

See, for example, a 13 -century plan (believed to be a copy of a 12 -century exemplar) from Reggio Emilia in
northern Italy (Ousterhout, The Church of Santo Stefano, p. 313 & fig. 8). No detailed architectural plans survive from the
Romanesque period, but the assumption that they must have existed is strengthened by the Eichstätt evidence.
121
See Flachenecker, Das Schottenkloster Heiligkreuz, pp. 86-87.
122
Transcriptions of the letters accompany Priefer’s visitation report (Diözesanarchiv Eichstätt, B231/1, p. 384-5). See
also Dalman, Das Grab Christi, p. 59.
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resurrection of Christ and must have drawn pilgrims and locals to the unique complex at all times,
but particularly during Easter week. Only at this time of the year is the flow of pilgrims to the
church likely to have been strong enough for the obvious benefits of the rotunda ambulatory and
the three doors of the edicule in terms of the easy movement of visitors to have been felt. The
1602 report records that the edicule contained an altar dedicated to the Virgin Mary, though its
location within the structure is unclear.

123

The Schottenkirche appears to have had a strong

association with the Virgin. The indulgences granted in 1541 and 1542 applied to a number of her
feast-days. The liturgical use of the spaces within the edicule can otherwise only be speculated
upon by reference to the original structure in Jerusalem and other copies. How the role of the
Irish monks as guardians of this second Jerusalem affected their own liturgical practices is
unclear, as is the manner in which the community was accommodated within the church. The
th

1602 report confirms that their choir-stalls survived into the 17 -century, and, as discussed
above, it is possible that the monks’ stalls occupied the space east of the arcade supports of the
inner-ring of the rotunda, which would have left them in close proximity to the edicule.
Dating and stylistic affinities of the Schottenkirche
The consecration of the Schottenkirche by Bishop Otto occurred some time between 1182 and
1188. Assuming a foundation date in the mid-1150s, the construction of the church – or entire
monastery – took in the region of 30 years.

124

The evidence available for the architecture of the

rotunda offers no real advances regarding the chronology, though the Ottheinrich prospect at
least confirms that the church which stood throughout the medieval period was Romanesque in
style. It appears reasonable to assume that construction of the edicule would not have begun until
the surrounding rotunda was nearing completion. Thus far, Hans Karlinger has made effectively
the sole attempt to contextualise the Romanesque sculpture of the edicule. He invoked the
edicule as dating evidence for the second Schottenkirche at Regensburg. He asserted that its
ornament was completely compatible with that of the eastern apse and cloister at St. James.

125

Specific comparanda were not offered. Only a handful of sculptural motifs are employed at
Eichstätt: the palmettes and chevron framing the tympanum, and the continuous billet-moulding
that skirts the top of the walls. Added to these is the head that projects from the tympanum and
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Diözesanarchiv Eichstätt, B231/1, p. 387. Priefer refers to the Engelstein in the ante-chamber and in the next
sentence to the altar ‘in ipsa caverna sepulchri’, leaving open whether the actual tomb-chamber or the whole edicule was
intended. Perhaps the most likely position for the altar is within the apse of the ante-chamber. At Jerusalem the apse of
the ante-chamber was decorated with a mosaic depicting the three Marys and the angel (Biddle, The Tomb of Christ, p.
83).
124
Both the Gundekarianum and the foundation-charter state that the ecclesia was consecrated by Bishop Otto (Appel,
Die Altar- und Kirchenweihen, p. 170; Sepp, Stiftungsbrief, p. 2), but it is impossible to rule out that this act related to the
whole newly-completed monastery.
125
‘Die wenigen Ornamentreste desselben sind nun das Einzige, das – soweit mir bekannt – mit dem Stil von St. Jakob
(Kreuzgang und Hauptapsis) vollkommen übereinstimmt…..’ – Karlinger, Die Romanische Steinplastik, p. 132 (fn. 37).
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the three medallions on the tomb-slab.

126

Heads, both in isolation and as part of full- or half-

figures, feature prominently at Regensburg. The rounded shape of the Eichstätt head as well as
the bulbous lidded eyes can be paralleled with numerous examples from Regensburg. It bears
closest resemblance to the isolated heads found on the eastern outer-pier of the Schottenportal
and to the heads of the three human figures grouped above the plinth to the west of the doorway.
The clumped hair ending in a straight line, the short forehead and narrow mouth offer points of
comparison, though the solemn look of the Eichstätt head has better parallels on the drawn faces
of some of the caryatides. Palmettes were an extremely common element of a Romanesque
sculptor’s repertoire, and a variety of forms are scattered throughout the church and cloister at
Regensburg. In only one instance, however, are they arranged in the same fashion in Eichstätt.
An almost identical strip of three-leafed triangular palmettes adorns the impost of an engaged
column on the external wall of the central apse.

127

Billet-moulding, although again a standard

Romanesque motif, again only appears once at Regensburg: It is carved on the abacus of a
128

damaged cloister-capital.

It is of the same relatively shallow type as that found at Eichstätt.

While chevron features prominently in the sculptural programme of the cloister at Regensburg, it
is nowhere treated in the manner as at Eichstätt. The type of chevron found on the edicule is rare,
but there is a related motif employed on the south portal of the church of the Benedictine nunnery
at Bergen, located 12km south of Eichstätt. The construction of the church here ran
simultaneously with that of the Schottenkloster, its forerunner having been destroyed by fire in
1152 or 1156.
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It was also consecrated by Bishop Otto between 1182 and 1188.

130

Here a plain

tympanum is framed by a narrow roll and outside it a band of chevron, where both the lateral
chevrons and their triangular spandrels constitute recessed semi-pyramids. The use of recessed
semi-pyramids – though smaller and more crudely executed – and the position of the band
surrounding a blank tympanum suggest a connection with the Schottenkloster.

131

While exact parallels for the specific Eichstätt motifs are either rare or absent at Regensburg,
Karlinger’s belief in a link between the two sites appears justified nonetheless. The use of
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The central medallion on the tomb-slab containing a Maltese cross is reminiscent of the pendants found on
contemporary Crusader coins. Medallions, including ones containing the simple leaf-motifs, are a prominent feature of the
th
cross reliquaries produced in Jerusalem during the 12 century, and it may be that the decoration of the tomb-slab was
influenced by the Schottenkloster’s own reliquary, itself possibly brought over from Jerusalem (see Folda, The Art of the
Crusaders, pp. 166-174; 289-294.)
127
Photo in Stocker, Die Schottenkirche St. Jakob, p. 318 (Abb. 192).
128
Photo in ibid., p. 352 (Abb. 297). Billet is also used on capitals/imposts in the northern porch of St. Emmeram in
Regensburg, which was erected shortly after 1166 (Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/1), pp. 391-398; Strobel,
Romanische Architektur, pp. 156-162).
129
Stoltze, Die Romanischen Hallenkirchen, pp. 20-28; Strobel/Weis, Romanik in Altbayern, pp. 249-252.
130
Appel, Die Altar- und Kirchenweihen, p. 171.
131
Otherwise, the sculptural ornament at the Schottenkloster is not easily paralleled in the locality, though little survives of
the Romanesque architecture of Eichstätt and its surrounding area. It is possible to see a potential echo of the
th
th
Schottenkirche in one aspect of the late 12 / early 13 -century building campaign at Eichstätt cathedral. The Lombardic
friezes on the upper storey of the north-eastern tower contain nine arches, the middle one of which is significantly bigger
than the others – a proportional arrangement similar to that of the blind-arcade on the edicule!
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chevron, the form and isolated context of the head and, most significantly, the fact that the
Eichstätt edicule was constructed with the same high-quality ashlar limestone masonry as at St.
James all point to influence from Regensburg. Given the geographical proximity and the
dependence of the newly-established monastery on its motherhouse, it is easily conceivable that
the contemporaneous construction campaigns at Regensburg and Eichstätt were connected in
some manner, perhaps through the exchange of personnel. Chevron and the relevant billet and
palmette mouldings are a feature of the later sculptural work at Regensburg, which may point to
the edicule having been completed towards the end of the building campaign at Eichstätt, as
might be expected on purely logistical grounds in any case.
The Cloister
The location of the buildings which housed the small community at Eichstätt is a matter of some
mystery. Not only is there little or no hard evidence to aid the search, the untypical form of the
monastic church does not allow recourse to the usual assumptions. A rotunda does not possess
obvious external points to which the standard square or rectangular cloister could be attached.
The 1441 charter provides the only written evidence for monastic buildings: both a large and a
132

small house are mentioned as being in need of restoration.
already ceased to function by the early 14

th

Because the monastery had

century, it is possible that the original claustral

buildings were pulled-down long before the Schottenkirche or were amended for use by the
th

resident Pröpste. No cloister is visible on Ottheinrich’s 16 -century depiction. This is not hugely
surprising, as it is a view from the south and reference to the other Schottenklöster would suggest
that the cloister would be more likely situated on the northern side, in order that the visibility of the
th

church from the Ostenstraße would not be obscured. The claustral buildings of the 17 -century
church were located to the north of the church. But extensive excavations carried out within the
th

Capuchin cloister in 1986 showed clearly that the 17 -century buildings were not built over the
133

remains of earlier ones.

This led the excavator to conclude that the cloister of the Irish

monastery must have stood to the south of the current church.
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There are a number of possible explanations for the apparent conflict between the Ottheinrich
depiction and the results of the excavation. First, it is possible that the clutter of the monastic
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‘.....magnamque domum de novo tegi et novum sustentaculum, quod vulgariter Stul nuncupatur, cum cameris et aliis
structuris ad dictae domus necessitatem reformare et aedificare, parvamque domum, idem dominus Suffraganeus
deponere et parvam curiam cum transitu facere potest, et si nollet, tunc illam cum tecto et aliis structuris meliorare debet’
– Diözesanarchiv Eichstätt, Urkunden Nr. 260. (Transcription taken from Flachenecker, Das Schottenkloster Heiligkreuz,
p. 85).
133
Reiß, Die Ausgrabungen im Kapuzinerkloster.
134
‘Die Gebäudekomplexe des Schottenklosters aus dem 12. Jahrhundert schlossen sich wohl ausnahmslos südlich an
die heutige Kapuzinerkirche an’. (ibid., p. 195). The Ottheinrich depiction was at this time as yet undiscovered.
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th

buildings to the south of the church was simply ‘air-brushed’ out of the 17 -century prospect.

135

Second, it may be that the cloister lay to the east of the Schottenkirche. This would be an unusual
th

but not unknown solution. The 11 -century cloister of the cathedral at Hildesheim, for example,
extended eastwards from the church’s eastern transept. A relevant precedent for Eichstätt may
be the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem, where the construction of a cloister and other
priory buildings to the east of Anastasis was begun circa 1114.

136

Given that rotund monastic

churches were such a rarity, it may be that the Jerusalem solution was the only one known to the
Schottenkloster builders. There is, however, no supporting evidence for an eastern cloister at
Eichstätt. One other possibility needs to be broached. The complete absence of medieval
structural remains on what would have been the blind-side of the Schottenkirche, as revealed by
excavation, is somewhat surprising. It begs the question, whether the Capuchin church even
occupies the site of the earlier structure. The general custom of building a new church on the
same site as its predecessor must be taken into account, but in this case having to excavate or
build over the foundations of a rotunda may have served as a sufficient disincentive to taking that
course, and a virgin-site deemed preferable. The grounds of the Schottenkloster – as they exist
today and are seen on Merian’s 1627 view of the town – stretch a good distance to the north of
the current church, and it may well be that the Schottenkirche was located up the hill from the
Capuchin structure.
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Ottheinrich’s panorama certainly places the Schottenkirche considerably to
th

the north of the position of the 17 -century church, judging by the location of the town’s eastern
gate.
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The incline of the hill is significantly steeper at this point, which might explain the

existence of the semi-subterranean sacristy adjacent to the church recorded in a 1602 visitation
report. Once again, the degree of faith that should be placed in the reliability of the Ottheinrich
depiction is both crucial and uncertain.
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Something along these lines occurred in the case of the Cathedral, where the large episcopal chancellory buildings
were located far to the west of their correct position by the artist, so as not to block the view of the church’s nave. See
Biller, Beschreibung der Darstellung, pp. 25-26.
136
Folda, The Art of the Crusaders, pp. 57-60. The cloister was not immediately to the east of the church until the new
transept and chancel were built over the courtyard which had stood between them.
137
The Merian view is reproduced in Heidingsfelder, Einleitung, p. 5 (fig. 2).
138
If the building among the vines is the Schiess hütten also seen on a rise behind the Schottenkloster site on Merian’s
view, then the position of the rotunda would correspond with the upper-end of the current monastery grounds.
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Chapter 10
The Abbey of St. Nicholas, Memmingen

The foundation and early history of the Memmingen Schottenkloster
The founding of an eighth and final Irish abbey at the town of Memmingen in modern-day Bavaria
th

marked the end of the 12 -century expansion of the Schottenkloster movement. Responsible for
the establishment of this second Swabian Schottenkloster, 80km north-east of Constance, was
Duke Welf VI, erstwhile adversary of fellow patrons of the Irish monks, King Conrad III and Duke
Henry II of Austria. As head of the family, Welf VI controlled extensive dynastic territories in
Upper Swabia, which stretched roughly from the River Schussen near Ravensburg in the west to
1

the River Lech in the east. Though technically situated within the Staufer-held Duchy of Swabia,
as a political compromise the Welf lands were treated as an independent terra tantamount to a
2

separate Duchy. Welf VI officially acquired the rank of Duke in 1152, when he was invested with
3

the Duchy of Spoleto as well as the March of Tuscany by Friedrich I. After entrusting his son,
Welf VII, with the administration of his vast Italian fiefdom in 1160, Welf VI returned to Swabia to
4

concentrate on the consolidation and expansion of his rights and territories. Memmingen had
th

th

formed part of the rich land holdings of the Welfs since the 9 or 10 century, and by the 12

th

5

century occupied a central position within their Swabian terra. The development of Memmingen
th

as a town began in earnest in the 12 century with Welf VI as a driving force. The town appears
to have become a favoured residence of the Duke in his later years and it was there that he died
in 1191 at about 75 years of age. The Schottenkloster was the first monastery to be founded by
Welf in the emerging town.
The exact year of establishment is not recorded. Theories among modern scholars concerning
th

the foundation date, beginning with Franz Ludwig Baumannn in the late 19 century, focussed on
the year 1167, a seminal year in the life of Welf VI. In this year he travelled to the Holy Land for
the second time and, shortly after his return, was confronted with the death of his only son and

1

Jahn, Von der welfischen Marktsiedlung zur Reichsstadt, p. 86.
Ibid., pp. 85-86; Büttner, Staufer und Welfen, pp. 343-345.
3
Baaken, Herzog Welf VI. und seine Zeit, pp. 16-17; Fried, Herzog Welf VI, p. 106.
4
Fried, Herzog Welf VI, pp. 106-107.
5
Jahn, Von der welfischen Marktsiedlung zur Reichsstadt, pp. 78-79; Arlart, Die Stadtentwicklung von Memmingen 3501400, p. 14, Blickle, Memmingen, pp. 43-45.
2
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heir, Welf VII.

6

Both events ― pilgrimage/crusade and the loss of a child ― commonly

occasioned the founding of monasteries. In 1147, prior to his participation in the Second Crusade,
Welf VI had himself established a Premonstratensian monastery at Steingaden, at which both he
7

and his son would later be buried. A number of scholars have speculated that the Memmingen
monastery was founded in similar fashion in advance of Welf’s departure for Jerusalem in 1167.

8

Others have suggested that the monastery was founded later in the year or in 1168 in thanks for
9

Welf’s safe return or in memory of his dead son. Baumann stated that the Schottenkloster was
th

established on March 13 , 1167, but gave no source for this information.

10

Christoph Schorer’s
th

1660 town chronicle gives 1167 as the relevant year, citing Sender’s 16 -century Chronicon
Augustanum.

11

The earliest record of the monastery comes in the form of an 1181 charter, in

which Emperor Friedrich I confirmed his uncle Welf’s grant of capella sancti Nicholai in
12

Memmingin et VIII iugera adiacentia to the Irish monks.

The relevant passage states that the

chapel and property granted by Welf formed part of the patrimonium (inheritance), which he had
assigned to Friedrich. This piece of information is crucial to the dating of the foundation. In 1178
the now heirless Welf VI declared that the Staufer Friedrich I rather than another nephew, the
Welf Heinrich der Löwe, would inherit his allodial lands. The emperor paid a large sum to Welf VI
in consideration. Parts of this estate were transferred to Friedrich at the time of the agreement,
while Welf VI retained others for his lifetime.

13

It appears from the 1181 charter that the St.

Nicholas site belonged to the latter group; it was still in the gift of Welf VI, but formed part of the
pending Staufer inheritance and its disposal therefore required Friedrich’s consent. As first
argued by Feldmann, the wording of the charter suggests that Welf’s founding of the Irish
14

monastery post-dated the 1178 agreement.

The proposed 1178-1181 time-frame for the
15

establishment has since eclipsed that of 1167/1168 in the literature.

This date-range finds some

th

support in Brockie’s 18 -century Monasteria, where the author gives circa 1178 as the time of

6

Baaken, Herzog Welf VI. und seine Zeit, p. 23; Fried, Herzog Welf VI, p. 107.
Baaken, Herzog Welf VI. und seine Zeit, p. 13.
8
Büttner, Staufer und Welfen, pp. 373-374; Mischlewski, Die Abtei Ottobeuren und das Memminger Schottenkloster, p.
25; Hemmerle, Die Benedikinerklöster in Bayern, p. 141.
9
Wattenbach/Reeves, The Irish Monasteries, p. 299; Braun, Stätte der Stille, p. 114; Braun, Das Schottenkloster zu St.
Nikolaus.
10
‘Diese neue Stiftung wurde am 13. März 1167 vollzogen und alsbald vom Augsburger Bischofe Hartwig I. bestätigt.’
(Baumann, Geschichte des Allgäus, vol. 1, p. 384).
11
Schorer, Memminger Chronick, p. 3.
12
‘Noverint ergo tam presentes quam futuri imperii nostri fideles, quod avunculus noster dux Welfo de patrimoniis, quę
nobis assignavit, particulam unam, scilicet capellam sancti Nicholai in Memmingin et VIII iugera adiacentia Scotis deo et
sancto Nicholao sub regula sancti Benedicti ibidem famulantibus pro remedio animę suę pie contulit cum assensu
Hertwici Augustensis episcopi.’ (MGH Diplomata IV.5 , No. 807). Bishop Hartwig of Augsburg issued a confirmation
th
charter a month later {Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 103v (16 -century chartulary copy of a 1423 transumpt)
(Contained in MF p. 1945 at the National Library of Ireland)}.
13
Feldmann, Herzog Welf VI und sein Sohn, pp. 86-91; Baaken, Herzog Welf VI. und sein Zeit, p. 24.
14
Feldmann, Herzog Welf VI und sein Sohn, Reg. 154.
15
Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, p. 66 (n. 42); Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 236-239;
Flachenecker, Das mittelalterliche Schottenkloster St. Nikolaus, p. 188; Mischlewski, Das Schottenkloster St. Nikolaus, p.
287.
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establishment.

16

In sum, while the charter evidence points to a post-1178 foundation, the 1167

tradition leaves some room for doubt.
There is no mention of the Memmingen Schottenkloster in the Vita Mariani, perhaps because the
foundation process had not yet begun or been completed at the time of writing (between 1177
and 1185). The absence of Memmingen from the Vita narrative does not, of course, exclude the
possibility of an 1167 establishment, given that the even earlier monasteries at Erfurt and
Constance were likewise omitted. The Memmingen monastery does feature prominently in the
th

13 -century Libellus. At the very end of this work the founding of the Schottenkloster is
interwoven with a lengthy and fantastical story concerning Welf VI. It relates that the Duke
founded the monastery as part of a papal penance incurred for the murder of the bishop of
Augsburg, an event that has no historical basis. The actual foundation of the Irish monastery is
subordinate to the travails of Welf within the narrative, and such is the contrast with the remainder
of the Libellus that the Welf storey has been mooted as a secondary addition to the original
Regensburg work, perhaps copied from another independent source but to a limited extent
hibernicised to complement the wider narrative.

17

As the last of a string of penitential acts, the

Libellus records that Welf was instructed by the Pope to found an ecclesia dedicated to St.
Nicholas in his homeland.

18

Welf’s choice of Irish monks for this venture is attributed to his

attendance at the Würzburg Reichstag of Conrad III, when Macarius miraculously turned wine
into water.

19

Recalling the dictate of the Pope, impressed by the miracle working of the Scoti and

advised as to the strength of their religious devotion by wise men, Welf decided that only Irish
20

monks would do for the new monastery dedicated to St. Nicholas.

He sent messengers to the

Bishop of Würzburg seeking Irish monks for the new monastery, but because of the limited
numbers at the Würzburg house, he was directed to the motherhouse at Regensburg. In
response to his request, the Regensburg abbot Gregorius brought twelve monks to Memmingen,
with one of their number, Maurus, elected to serve as the new monastery’s first abbot and his
21

appointment confirmed by the bishop of Augsburg.

16

Brockie, Monasteria, p. 384 (per Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, p. 239). This dating was followed by Paricius,
Allerneuste und bewährte Nachricht, p. 286. James Brown states that the monastery was founded circa 1181 in his midth
17 -century Germania Sancta {Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg, M.ch.q. 54, f. 15r (Contained in MF p. 2974) at the
National Library of Ireland}.
17
See discussion in Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, pp. 65-71.
18
‘Bonum igitur nobis videtur et saluti anime tue proderit non modicum, si in honore sancte et individue trinitatis et sancte
Dei genitricis Marie perpetue virginis et omnium sanctorum Dei ecclesiam fundaveris reversus ad terram nativitatis tue,
cuius supremus tytulus et patrocinia beato Nycolao confessori et pontifici asscribi deberet’ (ibid., p. 287).
19
Ibid., pp. 293-295.
20
‘Dux autem Welfe, quia per Scoticam gentem multa mirabilia in terra sua fieri viderat et audierat, recordatus precepti
domini pape, quod ob remissionem omnium peccatorum suorum fundare deberet monasterium in honore beati Nycolai
episcopi et confessoris, in quo die et nocte per religiosas personas divina misteria devote et incessabiliter personarent,
cui eciam dotem sufficientem tribueret et aptaret, et ad consilium prudentem virorum non alias personas quam Scotice
gentis viros utique religiosos et in servicio divino valde devotos ibi poneret et locaret, quod et factum est.’ (ibid., p. 295).
21
Ibid., pp. 296-300. Gregorius was abbot at Regensburg from 1156 at the latest until 1185 at the earliest.
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While the storey of Welf’s penance is apocryphal, it is credible that salus anime sue was a
principal motivating factor in founding the monastery, particularly as he would have been about
65 years of age at the probable time of establishment. The 1181 charter also states that Welf
founded the Schottenkloster pro remedio anime sue. The Scoti peregrini may have held a
particular attraction for an obvious devotee of the practice of pilgrimage. The choice of Irish
monks is unlikely to be directly attributable to Welf’s presence in Würzburg at the time of the
Macarius miracle, as stated in the Libellus. The events at Würzburg relate to the founding of the
Schottenkloster there circa 1138, long before the establishment of the Memmingen
Schottenkloster. The Würzburg Reichstag of July 1138, upon which the Libellus account may be
based, was indeed well attended, but the Alemannie principes present are unlikely to have
included Welf VI; the Welf-Staufer conflict was in full swing at the time, and this particular
Reichstag is principally remembered for the outlawing of his brother, the Bavarian Duke, Henry
22

the Proud.

Given the concentration of the Schottenklöster in southern Germany and the role

played by his peers in establishing other daughter-houses, Welf VI must have been well aware of
the Irish Benedictines. Indeed he may have first encountered them at Regensburg, where he
appears to have spent much of his childhood.

23

Emulation of his former adversaries, Conrad III

and Henry II of Austria may have been one spur for his patronage of the Memmingen monastery.
In the cases of both Nuremberg and Vienna, the Schottenkloster became the first monastery to
be established in a nascent town. The foundation of the Schottenkloster can also be seen in the
context of the early development of Memmingen, with the town’s feudal lord perhaps attracted by
the established pedigree of the Scoti as pioneering urban monks.

24

The Memmingen monastery was the only Schottenkloster to be dedicated to St. Nicholas.
Whether the choice of patron can be attributed to the Irish monks or to the founder is unclear. The
role ascribed to the Pope in the Libellus is likely to have as little historical basis as the remainder
of the storey concerning Welf’s penance. As the patron saint of sea-farers, Nicholas may have
had an attraction for the exiled Irish monks. The church built for the familia S. Iacobi at
Regensburg had already been dedicated to the saint. Equally it may have had strong
associations for Welf VI, who had twice made the long journey to Jerusalem. In addition, Welf’s

22

In the context of the questionable originality of the Welf narrative in the Libellus, the attributing of Welf’s motivation to
his experience of the Macarius miracle may have been a literary device designed to disguise the incongruity between the
main body and addendum.
23
Feldmann, Herzog Welf VI und sein Sohn, p. 1; Fried, Herzog Welf VI, p. 105.
24
The two other monasteries founded by Welf during his long lifetime belonged to the Premonstratensian order
(Feldmann, Herzog Welf VI und sein Sohn, pp. 99-100; Baaken, Herzog Welf VI. und sein Sohn, pp. 25-27) His patronage
of the Irish monks could be seen as a further indication of a preference for ‘modern’ monastic orders. The Irish monks
may have been more suited to the Memmingen establishment, given the tendency of their Premonstratensian
counterparts to favour rural locations.
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25

brother, Conrad, had died at Bari, a town inextricably linked with the cult of Nicholas, in 1126.

It

is also possible that the dedication to Nicholas was inherited from a church already standing on
the site of the Schottenkloster. The reference to Welf’s grant of capella sancti Nicholai to the Irish
monks in the 1181 confirmation charter could be interpreted in this manner.

26

Such circumstances

arose previously at Nuremberg, but at Memmingen the evidence for the prior existence of a
chapel is much weaker. Perhaps the Irish monks first erected a small chapel at the site in
advance of the construction of the monastic church, as had been the procedure at Würzburg.

27

The Memmingen Schottenkloster’s subjection to Regensburg is stressed by the author of the
Libellus.

28

The references to Würzburg in the Libellus foundation storey are striking, however,

when read in the light of the direct relationship between the Memmingen and Würzburg houses
th

which becomes apparent from the second half of the 13 century onwards. In 1268 the right of
visitation over the Würzburg Schottenkloster was granted to the bishop of Würzburg at the
expense of the Regensburg abbot.

29

The Würzburg abbot states that he sought the consent of his

Constance and Memmingen counterparts before facilitating this change. The 1268 charter is the
first document to signal the existence of a semi-autonomous group within the Schottenkloster
movement led by the Würzburg monastery. The Würzburg abbot came to enjoy the right to
present the Constance and Memmingen abbots to the local bishop, and also the right of visitation
with regard to Rosscarbery Priory. While these monasteries remained within the Schottenkloster
movement, their subjection to the Regensburg motherhouse was significantly diluted. The origins
of the direct relationship between the Würzburg and Swabian abbeys are unclear, but may relate
back to the circumstances of their foundation. With regard to Memmingen, the references to
Würzburg in the Libellus narrative may hint at such a background. As outlined above, Welf VI is
said to have first sent emissaries to Würzburg rather than to Regensburg upon deciding to found
a Schottenkloster, only for the bishop of Würzburg to inform them that a shortage of monks at the
Würzburg monastery prevented a new colony from being dispatched from there to Memmingen,
whereupon it fell on Regensburg to perform this task. The Libellus was written in the mid-13

th

century, close to the time when the direct relationship between the Memmingen and Würzburg
monasteries emerges in the historical record. If the root of this relationship did lie in the nature of
the foundation process, the Libellus passage may have been designed to highlight or invent the
25

Jahn, Von der welfischen Marktsiedlung zur Reichsstadt, pp. 92-93; Flachenecker, Das mittelalterliche Schottenkloster
St. Nikolaus, pp. 189-190. Jahn also suggested that the choice of St. Nicholas, who was also patron of merchants, may
have been connected with the increasing importance of Memmingen as a trade centre.
26
See Jahn, Von der welfischen Marktsiedlung zur Reichsstadt, pp. 92-94.
27
An imperial privilege issued by Heinrich VI in 1192 follows its 1181 predecessor almost verbatim, but substitutes the
word monasterium for capella at the relevant point {Stadtarchiv Memmingen, Box 368/1; Staatsarchiv Würzburg,
Standbuch 545, f. 103r (Copy of a 1423 transumpt)}.
28
‘Preterea disposuit dux Welfe, quod abbas de Mammingen et omnes successores ipsius et ipsum monasterium cum
personis et ceteris attinenciis suis domino abbati et capitulo Sancti Iacobi in Ratisponam subesset in omnibus, quamdiu
volvitur mundus iste.’ (Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, p. 301).
29
Bendel (ed.), Urkundenbuch der Benediktinerabtei St. Stephan, No. 287a; Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. No. 57.
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central role played by Regensburg and simultaneously minimise that of Würzburg. It could
perhaps be regarded as a deliberate slight on the ambitious Würzburg monastery, which is
portrayed as an institution too weak to take the lead with regard to the Memmingen initiative.
Neither imperial charters of 1181 and 1192 nor a papal privilege of 1186 mention the Memmingen
house’s subjection to Regensburg, although this was also a feature of the confirmation-charters
of other daughter-houses.

30

The presence of an Abbot Dovenaldus of Memmingen at the

Regensburg general chapter of 1216 is, however, recorded in Brockie’s Monasteria.
flurry of privileges garnered in the late 12

th

31

After the

century, the historical record concerning the

th

Memmingen monastery in the 13 century is quite threadbare, with no mention of the monastery
between the years 1216 and 1268. The close relationship with Würzburg signalled by the 1268
charter is again evident in a 1280 charter, in which Abbot Mauritius of Würzburg announces the
granting of a papal indulgence for the Memmingen Schottenkloster.

32

Funds were required to

improve the church and renovate the crumbling monastic buildings. The decline of the
Memmingen house had set in.
In 1345 a further fund-raising appeal was initiated, not by the Würzburg or Memmingen abbots,
but by the town-council, which appointed an alms collector to undertake the task.

33

The role of the

council and the description of the Schottenkloster as desolatum monasterium in the 1345 charter
are clear signs that the monastery was by this stage without a convent. Further evidence to this
effect is offered by the actions of the town council in 1388, whereby all unconsecrated buildings
belonging to the monastery were demolished. This was carried out in the context of the 13871389 conflict (Städtekrieg) fought between the Swabian League of towns and the Duke of
Bavaria, ostensibly because of the potential risk posed by the empty extra-mural buildings to the
34

defence of the town.

The Memmingen Schottenkloster was one of a number of Irish

monasteries which suffered in the later medieval and early modern periods because their close
proximity to the town wall rendered them a perceived weak-point in the host town’s defences. The
1388 demolition was carried out without the knowledge or consent of the Würzburg and
Memmingen abbots, whose subsequent protests resulted in a 1400 charter, which details an
agreement reached on the future management of the monastery.

35

Though the Memmingen

monastery appears to have been empty of Irish monks from at least the first half of the 14

th

30

MGH Diplomata IV.5, No. 807; Staatsarchiv Würzburg, Standbuch 545, f. 102r, 103r {Copies of 1423 transumpts of the
1186 and 1192 charters); Brackmann, Germania Pontificia 2.1, p. 82.
31
Flachenecker, Schottenklöster, pp. 294-295.
32
Stadtarchiv Memmingen, Box 368/1.
33
Mischlewski, Die Abtei Ottobeuren und das Memminger Schottenkloster, p. 27; Flachenecker, Das mittelalterliche
Schottenkloster St. Nikolaus, pp. 192-3.
34
Mischlewski, Die Abtei Ottobeuren und das Memminger Schottenkloster, pp. 27-28.
35
Stadtarchiv Memmingen, Box 368/1.
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century onwards, abbots continued to be appointed.

36

These were elected at Regensburg general

chapters, before being presented to the Bishop of Augsburg by the Würzburg abbot.

37

Given that
th

the care of the Schottenkirche was in the hands of lay clerics at least from the late 14 century
onwards, it appears most likely that the Memmingen prelates were titular abbots only, who would
have remained with their brethren at either Regensburg or more likely Würzburg.

38

The Würzburg

abbot appointed the pastors for St. Nicholas and received a portion of the income these derived
from the church and monastic estate. From 1435 to 1486 the care of the monastery passed into
the hands of individual monks belonging to the Benedictine community at nearby Ottobeuren,
who bore the title of Provost (Propst) of St. Nicholas and continued to pay the Würzburg abbot a
yearly sum. The ultimate end of the Memmingen Schottenkloster, long only a nominal institution,
came with the incorporation of St. Nicholas into the town’s Augustinian friary, an act confirmed by
Pope Alexander VI in 1498. Protests made to the Pope by the Regensburg abbot (the Würzburg
39

house was by this stage defunct) fell on deaf ears.

Three decades later the demolition of the

Schottenkirche removed the final traces of the Irish monks from Memmingen.
The brevity of the Memmingen monastery’s floruit was no doubt influenced by the general
shortage of personnel which affected the Schottenkloster movement after its vibrant initial period
had passed. Another factor may have been the modesty of the estate attached to the
monastery.

40

Though Welf VI was feted for his generosity, the 1181 imperial privilege suggests
41

that the Irish monks only received about two hectares of land with their foundation grant.

The

‘VIII iugera adiacentia’ must have referred to the Schottenkloster site itself, and appears to
correspond

to

the

area

today

bound

by

the

Augsburgerstraße,

Mindelheimerstraße,

Lindenbadstraße and Friedhofweg, which is approximately 2 hectares in size. The 1192 privilege
issued by Emperor Heinrich VI indicates that a donation from a cappellanus Hermannus soon
saw these holdings increased to the extent of half a farmstead (dimidius mansus) and a meadow
(pratum).

42

Both an 1181 episcopal charter and 1186 papal privilege confirmed the right of the

Irish monks to bury at their monastery any local individuals who had expressed this preference,

36

An Abbot Johannes is recorded in 1400, while Wilhelm Ogeleuon and Dormitius Okonokus held this post before and
after 1485 respectively (Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. Nos. 347 & 356).
37
Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. No. 356.
38
In relation to the following see Mischlewski, Die Abtei Ottobeuren und das Memminger Schottenkloster, pp. 28-38;
Baumann, Geschichte des Allgäus, vol. 2, pp. 421-423.
39
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account survives in the Chronolgia universalis seu Annales monasterii nostri Ottoburani, Tomus IV of 1700 by Albert Krez
(reproduced in Flachenecker, Das mittelalterliche Schottenkloster St. Nikolaus, pp. 204-209, at 209; discussion of
authorship at p. 195).
40
See Mischlewski, Die Abtei Ottobeuren und das Memminger Schottenkloster, p. 26.
41
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p. 316). See also Fried, Herzog Welf VI, pp. 107-108.
42
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43

providing that the permission of the parish priest had been received.

This would have offered

the Irish monks a further potential source of income. Pilgrims and guests of the monastery could
also be buried at the Schottenkloster.

44

This reference to peregrini is the only hint in the

documentary record of a role for the monastery as a pilgrim hostel. The location of the monastery
would have been well suited for the performance of any such function, as will be discussed
below.
Location
‘And so finally at Memmingen, where he often resided, seriously ill, he ended his days in his 76
year, filled with remorse.’

th

45

This poignant description of Welf VI’s passing in the Historia Welforum attests to the strong
associations between the Duke and the town of Memmingen. Its emergence as a recognisably
urban centre in the second half of the 12
46

town’s founder.

th

century has led to Welf VI being regarded as the

While the history of Memmingen stretches back at least to Roman times, it first

appears in the historical record as the venue for a meeting between Duke Welf IV and members
of the nobility of the region in 1099.

47

It is referred to as an oppidum, which suggests that it was a

defended settlement, which may also have served as a market centre for the local area.
Memmingen’s role as a Welf stronghold is underlined by the recorded destruction of the town by
Staufer forces circa 1130.

48

Both Welf IV in 1101 and his grandson Welf VI nearly half a century

later are said to have set out from Memmingen to participate in the First and Second Crusades,
respectively.

49

Memmingen was clearly a focal point for Welf power in eastern Swabia. It

occupied a central position within the Welf terra between the rivers Schussen and Lech.
Memmingen’s economic importance to the Welf dynasty increased significantly during the course
th

of the 12 -century with the growth of the salt-trade. It lay on the route from the salt-mines at
Reichenhall, near Salzburg, to Lake Constance and the Lower Rhine.
Landsberg were founded in the mid-12

th

50

The towns of Munich and

century as Welf-controlled crossing-points along this

route. Memmingen offered itself as a further secure station, being strategically placed on the road

43

Ibid., f. 102v, 104r; Germania Pontificia 2, p. 82.
‘Peregrinis etiam & hospitibus Aduenis orationibus suis in Domino se commendare uolentibus, sepulturam iuxta eos
non negabimus....’ (1181 charter).
45
‘.....et sic demum Mammingen, ubi frequencius morabatur, infirmitate gravi correptus, anno etatis sue 76. plenarie
penitens diem clausit extremum.’ (MGH SS 21, p. 472).
46
inter alia: Breuer, Stadt und Landkreis Memmingen, p. 3; Bosl, Die bayerische Stadt, p. 308; Dapper, Die Besiedlungsund Stadtgeschichte Memmingens, p. 42.
47
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at a point almost equidistant from Landsberg and the Welf ancestral stronghold of Ravensburg.

51

At Memmingen the Salzstraße was intersected by an important north-south route from Ulm on the
Danube towards Kempten and Lindau.

52

The introduction of a distinct Memmingen coinage under

Welf VI reflects its growing commercial importance.

53

The description of the settlement as

castrum et oppidum in 1165 testifies to the dual military and civil character of Memmingen.

54

As

alluded to in the account of Welf VI’s death found in the Historia Welforum, it must also have
become a favoured residence of the Duke. The foundation of the Schottenkloster can be seen as
a product of the Duke’s engagement with Memmingen. Monasteries were a key part of the
infrastructure of a medieval town, and once again at Memmingen the Schottenkloster was the first
to be established. Irish monks had again been chosen to found a monastery attached to a ducal
residence. While Welf would have wished to have the pious monks close at hand during the
autumn of his life, he is unlikely to have seen the completion of the monastery, and his advanced
age and heirless status make it unlikely that the Schottenkloster was designed to take on the role
of a quasi court-monastery for the Welfs. Instead the monastery is likely to have been established
in the interests of the founder’s salvation and perhaps as a gift to the emerging town. In 1182,
close to the probable establishment-date of the monastery, the term civitas is first used to
describe Memmingen.

55

Just as at Nuremberg and Vienna, the Irish monks had again arrived at

an early stage in the emergence of a new town.
In keeping with the pattern of the Irish monasteries in Germany, the Memmingen Schottenkloster
was located outside the existing town-walls. It lay approximately 500m east of the eastern gate
th

(Kalchtor) of the walled 12 -century town. The site of the Welf castle is a matter of some mystery,
but it was probably located close to the parish-church of St. Martin at the western end of the
town.

56

Both historical and archaeological evidence points to the existence of a defensive wall

enclosing Memmingen prior to the destruction of the ‘oppidum’ by the Staufer circa 1130.

57

The

circuit was subsequently widened, but the walled space remained quite small until the suburb
th

which had grown up outside the eastern gate was enclosed in the first half of the 13 century.
The Schottenkloster was now circa 250m from the new eastern gate. Further extensions to the
south and north followed in the late 14

th

and mid-15

th

century respectively, but the eastern

boundary was retained. The Irish monastery therefore remained extra-mural for its entire history,

51
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th

although a suburb had developed around it by the time of its demolition in the 16 century.

58

While a good distance removed from the walled area, the monastery occupied a prominent
elevated site, bound on its southern side by the Salzstraße, which was also the approach route
from Augsburg. The high visibility of the site is in keeping with that of earlier Schottenklöster. The
proximity to the main trade route would have facilitated a role as a pilgrim hostel, though the
historical evidence for such a function is scant. While not itself a pilgrimage destination,
Memmingen’s position at the intersection of important transport routes would have ensured a
steady flow of pilgrim traffic. Jahn has argued that the accommodation of pilgrims on route to
Santiago de Compostela may have been one of the principal functions of the Antonine house
established in Memmingen around 1214, the first German foundation of the southern French
order, which was primarily associated with the care of pilgrims and the sick.

59

The arrival of the

Antonines as well as the Holy Cross Order, which took over the Heilig-Geist Spital circa 1220,
may have seen any hospitality and caritative role on the part of the Irish monks diminished. The
Schottenkloster may have remained an attractive stopping-off point for passing pilgrims despite
this competition, however, on account of the tomb of a St. Gotthard, which was contained within
th

the monastic church. While the Antonines settled within the confines of the town wall, other 13 century arrivals, the Holy Cross Order and both Augustinian friars (circa 1240) and nuns (before
1256) had their respective establishments outside the restricted walled area.

60

This suggests that

a paucity of available space may have been a factor in the choice of location for the Irish
monastery, especially considering that the Antonines appear to have been allocated the site of
the defunct Welf castle rather than an undeveloped plot. Nonetheless, the pattern of earlier
Schottenkloster foundations suggests that the extra-mural location was not an enforced choice.
The architecture of the medieval monastery
No standing remains of the parietes de opere satis sumptuoso which comprised the Memmingen
61

Schottenkloster survive.

A small number of sculptural fragments represent the sole relics of the

medieval monastery. As in the case of the Constance and Weih-Sankt-Peter houses, the extramural location of the Memmingen Schottenkloster ensured that it would not withstand the conflictth

fraught German 16 century. As early as 1388, Memmingen’s participation in the Städtekrieg had
led to the demolition of a number of the non-consecrated buildings attached to the monastery. In
1512 the Augustinians allowed further monastic buildings to be razed on foot of a promise they
58

‘Saint Niclaus Kirchen abbrochen. Die Häuser an der Mauer abbrochen, man kond die forstat nit wol behalten’ ― From
an entry for the 26/4/1529 in the town council protocol (per Braun, Stätte der Stille, p. 114). See also Aarlat, Die
Stadtentwicklung, p. 59.
59
Jahn, Von der welfischen Marktsiedlung zur Reichsstadt, pp. 95, 109. The Antonines appear to have arrived in
Memmingen after 1214, and not circa 1191, as traditionally believed.
60
Baumann, Geschichte des Allgäus, vol. 1, pp. 386-392.
61
Description in the Libellus of the monastery erected by Welf VI for the Irish monks (Breatnach, Die Regensburger
Schottenlegende, p. 295).
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had made to the town council upon the acquisition of St. Nicholas in 1497.

62

The Augustinians
63

were at the same time bound to maintain the surviving church building.

The empty

Schottenkirche was used by the attacking peasant army in 1525 during the Bauernkrieg, a
64

development which must have hastened the end of the church.

The immediate reason given for

the demolition of the church in October 1529 was the threat of the Turkish army, which in the
same month had stood outside the walls of Vienna.
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Whether the fears of the town council in

relation to the Turks were genuine is unclear. The defensive vulnerability posed by the church
may have been a convenient excuse for the council, by now officially protestant, to rid the town of
66

an unwelcome relic of pre-Reformation times.

The troublesome building was stripped and

demolished over a number of days in October 1529, despite protests from the Augustinians.
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The relatively early loss of the monastery means that no pictorial depictions of the structures are
to be found. Thankfully, a contemporary report of the demolition of the Schottenkirche written by
the Augustinian Prior Johannes Oster survives and incorporates a valuable description of the
church.

68

This must be the manuscript of the unnamed Augustinian friar upon which Sandholzer’s

account of the later years of St. Nicholas was based. Sandholzer’s description of the church and
the demolition process closely parallels that of Oster, although, while some passages are a
verbatim copy of the source, others have been heavily rewritten with occasional discrepancies in
detail. Sandholzer also includes information concerning the church not contained in Oster’s
account, but it must be assumed that this is a consequence of Braun not having published the
latter in full. Together the two sources allow a partial reconstruction of the medieval
Schottenkirche, though many of the details provided are open to a variety of interpretations.
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‘Im Jahr 1497. bekennet Hans Spöglin Prior zu den Augustinern/ demnach sein Gotts Hauß durch Beförderung deren
von Memmingen die Probstey zu S. Niclas in sein hand gebracht/ daß sie die Augustiner das Hauß/ Stadel und Stallung/
und nicht das Gottshauß S. Niclaus gar abbrechen/ auch nimmer kein Gezimmer dahin bawen wollen.’ (Schorer,
Memminger Chronick, p. 3). According to Baumann and Braun, the entire claustral complex was levelled at this time
(Baumann, Geschichte des Allgäus, vol. 2, pp. 422-423; Braun, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Nikolaus).
63
This undertaking was made to the cardinal-legate Raimund, as outlined in a 1501 charter (Stadtarchiv Memmingen,
Box 368/4; Schorer, Memminger Chronick, p. 3).
64
Braun, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Nikolaus. According to Sandholzer, the church never played host to an enemy force
― ‘.....auß dem gottshaus ist die Stadt Memming[e]n nie beschädiget word[e]n, noch ihre Feindt da auffenthalt[e]n.....’: In
Krez’s Chronolgia universalis seu Annales monastrii nostri Ottoburani, Tomus IV (reproduced in Flachenecker, Das
mittelalterliche Schottenkloster St. Nikolaus, pp. 204-209, at 205).
65
‘Nach dem hat Vlrich Lieber [member of the town council] anfang[e]n zue red[e]n gegen den Prior vnd Convent, wie da
lig vnd sey ein probstey S. Nicolai vor der Stadt, durch welche die gemaine Stadt möchte beschädiget werd[e]n durch den
Türckh[e]n, der sich daher möcht legern, so wärn burg[er]mayster vnd rath des fürnemens, vnd willens die probstey aus
dem grundt abzubrech[e]n, vnd mit dem steinhauff[e]n vnd w[e]z sonst da ist ihr stadt zuebewahren vnd zuebevestig[e]n
wider dem Erbfeindt, ihme wid[er]stand zu thun (Flachenecker, Das mittelalterliche Schottenkloster St. Nikolaus, p. 206).
66
See ibid., pp. 198-200.
67
See ibid., pp. 205-208. The masonry from the demolished church was reused in the fortification of the southern flank of
the town (Braun, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Nikolaus).
68
Extracts of Oster’s account were published in a 1981 article by Uli Braun, but the author failed to specify the nature and
whereabouts of his manuscript source (Braun, Wie hat das Schottenkloster zu Memmingen ausgesehen?, p. 15;
Flachenecker, Das mittelalterliche Schottenkloster St. Nikolaus, p. 195).
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‘Die Kirch vnd Chor ist lang 144 schuch vnd inwendig 34 schuch brayth, die Maur 5
schu[ch] dickh. Aus der kirch[e]n ist mann gang[e]n in Creüzgang, aus dem Chor in V. L. Fr.
Capell, die hat ein besonders Glöckhlin gehabt.
Der Chor altar ist geweyhet vnd consecriert in der Ehr des Hl. Beichtigers Nicolai, vnd in der
Chortafel seind gestand alle Hl. Sacrament. Vornen vnd hind[e]n durchsichtige eysen gätter[,
dann es ist ein pfarr gewes[e]n vund ein guether thail in der Stadt, auch ausserhalb vil häuser
daher pfärrig gewes[e]n.] Auch ein altar, so mann in Chor hineingehet zue der linckh[e]n handt,
der ist geweyhet vnd consecriert in der Ehr S. Gall[e]n des Hl. Abbts. Auch ein altar so mann in
Chor hineingehet zue der linckh[e]n handt, der ist geweyhet vnd consecriert in der Ehr des Hl.
Creüzerfindung vnd Erhöchung. Auch ein Altar in dem Egg am Creüzgang ist geweyhet in der
Ehr S. Catharinae Virg[inis].
Vor dem mitel altar beseyts gegen dem Creüzgang ist ein erhebt grab von holzwerckh
angestrich[e]n vund ein Mönch S. Benedict[en] ordens gemahlet an d[a]z grab, auch an d[a]z
grab geschrib[e]n S. Gotthardus.
In den kirch[e]n zu beed[e]n orth[e]n an der kirchmaur ist ein lange stig hinauffgang[e]n auf S.
Michaels Chor, da ist ein verschopf, ein weites hölzinn gätter, auß dem mann in die Kirch hinab
gesehen; auß dem seyn erst zue bayd orth[e]n zwo thürn hineingang[e]n in S. Michaelis Capell,
da ist ein altar in miten d[e]r Capell, darob ein schöns gewölb vnd aus der Capell ein thür in die
Abbtey oder Probstey, auch beyseyts in S. Michaels Capell 2 schöne hoche thürn, in einem
ied[e]n orth der maurn ein thurn. In die[s]en einen thürn geg[e]n der probstey gart[e]n seindt
gehang[e]n 3 glöckhln.’
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According to this, the most valuable passage from Sandholzer’s description, the Schottenkirche
measured 144 feet in length including the ‘Chor’, 34 feet in width, with walls 5 feet thick. Oster, on
70

the other hand, states that the church was 134 feet in length, again with 5 foot walls.

This is the

only major discrepancy between the Sandholzer and Oster accounts, and its cause is unclear.
Given that Oster makes no mention of the Chor in relation to his measurement, it may be that this
part of the church accounts for the difference in length of 10 feet. If this were the case, then the
extra 10 feet could only refer to an apse, as it would be too short for a presbytery. On the other
hand, a simple misreading could lie behind the discrepancy. At approximately 40-45m the
Memmingen church would have been with Regensburg I the shortest of the Schottenkirchen,
where the length is known or can be reconstructed. The measurement provided by Sandholzer
for the width of the church is also problematic. A width less than one quarter of its length would
have produced a church of extraordinarily narrow proportion. While the measurement appears too
small for the full width of the church, it seems too large for the nave alone.
69

Flachenecker, Das mittelalterliche Schottenkloster St. Nikolaus, pp. 204-205.
‘Die Kirch ist 134 gueter schuhe lang gewesen, die mauer allenthalben 5 schuech dick.....’ (Braun, Wie hat das
Schottenkloster zu Memmingen ausgesehen?, p. 15).
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There are a number of obvious gaps in the Oster and Sandholzer descriptions. There is no
mention of the division of the church into three aisles, of an arcade or arcade-supports or of aisleor clerestorey windows. It is therefore impossible to determine conclusively that the
Schottenkirche was indeed a basilica and not a less common hall church. There is also no
mention in the texts of a transept. It is unclear whether the nave of the church was vaulted or flatroofed. While the only structural vault mentioned in the text was found above the chapel of St.
Michael at the west-end of the church, this can only be taken as slight evidence that the
remainder of the church was flat-roofed. In Oster’s account of the demolition of the church the
use of the verb abplatten along with abdecken in regard to the dismantling of the roof of the nave
may perhaps have related to the removal of the wooden planks of a ceiling as well as the roof
71

itself.

The details provided in the two accounts relate almost solely to the eastern and western

ends of the church, which is perhaps not surprising, as these would have constituted the church’s
liturgical focal points.
The eastern end
Sandholzer mentions four altars and a chapel at the eastern end of the church. The high altar
(‘Chor altar’) was, predictably, dedicated to Nicholas, the monastery’s titular saint. A retable
containing the blessed sacrament stood on or behind the altar. The references to the ‘Chor’ in
both Oster and Sandholzer accounts would appear to encompass the original monks’ choir rather
than just the presbytery. Sandholzer’s reference to the ‘choir’ being enclosed at the front and
back by open metal railings, may therefore relate to the monks’ choir, the railings perhaps having
replaced stone screens at some point. The chapel of the Virgin Mary is said to have been entered
directly from the Chor, in this case the presbytery is almost certainly intended. It is unclear
whether this chapel was within the cloister rather than a part of the church. It was certainly on the
same side of the church as the cloister, as it stood adjacent to the dormitory, according to Oster.
The cloister appears to have stood to the north of the church. The chapel may have occupied a
similar position to the chapel of St. James/St. Macarius at Würzburg, that is, immediately to the
north of the side-aisle of the presbytery. It is said, like the Würzburg chapel, to have had a small
bell of its own on its roof. It is not clear, however, that the presbytery of the Memmingen
Schottenkirche had side-aisles. If not, the chapel must have stood immediately to the north of an
aisleless presbytery. It may even have replaced an earlier side-aisle. According to Oster, a stairs
led from the Mary chapel to the dormitory, from which a doorway led back to a library above the
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‘Am Mittwoch ist das Langhaus oder Münster abdeckt und abplattet worden.....’ (Braun, Wie hat das Schottenkloster zu
Memmingen ausgesehen?, p. 15). Sandholzer, on the other hand, uses the verb ablatten rather than abplatten in this
respect, which would conjure up wooden roof-supports rather than ceiling timbers (Flachenecker, Das mittelalterliche
Schottenkloster St. Nikolaus, p. 207).
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chapel.

This is an unusual arrangement, but one that can be closely paralleled at the parish

church of St. Nicholas at Isny, which lies 35km south of Memmingen. Here, in conjunction with
the construction of a new Gothic presbytery circa 1450, a sacristy was erected in the angle
between a northern flanking tower and the presbytery’s eastern end.

73

Above the new sacristy

was built a small library, which survives to this day. Both the sacristy and the library (by way of a
narrow staircase) were accessed directly from the presbytery. It is quite possible that the
Schottenkloster libry and the Mary chapel were also constructed in the 15

th

century. A 1460

charter issued to the Schottenkloster by a Cardinal Sextus grants indulgences to those who visit
74

the chapel of the Virgin Mary.

Often such charters were acquired shortly after the completion or

refurbishment of the relevant chapel or church. Also potentially significant in this regard is the
keystone of a Gothic vault that survives from the medieval monastery.
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On this fragment, which

is housed in the Memmingen Stadtmuseum, is carved the figure of a basilisk, in this case
depicted as a winged creature with the body of a lion and a grotesque head, its large tongue
sticking out. This keystone dates to the late Gothic period. It is a distinct possibility that the ribvault to which it belonged was a feature of the Mary chapel, which comes into question as a late
feature due to its association with the libry. As the Irish monks had long since left the Memmingen
monastery, it seems unlikely that they would have been engaged in architectural projects there in
th

the 15 century. Instead this work must have been an initiative of one of the pastors or provosts
th

to whom the care of the monastery was delegated. Interestingly, the only seal of a 15 -century
provost to survive features the head and long neck of a bird-like creature below an image of a
monk holding a book within a Gothic architectural frame.
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While the creature bears little

resemblance to that on the keystone of the vault, basilisks were often depicted or described as
having the upper-body of a cock and the lower-body of a serpent. It is possible that the image on
the seal could indeed be a basilisk and confirm the currency of the symbol within St. Nicholas in
th

the 15 century. Indeed, the detail and arrangement of the seal could even be construed as an
elaborate reference to a new library built above a basilisk-bearing vault. The seal was attached to
a 1462 charter, but appears, on the basis of its inscription, to date back to the tenure of Provost
Jodok Niederhof (1435 or before to 1443).
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Together these strands of evidence suggest that the

Mary chapel had been constructed or substantially remodelled within a hundred years of its
ultimate demolition. It is quite possible that it replaced an earlier chapel or altar dedicated to
Mary. The Virgin was venerated at a number of Irish monasteries, including Würzburg, where
72

‘.....aus der [frawen] Capell ein stieg hinauf auf das schlaffhaus, ob dem schlaffhaus ein Dühr herein in die Libry auf
unser frawen Capell’ (Braun, Wie hat das Schottenkloster zu Memmingen ausgesehen?, p. 15).
73
Schmid, Isny (Allgäu): Bibliothek der Evangelischen St. Nikolaikirche, p. 17.
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Stadtarchiv Memmingen, Box 368/1.
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Braun, Das schöne Allgäu, pp. 10-11.
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See Döderlein, Memminger Chronik des Friedrich Clauß, Plate 4, No. 6; Mischlewski, Die Abtei Ottobeuren und das
Memminger Schottenkloster, Pl. 9.
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The inscription reads ‘iodoci pp sci nicol i mem’, i.e. ‘Iodoci praepositi sancti Nicolai in Memmingen’ (Mischlewski, Die
Abtei Ottobeuren und das Memminger Schottenkloster, p. 33, n. 60).
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there was also a chapel in her honour. Perhaps significantly, the seal of the abbot of the
Memmingen Schottenkloster depicted Mary in majesty with crown and sceptre.

78

Sandholzer also refers to altars dedicated to St. Gall and the Invention of the Cross, which both
stood on the left as one entered the Chor.

79

In monastic churches altars dedicated to the Holy

Cross were often positioned in front of the screen between the monks’ choir and nave, which may
also have been the case in the Schottenkirche. A fourth altar, dedicated to St. Catherine, stood ‘in
the corner by the cloister’.

80

The church also housed a venerated raised tomb. This contained the

bones of a St. Gotthard and was positioned in front of the middle altar, slightly towards the
cloister side. This ‘middle altar’ was probably synonymous with the high altar rather than a fifth
altar of unknown dedication.

81

The tomb had a timber superstructure upon which the saint was

painted wearing Benedictine garb. The identity of this Gotthard is something of a mystery.

82

He

th

may have been the eponymous 11 -century Bishop of Hildesheim, whose cult spread widely after
his canonisation in 1131, but is not known to have been fostered elsewhere in Memmingen or
within the other Irish monasteries. There is also the fact that Gotthard lies buried in Hildesheim
cathedral, while Oster’s account of the demolition of the Schottenkirche clearly states that there
was a skeleton within the tomb, which was treated less than sensitively by the wrecking party.
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The body was contained within a small vault, which lay under a smooth slab of marble, covered
by a further stone slab.
Neither account alludes to the existence of presbytery side-aisles. As suggested above, the Mary
chapel may have replaced the northern presbytery side-aisle. The ‘corner by the cloister’ detailed
as the position of the altar dedicated to Catherine could in that case have been the angle
between the west wall of the Mary chapel and the north wall of the church. The resultant
juxtaposition of the altars of these two illustrious female saints adds to the attractiveness of the
hypothesis. The doorway between the northern side-aisle of the church and the cloister may have
been in line with the most easterly bay of the nave. There is no evidence as to whether the
presbytery had a southern side-aisle.
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This seal is attached to a charter dating to 1400 (Stadtarchiv Memmingen, Box 368/1; Mischlewski, Die Abtei
Ottobeuren und das Memminger Schottenkloster, p. 29, n. 40; Pl. 8).
79
Oster calls this the altar of the Holy Cross ― ‘hl. Creuz Altar’ (Braun, Wie hat das Schottenkloster zu Memmingen
ausgesehen?, p. 15).
80
According to Sandholzer, money was found beneath this altar during demolition (Flachenecker, Das mittelalterliche
Schottenkloster St. Nikolaus, p. 208).
81
As interpreted by Flachenecker (Das mittelalterliche Schottenkloster St. Nikolaus, p. 201).
82
See ibid., pp. 201-202.
83
‘.....nach dem allem haben sie zerstört St. Godhards grab, auf dem ist glegen ein zerclobener Stein, unter dem ein
schöner glatter Marmelstein, unter dem ein schönes gwelblein, da ist sein haupt und alles gebain, und das haben sie
verspott und einander umb die köpff geworfen und viel unchristlich Red getan.....’ (Braun, Wie hat das Schottenkloster zu
Memmingen ausgesehen?, p. 15). Flachenecker raises the possibility that Gotthard was a revered member of the
Schottenkloster community, whose name, like those of many other Irish monks, had at some point been rendered into a
more comprehensible form for the German ear (Flachenecker, Das mittelalterliche Schottenkloster St. Nikolaus, p. 202).
That he should have been given a German rather than Latinised name would have been unusual, however.
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The western end
Sandholzer’s description of the western end of the church allows a fuller reconstruction of this
84

section of the Schottenkirche.

He states that there was on each side-wall of the church a long

flight of stairs providing access to St. Michael’s choir. These stairs lead onto a projecting structure
with a wide timber balustrade, from which the church below could be viewed. From this gallery
two doorways led into St. Michael’s chapel, which was covered by an attractive vault and
contained a central altar in the archangel’s honour. Two ‘nice high’ towers flanked the chapel.
Three bells hung in the belfry of the tower on the side of the garden.
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This is likely to have been

the southern tower, presuming that the garden was on the opposite side of the church to the
cloister, which probably lay to the north. A door led from the chapel to the cloister.
The Memmingen Schottenkirche boasted a twin-towered west-front. Though not expressly stated,
it seems probable that this façade held the church’s main portal. Though Sandholzer elaborately
describes the upper-floor of the Westbau, he makes no reference to what stood at ground-floor
level. It seems unlikely that the representative twin-towered west-front would not have functioned
as an entrance façade in the manner of so many contemporary churches, though it is not
inconceivable that the church had a southern doorway orientated on the passing Salzstraße,
along which people would have approached the Schottenkirche from the town’s western gate.
The only information provided in the account concerning the main doorway reveals that it was
reached via a walled cemetery.
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Given that the cloister appears to have stood to the north of the

church and a garden to the south, it may well be that the cemetery was located to the west of the
church. It is possible that there was an additional doorway on the southern wall; Sandholzer
states that there were two public entrances into the church, each of which was preceded by a
grated trench to limit the amount of dirt crossing the threshold.
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Assuming that the main portal

was on the western façade, the ground-floor of the Westbau would have functioned as an
entrance hall. The spaciousness of this area would have depended upon whether the flanking
towers were supported internally by solid walls or by sturdy arches at ground-floor level. If the
former, the entrance area would have been T-shaped in plan, running between the two towers
from the west-wall and extending a further bay eastwards across all three aisles beyond the
84

See the passage quoted in the text above.
The accounts of both Sandholzer and Oster in regard to the demolition process provide one further detail concerning
the two towers: their roofs were topped by pommels (‘Knöpf’) (Braun, Wie hat das Schottenkloster zu Memmingen
ausgesehen?, p. 15; Flachenecker, Das mittelalterliche Schottenkloster St. Nikolaus, p. 207).
86
‘Auch im eingang auß der statt in d[a]z godtshaus ein freythoff oder Leichleg[e]n mit einer Maur vmbfang[e]n’
(Flachenecker, Das mittelalterliche Schottenkloster St. Nikolaus, p. 205).
87
Im eingang ein grueb, darob ein gueth eysin gäther, des gleich[e]n vor der andern thür ein grueb, und darob ein eysin
gätter’ (ibid., p. 205). This translates as: ‘At the entrance a ditch, above it an iron grate; likewise a ditch in front of the other
door, and an iron grate above it’. This sentence is open to different interpretations. In the author’s opinion, contra
Flachenecker (ibid., p. 201), the term eingang (entrance) relates to the ‘eingang auß der statt in d[a]z godtshaus’ of the
preceding sentence rather than to the cemetery entrance. With this reading the use of the expression ‘the other door’
makes more sense. Also, a grated ditch would be somewhat more appropriate in the context of a doorway into the church
rather than a gateway into the cemetery.
85
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towers. In either case, the lower-storey of the two towers does not appear to have contained
stairwells, as access to the upper-floor of the Westbau was achieved from the east by way of
flights of stairs on either side-wall of the church. These two staircases were built against the aislewalls and not completely within them as in the case of the Westbau stairs at Regensburg. This is
confirmed by Oster’s account of the demolition of the church, which states that the banisters of
the staircases were broken off.

88

The presence of staircases inside the western end of both aisle-

walls is a further reason to doubt that the church’s main doorway would have been on a side-wall
rather than the western façade.
The upper-floor of the Westbau was divided into front and back sections. The front eastern
section consisted of a central galley which opened into the nave and a stairhead on either side.
The gallery was probably of equivalent depth to a single bay of the nave. The western section of
the upper-floor consisted of the central St. Michael’s chapel flanked by the two towers. A wall
stood between the gallery and chapel. Two lateral doorways provided access between the two.
The walls of the two towers appear to have been solid at this level. Doorways would have allowed
access from the chapel to the towers. According to Sandholzer’s account a door led from the
chapel to the cloister, which suggests that the northern tower also possessed a doorway in its
outer, northern wall, which would have facilitated this access.
A summary of the reconstruction
A complete reconstruction of the medieval Schottenkirche is not possible. Only the architecture of
the western end of the church receives sufficient attention in the Oster and Sandholzer
descriptions for a relatively coherent picture to emerge. While the eastern end of the church is
treated at length in the accounts, the focus is on the liturgical infrastructure and only tentative
conclusions can be drawn on the architectural aspects. The main body of the church is absent
from the descriptions, much to the detriment of any attempted reconstruction.
It can only be said with a degree of certainty that the medieval church boasted a twin-towered
Westbau, which featured a two-storey arrangement internally. This comprised both a gallery and
a distinct chapel. The body of the church probably continued as a three-aisled structure of the
same width as the west-front. Nothing is known regarding the nature of the nave-arcade. The
nave is more likely to have been flat-roofed, which would suggest that the church was of basilical
rather than the less typical hall type. In the absence of any reference to a transept, it can be
tentatively assumed that the nave ran straight into the presbytery. It is unclear whether the
presbytery was composed of more than one aisle. In the apparent absence of a transept, it
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‘.....das glender von beiden stiegen, so hinauf seint gangen auf St. Michels Chor, abgebrochen’ (Braun, Wie hat das
Schottenkloster zu Memmingen ausgesehen?, p. 15)
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seems likely that it would, at least originally, have had side-aisles, especially when the evidence
from other Schottenkirchen is considered. The northern side-aisle of the presbytery may at some
point have been converted into the distinct Mary chapel. Nothing is known about the form of the
presbytery’s eastern termination, though a main central apse is probable, possibly accompanied
by smaller lateral apses.
Dating and stylistic affinities
With the exception of the foundation period, the historical record concerning the Irish monks at
Memmingen is so meagre that the absence of any references to the undertaking of building
projects cannot be taken as evidence that these did not occur. Nonetheless, the relatively early
departure of the Irish community from St. Nicholas suggests that the monastery would never have
been strong enough or sufficiently financially secure after the initial phase to attempt to improve
upon the foundation-era church. The fund-raising charters of 1280 and 1345 paint a picture of the
church and cloister in a state of dilapidation.

89

Even at the more prosperous Irish monasteries,

construction campaigns tended only to be launched in response to structural damage caused by
fire or other disaster. It can therefore be assumed with some confidence that the church
th

abandoned by the Irish monks in the 14 century was substantially the same as that built in the
th

late 12 century. Oster’s description of the 1529 church contains some details which allude to the
th

continued survival of the 12 -century structure. It also goes some way to confirming what was
already signalled by the surviving late Gothic sculptural fragment: that, beyond mere
maintenance, significant alterations were carried out to the church after the departure of Irish
community saw it pass into the hands of German clerics.
Principal among these late additions appears to have been the Mary chapel. As already
th

discussed, a number of sources point to a 15 -century date for this structure. The late Gothic
basilisk may have stood at the apex of a rib-vault covering the chapel. This chapel was probably
constructed during the period in which provosts drawn from Ottobeuren were resident at St.
Nicholas. The remainder of the church’s eastern end may also have been refurbished at this
point, with the metalwork railings that enclosed the chor front and back likely to have been a late
th

insertion. The arrangement of altars may also have been largely a product of the 15 century.
th

One fragment of the 12 -century church survives. It is the truncated base of a column, which was
90

discovered during pipe-laying work circa 1960.

The base has an attic profile and the diameter of

the column can be reconstructed as 23cm. This measurement suggests that the column did not
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Stadtarchiv Memmingen, Box 368/1; Mischlewski, Die Abtei Ottobeuren und das Memminger Schottenkloster, p. 27;
Flachenecker, Das mittelalterliche Schottenkloster St. Nikolaus, pp. 192-3.
90
Miedel, Ein Werkstück vom Memminger Schottenkloster, p. 32.
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have a major load-bearing role, and may instead have supported the cloister arcade or a multiarched window opening, perhaps on one of the western towers.

91

The use of the attic base is

certainly consistent with a church of Romanesque date, but the ubiquity of the form across
German Romanesque architecture allows no further conclusions in terms of chronology or
stylistic affinities. Whether this base was still in situ when the church was demolished in 1529
cannot be determined, though elements of the Oster and Sandholzer accounts do suggest that
th

the 1529 church was still largely of 12 -century date. Conclusions regarding the dating of the
Schottenkirche are difficult to draw from their descriptions of the eastern end of the pre-demolition
church. The apparent absence of an eastern transept may point to the church having belonged to
the Alpine/Bavarian basilica type also found at Regensburg and Würzburg. However, the
presence of the tri-apsidal eastern termination associated with this church form cannot be
confirmed.
It is the western end of the church that provides the most diagnostic features. The twin-towered
th

Westbau described above has close cousins within the 12 -century canon of Schottenkloster
architecture. Tower pairs were found at Regensburg, Würzburg, Nuremberg, Erfurt and possibly
Vienna. In the four certain cases, the towers were in each case situated on the town-facing side
of the church. The Memmingen west-front is another instance of an Irish monastery with an
imposing twin-towered town-façade. The architectural and liturgical focus on the western as well
as on the eastern end found at Memmingen can be paralleled at many of the other
Schottenkirchen. With the exception of Erfurt, all the above mentioned churches had western
galleries. At Würzburg and Nuremberg the upper-floor of the Westbauten contained altars
dedicated to St. Michael. The Memmingen Westbau belongs to a type first encountered at
Nuremberg and probably replicated at Vienna. It combines a twin-towered west-front with a twostoreyed internal arrangement extending one bay eastwards beyond the towers across all three
aisles. Sandholzer’s description of the interior is particularly important, because at Nuremberg
and Vienna it is for the most part images of the exterior of the churches that have informed the
reconstruction of their Westbauten. The means by which the upper-floor of the Nuremberg and
Vienna structures was reached from within the church was not clear from the available evidence.
It is impossible to know whether the use of straight flights of stairs from the two side-aisles at
Memmingen might have been preceded by a similar solution at the two earlier churches. The late
th

12 / early 13th-century parish church at Wiener Neustadt in Austria provides the best-preserved
example of this type of Westbau, which probably represents a direct copy or adaptation of the
structure at the Vienna Schottenkirche. At Wiener Neustadt a timber staircase attached to the

91

Ibid., p. 32. Miedel also suggested that the column may have belonged to a gallery balustrade or rood screen. While
the descriptions of the 1529 church speak of a timber gallery balustrade, it is possible that it replaced an earlier stone
structure. The iron railings which are said to have enclosed the 1529 choir may also have replaced stone Romanesque
choir screens.
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southern aisle-wall facilitated access to the western gallery, which is an arrangement similar to
that at Memmingen and may reflect the original layout at Vienna. Whether the division at
Memmingen between the front section of gallery and stairheads and a back section of a distinct
chapel flanked by the two towers existed at the earlier Schottenkirchen is also unclear. This
certainly deviates from the possible progenitor of the scheme, the Benedictine church at Prüll,
near Regensburg, where the chapel of St. Michael between the two towers was not segregated
from the gallery. The gallery at Wiener Neustadt also lacks internal sub-division. Of course, it is
conceivable that the wall between chapel and gallery at Memmingen was a later insertion. Not
enough is known about the ground-floor of the Memmingen Westbau to engage in comparative
analysis. As at Nuremberg and Vienna, the external walls of the aisle-bays adjacent to the
western towers at Memmingen must also have reached a greater height than that of the bays
further east in order to accommodate the two internal storeys. Though the limitations inherent in
the evidence for all three Irish monasteries dictate that some questions must remain as to the
degree to which the Memmingen Westbau mirrored or expanded upon earlier precedents, it
seems safe to attribute the 1529 Westbau to an architectural tradition current within the
th

Schottenkloster movement in the 12 century.
The extent to which local architectural influences exerted themselves upon the Memmingen
Schottenkirche is difficult to judge due to the limited nature of the available evidence. There was
no tradition of large-scale ecclesiastical architecture in Memmingen for the Irish monks to draw
upon, as theirs was the first monastery to be founded at the town.

92

The most important

monastery in the region surrounding Memmingen stood at Ottobeuren, but the complete
th

replacement of the medieval church by a Baroque structure in the 18 century does not allow for
comparisons to be made with the Schottenkirche. A more distant monastery, but one connected
to the Schottenkloster through their shared founder, the Premonstratensian house at Steingaden,
60km south-east of Memmingen, also boasted a twin-towered west-front and was built according
to the scheme of the Alpine/Bavarian basilica.

93

It was founded by Welf VI in 1147, with a

consecration date recorded for 1176. While this church had a western gallery, it only occupied the
space between the two towers and did not extend further eastwards. The church consecrated in
1182 at the Benedictine monastery of Weingarten, the ancestral burial-place of the Welf dynasty
near Ravensburg, also had western towers and a gallery between. Despite the broad parallels
with these churches, the evidence concerning the type of Westbau employed at Memmingen
suggests that it was a product of internal Schottenkloster rather than Welf-related influences.

92

A more small-scale project, the extension of the parish-church of St. Martin, is said to have been carried out in 1176
(Breuer, Stadt und Landkreis Memmingen, p. 7).
93
Strobel/Weiss, Romanik in Altbayern, pp. 315-316.
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The Cloister
Whether the claustral buildings were still standing in 1529 is not entirely clear. Oster’s account of
the 1529 events included a short description of the cloister, but Braun states that this relates to
the complex demolished all of seventeen years earlier rather than standing remains.

94

In neither

the section of the Oster account published by Braun nor in Sandholzer’s description is it expressly
stated that the cloister was no longer extant in 1529. Indeed, in Oster’s account of the demolition
process he makes reference to the roof of half the cloister being taken off on the first day. It
seems therefore that the claustral buildings were not among those said to have been razed in
95

1512.

The question concerning whether the cloister was located north or south of the church

appears to be resolved by one of the details supplied by Oster in his short description of the
complex. He states that the side of the cloister ‘ge[ge]n Ysenburg’ (orientated towards Eisenburg)
contained the chapter house, pantry, refectory and dormitory.

96

Eisenburg lies to the north of the

Schottenkloster site, which means that the range in question lay on the northern side of the
cloister. As it is almost inconceivable that this two-storeyed structure directly abutted the church,
it seems that it can only have been the northern range of a cloister lying to the north and not to
the south of the church. Separate doorways led from the cloister to the chapter-house, pantry and
refectory and a staircase to the dormitory above.

97

In addition to the northern range, the cloister

had a western wing accessible from the upper-floor of the church’s Westbau and an eastern wing
containing a further dormitory and possibly the Mary chapel and library.

98

One of the most

interesting aspects of the cloister was the presence of an area of imperially-sanctioned asylum for
99

criminals (‘kayserliche Freyung’).

A similar space was also found at the Viennese

Schottenkloster. From Oster’s account, it is clear that the term Freyung was applied to a specific
demarcated area rather than to the monastery as a whole. He states that the Freyung was
knocked to the ground during the demolition process.

100

What form this structure or enclosure

94

Braun, Wie hat das Schottenkloster zu Memmingen ausgesehen?, p. 15
The unpublished section of the Oster account might, of course, provide clarification in this regard.
96
‘.....hinfürbaß an den orth im Creutzgang gen Ysenburg ein Dühr gangen in das Capitel, noch fürbaß an dem orth ein
Thür gangen in das Speisgaden, neben dem ein stieg auf in das Schlafhaus und ein Dühr hinein in das Refectorium, das
hat licht oder fenster gehapt gegen Ysenburg und gegen Ottenpeuren hinaus.’ (ibid.).
97
The refectory may have occupied the eastern section of the range. It is said to have had ‘light or windows’ in the
direction of Eisenburg and Ottobeuren. While Eisenburg is located roughly to the north of the Schottenkloster site,
Ottobeuren lies to the south-east, which means that the windows referred to may have been on either the southern or
eastern as well as the northern walls. If they were on the eastern wall, the refectory must have occupied the north-eastern
corner of the range.
98
With regard to access from the Westbau, Oster states the following: ‘Item auf dem Michels Chor ist der Apt gangen in
sein Aptey.....’ (Braun, Wie hat das Schottenkloster zu Memmingen ausgesehen?, p. 15). The use of the possessive
adjective suggests that the term abtei is here used in the sense of the abbot’s quarters, which must have been accessible
from the Westbau and therefore situated on the upper-floor of the west range.
99
‘Item im Creutzgang ist man gangen in die freyung.....’ (ibid.).
100
‘.....kayserl. Freyung auf dem Boden abbrochen.’ (ibid.). According to Schorer, this right of asylum was subsequently
transferred to the Heilig-Geist Spital in Memmingen (Schorer, Memminger Chronick, pp. 3-4).
95
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took cannot be ascertained. Sandholzer adds one further detail concerning the cloister: it
contained a good fountain.

101

Shortly after the demolition of the church and any remaining ancillary buildings in 1529 the site of
the monastery was designated as a new cemetery for the town of Memmingen. The west-wall of
the cemetery with tomb-niches and large memorials is visible on the earliest view of Memmingen
by Georg Wechter dating to 1573 (fig. 206). It remained in use until 1920, having been extended
southwards to meet the Augsburger Straße in 1882.

102

According to Braun, the Schottenkirche

may have stood close to the original south-wall of the cemetery, where grave-diggers often
103

encountered foundation courses.

No archaeological excavations have been carried out at the

site, which is today a public park scattered with old grave-stones (fig. 205).

101

‘Im Creüzgang war ein guether bronn’ (Flachenecker, Das mittelalterliche Schottenkloster St. Nikolaus, p. 204).
Braun, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Nikolaus; Braun, Wie hat das Schottenkloster zu Memmingen ausgesehen?, p. 15;
Braun, Stätte der Stille.
103
Braun, Das Schottenkloster zu St. Nikolaus. If this were the case, the gardens which Braun states stood to the south
of the cemetery prior to 1882 may have occupied the position of the probstey garten mentioned in Sandholzer’s account.
102
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Chapter 11
The Priory of St. John the Evangelist, Kelheim

Over 50 years after the establishment of the Memmingen house, the expansion of the
Schottenkloster movement ended in modest fashion with the founding of a small priory at Kelheim
in northern Bavaria. Kelheim lies only 20km south-west of Regensburg along the Danube, a
proximity which resulted in the priory remaining very closely tied to the motherhouse throughout
its short floruit. The small, unambitious monastic church at Kelheim and the mere handful of
surviving documents both point to a modest and unremarkable existence, although the priory was
born of an act of high political drama. According to tradition, it was founded by the Wittelsbach
Duke of Bavaria, Otto II in memory of his father Duke Ludwig I, who had been murdered by an
th

unknown assailant while passing through Kelheim’s Danube-gate on September 15 , 1231. This
is recorded in the annals of the nearby Benedictine monastery of Weltenburg as well as on a now
th

th

th

concealed early 17 -century inscription within the church and in 17 - and 18 -century sources.

1

According to the Weltenburg notice, the altar of the priory church marks the exact spot where
2

Ludwig fell. The first charter relating to the priory, issued by Ludwig’s grandson, Duke Heinrich
XIII of Lower Bavaria in 1260, confirms that Otto II founded the monastery ‘ob remedium anime
3

patris sui’. The priory along with land and fishing rights was granted in perpetuity to Irish monks,
who were to remain subject to the abbot of St. James in Regensburg for all time.

4

1

Monumenta Boica 13, pp. 346-347; Paricius, Allerneueste und bewährte Nachricht, p. 291. See Mader, Kunstdenkmäler
(vol. IV/7), p. 187 regarding the inscription. The Scottish Benedictine monk, James Brown, records the following in his
Germania Sancta, which dates to shortly before 1652: ‘Inter Ratisbonam et Augustam in Kelhem ab Ottone comite
palatino et Duce Bauariæ pauperculum pro Scotis monasterium in honorem S. Ioannis Euangelista fuit constructum: initio
habebat priorem cum paucis fratribus, qui illic orare debebant pro anima Iudouici Ducis Bauariæ illic occisi; sed breui post
ob exiguos redditus annexum fuit monasterio Scotorum Ratisbonæ.’ {Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg, M.ch.q. 54, f. 15r
(Contained in MF p. 2974 at the National Library of Ireland)}.
2
‘Anno Domini M CC XXX primo. In die sancti Nicomedis martiris miserabiliter occisus est dominus LUDWICUS Comes
Palatinus Reni et Dux Bavarie in loco Altaris sanctorum Johannis Evangeliste & Johannis Baptiste in Kelhaim.....’. This is
the only instance where the church is said to be dedicated to John the Baptist as well as John the Evangelist. The 1260
charter (see below, n. 4) refers to John the Apostle and Evangelist as do the other surviving sources, where the full
dedication is specified. The choice of John the Evangelist as patron may have been made by the founder, insofar as no
earlier Schottenkloster churches or chapels are dedicated to the saint.
3
Plates of the charter, which is housed in the Regensburg diocesan archive, appear in Flachenecker, Vom
mittelalterlichen Schottenpriorat zur frühneuzeitlichen Schottenpropstei, Pls. 5 & 6 and in Mai (ed.), Scoti Peregrini, p.
221. See also Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Reg. No. 54. Shortly after Otto II’s death in 1253 the Duchy of Bavaria was
divided into two parts, which were to be governed by his two sons, Heinrich XIII and Ludwig II.
4
‘.....ipse [i.e. Otto II] ob remedium anime patris sui domini Ludwici etiam ducis Bawarie avi nostri fundavit Ecclesiam in
honore beati Johannis Apostoli et ewangeliste in civitate Kelheim nuncupata, conferens ei dotem, aream et piscationem,
robore privilegiorum liberam efficiens, quibusdam viris religiosis fratribus videlicet scotice gentis tradidit excolendam et
perpetuo possidendam. Subiciens eam domino Abbati de Sancto Jacobo Ratisponae, quamdiu voluitur circulus huius
mundi.’
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Contemporary evidence for the exact year of foundation does not exist, though a date close to the
event which inspired Otto’s initiative is probable. The year 1232 given by Paricius is therefore
quite credible. He relates that Abbot James of the Regensburg Schottenkloster sent his prior
5

John and six monks to Kelheim to people the new foundation in that year. As in the case of a
th

number of earlier daughter-houses, there is no mention of the Kelheim priory in the mid-13 century Libellus. The community at Kelheim is likely always to have been small and never to any
great extent independent of the Regensburg motherhouse, which would have seconded monks to
Kelheim as the need arose. The last reference to a prior at Kelheim arrives as early as 1330, with
6

a possible further reference to an Irish monk resident there two years later. At some point
between then and 1399, the priory ceased to exist and was replaced by a deanery run by a
secular cleric, who would have paid an annual duty to the Regensburg Schottenkloster from the
7

proceeds of the priory’s estate. The early end to the Kelheim monastery is probably in large part
th

attributable to the general shortage of monks across all Schottenklöster in the 14 century. The
supply of monks to the Irish abbeys and the motherhouse itself would have taken precedence
over the needs of the Kelheim priory, which as an extension of the Regensburg community is
unlikely to have carved out a strong identity for itself. Another important factor may have been the
exigui redditus or meagre resources available to the Kelheim monks, which James Brown blames
8

for the priory’s early demise. The monastic estate, which was comprised largely of property
donated by Otto at the time of foundation, appears to have been quite small and its revenues may
have been inadequate to sustain the Kelheim community.

9

In 1501 the Kelheim town council acquired the use of the priory buildings and converted them into
a hospital or almshouse.

10

The deanery continued to exist in the charge of a secular cleric, for

whom the town council was obliged to provide suitable accommodation, while the council was
now also responsible for the upkeep of the church. The caritative role played by the former priory
from the 16

th

century onwards may have had a precedent during the Irish period at Kelheim,

5

Paricius, Allerneueste und bewährte Nachricht, p. 291. There is no evidence for Ettelt’s notion that the chapel was
originally served by a chaplain or other cleric before being granted to the Irish monks by Heinrich XIII in 1260 (Ettelt,
Geschichte der Stadt Kelheim, p. 370). Indeed the 1260 charter leaves no doubt that it was Otto that granted the priory
and estate to Irish monks. Furthermore, it appears that the 1260 charter was written in response to a surviving undated
letter of supplication sent to Heinrich by the abbots of the Nuremberg and Eichstätt Schottenklöster and the priors of St.
James and Weih Sankt Peter in Regensburg on behalf of the Kelheim community, which complained that the priory’s
rights in relation to a number of properties granted to it by Otto were being infringed. (Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte,
Regest No. 69; Flachenecker, Vom mittelalterlichen Schottenpriorat zur frühneuzeitlichen Schottenpropstei, pp. 14-16).
6
Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Regest Nos. 106 & 107. A Nicla von Chelhaim, more than likely an Irish monk,
witnessed a 1332 charter (Flachenecker, Vom mittelalterlichen Schottenpriorat zur frühneuzeitlichen Schottenpropstei, p.
18).
7
Renz, Beiträge zur Geschichte, Regest Nos. 221, 301, 324; Flachenecker, Vom mittelalterlichen Schottenpriorat zur
frühneuzeitlichen Schottenpropstei, pp. 18-20.
8
See above, n. 1.
9
Monumenta Boica 36/2, pp. 332-333; Flachenecker, Vom mittelalterlichen Schottenpriorat zur frühneuzeitlichen
Schottenpropstei, pp. 11-12.
10
Flachenecker, Vom mittelalterlichen Schottenpriorat zur frühneuzeitlichen Schottenpropstei, p. 20; Ettelt, Geschichte
der Stadt Kelheim, p. 371.
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when the monastery appears to have provided beds for the sick and poor.

11

One function which

the Irish monks certainly performed was their intercession on behalf of their founder Otto II, his
slain father and the remainder of the Wittelsbach dynasty. Ludwig, Otto and Heinrich are all
commemorated in the Schottenklöster necrology.

12

While the priory church was erected in

memory of his father, it was the name of the founder himself that became attached to the church,
with Ottokapelle remaining the title most commonly applied to the structure to this day. As late as
the 19

th

century the Bavarian royal treasury was donating an annual sum to the Regensburg

monastery in order that a weekly mass be read in Kelheim in memory of the Kings’ Wittelsbach
13

forefathers, a residual legacy of the original role of the church as a memorial chapel.

The

deanery remained in the hands of the Regensburg Schottenkloster until the latter’s secularisation
14

in 1862.

The priory was the first monastery founded in Kelheim, a town closely associated with the
Wittelsbach dynasty. Before its formal foundation, which is believed to have been executed by
th

Duke Otto I in the late 12 century, the town already possessed a Wittelsbach castle and had
been the site of a market from the 11th century at the latest.

15

Kelheim was a principal residence

of the Wittelsbachs, with Otto I, his son, Ludwig I (later nicknamed ‘the Kelheimer’) and grandson,
Otto II, all born there.

16

The strategic situation of Kelheim at the merging of the Danube and

Altmühl rivers made it an attractive location for a dynastic stronghold. The town’s development in
th

th

the late 12 and 13 centuries was also tied in with the Wittelsbach strategy to consolidate their
position in the Regensburg region, having been unable to gain control of the traditional capital of
17

the duchy owing to resistance from the citizens and bishop.

The walled settlement at the time of

the Schottenkloster foundation was restricted to a small area around the early market, at the
southern edge of which the priory was erected.

18

This became the south-eastern quarter of the

later medieval town. While the priory church certainly stood on the line of the pre-1231 wall, the
tradition that its presbytery marks the exact spot of the original Danube gate has yet to be
confirmed archaeologically, as will be discussed below. If true, the construction of the priory
would have occasioned the creation of the new Donautor, which survives a short distance to the
west of the former priory. The new gate was almost certainly erected as part of the planned
11

The letter of supplication, which may date to immediately before Heinrich XIII’s 1260 charter, refers to lectos which the
monks were providing with the aid of donations from townspeople (Flachenecker, Vom mittelalterlichen Schottenpriorat
zur frühneuzeitlichen Schottenpropstei, pp. 11-16).
12
th
15 September: ‘Ludovicus dux Bavariae infixus sive occisus a stultu sic Kelhemiae’; November 30th: ‘Otto dux
th
Bavariae’; February 4 : ‘Heinricus dux Bavariae 1290 pie memorie’ (Ó Riain-Raedel, Das Nekrolog, pp. 59, 73, 77, 85).
13
Flachenecker, Vom mittelalterlichen Schottenpriorat zur frühneuzeitlichen Schottenpropstei, pp. 23-24.
14
Ibid., p. 28.
15
Paula, Liedke & Rind, Denkmäler in Bayern II. 30: Landkreis Kelheim, p. 167.
16
Lexikon des Mittelalters, vol. 5, pp. 2192-2193; vol. 6, pp. 1572-1573.
17
Spindler, Handbuch der bayerischen Geschichte II, pp. 22-26; Flachenecker, Vom mittelalterlichen Schottenpriorat zur
frühneuzeitlichen Schottenpropstei, p. 17.
18
Paula, Liedke & Rind, Denkmäler in Bayern II. 30: Landkreis Kelheim, p. 167-170; Rind, Ausgrabungen in der
Kelheimer Spitalkirche, pp. 122-124. .
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expansion of the walled-town, which was laid out according to a grid pattern over the following
decades. The founding of the Schottenkloster would thus have been intertwined with the growth
of medieval Kelheim, and, as the town’s first monastery, could be seen as a significant, albeit
modest, element of Wittelsbach attempts to expand the town. Both Danube gateways in turn
linked the town via short bridges with the Wittelsbach castle outside the walls, which stood on an
island and guarded the bridge over the main arm of the river. The southern section of the new
th

13 -century wall was built slightly outside its predecessor, passing immediately outside the walls
of the Schottenkirche.

19

The proximity of the Schottenkloster to the castle has echoes of the situation in Vienna, but if the
priory was conceived as a court-monastery, it was on a much smaller scale than at Vienna and is
unlikely to have been invested with any of the attendant duties beyond providing intercession on
behalf of and perhaps pastoral care to the Wittelsbachs. The dukes for their part, in addition to
their financial assistance, undertook to protect the rights of the priory, as is laid out in the 1260
20

charter.

In its role as a residence Kelheim was soon eclipsed by Landshut, a town founded by

Ludwig in 1204, which emerged as the principal Wittelsbach seat. The weakening of their patrons’
connection with Kelheim may have accelerated the Schottenkloster’s slide into obscurity and its
th

ultimate demise in the 14 century.
The original priory church survives intact at Kelheim (figs. 207-209). It is a single-aisled nave-andchancel church, only 16.92m and 6.7m in internal length and width, the small scale of which
21

reflects the modest nature of the foundation as a whole.

It might also be taken to indicate that

the growth of the monastic community was never envisaged, although the 1260 charter does
permit the Irish monks to seek alms ‘ad supplendum opus prefate ecclesiae’, an action which
does not appear to have been taken. No consecration date is recorded, but it is difficult to
imagine a church of this size requiring many years to erect, and so it was probably completed
close to the presumed early 1230s foundation date.
The church opens straight onto the Wittelsbachergasse, a laneway linking the Donautor with the
old market place. It is wedged between two buildings of the post-1501 hospital, which probably
occupy the footprint of the earlier priory buildings. Rather than being a stand-alone building, the
church is thoroughly integrated into the urban streetscape. The nave of the Schottenkirche is
entered through an original round-headed doorway at the western end of the northern nave-wall
(fig. 210). The doorway is of two orders, a nook shaft between the square jambs on either side.
19

Rind, Ausgrabungen in der Kelheimer Spitalkirche, p. 123.
‘sicuti iuris est, in nostram specialem suscipimus graciam, clypeo nostre dominionis a presumptuose invasionis seu
molestationis iniuria, omnique grauamine defensandam.’
21
All measurements are taken from Mader, Kunstdenkmäler IV.7, p. 189, fig. 157.
20
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Each jamb features a number of rolls and hollow rolls along its angle, the central roll ending
22

below in a human head with stylised curled locks (fig. 212).

The nook shafts are of three-quarter

section and end below in a water-holding base overhanging a low plinth. The capitals are bellshaped above a necking and feature an inner layer of foliate carving from which buds shoot
23

outwards (fig. 211). The portal’s impost moulding only runs above the column and outer jamb.

It

has an inverse attic profile of narrow roll – hollow roll – wider roll – plate. Two curved corbels
project from the inner jamb at impost level to carry the tympanum. This tympanum bears an
original painting of Christ, consisting of his head with nimbus and his shoulders, but this is
ordinarily concealed by a tin shield bearing an inscription, which is thought to date to the early
th

24

17 century.

The archivolts of the doorway are heavily profiled, broadly in accordance with the

shape of the jambs below, an order with hollow chamfers on its faces and an arris bowtell
corresponding to the nook shaft.
The doorway leads to the box-like nave, which owes its current appearance and furnishings to
works carried out long after the departure of the Irish monks (fig. 208). The nave is covered by a
flat timber roof with painted panels, which can be dated to a restoration carried out on the church
in 1602.

25

The timber gallery, again decorated with painted panels, is also a post-medieval

insertion. The gallery is accessible directly only from the first-floor of the hospital building to the
west of the church. The nave is lit by two large segmental windows in either wall. These can be
th

dated to the 17 century or later, as can an oculus high on the north-wall, which allows light into
the gallery. Two smaller, original round-headed windows with a heavy external splay can be seen
on the exterior of the nave’s south-wall, but are blocked-up internally (fig. 213). The western of
the two stood opposite the north-doorway. The western of the two segmental windows may have
th

replaced a further 13 -century opening.
A round arch leads into the narrower groin-vaulted presbytery, which measures 4.7m and 4.81m
th

in width and length, respectively. Both the chancel arch and the vault belong to the 13 -century
th

church but are covered by 17 -century stucco-work. The imposts of the chancel arch are also
original and bear a worn profile of a series of almost indistinguishable chamfers, hollow chamfers,
quirks and plates. A further large segmental window pierces the north-wall of the presbytery,
while a square-headed doorway on the south-wall leads to the adjacent sacristy. An inscribed
lintel over the doorway dates the addition of the sacristy to 1676.

26

While the presbytery is

narrower than the nave internally, their external walls end flush, due to the presbytery being
22

These heads are today heavily eroded.
The impost does not continue across the outer face of the outer jamb due to truncation. Mader was in error when he
depicted the moulding on the angle of the outer jambs continuing unbroken into the archivolts on his drawing.
24
Ibid., pp. 187-188. A plate of the portal with the original paintwork visible can be seen in ibid., p. 188 (fig. 156).
25
This is the date contained in an inscription, which is now concealed beneath the plaster (ibid., p. 187).
26
‘MDCLXXVI· DENXXIIAPRIL· DISESAGRASTEŸVONNEŸENERPAVT’
23
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flanked on either side by a tall, blind, segmental arch. Below the blind arch on the northern wall
th

stands a 17 -century cross with the inscription ‘HIC OBIIT LUDOVICUS KELHEIMENSIS’. This
cross actually stood at a point across the lane from the church doorway until 1884.

27

Its previous

position is marked by a cross in the paving, and an alternative tradition holds it rather than the
church itself to be the place where Ludwig finally fell.

28

The church has a steep, pitched roof with

an octagonal, Baroque ridge-turret at its eastern end, topped by an onion-shaped roof. Beyond
the cut limestone of the portal the masonry of the church is concealed throughout by render.
Felix Mader concluded not merely that the presbytery was built on the site of the original
Donautor, in accordance with the Weltenburg annal, but also that the walls of the gateway were
29

incorporated into the presbytery.

Mader believed that the blind arches on either side of the

presbytery were actually those of the gateway. Though this seems unlikely, the fact that the walls
of the church are rendered inside hinders a firm determination. The results of excavations carried
out in the nave in 1991 in the course of the church’s restoration cast doubt on Mader’s theory.

30

These confirmed that the pre-1231 town-wall passes under the church, but crucially the
excavated section was found to run diagonally rather than straight under the south-wall of the
nave. In other words, the axis of the church does not correspond exactly to the line of the townwall, which makes it unlikely that the walls of the gate would occupy the same position as those of
the presbytery, unless the gate and the adjacent town-wall were not erected in line.
With the exception of the sacristy and an external buttress on the northern wall, the walls of the
th

surviving church appear to belong to the original 13 -century edifice. In terms of architectural or
sculptural style, the original church was largely anonymous beyond its northern portal. This
doorway is late Romanesque in character and its details accord well with the 1230s construction
date suggested by the historical evidence. The craftsmen were most likely drawn from nearby
Regensburg or influenced by its buildings. Bud capitals similar to those seen at Kelheim are
th

found in the early 13 -century work of the cloister at St. Emmeram as well as on the doorway of
the Galluskapelle in Regensburg.

31

Water-holding bases are also found at St. Emmeram and on

the vault-supports of the north-eastern bay of the cloister at the Regensburg Schottenkloster,
which can be reliably dated to 1226. The profiling of the angles of the portal jambs at Kelheim is a
feature of the Galluskapelle doorway and is also reminiscent of the jambs of both the northern
and refectory doorways at the Schottenkloster. The arrangement of nook shafts between

27

Mader, Kunstdenkmäler IV.7, p. 191.
Stoll, Kurzgefaßte Geschichte, p. 50; Ettelt, Geschichte der Stadt Kelheim, p. 378.
29
Mader, Kunstdenkmäler IV.7, p. 187. This theory was endorsed by Zahn (Schottenklöster, p. 199).
30
Rind, Ausgrabungen in der Kelheimer Spitalkirche, pp. 122-124.
31
Mader, Kunstdenkmäler XXII.1, pp. 338-342; XXII.3, pp. 40-45.
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moulded jambs and the harmonisation of the profiles of the jambs and archivolts can also be
paralleled at the Galluskapelle and the Schottenkloster.
The church is flanked to the east and west by a pair of two-storey buildings belonging to the
former almshouse, the so-called ‘poor’ and ‘rich’ hospitals, respectively. These probably occupy
the footprint of the original priory buildings, but were built anew after 1501 and restructured
th

th

internally in the 19 and 20 centuries.

32

There is no indication of original window openings on

either the church’s eastern or western walls, which might suggest that the church was always
abutted by buildings on both sides, although it is possible that such features are hidden under the
render, as in the case of the lateral windows. There would never have been a cloister attached to
the church, another feature of the Kelheim priory which marks this humble Schottenkloster out
from all the earlier daughter-houses.
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Ettelt, Geschichte der Stadt Kelheim, pp. 371, 379-380, 1025; Flachenecker, Vom mittelalterlichen Schottenpriorat zur
frühneuzeitlichen Schottenpropstei, p. 28.
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Chapter 12
Conclusions

Before dealing with specifics concerning the architecture of the Schottenklöster, attention must be
drawn to one important characteristic which unites almost all the Irish monasteries: the nature of
their physical setting. All of the Irish monasteries were situated in an urban context, and, with the
exception of the late priory at Kelheim, each was located outside the walls of its host town. This is
an aspect of the Irish monasteries that has been hitherto overlooked, and which deserves closer
attention. The location of each Schottenkloster has been discussed in detail in the individual
chapters, and the general trends can be considered at this point. Leaving Kelheim aside, a
pattern emerges whereby the monasteries were built at sites that were relatively prominent
despite being extra-mural. Often they were erected close to a town-gate, on an elevated site or
near an important access road. It is not clear how the exact locations were chosen, and to what
extent the decision was predicated on what lands were owned or could be acquired by the
founder. The consistency across the various monasteries suggests that the Irish monks took an
active role in site selection, whether by scouting for a suitable location or by making their
preferences clear to the patron. The lengthy passage in the Libellus concerning the choice of site
for St. James in Regensburg may provide a glimpse of the process involved. This account
suggests that the monks themselves selected a suitable plot of land before going to the local
bishop, who then inspected and approved the site and along with the burgrave provided letters to
be brought to the owner regarding its purchase.

1

The factors behind the choice of location are likely to have varied from house to house. Space
must have been a consideration, the standard medieval monastery requiring a substantial amount
of land to accommodate the necessary buildings to cater for its sacral, residential and industrial
functions. The amount of space necessary may not have been available in the confined area
within the walls. Some of the Schottenklöster, including Regensburg and Vienna took up vast
areas. Yet, for example, at Regensburg, the Dominicans managed to find a site of comparable
th

size for their relatively large friary inside the western wall of the 10 -century circuit in 1229. At
th

th

Würzburg, five of the 13 -century Mendicant foundations occurred within the original 11 -century
town-walls.

2

Mendicants showed themselves willing to adapt the size and design of their

1

Breatnach, Die Regensburger Schottenlegende, pp. 244-249.
The Franciscan, Dominican, Carmelite and Augustinian Friars and the Franciscan nuns. The Dominican nunnery in the
suburb of Pleichach was the only exception (see Schich, Die topographische Entwicklung, map 9).
2
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establishments in order to get the desired intra-mural location, but Irish monks displayed no such
ambition. In addition, the founding of some of the Schottenklöster came at such an early stage in
the development of the host town that a suitable intra-mural space could surely have been found,
if desired. While space was clearly an important factor, it can not have been the only one. Most of
the Irish monasteries were founded by the feudal lord of the relevant town, whether ecclesiastical
or secular, and monasteries were a useful tool to extend the reaches of the urban area.
Monasteries were a key part of the infrastructure of a medieval town, and in case of four of the
Schottenklöster they were the first monasteries to be established in the host towns. They also
required a monastic familia, or lay work-force to service the monasteries, becoming a centre for
industry and employment. The fact that a number of the Schottenklöster were enclosed by an
extended town-wall within decades of their foundation, points to their contribution to the growth
and urbanisation of the surrounding suburban area. The standard choice of location may also
have been tied in with a role as pilgrim hostels. While this aspect of the Schottenklöster remit is
poorly documented, it appears that pilgrim hostels existed at a number of the monasteries. For
the performance of this function, a location outside a town-gate or on one of the main approach
roads would have been appropriate. It is also possible that the prominent extra-mural sites were
chosen both to advertise the charity of the founders and in the hope that the conspicuousness of
the monasteries would remind passers-by of the much-vaunted simplicitas of the pilgrim monks
within, and encouraged spiritual or financial assistance.

3

The status of the Irish monks as foreigners, incapable of being fully integrated into society, yet
clearly keen not to distance themselves from civic life, makes it appropriate that their monasteries
4

were located in such liminal zones on the threshold of the urban area. The Irish monasteries
were by no means excluded from the ecclesiastical life of their host towns because of their extramural location, instead being actively involved in liturgical events such as processions. The
importance of this outlet to the Irish monks is best illustrated by the energetic response of the
community at Würzburg to the attempts by the Teutonic order to block the customary
processional route to the monastery.
The decision of the Irish monks to locate all their monasteries in urban settings is unusual in the
context of contemporary monasticism. The reformed orders that dominated the monastic
landscape of southern Germany in the 12

th

century, the Hirsau Benedictines, Cistercians and

3

Roberta Gilchrist observed this phenomenon in relation to leper hospitals, which were, for obvious reasons, located
outside of medieval towns, but were often built on prominent, highly visible sites near town-walls or gates. This, she
argued, displayed the charity of their founders for all to see, and encouraged prayers and donations for the suffering
inmates (Gilchrist, Contemplation and Action, p. 40).
4
Although it serves as the single exception to the general pattern of extra-mural location, the priory at Kelheim actually
provides a graphic illustration of the liminal nature of the Schottenkloster sites, insofar as it was built over a pre-existing
town-gate, and immediately abutting the new town-wall.
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Premonstratensians, almost invariably chose to locate their new monasteries in rural locations,
away from the vices of town-life which might work to prevent a rigid application of their monastic
rules. The Irish take on the Benedictine rule clearly did not require retreat from the secular world.
In choosing to locate their monasteries at towns, the Irish monks can be regarded as precursors
th

of the Mendicant orders, which began to arrive in Germany in the early 13 century. Because of
their commitment to pastoral care, these orders also sought to locate themselves at population
centres, but, unlike the Schottenklöster, they showed a general preference for intra-mural sites.
The Schottenklöster do not appear to have shared this concern for providing pastoral and
caritative care to the general population, which may to some extent also explain why they did not
pursue intra-mural sites. Between the early 12

th

century, when the reformed orders began to

predominate, and the arrival of the Mendicants, the Schottenklöster carved out a niche for
themselves as religious institutions prepared to locate within towns, which must have added to
their attraction for potential patrons. The Irish monks, as outsiders, were reliant on the protection
of both secular and ecclesiastical figures, and thus, locating in proximity to the source of the
protection, rather than in isolation, must have seemed the sensible choice. Being close to
population centres would also have provided a greater pool of potential benefactors for the
Schottenklöster.
The location of the monasteries had a significant impact on aspects of their architecture. It
appears to have been the main factor that determined the positioning of doorways, towers and
cloisters. The tower issue will be discussed at length below. Portals were invariably either
positioned on the western wall, the traditional location across all type of churches, or, where
topographical factors prevented a western doorway, on the wall facing the main approach route to
the church from the adjacent town. Thus, the location of the Ruselin/Ruozanburg gate to the
north-east of the Regensburg Schottenkirche resulted in a northern doorway, while the southern
doorway at Würzburg was determined by the southerly approach from the bridge over the Main.
There is a good deal of variety in the location of the cloisters, to the north of the church at
Würzburg, Vienna and probably Memmingen, to the south of the church at Regensburg,
Nuremberg and probably Erfurt. This is somewhat unusual in a wider context, as the cloister
tends to lie to the south of the church, which has advantages in particular in relation to light.
There appears to have been no set rule among the Schottenklöster in this regard, and
topographical considerations seem to have been the principal factor. At Regensburg and
Würzburg the cloister obviously had to be situated on the opposite side of the church to the main
doorway. At Nuremberg the existence of the earlier complex of buildings appears to have dictated
the location of the cloister, the church being built on the higher ground above, with the result that
the obvious place for the cloister was to the south, incorporating the existing chapel and other
buildings. At Vienna there were doorways on the southern and western walls, which faced onto
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the approach from the town-gate to the south-west, with the result that the cloister stood to the
north of the church. Again at Memmingen the main access route ran to the south of the church,
which probably determined the location of the cloister to the north. Only at Erfurt does this trend
appear to have been broken, with the cloister likely to have stood to the south of the church,
although the monastery was approached from the direction of the Krämerbrücke to the south. In
general the location of the cloisters appears to have been largely determined by the pre-existing
road pattern, an imposition which monasteries founded in rural areas would not have had to face
to the same extent, with the consequence that they could place their cloisters on the preferred,
usually southern side of the church.
* * * * *
When we turn to a comparative analysis of the architecture of the Irish monasteries, our sample is
quite small. The two priory churches have to be omitted, due to lack of information in the case of
Weih Sankt Peter and because of the late date and modest scale of the church at Kelheim. Of the
eight abbeys, too little is known regarding the church at Constance, while the Schottenkirche at
Eichstätt must also be excluded, because it effectively constitutes a novelty structure shaped by
its unique foundation circumstances and function. The six remaining abbey churches can be
reconstructed to a greater or lesser extent, which allows them to be compared in regard to size,
ground-plan, the presence of vaulting and towers, and their different constituent elements, the
nave and both eastern and western ends.
In terms of size, the Schottenkirche at Vienna was by far the largest of the Irish churches. It would
have measured approximately 70m in length without the eastern transept, and 80m once it had
been added, while its nave was circa 22m in width. The marker for the great size of the Viennese
Schottenkirche was probably laid down by the Passau-controlled parish-church of St. Stephan in
th

5

the town, which was built to a length of 83m in the mid-12 century. The remainder of the Irish
churches were much smaller, most with lengths between 48m and 56m and widths between 15m
and 17m. The Regensburg I and Memmingen Schottenkirchen appear to have been the shortest,
with lengths in the range of 40m to 45m. In the context of the massive dimensions of the
Viennese Schottenkirche, the 54.1m length of the contemporary Regensburg II appears
somewhat modest for the monastic church of the motherhouse. This could again be taken to
indicate than the retention of the Regensburg I eastern end was not originally envisaged and a
larger church planned, but it cannot be assumed that Abbot Gregory felt compelled to compete
with or exceed the daughter-houses in terms of scale.

5

Perger & Brauneis Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, p. 46.
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It appears that all of the Irish churches were built according to a basilical structural model,
although this is not certain with regard to the Memmingen Schottenkirche. The original hallchurch plan for the second church at Regensburg shows, however, that the adherence to the
basilical model was not a matter of compulsion. The general adoption of the basilica can be
attributed to the fact that this was by far the most common form of structure employed in the
monasteries’ local areas. There was, however, a strong tradition of hall-churches in the
Regensburg region, which would explain the plans to use this structural form at Regensburg II. In
terms of ground-plan, the major variable was the absence or presence of an eastern transept,
which will be discussed below.
Tower pairs are a distinctive feature of the Schottenkirchen, appearing at least at five, if not all
six, of the churches under consideration. The possible exception is the church at Vienna, though
th

here a twin-towered west-front is probable, albeit that the 12 -century towers may have remained
unfinished or suffered partial collapse at a later stage. In two cases, at the earliest
Schottenkirchen in Regensburg and Würzburg, the tower pairs flanked the presbytery, while at
the three or four later churches the towers stood at the western end. This change from eastern to
western tower pairs has previously been regarded as evidence that the architectural scheme of
the earliest churches was eschewed at the later monasteries. This, however, overlooks the
shared architectural impulse at work in each case. Not only can the incorporation of a tower pair
be regarded as an almost indispensable element of an Irish monastic church, but the principle
underlying the positioning of the towers appears to have been in each case the same: the towers
were located at the town-facing end of the church. Therefore, although the tower pairs placed
architectural emphasis alternatively on the church’s western entrance or on the eastern liturgical
focal point, they always constituted part of a representative town-façade. While the Irish
monasteries were in each case located outside the town-wall, their churches were clearly inward
rather than outward orientated, and the imposing façades would have added to their visual impact
on approach from the town. Only at Vienna is there no direct relationship between the
reconstructed western towers and the town, the latter standing to the south-east of the church.
The towers were, however, orientated towards the main approach route from the town, which
emanated from the Heidenschuss gate to the south-west.
The ubiquity of towers among the Schottenklöster is in stark contrast to contemporary practice
within the Cistercian order, where towers were omitted from the monastic churches as a rule.

6

Tower pairs were a common feature of Hirsau Benedictine churches, on the other hand, and, as

6

Regarding German Cistercian churches, see Binding/Untermann, Kleine Kunstgeschichte, pp. 245-270; Schütz/Müller,
Deutsche Romanik, pp. 55-59.
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7

at the Irish churches, they could stand either at the eastern or western end of the church. As
newly-founded Hirsau monasteries tended to be located in rural areas, topographical factors may
not have dictated the positioning of the towers to the same extent as at the Schottenkirchen.
Nonetheless, in the case of Prüfening, for example, a Hirsau monastery whose location was in
clear association with that of the town of Regensburg, it seems plausible that eastern towers were
8

erected in order to emphasise that end of the church facing the nearby town. Tower pairs were
also a common feature of contemporary cathedrals, including those at Regensburg and Würzburg
and at the so-called Kaiserdome of Speyer, Mainz, Worms and Bamberg, where their value in
terms of creating imposing representative façades would have been particularly apparent.
The presbytery can only be reconstructed with confidence in relation to three Schottenkirchen,
those at Regensburg, Würzburg and Erfurt. In each case it was three-aisled and ended in three
parallel apses, though the latter can only be assumed for the church at Erfurt. While the Erfurt
Schottenkirche was covered by vaults throughout, the vaulted presbytery at Würzburg was
attached to an unvaulted nave, an arrangement that almost certainly also existed at Regensburg
I. This use of vaulting to mark out the church’s liturgical centre is encountered at many monastic
th

churches from the first half of the 12 century, including the Hirsau churches at Prüfening, Biburg
and Aura and at Premonstratensian Windberg and Cistercian Heilsbronn, all monasteries
9

founded by Bishop Otto von Bamberg (1102-1139) within the Schottenkloster heartland. As
discussed in the relevant chapters, the Würzburg presbytery marked a significant advance on that
of Regensburg I, with two square bays separated by transverse arches in each side-aisle flanking
a slightly oblong sanctuary. This arrangement appears to have been replicated at Erfurt, though
the towers above the eastern bays of the side-aisles would most likely have been absent. At
Erfurt the three-aisled presbytery appears in association with an eastern transept. This mirrored
the arrangement at the Erfurt Peterskirche and at Paulinzella in Thuringia, and was the standard
design employed at Hirsau Benedictine churches, including at the motherhouse.

10

The early

Cistercian churches in Germany tended to consist of variations on the so-called Bernardine plan,
which was comprised of a single-aisled flat-ended presbytery and a pair of eastern chapels
attached to each transept arm, which again ended flat with a continuous eastern wall. The
7

th

At the late-11 -century church of St. Peter and Paul in Hirsau, it appears to have been originally planned to erect towers
over the eastern bays of the nave side-aisles, but this was never carried out and a tower pair was erected at the western
end of the church’s open ante-nave (see Kummer, Die Gestalt der Peter-und-Pauls-Kirche). On Hirsau Benedictine
architecture in general, see Hoffmann, Hirsau und die «Hirsauer Bauschule»; Binding/Untermann, Kleine
Kunstgeschichte, pp. 119-132; Schütz/Müller, Deutsche Romanik, pp. 38-41.
8
Fink stated that the twin-towered eastern end at Prüfening could be understood as a representative “Schaufassade”
facing the town of Regensburg and the rival monastery of St. Emmeram within (Fink, Romanische Klosterkirchen, p. 76).
The twin-towered east-front of the Hirsau Peterskirche at Erfurt was almost certainly conceived as an imposing townfaçade.
9
In relation to the Romanesque architecture of the monasteries founded by Bishop Otto, see Fink, Romanische
Klosterkirchen.
10
Hoffmann, Hirsau und die «Hirsauer Bauschule»; pp. 27-28 & passim; Binding/Untermann, Kleine Kunstgeschichte, pp.
127-128. With regard to the Hirsau churches in Thuringia, see Badstübner, Die Kirchen hirsauisch reformierter
Benediktiner, pp. 69-78.
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presbytery aisles of Hirsau churches could also sometimes end flat as the Peterskirchen in Hirsau
and Erfurt show, but semi-circular apses were more common, as they were across all church
types in Romanesque Germany.
At the Schottenkirche in Vienna, a three-aisled presbytery appears originally to have been
planned, if not fully executed. It is also possible that a presbytery of this type was again erected
after the addition of the eastern transept. The evidence regarding the original arrangement at
Nuremberg is even less clear, although there is limited evidence to suggest that the presbytery
did originally have side-aisles. The general preference of the Irish monks for this form of
presbytery adds to the likelihood that it existed at Nuremberg prior to the takeover by the German
th

Benedictines at the beginning of the 15 century. The details known concerning the Memmingen
Schottenkirche do not allow any conclusions in regard to the presence of presbytery side-aisles.
Alone on the basis of the presbyteries at Regensburg, Würzburg, Erfurt and Vienna, which are
the only examples that can be reconstructed with confidence, it is possible to characterise the
three-aisled arrangement as the standard form for the Schottenkirchen. In this regard the Irish
monastic churches are very much in accordance with Hirsau Benedictine norms. While there is
no evidence to suggest that a Hirsau-inspired form of the Benedictine rule was employed at the
Irish churches, the incorporation of side-aisles suggests that the emphasis on multiple altars
associated with Cluniac churches was also characteristic of the Schottenkirchen.
Eastern transepts are securely recorded at Nuremberg and Erfurt, while one appears to have
th

been added at an early stage to the Schottenkirche in Vienna. Again, the descriptions of the 16 century Memmingen Schottenkirche are not clear on this issue. The transeptless character of the
Schottenkirche at Regensburg is very much in keeping with the local tradition of the Bavarian
basilica. The absence of a transept at Würzburg and, it seems, originally at Vienna is, on the
other hand, unusual in a local context and is likely to be attributable to influence from
th

Regensburg. By the time these two churches were built in the mid-12 century, reformed orders
dominated the monastic landscape and an eastern transept had become an almost indispensable
element of a monastic church. In Hirsau churches the transept crossing is believed to have
accommodated the monks’ choir or chorus maior, while a chorus minor reserved for lay monks or
conversi occupied the bay or double-bay immediately to the west. This distinction between
ordained and lay monks does not appear to have been made at the Irish monasteries, which may
be one reason as to why the Irish monks did not incorporate transepts into many of their
churches.

11

Yet there was a transept at Nuremberg, while at Erfurt there was both a transept and

something resembling a chorus minor occupying the eastern double-bay of the nave. Presumably
11

Numerous Irish monks who had been consecrated as priests were distinguished after death by being described as
presbyter et monachus in their entries in the Schottenklöster necrology. In regard to the Hirsau chorus minor, see
Hoffmann, Hirsau und die «Hirsauer Bauschule»; pp. 83-92.
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these two monasteries did not differ fundamentally from the other Schottenklöster in terms of the
division of their communities and in their liturgical practice. The presence of transepts at both
churches was in keeping with local building traditions, which would appear to explain their
inclusion. The ostensible chorus minor at Erfurt is more difficult to explain, unless it actually
formed the western section of an extended communal monks’ choir or, what seems less likely,
the choir was restricted to the eastern end of the nave and did not occupy the transept. While the
architecture of the Erfurt Schottenkirche was strongly influenced by that of the Peterskirche in the
town, it seems improbable that the inclusion of a combination of transept and chorus minor is
attributable simply to its presence in the earlier Peterskirche.
The naves built at the various Irish monasteries can be divided into two types. At the earliest
Schottenkirchen in Würzburg, Nuremberg and probably Regensburg, there appears to have been
an unvaulted nave supported by square piers. The only columns known from these churches
were used in the Westbau at Würzburg. The later churches at Erfurt and Vienna deviate
significantly from this model, their naves being supported by compound piers and both churches
seemingly vaulted throughout, probably with groin-vaults. The Erfurt church was laid out
according to an ad quadratum system, the square of the crossing repeated in the vaulted doublebays of the Phase I nave. The Viennese church may also have been vaulted according to a
system of quadratic double-bays.
In Hirsau Benedictine churches the nave was almost always left unvaulted. The Cistercian order,
on the other hand, was quick to adopt vaulted naves in their monastic churches, the monasteries
at Walderbach in Bavaria and Heiligenkreuz in Austria and, less securely, Georgenthal in
th

Thuringia, providing mid- to late-12 -century examples in areas containing Irish monasteries. It
appears in the case of the Schottenkirchen that the absence of vaulting in some churches is
probably attributable to their earlier date rather than any preference for a flat roof. The idle vaultsupports at the eastern end of the nave side-aisles at Würzburg show that at this stage already
the vaulting of sections of the church outside of the liturgical focal points of presbytery and
Westbau was being contemplated. The churches at Erfurt and Vienna both date to after 1150 and
their more extensive use of vaulting may simply be attributable to the more widespread adoption
of vaulting as the 12

th

century progressed. Whether the church at Memmingen continued this

trend later in the century is not clear. This general development from unvaulted to vaulted naves
and the accompanying change from simple square piers to compound piers is broken only by
Regensburg II, but it seems certain that the planned hall church would have been covered by
vaults.
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Besides the penchant for tower pairs discussed above, the architectural feature most consistently
associated with the Irish churches is a two-storeyed structure with a gallery at the western end of
the nave: the Westbauten. Again disregarding Constance because of uncertainty and Eichstätt
because of its novelty, five of the six abbey churches boasted a Westbau of some description.
Erfurt is the exception, where the west-front was completed without a gallery between the two
towers. Whether a proposed gallery was dropped after the change in personnel cannot be
answered. The evidence points to the two-storied Westbauten having a particular liturgical
importance within the Irish churches. Altars, chapels or “choirs” dedicated to St. Michael at
gallery-level were found at Würzburg, Nuremberg and Memmingen. While there is no record of an
altar dedicated to St. Michael in the Vienna Schottenkirche, there are numerous documented
altars and chapels for which a location cannot be identified and which may include some situated
on the gallery. In the case of Regensburg no certain references to gallery altars have yet come to
light either, though, as Mader pointed out , the tria altaria supra recorded in a 1517 altar inventory
probably relates to the gallery, an altar for each bay.

12

The association of the archangel with

th

galleries was long-standing by the 12 century, having already been a feature of the Carolingian
Westwerk. At Würzburg there was also a chapel of St. Mary at ground-floor level within the
th

Westbau, which was more strongly demarcated from the surrounding space in the 13 century
through the insertion of stone screens.

13

Whether the inherent role of a gallery as an elevated

space open into the body of the church had an impact on the manner in which the upstairs
chapels were used is not clear. It is likely that the galleries had liturgical functions beyond those
enjoyed as an alternative stand-alone consecrated space. It is certainly conceivable that the
gallery was used in combination with the eastern choir and perhaps other parts of the church for
liturgical purposes, whether on an everyday basis or on special occasions. These may, for
example, have included antiphonic forms of chant and the incorporation of the space into
ceremonial processions.
Potential secular uses of the galleries centre on a possible role as Herrscheremporen or royal
galleries. No documentary evidence for such a function exists, but the possibility cannot be
excluded, especially in some cases. The Nuremberg, Vienna and Memmingen churches appear
to be the best candidates for such a role, as all were founded by a royal or ducal patron within
one of their preferred residences. It is highly likely that the founders in question did attend the
Irish churches, perhaps frequently, while they were resident in the relevant town, and it is a
distinct possibility that in each case the galleries were employed to allow the patrons to follow the
12

Mader, Kunstdenkmäler XXII.2, p. 322. For all the scholarly attention which the Regensburg Schottenkloster has
received, a thorough trawl of the multiple sources with a view to listing and locating the various altars and chapels
mentioned, in the vein of Michael Wieland’s work on the Würzburg Schottenkloster, for example, remains outstanding.
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The fact that the ground-floors at Nuremberg, Vienna and probably Memmingen functioned as entrance areas inside a
western doorway makes it less likely that liturgical functions were vested in these areas. The Westbau at Würzburg also
served as an entrance hall, but, because it was accessed from the side, it was possible to accommodate a chapel within
the central area without completely blocking the natural flow to and from the southern doorway.
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proceedings from a superior and private vantage point. There is also evidence to suggest that the
western porches or the area immediately in front of them in some cases provided the setting for
the execution of legal acts or state occasions. At Vienna the witnessing of a charter in porticu
scotorum is recorded for 1190, while the Austrian Duke Friedrich II is said to have received his
knighthood in the “pforzîch” (porticus) of the Schottenkirche in 1232, though here the space
preceding rather than inside the western doorway was probably intended.

14

The witnessing of

charters in front of the Schottenkirchen at Erfurt and Nuremberg is also recorded, as is the
holding of court sittings outside the doorway of the latter church. This may be tied in with a notion
of the porch and the area immediately preceding it as a liminal zone on the threshold between the
sacred and profane, where secular acts that would have been precluded from being carried out
within the body of the church could be solemnised.
The major factors influencing the design of the Westbauten at the Irish churches appear to have
been a desire to maximise both the available space on two levels and the degree of
communication with the main body of the church. The only surviving gallery, at the Regensburg
Schottenkirche, is quite spacious and this seems also to have been the case at the four other
churches. At Nuremberg, Vienna and Memmingen it appears that extraordinary lengths were
gone to in order to achieve a sufficiently commodious gallery. Not satisfied with a gallery merely
occupying the space between the two western towers, the Westbau was extended a further bay
eastwards, despite the prima facie incompatibility of this type of gallery with a church of basilical
type. The resultant T-shaped gallery is the most idiosyncratic element of the Schottenkloster
architectural canon, borrowing a hall-church form for use in a basilical context. The Regensburg
Westbau, though also a structure designed for a hall-church but eventually attached to a basilica,
can be distinguished from the three other churches on account of the different means by which
this circumstance came to pass and by the absence of towers. Nonetheless, the same desire to
create a large gallery open into all three aisles unites all four structures, and indeed it is likely that
one of the principal attractions of the original hall-church model at Regensburg was the prospect
of realising such a gallery in a manner harmonious with the wider structure. All four Westbauten
may also have been united by having the Benedictine church at Prüll as their ultimate source.
The Westbauten provided an alternative liturgical and architectural focal point to the eastern
presbytery. The sense of a one-way progression from west to east towards the liturgical centrepoint created in many Cistercian and Hirsau churches, where the nave was entered directly from
outside through a western doorway, was absent from the Schottenkirchen. A heightened
architectural emphasis was placed on both the eastern and western ends of the Irish churches,
as would have been most pronounced in the case of Regensburg II, Würzburg and Nuremberg,
14
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where an unvaulted nave was encased by a vaulted presbytery and a vaulted two-storey
Westbau. This dual focus was also evident externally on most of the Schottenkirchen, whereby
western tower pairs would be combined with an eastern transept or a towerless Westbau with an
eastern tower pair.
Western galleries were, for the most part, eschewed by the Cistercians, though the church at
Walderbach provides one southern German example. They were also uncommon though not
unknown among Hirsau Benedictine monasteries. The important Hirsau churches in the
th

Regensburg region at Prüfening and Biburg both lacked western galleries. Whether the early 12 century Westbau of the Hirsau church at Aura contained a gallery is a matter of some doubt, and
leaves the question of its influence on the Westbau of the Würzburg Schottenkirche open. The
consistent appearance of two-storey, galleried Westbauten at the Schottenklöster marks them out
from contemporary monastic architecture and may point to a divergence in liturgical practice.
Whether this form first appeared at Regensburg I or at the earliest daughter-house in Würzburg is
unclear.
As the Westbauten at Nuremberg, Vienna and Memmingen have all been lost, their
reconstruction relies on pictorial representations, written references and comparison with similar
structures surviving elsewhere. The evidence concerning the individual churches has been
discussed in their respective chapters. It appears that all three Westbauten were born out of a
desire to combine a representative twin-towered west-front with a commodious western gallery. In
the case of Vienna the existence of the western towers is not certain, but the detail of the
Wolmuet plan and comparison with Nuremberg, Memmingen and later Austrian structures
strongly suggest that they were a feature of the Romanesque church, though they were
apparently left unfinished or were truncated due to fire-damage. In no case do the historical and
pictorial resources allow a complete reconstruction of the relevant Westbau. A combined
consideration of the available evidence for each of the three Westbauten does promise to provide
a fuller picture, though the possibility of variations between the different structures must be
acknowledged.
Depictions from the 15

th

and 17

th

centuries of the Nuremberg and Vienna churches allow the

external appearance of this type of Westbau to be recreated. The most diagnostic feature of the
churches’ western ends was the two-storied bays immediately to the east of the towers. The
Babenberger Stammbaum shows this arrangement to mirror closely that still extant at the
Austrian churches of St. Pölten and Wiener Neustadt, in that the raised ancillary bay does not
reach the height of the nave and its distinct lean-to roof meets the nave-wall just below the eaves
moulding. The steep roof of the raised bay visible on Boener’s depiction of the Nuremberg
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Schottenkirche differs somewhat from the examples outlined, insofar as it leans against the tower
rather than the nave-wall. It can be assumed that these two-storey bays were also present at the
Memmingen Schottenkirche, of which no depictions are known. It seems likely that the centralaisle of the Westbau was in each case originally covered by a nave-roof extending all the way to
the church’s west-wall, as was the arrangement at Nuremberg. The Babenberger Stammbaum
depicts a transverse roof at the western end of the church, but this would have been made
necessary as a consequence of the ostensible partial collapse or non-completion of the towers.
The Stammbaum also shows a single central window at gallery height on the west-wall, while the
Nuremberg gallery was lit by three western windows according to both the Boener and Graff
views. There were also one or more openings in the side-walls of the adjacent raised bays at both
churches.

15

At Nuremberg, Vienna and probably Memmingen, the ground-floor of the Westbau

exterior was dominated by the western doorway opening between the two towers. The position of
the portal on the west-wall ensured that, unlike at Regensburg, the function of entrance hall was
also vested in the Westbau. The use of a Westbau of this type at the Irish churches may have
had as much to do with a desire to create a spacious and distinct entrance area as with the
provision of a gallery.
There is limited evidence for the internal layout of the Westbauten at Nuremberg, Vienna and
Memmingen. It is clear that in each case both floors effectively had T-shaped plans stretching
between the towers and a bay eastwards across the full width of the church. The outstanding
questions concern the degree of sub-division within the two floors, the extent to which the towers
were open at both levels, the manner in which the gallery opened into the nave-aisles and the
issue of access to the gallery from below. It seems likely that there ground-floors were in each
case effectively open. At Prüll, the possible progenitor of the Nuremberg Westbau, a wide open
archway on the west-wall led to a space between the two western towers which effectively served
as an ante-chamber preceding the actual doorway, which was positioned level with the eastern
walls of the towers. The pictorial representations of the Nuremberg and Vienna Westbauten
suggest that the reverse arrangement would have operated; i.e. that the doorway was on the
western wall and that merely a wide archway or more likely the transverse arch of a vault divided
the space between the towers from the remainder of the Westbau ground-floor to the east. The
Wolmuet plan shows the area stretching between the towers from the western façade to the nave
to be covered by a single vault unit. Whether this relates to ground- or gallery-level cannot be
determined. Of course, in either case, the possibility that this vault is not original has to be
considered. According to the Promemoria the church’s vaults were “renovated” in 1449. The
patent inaccuracy in the size of the vaults depicted in the Schottenkirche nave must also be
15

Openings in comparable position to the large round-headed window visible at first-floor level on the raised bay on the
Stammbaum are found at Wiener Neustadt and St. Pölten, though in the case of the former the window is of round form
and at St. Pölten the original opening stands blocked up and is cut by a lower replacement window.
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considered. It seems likely that the Westbauten were in each case vaulted throughout ab initio,
although they were in at least one case, that of Nuremberg, attached to unvaulted naves.
Assuming that the three bays immediately to the east of the towers would also have been
separated only by the transverse-arches of vaults, this would have meant that the ground-floors
acted as open T-shaped entrance halls. This is the case at the best-preserved example of this
type of Westbau at Wiener Neustadt. Low vaults, probably of groin-type, such as those at Wiener
Neustadt and on the ground-floor of the Regensburg Westbau, are to be envisaged for
Nuremberg, Vienna and Memmingen, lending the space a crypt-like character. As at Regensburg,
the ground-floor of the Westbauten would have been open into all three aisles. The extent to
which the thick walls of the western towers were pierced at both levels is unclear. Given the
amount of space already provided by this form of Westbau the builders may have chosen not to
pare out the tower walls extensively and risk compromising the stability of the towers. At Prüll the
towers do not seem to have opened into the porch or ante-nave at ground-floor level, while their
first-floors were linked to the gallery by way of doorways in their eastern walls. This issue is tied in
with that concerning the means by which the gallery was accessed; i.e. did the towers contain
stairwells. Those at Prüll did not, the gallery instead being accessed from a staircase within the
northern aisle-wall. The arrangement at Memmingen appears to have been somewhat similar,
16

with a staircase attached to both side-walls rather than within the towers.

It is possible that this

was also the situation at Nuremberg and Vienna, though this cannot be confirmed. In relation to
Vienna, were the vaults visible within the ostensible towers on the Wolmuet plan to apply to
ground- rather than first-floor level, they would point to the towers not having contained stairwells.
It may also be significant that the gallery at Wiener Neustadt appears to have also originally been
reached by a staircase attached to the southern aisle-wall. The southern gallery arch there, which
is, and presumably always has been, blind, contains within it an idle doorway standing close to its
outer edge as well as a central twin-light window .
The T-shaped gallery at Prüll is not sub-divided, the eastern section being fully open into the
space between the towers. The Westbau at Memmingen, on the other hand, was divided into
separate sections, with two doorways leading from the eastern gallery to the chapel of St.
Michael, which stood between the towers. The nature of the wall or screen between the two
sections is not known, and it is possible that it was a secondary insertion. It seems likely that the
Nuremberg layout resembled that at Prüll rather than Memmingen. The 1432 entry in the De
structuris monasterii source supports this conclusion. It records that the windows of the chorus
sancti Michaelis were renovated in that year, which points to the altar again occupying the space
between the two towers. The same entry also describes the erection of six vaults versus chorum
16
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sancti Michaelis. This refers to the vaults of the nave and implies that the nave met the St.
Michael’s choir at its western end. It can therefore be inferred from the entry that the chapel or
choir of St. Michael occupied the full undivided area stretching from the western wall to the
eastern edge of the gallery. Whether the layout at Vienna resembled that of Memmingen or that
of Prüll cannot be ascertained. Again, if the vault on Wolmuet’s plan relates to gallery-level, then
it appears that the first-floor was not divided into eastern and western sections. The fact that the
galleries at Sankt Pölten, Wiener Neustadt and St. Stephan in Vienna were undivided can be
taken as further evidence for the likely layout at the Schottenkirche.
The other important issue relating to the Schottenkirche Westbauten concerns the degree to
which the gallery was open into the nave-aisles. It can be assumed that the central gallery-arch
opened fully into the nave. The situation regarding the lateral arches is not as clear-cut. These
would not have reached the height of the central arches due to the lesser height of the adjacent
basilical aisles. Their height would also have been in part determined by that of the lower-storey
of the Westbau. At Wiener Neustadt the arches between the gallery and nave side-aisles reach
the full height of the tall vaulted side-aisles, but are blind save for a central twin-light window and,
on the southern side alone, a (now defunct) doorway. At Prüll all three arches are fully open to a
uniform height, but, of course, the nave there is of hall-church rather than basilical type. Again,
whether the lateral arches at the Schottenkirchen were to some extent blind or fully open cannot
be determined.
The affinities of these three Westbauten strongly suggest that architectural ideas passed directly
between the different Irish monasteries in Germany. They can be tied in with the wider penchant
for both tower-pairs and Westbauten notable among the Irish monasteries. The exact liturgical
and representative functions vested in these idiosyncratic Westbauten cannot be established.
Neither can it be determined whether the Austrian builders and patrons who replicated this
Schottenkloster form at their own high-status churches were attracted by the functional or
aesthetic merits of the structures. It seems almost certain that the erection of a Westbau of this
type at the Irish monastery in Vienna saw the introduction of this particular form to the Austrian
Romanesque after its apparent gestation within the Schottenkloster movement.
Was there a distinct Schottenkloster architectural tradition?
Wolfgang Zahn, hitherto the only scholar to conduct an in-depth study of the architecture of the
Irish monasteries in Germany, concluded that there was neither a uniform church model
employed by the Irish monks in Germany nor a distinct Schottenkloster architectural tradition.
17
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While there were affinities between individual Schottenkirchen, such as between the earliest
churches at Regensburg and Würzburg and between the later structures at Vienna and
Nuremberg, “there was certainly no architectural scheme prescribed by the Irish monks either
among the early or later buildings”. There is indeed no evidence that there was a “prescribed
scheme” in relation to the Irish churches.
A single architectural model has never been rigidly applied across any monastic order, and the
Schottenklöster were no exception. Factors such as local building traditions, the level of finance
available and changes in technology and liturgical practice over time resulted in variations
between monastic churches. Yet the churches of an order are often linked by an adherence to
certain important features, for example, the absence of towers in the case of the Cistercians, the
transept and three-aisled presbytery in the case of the Hirsau Benedictines. While there is a
considerable degree of divergence between the Schottenkirchen, there are a significant number
of features which consistently reappear, and together allow the group of Irish churches to be
distinguished from other contemporary monastic orders. It seems that Zahn went too far in
dismissing the notion of a distinct Schottenkloster architectural tradition.
The characteristic features of the “typical” Schottenkirche were a two-storey Westbau with gallery,
a tower pair at either the western or eastern end, and a three-aisled presbytery with tri-apsidal
termination. While the execution of these individual elements could differ from church to church,
the underlying principles remained the same. These shared features, which appear at all or most
of the churches and each constitute important elements in either architectural or liturgical terms,
outweigh the degree of variation inherent in the presence or absence of a transept. The latter is
certainly the most significant variable among the Irish churches, the discrepancies in support-form
and vaulting being largely attributable to issues of chronology. The consistent appearance of
certain elements points to the pre-existing architectural customs of the Schottenklöster being
communicated to the builders of each new church, whether through direct input from the abbot of
the Regensburg motherhouse or through the earliest abbot of the relevant daughter-house. There
is little evidence to suggest that these shared forms were achieved through the use of the same
group of workers at more than one monastery. In some cases, in particular the distinctive
Westbauten constructed at Nuremberg, Vienna and Memmingen, it is possible that the builders in
question had direct knowledge of the prototype at an earlier Schottenkirche. The appearance of
this form of Westbau at the three Irish monasteries provides the best evidence of architectural
influence of a specific nature being transmitted within the Schottenkloster network. Despite the
small sample, it is possible to speak of a distinct Schottenkloster architectural tradition within the
German Romanesque.
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There is nothing distinctively “Irish” about the architecture. Only in the case of the later stages of
the second construction campaign at Regensburg is there substantial evidence for the
involvement of Irish workmen, and in that case their participation appears to have been restricted
to architectural sculpture. That the architecture of the Schottenkirchen otherwise exhibits no trace
of Irish influence is not surprising. With the exception of Christchurch cathedral in Dublin,
churches on the scale of the Schottenkirchen were unheard of in Ireland prior to the arrival of the
Cistercians in 1142. Irish Romanesque churches up to this point, and to a large extent after it,
were much smaller and for the most part lacking in architectural complexity.
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They comprised in

the main single-aisled nave-and-chancel structures, occasionally vaulted, and towers were
generally built separately from the church. Structures of such modest dimensions would have
th

been unthinkable in the context of 12 -century Benedictine monasticism on the continent, and it
was only to be expected that the churches of the Irish monks in Germany would be built on a
similar scale and according to the same basilical model as those of the German Benedictines in
the same area. Indeed, the Schottenklöster movement began life when there were no
Benedictine monasteries in Ireland and therefore no associated Irish architectural tradition. In
adopting the Benedictine rule, the Irish monks were endorsing a continental model of
monasticism and, with the exception of the apparent peculiarity of the early monastery at Weih
Sankt Peter, their churches and monasteries also adhered to continental norms. This adjustment
to the local surroundings is also reflected, for example, in the dedication of the monasteries and
the vast majority of the altars within the monastic churches to universal rather than Irish saints
and the adoption of Carolingian miniscule within their monastic scriptoria, though in some cases it
was used to write Lives of obscure Irish saints and accounts of events occurring in their
homeland. Clearly, despite their continental rule and continental-style buildings, the continual
renewal of the “Irishness” of the monasteries through the arrival of new novices ensured that the
monasteria scotorum could never be integrated fully into the wider monastic landscape.
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Fig. 1: Ground-plan of the monastery of St. James in Regensburg (Thomas. H.
King, 1857). From Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 248
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Fig. 2: Drawing of the Regensburg Schottenkloster from the south-west by Gabriel Bucelinus, 1640 (Stuttgart, Württembergische Landesbibliothek, Cod. HB V 15). From
Strobel, St. Jakob zu Regensburg, p. 151.

Fig. 3: Ground-plan of the Regensburg Schottenkirche (Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), fig. 236). The speckled sections belong to Regensburg I. The foundations of the Regensburg I west wall are inserted after
Strobel, St. Jakob, p. 19)

Fig. 4: View of the Schottenkirche from the north

Fig 5.: The nave of the Schottenkirche looking east

Fig. 6: The nave looking west

Fig. 7: The southern nave-wall from the west.

Fig. 8: Longitudinal section of the church ( Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), fig. 237).

Fig. 9: RYDAN sculptural relief inside north doorway

Fig. 10: Sculptural relief on pilaster at north-western corner of the Westbau

Figs. 11-14: Capitals and imposts of some of the round arcade-supports in the nave

Figs. 15-18: Some of the figural corner spurs on the bases of the round arcadesupports

Figs. 19-20: Drawings of various Schottenkirche sculptural details (Mader, Kunstdenkmäler
(vol. XXII/2), figs. 239 & 240)
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Fig. 21: Screens and piers of the monks’
choir viewed from the southern aisle

Figs 22-23: Quatrefoil window on the southern
clerestory of the nave and a detail thereof (the
latter from Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 316)

Fig. 24: Looking towards the presbytery
from the west

Fig. 25: The presbytery from the south-west

Fig. 26: Regensburg I and II imposts at arcadelevel on the northern chancel-arch support.

Fig. 27: View eastwards into the
southern presbytery-aisle

Fig. 28: South-eastern corner of the base
of the southern chancel-arch support

Fig. 30: Sanctuary ribbed vault

Fig. 29: Regensburg I & II imposts of the
northern chancel-arch support

Fig. 31: Detail of the centre of the ribbed
vault

Fig. 32: Looking west towards the twostorey Westbau

Fig. 34: Northern support of the central
arch between Westbau and nave

Fig. 33: Arch between the Westbau
and northern side-aisle

Fig. 35: Ground-floor of the Westbau

Fig. 36: The intersection of the northern nave-arcade and the Westbau

Fig. 38: Looking northwards across
the western gallery

Fig. 37: View of the western gallery from
the south-west

Fig. 39: The southern support of the central
arch between gallery and nave from the north

Fig. 40: The northern support of the arch between the gallery and the northern nave-aisle.

Fig. 41: Arch between gallery and
southern side-aisle from the west

Fig. 44: Impost and capital of northern support
of northern gallery-arch from within the roofspace to the east

Figs. 42-43: The northern respond on the
western wall of the gallery and a detail
thereof

Fig. 45: North-eastern corner of the impost of
northern support of central gallery-arch, seen
from within the aisle roof-space

Fig. 46: The northern portal circa 1890 (From Mader, Kunstdenkmäler (vol. XXII/2), Pl. 28).
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Fig. 47: View of the church from the north by Wilhelm Rehlen, 1816 (Fürstliche Thurn
und Taxissche Hofbibliothek, Regensburg). From Strobel, St. Jakob zu Regensburg, p. 151.

Fig. 48: Northern doorway

Fig. 50: Eastern section of the northern
portal

Fig. 49: The Tympanum of the northern doorway

Fig. 51: Western section of the northern
portal

Fig. 52: Eastern row of caryatides

Fig. 54: Eastern jambs of north doorway

Fig. 53: Western jambs of north doorway

Fig. 55: Western row of caryatides

Fig. 56: The Westbau from the south-west

Fig. 57: The northern wall of the Westbau
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Fig. 58: The intersection of the northern nave-wall with the Westbau, with the northern
gallery arch visible above the aisle roof-line (from Stocker, Die Schottenkirche, p. 267).
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Fig. 59: Eastern façade circa 1920 (from
www.bildindex .de)

Fig. 60: The eastern wall of the
sanctuary and the central apse

Fig. 61: The towers and eastern end of the
nave from the north-west

Fig. 62: Central section of the apse corbel
table

Fig. 64: Capital and impost of the
doorway’s western jambs

Fig. 63: The western cloister doorway from the south

Fig. 65: Base of doorway’s western
jambs

Fig. 66: The eastern cloister doorway seen Figs. 67-68: The capitals and imposts of the western
from the eastern ambulatory of the cloister (67) and eastern (68) jambs of the eastern doorway

Fig. 69: The archivolts of the eastern cloister doorway
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Figs. 70-71: Two fragments of voussoirs from the Regensburg II cloister
(From Stocker, Die Schottenkirche,
pp. 357-358)

Fig. 72: The refectory portal in the southern
ambulatory, viewed from the north

Figs. 73-75: 1848 drawings of some of the cloister fragments uncovered during restoration (Kapeller, Neu aufgefundene architektonische Fragmente, Sheets 224-226).

Fig. 76: Looking northwards across the lavabo to the reconstructed northern arcade

Fig. 78: The south-western corner of the lavabo from the east
Fig. 77: The exterior of the western wall of the
lavabo, pictured during the recent restoration

Fig. 79: Plan of the 1908 excavations to the north of the Schottenkirche church, including the church of St. Nicholas and Wagner’s speculative reconstruction of the
planned Schottenportal porch (Wagner, Mitteilung über die Ausgrabung, p. 140)

Fig. 80: Plan of the Würzburg Schottenkirche, 1915 (Mader, Kunstdenkmäler III.12, fig. 274)
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Fig. 81: View of the Würzburg Schottenkirche
from the south, 1931 (from www.bildindex.de)

Fig. 82: The eastern end of the Schottenkirche
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Fig. 83: The nave of the Schottenkirche looking east, 1931 (from www.bildindex.de)

Fig. 84: View of the southern wall of the
sanctuary, 1931 (from www.bildindex.de)

Fig. 85: Drawing of Schottenkirche sculpFig 86: Drawing of Schottenkirche sculpturtural details (Mader, Kunstdenkmäler III.12, al details (Mader, Kunstdenkmäler III.12,
fig. 278)
fig. 280)
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Fig. 87: The southern wall of the sanctuary and
the southern tower in 1955 (from Oswald,
Würzburger Kirchenbauten, fig. 78)

Fig. 89: Southern support of the apsearch in the southern presbytery-aisle

Fig. 88: The eastern end of the Schottenkirche, 1955 (from Oswald, Würzburger
Kirchenbauten, fig. 80)

Fig. 90: Vault support at the south-western corner
of the eastern bay of the southern presbytery-aisle
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Fig. 91: The western end of the southern presbytery side-aisle in 1931
(from www.bildindex.de)
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Fig. 92: Impost with idle vault-support at the eastern
end of the southern nave-aisle (1931)

Fig. 93: Impost at the north-western
corner of the surviving eastern bay of
the southern presbytery-aisle

Fig. 94: The belfry of the southern tower

Fig. 95.: Detail of one of the belfry columns

Fig. 96: Lower section of the southern tower and adjacent Gothic apse

Fig. 97: Intersection of the southern tower and
Fig. 98: Crouching figure on the
apse at the height of the lower frieze of the tower roof of southern apse
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Fig. 100: 17th-century sketch by Gamans of the
Fig. 99: The western wall of the Schottenkir- ground-plan of the Schottenkirche and the
che prior to demolition in 1955. Seen from chapel of St. James/Macarius
the east (from Oswald, Würzburger Kirchen- (Universitätsbibliothek Würzburg, M.ch.f.260,
f.106v)
bauten, fig. 80)
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Fig. 101: View of the Schottenkirche from the south. Pre-1945 photograph of a since-destroyed 17th-century oil painting (photographs
held in the Mainfränkisches Museum, Würzburg)

Fig. 102: Reconstruction of the Romanesque Schottenkirche at Würzburg. Sections of the church surviving in 1945 in black (After Oswald,
Würzburger Kirchenbauten, fig. 27, with minor alterations).
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Fig. 103: Ground-plan of the Baroque church of St. Aegidius in Nuremberg and adjacent chapels (Fehring & Ress, Die Stadt Nürnberg, p. 42)

Fig. 104: The Baroque church
from the north-west

Fig. 105: Interior of nave looking east
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Fig. 106: Boener’s view of the pre-1696 church from the north
(from Zahn, Schottenklöster, fig. 111)
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Fig. 107: Boener’s view of the pre-1696 church from the west (from
Zahn, Schottenklöster, fig. 112)
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Fig. 108: Kraus/Graff view of the Schottenkirche after the 1696 fire
(from Zankl, Die mittelalterliche Egidienkirche, fig. 1).
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Fig. 109: Kraus/Graff view of the
Schottenkirche from the south-west
(1682). From Zahn, Schottenklöster,
fig. 113
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Fig. 110: 1596 Stammbuch view of the eastern
section of the southern nave-wall from the north
(Stadtarchiv Nürnberg, E1/823 (1), f. 12r)
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Fig. 111: 1596 Stammbuch view of the southern aisle or an outer aisle from the east
(Stadtarchiv Nürnberg, E1/823 (1), f. 9r)

Fig. 113: The medieval chapels viewed from
the south-east. The Euchariuskapelle stands
between the taller Tetzelkapelle to the east and
Wolfgangskapelle to the west

Fig. 112: View northwards across the Wolfgangskapelle towards the Baroque church

Fig. 114: The interior of the Euchariuskapelle looking east

Fig. 115: View of the vaulting of the
Euchariuskapelle looking east

Fig. 116: The central window on
the northern side-wall

Fig. 117: Reconstruction of the 12th-century Nuremberg Schottenkirche. The possible
presbytery side-aisles are marked in blue.
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Fig. 118: The 16th-century Schottenkapelle on the site of the Constance
Schottenkloster

Fig. 119: Possible 1513 depiction of the
Constance Schottenkloster in background
(Schilling, Luzerner Chronik, p. 103)
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Fig. 120: Plan of the Erfurt Schottenkirche (Zahn, Schottenklöster, fig. 65,
with minor alterations)

Fig. 121: Tomb-slab of the Schottenkloster
founder, Walther von Gleißberg and wife,
Hedwig.

Fig. 122: The Schottenkirche viewed from the
south-west from the tower of the Egidienkirche
on the Krämerbrücke

Fig. 123: The Schottenkirche
from the south-east

Fig. 124: The nave of
the Schottenkirche
looking east

Fig. 125: View of the nave looking west
Fig. 126: One of the Phase I
piers of the southern arcade

Fig. 128: Capitals and imposts of a
Phase I pier

Fig. 127: View of the southern navewall from the western gallery

Fig. 129: Base of a central engaged
column on a Phase I pier

Fig. 130: Phase I nave-vault support

Fig. 132: Phase II pier at the western
end of the southern nave-arcade
Fig. 131: The western end of the southern nave-wall
with the transition from Phase I to Phase II forms

Fig. 134: “owl-head” corner spur on a
Phase II base

Fig. 133: Looking westwards towards the western bay of the southern aisle with the blocked-up
doorway to the staircase visible on the back-wall

Fig. 135: Lower section of a Phase II pier

Fig. 136: Impost level of the north-eastern support in the western
bay of the south-aisle, showing the various arch and rib profiles

Fig. 137: Phase II vault-support on southern nave-wall

Fig. 139: Segment of the ornate
Phase II string-course on the navewall

Fig. 138: Detail of the Phase II vault-support

Fig. 140: Surviving lower section of the western jambs of an original doorway on the southern aisle-wall

Fig. 141: View eastwards along the lower section of the southern side-wall

Fig. 142: The original plinth of the northern
aisle-wall, with the projecting block marking
the change in plinth profile

Fig. 143: The Schottenkirche nave viewed from the north

Fig. 144: The remains of one of the column pairs on the northern clerestorey

Fig. 145: Bases of the eastern (Phase I) column
pair on the northern clerestorey

Fig. 146: Remains on one of the Phase II column pairs on the northern clerestorey

Fig. 147: One of the Phase II clerestorey bases

Fig. 148: Phase II column at the
erstwhile intersection of the northern clerestorey and the north-

Fig. 149: The lower section of the southwestern tower

Fig. 150: The southern face of the southwestern tower

Fig. 151: Surviving outer casing of the
original western portal

Fig. 152: Remnants of the supports of the
original arch between the northern sideaisle and the northern transept-arm

Fig. 154: The turn in the plinth moulding
marking the intersection between the Romanesque aisle-wall and northern transeptarm

Fig. 153: In situ remains of south-western
crossing-pier in the intersection between the
late Gothic south-aisle end-wall and chancel

Fig. 155: Surviving section of southeastern crossing pillar between the
southern chancel wall and buttress

Fig. 156: Fragment of
billet string-course
Fig. 157: Truncated south-north walls at
the western end of the southern aisle-wall

Fig. 158: Reconstruction of the original Erfurt Schottenkirche. (After Kaiser,
Archäologische Untersuchungen, fig. 122). Surviving or excavated Phase I
fabric in black, Phase II in grey.

Fig: 159: Ground-plan of the Baroque Schottenkirche in Vienna
(Hübl, Baugeschichte, fig. 6)

Fig. 160: View of the Baroque church from the south-east

Fig. 161: The eastern pier of the northern nave-arcade within the Finstere
Sakristei

Fig. 162: Two piers of the northern navearcade

Fig. 163: The Romanesque northern aisle-wall
with two responds

Fig. 164: The eastern respond on
the north-wall and the adjacent
remains of the inner surround of
the Romanesque doorway

Fig. 165: Section of the exterior of the
Romanesque northern aisle-wall with
cloister scars

Fig. 167: Romanesque doorway on
northern aisle-wall

Fig. 166: A section of the exterior of the
northern aisle-wall

Fig. 168: Section of the Romanesque
clerestorey visible within the canteen of
the monastic guest-house

Fig. 170: The upper section of the eastern
surviving pier of the southern nave-arcade

Fig. 169: The Romanische Kapelle to
the south of the Baroque presbytery

Fig. 171: Section of the base of the
eastern surviving pier

Fig. 172: The western nave-arch
within the chapel

Fig. 173: The central nave-arch in the chapel

Fig. 175: Heinrich II and the Schottenkirche on
a stained-glass window in the Leopoldskapelle
at Klosterneuburg
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Fig. 174: Part of the surviving section of
the southern Romanesque clerestorey with
patches of original plaster– and paintwork

Fig. 176: View of the Schottenkirche from
the south (Braun & Hogenberg, 1572)
From Zahn, Schottenklöster, fig. 150
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Fig. 177: Schottenkirche from the
north-east (Hoefnagel, 1609). From
Rapf, Das Schottenstift

Figs. 178 & 179: The Schottenkirche from the
south (178) and north (179) (Hirschvogel
1547). From Zahn, Schottenklöster, fig. 149
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Fig. 180: Ground-plan of the Schottenkirche (Bonifaz Wolmuet, 1547)
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Fig. 181: Depiction of the Schottenkirche on the late 15th-century Babenberger
Stammbaum (from Perger & Brauneis, Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, fig. 4)

Fig. 182: Section of the ground-plan of the Schottenkloster (Zach, 1775) From Hübl, Baugeschichte, fig.
4
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Fig. 183: Depiction of the monastery (Vischer,
1672). From Berger, Die Wiener Schotten, fig. 10

Fig. 184: Romanesque lion sculpture from the Schottenkirche at the Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg

Fig. 185: Octagonal column
from the cloister

Fig. 186: Reconstruction of the Romanesque Schottenkirche at Vienna. Extant and
excavated sections in black. Position of the excavated walls taken from Perger &
Brauneis, Die mittelalterlichen Kirchen, p. 115
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Fig. 187: 1537 view of Eichstätt from the south-east, with the Schottenkirche at
its outer edge to the east of the town (from Biller, Beschreibung der Darstellung)
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Fig. 188: Close-up view of the
1537 Eichstätt Schottenkirche
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Fig. 189: Reconstruction of the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem during the Byzantine period
(from Biddle, The Tomb of Christ)

Fig. 190: Conjectural reconstruction of the Eichstätt Schottenkirche

Fig. 191: The 17th-century Capuchin
church on the site of the Schottenkloster
Fig. 192: The Eichstätt edicule from the north

Fig. 193: The western wall and doorway of the edicule

Fig. 194: The eastern wall and doorway of the edicule

Fig. 196: The tympanum of the southern doorway

Fig. 195: The southern doorway
of the edicule

Fig. 197: The flattened northern end of the edicule

Fig. 198: Looking westwards
across the ante-chamber

Fig. 199: The Engelstein and antechamber apse
Fig. 200: The tomb-chamber of the
edicule
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Fig. 201: 14th-century depiction of the Jerusalem edicule (Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Cod. Urb. Lat. 1362, f. 1v). From Biddle, The Tomb of Christ, p. 36.
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Fig. 202: Reconstructed plan of the Jerusalem
edicule. From Biddle, The Tomb of Christ.

Fig. 203: Section and plan of the
Eichstätt edicule (Mader, Kunstdenkmäler,V.1, fig. 271)

Fig. 204: Covering slab of the tomb replica at Eichstätt

Fig. 205: Disused cemetery on the site of the Memmingen Schottenkloster
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Fig. 206: Town of Memmingen 1573, with the cemetery that replaced the Schottenkloster visible at the bottom of the depiction (Georg Wechter). From a supplement
to the 1968 issue of Memminger Geschichtsblätter.

Fig. 207: The Kelheim Schottenkirche from the south-east

Fig. 208: The interior looking east

Fig. 209: Ground-plan of the Schottenkirche (Mader, Kunstdenkmäler IV.7,
fig. 157) The original fabric is marked in black

Fig. 210: The southern doorway
of the Schottenkirche

Figs. 211 & 212: Upper and lower sections of the western doorway jambs

Fig. 213: Southern wall of the church
with the western of the two blockedup original windows on the left
Fig. 214: The Schottenkirche from
the south-west, with the Danubegate in the background

